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Preface

The Seventh International Congress on Information andCommunication Technology
will be held during 21–24 February 2022 in a hybrid mode and organised by
Global Knowledge Research Foundation. The associated partners were Springer
and InterYIT IFIP, Activate Learning, City of Oxford College, UK. The conference
will provide a useful and wide platform both for display of the latest research and
for exchange of research results and thoughts. The participants of the conference
will be from almost every part of the world, with backgrounds of either academia
or industry, allowing a real multinational multicultural exchange of experiences and
ideas.

A great pool of more than 1100 papers were received for this conference from
across 95 countries among which around 300 papers were accepted and will be
presented through digital platforms during the two days. Due to the overwhelming
response, we had to drop many papers in the hierarchy of the quality. Total 42
technical sessionswill be organised in parallel in 4 days alongwith a fewkeynotes and
panel discussions in hybridmode. The conferencewill be involved in deep discussion
and issues which will be intended to solve at global levels. New technologies will be
proposed, experiences will be shared, and future solutions for design infrastructure
for ICT will also be discussed. The final papers will be published in four volumes of
proceedings by Springer LNNS Series.

Over the years, this congress has been organised and conceptualised with collec-
tive efforts of a large number of individuals. I would like to thank each of the
committee members and the reviewers for their excellent work in reviewing the
papers. Grateful acknowledgements are extended to the team of Global Knowledge
Research Foundation for their valuable efforts and support.

I look forward to welcoming you to the 7th Edition of this ICICT Congress 2022.

Amit Joshi, Ph.D.
Organising Secretary, ICICT 2022

Director—Global Knowledge Research Foundation
Ahmedabad, India
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Visualizing Student Engagement
and Performance in Online Course:
A Step to Smart Learning Environment

Iman Al-Kindi and Zuhoor Al-Khanjari

Abstract Students’ Engagement and Performance (EP) of online courses are
analyzed and visualized in order to assist instructors in improving student’s perfor-
mance at an early stage before the end of the academic semester. A fully online
course for undergraduate students in the Department of Information Studies, College
of Education, Sultan Qaboos University (SQU), was conducted. The total number of
students in the course was 38. Students studied each coursemodule and the instructor
evaluated them based on a set of assessments. This paper explores the existence of
possible relationships between student’s engagement and performance. In this paper,
the authors only considered the results of the Mid Term Exam part. They extracted
the necessary data for analysis purposes for the above-mentioned factors from the log
file of the course. The results revealed promising relationships between the student’s
engagement and performance. This indicates the importance of conducting this kind
of case study as a step forward to achieve a smart learning environment.

Keywords Smart learning environment · Student’s engagement · Student’s
performance ·Moodle · Log file · Online courses

1 Introduction

Smart Learning Environment (SLE) needs to be enriched in order to advance the
educational environment with regards to computers, networks, content, student,
instructors, etc. [1].A smart learning environmentmay contain features for struggling
students (instructors identify and support problematic students), motivation, and effi-
ciency in order to increase engagement, effectiveness, and efficiency (instructors take
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the time andmake efforts to gain attention, provide feedback to improve student confi-
dence and satisfaction) [2]. On a wide sustainable scale, the smartness of learning
environments was defined by their engagement, efficacy, and efficiency. Increased
technological innovation has led to various changes in student behavior as well as
the modeling of instructional approaches [3]. The learning environment needs to be
efficient and provides more productive learning management as a way to enhance
smart learning [4]. There is no question that students are important participants in
all learning processes.

The National Student’s Engagement Survey describes five clusters of student’s
engagement activities, including the level of academic difficulty, a supportive campus
atmosphere, enriching educational interactions, the interaction between students
and instructors, and active and collaborative learning [5]. SLE should log every
single detail of the behavior of students. It also offers an exceptional opportunity for
different stakeholders, such as higher educational institutions, students, instructors,
and researchers, to access valuable knowledge by evaluating these behaviors [6].
Furthermore, knowing the basic criteria of students with various personality char-
acteristics will help instructors identify acceptable teaching methods when teaching
online courses [7]. The performance of students has been an area of concern for
higher education institutions. The study of factors related to the performance of
university students has become a subject of increasing interest in the higher education
community [8].

The present study thus set out to examine to explore the possible relationship
between student’s engagement and performance by taking one component from the
online course, which is “Mid Term Exam” and analyzing the data of the log file of
this component to check this relationship. The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
briefly provides a literature review of the importance of student’s engagement and
performance. Section 3 presents the method by the authors to prove the concept of
this study. Section 4 presents the results and discussion. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Literature Review

Most of the existing literature pay special attention to the student’s attributes:
student’s engagement and student’s performance. Some of the studies discuss one
attribute and others examined two attributes. This is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Literature review studies

Author/year Purpose of study/focus on

[9]/2021 The authors analyzed the trends of behavioral engagement of 306 undergraduate
students taking a degree course partly taught at university online. The authors
discovered that students’ degrees of involvement had a statistically significant
impact on their learning outcomes

[10]/2020 The authors examined the connection between the level of engagement of students
in technology-enhanced learning (TEL) and student’s performance. The analysis
indicated that high-performance learners found it easier to focus than average and
low performers when interacting with learning technology

[11]/2019 Understanding how to promote interactive knowledge creation processes is
important for the evolution of online learning environments and build learning
environments that foster positive participation and interactions between students.
The authors looked at the various methods of awareness development in preservice
teacher education by looking at students’ cognitive engagement and performance
in online discussion groups. Multiple regression analysis revealed that different
levels of cognitive presence were associated with student performance

[12]/2018 Based on the context, the authors examined how student’s behavioral engagement
has evolved and illustrated the need for a finer scale of engagement. They
observed that behavioral engagement and student’s interaction with peers were not
a standardized correlation, but there was an interaction between students and the
instructor and thus was indicative of increased engagement

[13]/2018 Based on Moore’s interaction theory, the authors investigated student perceptions
of various engagement techniques employed in online courses. Their study looked
at how students understand engagement strategies based on their age, ethnicity,
and years of the online learning experience. The findings showed implications for
teachers who are interested in the study

[14]/2017 The authors examined E-Learning connection indicators and created a model to
clean and delve into the educational specifics in order to construct the student’s
profile. The E-Learning framework will be able to fully meet and lead the learning
behavior of students, provide a personalized learning environment, and promote
E-Learning optimization thanks to the user profile analysis

3 Method

3.1 Context and Sample

One of the LMS platforms that are used in the learning and teaching process by
integrated courses along with face-to-face teaching is the Modular Object-Oriented
Developmental LearningEnvironment (Moodle). SQUusesMoodleLMS in teaching
besides traditional learning. In other words, SQU is using blended learning [15]. A
fully online course, “Search Strategies on the Internet” was used as a case study in
this paper, which was given in fall 2019. The total number of students enrolled in
it was 38. The course aims to provide university students with specialized skills in
how to search for various information sources, including websites, search engines,
objective evidence, library indexes, and databases, and to be familiar with the various
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digital information sources available electronically. The course was taught in the
Arabic language consisted of different modules distributed over 15 weeks for one
academic semester, between recorded electronic lectures, in addition to some live
lessons, exams (Mid Term and Final Exam), visual video presentations, assignments,
as well as weekly discussions through the forums accompanying each of the course
topics. Al-Kindi et al. [16] propose a new model, which is supposed to help in
tracking the student’s activities in one of the selected courses. The proposed test
model goes through a specific process starting from student’s engagement, then
student’s behavior, followed by the student’s personality and ending with checking
the student’s performance. At last, the outcomes obtained from the predictive model
of the EBP should boost and enhance the performance of students in the online course
[17].

3.2 Data Analysis

To determine the hypothetical relationship between student’s engagement and perfor-
mance, an analysis of course log file extracted from Moodle has been used. The
authors then analyzed the data based on the below measurements:

• Performance: Mid Exam component (20 marks).
• Engagement: The total number of activities undertaken by each student for Mid

Exam component only.

4 Interpreting the Results

4.1 Preparing Performance and Engagement Factors
Extracting Performance Value

The performance factor is calculated based on the mark of the Mid Exam. The full
mark is 20. So, the student ID of the student and his/ her mark of Mid Exam are
preserved. The other details are removed. The value is transformed to range 100 by
multiplying the value by 5 (20 * 5 = 100). The data is shown in Table 2. It is clear
that the performance values of students are in the same close range.

The percentiles method was used to divide the numerical data into groups in this
study. A percentile is a statistic that provides the relative location of a numerical data
point in distribution as opposed to all other data points [18]. It works by splitting
the data into uneven intervals, each of which corresponds to a distinct category. By
splitting the time, students’ marks are divided into three categories (High, Average
and Low), as follow [19]:

• Low: 0.00–35
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Table 2 Values of student’s
performance factor (*the data
available on request)

Student ID Performance 20 Transformed performance 100

1000 16.5 82.5

1001 15.25 76.3

1002 17 85.0

1003 18 90.0

1004 13.5 67.5

1005 15.75 78.8

1006 14.75 73.8

1007 17.25 86.3

1008 16 80.0

1009 16.25 81.3

1010 13 65.0

… … …

Table 3 Categories of
student’s performance factor
(*the data available on
request)

Student ID Performance Category performance

1000 82.5 High

1001 76.3 High

1002 85.0 High

1003 90.0 High

1004 67.5 Average

1005 78.8 High

1006 73.8 Average

1007 86.3 High

1008 80.0 High

1009 81.3 High

1010 65.0 Average

… … …

• Average: 35.1–75
• High: 75.1–100.0

The marks of students using categories are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Extracting Engagement Value

The number of actions in the log file of Mid Exam, which are conducted by him/her,
represents the engagement of a student. This means, in the file “Mid Exam,” the
actions for each student in the column “Event name” was counted. These values
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are converted to be in the range of 100 by multiplying the value by 1.6667 as the
maximum value is 60. Table 4 illustrates the engagement for each student and the
transformed value.

Same to performance factor, these values are represented by three categories
(High, Average, Low) by dividing the period as follow:

• Low: 0.00–35
• Average: 35.1–75
• High: 75.1–100.0.

Table 5 shows the Engagement factor with transformed values and categories.

Table 4 Values of student’s
engagement factor (*the data
available on request)

Student ID Engagement Transformed engagement

1000 19 31.7

1001 28 46.7

1002 19 31.7

1003 27 45.0

1004 34 56.7

1005 26 43.3

1006 27 45.0

1007 18 30.0

1008 22 36.7

1009 30 50.0

1010 29 48.3

… … …

Table 5 Categories of
student’s engagement factor
(*the data available on
request)

Student ID Transformed engagement Category

1000 31.7 Low

1001 46.7 Average

1002 31.7 Low

1003 45.0 Average

1004 56.7 Average

1005 43.3 Average

1006 45.0 Average

1007 30.0 Low

1008 36.7 Average

1009 50.0 Average

1010 48.3 Average

… … …
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4.3 The Relationship Between Student’s Engagement
and Student’s Performance

The details of two factors categories for the 38 students are illustrate in Table 6.
The entire distribution of data regarding student engagement and performance is

depicted in Fig. 1. Some of the students’ performance is impacted by their engage-
ment, as evidenced by following up the specifics of students and observation of
Fig. 1, as, mostly when the factor of engagement is “High” and “Average” the factor
of performance can be “High.” On the other hand, when the engagement factor is
“Low” the performance will be “Low” as with “student ID: 1026.”

4.4 Extracted Rules

Based on Table 6, the summary of relationships between the two factors as follows
in Table 7, where the shortcut represents:

• HE: High Engagement
• HP: High Performance
• AE: Average Engagement
• AP: Average Performance
• LE: Low Engagement
• LP: Low Performance.

And the numbers represent the number of cases among the students.
Based on Table 7, the summary of relationships between the factors is converted

into a group of condition rules (If–then) [19]. These rules are true for most cases in
the dataset, but it does not reflect the relationship between all factors. The rules are:

• If (Engagement = High)
• Then Performance = High
• If (Engagement = High)
• Then Performance = Average
• If (Engagement = Average)
• Then Performance = High
• If (Engagement = Average)
• Then Performance = Average
• If (Engagement = Low)
• Then Performance = High
• If (Engagement = Low)
• Then Performance = Low.
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Table 6 The details of the
engagement factor and
performance factor with
categories

Student ID Engagement Performance

1000 Low High

1001 Average High

1002 Low High

1003 Average High

1004 Average Average

1005 Average High

1006 Average Average

1007 Low High

1008 Average High

1009 Average High

1010 Average Average

1011 Average High

1012 Average Average

1013 Low High

1014 Average High

1015 Average Average

1016 Average High

1017 Low High

1018 High Average

1019 Average High

1020 Average High

1021 Average High

1022 Average Average

1023 High High

1024 Low High

1025 Average High

1026 Low Low

1027 Average High

1028 Average High

1029 High High

1030 Average Average

1031 Average High

1032 Average High

1033 High Average

1034 Average Average

1035 Low High

1036 Average Average

1037 Average Average
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Fig. 1 Relationship between student’s engagement and student’s performance

Table 7 Summary of
relationships between
student’s engagement and
student’s performance

Engagement and performance LE AE HE

LP 1 0 0

AP 0 10 2

HP 7 16 2

5 Conclusion

The results of analyzing the data of this course for the Mid Term exam component
only prove that there is a relationship between engagement and performance of
the student. The analysis shows that when the factor of engagement is “High” and
“Average” among the dataset, which is 38 students, the category of performance
appears to be “High.” On the other hand, in ten cases, the categories of engagement
and performance were matching “Average.” One of the drawbacks of this study is
that, limiting the experimenting on one course as a case study due to time constraints.

In the future, the authors will extend the analysis to investigate again the possible
relationship between the two factors to consist of more components of the course not
only one. Also, doingmore experimentation onmore courses. In addition, developing
a support tool for instructors to assist them in predicting student’s performance during
the early phases of the academic semester.

More in more, the enhancement of educational teaching strategies is required in
terms of giving more attention to student’s engagement such as but not limited to the
activities students engaged in the courses and the interaction with the instructor to
foster student’s performance during fully online courses. The authors recommend,
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future researchers focus on analyzing the log file of student’s courses to better under-
stand their engagement and performance in online courses. This will lead to making
their learning environment more efficient and sustainable.
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IoT Automated Pill Dispenser for Elderly
Care

Saidatunnajwa Abdul Aziz, Aznida Abu Bakar Sajak , Ruwaida Ramly,
and Mohd Hanif Zulfakar

Abstract This project is fabricated to ease medication consumption, especially for
the elderly that always forget the proper time to consume their prescribed medicine.
Thousands of cases have been recorded throughout the decade ofwrong consumption
of medicine. This may lead to serious issue as improper medicine dose is ineffec-
tive for the sickness that they suffer. This paper aims to develop an automated pill
dispenser that triggers the alarm to the elderly, records themedication drop data using
ThingSpeak, and notifies the caretaker through theBlynk application. This paper uses
Arduino ATmega 2560 as the microcontroller for the device. It will be connected
to a Wi-Fi module to transmit the data for the ThingSpeak platform and notifies
the caretaker through the Blynk application. The paper will surely help eliminate
the underdose and overdose issue, especially among the elderly and ease guardian’s
worries about their absentness at the moment of medicine consumption. It is hoped
that this paper can be used to replace hand-held pillbox device that is a hassle toward
the elderly.

Keywords Smart health care · Internet of Things · Arduino · Pill dispenser · Easy
medication ·Wi-Fi

1 Introduction

Chronic disease among the elderly is a common issue these days. Most elderly suffer
from at least one chronic condition that requires lifelong medical supplies. This
may lead them to consumed medication each day accordingly to prescription by the
doctors. As they are growing older, the elderly might also suffer from Alzheimer’s,
also known as a disease that slowly erases the memories of the elderly. They end
up needing help from caretaker and guardian. This paper aims to help specifically
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the elderly to eat their pills on time despite the absence of a caretaker. The caretaker
can refill the prescribed medications weekly, and after six hours, the pill will auto-
matically dispense. An alert and frequency data could be monitored through Blynk
and ThingSpeak, respectively, as in [1, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13] via Wi-Fi as the transmis-
sion medium. A study stated that 40% up to 75% of elderly fails to consume their
medication properly despite the provided clear prescription details [9]. Some elderly
forget that they have taken their pills, thus consuming them repeatedly, resulting in
overdoses cases. Both underdose and overdose cases are dangerous, as both may lead
to severe consequences for the elderly. The elderly should adhere to the prescription
schedule, and constant help from the caretaker is needed if the elderly cannot take
medicine regularly.

Several existedpapers havepursued the sameaims as theproposedpapers,which is
to develop a device that automatically dispensesmedications for the elderly.However,
all these papers do not state their refillable basis, and most of them do not analyze the
data taken from the frequency of medication. This is the contribution of this paper.
The data stored in the cloud via ThingSpeak can be used for the patient’s medication
history or any medical needs in the future. The current technology [1, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13]
does not implement the Internet of Things (IoT) in their device as the device could
not be managed through any mobile applications. These IoT features are beneficial
in terms of their ability to control the device through applications. This paper will be
useful in eliminating any chances of overdose and underdose medication specifically
toward the elderly and helps the caretaker ensure that the elderly consumed their
medicines on time.

2 Research Methodology

The interactive waterfall model [11] is the methodology that will be used throughout
this paper. Its adaptable and simple features are essential in making sure the project
in this paper working well accordingly to its timeline. The main factor of choosing
this model is its ability to change according to the current situation in each phase,
such as redesigning any changes if required. Figure 1 shows the stages of the model
and an explanation of each phase. Each phase shows a specific different process that
is reviewable.

2.1 Feasibility Study

A feasibility study is the first phase in fabricating this paper. This phase aims to
evaluate the importance of this device, especially toward the elderly and the elderly’s
guardian. Once the topic is discerned, the paper’s proposal is written, which features
the objectives and the paper’s scope. This phase started by recognizing the increasing
trend of the elderly’s mismanage of medicine consumption and highlighting ways to
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Fig. 1 Iterative waterfall
model

ease the guardian job in making sure the elderly consumed their medicine on time
despite the guardian’s absentness.

2.2 Requirement Analysis

The requirement analysis of software and hardware needed is listed to develop the
proposed paper through this phase. The information on the proposed paper was
gathered through research and literature review of the existing paper that features
similar objectives with the proposed paper. Both possible hardware and software
components required by the proposed paper were decided through this phase too.
The block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Block diagram
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2.3 System Design

The system design phase is a phase that the developers illustrate the concept of
the proposed paper using the information gathered from the previous phase. This
paper is proposed to ensure proper medication consumption for the elderly who have
difficulties remembering theirmedication schedule.TheArduino [10]will attachwith
the other hardware that offers different functions. Once the buzzer ring, a notification
will be sent to the Blynk as the alert system for the caretaker. The medication drop
data will then be recorded for further data analysis by the doctors using ThingSpeak.
The flowchart of the project is shown in Fig. 3.

2.4 Implementation Phase

In this phase, the developers need to start implementing each separate component
into one device. Then, the developers can start building the device by following the
design created in the previous phase. The developers will fabricate the device and
compile the coding needed for the software and controller.

2.5 Testing Phase

This phase is crucial in making sure that no unexpected error occurs in future. Any
error and problem should be solved, and the detail can be recorded for future use.
As for the hardware testing, each component is tested individually, and once the
device is put together, it will be tested again. The software used by the developer
will go under certain testing to ensure the operability of the device. In software
testing, the developer needs to make sure that the software can perform according
to the requirements stated and compile the coding without showing any error. Both
the device and software connectivity will be checked too. The final testing is equally
important as it is to assure excellent connectivity of the device and software. Section 4
discusses more on this phase.

2.6 Maintenance Phase

During the maintenance phase, the troubleshooting will be done to the paper if
any error occurs while running the program. This troubleshooting will not be done
regularly and only run when needed. After the troubleshooting is done, the developer
can proceed to the next phase, the documentation phase.
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Fig. 3 Flowchart

2.7 Documentation Phase

Documentation is the last phase for the iterative waterfall model methodology
method. All the previous phases are documented in a paper report so that the evalu-
ation could be done for the whole progress of this paper. This paper is the outcome
of this process.
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3 Hardware and Software

3.1 Hardware Development

Two parts of hardware are featured in this paper. The first part is the pill dispenser
that rotates every six hours using a stepper motor, and the second part is the load cell
that detects the weight changes and triggers the buzzer once the pill drops into the
container (Table 1).

Pill Dispenser This dispenser is made with the design of 15 compartments. One
compartment is spared as the pill drop segment, and it is hollowed out. The other
14 segmentation is used to store the pills. The container is not connected, and the
elderly could pick up the container to consume their medications (Fig. 4).

This dispenser is rotated using a stepper motor. The stepper motor will rotate to
each compartment at 24° per angle. The time interval for the stepper motor to rotate
is set in the coding. The caretaker will refill the medication into each compartment
weekly (Fig. 5).

Stepper Motor The stepper motor is used in this paper as this motor rotates at a
specified angle. The angle is set to 24° for each compartment with 14.29 steps for
each revolution. In this paper, the stepper motor used X113647 as its driver module.
It is connected to Arduino Mega through pin as below.

Table 1 List of hardware and
software

Item Unit

Hardware Pill dispenser 1

Stepper motor 1

Buzzer 1

Load cell 1

LCD 1

Software Arduino IDE –

Blynk –

ThingSpeak –

Fig. 4 Pill case design
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Fig. 5 Real-life pill
dispenser

Piezo Buzzer In this paper, the piezo buzzer is used to trigger the alarm to the elderly
as an alert for the medication time. Piezo buzzer can generate up to 1150 dB. It is
connected to pin 10 in the Arduino microcontroller.

Load Cell A load cell [6] is a device that converts weight sensor quantity into
electrical output. This device [7] is used to weigh objects, and it is made to amplify
the signals from the load cell then reports to the microcontroller. The weight sensor
is first connected to its HX711 module according to the specified pin (Fig. 6).

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) The liquid crystal display displays the greeting as
the power is connected and when the pill drops (Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 6 Load cell
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Fig. 7 LCD for greetings

Fig. 8 LCD when pill drop

Table 2 Pin description VDD +5 V Pin

VSS GND

RS, EN, V0 Pin 12, 11, potentiometer

D4, D5, D6, D7 Pin 16, 17, 18, 19

The LCD is connected to Arduino Mega for connectivity. The potentiometer is
used to control the brightness of the display. The pins are assigned as followed,
respectively (Table 2).

Complete Prototype The complete prototype of the automated pill dispenser for
the elderly will be displayed in this section. The first part is the dispenser rotated
every six hours using a stepper motor, and the second part is the load cell that detects
the weight changes and triggers the buzzer once the pill drops into the container
(Figs. 9 and 10).

All hardware components are configured through Arduino using C++ language.
Once the pill drops into the container, the 1 kg load cell will detect weight changes
and send the information to the buzzer to trigger the alarm for the elderly. If the pill
remains to be in the container, the buzzer will keep on ringing. The notification will
also be sent into the caretaker’s Blynk application repeatedly if the elderly still did not
pick up the container from the holder. At the same time, the medical drop data will be
stored in the ThingSpeak to allow further analysis by the doctors. Once the container
is picked up from the holder, the buzzer will stop ringing, and the notification will
stop looping. The elderly need to put the container back into the holder for the next
medication time.
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Fig. 9 Complete prototype part one

Fig. 10 Complete prototype part two

3.2 Software Development

This sectionwill explain the complete programming code of automated pill dispenser
for elder for each hardware and software featured.

StepperMotor Programming Code This code is used to rotate the dispenser every
six hours-time intervals for medication drop. In this code, the six hours-time intervals
and the stepper motor angle movement are set.

LCD Programming Code This code is used to display the greeting and time for
pill alert on LCD.

Load Cell Programming Code This code is used to calibrate load cell according
to their range of weight detection. Once the load cell finishes calibrating, set up the
code for the load cell to detect the pill’s increasing weight (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 Load cell setup code

Fig. 12 Buzzer alert coding

Buzzer Alert Programming Code This code is included in the load cell coding to
trigger only when the load cell detects increasing weight (Fig. 12).

ThingSpeak Programming Code First, we need to create the ThingSpeak account
and copy the API key. Then, paste the API key in the ThingSpeak coding in Arduino
IDE to ensure theworking connectionwith the hardware. Then, set up the configuring
code for the connection to store the medication drop data in ThingSpeak (Fig. 13).

Blynk Programming Code First, copy the authentication token sent to the devel-
oper email from the Blynk app. Then, paste the authentication token into the configu-
ration code in Arduino IDE. Then, set up the code for Blynk configuration in Arduino
IDE. Include Blynk command into load cell setup code to ensure that it only notifies
the caretaker when the pill drops into the container. Next, loop the notification on
the Blynk app by including the Blynk.run into the loop() coding. Then, include the
code to start the Blynk app notification (Fig. 14).

Fig. 13 Configuring code
for ThingSpeak
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Fig. 14 Blynk has been
successfully connected

Fig. 15 Blynk is connected,
and the notification pop up
indicates the medication time

Blynk Notification for the Caretaker This notification will pop up on the care-
taker’s smartphone when the pill drops into the dispenser to monitor the medication
time even when they are away from the elderly (Fig. 15).

4 User Testing and Discussion

4.1 User Testing

Dispenser rotates then pill(s) are dispensed The dispenser will remain idle until
the six hours-time interval approach, and then, it will rotate to 24° for the pills to
drop into the hollowed compartment (Figs. 16 and 17).

Buzzer triggers alarm to alert the elderly Besides that the buzzer will trigger the
alarm continues to alert the elderly (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 16 Dispenser in idle
position

Fig. 17 Dispenser rotated
and pill drops

Fig. 18 Buzzer triggers
alarm for elderly

LCD light up as an alert Then, the LCD will light up as the alert simultaneously
(Fig. 19).

Fig. 19 LCD light up with
the alert
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Fig. 20 Blynk notification

BlynkNotification Blynk application [3] will notify the caretaker of the medication
dispensed. The alerts and notification would be in the loop if the elderly did not take
the medication container out of its holder (Fig. 20).

Alert and notification stop Once the pill container is taken out, all of the alerts
will stop, and it is ready for the next medication time. The elderly must put back the
container at its holder (Fig. 21).

ThingSpeak bar graph for analysis ThingSpeak bar graph is used to ease the
further analysis step done by the doctors or caretaker if they need to monitor the
medication time of the elderly (Fig. 22).

Data stored inThingSpeak This showsomeof the data stored inThingSpeak before
it is shown in the bar graph. The excel data prove that the automated pill dispenser
does drop the medication within the six hours-time intervals (Fig. 23).

Fig. 21 Pill container is put
back in

Fig. 22 Bar graph shows the
frequency of medication
drop for the automated pill
dispenser
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Fig. 23 Excel data from
ThingSpeak

4.2 Discussion

After finishing the user testing of the paper, some discussions were resolved. One
of the discussions is that each pill is varied in sizes and weight, so the compartment
size should not be too small in case the elderly consumes bigger capsule compared
to the tested pills.

Next, the minimum weight that could trigger the system is 1.00 mg, so anything
with a lesser weight than the minimum weight might not trigger the system. But,
research done by Barret [2] stated that the elderly taken four pills on average for a
daily prescription, so this issue is not a problem as these pills already exceed the
minimum weight set for the weight sensor.

5 Conclusion and Recommendation

5.1 Conclusion

In conclusion, this device is very beneficial in eliminating the risk of overdose and
underdose, especially among the elderly. The caretakers can ease their worries in
case they need to stay away from the elderly and cannot monitor the medication
schedule of the elderly. The alerts on the hardware and also notification that run
simultaneously helps in the monitoring process and medication intake. The doctors
or health researchers could analyze the data taken if there are any issue of prescribed
medications to the elderly.

5.2 Recommendation

As for the future developers, they could consider fabricating a portable design of
the device as it helps in making its’ feature more reliable. Next, temperature and
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humidity sensors are advisable to be included in future recommendations as they can
ensure the level of quality of the medication. These sensors are very beneficial in
maintaining the medication’s quality as the pills are taken out from their case earlier
than consumption time. Finally, next developers can include camera features as a
precaution to make sure that the elderly are taken their medication on time. This will
eliminate the issue of the elderly might throw their medication away.
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Android Malware Classification
Addressing Repackaged Entities
by the Evaluation of Static Features
and Multiple Machine Learning
Algorithms

Md Rashedul Hasan

Abstract Expanded usage and prevalence of android apps allows developers of
malware to create new ways in various applications to unleash malware in various
packaged types. This malware causes various leakage of information and a loss of
revenue. In addition, the discovered software is repeatedly launched by unethical
developers after classifying the program as malware. Unluckily, the program still
remains undetected even after being repackaged. In this research, the topic of repack-
aging was discussed, emphasizing the implementation based on source code using
the bag-of-words algorithm and testing the findings through machine learning. The
findings of the assessment demonstrate comparatively improved result in this aspect
than the existing implantation based on source code by adapting the bag-of-words
strategy and implementing some supplementary dataset preprocessing. A vocabulary
for identifying the malicious code has been developed in this study. Bag-of-words
was used to classifymalware trends using custom implementation. The findings were
instantiated using various algorithms of machine learning. The concept was even-
tually implemented in a practical application too. The suggested method sets out a
fairly new methodology for examining source code for android malware to tackle
repackaging of malware.

Keywords Android ·Malware analysis · Bag-of-words · Source transliteration

1 Introduction

The world is being tethered at a rapid rate with a growing number of mobile devices.
Because of the volume of sensitive information stored on or accessible through these
devices, cyber-criminals have consider them to be an appealing target, as people
are not aware about the attack surface here [1]. It has been discerned; however, the
conventional security methods in regular environments are often not appropriately
executed by software developers, which may result in considerable security issues.
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Who is unable to realize a security architecture focused on android authorization
offers protection to a lesser extent about device authorization [2]. Numerousmalware
instances have been distributed through the Google Play Store, one of the main
places for users to access applications for android [3]. Again, malware source code
repackaging increases the possibility and likelihood of malware being released in
various variants. The reasons for this are desperately needed to make a case for
greater efficiency in malware analysis. According to conclusive research, malware
detection engines detect malicious activities only when an application is properly
packaged and assembled, not when it is in raw state. For example, if an antivirus
engine discovers a malicious APKfile, the developer may disassemble that apk file in
order to obtain the core source files and gather a set amount of capabilities from those
source files before implementing them in a different .apk file so that it is not detected.
The form of source code in another file has been altered in a different format and is
not considered malicious although previously it is used for malicious activities like
espionage on call record or SMS collection. A new Apk file for android is launched
with the same source code avoiding antivirus detection. Which means, even the apk
was changed the malicious source code was re used. This initiates a sense of when
raw source code is being re used in another form of .apk file - the risk of exploitation
still remains. The attacker just has changed the name and some basic segments. But
the source code is still malicious.

That is a serious problem that must be addressed. In order to find a plausible
solution, therefore, the research was focused on this specific field.

The goals to achieve the target are as follows:

a. Propose a relatively newer form of static analysis to help identify and reference
precision for a specific field work.

b. Propose and implement an efficient methodology that inclines static analysis
technique to acknowledge repackaging.

c. Understand the efficiency and accuracy of the suggested methodology, the text
processing algorithm bag-of-words is to be modified using static analysis and
machine learning, which would result in a wordlist of harmful phenomena.

d. Make an assessment of the model by the means of different machine learning
algorithms.

e. Implementation of the model in a practical form. For this research, Python raw
code was utilized as few tools like JD-gui, Dex to jar were also utilized. In
addition PHP, HTML, CSS, and MySQL database has been instantiated the
Web version of the suggested model.

2 Literature Review

Android operating system and networking technologies are becoming increasingly
popular, as the android platform’s features (open source, third-party device market
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support, etc.) which cause the incredible speed of android malware pose a signifi-
cant threat to this platform [4]. The traditional methods to mobile malware detec-
tion sought to identify battery usage anomalies [5]. Malware detection methods
that are adaptable might include server working occurrences such as object locks,
i/o requests with API calls, and object locks. For example, Malware detection was
conducted from network traffic generated from wireless access points by analyzing
data [6]. Researchers have developed an anomaly-based malware detection system.
This research is addressed asAMD-EC, an entropy-based anomaly detectionmethod-
ology that detects android malware with an ensemble classifier composed of many
one-class classifiers [7]. The detection of static malware is expected to reduce exper-
imental speed and interoperability since manual procedures find techniques. Many
strategies for streamlining the static assessment process also have been incorporated.
Extensive methods to check program operation are suggested by researchers to turn
the malware source code into CCS declarations [8]. Dynamic fingerprinting has been
used by the authors proposed a framework—DySign,which signifies the computation
of signatures and behavior patterns during dynamic response to ensure responsive-
ness to slight changes in the behavior of potential variants of malware [9]. Other
research, on the other hand, involves conventional machine learning approaches
such as SVM, perception, and decision trees [10]. The author of NIDS proposed an
efficient, real-time detection, and classification of network behavior-based malware
employing deep neural networks. The results illustrate that partitioning the system
into two neural networks, detection and analysis, is the key for enhancing preci-
sion. As a result, this mechanism facilitates the generation of an in-house monitoring
system that consumes extremely little CPU power [11]. Researchers in GRAMAC
developed a system where the graph fingerprint of a new application is contrasted
to the graph fingerprints in the dataset and the application is either classified into
the respective malware family or designated as goodware/undiscovered [12]. In their
research—the authors [13] have incorporated an android malware detection model.
It was a lightweight, computer-intensive solution for different cell phones. They
have also created a novel machine learning-based code evaluation methodology.
The work mostly concentrated on source code analysis with a focus on permis-
sions for android. In their source code-based technique, accuracy of the results was
attained using numerous methods; however, the source code base approach failed
to properly address repackaging concept. The source code strategy consisted on
M0Droid-featured extracting functions from raw source code and processing them
with the bag-of-words algorithm, where any feature was retrieved from that dataset
to establish a dataset [14]. Malware repackaging is a significant problem in which
a malware’s raw source code is reused as otherwise. Android malware which is in
packaged form antivirus can detect it easily, but when it is raw, it escapes detection.
To solve the problem, we developed a relatively newer approach to address the issue
of repackaging in our research paper [15]. In our research paper, we customized the
bag-of-words approach to detect the raw source code even it was repackaged. In
addition, we identified 69 malicious patterns and implemented the model as a Web-
based tool [15]. This research work is a consecutive work for [15], where I was the
First author. That previous work actually used SVM machine learning model. This
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reserach work is an extended verison of the previous work. However, I particularly
focused on extending the previous research to discover more malicious patterns to
develop our model further by the means of different machine learning algorithms
and newer patterns in the source code based on the previous model. So, the goal was
to improve the model of malware repackaging by the means of static analysis proce-
dure complimentedwithmultiplemachine learning algorithmswhichwas previously
assessed with a single algorithm.

3 Methodology

The whole study was split into few subsections. To begin by considering research
work that was already commenced, rework on the generalized bag-of-words algo-
rithm and give better accuracy to a changed model. Secondly, create a sequence of
words or list of malicious code or keywords. Our previous work regarding source
code repackage model [15] has been considered as the basis of this because the main
agenda was to perform malware analysis with raw source code, as it dealt with the
problem of repackaging. This is a key concern, and the if model can perform more
accurately, it would provide better accuracy on practical implementation.

3.1 Method Representation

In this study, jar is converted from .dex file, then to class to obtain Java code, and Java
codes are merged to process the bag-of-word algorithm and a dataset to be produced
to apply machine learning technique to the set. The premise for this research has
been to engage with the evaluation process employing raw source code, where it has
been converted to .zip file format and following the format to raw source code. The
proposed model is shown in Fig. 1. The .apk files were obtained from the M0Droid
dataset in relation to the base paper. The M0droid dataset contained system calls and
package names. As like the work driven in the base paper, source code from all 368
files was extracted. This process has been done by collecting .apk files according to
the dataset forM0droid. Then, .apk files have then been translated into zip format and
concurrent core .dex files named classes .dex had been retrieved. In this approach,
the analysis of the dex file via VirusTotal is suggested, and the core file with the VT
graph identifies the central infection position [16]. A windows-based tool dex-to-jar
was used to obtain the .jar file, and Java files were separated with another windows-
based tool, jd-gui. In order to achieve better results, a modification of bag-of-words
was applied, and malicious patterns were classified via a custom filtering method
utilizing a supervisory version of the algorithm to combine Java codes only from
infected files for dataset.
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Fig. 1 Methodology

Another filtered dateset has been developed to perform machine learning on the
dataset from the apprehension of the modified bag-of-words algorithm. The method-
ology is given in Fig. 1. They were sent online to VirusTotal after receiving the
.dex files. It analyzes the .dex files and provides its status results on the basis of
the VirusTotal antivirus engines. The VT graph, a distinguishing trait of VirusTotal,
illustrates the precise location of the infected file. Upon the exact location of the
file, .Java files were only combined for the first dataset from that specific region. In
this research papers, the source code was used to construct a dataset, and the bag-
of-words algorithm was used, but additional preprocessing for the final dataset was
performed in this research which is one of the major contribution of this research.
Since certain keywords and library functions can never be deemed as malicious, they
were excluded from such criteria. In addition in this study, the bag-of-word algo-
rithm was used before the separation of fresh as well as malicious keywords. Stop
words such as default file names, variable, keywords, alongside with space gaps,
and special characters were considered as new keywords. Malicious source codes
for Java system calls, packages, and methods were obtained through the effort of
various researchers. API call information was collected from the work in [17]. Func-
tion references were obtained from [18]. There have again therefore been classes
from the android malware detection evaluation features [19]. GroddDroid provided
a series of malicious classes which was obtained from that research [20]. Different
references contributed around70malicious patterns in different cases. For the rest, the
function, methods, and classes of the malicious source code detected by VirusTotal
were inspected and separated manually for possible Java API calls.
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3.2 Customization and Utilization of Bag-of-Words
Algorithm

Bag-of-words model is fundamentally a NLP technique for extracting text features
or perhaps words from sentences [21]. The implementation accounts for the abun-
dance of words in a record. After reviewing the mainstream algorithm and its use
in prior research works, it was determined to modify the algorithm for the proposed
model. In particular, three segments have beenmodified so that they can be addressed
sequentially:

Data Collection Process

The intended vocabulary is focused about comparing each line. The quotation marks
and comma should be theminimum for each line. Thus, to check each line of the code
sequentially, a Python script was developed. While the script would be concluded,
an output file would be produced.

Vocabulary Development and Management

After reviewing the basic bag-of-words algorithm, it was modified according to
the need of this research works agenda. It consists of three segments—tokenization,
extractingwords fromphrases, and developing a bag-of-words format. The script was
created used with Python modules such as NumPy and Re. Words from sentences
where words that are not present in vocabulary are overlooked would be removed.
The text that has been cleaned which appeared in the body for the tokenization.
Sorting of words were conducted afterward. Based on the given input, the source
codes were generated.

Counting Mechanism

When a word is available, it is depicted as a 1 in the matrix that equates to the
presence of its term in the total vocabulary; when the presence is not identified, it
is then denoted as 0. In this circumstance, the vocabulary comprised the majority of
the harmful keywords, making it easy to categorize them.

Malicious Keywords Categorization

The properties of malicious code patterns discovered in diverse study materials
are used to classify them. Malicious terms were classified with some identifiers,
such as privacy-based API calls. API calls on SMS, API calls on Wi-Fi, functions,
classes based on SMS, classes based on telephony, classes based on security and
few other classes, methods, and call requests. Following this strategy, a variety of
small keywords were appended to the dictionary in order to determine a call requests,
dataset functions as well as numerous method in VirusTotal tests. These were care-
fully selected and examined from the source code of the malware versions. If found,
they were added into the dictionary. Around 70 types of patterns from different
references were utilized for this categorization.
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4 Result and Discussion

The sample source codes for 368 specimens were decompiled accordingly, as
mentioned before the M0Droid dataset acted as a source from where application
packages are extracted and collected. Both datasets have indeed been developed on
this basis. For evaluating the dataset, few algorithms like SVM, decision tree, random
forest, logistic regression, and multinomial Naïve Bayes were used. A dataset was
then created. The two step compilation and assessment was conducted based on the
mentioned process in methodology. Here, it is shown that the accuracy is predomi-
nantly around 95.65% availing a precision, recall with F1-score of 0.5. This indicates
that the change process or additional preprocessing of the bag-of-word algorithm
made on this research is reliable (Table 1).

The previousmodel with similar instantiation obtained, it is the comparative result
for source code-based classification based on SVM—which was 95.65%. Compar-
ison with the existing results on SVM-based implementation indicates, this research
has a better accuracy on SVM with a 96.42% of accuracy (Table 2).

As mentioned previously, this modified model performs relatively better, so the
following 14 keywords have been added to the existing vocabulary list by examining
the dataset. Whereas, the previous model was based on 12 malicious keywords.
The list of keywords added to the current dictionary is shown in Table 3. These
keywords were identified with malicious code segments while complimenting them
on malicious activities.

These fourteen words can be marked as a finding of this research which would
assist to identify more such malicious patterns.

In addition, a framework for testing has already been designed. The program
functions as follows: Any source code from the Java platform can be copied here
and pasted here in every android application. The “Review Source” button is to
send it. When using the trained language, the machine tests it. If the corresponding

Table 1 ML results from the final dataset

Algorithm Accuracy (%) Precision Recall F1

SVM 96.42 0.5 0.5 0.5

Decision Tree 94.46 0.44 0.5 0.48

Random Forest 92.67 0.6 0.5 0.565

Logistic Regression 95.61 0.7 0.7 0.7

Multinomial NB 95.65 0.5 0.5 0.5

Table 2 Results comparison Parameters Existing model Proposed model Comparison

Algorithm SVM SVM 0.77% better

Accuracy 95.65 96.42
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Table 3 Keywords obtained from external observation

Collected entities from observation

MessagesContentSender(), fetchContact(), GetappInfo() IMAdTrackerReceiver(),
IMAdLocationTracker(), onStartCommand(), onTerminate(), PendingIntent.getService(),
InstallActivity.this.startActivity(), getPassword(), getSession(), getPasswordAuthentication(),
fetchContacts(), Android.telephony.phoneStateListener

Fig. 2 Detecting malicious pattern

vocabularywas found, then it would appear to be vulnerable otherwise not vulnerable
(Fig. 2).

5 Conclusion and Future Research Direction

The effort focuses very much on distributive static analysis process and preventing
malicious source code to be repackaged. Current research in the field does not provide
a model for the scheme that can deliver better productivity and precise performance.
The model proposed deals correctly with the issue of repackaging. Standard static
analysis does not answer the main purpose of the study properly. Another aim was to
represent its effectiveness with the application of the classification algorithm SVM.
This research has utilized few algorithms like SVM, random forest, decision tree,
logistic regression, and multinomial Naïve Bayes. Instead of few fixed-define prop-
erties which were observed in similar research, this approach focused on different
characteristics of source code in general and specialized forms to detect malicious
patterns. In comparison to a similar classification-based adaptation to the source
code, the proposed model has achieved 0.77% better accuracy than our previous
existing implementations.

In addition, this work has introduced to the vocabulary 14 more malicious trends
that allow the vulnerable android application to be repackaged. This study demon-
strates amethod for checking the pattern ofmalicious android source code application
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while repackaging. This program helps to assess whether a particular piece of code is
malicious based on the implemented pattern structure. In the future, this research can
be improved by addingmoremalicious vocabulary patterns. The proposedmodelwas
applied as aWeb-based framework in practice and can readily be applied to malware
detection engines on a large scale.
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Enterprise Architecture Quality
Assessment

Małgorzata Pańkowska

Abstract The enterprise architecture (EA) assessment can be provided in different
ways. In general, the EA assessment supports information communication tech-
nology (ICT) implementation. Beyond that, business organization stakeholders
have an opportunity to monitor effectiveness and efficiency of business processes.
They can modify the business structure, increase the business innovativeness, and
ensure business strategy realization. Nowadays, EA stakeholders establish their own
methodologies for EA quality assessment. This paper includes analyzes of the archi-
tecture frameworks, assessment models, and standards. This article aims to answer
the question, if the design science research (DSR) paradigm is useful for EA quality
assessment. Hence, this paper includes a proposal of new approach to EA quality
assessment, based on emphasizing the relevance and rigor as key concepts.

Keywords Enterprise architecture · Design science research · Relevance · Rigor ·
Quality assessment · ISO 42030 standard

1 Introduction

The term “enterprise” can be understood as an overall idea to identify a produc-
tion company, business organization, or governmental institution [1]. The enterprise
architecture (EA) is defined as a coherent set of artifacts, rules, principles, norms,
standards, and guidelines that guide computerized information system design and
implementation [2]. The enterprise architecture as a process of translating business
vision and strategy into effective enterprise can be viewed in many different aspects,
i.e., business, information, work, software application, and technology [3, 4].

The EA assessment refers to systematic activities undertaken to make decisions
on the quality of particular artifacts and visualize them in a structured way. The EA
assessment means decisions on the quality of EA objectives, development activities,
information resources, processes, actors, products, requirements, and relationships
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among those artifacts. EA ensures a holistic view of the enterprise’s key strategies
and their impact on business functions and processes, taking the firm’s sourcing goals
into explicit considerations. Therefore, EA should be holistically assessed. Popular
criteria of assessment are the following: cost efficiency, flexibility, enhancing produc-
tivity using less expensive and carefully chosen resources, process simplification,
or effectiveness and efficiency of business transactions. The EA stakeholders have
different opinions on quality; hence, the EA quality assessment should be presented
as multi-criteria decision-making. In this paper, this decision process is based on
the DSR paradigm. This research paper is organized as follows. The second section
includes discussion on different EA frameworks and EA assessment methods. Next,
the ISO standards are analyzed, and some additional methods are presented. In the
fourth section, the DSR methodology, relevance, and rigor cycles are considered as
important for EA quality assessment. Next, the EA quality attributes are presented
and placed in theDSRmodel. For this study, the literature surveymethodwas applied.
In particular, Scopus and Research Gate repositories were reviewed.

2 Enterprise Architecture Frameworks

Nowadays, EA is considered as a research discipline guided with principles, frame-
works, methodologies, requirements, tools, reference models, and standards. There
are many frameworks that support EA modeling and development, e.g., Unified
Architecture Framework (UAF), Zachman Framework (ZF), the Federal Enterprise
Architecture Framework (FEAF), the Ministry of Defense Architectural Frame-
work (MODAF), Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture
(CIMOSA), the Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF), the Extended
EnterpriseArchitecture Framework (E2AF), theDepartment ofDefenseArchitecture
Framework (DODAF), the Generic Enterprise Reference Architecture and Method-
ology (GERAM), Treasury Enterprise Architecture Framework (TEAF), and Adap-
tive EA [5]. Figure 1 covers the average number of citations per publication on the
particular framework of enterprise architecture. This measure can be considered as
the academia acceptance metrics. As it is visible in Fig. 1, a huge number of publi-
cations does not mean many citations, although Pearson correlation equals 0.895 for
data in Table 1.

The unified architecture framework (UAF) is object management group (OMG)
standard, which focuses strategic objectives, business processes, organization
management, resource allocation, and security. Architecture models are constructed
by system modeling language (SysML), as well as by natural language [6]. The ZF
provides fundamentals for modeling a business ontology through dimensions such
as data, function, network, people, time, and motivation [7]. Each aspect presents the
architecture from a particular perspective, and therefore, the quality of each artifact
can be assessed separately.

In the FEAF, the performance reference model (PRM) is proposed to measure the
performance ofmajor IT investments, as well as the customer service quality, process
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Fig. 1 Average number of
citations per publication on
the EA framework in Scopus

Table 1 Citations and
publications on the EA
frameworks in Scopus

Framework Citations (c) Publications (p) Acceptance
(c/p)

UAF 25 12 2.08

ZF 1744 273 6.38

FEAF 324 28 11.5

MODAF 285 60 4.75

CIMOSA 271 42 6.45

TOGAF 1346 298 4.52

E2AF 2 1 2

DODAF 1252 254 4.92

GERAM 534 38 14.05

TEAF 25 4 6.25

Adaptive EA 1248 86 14.51

and activity quality, and technology quality [8]. The MODAF framework covers
seven viewpoints, i.e., all view, acquisition, strategic, operational, system, service,
and technical and the EA artifacts quality can be assessed at each of these aspects
[9]. The CIMOSA framework is based on four abstraction views (i.e., function,
information, resource, and organization) and three modeling levels (i.e., require-
ments definition, design, specification, and implementation description) [10]. The
four views are provided to manage the integrated enterprise model covering the
design, manipulation, and assessment. In TOGAF [11], the holistic approach to the
EA quality management is possible through the application of the architecture matu-
rity model (AMM), which is developed to improve architecture processes as well as
to assess the organization’s competence. High-quality architecture model should be
consistent, relevant, and justified.
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Van Den Berg and Van Steenbergen consider eighteen key areas of architec-
ture maturity, which can be included in the EA assessment process [12]. Perko is
writing about some other commonly known EA maturity models, e.g., NASCIO
Enterprise ArchitectureMaturityModel, A Framework for Assessing and Improving
Enterprise Architecture Management (EAMMF), IT Architecture Capability Matu-
rity Model, OMB Enterprise Architecture Assessment Framework, and Extended
Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model (E2AMM) [13].

The E2AF framework focuses on integration and cohesion of architecture arti-
facts [14]. The DODAF framework is developed to ascertain that the architectural
components’ compatibility and interrelationships, as well as the technical archi-
tecture usability and integration across organizational domains [15]. The GERAM
is assumed to support an enterprise integration and to ensure that information of
adequate quality, and detail is delivered to the management for short- and long-term
decision-making [16]. The TEAF framework implements the enterprise architec-
ture roadmap, information assurance risk assessment, and information assurance
trust model to support EA quality management. The adaptive enterprise architecture
framework promotes business alignment, enterprise agility, as well as non-functional
requirements, i.e., reliability, security, or quality of service [17]. The presented EA
frameworks include analyzes of architecturemodels on a high level. The frameworks’
developers want to ensure a coherence among different components, their scalability,
openness, agility, and sustainability as well as convergence of the proposed models.

3 Enterprise Architecture Evaluation

Thebusiness-information technology alignment (BITA)models are applicable for the
EA quality assessment [18]. The BITA processes should be conducted periodically
to analyze each architectural level to identify technology gaps, identify and assess
the current EA state, determine future state, identify metrics to compare current and
future states, identify stakeholders, and determine their interests, develop standards,
frameworks, and transition plans. Scenario-based architectural evaluation is a struc-
tural approach to evaluating how well the architecture meets stakeholders’ needs
[19, 20].

In literature, the enterprise architecture assessment usually concerns selected
aspects of the review, e.g., EA effectiveness assessment [21, 22], EA evaluation
process [23]. Khayami [24] proposes the following quality attributes of EA: align-
ment, convergence, maintainability, integrity, reliability, efficiency, security, and
usability. Neimi and Pekkola [25] focus on other attributes, i.e., clarity, granularity,
uniformity and cohesion, availability, correctness, and usefulness. Firesmith and
Capell [26] propose the quality assessment of system architecture and their require-
ments (QUASAR)model including external characteristics (e.g., compliance, config-
urability, or usability) as well as internal (e.g., feasibility, interoperability, reusability,
or modifiability). They argue that quality is a degree to which a work product (e.g.,
system, subsystem, requirement, or architecture) exhibits a desired amount of useful
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or needed characteristics. Timm [27] argues that reference enterprise architectures
(R-EA) help to save costs and increase the EA quality in the regulatory compli-
ance management (RCM) approaches. Escobar et al. [28] propose for the EA quality
evaluation the usage of quality characteristics according to the ISO/IEC 25010:2011,
where a product quality is characterized by user satisfaction, effectiveness, efficiency,
context completeness, and freedom from risk [29]. However, the ISO/IEC/IEEE
42030: 2019 is fundamental for EA quality assessment [30]. This standard empha-
sizes the necessity of EA evaluations for many reasons, such as the evaluation of
an architecture suitability, addressing stakeholders’ requirements and expectations,
identification of opportunities for improvement, and assessing the progress of archi-
tecture development. According to this standard, architecture quality attributes are
as follows: coherence, completeness, elegance, hierarchy, modularity, variability,
subsetability (i.e., support the production of a subset), conceptual integrity, common-
ality (i.e., sharing in preplanned ways), durability, utility, beauty, robustness, feasi-
bility, flexibility, verifiability, traceability, and cohesion [30]. Therefore, the architec-
ture relevance is emphasized and evaluated through making a judgment concerning
extent to which architecture objectives are achieved and stakeholder interests are
satisfied by decisions that affect the architecture artifacts.

4 DSR Applicability for EA Quality Assessment

Design science research (DSR) is a researchwork paradigm, inwhich a designer, who
is also a researcher, answers questions relevant to human problems via the creation of
innovative artifacts, and also contributes new knowledge to knowledge repositories.
The designed or created artifacts are both useful and original for understanding the
problem at hand and for providing a practical solution. Historically, Simon [31]
was the first who undertook research on design science, in particular for research
in artificial intelligence discipline. Design research is well applied in many fields
including architecture, engineering, education, psychology, management, behavioral
science, computer science, or the fine arts (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Volume of
publications on DSR in
particular disciplines. Source
Scopus repository
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Artifact is a fundamental concept in DSR. Hevner et al. [32, p. 77] identified four
types of artifacts:

• Constructs, e.g., concepts formalized in semantic data modeling, conceptualiza-
tions, vocabulary, symbols.

• Models, e.g., abstractions, representations, structure of relationships between
problem and solution components.

• Methods, e.g., algorithms, practices, or guidelines to perform a task, search the
solution space.

• Instantiations, e.g., implemented and prototyped systems.

Andersson [33] argues that constructs represent entities of interest in the theory.
Weigand et al. [34] have provided a semantic analysis of artifacts. For them, an
artifact can be identified with the research outcome. Goldkuhl and Karlsson [35]
define artifact as a human-made object in contrast to a natural object. “Artifact” has
its source in the Latin “arte” (i.e., “by skill”) and “factum” (i.e., “thing made”).
Artifacts are designed to support people in reaching certain planned goals and they
function as signs to inform readers, researchers, or engineers. Artifact assessment
is necessary to confirm the validity of its contribution. Evidence of artifact utility
permits to conclude about further applicability of the artifact. Artifacts are assessed
by practitioners, as well as by the academic environment, e.g., project grant donators.

In general, DSR main cycle includes problem awareness, suggestion formula-
tion, development of artifacts, their evaluation, and concluding, where the results are
pronounced to be good enough for science and for practice. DSR can be compared
to knowledge development through practice, and hence, the action research as qual-
itative research method is inserted into DSR. Weigand et al. [34] argue that DSR
artifacts must keep a certain level of rigor and generalizability, as well as prac-
tical and scientific relevance, while generalizability means focus on the reusability
and ability to integrate its components. DSR has its origin in pragmatism, where
ideas’ and theories’ value is based on the success of an artifact’s practical applica-
tion [36]. DSR studies are required to maintain a balance between research rigor
and practical relevance by reporting artifacts that solve a class of problems. Meyer
et al. [37] have presented the DSR application for EA business value assessment.
According to them, the design is a search process, where each step requires collab-
oration of industry partner with researcher to gratify the environmental needs and
to adhere to the business requirements. In this approach, problem relevance means
satisfying the environmental needs, while research rigor means the usage of adequate
methods. Therefore, for the EA quality assessment in DSR, the research question
concerns relevance and rigor of artifact development. Barafort et al. [38] define rele-
vance as an alignment of business activities and international standards, industry, and
best practices. Mohajeri and Leidner [39] discuss the pluralistic nature of relevance
and present a typology of relevance according to four perspectives: applicability,
knowledge production transfer, value, and empowerment.

However, this paper suggests to distinguish the academic relevance (i.e., signif-
icance, impressiveness, dissemination of results) from practical relevance (e.g.,
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usefulness to practitioners, impact). A given solution can be original, but not appli-
cable nor feasible. Relevance is relative. Relevance is evaluated for academicians,
for society, policy, economy, technology, education, or healthcare. Relevance is the
degree to which research artifacts contribute to improve the outcomes of interest.
On the other side, rigor is a grounding in research methods. Gill and Gill [40] define
rigor as criteria-based or compliance-based. Compliance-based perspective is related
to the selection of an appropriate research methodology, accurate usage of methods,
and documenting that use. Hence, rigor can be identified with competent and system-
atic usage of procedures, fostering the standardization, audits of reasoning. Rigor in
research and also in practice is the strength of reasoning [40], discipline, order, and
obedience. The relevance of a research work can be analyzed from two perspectives:
the targeted practitioner’s perspective and the researcher’s perspective. However,
rigor is to be also valid for these two environments.

Paine and Delmhorst [41] focus on balance between rigor and relevance. They
argue that rigor—relevance balance remains a long-term concern for the enterprise
field researchers. Taking into account that rigor and relevance are important for both
academia and practice, this study covers a proposal of quality attributes for EAquality
assessment. Certain attributes are assumed to be important for practitioners and
other for the academia people, i.e., researchers, grant donors, and research process
organizers. Figure 3 covers specification of these attributes, which are placed in
appropriate fields. Specification of these attributes is based on [42, 43]. Practitioners
focus on quality attributes, which enable them to work with the artifacts now and in
particular location, and for particular purposes. Academicians seem to be interested
in long-term characteristics and abilities to utilize the artifacts in different conditions.

Practice application domain attributes are following (Figs. 3 and 4):

• Availability—the degree to which artifacts are available to all stakeholders on
their end-user platforms.

Fig. 3 Enterprise architecture quality attributes
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Fig. 4 Adapted DSR paradigm framework for the EA quality assessment

• Accuracy—the degree to which correctly gathered research data define the
artifacts.

• Completeness—the degree to which all the artifact data are present.
• Functionality—the degree to which proposed artifacts are useful for further

implementation in system functions.
• Reliability—the extent to which the EA system provides a pre-defined level of

performance without breaks and errors.
• Usability—the extent to which the EA system is understood and used. The artifact

understandability, learnability, operability, and attractiveness are considered.
• Efficiency—the degree to which resources are expended economically and

accurately to achieve goals.
• Performance—the grade to which the system ensures a defined level of perfor-

mance, including process speed, resource usage, capability, and response time.
• Supportability—the extent to which the EA artifacts can be supported by the

professionals who have created them.
• Standard Compatibility—the degree to which the artifact is compliant with the

EA standards and frameworks.
• Change control ability—the artifact versioning through the EA life cycle, so it is

the ability to appropriately manage changes of artifacts.
• Document ability—the degree to which the EA artifacts can be supported by

documentary evidence.
• Requirement traceability—the degree to which business functional and non-

functional requirements can be traced in the EA development cycle.
• Security—the degree to which unauthorized access to artifacts, including the

ability to disseminate data, can be properly protected.
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• Integration ability—the ability to bring together artifacts into a cohesive frame-
work that minimizes the duplication of data.

Knowledge domain quality attributes are as follows (Figs. 3 and 4):

• Portability—the degree to which the artifacts can bemoved from one environment
to another.

• Maintainability—the measured efforts needed to make specified modifications of
artifacts.

• Adaptability—the degree to which artifact use open standards that make it easy
for artifact components to be interchangeable.

• Audit ability—the degree to which the artifact can be evaluated for properly
performing its functionality.

• Exploitability—thedegree towhich stakeholders can exploit the artifacts for early-
unanticipated capabilities.

• Context coverage—the degree to which the artifacts respect the EA context in
each particular case.

• Extensibility—the degree to which new artifacts can be added to the whole EA
system without loss of cohesion.

• Flexibility—the degree to which the EA can support additional products,
workflows, data sources, reports, and analytics.

• Report ability—the degree to which the artifacts are reported to the appropriate
stakeholders, administrators, and support staff in a controlled manner with the
appropriate set of corresponding data to diagnose and remediate the artifact
development.

• Reusability—the degree to which the designed artifacts are highly reusable and
easily customizable.

• Verifiability—the degree to which the artifacts can be independently confirmed
as being accurate and actual.

• Accessibility—the degree to which the user can promptly access the artifacts in
knowledge repositories.

• Compliance ability—the degree to which rules and policies from business, legal
agencies, regulatory institutions are adhered to. It is also the degree to which
compliance can be traced through the EA life cycle.

• Innovativeness—the creativeness of designers, uniqueness of solution, advantages
in comparison with competitive solutions.

• Validity—the degree to which the artifacts are congruent with business rules as
well as syntactic and semantic correctness.

5 Illustrative Application of Relevance and Rigor
Attributes

Design science researchmethodology can be applied for information communication
technology (ICT) supported innovative projects funded by Horizon Europe Program.
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Fig. 5 Horizon Europe innovative solution grant award criteria

Horizon Europe is the European Commission Framework Program following the
Horizon 2020 Program. Horizon Europe will run for seven years from 2021 to 2027,
and it concerns climate change, sustainable development, and in general, European
Union countries competitiveness and growth. The program emphasizes partners’
collaboration and strengthens the research and innovation. Therefore, it would be
interesting to review what awarding criteria are proposed in Horizon Europe and
answer question if they respect the relevance and rigor requirements. This program is
assumed to support innovative solutions’ development. Inmany cases, that innovative
solutions development needs elaboration of the whole architecture project. The inno-
vative solution is located inside this system architecture. Applicants must elaborate
the enterprise architecture to ensure the innovative solution implementation.

Figure 5 includes Horizon Europe Program 2021–2022 award criteria identifica-
tion according to [44]. The proposed in Horizon Europe Program set of awarding
criteria is very general. They are divided into three groups, i.e., excellence, impact,
and quality issues. In this way of thinking, the excellence criteria correspond with
value of the proposed solution in domain science.Next, the impact criteria are compa-
rablewith the relevance criteria inDSRapproach, because the relevance is considered
as the relevance for practitioners.

European Commission has prepared for small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
a separate group of offers. The European Innovation Council (EIC) has been estab-
lished by the European Commission, under the Horizon Europe Program. The EIC
aims at supporting new technologies and game-changing innovations. The EIC
program includes three main instruments of financial support. There is the Pathfinder
instrument for advanced research on the breakthrough technology. The second is the
transition instrument for transforming research results into innovation opportunities,
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Fig. 6 Horizon Europe EIC award criteria

and the third is named the accelerator instrument for companies to develop and scale
up innovations with the high risks and high impact. Figure 6 includes European
Innovation Council Program award criteria identification according to [45]. There
are two main groups of award criteria, i.e., excellence and impact.

The design science research methodology is defined as pragmatic approach.
However, the pragmatism is visible also in the Horizon Europe Program. The
program projects are expected to be strongly oriented toward actual applicability
of the proposed innovative solutions. Relevance to the current societal require-
ments is emphasized, and rigor concerns effective, efficient, or pragmatic project
management.

There is a question if the pragmatism is always effective for knowledge develop-
ment. The short-term positive effects can dominate, and new ones quickly replace the
proposed ICT solutions. When the time to market is important, the applicability and
usefulness dominate over other EA characteristics, i.e., internal cohesion, or novelty
of IT solutions. The criteria, i.e., originality of research work, strength of arguments,
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academic soundness, coherence and cohesion of arguments, or way of investigation
are typical for evaluation of knowledge contribution. Hence, these arguments could
also be considered for an enterprise architecture prototype proposal assessment.

6 Conclusions

As it is presented in literature, the EA benefits cover improved business—IT align-
ment, better decision-making, reduced IT costs, and increased business performance.
The EA development and implementation require time, money, and human efforts.
Therefore, business organization capability to assess the quality of the EA artifacts is
important. The challenge is to understand how the quality can be measured, because
the EA practice produces various artifacts such as models, frameworks, de facto
standards, principles, and other descriptive documentation. The degree to which a
stakeholder is satisfiedwith EAdepends on the effectiveness of implementation prac-
tices. In this article, proposed attributes’ specification is to support the EA quality
assessment before implementation. The EA artifacts should be assessed as suitable
for practice and valid for knowledge and science. The relevance- and rigor-based
quality assessment is critical to successful implementation, but on the other side,
this approach can support the EA developer and sponsor in their process of the best
practices selection for the artifacts development.
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Planning Rendezvous for Interplanetary
Trajectories

Aziz Anouar and Mohammed Bennani

Abstract Great interests are always brought by the scientific community for the
exploration of the solar system. Thus, important efforts are to be furnished to this
goal. This paper aims to develop an approach of making rendezvous for the planets
in the solar system as well as for a big asteroid. All the necessary equations are
established by distinguishing the inside and the outside planets orbits relative to the
earth. After that a simulation for the departure, the waiting time and the return trip
are elaborated. This is followed obviously by an evaluation and comparison of the
trip duration for each planet in the solar system. These simulation results would be
without doubt very useful in the elaboration of the rendezvous planning strategies.

Keywords Solar system · Planning · Rendezvous · Asteroid · Trip duration

1 Introduction

The exploration of the solar system still interestsmany fields of the scientific research
such as astrophysics, biology, celestial mechanics, engineering sciences, and others.
The aims concern essentially the discovery of the richness, variety of the physical and
phenomenon in the planets, the research of life, outside the earth, the comprehension
of the solar system formation, the survey of the asteroids, and others. Many missions
have been organized to visit some planets of the solar system such as Mercury [1],
Mars [2], and Jupiter [3].Others havebeen targeted someasteroids, likeBennu [4] and
Itokawa [5]. The planning of rendezvous with planets and asteroids still face many
technical, theoretical, and economic problems. The near-earth rendezvous asteroids
mission with a focus on the spacecraft designed is presented on the overview [6].
Some works have been interested by the autonomous rendezvous of the spacecraft
with proximity operations [7]. The aspect of multi-rendezvous trajectory is shown
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in [8], as a design and optimization study. An interesting automatic rendezvous
strategy between a passive vehicle and an active one orbiting around the earth-moon
is considered in [9]. This paper focuses on the planning rendezvous for different
planets of the solar system as well for the big asteroid Hygiea in the main belt
of asteroid. A simulation synthesis is given to highlight the state of such planning
strategies.

Finally, the conclusion is presentedwith someperspectives for thewell exploration
of the celestial objects in the solar system.

2 Formulation of the Rendezvous Problem

The problem of the rendezvous in interplanetary trajectories is how to launch some
satellite (S) from planet (P1) to reach planet (P2). The chosen trajectory for this
transfer is the Hohmann’s elliptical orbit, as shown in the Fig. 1.

In the planning of the interplanetary rendezvous, we have to consider the outer
configuration of P2 relative to P1 and the inner configuration P2′ as shown in Fig. 2.

The relative angular position is given by

f = �0 + (ω2 − ω1)t (1)

where

�0 initial phase angle
ω1 angular velocity of P1

ω2 angular velocity of P2.

Hohmann’s Orbit 

P1 and S at departure P2 and S at departure R2 R1

Fig. 1 Hahmann’s transfer
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Fig. 2 Inner and outer
configuration of P2 relative
to P1

We can organize the interplanetary rendezvous in three phases, departure phase,
where the satellite S is launched from a position attached toP1 to reach some position
of P2 by following a semi-Hohmann’s orbit in a time called th (Fig. 3).

th is the half of the period of the transfer ellipse with μs is the gravitational
parameter of the sun defined as

th = π√
μs

(R1 + R2)
3/2 (2)

μs = MsG (3)

where Ms is the solar mass and G is the gravitational constant.

Fig. 3 Departure phase
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Fig. 4 Waiting phase

Waiting phase: We have to prepare P1 to be in good position to adopt the same
semi-Hohmann orbit in the satellite return with the elapsed time th. Therefore, the
new initial angle�

′
0 is equal to� f , and tw is the required time for this phase (Fig. 4).

We can establish that

� f = π − ω1tw (4)

And

tw = −2� f − 2πk

ω2 − ω1
((ω1 > ω2) for outer configuration)

tw = −2� f + 2πk

ω2 − ω1
((ω2 < ω1) for inner configuration)

k is an integer chosen to make tw positive.
Themeeting phase:We ensure the return of the satellite S attached toP2 according

to the semi-Hohmann orbit with the same time th to meet P1 (See Fig. 3).
Thus, the global elapsed time tg for the satellite in its trip is defined as

tg = 2 th + tw (5)

3 Simulation of Voyages in the Solar System

It is often useful for many interplanetary rendezvous to visualize the motion of
the source planet, the target planet, and the satellite. So, we can implement all the
concerning equations for the three main phases of the rendezvous in some simulation
platform. Therefore, in this part, we are concerning of representing of the phases for
the all the solar system planets and also for the Hygiea asteroid. The considered
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Table 1 Considered data Symbol Name Value

m1 Mass of the sun 1989 × 1030 kg

G Gravitational constant 6674.8 ×
10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2

R1 Distance Earth to sun 1 Au → 1496 ×
109 m

R2 Distance Mars to sun 1.52 Au

R3 Distance Mercury to sun 0.39 Au

R4 Distance Hygiea to sun 3.1415 Au

R5 Distance Venus to sun 0.72 Au

R6 Distance Jupiter to sun 5.2 Au

R7 Distance Saturn to sun 9.54 Au

R8 Distance Uranus to sun 19.2 Au

R9 Distance Neptune to sun 30.06 Au

ω1 Earth angular velocity
around the sun

0.017202 rad/day

ω2 Mars angular velocity
around the sun

0.0091327 rad/day

ω3 Mercury angular velocity
around the sun

0.07139 rad/day

ω4 Hygiea angular velocity
around the sun

3.57 × 10−8 rad/day

ω5 Venus angular velocity
around the sun

0.028049 rad/day

ω6 Jupiter angular velocity
around the sun

0.001451 rad/day

ω7 Saturn angular velocity
around the sun

0.000593 rad/day

ω8 Uranus angular velocity
around the sun

0.0002049 rad/day

ω9 Neptune angular velocity
around the sun

0.0001044 rad/day

data are given in the Table 1. So as not to encumber the paper, we choose to put the
graphs relative only to one inner configuration (Mercury), one outer configuration
(Mars), and the asteroid. But the global results for the elapsed times are keeping in
the simulation synthesis section.
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Fig. 5 Rendezvous with Mercury: a departure phase, b waiting phase, and c meeting phase

Fig. 6 Rendezvous with Mars: a departure phase, b waiting phase, and c meeting phase

3.1 Mercury Inner Configuration

The data of the rendezvous planning with Mercury are taking from the Table 1. The
graphs concerning the departure phase, the waiting phase, and the return phase are
given as in Fig. 5.

3.2 Mars Outer Configuration

For the planning of rendezvous with the planet Mars, we also consider its position
relative to the sun and its rotational velocity from the Table 1. After simulation, we
get the following graphs for the three phases (Fig. 6).

3.3 Asteroid Rendezvous

Many rendezvous missions have targeted asteroids like Bennu and Itokawa. We
choose in this part to deal with the rendezvous planning with the asteroid Hygiea
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Fig. 7 Rendezvous with Hygiea: a departure phase, b waiting phase, and c meeting phase

(Table 1) which is one of the fourth largest asteroids in the asteroid belt. The simu-
lation concerning the departure phase, the waiting phase, and the return phase are
presented as in Fig. 7.

4 Simulation Synthesis

The elapsed times for the spatial trips of different planets and asteroid are presented
in the Table 2 (Fig. 8).

The analysis of the above graph leads us to the following remarks:

• The departure time for the large planets is large than of the small ones. The
variation of this time is nearly linear in function of the position of all the planets
and asteroid relative to the sun (PAS).

• The ratio between the position of the rocky planets and the departure time is about
one half. But it is increasing for the gas planets. It is also impressive to note that
this ratio is nearly the same for Mercury and Uranus.

Table 2 Elapsed times of the
spatial trips

Departure time
(years)

Waiting time
(years)

Global time
(years)

Mercury 0.297 0.178 0.739

Venus 0.390 1.249 2.03

Mars 0.709 1.243 2.66

Hygiea 1.49 3.68 6.66

Jupiter 2.73 0.586 6.05

Saturn 6.08 0.848 13.02

Uranus 15.67 0.688 32.03

Neptune 30.56 0.927 62.04
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Fig. 8 Time graph of planet
and asteroid

• The waiting time does not depend linearly of the positions of PAS as does the
departure time. For Jupiter, this time seems to be the less relative to others. But
the ratio of the waiting time with the position of PAS is too weak for the farthest
planets such as Uranus and Neptune.

• The voyages to the farthest planets and their moons required more than ten year
in simple trip. So we have to adopt other strategies for the trajectories planning
like the assist gravity process and to enhance the propulsive techniques of the
satellites.

5 Conclusion

We think more actually about the rendezvous planning missions with the planets and
the asteroids of the solar system. The constraints are obviously expressed in terms
of theoretical, technical, and economic aspects. This paper gives a clear sight to this
rendezvous with different planets of the solar system and also with the big asteroid
Hygiea located in the main belt of the asteroids. The well rendezvous formulation
problem distinguishes the departure phase, the waiting phase, and the return phase.
For each phase, the elapsed time is evaluated with a simulation of the orbits of the
source planet, the satellite, and the target planet or the asteroid. Finally, the simulation
synthesis helps to evaluate the rendezvous planning of these celestial objects of the
solar system. It is also would be useful as a reference for other approaches such as
the gravity assist and the trajectories optimization.
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Peak Shaving in Microgrids Using
Hybrid Storage

Juraj Londák, Radoslav Vargic, and Pavol Podhradský

Abstract In this contribution, we focus on technical and economic aspects of using
hybrid storage in microgrids for peak shaving. We perform feasibility analysis of
hybrid storage consisting of conventional supercapacitors and chemical batteries.
We usemultiple real-life consumption profiles from various industry-orientedmicro-
grids. The primary purpose is to construct digital twin model for reserved capacity
simulation and prediction. The main objective is to find the equilibrium between
technical innovations, acquisition costs, and energy cost savings.

Keywords Microgrid · Peak shaving · Energy storage · Digital twin

1 Introduction

Recent development in electric energy sector includes strong demand for distributed
means to help to maintain the electricity network in good condition. As well as the
motivation of the consumers is tominimize the bills with regards to reserved capacity.
One of such means what can help in both cases is peak shaving.

For most customers, energy consumption changes through the workday, with
significant peaks and valleys. To accommodate this variable demand at the grid
level, utility providers may also vary their pricing throughout the day [1]. Peak
shaving methods [2] generally refer to leveling out peak usage of energy by whole
spectrum of energy consumers. The main purpose of peak shaving from customer
point of view is to save on the electricity bill [3]. Grid operator on the other hand can
benefit from peak shaving by more stable and balanced network and consumption.
Understanding the risks of peak shaving, we need to start with understanding how
is the electricity billed by Slovak grid operators. The data collected by distribution
company contain information of howmuch electricity customer consumed (kWh) and
the peak load (kW). The network provider charges customers a sumofmoney for each
kWof reservedCcapacity during accounted period.Customer should typically decide
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upfront on capacity he expect to demand for certain fixation period. Peak shaving
with help of various energy storage systems allows customer to postpone or balance
this expected peak consumption. It can have significant positive consequences on
billed reserved capacity.

Recently, the electric energy storage sector is in huge development driven mainly
by environmental motivations. Energy storage plays crucial role in the peak shaving
process. We review this part in Sect. 2.

To be able to simulate the technical–economic aspect, one of the approaches is to
construct digital twin. The digital twin is reviewed in the Sect. 3. Following the digital
twin approach, we constructed own simulation environment based on the MATLAB.
We introduce the created environment in the Sect. 4. The results for selected use
cases with regard to peak shaving and hybrid battery storage are described in the
Sect. 5.

2 Energy Storage Systems

Electrical energy storage (EES) is a method of transforming electric energy from
source or network into a storable form and back when needed. It allows electricity to
be produced when it is cheap to generate or from unpredicted energy source. It can
be then used when there is higher demand for energy or when it is not available.

The traditional electricity grids are built for the simple one-way transport from
source to consumer. This traditional concept presumes electricity consumption is
coupled with production. However, electricity consumption changes significantly
during days, weeks, and months, the maximum consumption typically last only
short time during each month or even year. This leads to ineffective and expensive
power plants and distribution networks. Storage systems allow energy production to
be decoupled from generation.

EES has many applications including portable devices, vehicles, and fixed energy
resources [4].

In Sect. 2.2, we have worked with hybrid battery concept, which combines
both energy management and UPS functions. We have merged conventional chem-
ical battery suitable for energy management function with higher energy capacity
and high-power rating supercapacitor for power quality function. This combination
covers both contradictory functions stated above.

2.1 Conventional Monomode EES

Rechargeable battery is one form of electricity storage [4, 6] which stores electricity
in the form of chemical energy. Electrochemical reactions during discharge process
occur at both electrodes creating a flow of electric energy through an connected
circuit. This process is reversible which allows battery to be recharged by connecting
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Table 1 Characteristics of selected types of storage systems [6]

Systems Power rating and discharge
time

Storage duration Capital cost

Power
rating

Discharge
time

Self-discharge
per day (%)

Suitable
storage
duration

$/kW $/kWh

Chemical
batteries

0–20 MW Seconds-hours 0.1–0.6 Minutes-days 300–4000 200–2500

Capacitor 0–50 kW Milliseconds
– 60 min

40 Seconds–hours 200–400 500–1000

Supercapacitor 0–300 kW Milliseconds
– 60 min

20–40 Seconds–hours 100–300 300–2000

to power source to the battery. We have summarized typical characteristics of both
used storage systems in Table 1.

2.2 Supercapacitor

Capacitor is themost direct mean how to store electric energy. They are able to charge
significantly faster than conventional batteries and can be used formuch higher cycles
with a better efficiency. Conventional capacitors are suitable for daily peak loads
under 1 h because of their small capacities—the main drawback of capacitors is their
relative low-energy density.

Current progress in the supercapacitor development could lead to much greater
capacitance and energy density. Supercapacitors have much higher storage capabil-
ities in comparison with conventional capacitors (10–100 s kW) [5]. The main diffi-
culty using capacitors is relatedwith short discharge intervals and high self-discharge
energy loss when not in used.

2.3 Hybrid Batteries

Hybrid power source combines multiple sources of energy with distinctive charac-
teristics. Hybrid power sources combining different variations of fuel cell, battery,
and supercapacitor are popular in automotive systems [7, 8].

Hybrid battery-supercapacitor power sources canmerge together individual bene-
fits of batteries and supercapacitors. Batteries provide high capacity, low-peak power,
long charge times but also low self-discharge, and relatively low watt-hour costs. On
the opposite, the supercapacitors have small energy capacity, higher peak power,
short charge times with high self-discharge, and high watt-hour costs [9].
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Further, in the paper,weperformmultiple simulations using simulator described in
Sect. 4 of this paper. Battery consisting ofmultiple sources raises question about order
of charging and discharging of segments itself. Different strategies cause different
effectivity in real-life environment and have implications battery life cycle.

Aswe have stated earlier, we chose chemical battery in combinationwith superca-
pacitor as our combination. We have implemented typical characteristics (see Table
1) of both types to simulation environment [10] as we have created digital twin of
both physical batteries.

3 Digital Twin in Energy Sector

Current trend in utility sector with complex distributed power sources, energy storage
systems, prosumers, and microgrids creates difficult ecosystem to manage and even
control. This raising complexity generates need for virtual representation of physical
reality to accelerate predictability of such complex systems. Concept of digital twin
comes handy here, where universities and utility providers create digital twins of
selected parts of their infrastructure [11, 12].

A digital twin concept is a virtual representation that serves as the real-time digital
counterpart of a physical object or process. The concept andmodel of the digital twin
were publicly introduced by Grieves [13]. Grieves proposed the digital twin as the
conceptual model underlying product lifecycle management (PLM).

The concept of the digital twin predates the Industry 4.0 era as well as the digital
age itself. Its roots go back to the 1970s, when NASA worked on the Apollo project.
During the Apollo 13 mission, an oxygen tank exploded, seriously damaging the
service module, and endangering not only the mission itself, but especially the lives
of the entire crew on board. Because they had a exact replica of the spaceship on
earth with all the technical details, they could reliably simulate a dangerous situation
and realistically test hypothetical solutions.

The same principle applies to production and logistics processes, traditional tech-
nologies, andmethods have already become insufficient to ensure sustainable growth.
This means that they can no longer meet the new requirements of the industry—from
cost optimization to consumer customizations in mass production.

Creating models of real machines in operation allow industrial companies use
additional data and algorithms to make better decisions. Obtained data can be used
for improving processes, reducing costs, and improving customer experience.

A demo platform for virtual power plants implementing digital twin concept is
maintained at Reutlingen University [14, 15]. It is used for the study of different
methods of operation, optimization, and control of grids and distributed energy
devices [16].

At present, the term digital twin means a virtual representation of objects and
entities such as manufacturing and transport equipment, but also processes, systems,
workers, data, or thewhole environment. These days, the digital twin hasmoved from
plain virtual model of the physical product to a dynamic carrier of data and status
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information obtained through several sensors connected by the Internet of things
(IoT).

Their use in complex simulationmodels speeds up and simplifies decision-making
processes, as it simplifies the direct identification of the possible consequences of the
considered changes as well as the key patterns of behavior in individual processes.

The digital twin in this form is therefore used to monitor entities as well as
processes in real, as this technology allows to create a very detailed digital image
with real data.

4 Simulation Environment

For the purpose of the techno-economic analyzes and with conformance with the
digital twin concept, we developed a new smart grid simulator for techno-economic
analysis (SGSTEA). The simulator is built in MATLAB environment and strongly
uses object-oriented programming. It does not use Simulink nor Simscape electrical.
The system is provided as open source along with demos and demo data [10]. The
systems lacks own GUI and offer set of specific classes and demo classes that can
be used to build complex techno-economic scenarios. The basic difference against
Simscape electrical is that we do not aim to build electrical network but energy
generation, storage, transportation, consumption network with 15 min basic tact and
with strong economic aspect. So the objects such as batteries besides the technical
parameters have APSO economic parameters such as OPEX and CAPEX including
deprecation modeling.

The system implements the most important elements and concepts of smart grid
technologies and hybrid battery technology. Especially, the SGSTEA environment
can be used to predict the suitability of connecting different types of batteries used
for “peak shaving” [17] or “load leveling.” The output of such a simulation is not
only technical information about the power network but also the expected economic
profitability for participating roles and return in the form of return of investments
(RoI) computations. The basic concept of the techno-economic simulations is

(1) first run the technical simulation in the “imulation time” (e.g., one month, one
year, … in precise 15 min steps) and measure behavior of the components and
modules and whole microgrid

(2) second, based on “simulation time” results, run extended economical analysis
is “economic time” that can extrapolate the results (typically to 15 years)
and concentrate on economic aspects such as RoI and profitability for the
participating roles

Of course, this basic concept includes several extensions for iteration, searching
for optimum, updating the model parameters, etc. Basic conceptual architecture is
shown on Fig. 1. Here, you can see the basic types of modules and data flows
between them. The basic level of smart grid controls and helps to optimize the
single location that can be connected to the electricity network. This (based on
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Fig. 1 Basic concept of the SGSTEA simulator, depicted are basic types of modules and data flows

legislative) could correspond to single prosumer (provider + consumer). Prosumers
can be stacked, i.e., used instead of consumer block on Fig. 1, so the simulation can
be multilevel and providing the situation view, e.g., for local or regional electricity
distribution operators. The basic types of modules are and can be further split into
more specialized types of objects, such as energy storage to battery or other type of
storage, batteries to further subtypes as described in the Sect. 2. Due to the object-
oriented nature of the simulator it can be easily extended withmore specificmodules.
More detailed information and documentation can be found in [10].

5 Simulation Results

We performed multiple simulations in the previous paper [11] to determine optimal
battery capacity and power for best peak shaving performance and RoI ratio in
multiple real-time scenarios. In this paper, we present analysis of further various
topics related to peak shaving using the provided simulation environment, focusing
on energy storage, and reserved capacity topics.

5.1 Scenario1—Comparison of Hybrid Energy Storage
Algorithms

To analyze the potential and main artifacts of hybrid battery storage related to
charging and discharging, we constructed the hybrid battery with slow part (chemical
battery) and fast part (supercapacitor)—with typical parameters according to Table 2.
With relation to charge/discharge order, we have 4 basic algorithms. E.g., fast battery
is charged first and slow battery after, only in case if (real/forecasted) power/energetic
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Table 2 Charge/discharge
strategies for all algorithms

Algorithm number Charge order Discharge order

Algorithm 1 Fast, slow Fast, slow

Algorithm 2 Fast, slow Slow, fast

Algorithm 3 Slow, fast Slow, fast

Algorithm 4 Slow, fast Fast, slow

balance allows it, fast battery is discharged first, then slow, only in case that energy
from fast battery is not sufficient. This is denoted as Algorithm 1. Table 2 sums up
all possible algorithms. Of course, there if full span of options “between” that the
energy is split while charging, e.g., 30–70% between battery parts. In this scenario,
we examined the border cases.

The input to the hybrid energy storage is power requesting/offering signal, where
positive values mean offering the power to storage, negative values mean requesting
power from the storage.Output signal gives information about stored energy (positive
values) or offered energy (negative values). To be able to evaluate the situation,
we constructed the input power demanding/offering signal as superposition of two
periodic signals.

First one is with fast changes, zero mean—easy to peak shave with standalone
fast battery. Second one is with slower changes, but with negative mean (i.e., in
each cycle, slightly more energy is demanded as offered), easy to shave with slow
battery, but only until full discharge is reached. So, the fully charged batteries at
the start of the simulation get discharged for sure during the simulation, but we
can observe the accompanying artifacts during the simulation. In our simulation,
the winning algorithm is Algorithm 1. The details for all algorithms are in Figs. 2
and 3. In Algorithm 1, the fast battery is fully used, and it fails as expected due

Fig. 2 Hybrid battery scenario, winningAlgorithm1 performance, battery fails to deliver the power
due full discharge of slow battery in step 135 (first red dot in the right bottom graph)
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Fig. 3 Hybrid battery scenario1, sooner power/energy delivery failures of the second battery while
discharging (red dots) when using the Algorithm 2, 3, 4 in the hybrid battery. Algorithms 2 and 3
fail due full discharge of the second (fast) battery, algorithm fails due problem to deliver requested
power from the slow battery while fast was fully discharged
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to negative balance of the input signal. In Algorithm 2, the slow battery goes fully
discharged significantly faster as the fast battery is preferred in charging, resulting
into immediate problem due to fast battery capacity. In Algorithms 3 and 4, the
charging prioritization in charging causes imbalance—though the slow battery is
richly charged, we are unable to get the sufficient energy in time—the faster battery
gets fully discharged quickly, and slow battery is unable to deliver the needed power.

5.2 Scenario 2—Fines Increase upon Initial RC Decrease

To exploit the potential of hybrid battery usage in microgrid, we propose to simulate
the microgrid for initial RC decrease with specified battery size. The simplified
border cases are, that the battery is 100% slow (bad parameters but cheap) or 100%
fast (good parameters but expensive). As the RC decreases, the battery is needed
more and more. From certain instant, the RC increase is necessary to be able to
fulfill the consumption needs. The situation example for different battery sizes is
shown in Fig. 4. We can see that for given profile, the difference between slow and
fast is relatively small and significant only for smaller battery cases, so the eventual
RoI shall be interpreted with caution. More surprising observation is presence of big
jumps in the fines, clearly decrease of reserved capacity can cause also significant
decrease of fines. The simulation environment can give clear explanation for this as
depicted on Fig. 5. In the upper set of graphs is microgrid A with initial RC = 1013
kWh and RC increase up to 1075 kWh in simulation steps 911–918. In lower set

Fig. 4 Scenario 2 example, initial RC decrease causing increase of fines, evaluation of border cases
of hybrid battery composition for selected battery sizes
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Fig. 5 Scenario 2, example, explanation of paradox, whereby decreasing the initial reserved
capacity can cause significant decrease of fines

of graphs—Microgrid B with initial RC = 1018 and smaller RC increase to 1047
kWh in steps 911–918 but with additional significant increase up to 1128 in steps
2446–2454. So the reason is that we could have better situation most of the time, but
if accidently the battery power runs out at the wrong time, it can cause much more
economic damage. The effective solution for this situation could be to progressively
increase the RC value sooner (based on the consumption statistics) and not to wait
until the battery is discharged. So this topic is subject for optimization in microgrids.

6 Conclusion

We have presented our contribution to digital twin implementation in utility sector
in this paper. Presented simulator [14] can serve for simulation, optimalization, and
prediction purposes.We have shown interesting scenarios related to peak shaving and
costs related to reserved capacity. Presented contribution will also serve as teaching
aid for academic purposes and will be transferred to academic projects DiT4LL and
KEGA project MonEd as pedagogical research. Presented simulator is prepared for
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future extensions as open-source project. One of the most interesting extensions is
photovoltaic functionality.
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Abstract The SEER database is among the persuading stores regarding malignancy
pointers inside us. The SEER list helps impact investigation for the gigantic measure
of patients’ bolstered viewpoints for the most part ordered as an insightful segment
and impact. Assistant careful proof nearly the carcinoma dataset is ordinarily started
on the site of the National Cancer Institute. The main point of this work is that
dependingon the individual’smanifestations, andwewill foreseewhether individuals
are in danger of malignant growth or not. Perseverance and desire for the benefit of
malignant growth patients have the option to upsurge prophetic exactitude and limit
in the end cause better-educated decisions. To the current end, various amendments
smear AI to disease data of the surveillance, epidemiology, and end results database.
It may be used to better forecast cancer in the medical sector, and these studies can
give a good chance to enhance existing models and build newmodels for uncommon
cancers ofminority groups in particular. In this paper, the authors contribute to getting
more predicted accuracy for SEER cancer and use it to better forecast cancer in the
medical sector.
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1 Introduction

SEER is an authoritative source for cancer surveillance, epidemiology, and end
results. The SEER program gives information about cancer statistics that stick up
for efforts to reduce the cancer compulsion within the people. The main point of
this paper is that depending on select manifestations, and we will foreknow whether
individuals are at threat of malignant growth or not. In the dataset the scope of
straight capacities leveling as 0 and 1. The outcome will give the likelihood of being
threatening as 1 and amiable as 0. Possibly, the most famous supervised learning
computations, which is used to categorize, are the support vector machine. It is
mostly used in machine learning (ML) classifications. The goal of the SVM compu-
tation is to establish the optimal line or choice limit which can be used to isolate
n-dimensional room in classes so that we can without uncertainty classify the fresh
information point later. SVM picks definitive focuses or vectors that help in making
the hyperplane. For arrangement and relapse examination, SVM perceives designs
and dissects the information. To acquire better execution in SVM, Kernel capacities
have been applied. Notwithstanding, the train test level of information is 70% and
30%. The decision tree calculation is one of the most straightforward yet solid super-
vised machine learning calculations. The decision tree calculation can be utilized to
tackle both relapse and arrangement issues in machine learning. That is the reason,
it is otherwise called CART or classification and regression trees. “The method of
choosing trees to tackle an issue is tree portrayal. J48 form is applied in this paper
for building the choice tree. Entropy and information gain are utilized to build the
tree. The segment of train and test information is 70% and 30%. This work is the
proposed upper three algorithm acknowledgment of machine learning technique for
analysis disease and predicts better accuracy” [1]. Perseverance and desire for the
benefit of malignant growth patients have the option to upsurge prophetic exactitude
and limit in the end cause better-educated decisions.

2 Related Work

The office to evaluate carcinoma life expectancy bolstered disorder qualities since
antiquated patient masses could even be helpful while examining exact patients and
may thus help current clinical practice [2]. “Data out of BDHS, 2014 is used, factors
like arithmetical, more economic, and natural have a differential influence on abate.
The DT algorithmwas enforced to find the aspect combined with stunting. It is found
that mothers’ education, birth order number, and economic status were associated
with stunting. Support vector machine and artificial neural network are also enforced
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with the stunting dataset to test the accuracy. The certainty of the decision tree is 74%,
SVM is 76%, and ANN is 73%” [2]. Extra work has assessed life expectancy rates
for rectal and restricted stage little cell malignant growth. Expectation models for
life expectancy time or a choice of different components are investigated normally
[3]. These endeavors have includedmanaged AI characterization systems, preparing,
and measurements. As far asML, directed learning calculations arrange records with
named information [4–6]. The capacities surmised from the named preparing infor-
mation would then be able to be wont to group new information. Interestingly, solo
methods do not utilize named information; the strategy is predicated on estimating
the similitude of intra classes and divergence of “bury” examples while limiting
the earlier suspicions [7, 8]. This procedure yields a “backwoods” of arbitrarily
created choice trees whose results are incorporated as a “group” by the calculation
to foresee more precisely than one tree would. As thought about, gradient boosting
machine (GBM) utilizes more vulnerable, littler models to make a “troupe” to supply
the last expectation. New powerless models are iteratively prepared concerning this
entire outfit [9, 10]. Support vector machines (SVMs) are a case of non-probabilistic
double rectilinear relapse [11–13]. Here, we investigate the capability of unaided
AI strategies for carcinoma persistent endurance expectation [14]. These strategies
intrinsically include less human ability and connection than regulated techniques
and in this way, limit required intercession for database examination [15]. Longer-
term, the mechanized order of patients into gatherings may encourage correlation
and assessment of prognostic likewise as demonstrative contemplations in clinical
practice. Malignancy is the second driving clarification for death inside the earth
[16]. The premier regular sorts are bosom and carcinoma with 268,670 and 234,030
anticipated new cases in 2019. Applying AI for endurance expectation, for example,
foreseeing whether a patient having malignancy after determination can build the
prognostic precision and may at last reason better-educated choice [17]. The NCI
gathers disease rate and endurance data covering over 30% of the populace inside
the U.S. because of its wide inclusion and exhaustive information assortment, SEER
information could likewise be a reason for a few endurances forecasts exploring
different avenues regarding AI [18]. On the off chance that a direct partition is
unimaginable, the strategy applies piece techniques to perform non-straight mapping
to an element space, during which the hyperplane speaks to a non-direct choice limit
inside the information space [19, 20]. In the paper, Snow et al. [21] proposes that
breast cancer has a risk of developing RIS compared to other solid cancers.

3 Proposed Method

In this application, the admissible report is closely knit from the NCI [22]. Data
collected from the analysis performed in appropriate studies are only a couple of
research areas currently supported by the SRP. The proposed research methodology
and the flow of operations are depicted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed engaged development

First of all, since the datasets [22] were in multiple files, we gathered data from
the National Cancer Institute, and then merged the data. Next, we optimized the
SPSS datasets and separated the information sets. After that, for each dataset, we
trace the Z-score. Next, we equate the score to the diagnostic status of the cheque.
Finally, to implement different algorithms such as decision tree, help vector machine,
and artificial neural network algorithm, we allow testing datasets (70%) and evalua-
tion datasets (30%). This study brief offers three benefits of developed and popular
diagnostic procedures.
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3.1 Label Encoding

The label encoding is done when the dataset contains categorical values. Turn abso-
lute values into numerical values by replacing data categories with integers starting
with 0. No need to do the previous operations. To convert this into numerical values,
the authors will use the “LabelEncoder” class from scikit learn. Labels have been
replaced with integers.

3.2 Accuracy Rule for ANN, SVM, and DT

The confusion matrix is used for interpret the classification model representation.
There are also four potential results for “TN = true negative, FN = false negatives,
FP = false positives, and TR = true positive” in the confusion matrix for two-class
cases: one is 0 and another 1. The evaluation of a classifier, as described by, is usually
assessed in several performance tests such as precision, sensitivity,

Accuracy = TP+ TN/(TP+ TN+ FP+ FN) (1)

Sensitivity = TP/(TP+ FN) (2)

The proportion of instances evaluates accuracy. Sensitivity measures a percentage
of negative cases.

4 Data Preparation and Data Source

NCI gathers information on malignant growth cases from different areas and sources
all through the United States. Information assortment started in 1973 with a set
number of libraries and keeps on extending to incorporate significantly more zones
and socioeconomics, countrywide example overviews of people of generative age
created to give data on malignancy and different levels. The essential key factors
in our datasets are sweep, surface, border territory, perfection, conservativeness,
concavity, inward focuses, balance, and fractal measurement. There are 570 datasets
with medium, standard error dividers, and the most notable of these highlights are
shown, with around 30 highlights for each picture. The mean radius is field 3, radius
SE is field 13, and theworst radius is field 23, for instance [22]. To apply a calculation,
the information was not prepared. Right off the bat, the information was in a few
divisions such as mean, SE, worst. At that point, we blend the information records
utilizing the SPSS instrument. However, an enormous amount of information was
missing in the informational index, which is the reason nonappearance information
was dealt with by the separating interaction. Ultimately, the information examined to
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look out the measurements in proportion to get how much individuals are tormented
from determination.

5 Experimental Results

Diagnosis is a proportion of the relevant examples collected over the entire number
of cases. Accordingly, the accuracy and the radius in this table are based on an
understanding and standard of three algorithms. The confusion matrix of ANN,
SVM, and DT algorithms with the label, precision, recall F1-score, and support
values is presented in a tabular form in Table 1.

From 570-column information, 60.82% precision and 99% review is NO, where
75% exactness 4% review is YES for ANN. Another calculation gives 60% exact-
ness and 100% review is NO, where 100% accuracy 3% review is YES for SVM.
Ultimately, DT precision is 95% and 97% exactness and 97% review is NO, where
95% accuracy 93% review is YES.

The DT method has the best accuracy and execution rate among the various algo-
rithms studied. The study also shows that the optimal parameter values for penalty.
Parameter and pyramid levels can improve the classification result. The overall accu-
racy of the SVM and ANN is low because the main variable used are “radius_mean,
texture_mean, perimeter_mean, area_mean, smoothness_meanconcavity_mean,
concave points_mean, symmetry_mean and fractal_dimension_mean.” Therefore,
the value variable was also used to separate. The study also shows that mean and
value variables are suitable to be used in DT classifier. We partition the dataset into
isolated segments like the preparation dataset is 70% and for testing, it is 30%. But
SVM, precision and recall give 100% for its kernel trick to handle nonlinear input
spaces. SVMfinds an optimal hyperplane which helps in classifying new data points.
In the time of training, SVM gained the knowledge about that data, and now if you
give same data to predict, it will give exactly same value. This work is the proposed
store-up AI method for examination illness, in which we can discover in the table
and figures that the proposed methodology is showing up with 100% precision. At
this moment, only 32 feature for the assurance of sickness. Later on, all features of
UCI are tried and achieved with the best accuracy. Using random forest returns a

Table 1 Confusion matrix of ANN, SVM, and DT

Algorithms Label Precision Recall F1-Score Support

ANN No 0.60 0.99 0.75 102

Yes 0.75 0.04 0.08 69

SVM No 0.60 1.00 0.75 102

Yes 1.00 0.03 0.06 69

DT No 0.97 0.97 0.97 116

Yes 0.95 0.93 0.94 56
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segment importance grid which may be wont to pick features. This framework is
dreary to find the information is low and continuously exact.

6 Comparative Analysis

Treatment intensity and clinical features are condensed into a single measure to eval-
uate treatment effects in all forms of cancer on the downstream health consequences.
The evaluation of their authors was first created for medical charts by clinicians.
However, big studies for all research participants typically cannot access medical
charts. A technique for assessing therapy intensity utilizing cancer registry [23].
This study aimed primarily to assess the link between the incidence of cancer and
PM 2:5 exposure by >8:5 million U.S. registry cases of cancer. Secondary goals
include assessing the relationships susceptibility to model selection, spatial check,
and delay, as well as calculating the connection of exposure–response for different
kinds of cancer [24]. The authors of [25] paper, SEER relative survival rates of breast,
prostate, and colorectal cancer are declined at the county level in socioeconomic,
demographic, and health factors. These models are first verified when comparing
observed rates with anticipated rates in non-estimated counties. Long-term cancer
survival and regional variations in survival varied with the disease location were the
best indicators of education. Better breast and prostate survival than colorectal cancer
have been anticipated. Data from cancer registries were gathered to provide national
and domestic survival rate estimates for patients for ecological models. These esti-
mates are valuable for prioritizing regions,where earlier diagnosis or greater access to
healthcare is promoted and may also help assess the quality of the survival data gath-
ered by cancer registries individually. Finally, in the last paper, the author revealed 34
papers applying machine learning for SEER cancer prediction. They retrieved data
on their experimental configurations and scanned them for reproductive attempts.
This review demonstrated that prior studies with various configurations have been
conducted but that they do not have any simple repeatable cohorts and outcomes. In
addition, no research by other institutions based on the same input data avoids trans-
parent benchmarking. SEER data reproducible analysis is achievable and completely
replicable survival prediction studies using logistic regression for breast and lung
cancer are presented [26].

7 Conclusions

Exhibited that decision tree ismoreover effective for human fundamental data assess-
ment, andwe can do pre-findingwith no phenomenal clinical data. Soothsayer cancer
development detection is done viably with AI counts with extraordinary precision.
This can be moreover improved by using hybrid strategies of various classifiers simi-
larly as by combining the correct logic. In this way, the proposed approach will yield
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a suitable procedure for both assumption and distinguishing proof. Accordingly, the
work can fulfill the requirements of things to come also. Later on, we can work
with more effective calculations and diverse patient information from assortments
of nations.
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Digitization and Society: Forms
of Interaction and Expression

Valentina Milenkova , Boris Manov , and Dobrinka Peicheva

Abstract This article aims to reveal the digitalization as an integral part of the
society. Every process, phenomenon, community and relationship is related to digi-
talization and information technology. This analysis presents different forms of
symbiosis between society and digitalization. The objectives of the paper are to
show specific dimensions of the advent of digitization and the various technologies
in the Bulgarian society. The main research questions are related to the performance
of high-tech level of Bulgarian online environment and focus on the main features
of online learning, which are identified as new educational activities. Methodology
of this article is based on results obtained from an online survey conducted in March
2021 with people of different ages, occupations and education. The survey question-
naire included topics that directly relate to the digitalization of society, the use of
various digital devices and the Internet, participation in online education and atti-
tudes toward it. The results obtained are indicators that digitalization of society is
a real fact as well as that online learning has a place in the Bulgarian educational
system. This article focuses on peoples’ reactions, their assessments and views on
ongoing online learning and its formatting. The whole article and the survey carried
out are under the national project “Digital Media Literacy in the context of “Knowl-
edge Society”: state and challenges”,№ KP–06–H25/4, funded byNational Science
Fund—Bulgaria.
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1 Introduction

Digitalization is an integral part of society. Every process, phenomenon, community
and relationship is related to digitalization and information technology. The life of a
modern person is a long series of active penetration of digital devices in our way of
life, in our professional responsibilities and activities, in our free time and personal
contacts. This strong digital saturation today is constantly recognized and modern
person is clearly aware of his dependence on information technology,withoutwhich it
would be difficult to do the job, to contact people and institutions that reflect different
levels of social interaction, and to organize free time and entertainment. From this
point of view, it is necessary to show the different forms of symbiosis between
society and digitalization, as well as to emphasize the possible manifestations of this
symbiosis.

The objectives of this paper are to show specific dimensions of the advent of
digitization and the various technologies in the Bulgarian society and in particular:

– What digital devices do individuals have and how do they use them?
– How they get involved in the Internet and what is their participation in the various

social networks?
– What is the quality of online learning as one of the examples of digital activity in

social terms?
– What is the technological level of the online environment?

The main research questions are related to the performance of high-tech level
of Bulgarian online environment and focus on the main features of online learning,
which is a new educational activity for Bulgarian schools and universities and its
basic actors gradually become active users of its.

The basic implication of the article is that in the Bulgarian context serious steps
have been taken regarding the restructuring ofmodern university education in digital.
At the same time, it should be emphasized that the digital education is a continuous
process that follows the development of technology and in this sense there is a
constant renewal and continuation.

2 Materials and Methods

The empirical basis of this article is based on results obtained from an online survey
conducted in March 2021 with people of different ages, occupations and education.
The survey questionnaire included topics that directly relate to the digitalization of
society, the use of various digital devices and the Internet, participation in online
education and attitudes toward it.
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The survey included 1018 people, divided into the various categories:
Age

– 18–29 years: 37.9%
– 30–39 years: 24.6%
– 40–49 years: 18.7%
– 50–59 years: 8.4%
– 60+ years: 10.4%.

It is noteworthy that the most active age group in the sample are people under
40, who are digitally the most predisposed to the acquisition of digital skills and
digital culture people. This is the generation of individuals who, as students or as
parents of young children, are actively involved in various forms of interaction with
information technology. They directly show and present their specific connection
with the computer world of the “digital natives” generation [1].

Educational level was the other important feature of the sample including:

– Persons with education “up to secondary” which are: 1.4%
– Secondary school graduates make up: 35.6%
– Higher education graduates are: 41.1%
– The persons with scientific degree are: 22.0%.

It is noted that most are highly educated respondents. This is because digital
skills also require a specific general culture and educational skills. Although there
are many examples of people who have digital skills without being accompanied by
higher education. In general, digital differences reproduce the divisions existing in
society by age, ethnicity, profession, reinforcing and deepening them [2].

The sample included: Men: 28.7% and Women: 71.3%
In general, this distribution shows the priority of women as the most socially

active part of Bulgarian society.

3 Results

The results presented in the paper are indicative of both the objective characteristics
of different quantitative and qualitative conditions, opinions, assessments and views,
which the respondents share. One of the important things in terms of digitization
is the availability of digital devices that have become the main intermediary for
the activity in the Internet, social networks and media. In the survey, most of the
respondents possess:

– Mobile phone: 95.1% of the persons;
– Laptop: 90.2%
– Tablet: 42.9%
– Desktop computer: 39.2%
– Other: 13.9%
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It addition, many respondents have more than one digital device, which is an indi-
cator of the high degree of digitalization of the population. However, the question
can be immediately raised here that although digital devices have already become
cheaper, they represent a financial challenge for a large part of the Bulgarian popula-
tion, given the high unemployment rate and the large share of people with incomes of
the order of average salary for the country. In addition, it should be emphasized that
in order for digital devices to be truly active, it is necessary to maintain an Internet
service (connection), either as a plan included with the respective digital device, or
as a stand-alone service purchased by the mobile operator. In this context, it can be
said that digitalization reproduces existing divisions and inequalities by taking them
to the next level. Maintaining the Internet connection proves to be of great impor-
tance for the use of the achievements of digitalization. In addition, depending on the
positioning of the Internet connection used, summaries can be made about the extent
of its use, as well as the activity of the network users themselves.

To the question “Where do you mainly use the Internet?” the answers received
are as follows:

– At work: 4.1%
– At home: 16.1%
– Everywhere (I have mobile internet): 79.8%.

It is noticed that over 2/3 of the respondents have mobile Internet, which allows
them to use it everywhere and to be as digital as possible, as they have access
to the network at any time and in any place. In practice, these distributions are
indicative of the fact that a large part of the Bulgarian population, mainly young
people are connected at any time with their peers and colleagues at university or
at work. What raises questions is that respondents who use the Internet at work
have a relatively small share—only 4%. This means that most likely the nature
of the activities performed does not require a network connection, or that there is
no Internet in the respective workplace. This brings us once again to the topic of
the divisions that digitalization reproduces and creates, and that divisions deepen
personal backwardness or become a source of progress. Therefore, when talking
about digitalization, we also take into account the extent to which people can use the
Internet and its possibilities.

Another important topic related to digitalization is the expansion of the level of
digital literacy. This is achieved both through personal training and through various
courses that are attended. The level at which online learning takes place in an educa-
tional context is also important. The last two years—2020 and 2021 with small
breaks were a time when classes in secondary and higher schools in our country
took place in a digital environment. In fact, this is the topic that was the basis of
the online discussions with students: about the quality of distance learning and its
effectiveness. This topic is also present in the online survey because the majority of
the Bulgarian population has a direct or indirect connection with online learning: as
a student, as a parent, as a teacher in secondary or higher education or as a relative
of any of these categories. In this sense, people with a stronger or weaker connection
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to online learning are in fact quite a high proportion. Therefore, we have included a
series of questions related to online learning and its quality for several reasons.

– To understand what is the opinion about online learning of the majority of the
Bulgarian population;

– To discuss the quality of online learning and the level of participation of young
people in it.

Respondents were asked if the ongoing online training was of high quality. In
addition to the positive and negative answers, the scale included the neutral answer
“I have no opinion” in order to distinguish those respondents who, despite the wide
range of related to online learning, are irrelevant and distanced from it for various
reasons. According to the persons who answered, the distributions are as follows:

– 37.9% gave a positive answer, that online training was of high quality;
– 43.2% said “No”; 18, 9 have “no opinion”.

These results show at least three trends:

– People who think that online learning is not of high quality are a little more than
the respondents who gave a positive answer. And this is a problem for the level
of education, learning and for the effectiveness of teaching and online activities.

– The difference between the positive and negative answer regarding the quality of
online learning is not very big— it is 5.3%.

– Definitely need tomakemore effort to improve online learning and its possibilities.

In fact, the quality of education is a complex variable that has different components
and depends on different things: teacher training, students’ interest, technical security
of the environment. So, it is necessary to have a broader understanding, because both
the subjective and objective aspects must be emphasized. That is why we sought the
assessment of the statement: “teachers cope with the requirements of online learning:

– Positively answered: 67.6% of the respondents;
– 15.9% of the persons gave a negative answer;
– 16.5% had no opinion.

These answers show that teachers are definitely assessed by the respondents as
having the necessary digital skills and training to be able to conduct online training.
This is particularly important because teachers are crucial figures in the overall
distance learning and they depend both on what and how to teach, as well as how
they assess their students. In fact, positive responses include the element of teaching
and assessment, recreating the overall picture of the learning digital process [3].

The students themselves are the other important component of online learning-
whether they manage to meet the requirements, whether they regularly prepare for
online classes, whether they cope with the tasks [4]. The distributions in the answers
to the question: “Do the learners cope with the online content?”, are:

– 56.8% of the respondents answered positively;
– 26.5% answered in the negative;
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– 16.7% of the surveyed persons do not have an opinion.
– In addition to this package of questions, another emphasis was added: learners

have no difficulty with the online environment:
– 49.9% of the respondents answered positively;
– 30.3% of the persons give a negative answer;
– 19.8% have no opinion.

This emphasis was important to highlight the state of learners’ digital skills and
how these digital skills are applied in the learning process itself. It turns out that
pupils and students are actually coping with the challenges of distance learning. As
already mentioned, online learning and its implementation depend to a very large
extent on the technological state of the environment: whether teachers and students
have the necessary digital devices; what is the state of the Internet connection for
both types of participants in distance learning; whether the digital platform used has
the potential to take the necessary load when a hundred or more students enter the
system, as is the case with high flows at some of the universities or schools; whether
in cases where there are any problems with the platform or with its maintenance,
these problems are fixed quickly? All the various aspects mentioned relate to the
quality of the technological environment and 52.3% of respondents agree with this
statement. It is definitely noticeable that the technological environment is evaluated
positively. More than half of the respondents giving a positive answer, are indicators
of a good assessment, as well as of the presence of good conditions for digitalization.

And in this context, the next logical point was: „Is online learning effective?”

– 39.9% answered positively;
– 41.7% gave a negative answer; 18.5% had no opinion.

It is noted that the difference between positive and negative answers is 1.8%,
which means that the total number of people who evaluate the effectiveness of online
learning in the two opposite poles is balanced. However, it should be emphasized that
about 40% of respondents who agree that digital learning is effective are less than
half, and this is not a very good sign. It should also be added that since the sample
includes people from all over the country, there are regions where distance learning
is really not very effective and there is no real learning process. Furthermore, for a
this new form of learning, such as online learning, 40% approval is a relatively good
result, especially considering that most parents do share their dissatisfaction with the
distance education, saying that through online learning, in reality, their children do
not study or study insufficiently.

In order to trace what in particular in digital learning is unacceptable and
creates problems for learners, the questionnaire listed various shortcomings of online
learning that respondents had to assess; respectively, we present the obtained results.

– No live contact in training: 87%
– Lack of communication between students: 74.6%
– Insufficiently good technological environment: 29.1%
– Insufficiently trained teachers—26.1%
– Learners face difficulties—38.8%
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– The textbooks are adapted for face-to-face training—33.6%
– Online learning is expensive—3.7%.

In these responses, we note that the main disadvantage of online learning is the
lack of communication with teachers: “live contact in learning” and “communication
between learners themselves”. It turns out that the social contacts that are established
during the training both with the teachers and between the students are of great
importance and in the results of the online survey they mark quite high values. In
one case, the percentages reach close to 90%, and in the other case close to 80%.
This shows the need for communication of networking, of living bond that creates
the attendance training.

Next, when assessing the shortcomings of digital learning, “the difficulties that
learners faced” come to the fore. Although the share of persons is less than half of the
sample—38.8%, this answer is indicative that often during the training ambiguities
arise, which for some of the learners need to be removed and the problems to be
clarified. It turns out that the online environment is not conducive enough to seek
additional explanations, or the other assumption is that most likely students can not
focus on and understand the learning content. Obviously, some young people also
have this problem—the inability to concentrate in front of the computer.

For some of the learners, various distractions arise, they do not understand the
lesson at the moment, they do not want additional explanations because they think
it is inconvenient to ask in front of everyone and so the gaps accumulate and these
gaps later become ignorant. In many of the disciplines, knowledge is a continuum
and there is continuity and connection; i.e., when there are misunderstandings or
ambiguities and they are not filled, new ambiguities arise, which creates a long
chain of learning problems. In the in person training, perhaps the environment itself
creates more conditions and opportunities to ask after class or to seek contact with
the teacher; although in person training students with poor grades, not understanding
the study material or not making the necessary learning efforts were noticed.

In this regard, another component of in person training should be noted—“text-
books are adapted for face-to-face training” (33.6%), manuals also involve working
in class. In general, the history of education has been related to the face-to-face
forms and this tradition cannot be changed in a short time. Students, parents and
teachers have such an attitude. Respectively, the percentage of people who indicated
this answer is 1/3 of all persons.

“Insufficiently good technological environment” is cited as a difficulty in online
learning of almost 1/3 of the sample—29.1%. This answer is indicative that not
everywhere—at home, children have identical technological possibilities to be on
the Internet and maintain a good connection. The issue of the divisions caused by
digitalization has already been raised; and it will continue to attract attention.

“Insufficiently trained teachers” as a disadvantage of online learning is indicated
by 26.1% of respondents. Undoubtedly, the lack of preparation of teachers to work
in a digital environment becomes an unfavorable factor in conducting online classes.
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One of the things that is not so important for the respondents is the “cost of
digital learning“. This answer “Online learning is expensive” is given by only 3.7%
of people in the survey.

Each of these factors undoubtedly affects the reduction of the attractiveness of
online learning. These factors are of different essence—some of them are related to
the nature of training, others related to its participants, others affect the technological
characteristics of the environment. Taken together, these factors are indeed multi-
faceted, but they are important because they show in what aspect the active work
of various educational institutions, the non-governmental sector, as well as at the
management level—regional and national—should be deepened. It is obvious that
online learning has established itself as a learning reality and will continue to have
its significance, so it is important to improve it with a view to improving it in the
future.

Therefore, as a deepening of the topic of the effectiveness of distance learning,
the issue of the nature of the digital forms used was included. There is an under-
standing that just as in the classroom in face-to-face learning, there is a need to
diversify the forms of teaching, so in online learning you need to think about innova-
tive approaches, attracting attention, creating interactivity. Respondents were offered
several different forms through which such diversity can be achieved and whether
they are present in their online learning.

– Short-term videos for better perception (Tiktok, Instagram). Theywerementioned
by 14.5% of the persons, as finding a place in the online education process;

– Standard videos with explanatory content (YouTube, Facebook). This form was
indicated as used in the training by 46.4% of the persons;

– Video lessons—indicated by 68.6% of the respondents;
– Other forms—39.7%.

The presented set of different forms shows that in the current online learning
teachers from secondary and higher schools in our country are trying to create a
diverse environment, to look for different opportunities to attract attention, to make
learning more interactive and more understanding as content. In this context, two
important circumstances can be highlighted. The fact that the majority of Bulgarian
teachers in secondary and higher education in a short period of time had to acquire
digital skills and be adequate to the online environment.

In March 2020 (the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic), the percentage of
those who could use digital platforms, create classrooms, create video tutorials,
share the screen, etc., was small. Gradually, teachers became more confident as they
expanded their digital skills by learning “step by step” and gradually their knowledge
acquired relevant dimensions of the requirements of time and learners. The second
important circumstance, whichmust also be taken into account, is related to the age of
the teachers, both in the secondary and in the higher schools in Bulgarian conditions.
The high percentage of adult educators means difficulties with the acquisition of
digital skills, which are of great importance in the online process. In this sense, the
rejuvenation of the teaching staff or the setting of requirements for digital literacy
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above the basic level, which should be linked to the remuneration of teachers, is
a milestone in the work and a criterion for qualitative digital teaching skills and
training.

4 Conclusion

Based on the results obtained from the survey, several conclusions can be drawn.
Digitalization has a place in Bulgarian society and it is at a good level. The online
learning is assessed relatively positively, it is perceived as a good step and solution
and people evaluate it as a main element of the educational space. One of the advan-
tages of online learning is its flexibility. Instead of training taking place in a fixed
place and time, with the help of high technology it can take place anywhere and
at any time. Online education uses a variety of forms of expression—video, audio,
text, tests, etc., which in turn could lead to higher engagement and efficiency in
understanding, remembering and reflecting information, as it helps participants with
different learning styles. The consequences of the change in the way of learning in
school and university education can be found both in the psychological and emotional
state of the students and in the quality of the education they will receive [5].

A main conclusion of this article is that various improvements need to be made to
make the online education activity more effective. The most important thing to think
about is how to overcome the shortcomings of online learning and how to deal with
them for people of different ages and statuses.
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E-Managing the Pre-election Messages
During the 2021 Parliamentary
Campaigns in Bulgaria

Neli Velinova, Mariyan Tomov, Lilia Raycheva, and Lora Metanova

Abstract The pre-election campaign for the early parliamentary vote in Bulgaria on
July 11, 2021 was held in the conditions of an uncertain COVID-19 situation, polit-
ical confrontation and the games of the European Football Championship. Following
the trend of the previous regular elections of April 4 after which no government was
appointed, Internet platforms and especially social networks have become increas-
ingly popular channels for politicians to communicate with voters. The aim of the
study focuses on the dynamics of pre-election online communication. The object is
the specifics of the Internet connection between the audiences and the candidates for
members of Parliament during the election campaign in July compared to the previous
one in April. The subject refers to the digital election messages of the leaders of the
political forces, presented in their Facebook profiles. The methodology is an empir-
ical study and comparative analysis. The scope includes those political forces that
have passed the 4% electoral threshold. The results are indicative for those interested
in digital political communication during social isolation of pandemic.

Keywords Digital communication · Social isolation · Pre-election messages ·
Social networks · Pre-election parliamentary campaign

1 Introduction

During the period of democratization—since 1989, the election campaigns in
Bulgaria have developed in parallel with the demonopolization, liberalization and
transformation of the media system. Nevertheless, the deregulation of the radio
and television broadcasting sector was protracted, giving way to the rise of two
interrelated processes—politicization of the media and mediatization of politics
[1]. Since the beginning of the new century, these processes have accelerated with
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the widespread use of digital technologies in everyday communication. However,
radio and television, despite their simultaneity, are drastically lagging behind in the
high-speed race for consumers’ attention.

The deficits of democratization feed the ground for the development of populism
as a political concept and rhetorical style. Nowadays constant migration between
political actors, which escalates in the use of populist approaches, characterizes the
political environment in Bulgaria. In fact, the use of populist phraseology is evident
in all political forces in the country, whether left or right. Political leaders and parties
with pronounced populist behavior have mixed, often changing characteristics.

The messages of the political actors address the audiences mostly through the
media. Populists’ strong criticism of the status quo and the chimera of democracy
usually intertwine with the function of the media as a corrective factor in relation to
public authorities. The growing impact of social networks on the process of communi-
cation between the public and political formations generates a reasonable assumption
that this model of interaction will develop, especially in the realities of social isola-
tion, such as that caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. That is why it is especially
important to outline the trends and peculiarities in the development of these relations
in the context of the dynamics of the pre-election online communication between
politicians and the public.

2 Methodology

The research, undertaken by an academic team from the SofiaUniversity “St.Kliment
Ohridski” in two stages (04.03.-04.04.2021, and 11.06.-11.07.2021), is focused on
the dynamics of the pre-election online communication between politicians and the
publics in both the 2021 elections for a national parliament. It draws on the framework
and results of the analysis of theApril regular vote compared to the July early elections
in the context of the epidemic caused by COVID-19 [2].

The object is the specifics of the Internet connection between the modern digital
audiences and the candidates for MPs during the two election campaigns (April and
July 2021) in Bulgaria. The subject refers to the digital election messages of the
leaders of the political forces, presented in their Facebook profiles during the one-
month election campaign. The methodology is an empirical study and comparative
analysis. The scope of observation includes political forces that have crossed the 4%
electoral threshold.

The study examines the verbal and non-verbal communication of candidates, the
quality of their messages in terms of positivity, negativity or neutrality, as well as
their commitment to social, health, economic, technological and other important
issues related to the welfare of the population in a country—member state of the
European Union. The frequency of Facebook use by political leaders, the dominant
issues in their messages, as well as the digital activity of the audiences have also
been monitored.
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3 Results

In themore than three decades since the democratizationprocess began in 1989 eleven
parliamentary elections (1990, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2001, 2005, 2009, 2013, 2017 and
2021—2: 1 regular and 1 early) were held and eleven governments appointed, of
which only four have completed a full four-year term of office and seven were
caretaker cabinets. This shows a worrying deficit of representative democracy in
Bulgaria.

The early elections for the national parliament in July 2021, like the previous
regular ones in April, were held in a situation of global insecurity in such social
spheres as healthcare, economy, politics and others. The only legislative result of
the 45th National Assembly, which lasted less than a month, was the hastily revised
Electoral Code, voted on the eve of Good Friday, contrary to the Rules of Procedure,
but with the intention of ensuring greater fairness of the vote. A new Central Election
Commission was appointed, compulsory machine voting has been introduced for
sections with more than 300 voters, and the restriction of 35 sections in non-EU
countries has been lifted.

Although the early elections in July were the most expensive in the country’s
electoral history, turnout was unusually low—42.19% or 8.42% less than the regular
vote in April [3]. The activity of early voting seemed to disprove the effectiveness
of the massive introduction of machine voting. Thus, only 38% of those obliged to
vote with machines in sections with 300 or more voters went to the polls, while
significantly more—55%, were those who voted with paper ballots. Resistance to
machines refused many to go to the polls. Preventive actions by law enforcement
agencies in places where there were suspicions of controlled voting, although loudly
announced, were not sufficiently fair and effective.

Thewisdom of the Bulgarian people gave a second chance to those political forces
elected in April, without again having the upper hand of any political formation.

If for the regular elections in April the participating political entities could be
divided into two: parliamentary (Coalition Citizens for European Development of
Bulgaria–CEDB/Union of Democratic Forces–UDF; Coalition Bulgarian Socialist
Party-BSP for Bulgaria, and political party Movement for Rights and Freedoms-
MRF) and non-parliamentary (political party There Are Such People, Coalition
Democratic Bulgaria-DB and Coalition Stand up! Goons out!-SUGO), in the July
déjà vu all six ranked equalized as parliamentary represented, regardless of the time
of their stay in the National Assembly or the effectiveness of their activities in it
for the formation of policies and legislation ensuring sustainable development of the
country.

All participants in the election campaign, both in the regular and in the early vote,
and not only those who crossed the 4% barrier, have bet extremely seriously on their
presence on the social network Facebook during both one-month campaigns. The
candidates who ran for the 240 seats in the National Assembly for the early vote in
July did not differ significantly from the ones for the regular vote in April: 64 (vs.
71) were the political formations organized in 15 (vs. 18) political parties, 8 (vs. 12)
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coalitions and 1 independent candidate. In the remake, the winners were again the
same—two parties and four coalitions, representing 33 political entities, formed the
46th Parliament. However, the change in the rules led to a shift in the ranking. And
not only that: the massive negative rhetoric against the former ruling CEDB-UDF
coalition by all ranked political formations, by the President and by someministers of
the caretaker government and during the campaign period contributed to this (Figs. 1
and 2).

There are such people became the leader, winning 14 new seats, 3 of which from
the vote abroad. Democratic Bulgaria also increased its score by 7 seats, incl. one
from abroad and ranked fourth, displacing the MRF, which remained fifth and won
1st place in the vote abroad, but reduced its result by 1 MP—from 30 to 29. The
CEDB-UDF coalition lost the most—12 seats, although it ranked second. BSP for
Bulgaria retained its third position, but lost 7 seats. Stand up! Goons out!Which was
renamed to Stand up! We are coming!Was again last, with one MP less—from 14 to
13.

Fig. 1 Election results
(04.04.2021)

Fig. 2 Election results
(11.07.2021)
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During the early parliamentary elections, 3,973,856 registered voters (57.81%)
were not represented in the 46th National Assembly, which is a challenge to its
legitimacy. All these people were not asked about the program and composition of
the government, nor how to outline the priorities for governing the country, which
is counterproductive for democracy. Obviously, most Bulgarians refused to comply
withmedia, political and sociological propaganda, especially when they did not meet
their needs. It seems that their idea of a democracy in which causes, values and prin-
ciples are upheld was undermined by the wave of populism, defending interests and
unfulfillable promises, skillfully playing with people’s fears and hopes. Fairly criti-
cizing previous managerial shortcomings, the populists had no vision of proposing
a meaningful program for their change and energy to implement it. And any social
change is a long, consensual process, not a momentary “erasure” of the political
legacy (both good and bad). The remake of the neglect of the dialog, of the belittled
prioritization of the public order, leads to the replacement of the people’s discontent
by a fake democracy.

All participants in the election campaign, both in the regular and in the early vote,
and not only those who crossed the 4% barrier, have bet extremely seriously on their
presence on the social network Facebook, during both one-month campaigns.

Following the aim of this study, focused on the dynamics of pre-election online
communication in the two parliamentary votes in 2021, themessages of the leaders of
political parties presented in their Facebook profiles during the one-month campaign
for the regular elections (04.04.2021) and for the early voting (11.06.-11.07.2021)
were examined and compared. Due to the limited size of this article, the results will
be presented only for those political forces that have crossed the 4% barrier.

The Facebook campaign of the leader of There are such people Slavi Trifonov is
perhaps best characterized in Katherine Calvait’s comment in Süddeutsche Zeitung:
“A model for success? More mockery. Trifonov, musician, presenter, TV star, neo-
politician, no program. During the election campaign, he hardly showed up, his ideas
were deliberately formulated in a vague way. Now that he can form a coalition with
other reformist forces and will have to present a government program, he comes up
with conditions that cannot be met, so the question arises: Is the man a visionary or
a charlatan?” [4].

Overall, the campaigns of Boyko Borisov—the leader of the coalition CEDB-
UDF and former Prime Minister’s Facebook page were rational and pragmatic. He
was trying to play the role of a unifier of the nation. In both campaigns, among the
posts published on his Facebook page were listed those of some European leaders
who declared their support for him, such as the one byManfredWeber, the chairman
of the Group of the European People’s Party in the European Parliament.

The Facebook profile of the leader of the Coalition BSP for Bulgaria Cornelia
Ninova in both campaigns was moderate in intensity. The key words of her messages
were predictability and stability.

The coalition Democratic Bulgaria has two chairpersons. The campaign of one
of them—Hristo Ivanov on his official Facebook page for the elections on July 11
does not differ in style from that of the regular vote on April 4, 2021. He relies on
expert speech, not so much on emotional personal posts. The main message is the
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need for change and the statement that the DB coalition knows how to make this
change. In general, the style and approach of the online campaign on Facebook of
the other co-chairman of the DB coalition Atanas Atanasov also did not differ much
from the campaign for the parliamentary elections on April 4, 2021. He also relies
on a rational rather than emotional approach. Most of his posts are related to links
to interviews and media publications.

The Facebook profile of the leader of the political partyMRF Mustafa Karadayi is
characterized by an unobtrusive and casual election strategy. Verbal communication
is almost non-existent in both election campaigns. The agitation is reduced to modest
photos and videos. There is no tension from the upcoming race, but rather confidence.
It seems that theMRF leader does not rely only on the election campaign on the social
network, but rather on a hard electorate.

The Facebook page of the leader of the coalition SUGO/SUWAC MayaManolova
is very active but it is dominated by populist promises. The short, meaningless life of
the 45th parliament in Bulgaria shows the political weakness of the MPs, who failed
to realize the key role of the political institution in representative democracies.

The comparative study of the two election campaigns (for the regular vote in April
and for the early one in July) analyzes the verbal and non-verbal communication of
the leaders of the political forces, overcoming the 4% barrier. The quality of their
messages on Facebook in terms of positivity, negativity or neutrality, as well as their
commitment to social, health, economic, technological and other important issues
related to the welfare of the population in the country as a Member State of the
European Union were also studied. Moreover, the digital activity of the audience
was also monitored.

The results of the analysis show that during the election campaign Bulgarians
preferred to be informed first by television, and then—by social networks—mostly—
by Facebook. Online communication replaced live political contacts with the public,
and the numerous likes, comments and shares expanded the boundaries of the audi-
ences. However, the number of publications, the frequency of use of the social
network, as well as the invested funds did not turn out to be directly proportional
to the achieved success. Judging by the quality of the content of the posts, relying
on populism in its various dimensions was the most profitable strategy. For some of
the new political formations, aggressive rhetoric was also effective. In a few of the
Facebook profiles surveyed, political leaders clearly set out their intentions so that
voters had the opportunity to make informed choices.

The common conclusion for both campaigns is that the populist and emotional
messages of the long time TV showman Slavi Trifonov—leader of the political
party There are such people—were formed around the position of “anti status quo”,
the importance of people’s opinions, patriotism and national pride. Although the
publications are few, his page is popular—the interactions are several thousand.

In general, the rational, pragmatic campaign is leading on the Facebook page
of the leader of the Coalition CEDB-UDF Boyko Borissov. The scale of the work
conducted by the governments led by him was predominantly represented.
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The Facebook profile of the leader of the BSP for Bulgaria Coalition Cornelia
Ninova was moderate in intensity. The key words of the crisis management
Coalition’s messages were predictability and stability.

The election campaign of the political party Movement for Rights and Freedoms
was extremely modest in the Facebook profile of its leader Mustafa Karadayi and
passed under the motto “Restart of Statehood”. As a strategy, the MRF did not rely
heavily on the publicity created by the social network to increase the number of its
voters.

The messages in the election campaign of the Coalition Democratic Bulgaria
adhere to political topics through expert speech, and not through emotional speech
or other techniques. The Facebook profiles of the two co-chairs Hristo Ivanov and
Atanas Atanasov follow this line of communication with the voters.

And the coalition Stand up! We are coming! Relied on its leaders’ Facebook
activity—MayaManolova in June-July, togetherwithNikolayHadjigenov inMarch–
April. The campaign had a very populist flavor. Despite the tireless work and energy
to attract a stable electorate, the results of the Coalition did not show much success.

Coincidentally or not, the President scheduled both votes on days that do not
stimulate the turnout—04.04.21 coincided with the Catholic Easter, and 11.07.21—
with the finals of the European Football Championship. Although the number of
polling stations in countries outside the European Union has increased for the early
voting, the last-minute compulsory machine vote for sections with more than 300
voters had not a positive effect on voter turnout. The election in Julywas too expensive
and unrepresentative—57.81% of the registered voters or 3,973,856 did not go to
the polls. In other words, the leading There are such people represents 9.57% of
all registered voters, the second-placed CEDB-UDF coalition—9.34%, the third-
placed coalition BSP for Bulgaria—5.32%, the fourth-placed coalition Democratic
Bulgaria—5.02%, the fifth-ranked political party MRF—4.26% and the last, sixth
political force Stand up! We are coming!—1.99%. The total legitimacy of all elected
political forces in the 46th National Assembly is 35.5%, or nearly twice as many are
those registered voters—4,571,068 (64.5%) who have no political representation,
compared to 2,302,716 who had, although highly fragmented, an extremely difficult
obligation to create effective policies in the interest of the people.

4 Conclusion

The dynamics of the election campaign of the participants in the race for both the
45th and the 46th National Assembly show that neither the amount of funds invested
in political advertising, nor the scope of media and online activity, nor populism in
its various dimensions are sufficient for electoral success. Deficits in the quality of
advertising forms, in the clarity of party programs, and in the purposefulness of the
messages are the more serious challenge to the informed choice of voters.

The counterproductive behavior of the 45th National Assembly led to a remake of
the campaign for early voting, which offered déjà vu messages, continued neglect of
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dialog, underestimated prioritization of public agenda, and the faking of democracy.
The 46th National Assembly also failed to form a regular government, and new
parliamentary elections were scheduled for November 14, along with a presidential
one.

The results of the study are indicative of thosewho are interested in digital political
pre-election communication in the context of the social isolation of the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Highly Stochastic Time Series Modeling
using HTM in Comparison
with Commonly Used Methods

Filip Begiełło and Tomasz Bławucki

Abstract This study compares the HTM models applicability in highly stochastic
time series forecasting problems, to a range of commonly used approaches. The
models were tested on a real-world data, representing raw material usage in a food
processing company. The comparison was done on a set of 21 data series with a high
disparity of underlying process characteristics. HTMmodels were evaluated against
6 other approaches. As a result, HTM models were able to outperform other models
in 8 out of 21 cases, with an average improvement of around 20% of RMSE value,
scoring in the first place as a most accurate approach.

Keywords Time series · Forecasting techniques · Stochastic data modeling ·
Hierarchical temporal memory · HTM ·Machine learning · Deep learning · Data
science

1 Introduction

Modeling and forecasting of time series are a highly explored and important task in
modern research.Many crucial data take formof a time series and need to be predicted
accurately. A proper analysis of a time series allows a higher level of understanding
when it comes to the modeled process. To achieve this goal, a particular emphasis
needs to be placed on choosing an adequate modeling method to properly describe
the underlying structure and connections existing between the data points [1].

Two approaches can be distinguished when it comes to modeling time series:
time domain approach—based on correlation and autocorrelation analysis, and
frequency domain approach—reducing time series to a set of component features,
each described by its frequency, amplitude, and phase offset. Both approaches allow
for accurate time series analysis and moreover can be successfully combined to
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achieve better results [2, 3]. Another way to categorize models is their ability to
represent nonlinear dependencies in the data, hence linear and nonlinear models [4].

When it comes to forecasting, linear models were widely used up until recently,
due to their relative accuracy and transparency, or in other words, ease of explanation,
when it comes to the cause of prediction [2, 4]. With the advent of easily available
large datasets and higher computing power, it became possible to better utilize the
potential of nonlinear models such as deep neural nets [5]. Those techniques have
been used widely, not only for time series forecasting, but other highly complicated
tasks such as face recognition, cancer diagnosis, or crops harvest automation [6–8].

The problem of constructing an accurate model becomes even more pronounced
when it comes to time series with high level of noise or one representing a highly
stochastic process. In such cases, both linear and nonlinear models can struggle to
generate accurate predictions, albeit due to different problems [1, 4].

Hierarchical temporal memory, or HTM for short, is a novel machine learning
technology developed byNumenta. It is designed to closely emulate the structure and
processing capabilities of a neocortex, focusing especially on its pattern recognition
and sequence learning abilities [9]. Due to its architecture, a HTM model should be
highly stable and resistant to noise, without sacrificing any predictive capabilities [9–
11]. Those characteristicsmakeHTMmodels a perfect candidate for highly stochastic
time series forecasting.

The aim of the paper is to examine how theHTMmodels compare to other, already
established forecasting methods when applied to predicting a real, highly stochastic
time series.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents methods and
models used during the course of the study. Section 3 describes the experiment frame-
work—dataset used and data processing as well as training procedures. Section 4
presents the results. Discussion and conclusion are covered in the Sect. 5.

2 Time Series Forecasting Methods

2.1 Commonly Used Approaches

During the course of the study, a representative group of commonly used models,
both linear and nonlinear, was used. Among the linear methods were ARIMA,
Holt-Winters seasonal method, and machine learning models. From nonlinear, two
approaches were chosen—deep neural networks and transformer model. Lastly, an
approach based on analysis of component signals, extracted with Fourier transform,
was added to the comparison.

Autoregressive Moving Average Models Autoregressive moving average models
(ARIMA) and its more complex variant—seasonal autoregressive moving average
(SARIMA) are one of the most known and widely used methods in time series
and forecasting tasks [12]. Both ARIMA and SARIMA models are providing good
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prediction accuracy and flexibility when it comes to representing various types of
time series, although it is necessary to check a series of statistical tests and apply trans-
formations to achieve a stationary form of the analyzed dataset beforehand. ARIMA
models find a wide range of applications, such as power engineering [13], flooding
prevention [14, 15], forecasting macroeconomic indicators [16], or predicting future
sales level [17].

Exponential Smoothing Models When modeling a time series with a strong cyclic
trend, a commonly used method is exponential smoothing algorithm. It is a simple
and stable method for time series forecasting, often performing better than more
complex models [18]. The idea behind this approach is to continuously revise a
forecast using the most recent data points as the model progresses. Exponential
smoothing method assigns exponentially decreasing weights to older observations,
while recent observations are given relatively higher weights [19]. Models based on
this approach are used throughout multiple industry sectors like power engineering,
fossil fuels, or tourism, where proper and accurate forecasts are crucial in tasks such
as production optimization, store management, or advertising campaign planning
[20–23].

Holt-Winters method (H-W) is one of such models. This method is used when the
data clearly show signs of trend and seasonality. Depending on the type of modeled
seasonality type, this approach can be further divided into multiplicative seasonal
models and additive seasonal models [19, 21].

Fast Fourier Transform Model The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is an efficient
algorithm for computing the Fourier transform of a discrete data series. The usual
application of it is to analyze main frequency components, filter noise, or compress
signals to achieve theirs minimal representation [24, 25].

A novel approach is to use DFT as a tool for time series regression. Given a
series, decomposed to frequencies and magnitudes, its most important components
can be chosen and the inverse DFT calculated to re-generate a time series of desired
length. This approach is effective for medium length and short length series [26,
27]. DFT regression accuracy on series with strong cyclic and seasonal changes is
often competitive to more complex methods like autoregressive moving average,
or machine learning models [28, 29]. This technique finds use in critical resources
management [29, 30] and in stock index prediction tasks [25].

Machine Learning Models Employing machine learning (ML) models for tasks
like time series clustering, classification, or forecasting are becoming more and more
popular. Very often this data driven approach, in which models are given enough of
lightly preprocessed data, offers superior accuracy compared to classical statistical
approaches [31–33].

When it comes to forecasting a time series with ML models, this task falls under
classification as a supervised learning problem, in which the model is trained on a
finite set of subsamples, taken from the original series. This process relies on an initial
assumption that there are some dependencies between modeled process and chosen
input variables, so the proper selection of those is critical. During the model fitting
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phase, the impact of those input variables on the modeled process is established and
saved as a set of weights representing those relationships. Once the mapping is set,
the model can be used in the forecasting process [32, 34].

Deep Learning Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a recently dynamically devel-
oping extension ofmachine learningmodels. This kind ofmodels require a significant
amount of hardware resources and data, but in exchange, offer a natural ability to
represent nonlinear dependencies in data, and as such have a great potential to solve
complicated problems, beyond the capabilities of previously presentedmethods [35].
Their multipurpose character allows ANNs to be used in both univariate and multi-
variate, as well as single and multi-step prediction problems [36]. Additionally,
tasks already solved by autoregressive moving average models can also be relegated
to neural networks [37]. ANN models are also widely used in image recognition
tasks, natural language processing, stock market prediction, power grid electricity
load forecasting, fraud detection, air pollution prediction, robotics, and many others
[38–41].

A variety of unique ANN architectures were developed, but when it comes to
modeling a time series, two distinct variants appear to be the most popular:

Long-Short Time Memory (LSTM) A variant of recurrent neural network, which
resolves the problemof vanishing and explodinggradients, extending thememorizing
capabilities of the network when compared to classic recurrent ANNs. Manage-
ment of long-term temporal dependencies in data gives LSTM great capabilities of
modeling complex time series, especiallywhen combinedwith additional, exogenous
data [42].

Transformer (TF) Unlike sequence-aligned models, this model does not process
data in an ordered series manner, instead the sequence is processed as one chunk
of data. Order information is encoded inside the model, using self-attention mecha-
nisms [43]. Due to this, transformer-based models have the potential to capture the
complex dynamics of time series data, which are challenging for sequence models.
This architecture, with some minor changes, can be efficiently used in very long
sequence time series forecasting tasks [44, 45].

2.2 Hierarchical Temporal Memory

The hierarchical temporal memory (HTM)model finds its root in a theoretical frame-
work called theThousandBrainsTheoryof Intelligence, andmoreprecisely, the prop-
erties of the neocortex proposed in it. It is based on an assumption, that by emulating
someof the features of the neocortex structure, especially thewayneocortical neurons
are organized, a general-purpose AI model can be developed [46].

HTM model relays on a series of neurons organized into columns. All of the
columns and neurons are structurally the same, but differ when it comes to connec-
tions between them, which are developed during the training process and form the
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memorymechanism that allows them to recognizemultiple complicated patterns [46,
47]. This mimics the structure of neocortex, which is mostly structurally uniform as
well, despite its regions being able to perform a plethora of specialized tasks [46].

The describedmechanism is possible due to the departure from the simple artificial
neuron that is a basis of multiple currently employed neural networkmodels. AHTM
neuron is closely resembling a pyramidal neuron—the type of excitatory neurons
present in the neocortex.As such, it can be divided into two zones, proximal zone, that
represents the feed-forward input, and distal zone, containing multiple connections
to both neurons in the same regions providing the context, and feedback connections
from other regions [9, 48]. In this way, a neuron reacts to a current input and can
stimulate other neurons, it is connected to. Depending on which connections are
active, a neuron can be in an active state—the cell is activated by a current input, a
predictive state—the cell might become active due to the next input, or inactive state.
The neurons output can only be binary [49] (Fig. 1).

Following the HTM structure, all the neurons are organized into columns. Each
column consists of the same number of neurons and receives the same feed-forward
input [47]. A column has the potential to be in active state, if any number of the
neurons it comprises of becomes active, otherwise it stays inactive. Each combination
of active columns corresponds to a single value, or rather, a pattern of input bits it
encodes. Those combinations emerge during the first step of the training process [48]
(Fig. 2).

Fig.1 Comparison of a classical artificial neuron (a) pyramidal neuron (b) and HTM neuron (c).
Source [49]
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the training process for the HTM model. Source [49]

The next step consists of gradually building and strengthening the connections
between neurons in columns activating in sequence, as to allow the neuron in predic-
tive state to properly forecast what value comes next. This includes reducing the
number of neurons activating in each column from all to a necessary minimum [48,
49]. Due to this, each encoded by active columns value can be properly understood
and predicted in different series, since a single column may be activated by one of
many belonging to it neurons signifying a different context.

An important part of the HTMmodel is its inner representation of data, which ties
to its ability to reduce a number of active neurons in columns. Since in a neocortex
the analyzed patterns appear to be represented only by a small portion of neurons
active at the same time, HTMs follow a similar approach [50]. This data format
is called a sparse distributed representation (SDR). It assumes that at high-enough
dimensionality, only a fraction of space (usually around 2% according to literature
[9, 49, 50]) needs to be used at once to encode an information. Using SDR proves
to not only improve robustness and stability, when it comes to a highly noisy data
encoding, but also positively affects learning speed and computational efficiency
[10, 50].

To further improve the benefits of SDRs in HTM models, an initial module
called the spatial pooler is used. Its role is to convert an arbitrarily encoded binary
input into an SDR through a combination of competitive Hebbian learning rules and
homeostatic excitability control [11].
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3 Experiment Framework

3.1 Problem Formulation

When it comes to real-world data, most of the analyzed time series are highly
stochastic due to plethora of external variables influencing the modeled process.
In this study, we try to apply a recent and less explored approach—namely HTM
models, to predicting such data in comparison with other, widely used and proven
methods.

3.2 Dataset Description

Since we attempt to research a possibility of predicting a highly stochastic process
at a commercially acceptable prediction accuracy level, as our dataset, we have
chosen 21 raw material indices (SKU). This data were provided by a non-disclosed
international food processing andmanufacturing company and represent a real usage
in a production process. Each index is unique regarding the past usage characteristics.
Individual SKU usage history varies in: usage history length, usage stability over
time, outlier observation presence, andoutliers occurrence frequency and stationarity.
Additionally, throughout the SKUs, we can observe a number of different trends—
some of them are characterized by a constant usage growth over time, othersmaintain
a stable level of it, or in some cases, the demand is slowly decaying (Fig. 3).

Time series data are aggregated as weekly usage values—quantity of material
used in a particular week is the sum of all observations within this period, assuming
Sunday as the first day of the week. In addition, the data have been extended with
date time information, connected to each of the weekly usage values.

Fig. 3 Representative group of 3 out of 21 SKUs. The usage values have been rescaled for the
purpose of visualization
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3.3 Preprocessing and Training Process

The preprocessing and training process differed slightly, depending on the model,
since a wide range of types of approaches were used in the comparison.

Due to the nature of the data, it was necessary to fill valueswith zeroes, for the days
missing due to nomaterial usage. In addition, the data were resampled, to achieve the
predetermined granulation of one week. This was done for each of the approaches.

To help the process of fitting, for machine learning, SARIMA, and Holt-Winters
models, each of the data series was scaled individually using MIN–MAX scaler. It is
important to note that maximal and minimal values were established on the training
set, but the transformationwas performed on thewhole time series—both the training
and validation sets. To remove the solitary, outlying data points that could disrupt the
training process, an anomaly filtering and log transformation were performed on the
data. This procedurewas beneficial for all of the classical approaches, which are all to
a degree sensitive to being skewed by outliers and require the data distribution to be
as close as possible to Gaussian distribution. For the models that require data series
to be stationary, or as close to it as possible (SARIMA, Holt-Winters, linear ML
models), the data were transformed to the form of the first difference of the original
series. Seasonal component of the datewas encodedwith radial basis function (RBF).
In the case of linear machine learning models that due to their limitations are unable
to perform time dependency modeling, the data were extended by lagged features,
ranging to 5 steps in the past.

When it comes to HTM models, the preprocessing was minimal. No initial data
filtering or augmentation was performed. The only transformation included shifting
usage values by adding a set amount, different for each SKU, to eliminate negative
values. To ensure a proper forecast, the same value was later subtracted from the
predictions. As per the model requirements, the data were then binary encoded,
using a RDSE encoder for the raw usage data, and a default date encoder, set to
encode only the seasonal portion of the date information. For the scalar encoder, its
resolution varied, depending on the data series being encoded, and was calculated
based on the minimal change between data points and the series width, understood
as a difference between maximal and minimal value. After that, both portions of the
encoded data were concatenated and converted into a SDR.

For the purpose of training, we separated the dataset into individual SKU subsets.
Modelswere trained independently for each of the SKUs.As a validation set, we have
separated observations corresponding to 13 last weeks of the set. This set was left
out of the training process and was used solely for the purpose of evaluating models
predictions. As the accuracy metric, we have chosen the root mean square error
metric (RMSE). Since the SKU data are only applicable in real-word cases when
aggregated per month, the predictions for the validation period were transformed
as such, and RMSE was calculated between the both aggregations. This approach
allows us to negate the adverse effect of minimal spatial misalignments (~1 week)
between the prediction and real data when it comes to calculating RMSE.
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The exact training process differed slightly between the approaches. For SARIMA
models, 400 variants of parameter combinations were tested, and the one scoring best
on the validation set was chosen. Both of the neural network architectures—LSTM
and transformer—were trained for 100 epochs with the early stopping mechanism
being implemented. Each run has been repeated 5 times, and the best fitting model,
according to RMSE, was saved. Around 120 parameter variants of triple exponential
smoothing options were checked, and the best combination, based on RMSE score
on validation set, has been saved.When it comes to linear machine learningmodels, a
number of candidates were tested for each of SKUs—linear regression, ridge regres-
sion, random forest, Huber regression, multi-layer perceptron, and AdaBoost regres-
sion. Each of themodels was fitted on a training subset of each series, and its accuracy
was tested on a validation set. The model with the best accuracy score was chosen as
most appropriate to forecast the series. Due to the construction of the DFT regressor,
this model did not required any optimal hyperparameters search procedure.

The HTMmodel being tested consisted of a standard set described in literature—
spatial pooler, temporal memory, and a predictor module. During the training phase,
a total set of 50 models per SKU were trained. The best performing model was
chosen based on a combined accuracy metric. To ensure both, a good representation
of the specific characteristics of a series, as well as its general trend, the metric was
calculated as a weighted average of the RMSE calculated on a weekly granulation
and of the RMSE calculated on data aggregated per month, with slightly higher
weight placed on the monthly aggregate.

4 Results

The results of the analysis are presented in Table 1. As we described before, the main
comparison metric was RMSE calculated betweenmonthly aggregated data from the
validation set and corresponding predictions aggregated as such. For simplicity sake,
each SKU was assigned a numeric id, which is presented in the first column of the
table. Subsequent columns contain scores ofmodels as follows: Holt-Winters (H-W),
SARIMA, machine learning (ML), discrete Fourier transform (DFT), transformer
model (TF), long short-termmemory model (LSTM), hierarchical temporal memory
(HTM). The most accurate model for each SKU is highlighted in bold.

The results show that HTM models are highly competitive when it comes to
forecasting a stochastic time series. In this particular case, out of 21 different raw
material usages over time, HTM models were the most accurate in 8 of them. For
those 8 cases, HTM models, on average, showed around 20% improvement (from
4.5% to 47.6%) when compared to the next most accurate approach. Out of the
commonly used approaches, SARIMA models proved to be the most accurate with
6 out of 21 best predictions, placing second after HTM.

Was SARIMA with only 6 out of 21.
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Table 1 Comparison of RMSE metrics calculated on monthly aggregated predictions, for all the
commonly used approaches and HTM models

H-W SARIMA ML DFT TF LSTM HTM

1 205.5 304.8 203.0 197.0 254.9 311.6 168.3

2 619.6 641.9 153.6 541.4 636.3 594.1 274.9

3 866.8 305.2 488.6 911.6 730.8 1200.5 793.6

4 364.8 205.6 175.8 1244.3 1154.8 871.7 139.0

5 87.8 11.0 65.3 330.4 151.4 130.5 20.3

6 202.9 41.9 507.6 505.5 2511.0 2257.7 1481.8

7 1065.3 571.3 709.5 1790.1 1601.1 1834.5 457.0

8 31.4 14.5 23.8 130.7 38.2 22.6 13.8

9 423.4 242.2 887.3 355.2 310.4 423.8 332.4

10 194.4 95.9 260.4 751.9 324.1 398.5 22.8

11 519.9 581.3 787.1 1915.0 1655.9 1305.2 587.4

12 86.0 87.1 117.6 111.7 118.4 54.8 73.1

13 23.3 23.5 21.2 11.6 13.0 10.5 21.4

14 34.1 33.3 39.0 41.3 32.7 26.1 27.5

15 29.9 5.2 19.7 17.5 36.2 18.4 4.0

16 26.9 11.2 6.3 98.8 110.7 72.7 21.0

17 102.6 81.6 153.5 194.6 199.3 463.2 85.4

18 274.8 101.7 230.6 1321.7 1016.3 942.7 691.8

19 26.4 16.1 27.0 46.4 22.8 23.4 14.5

20 87.1 59.3 65.6 392.7 197.5 104.4 31.1

21 151.3 257.4 506.3 341.1 620.3 586.0 193.2

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The main aim of this paper was to examine how the HTM model compares to other,
already established forecasting methods when applied to predicting a real, highly
stochastic time series. For this purpose, a set of data representing raw material usage
in a food processing companywas used. As a representative group of commonly used
approaches, several different models were chosen, namely Holt-Winters, SARIMA,
machine learning models, DFT, transformer model, and LSTM model.

For the purpose of a fair comparison, a minimal necessary amount of prepro-
cessing was applied on the dataset for each model. The last 13 weeks of the datasets
were established as a validation set on which the models predictions accuracy was
compared. The HTM models proved to be the most accurate in 8 out of the 21
cases, with overall gain in accuracy around 20%, ranging from 4.5 to 47.6%. It is
worth noting that the HTM models were successfully trying to model the real shape
of the modeled data series, including cyclic “spikes,” that would be interpreted as
anomalies by other methods. When analyzed in weekly granulation, this feature of
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HTM models proved to be detrimental in some cases, when measured by a RMSE
metric. This happened due to prediction misalignment with the real values by an
order of a single granulation unit (1 week), which in real-world applications are of
little significance. That assumption was further proven, when the data were analyzed
in monthly aggregation, in which the aggregated HTM forecast closely aligned with
the aggregated target series.

The results of this study prove that HTM models are noise resistant and able to
model even short time series. Additionally, this approach is able to represent volatile
data, with changing trend and variability, as opposed to themost of statistical models.
This ability is shared by artificial neural networks, but they require a longer data
sample to adapt to the change and do not retain information about a long absent
patterns.

When it comes to the datawith no apparent patterns, simplermodelswere themost
accurate, as they modeled only the average value of the time series, thus achieving
the lowest RMSE scores.

Although the present study provides promising results, it is only preliminary,
and further improvements could be possible, when applied to a wider range of data.
Moreover, in this study, we assumed only a necessary level of preprocessing, but
HTM models could benefit from additional data enhancing and feature engineering.
This includes, extending the datasets with exogenous information, not present in this
analysis.
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Abstract The cyclic bandwidth sum problem (CBSP) consists in embedding a host
graph into a cycle graph while minimizing the sum of cyclic distances between guest
adjacent vertices embedded in the host. While the problem has been addressed by
heuristic and metaheuristic methods, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
effort to apply exact methods. This work presents preliminary results on the use of
constraint programming (CP) and a branch & bound (B&B) algorithm to solve the
cyclic bandwidth sumproblem in small graphs fromcommonly employed topologies.
We created a CP model of the CBSP and devised two further refined versions by
adding new constraints based in problem-specific knowledge. For our proposed B&B
algorithm, we designed a custom criterion for search priority employing estimations
of potential cost. The results provided an assessment of the pros and cons of both
methodologies, with the CP approach offering a more reliable alternative in terms of
solved instances, execution time, and implementation effort.
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1 Introduction

The cyclic bandwidth sum problem (CBSP) is a graph embedding problem (GEP)
[2] formally defined as follows. Let G = (V, E) be a simple finite undirected graph
(the guest) of order n, and Cn a cycle graph (the host) with vertex set |VH | = n and
edge set EH . Given an injection ϕ : V → VH , the cyclic bandwidth sum (CBS) is
defined as:

CBS(G, ϕ) =
∑

(u,v)∈E
|ϕ(u) − ϕ(v)|n, (1)

where |x |n = min{ |x |, n − |x | } (with 1 ≤ |x | ≤ n − 1) is the cyclic distance, and
the vertex in VH associatedwith vertex u ∈ V is denoted by the labelϕ(u). TheCBSP
consists in finding the optimal embeddingϕ∗, such that CBS(G, ϕ∗) isminimum, i.e.,
ϕ∗ = argminϕ∈Φ{CBS(G, ϕ)} with Φ denoting the set of all possible embeddings.

The CBSP is an NP-Hard GEP [2] that arises in the simulation of network topolo-
gies for parallel computer systems, scheduling in broadcasting based networks, and
compressed sensing in sensor networks [5, 6, 8]. It has been tackled with an ad hoc
constructive heuristic [3] and metaheuristic algorithms [12, 14]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no exact methods reported to solve it.

In this paper, we explored the use of constraint programming (CP) [11] and branch
& bound (B&B) [9] for solving small instances of the CBSP. We created a CP model
and incrementally refined it by adding more problem-related information. Then, we
compared it with our B&B algorithm, which was also designed with the CBSP in
mind. Thesemethods give us a preliminary assessment of the use of exact approaches
for our problem and their potential for their improvement.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an initial CP
model and two refinements. Then, our B&B algorithm is described in Sect. 3. A
performance comparison for these methods is presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
summarizes our findings and future work.

2 Constraint Programming Modeling

CP is a useful paradigm for solving satisfiability and optimization problems by
employing a declarative approach, where problems are described by models stating
their characteristics. CP models are processed by solver software using efficient
filtering algorithms for search space exploration, while the model serves as a guide
to discard regions and to recognize optimal solutions. Models use three main types of
components to describe problems: variables, domains, and constraints. The variables
represent the solution to be created by exploring the specified domains, and the
constraints are conditions the variables must met, including the problem’s objective.
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A problem is solved through its CP model by producing valid solutions, in the form
of assignations of domain values to the variables, such that the constraints are not
broken [13].

CP can be particularly powerful for discrete combinatorial problems, because of
the finite domain character of their variables [1]. The constraint propagation is a
key distinctive aspect in CP. It reduces the search space recursively, by discarding
constraint breaking values from the domains of the variables and using information
about those values to reduce the domain of other variables involved in the same
constraint.

Once a good model is available, the CP approach is accessible and relatively
easy to implement, thanks to frameworks of specialized software, providing mod-
eling languages, interpreters, compilers, and solvers to create and process the mod-
els. Solvers implement advanced search algorithms based on trees, backtracking,
and techniques from various areas, such as mathematical programming, operational
research and artificial intelligence, to efficiently explore within the bounds defined
by a CP model. The CP models in this work were created using Minizinc [10], an
standardized modeling language that acts as an intermediary between the user and
solvers.

2.1 An Initial CBSP Model

Often, the same constraint can be expressed in different ways, some of which may
result more efficient. Therefore, it is key to effectively translate the features of the
problem into the CP paradigm. Performance can also benefit from a certain redun-
dancy in the constraints.

Data representation. CBSP instances consist of finite simple undirected graphs.
The format representation contains the number of vertices n, the number of edges
e, a 2-D array E(1 . . . e, 1 . . . 2) listing the edges, where E(i, 1) and E(i, 2) are the
endpoints of the i th edge.

Variables. The decision variables represent the labeling, such that g(1..n) is an
array of the labels assigned to vertices, where g(i)′ is the label mapping guest vertex
i ∈ V to host vertex g(i) ∈ V ′.

Constraints. CBSP embeddings are bijective mappings between guest and host
vertices, so the first constraint is that to each unique guest vertex corresponds to one
unique host vertex as a label, such that ∀i, j ∈ [1..n] | i < j with g(i) �= g( j). This
constraint would be equal to a series of pairwise conjunctions stating that no pair
of vertices can have the same label, in the form g(1) �= g(2) ∧ g(1) �= g(3) ∧ · · · ∧
g(1) �= g(n) ∧ · · · ∧ g(n − 1) �= g(n). Large conjunctions can be costly to compute,
so many solvers implement instead customized efficient algorithms based on infer-
ences. These algorithms can be accessed via global constraints, which are concisely
express relationships among several variables. In terms of representation and rea-
soning, they provide a higher level of abstraction and better structure to the problem,
allowing filtering algorithms to be much more specialized and efficient. Therefore,
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we used the global constraint alldi f f erent [7], stating that all elements in an array
must be pairwise distinct.

alldi f f erent (g) (2)

Objective function. The cost of a solution is the sum of cyclic distances cbs =∑e
i=1 distance(i), where distance(i) is the cyclic distance associated with edge

i . Each cyclic distance can have a value between 1 and dmax = 
n/2�. A cyclic
distance equals the length of the shortest path between two adjacent vertices of the
guest graph embedded in the host graph, expressed as ∀i ∈ [1 . . . e] distance(i) =
min {n − |g(E(i, 1))|, |g(E(i, 2))|}. The goal of the CBSP is to find the lowest cost
embedding; therefore, the objective function for the model is to minimize the sum
of cyclic distances.

minimize(cbs) (3)

The first CBSP model is M0, defined by the previously defined variables, and the
conjunction of the constraints and the objective, M0 = (2) ∧ (3) .

2.2 Refined CP Models

Breaking cyclic symmetries. Since the host topology is cyclic, different label-
ings can result in isomorphic embeddings under rotation and mirror symmetries.
To remove those solutions from the search space, two constraints were added, ensur-
ing that only the lexicographicaly minor of the isomorphic embeddings is computed.
They state that the fist vertex must be associated with the fist label and that the label
of the second vertex must be lower than the label of the last one, thus eliminat-
ing the rotation and mirror symmetries, respectively. The first refined model, M1,
results from adding these symmetry breaking constraints to the initial model, thus
M1 = M0∧ (4) ∧ (5).

g(1) = 1 (4)

g(2) < g(n) (5)

Adding upper and lower bounds. Including cost bounds can improve the perfor-
mance by discarding solutions with cost outside the bounds. The data representation
was modified to include two new input variables, the CBS lower bound lb and upper
bound ub. These values vary according to each graph topology.1 In the case of graph

1 Lower and upper bounds: https://www.tamps.cinvestav.mx/ertello/cbsp.php.

https://www.tamps.cinvestav.mx/ertello/cbsp.php
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topologies for which there are exact formulas to calculate the value of the optimum,
both ub and lb got assigned that value. If this is not the case, the value of ub was
calculated according to topology specific upper bound formulas, in the case where
those exist, or the topology independent upper bound formula, otherwise. The value
of lb was set as e + 1. Model M2 results from adding the upper and lower bound
constraints to model M1; therefore, M2 = M1∧ (6). Notice that in the case the exact
value of the optimum is known, then ub = lb and the constraints still hold.

lb ≤ cbs ≤ ub (6)

3 A Branch and Bound Algorithm for the CBSP

B&B algorithms use a tree to implicitly explore a problem’s search space by creating
partitions of smaller subproblems. The nodes of the tree contain partially defined
solutions to such subproblems. From the root of the tree, the exploration process
branches promising nodes into new ones, creating partial solutions of higher order,
and pruning branches that can not lead to the optimum. This narrows the search,

Algorithm 1: Branch and Bound algorithm
1: up ← dfs(G)
2: Q ← empty priority queue
3: Create root solution a by assigning a(1) ← 1
4: Q.push(a)

5: while Q is not empty do
6: b ← Q.pop()
7: i ← first unassigned node in b
8: for j ∈ { unassigned labels in b} do
9: b′ ← b
10: b′(i) ← j
11: cost (b′) → f p(b′) + fe(b′)
12: if cost (b′) < f (up) then
13: if all vertices in b′ are assigned then
14: up ← b′
15: else
16: Q.push(b′)
17: end if
18: else
19: Discard b′
20: end if
21: end for
22: end while
23: g ← up
24: return g
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discarding search space regions that do not contain the optimum [9]. Algorithm 1
shows our B&B. It begins by creating a solution to use its cost as initial upper bound.
This solution is created by a greedy labeling algorithm based on a depth first search
visit of the vertices of G, starting randomly.

The tree’s root is a partially defined solution of order one, with the first label
assigned to the first vertex. This solution is inserted in a priority queue to keep track
of the exploration, which ends when the queue is empty. When a partial solution b is
extracted from the queue, the branching process creates new nodes by assigning the
unused labels to the first unlabeled vertex in b. This produces n − o(b) new partially
defined solutions, where n is the number of vertices and o(b) is the order of b. A new
solution b′ is evaluated to decide if it will be further explored or discarded. Its cost
cost (b′) is the sum of a partial CBS f p(b′) given by the defined part of the solution,
and a potential CBS fe(b′), given by the undefined one. The partial cost is the CBS
for the assigned edges, i.e., edges that have labels assigned to both endpoints. The
potential CBS is a best-case estimation where all the unassigned edges have cyclic
distance equal to one. A partial solution b′ is discarded if the sum of partial and
estimated CBS is greater than the CBS of the current upper bound solution up. If the
sum is instead lower, and b′ is fully defined (its order is n), then b′ is better than the
current upper bound solution up. Therefore, b′ replaces up. Otherwise, b′ cannot be
discarded, so it enters the queue.

The priority queue sets the exploration order using a combination of partial solu-
tion’s order, partial cost, and a more elaborated estimation of potential cost. Order is
prioritized before potential cost to produce completed solutions as soon as possible.
Partial solutions of equal order are untied by the sum of their partial CBS and esti-
mation fb(b′). The later is an heuristic estimation calculating the potential cost of
assigning the most suitable available label to one of the endpoints of the first found
edge that already has a labeled endpoint.

4 Experimental Results

We tested 30 graphs from diverse topologies commonly employed in the CBSP
literature. Experiments were ran in a computer with an Intel® Core™ i7-8750H CPU
at 2.20 GHz and 8 GB in RAM and 3600 s (1 h) as time limit. Our CP models
were created and solved using Minizinc [10], while the B&B method was coded
C++. Table 1 list the results, comparing the best solution cost and the total execution
time for the algorithms. It also includes the order, size, and density of the graphs.
Instances are considered solved only if the execution finished before the time limit
was reached, having produced an optimum (marked in bold). Blank cells mean there
was not any solution reported.

Model M0 solved the smallest number of instances and it took the largest amount
of computing time. Adding symmetry breaking constraints in the refined model M1

was helpful to narrow the search, allowing it to solve five more instances than to the
initial model M0. It also reduced the execution time for instances previously solved
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Table 1 Performance comparison of the original CP model M0, the refined versions M1 and M2,
as well as the branch & bound algorithm

M0 M1 M2 B&B

Graph |V | |E | den. Op∗ lb ub Best T Best T Best T Best T

path25 25 24 0.08 24 24 0.38 24 0.50 24 0.41 24 0.01

path30 30 29 0.07 29 29 0.41 29 0.51 29 0.39 29 0.01

path40 40 39 0.05 39 39 0.45 39 0.55 39 0.37 39 0.01

cycle25 25 25 0.08 25 25 0.35 25 0.61 25 0.43 25 0.01

cycle30 30 30 0.07 30 30 0.31 30 0.69 30 0.41 30 0.01

cycle40 40 40 0.05 40 40 0.41 40 1.81 40 0.45 40 0.01

wheel25 25 48 0.16 181 181 1hr 181 1hr 181 0.39

wheel30 30 58 0.13 255 255 1hr 255 1hr 255 0.40

wheel40 40 78 0.10 440 440 1hr 440 1hr 440 0.44

cycleP25-2 25 50 0.17 75 75 819.80 75 15.36 75 0.43 75 27.63

cycleP30-2 30 60 0.14 90 90 1hr 90 231.94 90 0.48 90 423.72

cycleP40-2 40 80 0.10 120 120 1hr 120 1hr 120 0.51

cycleP25-3 25 75 0.25 150 150 1hr 150 1hr 150 0.36 150 1hr

cycleP30-3 30 90 0.21 180 180 1hr 180 1hr 180 0.33 180 1hr

cycleP40-3 40 120 0.15 240 240 - 240 1hr 240 0.3 240 1hr

c4c3 12 24 0.36 25 52 52 298.18 52 15.08 52 24.31 52 9.33

p4p3 12 17 0.26 18 36 29 5.94 29 1.14 29 0.90 29 0.13

p4p4 16 24 0.20 25 60 44 876.02 44 70.92 44 51.85 44 17.73

p5p3 15 22 0.21 23 48 42 267.00 42 31.89 42 29.24 42 9.88

p6c3 18 33 0.22 34 123 69 1hr 69 2148.73 69 2180.70 69 504.16

p6p3 18 27 0.18 28 60 55 1hr 55 3369.98 55 1560.77 55 426.58

p3c4 12 20 0.30 21 44 40 54.55 40 5.89 40 2.95 40 1.67

p3c5 15 25 0.24 26 55 55 1hr 55 936.39 55 577.85 55 287.31

p4c3 12 21 0.32 22 57 43 65.34 43 5.00 43 4.02 43 2.08

p4c4 16 28 0.23 29 76 64 1hr 64 2458.22 64 2558.77 64 881.27

p5c3 15 27 0.26 28 87 56 1900.63 56 156.42 56 101.53 56 35.63

c3k4 12 30 0.45 31 88 72 1058.78 72 76.63 72 42.17 72 29.69

p3k4 12 26 0.39 27 80 58 243.11 58 18.12 58 16.18 58 6.19

rand10-7 10 32 0.71 33 88 51 19.81 51 1.37 77 2.61 77 1.39

rand10-9 10 41 0.91 42 113 90 78.99 90 3.54 106 4.88 106 1.70

by model M0. The constraints for upper and lower bounds, added in the the second
refinedmodelM2, helped it achieve further improvements in performance.ModelM2

was successful with all the graphs solved by model M1, plus seven more. Model M2

was the only method able to consistently solve wheel graphs, even when compared to
the B&B algorithm. The performance of the later was almost comparable to model
M2, being faster in a couple of cases. However, it was not capable of solving all
the considered graphs. It did not produced any solution for the wheel graphs of
order larger than n = 15 or the power of cycle graph cycleP40-2. The solutions that
the B&B produced for instances cycleP25-3, cycleP30-3, and cycleP40-3 can be
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confirmed as optimal by comparing them with the results of model M2, but the B&B
could not demonstrate this by itself, since its execution did not finished before the
maximum set time. While the B&B was, in some cases, faster than the CP models
to provide an optimal result, its inability to solve several of the instances makes the
CP approach with model M2 overall more successful.

The results allowed us to evaluate the gap between the theoretical upper bound
values and the optimums. For instance belonging to the Cartesian product topology,
the theoretical upper bounds known were larger than the optimum by an average of
17.25%. For other instances with unknown optimal value, like the last two instances
in Table 1, the gap respect to the upper bound formula for any graph was 9.34% in
average.

We consider that there is still room for improving the results. CP’s performance
respondedvery positively to relatively small changes in the construction of themodels
that added knowledge of the problem, such as the lower and upper bounds. Therefore,
further refining the models by adding more information related to the problem in the
form of constraints could further help to solve a broader variety of larger instances in
fewer time. It may be possible to improve the B&B performance as well; however,
the CP approach offers the advantage of being easier to implement, in the sense that
it does not require the micromanagement of the search exploration.

5 Conclusions

This work explored CP and a customized B&B algorithm as means to solve the
CBSP. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first proposal and performance
comparison of exact methods for the CBSP.

TheCP andB&Bapproacheswere tested on a set of topologically diverse standard
instances of order n ≤ 40, with one hour as the execution time limit. When com-
paring the results, the CP approach was proven to be more reliable than the B&B
algorithm, as shown by model M2 solving the largest number of instances across all
the included topologies. In total, the CP models and the B&B algorithm produced
optimal solutions for 30 problem instances. These optimal cost values allowed us to
evaluate the gap respect to the theoretical upper bounds for the Cartesian product
topology [4], finding that, the known upper bound values were in average 17.25%
larger than the optimal cost.

Considering the results obtained, it is worth exploring the possibility of further
refinements of the CP models, specially by adding new constraints using tighter
estimations for the cost bounds. It is also desirable to test more graph topologies
with unknown upper bound values.
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Analysis of Vulnerability Trends
and Attacks in OT Systems

Sandeep Gogineni Ravindrababu and Jim Alves-Foss

Abstract For operational technology (OT) systems, security has been given an high
priority in recent years after specific cyber-incidents targeting them. Earlier, these
systemswere focusedmainly on reliability, and at present, security is also considered
as an important factor to avoid production damage and financial losses. To improve
the security in industrial systems, it is necessary to understand the flaws and provide
countermeasures. In this paper, we focus on the cyber-incidents reported in Com-
mon Vulnerability Exposure (CVE) database on OT sub-systems like smart grids,
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, embedded devices,
and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). We summarize the possible attacks on
each of these sub-systems to gain broader insight of vulnerabilities present in them
and use CVE database to enumerate trends.

Keywords Operational technology systems, Industrial control systems, SCADA,
Embedded, PLCs

1 Introduction

Operational technology (OT) systems are computing systems that canmanage indus-
trial operations which monitor or control physical devices. Systems like oil and gas
monitoring, power consumption on electricity grids, hydropower plant management
fall in this category.OT systemsprocess operational data anduse various technologies
for hardware design. Standard protocols used by OT systems are DNP3, MODBUS,
and Profibus. The standalone nature of OT systems has diminished over the years
due to the integration with corporate networks. This integration provides dynamic
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Fig. 1 Cyber-attacks on operational technology systems

feedback for network operators to respond in real time, consequently reducing the
security. Industrial control system (ICS), supervisory acquisition and data control
systems (SCADA), control systems, embedded systems, smart grid systems, and
power systems are all part of OT systems.

The evolution of OT systems from isolated to highly interconnected networks has
resulted in a rise in computer network-based threats [11]. Several significant cyber-
incidents on OT systems were listed by Hemsley et al. [15]. Figure 1 depicts the
list of cyber-attacks on OT systems from the year 2000 to present. These incidents
on critical and safety infrastructure have caused huge financial losses to industries
and government. Vulnerabilities that were reported in Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) database or shown in Fig. 2. Understanding the causes of these
vulnerabilities and tomitigate them is verymuch important to secureOT systems. The
key objective of this paper is to show how cyber-incidents reported on OT systems
have evolved over time in the CVE database. Smart grid power systems, SCADA
systems, embedded systems, PLCs, and RTUs are the primary areas of interest for us.
The vulnerability trends and attacks on these systems are presented in the following
sections, which will help in getting a broader knowledge of the present security
mechanisms available in these systems.

2 Smart Grid Power systems

Smart grid power systems have enhanced the reliability and efficiency of supplying
electricity through broadband and distribution, resulting in a cost-effective approach
for power infrastructures,which impact economic stability anddevelopment of power
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Fig. 2 Vulnerabilities reported on operational technology systems

grids. Because of improvements in distributed intelligence technologies, smart grid
power systems are deemed vital in terms of economy and security. However, these
solutions do not enable sufficient security enforcement, resulting in new vulnera-
bilities in power networks, making them vulnerable to a variety of cyber-physical
attacks. E-ISAC describes one such attack in detail [5].

In smart grid power systems, there are two key components to security: Both
physical and cyber security are important [20]. Physical security aims to mitigate the
effects of natural disasters and other physical attacks on power systems, aswell as pre-
venting catastrophic blackouts. Cyber security aims to address the flaws introduced
by the convergence of physical and cyber systems. Cyber-attacks were previously
thought to be incapable of posing a threat to the security of industrial operations.
But, they have caused numerous security issues in recent years and have become a
major concern for both users and clients of industrial control systems [10]. Smart grid
power systems add new features and capabilities to traditional power networking,
making it more complicated and prone to many forms of attacks. These flaws allow
attackers to get an easy access to enter the network. In 2016, four cyber-incidents
were recorded on smart grids, according to the CVE database. There are a number
of other events involving smart grids that aren’t made public due to security con-
cerns. Several researchers have identified the flaws in these systems, which are briefly
discussed in [3] and include the following:

– Customer security.
– The number of devices(IEDs) has increased.
– Physical security.
– Between power devices, there are no trust mechanisms in place.
– Information technology (IT) protocols and industrial control system (ICS) proto-
cols have interoperability difficulties.

Hahn et al. [14] outlined attacks like CPU exhaustion are carried out on the
application layer based on these vulnerabilities. Data flooding and buffer overflow
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attacks were used against the network and transport layers, while man-in-the-middle
attacks were used against the MAC layer and physical layer. Jamming attacks were
used against the availability of smart grids and power systems. Denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks can be launched against the smart grid topology, preventing operators
from making proper decisions.

The specific attacks on smart grid power systems described [4, 22, 26, 32, 33]
are as follows:

Load-Altering attacks attempt to manipulate or change particular load types
that are available via the Internet in order to cause grid damage by causing circuit
overflow or disrupting the power supply and demand balance.

Denial-of-ServiceAn adversary disrupts some or all of the remote control system
components in a smart grid attack.

Random attack An adversary conducts random attacks in order to take down the
central system’s detection mechanism.

FalseData Injection attacksThe attacker is aware of the systemmodel, including
parameters that enable control of a subset of sensors, and transmits fraudulent inputs
to the main system.

Load Redistribution attackUnder the logical assumption that the control center
executes practical corrective steps to minimize the operation cost based on the false
state estimate outcome, and attempts are made to maximize the system operation
cost while targeting resource limitations.

Economic attack An adversary plans to purchase virtual power at the lower-cost
node and sell it at a higher price.

Energy Deceiving An attacker can introduce falsified energy information or
forged connection state information into the energy request and send response mes-
sages between nodes in this attack.

Open-loop Dynamic Load Altering An adversary tries to control vulnerable
load without monitoring grid conditions, leading the grid to be impacted while the
attack is being carried out.

Closed-loop Dynamic Load Altering An adversary continuously analyzes grid
circumstances by hacking into a power system monitor infrastructure in order to
influence the trajectory on the target load buses dependent on grid operational con-
ditions.

Sphear Phishing is a type of cyber-attack that uses social engineering tactics to
penetrate systems and networks to obtain information. A phishing email is intended
to elicit a response from the receiver, such as opening an attachment or clicking on
a link. The recipient may download malware or be routed to a website that requests
sensitive information, such as login credentials and bank account details.

Credential Theft is a type of attack inwhich an opponent seeks to obtain sensitive
information such as login credentials.

Data Exfiltration is an attack in which an adversary discovers hosts and devices
and designs an attack concept to create a power outage in order to exfiltrate the
essential information.
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VPN Access An adversary hunts for existing point-to-point VPN installations on
trusted third-party networks or through remote support staff connections with split
tunneling enabled in this type of attack.

For the attacks mentioned above, researchers have proposed countermeasures as
follows:

– Metke et al. [24] proposed countermeasures for cyber-attacks by introducingmech-
anisms like PKI standards, automated trust anchor security, certificate attributes,
smart grid PKI tools, and trusted computing.

– Manandhar et al. [22] described a mathematical model and designed a robust
framework that uses the Kalman filter with X2 detector and Euclidean detector to
detect the denial-of-service (DoS) attack, random attack, and false data-injection
attack.

– Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) has mentioned
how to overcome the power system’s vulnerabilities based on the attack on the
Ukrainian grid [5].

– Liang et al. [20] presented strategies for preventing against economic, load distri-
bution, and energy deceiving attacks, like protecting a set of necessary measures
and PMU-based protection systems.

These mitigation methods are not yet universally accepted because of their short-
comings in terms of performance, cost, and reliability factors. Many more potential
vulnerabilities are likely in the future as current technology advances. Hence, it is
necessary to understand the vulnerabilities and attacks of the reported incidents in
order to develop reliable and secure power infrastructures.

3 SCADA Systems

SCADA systems are typically used to monitor, gather, and process real-time data
or operational data to perform specific industrial organizations operations. SCADA
system consists of components like PLCs, remote terminal units (RTUs), human–
machine interface (HMI), end-devices, control servers, and sensors. These compo-
nents communicate internally to process data and network administrators analyze the
processed data to makemeaningful decisions. Earlier, the traditional SCADA system
goal was to perform reliable operations from isolated locations using data historians
or other proprietary technologies to handle data. This would make the process oper-
ations complicated and inefficient. Modern SCADA system solves this problem by
leveraging with information technology (IT). This integration has reduced the gap
between IT and SCADA systems. Modern SCADA systems enable remote access to
real-time data through the Internet. As a result, SCADA networks interconnection
and remote accessibility have risen, rendering them vulnerable to cyber-attacks.

Since 2007, 948 instances have been recorded in the CVE database, accord-
ing to the CVE organization. The number of vulnerability incidents reported on
SCADA systems each year is depicted in Fig. 3. The number of reported events
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Fig. 3 SCADA system vulnerabilities reported in CVE database

peaked between 2011 and 2016, then declined in subsequent years. Based on the
CVE database, the graph represents the analysis to the best of our knowledge.
The vulnerabilities like buffer overflow, cross-site scripting(XSS), improper access
control and authentication, privilege escalation, SQL injection, cross-site scripting
forgery(CSRF), remote code execution, hard-coded credential, and untrusted search
path were found in these incidents.

RTUs are integral part of SCADA systems which monitors field data and sends
to SCADA control servers. There are specific incidents which were reported against
RTUs in CVE database. Figure 4 depicts the number of incidents reported on RTUs.
43 incidents were reported in the CVE database on RTUs from 2010 to 2020, and
maximum number of incidents were reported during the years 2018 to 2020. From
the two figures Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that incidents reported on SCADA systems
from 2018 to 2020 were mostly based on RTUs. Interdependency between SCADA
components will be one of the important aspects that should be considered in future,
and it is necessary to develop countermeasures for SCADA internal components like
RTUs and PLCs.

Based on these vulnerabilities, the possible attacks on the SCADA system [7, 8,
13, 18, 27, 31] are as follows:

RADIUS Remote authentication dial-in user service DoS attack causes damage
by limiting or denying access to its resources by denying the service to authorized
users.

ICTWorm InfectionWorm infection occurs because of the vulnerabilities found
in the software installed on SCADA servers. Worms try to replicate and spread
throughout the network. Then, by closing all the network connections, it isolates the
SCADA systems.
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Fig. 4 RTU vulnerabilities reported in CVE database

Process NetworkMalware Infection attack is carried out by injecting the worm
into the process network like RTUs, communicating using protocols like MODBUS
or DNP3. Worms carry malware code in the payload by spreading themselves using
resource hosts and executing malicious code on SCADA systems.

Phishing attack in SCADA systems is carried out by creating a fake website with
amalicious code. Thismakes the user believe that they are connected to the legitimate
website. When entered with their credentials, the adversary steals the credentials to
get the SCADA system’s direct access.

War Dialing Scanning attack executes the scripts on the surrounding numbers
to detect potential connections once the main phone number is determined. Then the
subsequent attacks are performed to penetrate into the SCADA control server.

Traffic Sniffing is used to capture the packets traversing within the network
through a network analyzer.

Password Cracking is a software program that repeatedly tries to guess a pass-
word to gain unauthorized access to a network. An adversary can also use brute force
or dictionary techniques to crack the password.

Warm Restart is a type of attack in which an instruction is delivered from the
master controller to the PLC, compelling it to reboot right away. Warm restart is a
type of DoS attack that happens on the DNP3 protocol. MultipleWarmRestart orders
cause the PLC to go into a state of shutdown, resulting in a DoS.

Man-in-the-Middle attackObtaining unauthorized access to data is the first step.
The communication between the human–machine interface (HMI) and theMODBUS
server is then faked, allowing attackers to send attacks to either device and then
transmit busy exceptions to the HMI.
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TCP SYN Flooding attack On the target device, it establishes a number of
connections. It allows the system to distribute resources to each connection by leaving
the connections open. The target resources are exhausted as a result of sending
repeated SYN packets, forcing the system to shut down.

TCP ACK Flooding attack This is accomplished by sending numerous TCP
packets with ACK enabled. The ACK packets signal that the data has been received
by the target system. An adversary who does this repeatedly can bring the system to
a halt.

Buffer Flooding attack By sending several events to a device that temporarily
buffers SCADAdata before retrieving it in the control station, an attacker can launch a
buffer flooding attack. This reduces the buffering of critical warnings from approved
devices, reducing the situational awareness of the control station.

Integrity attack is accomplished by delivering incorrect inputs to other devices
in SCADA systems, causing data corruption.

Reconnaissance attack is used to collect information about the control system’s
network,map the network architecture, and identify device attributes such as theman-
ufacturer, model number, supported network protocols, system address, and system
memory, e.g., using technologies such as port scanning to find vulnerable ports.

Response injection attack take three forms: First, response injection attacks
occur from the control of a PLC or RTU, as well as network endpoints, which are
servers that answer to network client inquiries. Second, during the transmission from
server to client, a response injection attack captures network packets and modifies
their contents. Finally, response injections can be designed and sent over the network
by a third-party device. Because ICS network protocols lack authenticationmeasures
to check packet origin, attackers can capture, change, and send answer packets,
resulting in these attacks.

Command Injection attack injects false control and configuration commands
into a control system.

Format String attack is performed against user data to compromise the root
privilege account without inserting any external code.

Spoofing attack is carried out by jamming the devices across the network through
interference with the device radiofrequency.

Replay attack is carried out by transmitting the malicious packets repeatedly.
Destroying a Node attack is caused by a lack of physical access security, which

makes it easier for an attacker to destroy nodes or devices, particularly in sensor
networks.

Environment Tampering By tampering with the sensor readings in the deploy-
ment zone, an attacker can alter the results.

Cryptanalysis attack refers to the technique of converting encrypted data into
plain text without knowing how encryption works.

Exploit attack An attacker becomes accustomed to the system’s vulnerabilities
and launches an attack based on those vulnerabilities.

Sybil attack In this attack, a malicious device impersonates other authorized
devices across the network by pretending to have several identities. This attack is
carried out in sensor networks.
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Replication attack Here, an attacker attempts to add one or more devices with
the same name as current device.

Routing attack decreases the availability of the system as the attacker tries to
create false routes.

Time Synchronization Attack Sensor networks using SCADA components rely
on synchronization to perform correctly using time-synchronized protocols. Attack
on these protocols results in out-of-sync between devices.

Slander attack This attack can cause each device to accuse the other if misbehav-
ior occurs across the network. This is possible to detect if there is a implementation
of distributed detection mechanism.

For the attacks mentioned above, researchers have proposed countermeasures as
follows:

– Fovino et al. [28] have proposed mitigation strategies for RADIUS, ICT Worm
infection, process network malware infection, phishing attacks, and DNS poison-
ing attacks, through the process of filtering and monitoring, and by specifying
rules for TCP/IP and SCADA protocols.

– Three steps for intrusion detection were developed and proposed by Cheung et al.
[8] for model-based intrusion detection.

– Vulnerability assessment framework consists of three levels—system vulnerabil-
ity, scenario vulnerability, and access point vulnerability—to detect attacks like
directed attacks and intelligent attacks, which is presented by Ten et al. [31].

– Mallouhi et al.[21] developed a module with a 100% detection rate to detect
TCP protocol attacks (TCP SYN, TCP ACK, man-in-the-middle) with low false-
positive alerts.

– Jin et al. [17] proposed to use a rule-based policy approach to overcome the Buffer-
overflow attacks.

– Giani et al. [13] have developed mathematical and computational models for the
interaction between the physical and infrastructure processes to overcome Integrity
attacks in SCADA systems.

The preceding solutions are limited to a specific SCADA architecture testbed and
therefore cannot be generalized. With the advancement of modern SCADA systems,
many more new vulnerabilities are expected in the future. Therefore, it is essential
to analyze vulnerability trends, sources of those vulnerabilities, and distinct attacks
in order to create a secure and resilient SCADA system.

4 Embedded and Firmware systems

Advancement in hardware devices and communication technology has led to an
increase in many embedded devices in critical communication infrastructures.
Embedded systems are computing systems built into an extensive network, designed
for dedicated functions to interact with general-purpose systems. These systems
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include hardware, software, and other mechanical parts [4, 33]. The widespread use
of embedded devices in the Internet of things (IoT) has resulted inOT system security
breaches.

One of the many problems associated with embedded devices is firmware.
Firmware is a software program that provides a control for embedded systems. They
are related to permanent storage devices such as microcontrollers consisting internal
storage mechanisms. Microprocessors are considered the core of electronic systems,
and software through firmware can effectively use various hardware interfaces asso-
ciatedwith them. The firmware has become the primary component of any automated
method. Due to this advancement, securing this has become an essential aspect in
the real world [29].

Analysis of embedded systems’ vulnerabilities from CVE database is provided
by Kocher et al. [19], and some of them are as follows:

– Programming Errors: Control-flow attacks like input parsing vulnerabilities lead
to buffer overflow attacks. Memory management problems such as pointer excep-
tion occur because of not following coding standards while developing software
programs.

– Web-Based Vulnerability: Lack of updates or patches for web applications used
by embedded devices are exposed to specific attacks because of the vulnerabilities
existing in the web interfaces.

– Weak Access Control or Authentication: Default or weak passwords are used. To
keep passwords simple, some systems have them hard-coded. This gives people
who know the password backdoor access, making it easier for attackers to get
around it.

– Improper use of Cryptography: Random generators for generating cryptographic
keys, as well as protocol weaknesses, have a significant influence on embedded
devices.

According to vulnerabilities reported in theCVEdatabase, since 2000, around 843
incidents have been reported. Figure 5 depicts the number of vulnerability incidents
reported every year on embedded systems. Until the year 2012, there were not many
incidents reported in CVE database. From the years 2013 to 2018, maximum number
of incidents were reported and in the years 2019 and 2020 incidents reported were
less than the year 2018. This graph depicts the importance of attack vulnerabilities,
and if adequate mechanisms are not implemented, attackers will have an easy time
breaking into these systems and causing damage.

The effect of these vulnerabilities causes a different type of attacks on embedded
and firmware systems mentioned in [6, 9, 25, 29] are as follows:

Control Hijacking attack In this attack, an adversary attempts to redirect the
regular flowof a programoperating on an embedded device, resulting in the attacker’s
code being executed.

Reverse Engineering The method of getting sensitive information by examining
the software in an embedded device is known as reverse engineering. The attacker
can use this method to find code flaws such as input parsing issues.
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Fig. 5 Embedded device and firmware vulnerabilities reported in CVE database

Malware attack An adversary attempts to infect an embedded system with mali-
cious software known as malware, which can change the device’s behavior and have
serious effects.

Brute force search attacks Because of the inadequate cryptography and authen-
tication techniques in embedded devices, issues such as exhaustive key search may
occur. Using brute force search attacks, an attacker gets around the system by logging
in with random credentials.

Eavesdropping orSniffingAnattacker observes the communications transmitted
and received by an embedded device in a passive attack.

Injecting Crafted Packets or Input is a technique for attacking the protocols
used by embedded devices. Packet and input crafting attacks both take advantage of
parsing flaws in protocol implementations or other software. Replaying previously
seen packets or packet fragments is also considered a type of packet forging, which
can be a good way to trigger protocol problems.

Known-key attack This occurs as a result of a flaw in the standard protocols. In
the second transaction, an attacker takes the old key and supplies it twice, resulting
in a known terminal key. Because the key is exclusive-or’ed with itself, they are
regarded the core of all zeroes. As a result, an attacker can encrypt the PIN key using
a terminal master key, allowing an ATM to validate client PINs even if the network
is offline. Therefore, the attacker now has access to the PIN key, which is encrypted
using the all-zero key. He can then decrypt it using his computer and calculate any
customer’s PIN.

Two-Time Type attack is accomplished by developing a program that maps the
various key and data transformations between different essential types, computes the
transitive closure, and scans the composite operations for undesired features.
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FirmwareModification attack such as reprogramming the battery, affect devices
with design defects, different versions of operating systems, and different instruction
set architectures.

CIH Virus rewrites the BIOS firmware online, causing the BIOS firmware pro-
gram to crash and fail while the systems are being loaded.

Control-Flow attack When information such as return addresses is kept with
functions, an error occurs. These function variables come from unreliable sources,
and there aren’t enough checks in place to prevent memory corruption. An adversary
can use this corruption to tamper with the control-flow information stored on the
stack.

Stack-overflow attack occurs when there is too much data on the stack or when
the depth of the stack is too large. In both circumstances, the stack uses up all of its
memory. It overlaps with other memory portions, such as the BSS sector, posing a
security, and reliability issue.

Configuration Manipulation attack allows an attacker to modify an embedded
device’s critical configuration parameters to force it to misbehave. These attacks
are concerned with programmable devices such as PLCs, which can control the
programming logic process.

For some of the attacks mentioned above, researchers have proposed countermea-
sures as follows:

– Hou et al. [16] proposed autotomic binary structure randomization (ABSR), which
disables unnecessary features and removes the unused binary from the firmware
image to overcome the firmware modification attack.

– The CIH virus was found in 1998. Numerous solutions to overcome this attack
are given, like implementing fuzzy testing, behavioral analysis, and homology
analysis.

– Split stack and instruction-based memory control techniques were developed by
Francillon et al. [12] to overcome the control-flow and stack-overflow attacks in
embedded and firmware devices.

– Memory verification and control-flow integrity techniques are used as countermea-
sures to overcome configuration manipulation attacks and control-flow attacks on
embedded systems [1].

Preventing embedded system vulnerabilities is a formidable task since they have
memory and time concerns, making security solutions difficult to apply. Understand-
ing vulnerability trends and attacks on these systems aid in visualizing the problem
at a high level and achieving solutions at the design level.

5 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)

PLCs are real-time systems that closely monitor and control plant devices to keep
the process functioning correctly. In general, PLC receives information from input
devices, processes the data, and triggers outputs based on the preprogrammed param-
eters. This program in PLC considers as logic and executes within the control flows.
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Fig. 6 PLC vulnerabilities reported in CVE database

Research works on PLCs like detection of vulnerabilities and attacks on PLCs
concerning embedded systems are investigated by Abbasi et al. [1]. In this work,
the author has described the different attack techniques used by an adversary to
tamper the I/O operations in PLC and also showed how certain detection mecha-
nisms implemented in PLCs can be evaded. Sandaruwan et al. [30] have revealed
the vulnerabilities of PLCs through attack vectors affecting critical infrastructure,
described Stuxnet attacks and proposed solutions to overcome the weaknessess in
PLCs. Stephen [23] have constructed an dynamic payload, based on the process
observation in control system and claimed that this process will significantly lower
the attacks against PLCs. Carlos [2] have demonstrated the feasibility of power fin-
gerprinting technology to monitor PLC and detect malicious software using Siemens
S7 PLC.

According to vulnerabilities reported in theCVEdatabase, since 2011, around 132
incidents have been reported. Figure 6 depicts the number of vulnerability incidents
reported every year on PLCs. The highest number of incidents were recorded from
2012 to 2014, and then again from 2018 to 2020, indicating how susceptible the
PLCs are at present.

Some of the attacks on PLC are described as follows:
PinControlAttack consists ofmisusing the pin control functionalities at runtime,

causing physical damage, communication block, and manipulation of reading or
writing values from a device, to be a legal process. Because of the vulnerability, an
attacker can modify the multiplexing registers, which leads to the disconnect of the
legitimate device.

PLCMalware Stuxnet is considered to be the PLCmalware, and Stuxnet intends
to reach the nodes in the SCADA systems that connect to the PLC’s operating the
target plant MTUs. Once executing on anMTU, Stuxnet uploads its payload of static
code blocking the PLC, resulting in the process to be under malicious control.

BypassLogic attack In general, PLCs containmainmemory and registermemory.
Register memory contains some variables associated with main logic. This register
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Fig. 7 Comparison of incidents reported in CVE database on SCADA, embedded, PLCs, and RTUs

memory is allowed to access by other PC’s in industrial plants with read and write
operations across PLC networks. When an adversary gains access to one of these
machines, he can change the values arbitrarily and cause the system to collapse.

Brute-Force Output attack An operator of a PLC can aggressively manipulate
the output by connecting to the PLC via a network or the Internet without any
authentication. When an enemy gains access to the PLC, he can compel the output
to shut off some valves and other components, resulting in disastrous consequences.

Replay attack In this attack, an adversary gets some information about PLC and
uses the same information to compromise the system later.

S7 Authentication Bypass attack In this attack, an adversary can easily bypass
the authentication by intercepting the valid user packet and replay that packet at later
to authenticate himself. This is because of the lack of security in the protocol.

The comparison of cyber-attacks on SCADA, embedded systems, PLCs, and
RTUs are given in Fig. 7. From the graph, the incidents reported on all four of
the systems were at peak during the years 2010 to 2018. Even if there is a decrease
in the number of incidents reported in past two years, still it is essential to analyze
these trends and address the vulnerabilities of these systems.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a list of attacks on different sub-systems of OT. We
also performed analysis on the cyber-incidents reported in CVE database, to deter-
mine the trends. We believe that this list will inspire and push people to develop
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countermeasures to the weaknesses present in these systems. This work serves as a
starting point to develop a standard set of mitigation mechanisms by bridging the
gap between different OT sub-systems and helps to develop mitigation strategies for
cyber-attacks to make the OT reliable and resilient. Based on this survey, we will
create a testbed for eachOT subsystem that integrateswith software-defined network-
ing technologies, using NIST principles, and analyze them in terms of performance,
safety, security, and reliability properties.
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Simulation Model of Respiratory Sound
and Technology for Separating
Characteristics of Pulmonary Disease

Yiyang Luo , V. I. Lutsenko , S. M. Shulgar , and Nguyen Xuan Anh

Abstract In the process of human breathing, respiratory sounds are produced, and
these sounds contain a lot of information related to the structure of the human airway.
This paper uses computer and signal processing technology to collect and analyze
the breath sounds to study the frequency spectrum difference between normal and
abnormal respiratory sounds. Furthermore, it provides doctors/patientswith a simple,
quantitative, objective, intuitive, non-invasive auxiliary diagnosis tool for certain
respiratory dysfunction diseases and respiratory physiology research methods.

Keywords Distribution density · Family doctor · Fast Fourier transform (FFT) ·
Semi-Markov process · Respiratory sounds · Spectrogram

1 Introduction

Since the invention of the first stethoscope in 1816 by Laënnec, over 200 years,
people have invented a variety of new methods to help doctors confirm respiratory
diseases, including:

• electronic stethoscope—the disadvantage is that the price is high, the audibility
is poor (complex noise) so that it is difficult to correctly explain;

• Bronchophonography—based on the study of the frequency-amplitude charac-
teristics of respiratory noises, however, it does not allow to determine in which
part of the respiratory system the pathology is located;
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• ultrasound scanning—in the event of pathological processes in the lungs (such
as pneumonia, atelectasis or volumetric neoplasms), tissue densification and a
decrease in lightness occur, which creates opportunities for the passage of ultra-
sound and the visualization of lesions located in the subpleural area of the lungs.
The disadvantages of the method are attributed to the fact that the smallest lung
tissue layer between the chest wall lung lesions does not conduct ultrasound,
making the inflammation site invisible, resulting in insufficient information;

• vibration dynamic visualization—based on the vibration record that occurs
when the air passes through the lung channel, and the subsequent computer
processing of the obtained data to construct a dynamic image. Disadvantages: the
sensor matrix is cumbersome and lacks the complete propagation and accurate
positioning of the acoustic signal source in the lung tissue;

• passive echolocation—a comparative analysis of the acoustic waves of the
pulmonary pattern with the standard stored in the database of the diagnostic
system. After the identification of the noises, their spectral analysis is carried
out and, according to the characteristics of the received noises, the coordinate of
the source is calculated.

However, the most convenient and effective method is to design a new digital
auscultationdevice connected to a computer ormobile phonebasedon themechanism
of a traditional stethoscope. Especially in the context of the current COVID-2019
global pandemic, due to the shortage of respiratory disease detection equipment and
professional doctors, there is an urgent need for a convenient and intelligent portable
small electronic stethoscope. This thesis is the theoretical foundation research carried
out in this direction.

2 Theory and Equipment Basis

2.1 Semi-Markov Model of Respiratory Cycle

In previous work [1], we have proposed that the breathing process can be regarded
as a semi-Markov process. Since there will be no air movement in the lungs and no
respiratory sound without breathing, it is only necessary to consider the two phases
of inhalation and exhalation in the breathing process as shown in Fig. 1a. Since the
two states of the respiratory cycle are clear and definite, the transition of the two
states of exhalation and inhalation can be described by a Markkov chain as shown
in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 1 a Schematic diagram, and b the Markov chain of respiration process

2.2 Generation and Classification of Respiratory Sound

In the process of exhalation and inhalation, the air flows through the trachea, bronchi
to the lungs, rapid changes in air pressure and vibration of the solid tissues of the
organs will generate sound waves, which are transmitted to the chest wall and neck
through human tissues to form respiratory sounds. There are two types of respiratory
sounds, normal, and abnormal. Normal respiratory sounds include tracheal breath
sounds (TBS), vesicular breath sounds (VBS), bronchial breath sounds (BBS), and
bronchovesicular breath sounds (BVBS). Abnormal breath sounds include cogwheel
breath sounds, asthma sounds, and indefinite breath sounds. Abnormal breath sounds
can only be heard under pathological conditions. Various breath sounds have their
own characteristics, such as the position of hearing, the height, strength, length of
the sound, and the time relative to exhalation and inhalation [2].

2.3 Auscultation and Quantitative Analysis of Respiratory
Sound

Respiratory sounds contain a lot of information related to the structure of the airway.
For example, narrowing of the airway, cavities in the lungs, edema, and the presence
of foreign bodies can change the airway structure or the elasticity of the sound
transmission medium, which in turn produces abnormal breathing sounds or changes
the sound transmission characteristics of the respiratory system.

Stethoscopes can provide doctors with abnormal sound sources and their loca-
tions. They have been used clinically for more than 200 years. However, traditional
stethoscopes have low resolution and only rely on the doctor’s experience for qualita-
tive analysis. According to the equal-loudness contour, the sensitivity of the human
ear to sound is the combined effect of sound intensity and frequency, and some
low-frequency, low-intensity sounds cannot be perceived by the human ear. It is
difficult to distinguish artificially the changes in the respiratory sound intensity and
frequency caused by the disease, so some pathological features are difficult to capture
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and confirm. Combined with modern digital signal processing technology, the quan-
titative comparison of breath sounds in the time domain and frequency domain can
accurately analyze the generation mechanism of breath sounds, study the character-
istics of normal/abnormal breath sounds, and further develop methods for automatic
classification of respiratory diseases. This lays the theoretical foundation for the
portable and convenient family doctor system.

2.4 Detection and Recording of Respiratory Sound

The collection of respiratory sounds generally uses an air-coupled electret condenser
microphone, which is installed in a probe with an air cavity and pores (used to
balance the atmospheric pressure). The material and specific size and structure of
the probe are determined according to the selected microphone to ensure that there is
no resonance and excessive attenuation in the frequency range of breathing sounds
(60–1600 Hz). Respiratory sounds are usually collected in the neck and chest. The
respiratory sounds in the neck are strong, and it is generally easy to find the source
of abnormal sound. Respiratory sounds in the chest are mostly used to evaluate the
sound transmission characteristics of the respiratory system. After being filtered and
amplified, the respiratory sounds are transmitted to a mobile phone or computer for
storage and analysis, as shown in Fig. 2.

3 The Statistical Characteristics of Respiratory Sound

The data processed in the experiment are respiratory sounds recorded in standard
e-books. Distribution densities for different phases of respiration for healthy and

Fig. 2 A “Family Doctor”
system for lung auscultation,
using Samsung mobile
phone and Xiaomi bluetooth
headset for recording,
accumulating, and
transmitting data of
respiratory sound
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Fig. 3 Distribution densities for different phases of respiration for healthy and diseased lungs were
experimentally studied (a), as well as for the respiration process in general (b): a 1, 3—Emissions,
2, 4—Pauses, 1, 2—Left lung, 3, 4—Right lung; b 1—Left lung, 2—Right lung

diseased lungs were experimentally studied—Fig. 3a, as well as for the total respi-
ration process—Fig. 3b. They are presented in proportions of the linearized normal
distribution law.

It can be seen that for the description of the distribution densities of the inhalation
and exhalation phases in the range of provision levels from 01% to 99.9%, the
distribution densities are satisfactorily described by the normal distribution law, and
for inhalation it is better than for exhalation. For a healthy and a patient lung, the
density of distribution looks approximately the same. It must be remembered that
they are plotted when normalized to the root mean square (RMS) value. This means
that the form of distribution functions (in coordinates normalized to the RMS value)
is not a distinctive feature for recognizing pathologies of the respiratory process.
In each of the phase states (inhalation or exhalation), the sounds of the breathing
process are satisfactorily described by standard Gaussian models. In this case, the
distribution function of the respiration process as a whole will be described by a
poly-Gaussian model.

The breathing process, as follows from the proposedmodel, is a two-phase process
with a stepwise variable dispersion during the transition from the inhalation phase
to the exhalation phase. To study the statistical characteristics of each of the phases
of respiration, it is necessary for solving the classification problem of recognizing
the phase states of the process, which differ in variances (intensity). It should be
noted that for such processes there will be an optimal classification threshold when
solving the burst/pause (inhalation/exhalation) recognition problem, minimizing the
probability of a complete classification error [3].
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4 Frequency Domain Analysis of Respiratory Sound

4.1 Respiratory Rate [4–7]

Respiration rate is the frequency atwhich respiration occurs. This is usuallymeasured
in breaths per minute and is set and controlled by the respiratory center. For humans,
the typical breathing rate of a healthy adult at rest is 12–16 breaths per minute. The
breathing center sets a quiet breathing rhythm at about two seconds to inhale and
three seconds to exhale. This gives the lower of the average frequency of 12 breaths
per minute. Average resting respiratory rates by age are:

birth to 6 weeks: 30–40 breaths per minute;
6 months: 25–40 breaths per minute;
3 years: 20–30 breaths per minute;
6 years: 18–25 breaths per minute;
10 years: 17–23 breaths per minute;
Adults: 15–18 breaths per minute;
Elderly ≥ 65 years old: 12–28 breaths per minute;
Elderly ≥ 80 years old: 10–30 breaths per minute.

The increased respiration rate (tachypnea) develops as a result of the presence of
certain pathological conditions [3]. At the same time, it can be expected that the level
of noise during inhalation will also be reduced.

4.2 Averaged Spectra and Spectrograms of Respiratory Sound

Since, as alreadymentioned, the breathing process is significantly non-stationary, and
its characteristics during inhalation and exhalation differ significantly, it is necessary
to develop a methodology for studying the dynamic variability of the noise spectra
during breathing [8]. For this purpose, the average spectra and spectrograms were
estimated at different frequency resolutions for lung murmurs during normal vesic-
ular respiration, i.e., studies were carried out for respiratory sound when the lungs
are normal—Fig. 4a. The variable parameter was the segment duration, by which
the spectrum (FFT) was estimated from 1024 samples (frequency resolution about
43 Hz) to 65,536 (0.67 Hz resolution). A 64-fold change in resolution has practically
no effect on the overall shape of the spectrum; however, due to a 64-fold narrowing
of the bandwidth (frequency resolution), the spectral density level also decreases
by about the same factor. Several areas can be distinguished in the spectra. The
frequency of the maximum spectral density lies in the range 170–200 Hz. In the
energetic region, spectral densities are up to -40 dB relative to a maximum of about
100–400 Hz.

Besides the average spectra, it is significant and interesting to study the dynamics
of changes in spectral characteristics in different phases of respiration, as well as
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Fig. 4 a Spectra of respiratory Sound during vesicular breathing: sampling frequency 44,100 Hz,
the number of samples used to buildFFT (frequency resolutionHz) 1024 (43.07)—1; 4096 (10.77)—
2; 16,384 (2.69)—3; 65,536 (0.67)—4. b Spectra of respiratory sound at different breathing phases
and a sampling rate of 44,100Hz. Spectra: 1—Full, 2—Inhalations, 3—Exhalations during vesicular
respiration

the interval that must be used when performing the windowed Fourier transform.
Figure 4b shows the spectra of the complete and phases of inspiration and expiration
during vesicular respiration. Figure 5 shows the spectrograms of normal vesicular
respiration at different frequency resolutions. Since the main energy of the sound is
concentrated in the inspiratory phase, the full spectrum and spectrum of inspirations
differ insignificantly. The spectra of expirations have a significantly lower level in
Fig. 4b and Fig. 5a–c. And Fig. 5d shows the spectrograms of vesicular respiration
at the initial stage of pneumonia.

It can be seen that for pneumonia, the changes occur in the spectrogram of respi-
ratory sound, which is manifested as a broadening of the spectrum. During normal
vesicular respiration there are spectral components in the band up to 500 Hz, and
with pneumonia already in the band up to 1000 Hz.

5 Conclusions

The quantitative analysis of respiratory sounds provides a new auxiliary tool for
clinical diagnosis. Its frequency domain analysis can make the pathological char-
acteristics of respiratory systems more obvious. The respiratory sounds of patients
with lung pneumonia are significantly different, and their high frequency compo-
nents are significantly higher than the respiratory sounds of normal people. The use
of respiratory sounds as a pathological criterion for lung disease has been confirmed.

The future work is to establish a convenient family doctor system to help patients
with lung disease self-diagnose and monitor their condition. The effects of heart
sounds and ambient respiratory noise need to be further separated to make the results
more accurate.
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Fig. 5 Spectrograms of normal vesicular respiration at different frequency resolution: a—4096
samples (resolution 10.77 Hz), realizations overlap 0%; b—16,384 samples (resolution 2.7 Hz),
realizations overlap 75%; at—65,536 samples (resolution 0.67 Hz), overlap of realizations 94%;
sampling rate 44,100 Hz. Ande spectrograms of vesicular respiration at the initial stage of
pneumonia: d–a—4096 samples (resolution 10.77 Hz)
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Emergent Insight of the Cyber Security
Management for Saudi Arabian
Universities: A Content Analysis
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Abstract While cyber security has become a prominent concept of emerging infor-
mation governance, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been dealing with severe
threats to individual and organizational IT systems for a long time. These risks have
recently permeated into educational institutions, thereby undermining the confiden-
tiality of information as well as the delivery of education. Recent research has iden-
tified various causes and possible solutions to the problem. However, most scholars
have considered a reductionist approach, in which the ability of computer configu-
rations to prevent unwanted intrusions is evaluated by breaking them down to their
constituent parts. This method is inadequate at studying complex adaptive systems.
Therefore, the proposed project is designed to utilize a holistic stance to assess
the cybersecurity management and policies in Saudi Arabian universities. Qualita-
tive research, entailing a thorough critical review of ten public universities, will be
utilized to investigate the subject matter. The subsequent recommendations can be
adopted to enhance the security of IT systems, not only in institutional settings but
also in any other environment in which such structures are used.
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1 Introduction

Information security is among the top concerns for virtually all organizations across
the globe. Firms intending to protect their data have to identify all gaps that may
increase their vulnerability, aswell as procedures of averting the potential ofmisusing
critical records [1]. More importantly, the mere development and implementation of
seemingly adequate data security policies and guidelines to safeguard themselves
from potential risks are not enough. Organizations have to continuously create, main-
tain, and improve their security systems to mitigate both internal and external threats
[2]. Nevertheless, the proliferation of portable storage, wireless, and other computing
technologies has significantly increased the cybersecurity risks that many companies
face.

Many universities in today’s world admit that they are struggling to deal with
issues related to cybercrime, particularly on access to innovative ways of managing
and protecting data [3]. The public-funded universities are particularly financially
vulnerable compared to private ones. Consequently, such economically challenged
institutions are open to collaborative efforts. Besides, education facilities have limited
or no control over the websites since they are accessible to students and teachers who
can even login using their devices [4]. Furthermore, schools receive new students
every year while others complete their educations, therefore, building a tidal wave of
cyber insecurities. To that effect, learning institutions should come up with a holistic
move toward striking a balance and ensuring data is protected without prohibiting or
blocking students from accessing the platforms.While the region’s education system
is striving to provide world-class quality for learners’ and teachers’ experience, they
seem to lag in InformationTechnology (IT) security [5]. It is vital that they adequately
invest in defending cybercrime incidences by adopting the right technologies.

The exponential growth, progress, development and complex possibilities that
the cyberspace provides for all sectors have been the cause for concern in recent
days. Cybercrimes are on the rise and breach of cybersecurity is a threat that needs
to be handled ethically, legally, scientifically and quickly since our lives depend
on cyberspace [6]. Schools, colleges and universities have started to capitalize on
the multiple options provided by cyberspace and are using it extensively for both
academic works as well as all kinds of official work. With so much sensitive data
being handled, authorities must focus on cybersecurity so that the data remains safe
and out of reach of wrong hands. This study looks into the cybersecuritymanagement
and policies of 10 selected universities in Saudi Arabia.

The research focuses on the policies and approaches of the universities for main-
taining the cybersecurity level. The cybersecurity awareness is important for the
universities for protecting the information assets and maintaining the privacy of the
management and students. The knowledge and application of the global policies and
regulations for cybersecurity can be useful for the university managements to over-
come the impact of the hacking, malware attack, phishing of the data and misuse of
the cloud storage. In addition to this, information and knowledge of the multilayer
cybersecurity approach is the best way to protect the data and systematically manage
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the information. The research will make emphasis on the combination of firewalls,
software and variety of tools that will help the universities to combat the situation of a
cyberattack or consulting the experts for managing the digital attack on the university
data [7]. There are different types of AI tools that have been used to overcome the
malicious cybercrimes. The knowledge and understanding of the cyber policies and
approaches will help the universities of Saudi Arabia to improve the level of security.

2 Background of the Study

2.1 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is the organization and selection of tools, procedures, and mecha-
nisms used to secure sensitive information in cyberspace from unauthorized and
criminals who might damage, misalign or harm organizations [8]. This indicates that
only authorized people can have access to sensitive information, such as software,
hardware, data, and network in cyberspace. This is a clear definition relating to cyber-
security management in the education sector. There is a serious need to examine the
potential cybersecurity risks that organizations face, especially regarding confiden-
tial information [9]. Present-day’s cyber configurations go beyond the hardware and
software components. They also include systemic economic, social, and political
aspects that are so interconnected that it has become virtually impossible to isolate
the human element from the IT systems [10]. Although existing literature provides a
wealth of knowledge on the social facet’s influence on cyber operations, it does little
to explain its relationship to cybersecurity.

According to [11], cybersecurity is the practice of defending computer, servers,
mobile, and electronic devices aswell as networks frommalicious attack. This type of
term is known as information technology security and applied for a variety of context
from the business. There are different types of cybersecurity functions are used for
managing cybersecurity. This includes network security, application security, infor-
mation security, and operational security. These processes are having a significant
impact on the promotion of cybersecurity and influence the approach of businesses
and organizations. However, there are different types of threats that are influencing
the approach of the management to maintain the effectiveness in cybersecurity. The
education, medical, and public entities are facing the various issues related to cyber-
security that influencing the data management and increasing the threats. The types
of threats involve the cybercrime that includes targeting the system for financial
gain. The second form of threats is cyberattacks that are politically motivated for the
gathering of the information for personal benefits. The third is cyber terrorism that
is intended to undermine the electronic system to increase the fear in Internet users.
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2.2 ICT Application and Security Issue

The field of information and communication technology (ICT) has evolved with
time. It has significantly increased any country’s responsibility concerning citizens’
security, in addition to having both peaceful and non-peaceful uses [12]. This tech-
nology helps provide easy and secure ways of reaching valid information. In contrast,
it can also lead to identity theft or access to personal information without permis-
sion, i.e., cyberattacks. Cybersecurity is the term used for the security of data. While
this field affects multiple disciplines, the most significant sector affected by ICT
is education. In the current scenario, the universities are using the ICT tools for
managing the educational activities that help to maintain the communication 24*7.
The online communication and sharing of the information are allowing the students
and professors to get knowledge of process and issues. The implementation of ICT
in education is increasing the value to teach and learning by enhancing the effective-
ness by utilizing the videos and audio files. People connected to the Internet using
different devices such as computers, tablets, and smart phones [6]. The networking
system of universities involves the administrative, management, and educational
data. The protection of these kinds of data is the major priority of the universities as
it can harm the trust and reputation of the organization. The universities are become
more concerned about cyber issues and using the different tools and technologies to
overcome the threats.

The issues with ICT related to security are involving the privacy means, lack of
understanding of the utilization of the tools and applications for connecting with the
portal of the university. The third-party vendor services and unauthorized access to
the data is also a big security threat for universities that are using the ICT services.
In addition to this, the lack of knowledge related to ethical and legal policies for
managing the data and security level is influencing the utilization of the technology.
As per the views of the Ullah et al. [13], the Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS)
attacks are a most common type of cyber issues in ICT that affecting the level
of education venue. The motive of such attack is to disruption to the institute’s
network, system or data center that harms the productivity and system approach of
the university. The target of such attack is poorly managed and protected portals of
the universities. Another issue related to security for ICT is data theft. This affects the
level of education by stealing the data of the students and staff such as name, mobile
numbers, address, bank details, and email. The hackers are selling the information
to the third-party or used as a bargaining tool and extort money.

The Internet, which is the flagship product of ICT, is a strong tool for cultural
exchange and a source of wealth for human civilization. The Internet offers people
freedom never previously acquired a possibility of escape, but also of exchanges.
While the relationship between different peoples through the network has its advan-
tages, it is also dangerous and complex. The term cybercrime was born at the end of
the 90s, with the explosion of exchanges via ‘the net’. This period was marked by
increasingly frequent infringements on the Internet, such as violations of the rights to
privacy or confidentiality. The arrival of the Internet, from the top debit, has led to the
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emergence of a new criminality category, cybercrime. Therefore, it was necessary to
set up legislation to adapt to this new type of crime [14].

In the current scenario, major universities are offering the course through an
online platform that is helping in engaging the students and staff members. The
online classes and workshops help provide flexible learning and maintain commu-
nication among professors and students. The universities have developed websites
that offering information related to the course and providing the study material. The
students can log in into the portal through personal email id. This kind of facility is
having a framework for maintaining the security as personal information of students
and university management may not be used for personal benefits. Apart from this,
the issues related to cyber hacking and data manipulation harming the reputation
of the universities. The challenges related to cybersecurity issues that universities
are facing in the current scenario involve the regulatory compliance, third-party
vendor services, lack of expertise for protecting the data and open culture [15].
These issues are affecting the approach and work of universities in Saudi Arabia.
University management needs to improve the security level to maintain the effective-
ness and trust of the staff and students. The management is looking for improvement
in cybersecurity by applying the new technology and verification codes that help in
protecting the unauthorized access and hacking.

Research Questions

1. What are the major cyber threats for the universities of Saudi Arabia?
2. Are the universities able to handle the threats?
3. What are the policies that could be useful for the universities to overcome the

threats of cybersecurity?

This study empirically investigates and appraises the present state of cyberse-
curity management and policies of ten public universities in Saudi Arabian, with a
specific focus on the potential cybersecurity breaches. It is important to have certain
supporting objectives to complete the assessment:

• The first objective is identifying the risk and threat caused by cybercriminals
against the universities in SaudiArabia. There is a significant lack of risk and threat
when it comes to cybersecurity for higher education regarding the importance and
scale of a large volume of sensitive data.

• Second objective by examining whether the universities are ready to handle
the threats and risks they face. Preparation must be determined by the level of
cybersecurity management in the universities.

• Third objective by suggesting recommended policies to enhance the manage-
ment of cybersecurity in the universities. The process of selecting and identi-
fying specific recommendations will be driven by providing evidence including
a recommendation in the context of research.

The implementation of cybersecurity measures requires large investment for soft-
ware and firewalls. In addition to this, cultural issues like bring your own devices to
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increase the challenges for the universities to develop a secure wider network. By
providing the basic training to the management and students for using the network
and access of the personal portal can help secure the data. The management can
provide a simple handbook for policies and tips for practising good cybersecurity
hygiene. This kind of training and sharing of the information can be useful for the
users to protect the network and all access points that could reduce the issues related
to cybercrime with their accounts. Another cost-effective approach to protecting the
data is the implementation of multi-factor authorization [16]. This will involve extra
security steps for users to login into their account onto the network. This will prevent
unauthorized access and help to improve the security level. If the users follow the
MFA tool for authentication can be helpful to improve the network security and
managing the tasks according to the policies of the university. The end-users secu-
rity software is providing the facility for scanning the computer for malicious codes
and support to remove them from the computers. According to Pandey and Misra
[17], the Master Boot Record (MBR) technique is useful for the encryption of the
data and hard drives and detecting the threats. The implementation of electronic secu-
rity encryption is helpful for the real-time detection of the malware issues through
analysis of the heuristic and behavioral analysis of the program or code. The proper
monitoring of the network and devices can be a good approach for protecting from
the cyber issues and improves the security. The knowledge of the potential behavior
of the programs and devices is useful for identifying the issues that could lead to
cybercrime.

2.3 Increasing the Complexity of Cybercrime
in the Education Sector

As stated above, universities contain a large amount of data regarding students’
personal information. The following research studies are the top cybersecurity factors
that businesses or the education sector today must consider [18]

• Increasing complexity, frequency, and scale of cybercrimes
• Leakage of sensitive data, malicious or inadvertent
• Loss of intellectual property
• Strengthening of regulations
• Interconnection of company networks and process control networks

Employees’ cybersecurity awareness is an essential factor for preventing and
securing organizations from cyber threats and to be aware of security threats while
using the Internet [19]. Employee’s usage of the Internet has become an integral
part of any organization’s everyday operations. Technologies also provide opportu-
nities to exploit new markets and respond to the specific needs of clients. Univer-
sity employees’ understanding of cybersecurity awareness is essential considering
their daily use of the Internet. Since the beginning of the technology revolution,
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higher education institutions start following technological innovation and digital
transformation techniques [18].

Universities face several issues in changing the traditional education system to an
eLearning system. Operational risk is one of the challenges faced in this transforma-
tion process. There are some policies and tips for protecting from the cyber issues
that involve timely update the software and operating system of the device and the
network. This will help in implementing the latest security patches for improving
the security level. In addition to this, the utilization of the antivirus software will
be helpful for the management to identify and remove the potential threats from
the computer that could harm the data and files. The trick and knowledge related to
not opening the attachments from the unknown senders and links can be useful for
protecting the devices from infected malware [20]. Moreover, university manage-
ment needs to set strong passwords and validation codes for restricting unauthorized
access.

2.4 Prevention Measures from Cyberattack

The universities need to craft improvement in the measures and policies to protect
the data from the cyberattack. These organizations are facing various issues and chal-
lenges that are affecting the reputation and trust of the stakeholders which directly
affect the financial gain of the universities. According to Puthal et al. [21], there are
different types of approaches available for protecting the data and computer from
the cyber-attack or other digital crimes. The foremost approach for protecting the
computer from the cyberbullying of attack is providing the knowledge and informa-
tion related to security principles of the management or other users of the network.
This is an economical and simple step for improving cybersecurity. In addition to
this, the use of firewalls for the Internet connection can be useful to increase the level
of security and overcome the issues related to data theft. This is a major issue for the
universities to maintain the secure network connection and check the IP addresses
of users to identify the unauthorized access into the portal. Apart from this, it is
necessary to secure the Wi-Fi network for improving the safety as it will limit the
access of the network and control the unauthorized access into the network. This
could be useful for the universities to manage the security operation and identifies
the potential threats by optimizing the security checking. The proper monitoring
and standers approaches for login and access of the university data can help to craft
improvement in the networking and offering the online education and information
to the students and staff members.
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3 Research Methodology

For conducting the research successfully and in the right manner, the researcher
needs to determine the method of the research. The selection of the right method
is beneficial for achieving the goals and objectives. To choose the right method for
the research, the consideration of three aspects is essential such as divers, barriers,
and segmentation. The method of research involves the quantitative and qualitative
and mix type. Qualitative method of research is applied for collecting the data that
influence the opinion of the people to examine and explaining the facts considering
the aim and objectives of the research. This method is allowing the researcher to
collect and analyze the secondary data from the authentic sources and critically
analyze the different aspects of the topic of the study [22]. The quantitative method
of research is applied to discussing the hypothesis derived from the theories. This
kind of method is beneficial for the analysis of the objectives of the study. Apart
from this, the mixed method of research is used for overcoming the drawbacks of
both qualitative and quantitative methods of research and involve theoretical and
numerical data to improve the validity and reliability of the research and meet the
objectives more professional manner [23].

For the current research, the researcher has applied the qualitative method for
collecting the data and analysis. According to this method, the researcher has
collected the non-numerical data from thewebsites of the universities of SaudiArabia
to critically analyze the policies related to cybersecurity. This has helped to gain the
information related to management and cybersecurity concern and approach of the
universities of Saudi Arabia (See Appendix A for the list of the universities). Apart
from this, the researcher has observed the policies of the universities to get knowledge
of the measures implemented for protecting the data and piracy of the management.

3.1 Research Approach

To conduct the research, there are two types of research approaches that have been
used that involve the inductive and deductive types. The inductive approach of
research is used for developing theories considering data analysis and observation.
Apart from this, the deductive approach is used for proving the theory by making
emphasis on the aim and objectives of the research. This kind of approach is useful
for discovering new phenomena considering the findings of the previous studies and
analyzing the different perspectives that could help in supporting the arguments of
the current research. This is a good technique for identifying the gaps in the research
and maintaining the focus on the current standards. However, the indicative research
is more open and helping to get the knowledge and understanding of the existing
situation but having less concern over the past studies for developing the theory [24].
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For the current research, the researcher has applied the deductive approach for
analyzing the cybersecurity management and policies of the Saudi Arabian universi-
ties. The kind of approach has allowed the researcher to collect the primary data from
the websites of the universities and compare the policies for managing cybersecurity.
This kind of approach has also helped to develop a valid and reliable conclusion by
using the data available through the authentic sources and explaining the concept and
variables that have influence the findings of the study. The consideration of existing
data and information has helped in proving the theory and satisfying the aim and
objectives of the study tomeet the desired outcome to analyze the issues that affecting
the networking, data interchange and offering the information to management and
students using the online portal of study in a secure manner.

3.2 Research Design

Research design is an important element formanaging and systematically completing
the study. This section of the study is providing the detail information related to the
what questions need to be answered and when will be the study carried out as well as
what type of data is going to be used for conducting the study. In addition to this, the
research design is helping the researcher to select the technique for collecting and
analyzing the data according to the type of study. There are three types of designs
have been used for managing the study that involves the descriptive, exploratory, and
casual. The descriptive design of the study is used for collecting and analyzing the
information related to large and specified groups by focusing on the two variables of
the study. The exploratory design is used for analyzing the issues bymaking emphasis
on the objectives of the study. This design is flexible and supports the researcher to
explore the new ideas and plan the actions that help in meeting the aim of the study.
Moreover, it is providing insight into more subjective matters that influence current
policies and standards of the chosen topic [25]. Apart from this, the casual design of
the research is applied for analyzing the cause effect relationship of the study and
determining the flow of the data collection approach using the various techniques.

For managing the current research for analyzing the cybersecurity management
and policies of the Saudi Arabian universities, the researcher has selected the
exploratory research design. This design helps complete the qualitative research and
gain an understanding of the issues and approaches a more professional manner. By
using this design, the researcher has done the strategic planning for maintaining the
research in a systematic manner that has saved the time for collecting the data from
the websites of the universities. The utilization of flexible sources for completing the
research has also helped to invalidate the data and increasing the reliability as data
is collected from the unbiased sources. Moreover, the researcher has involved the
users and included the internal reports of the universities based on cybersecurity and
threats to improving the authenticity of the study. This kind of design and approach
has helped the researcher to conclude the study simply and more easily by focusing
on the aim and objectives of the study.
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3.3 Data Collection

Data collection is an important aspect of the study that driver the whole research and
influences the overall actions and outcome of the research. To increase the validity
and reliability of the research, the researcher needs to collect the authentic data and
support the aim and objectives. However, this research collected the data from the
websites of the Saudi Arabian universities to understand the policies and measures
that applied by the management for overcoming the threats of the data hacking,
phishing, and unauthorized access into the portal. Apart from this, the consideration
of information provided in the literature review has also helped in supporting the
arguments and discussion of the finding. This kind of data collection approach of the
researcher has also supported in minimizing the cost of the study and completing it
in the estimated time.

3.4 Sampling and Data Analysis

To conduct the primary research, the researcher needs to define the sampling method
and size of the sample. The prior identification and selection of the population and
characteristics of the respondents are helpful for the researcher to develop a logical
conclusion from the finding of the data analysis. For the sampling, there are two
types of methods have been used that involve the probability and non-probability
sampling. The probability sampling method is applied when the researcher knows
the entire population. Apart from this, the non-probabilitymethods are applied where
the researcher is free for choosing the sample according to own convenience [26].
Now, to complete the study about analyzing the cybersecurity management and
policies of Saudi Arabian universities, the researcher has applied the non-probability
method and selected the sample size of 10 universities of Saudi Arabia.

Data analysis is the most important part of the research that helps in developing
the valid conclusion and meets the objectives and aim of the study. The current
study is based on the qualitative type and exploratory research design. Therefore,
the researcher has chosen the thematic and frequency distribution analysis method
for the analysis of the data collected through the primary method. The researcher
has developed the themes based on the questions and evaluated the collected data.
To maintain the systematic approach for the presentation of the data, the researcher
has developed the graphs with an interpretation of the respondents related to the
challenges and policies of the universities. This kind of presentation will help the
readers to understand the response and approach of the analysis that used for evalu-
ation of the data [27]. Moreover, this kind of approach is beneficial for maintaining
transparency and offering the recommendations to maintain the effectiveness in the
cybersecurity for the universities of Saudi Arabia. Apart from this, the researcher
has provided a discussion over the findings of the analysis to satisfy the aim and
objectives of the research.
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4 Data Analysis

The important part of the research is the data analysis which provide the right infor-
mation related to the study and help the readers to understand and well knowledge
the process of the researcher evaluate the sample to meet the aim and objectives
of the research. The researcher has developed different theme by focusing on the
approaches of the selected universities and analyzed of their websites and students
portals. Furthermore, the researcher has observed the actions and approaches of the
students and staff to get the access of the information using thewebsites of the univer-
sities. This can help to understand the related actions and issues of the universities
as well as own experience by analyzing through the cyber policies and standards of
the universities.

Theme 1: Experience of Cybersecurity at University
There are many universities in Saudi Arabia that offering different types of courses
and classes according to global standards and providing support to the students
through the website. The management has developed a dynamic website that offers
the information related to course, library and future activities in the time of COVID-
19. According to the analysis of the 10 universities websites from Saudi Arabia, the
leading universities like King Abdulaziz, Jazan University, King Faisal University
and Qassim University have updated the privacy policies for the cybersecurity and
protection of the data. Themanagements have developed the sites that have protection
for unauthorized access and seeking for the registration before login into account
of the university. The knowledge is the legal framework and follow us with the
regulations for the cybersecurity guidelines is supporting the universities to maintain
the quality network and provide the safety for the users of the website. Apart from
this, the King Fahd University of petroleum and minerals, University of Hail and
Taibah University are not secured according to the guidelines of the IT to protect the
content and information of the visitors of the sites and students. The changes in the
current policies and guidelines for the cybersecurity are not updated in the websites
if the universities and having a negative impact on the privacy and leading toward the
issues like hacking and phishing. Now, the management of the universities need to
understand the challenges and get the support from the IT companies to increase the
security level and maintain the good practices for storing and access of the accounts
of the staff and students.

Theme 2: Major Issues Observed
According to the analysis of the online portal of the universities of Saudi Arabia, it
can be considered that some of the online portals are having good practices related to
maintaining cybersecurity. The universities such as JazanUniversity, QassimUniver-
sity, King Abdulaziz, and King Khalid University have implemented the protocols
and applied tools that are checking the IP addresses and approach of the users tomain-
tain the security. The issues that identified in the online education process involve the
phishing of the data, data leakage, and IoT ransomware. These are having a direct
impact on the devices that are connected with the network of the organization. The
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users are facing the challenges related to the stealing of personal information from
their accounts and changes in the bio and other data without their permission. As per
the analysis of the websites of the universities, the lack of monitoring and regular
updating of the security versions the users are facing issues. Most of the issues have
been found in King Fahd University of petroleum and minerals, University of Hail
and Taibah University. The users have a complaint about these but lack of concern
and response from the management is influencing the issues related to cybersecurity.
The phishing of information about the passwords, usernames, and payment details
for the course is having a negative impact on the process of the data using the online
portals of the universities. The users are not trusting the entities and not providing the
personal details through contact services of the websites of the universities. The lack
of security measures is having a direct impact on the reputation of the educational
institutions and raising the questions for the management to maintain the standards.
Moreover, the evaluation of websites related to cyber policies have highlighted the
issues related to data privacy as there are no policies for cloud-based data storage and
access to it. The universities are not following the General Data Protection Regula-
tion that is defined by the IT authorities of the nation. The leakage of information
is a major threat for the students and staff members as it can be used for personal
benefits or fraud. The threat of stealing personal data is requiring strict actions from
the universities to overcome the threats related to cybersecurity. In addition to this,
the Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) attacks are the most common type of
cyber issues in ICT that affecting the level of education venue (Fig. 1).

Theme 3: Awareness of the Policies Related to Cybersecurity
According to the evaluation of the websites of Saudi Arabian universities, it has
carried out that only 3 out of every 10 students from different universities are having
the knowledge of the policies related to cybersecurity. Most of the network users are
not aware of the policies and regulations that need to be considered for maintaining
the protection of the data and information they are sharing through the network. Apart

Fig. 1 Cyber issues. Source Al-Mhiqani et al. [28, p. 506]
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from this, the universities management is not offering any training and information
related to the cyber policies that might help in increasing the safety of the data
and support in protecting the data. The IT facilities are operated by approval of the
university management.

According to the analysis of websites of the universities, there are some policies
and privacy-related regulations arementioned that are helping the users to understand
the approach for using the network. The Jazan University, Qassim University, King
Abdulaziz, and King Khalid University have implemented the protocols and applied
tools and offering the information related to the utilization of the cloud services
and use of the protocols for managing the details of the individual. The universities
are also offering information for the responsibilities of the individual for using the
network and login to the portal. The policies are applied for users and devices of the
IT facilities and services and the IT team is configuring the computers and laptops
that helping to protect the information and data from hacking and phishing. However,
it is the responsibilities of people to get the knowledge and information of the poli-
cies and legal obligations to maintain their privacy and protection from the issues
related to cybercrime. The management and students have to get the knowledge and
understanding of the applicable statutory legislation for maintaining the standards
and following the guidelines of the universities. In addition to this, the universities
have to provide the information for attack and cyber issues that might cause problems
for the individual through advertising and IT support (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Global cybersecurity awareness and preparedness per region (29 Source Global Cyberse-
curity Index (GCI) [, p. 18]
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Theme 4: Awareness of the Policies Related to Cybersecurity
There are various sources that are offering information and knowledge about the
cybersecurity approaches and framework for improving the protection level for the
data. To gain the knowledge of cyber policies, the literature review and analysis of
website have provided the name of sources such as online articles, discussionwith the
IT experts, focusing on the privacy policies mentioned on the website of the univer-
sities and joining the workshop. All the users of university are not from the technical
background and not having much understanding of the issues and cybersecurity. To
gain knowledge after facing the issues, the users of the IoT and ICT services of
universities are giving preference to reading the online articles and approaches to
utilizing the particular software. This kind of approach has helped them to under-
stand the operational process and developing the technical skills that might support
in mitigating the vulnerabilities.

The implementation of cyber securities is not having a direct impact on the
approach of an individual as hackers are using the advance tools and techniques
for phishing and stealing the data. According to the analysis of the policies and
framework if university’s cybersecurity, it can be considered that major sources of
gaining the knowledge of the policies and cybersecurity measures are online reading
and follow up of the standards mentioned on the website of the university. The major
legislations of the Saudi Arabian government for cybersecurity involve the Telecom
Act 2001, Anti-Cyber Crime Law 2009, and Electronic Transaction Law 2007. The
management and students of the universities can get information about cybersecu-
rity and approaches by reading these articles and improve practices for controlling,
regulating and applying the legal framework for managing the online accounts.

According to the analysis of the websites of universities, it can be considered that
Jazan University, Qassim University, King Abdulaziz and King Khalid University,
King Fahd University of petroleum and minerals, University of Hail and Taibah
University have mentioned the policies and framework for the protection of the data
of individual by following the policies. Thewebsites of these universities are offering
the knowledge and understanding about the legal information related to security
and offering of the personal information to authorized links of the university. The
management has clearly stated that the use of privacy control measures as per the
government and university approaches for managing cybersecurity is helpful for
overcoming the risks (Fig. 3).

Apart from this, the universities are getting the knowledge and understanding
from the leading cyber companies for protecting their network, operating system
and cloud data. As per the analysis, the major universities of Saudi Arabia are taking
assistance from the United States’ National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) for gaining the knowledge about the cybersecurity functions and improving
the policies for the Internet security. In addition to this, the USA organization is
offering the knowledge and creating the awareness about the cloud computing that
involves the identification of safe and private network for offering the learning and
education to the students and providing the facility for the controlling the activities
and managing the data safe and secure. Moreover, the organizations have to develop
the IT expert desk for offering the information related to the policies and approach for
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Fig. 3 Knowledge ( Source Alzahrani and Alomar, p. 134)

the individual to manage the cybersecurity operations. The comprehensive knowl-
edge and information related to security policies will help to overcome the issues.
The lacking in monitoring and understanding of the policies are creating threats for
Saudi Arabian universities to manage the cyber issues and improve security.

Theme 5: Changes Required for Improving the Cybersecurity
The major changes that suggested by the respondents involve continues develop-
ment and improvement in cyber defences, monitoring and review of the practices
and activities of people who involve in the unauthorized access of the data. More-
over, it is important for the universities to develop the risk audit and compliance
committees that are responsible for the implementation of the practices and offering
of the information to the management and users. The analysis of sites and cyber-
security policies of universities has suggested that overseeing of the cybersecurity
and capability control is also essential for improving the approach of the universi-
ties for managing the IT facilities. The framework of universities is lacking and not
meeting the standards of operational support facilities. The programmers and testing
team is required for supervising and identifying the gaps in the security services
and implementation of the support plan to fix it. According to the principles of the
data security, the changes that required for mitigating the issues of Saudi Arabian
universities involve the adoption, compliance and regulatory management.

There is the requirement of cloud security coordinator center in Saudi Arabia that
will look after the equipment and provide the training to the IT experts for creating the
awareness about the issues and approaches that help in protecting from cybercrime.
As per the analysis, the major requirement for strict implementation and adherence
to all current cybersecurity laws in the universities and compulsory training for the
management for better understanding of the cloud data and protection.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

The research has analyzed the cybersecurity management and policy issues in Saudi
Arabian Universities and identified that there are various issues that are influencing
the approach of the staff and students to maintain the privacy and other security
measures for data. According to analysis, the university is lacking in infrastructure
development and continues improvement in the cyber policies and regulations. The
students and management are also not aware of the policies and protection standards
that required for improving the data security to maintain the safety of their personal
information and digital learning approaches. The research has also identified the
computing technologies used by the universities for offering education and securing
there data and activities over the network. In addition to this, the study has analyzed
that the universities have developed websites that offering information related to
the course and providing the study material. The students can login into the portal
through personal email id.

In the current scenario, the higher educational institutions are using the digital
technologies and devices for offering the learning and sharing of the study material
with the students. This is helping to connect with the students and monitor their
learning more effective manner. Moreover, this type of learning is also helping the
students to get real-time support from the website of the universities by accessing the
library by creating the account. However, the cybersecurity issues related to phishing,
hacking attack of the various viruses and hacking is influencing the approaches of
the individual. There is no awareness about the issues and policies for maintaining
the standards of the security which influencing the management approaches and
implementation of good practices [3]. The knowledge and application of the global
policies and regulations for cybersecurity can be useful for the university manage-
ments to overcome the impact of the hacking, malware attack, phishing of the data
and misuse of the cloud storage. The issues with ICT related to security are involving
the privacy means, lack of understanding of the utilization of the tools and appli-
cations for connecting with the portal of the university. Moreover, information and
knowledge of the multilayer cybersecurity approach is the best way to protect the
data and systematically manage the information.

According to the analysis of the study, the universities of Saudi Arabia are looking
to update the cybersecurity measures and policies to increase the standards of cyber
activities and actions.

As per the analysis, the implementation of the new technique is involving end-to-
end protection. The implementation of electronic security encryption is helping for
the real-time detection of the malware issues through analysis of the heuristic and
behavioral analysis of the program or code. Apart from this, the study has identified
that universities of SaudiArabia are using different software and suits that are helping
to increase the level of cybersecurity. In addition to this, the implementation of cloud-
based security protection is helping the universities and management to secure the
browsing and protecting from the virus attack as it blocked the site of links.
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In addition to this, the lack of implementation of intrusion policies for detecting
unauthorized access is also affecting the cybersecurity of the universities. The study
has discussed and provided the information related to the implementation of excep-
tions policy and host integration that can be useful for the universities to protect the
data and maintaining the security level. The exceptions policy provides the ability
to exclude applications and processes from the detection of the virus and scan the
data. In addition to this, host integration is helping the users and network providers
to enforce and restore the security of the client computer that influence the level
of the security and give the information about the implementation of protocols of
accessing the portal. Apart from this, the research has identified the approaches that
required the changes in the policies and framework for managing data security at the
university level.

By considering the analysis and identification of cybersecurity issues andmanage-
ment approaches of the Saudi Arabian universities, it can be considered that the
identified 10 universities are facing different issues. The management has to look
into the challenges and have to plan the development for the betterment of the secure
network. Following are the recommendations that could be useful for the universi-
ties to manage the issues and craft improvement in the cyber policies and implement
them strictly:

• The universities can take support from the international agencies that are identi-
fying the issues and developing the tools for protecting the data. The American
companies are best in this business and offering the best software and frame-
work that could help the universities to improve the standards. The universities
can contact with the NIST of USA for constancy and offering the support for
continuous improvement in the policies and infrastructure of the organizations.

• For protecting from the cyber issues and craft improvement in the services options
and datamanagement, it is recommended to the universitymanagement to conduct
the regular monitoring of the servers, devices, network, and approaches of the
users. The proper auditing will be helpful for the management to understand the
factors that are creating barriers andmake real-time efforts to improve the services
standards.

• The management of universities has to develop the IT desk for protecting cyber
issues. This kind of approach will help in influencing the security measures. The
development of the IT expert desk for offering the information related to the
policies and approach for the individual to manage the cybersecurity operations.
The comprehensive knowledge and information related to security policies will
help to overcome the issues. In addition to this, the use of AI tools and technology
will be helpful for improving the protection which will monitor the approach of
the users and functioning of the operating system.
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Appendix A: List of Universities

1. King Abdulaziz University https://www.kau.edu.sa/Home.aspx
2. King fahd university of petroleum and minerals http://www.kfupm.edu.sa/ar/

Default.aspx
3. King Faisal University https://www.kfu.edu.sa/sites/Home/
4. King Khalid University https://www.kku.edu.sa/
5. King Saud University https://www.ksu.edu.sa/en/
6. Qassim University https://www.qu.edu.sa/
7. TaibahUniversity https://www.taibahu.edu.sa/Pages/AR/Home.aspx
8. Taif University https://www.tu.edu.sa/
9. University of Hail http://www.uoh.edu.sa/Pages/default.aspx
10. Jazan University https://www.jazanu.edu.sa/
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Central Bank Digital Currencies
(CBDCs) as a New Tool
of E-Government: Socio-economic
Impacts

Galia Kondova and Patrik Rüegg

Abstract A central bank digital currency (CBDC) in comparison with other forms
of digital money presents a direct claim on the issuing central bank. There are
three architecture types of CBDC, namely indirect CBDCs, hybrid CBDCs, and
direct (retail) CBDCs, all based on blockchain technology. This paper briefly
discusses these three types and outlines the major socio-economic effects this new
e-government tool could have on the economy.

Keywords CBDC · Digital currency · E-government · Blockchain · Economic
policy

1 Introduction

Cryptocurrencies have been on the rise since the launch of bitcoin shortly after the
global financial crisis in 2008. The blockchain being the underlying technology
behind cryptocurrencies facilitates peer-to-peer transactions in a secure manner
without the necessity of a trusted third party and thus promises efficiency gains.
Several central banks have been exploring possibilities for the introduction of a
central bank digital currency (CBDC), which is digital legal tender based on the
blockchain technology [1].

It is worth noting that electronic money is available for quite some time including
e-banking transactions, credit card transactions, online transactions, etc. One major
difference, however, between digital currency and theCBDC is theway the settlement
of transactions takes place. Currently, the processing and settlement of customer
transactions are restricted to financial institutions [2]. Thus, the customer faces the
risk of default of the financial institution as an intermediary in the transaction. In the
case of a direct CBDC, however, the CBDC presents a direct claim on the issuing
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central bank and the central bank handles all retail payments. This last aspect implies
important socio-economic impacts that will be discussed later.

2 CBDC Architectures

According to Auer and Boehme [3], there are three fundamental retail CBDC archi-
tectures under discussion, namely the direct, the hybrid, and the indirect CBDC. An
overview of the three CBDC types is presented in Fig. 1.

The direct CBDC entitles the holder to a direct claim on the issuing central
bank which is also responsible for handling all retail payments. The financial
intermediaries or the central bank itself are responsible for the onboarding of the
users.

Fig. 1 Synthetic, direct, and hybrid CBDC scheme of legal claims and settlement occurrence [3]
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The indirect CBDC presents a claim on an intermediary that is fully backed at the
central bank. The central bank only handles wholesale payments in this case. The
intermediaries are responsible for the onboarding of customers and the settlement of
retail payments. The indirect CBDC architecture thus resembles the current two-tier
banking system only that it is operated on a new technology, namely the blockchain.

The hybrid CBDC (h-CBDC) incorporates a two-tier structure with direct claims
on the central bank while real-time payments are handled by intermediaries. The
intermediaries are also responsible for onboarding and handling retail payments.

3 Socio-economic Impacts

To assess the impact of the introduction of a CBDC, it is important to identify the
most important stakeholders. These include the central bank, private banks, firms,
and consumers [4] for which the following socio-economic impact analysis has been
conducted.

3.1 Impact on Consumers

Auer and Boehme [3] highlight the importance of a CBDC providing a “cash-like
with peer-to-peer functionality” and offering “convenient real-time payments” in
the design of its architecture. Furthermore, the choice of an underlying technology
(blockchain or a conventional infrastructure) should be made to ensure “resilient and
robust operations.” Moreover, decisions on how to deal with consumer information
should be made to make sure that the CBDCs are “accessible to all” and “ensure
privacy in lawful exchange” [3]. Finally, CBDCs should facilitate cross-border
payments.

Bank of England [5] formulates the core CBDC design principles in regards of
retail payments as being reliable and resilient, fast and efficient, and innovative and
open to competition.

An important consideration is also whether a CBDC is interest-bearing or not,
the latter being classified as “cash-like” since bank notes and coins today are not
interest-bearing [6].

3.2 Impact on Central Banks

Digital currencies like CBDCs could be considered as a new tool for conducting
monetary policy by central banks. Some authors argue that CBDCs could “accom-
modate features that can potentially amount to granting additional powers to central
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banks, such as having higher surveillance power over transactions and imposing
negative interest rates, which would otherwise be absent or limited” [7].

Bank of England [5] identifies several opportunities from a central bank perspec-
tive, namely supporting a resilient payment landscape, avoiding the risks of new
forms of private money creation, supporting competition, efficiency, and innovation
in payments, meeting future payment needs in a digital economy, improving the
availability and usability of central bank money, addressing the consequences of
a decline in cash use, CBDC could function as a building block for better cross-
border payments. An additional strong advantage could be the availability of a
programmable feature to CBDCs based on the application of smart contracts. This
would allow for automated money flows or automated interest payments [8].

At the same time, [5] also identifies risks associated with the introduction of a
CBDC, namely disintermediation risk (switching from deposits to CBDC, posing
a threat to private banks, and therefore the availability of credit to companies and
households), financial instability through a rapid flow from deposits toward CBDC
(e.g., digital bank run).

3.3 Impact on Banks

The possible introduction of a CBDC has the potential to disrupt the traditional retail
banking sector business models by enabling a peer-to-peer financial system without
the need of financial intermediaries. Thus, CBDC poses the risk of a loss of the
systemic advantage of the banking sector while at the same time increases pressure
on banks to keep up with innovations of the FinTech companies.

Banks are already facing strong competition fromFinTech companies like the P2P
lending platforms in Europe. They effectively provide for provision of credit without
bank intermediation [9]. This P2P lending could become even more important with
the introduction of a direct CBDC since this would enable a P2P lending in CBDC
equal to physical cash borrowing from a friend.

Vives [9] envisages that all these disruptive trends would lead in the long run to
the development of a platform economy enabled by a CBDC to offer wide-range,
consumer centric financial services in a partnership business model involving all
stakeholders.

4 Conclusion

This paper provided an overview of the CBDC architectures under discussion and
the related socio-economic impacts.

There are several opportunities related to CBDCs that have been identified in
association with payment transactions such as an improved efficiency of cash circu-
lation as well as lower costs of payment transaction. In addition, it is expected that
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the introduction of CBDCs would facilitate the financial inclusion of private digital
payment providers as well as enhance the traceability and monitoring of payment
transaction. In terms of monetary policy, the expected benefits are related to a better
monetary control due to the real-time data collection.

On the other hand, several socio-economic challenges have been identified in
relation to CBDCs such as increased expenses for addressing cybersecurity issues,
preventing money laundering abuses, and ensuring system resilience. Moreover, the
introduction of a CBDC poses a most significant challenge, namely the one of trans-
forming the existing legacy payment infrastructure without threatening the financial
system as a whole.
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An Adaptive Self-modeling Network
Model for Multilevel Organizational
Learning

Gülay Canbaloğlu, Jan Treur, and Peter Roelofsma

Abstract Multilevel organizational learning concerns an interplay of different types
of learning at individual, team, and organizational levels. These processes use
complex dynamic and adaptivemechanisms.A second-order adaptive networkmodel
for this is introduced here and illustrated.

Keywords Multilevel organizational learning · Adaptive network model ·
Self-model

1 Introduction

Multilevel organizational learning is a complex, dynamic, adaptive, cyclical, and non-
linear type of learning involving multiple levels and both dependent on individuals
and independent of individuals. It ismultilevel because the learning of an organization
involves learning at the level of individuals, at the level of teams (or groups or
projects), and at the level of the organization via feed forward and feedback pathways:

Through feed forward processes, new ideas and actions flow from the individual to the
group to the organization levels. At the same time, what has already been learned feeds back
from the organization to group and individual levels, affecting how people act and think.
(Wiewiora et al. [5], p. 532)
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There is growing consensus in the literature that the theory of organizational learning
should consider individual, team, and organizational levels. (Wiewiora et al. [15], p. 94)

There is a huge amount of literature on multilevel organizational learning such as
[1, 3, 5, 7–9, 14, 15]. However, systematic approaches to obtain (adaptive) compu-
tational models for it cannot be found. In the current paper, a self-modeling network
modeling perspective is used to model the different adaptive, interacting processes
of multilevel organizational learning.

Computational modeling of multilevel organizational learning provides a more
observable formalization of multilevel organizational learning and provides possi-
bilities to perform “in silico” (simulation) experiments with it. To this end, the self-
modeling network modeling approach introduced in Treur [10] that is explained in
detail in Sect. 3 is used in this current paper.

First, Sect. 2 presents how literature provides ideas onmentalmodels at individual,
team, andorganization level and their role inmultilevel organizational learning. Then,
Sect. 3 explains the characteristics and details of adaptive self-modeling network
models, and how they can be used to model the different processes concerning
dynamics, adaptation, and control of mental models. In Sect. 4, the controlled adap-
tive network model for multilevel organizational learning is introduced. Then, in
Sect. 5, an example simulation scenario is explained in detail. Section 6 is a discussion
section.

2 Background Literature

The quotes in the introduction section illustrate the perspective adopted here. Mental
models are considered a vehicle tomodel the interplay of learning at individual, team,
and organizational level. Individual mental models learnt are a basis for formation
of shared team mental models; these shared team mental models provide input for
the shared mental models at the organization level. Conversely, these shared mental
models at organization and team level are used to improve shared teammentalmodels
and individual mental models, respectively. The picture of the different pathways
shown in Fig. 1 is a slightly rearranged version of Fig. 1 in Crossan et al. [5] and also
strongly resembles Fig. 4 of Wiewiora et al. [15] and Fig. 3 of Wiewiora et al. [14].

Inspired by this, as a basis for the analysis made here, the considered overall
multilevel organizational learning process consistsof the following main processes
and interactions; see also [5] and Wiewiora et al. [15]:

(a) Individual level

(1) Creating and maintaining individual mental models
(2) Choosing for a specific context a suitable individual mental model as

focus
(3) Applying a chosen individual mental model for internal simulation
(4) Improving individual mental models
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Fig. 1 Dynamics of
organizational learning;
adapted from Crossan et al.
[5], Fig. 1. For a similar
picture, see Wiewiora et al.
[15], Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 of
Wiewiora et al. [14]

(b) From individual level to team level (feed forward learning)

(1) Deciding about creation of shared team mental models
(2) Creating shared team mental models based on developed individual

mental models

(c) From team level to organization level (feed forward learning)

(1) Deciding about creation of shared mental models
(2) Creating shared mental models based on developed individual mental

models

(d) From organization level to team level (feedback learning)

(1) Deciding about teams to adopt shared organization mental models
(2) Teams adopting shared mental models

(e) From team level to individual level (feedback learning)

(1) Deciding about individuals to adopt shared team mental models
(2) Individuals adopting shared team mental models by learning them

(f) Individual level

(1) Creating and maintaining individual mental models
(2) Choosing for a specific context a suitable individual mental model as

focus
(3) Applying a chosen individual mental model for internal simulation
(4) Improving individual mental models
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This overview provided useful input to the design of the computational network
model for multilevel organizational learning that will be introduced in Sect. 4.

3 The Self-modeling Network Modeling Approach

In this section, the self-modeling modeling approach [11] used is explained. A
network model is defined by (where X and Y are nodes or states of the network):

• Connectivity characteristics
Connections from one state X to a state Y with their weights ωX,Y

• Aggregation characteristics

For any state Y, a combination function ccY (..) is used to specify the aggregation
that is applied to the impacts ωX,YX(t) on Y from the incoming connections from
states X to Y

• Timing characteristics

For each state Y, a speed factor ηY defines how fast it changes for given causal
impact.

The following difference equations are used for simulation; they are based on the
network characteristics ωX,Y , cY (..), ηY in a canonical manner:

Y (t + �t) = Y (t) + ηY [cY (ωX1,Y X1(t), . . . ,ωXk ,Y Xk(t)) − Y (t)]�t (1)

for each state Y, where X1 to Xk are the states from which Y receives incoming
connections. The dedicated software environment [11, Chap. 9] includes a library
with currently around 50 basic combination functions. The examples of basic combi-
nation functions that are applied in the model introduced here can be found in Table
1.

By a self-modeling network (also called a reified network), a network-oriented
conceptualization can also be applied to adaptive networks; see Treur [10]. Here,
new states are added to the network (called self-model states) representing network
characteristics. These self-model states are depicted at a next level (called self-model
level or reification level); the original network is at the base level.

This is often applied to the weightωX,Y of a connection from stateX to state Y; this
is represented by a self-model stateWX,Y . Similarly, any other network characteristic
fromωX,Y , cY (..),ηY canbe self-modeled by including self-model states. For example,
a speed factor ηY can be represented by a self-model state HY .

This self-modeling network construction can be applied iteratively to obtain
multiple orders of self-models at multiple (first-order, second-order, …) self-model
levels. For example, a second-order self-model may include a second-order self-
model state HwX,Y representing the speed factor ηwX,Y for the (learning) dynamics of
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Table 1 The combination functions applied in the introduced network model

Notation Formula Parameters

Advanced
logistic
sum

alogisticσ,τ(V1,
…,Vk)

[ 1
1+e−σ(V1+···+Vk−τ)

− 1
1+eστ) ](1 + e−στ) Steepness σ > 0

Excitability threshold
τ

Steponce steponceα,β(..) 1 if time t is between α and β, else 0 Start time α

End time β

Hebbian
learning

hebbμ(V1, V2,
V3)

V1 ∗ V2(1 − V3) + μV3 V1,V2 activation
levels of states X and
Y; V3 activation level
of the self-model
state WX,Y
Persistence factor μ

Maximum
composed
with
Hebbian
learning

max-hebbμ(V1,
…, Vk)

max(hebbμ(V1, V2, V3), V4, . . . , V k)

Scaled
maximum

smaxλ(V1, …,
Vk)

max(V1, …, Vk)/λ Scaling factor λ

first-order self-model state WX,Y which in turn represents the adaptation of connec-
tion weight ωX,Y . Similarly, a persistence factorμwX,Y of such a first-order self-model
state WX,Y used for adaptation (e.g., based on Hebbian learning) can be represented
by a second-order self-model state MwX,Y .

In the current paper, the self-modeling network perspective is applied to design a
second-order adaptive mental network architecture addressing the mental and social
processes underlying organizational learning by proper handling of individualmental
models and shared mental models. In this self-modeling network architecture, the
base level addresses the use of a mental model by internal simulation, the first-
order self-model the adaptation of the mental model, and the second-order self-
model level models the control over this; see Fig. 2. In this way, the three-level
cognitive architecture described in Treur and Van Ments [11], Van Ments et al. [13]

         Control of adaptation 
           of a mental model

Adaptation 
         of a mental model

Internal simulation 
          by a mental model

               Second-order self-model
                  of a mental model

First-order self-model 
              of a mental model

Base level with a mental model 
            as subnetwork

Three-level cognitive architecture                Self-modeling network architecture 

Fig. 2 Computational formalization of the three-level cognitive architecture for mental model
handling from Van Ments et al. [12] by a self-modeling network architecture
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Fig. 3 Connectivity of the second-order adaptive network model for the second-order self-model
of the mental models: the interactions between the first-order self-model level and the second-order
self-model level: the second-order Hebbian learning for the second-order W-states (the WW-states)

is formalized computationally in the form of a self-modeling network architecture.
In Bhalwankar and Treur [2], it is shown how specific forms of learning and their
control canbemodeledbasedon this self-modelingnetwork architecture, in particular
learning by observation and learning by instruction and combinations thereof Yi and
Davis [16], Van Gog et al. [12]. Some of these forms of learning will also be applied
in the model for multilevel organizational learning introduced here in Sect. 4.

4 The Network Model for Organizational Learning

In the considered case study concerning tasks a, b, c, and d, initially, the individual
mental models of 4 people are different and based on some strong and some weak
connections; they do not use a stronger shared mental model as that does not exist
yet. Themultilevel organizational learning addressed to improve the situation covers:

1. Individual (Hebbian) learningbypersons of theirmentalmodels through internal
simulation which results in stronger but still incomplete and different mental
models. Person A and C’s mental models have no connection from task c to task
d, and person B and D’s mental models have no connection from a to b.

2. Formation of two shared teammentalmodels for teamsT1 (consisting of persons
AandB) andT2 (consisting of personsCandD) based on the different individual
mentalmodels.Aprocess of unificationby aggregation takes place (feed forward
learning).
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Fig. 4 Base level states of the introduced adaptive network model

3. Formation of a shared organization mental model based on the two teammental
models. Again, a process of unification by aggregation takes place (feed forward
learning).

4. Flow of information and knowledge from organization mental model to team
mental models, e.g., a form of instructional learning (feedback learning).

5. Learning of individual mental models from the shared teammental models, e.g.,
also a form of instructional learning (feedback learning).

6. Improvements on these individualmentalmodels by individual learning through
internal simulation which results in stronger and now complete mental models
(by Hebbian learning). Now, person A and C’s mental models have a connection
from task c to task d, and person B and D’s mental models have a connection
from a to b.
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The connectivity of the introduced network model is shown in Fig. 3; for an
overview of the states, see Figs. 4 and 5, and for more details about the connections
and how they relate to (a) to (f) from Sect. 2, see the Appendix stored as Linked Data
at URL https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354352746.

The undermost base level of this model has mental model states for individuals,
teams and organization, and also context states for activation of six different phases
(like the (a) to (f) in Sect. 2.3) at different times. The mental states of persons are
connected to each other according to the order of the tasks, and the first ones have a

Fig. 5 First-order self-model states of the introduced adaptive network model

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354352746
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connection from first context state to be able to start to perform internal simulation
and learn. As can be seen in Fig. 3, some connections between task states of persons
are dashed, which means initially there is no connection. Therefore, states where
these dashed connections are, are the “hollow” non-known mental states of persons.
These states have connections from a fifth context state to enable to observe the
improvement of individual with the impact of organization and team mental models
in Phase 5. The base level mental states relate to the basic tasks and can be considered
as the basic ingredients of the mental models representing knowledge on relations
between tasks.

To make the mental models adaptive, first-order self-model states are added in
the intermediary level. These are W-states representing adaptive weights for each
developed connection of individual, team, and organization mental states in the base
level. There are also intralevel W-to-W connections between first-order W-states
here to provide feed forward learning in Phase 2 and Phase 3 and feedback learning
in Phase 4 and Phase 5 [5]. These W-to-W connections correspond to the arrows for
feed forward and feedback learning shown in Fig. 1.

Formation of shared team and organization mental models is performed by this
feed forward learning mechanism, and the learning from the shared organization
mental model and the shared team mental model by individuals occurs by the
feedback learning mechanism.

To control this adaptivity in first-order adaptation level, second-order self-model
states are added in the uppermost level. In first place, there are WW-states (higher-
order W-states) for (intralevel) connections between first-order adaptivity level W-
states, in other words, adaptive weight representation of the connections of adaptive
weight representation states in the level below. These control processes are left out
of consideration in Fig. 1 based on Crossan et al. [5] andWiewiora et al. [15] but still
are crucial for the processes to function well. Additionally, HW-states for adaptation
speeds of connection weights in the first-order adaptation level and MW-states for
persistence of adaptation are placed here. This provides the speed and persistence
control of the adaptation. For a full specification of the network model, see linked
data at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354352746.

5 Example Simulation Scenario

In this scenario, for reasons of presentation, a multi-phase approach is applied to
get a clear picture of the progress of multilevel organizational learning via teams.
In general, the model can also process all phases simultaneously. It is possible to
see the feed forward flow of the development of shared team mental models from
individual mental models first, formation of the shared organization mental model
originating from teams’ mental models, then and finally, by the feedback flow, the
impact of these shared mental models on teams and individuals. In practice and also
in the model, these phases also can overlap or take place entirely simultaneously.
The considered six phases are as follows:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354352746
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• Phase 1: Individual mental model usage and learning

This relates to (a) in Sect. 2. Different individual mental models by four different
persons are constructed and strengthened here. The knowledge levels of people for
the tasks, initially, are not same. Thus, the learning levels are different as can be seen
in the first phase between time 25 and 200 in the simulation graph in Fig. 6. For
example, activation levels of first three base state for tasks a to c of person A from
Team 1 and person C from Team 2 (a_A to c_A and a_C to c_C) increase while the
activation levels of states for task d (d_A and d_C) remain at zero indicating that they
do not have knowledge on this task. A similar lack of knowledge is observed for the
other persons B from Team 1 and D from Team 2, for task a this time. Therefore, the
activation levels of their states a_B and a_D remain at zero in this phase, while others
get increased (b_B to d_B and b_D to d_D). After this first individual learning phase,
forgetting takes place for all persons because they do not have perfect persistence
factors self-model M-state values (values < 1, meaning imperfection). Increased

Fig. 6 Simulation graph showing all states
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W-states during phase 1, start to slightly decrease after phase 1 at different rates
representing the differences between persons concerning forgetting speed.

• Phase 2: Shared team mental model formation (feed forward learning)

This relates to (b) in Sect. 2. Formation of two shared teammentalmodels happens
in this phase. The collaboration of the individuals creates the aggregation of their
mental models as part of feed forward organizational learning (in this case team
learning). The W-states of the teams (Wa_T1,b_T1 to Wc_T1,d_T1 and Wa_T2,b_T2 to
Wc_T2,d_T2) increase at different rates in Phase 2 between time 250 and 300 in Fig. 6.
Team 1 becomes better at the connection c→d, and Team 2 becomes better at connec-
tiona→bbecause the teamshave different persons.Then, these sharedmentalmodels
are maintained by the two teams.

• Phase 3: Shared organization mental model formation (feed forward
learning)

This relates to (c) in Sect. 2. A shared organization mental model is formed in this
phase from the unification and aggregation of the two shared team mental models.
The values of shared organization mental model W-states (Wa_O,b_O to Wc_O,d_O)
increase here between time 350 and 400.

• Phase 4: Feedback learning of the shared team mental model from the shared
organization mental model

This relates to (d) in Sect. 2. Knowledge from the shared organization mental
model is received by the team mental models as a form of (instructional) feedback
learning here in this phase. The (higher-order adaptive) connections from organiza-
tion W-states to teams W-states (X68 to X73) become activated, and the teams start
to get stronger connections about tasks.

• Phase 5: Feedback learning of the individual mental models from the shared
team mental models

This relates to (e) in Sect. 2. Improved knowledge from shared team mental
models is received by individuals as a form of (instructional) feedback learning
in this phase. Higher-order adaptive weight states for connections from teams W-
states to individual W-states (X56 to X67) are activated. This provides the learning of
individual mental models and gives persons the chance of improving their unknown
connections in the next phase. For instance, the person A starts to learn about the
task d that it does not know in the beginning by the help of its team. In Fig. 6, the
W-states of persons make jumps in this Phase 5 between time 650 and 800.

• Phase 6: Individual mental model usage and learning

This relates to (f) in Sect. 2. Persons start to further improve their knowledge and
skills (their mental models) already strengthened in Phase 5 by Hebbian learning
[6]. Person A’s knowledge on task d (state d_A) becomes nonzero now (obtained
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via shared team mental model), and similar improvements are observed for other
persons and their “hollow” unknown states.

6 Discussion

Within mainstream organizational learning literature such as Crossan et al. [5],
Wiewiora et al. [15], mental models at individual, team, and organization levels and
the interplay of them are considered to be a vehicle for organizational learning. This
is called multilevel organizational learning. Based on developed individual mental
models, by socalled feed forward learning, the formation of shared team mental
models can take place and based on them, a shared mental model for the level of
the organization as a whole (see also Fig. 1 adopted from the mentioned literature).
Once these shared mental models have been formed, they can be adopted by individ-
uals within the organization, indicated as feedback learning. This involves a number
of mechanisms of different types that by their cyclical interaction together can be
considered to form the basis of multilevel organizational learning. These mecha-
nisms have been formalized in a computational manner here and brought together
in an adaptive self-modeling network architecture. The model was illustrated by a
relatively simple but realistic case study. For the sake of presentation, in the case
study scenario, the different types of mechanisms have been controlled in such a
manner that they are sequentially over time. This is not inherent in the designed
computational network model: these processes can equally well work simultane-
ously. The two lowest levels of the three-level network model describe Fig. 1 very
well, especially the intralevel connectionswithin themiddle level directly correspond
to the arrows in Fig. 1. However, the necessary control of these processes is left out
of consideration in Fig. 1 but is fully addressed here by the highest (third) level.
For many more details about this modeling approach for multilevel organisational
learning, see also the forthcoming book [4].

One of the extension possibilities concerns the type of aggregation used for the
process of shared mental model formation. In the current model, this has been based
on themaximal knowledge about a specificmentalmodel connection.But other forms
of aggregation can equally well be applied, for example, weighted averages. Another
possible extension is tomake states used for the control adaptive in a context-sensitive
manner, such as the second-order self-model H- and M-states for the individuals,
which for the sake of simplicity were kept constant in the current example scenario.
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A Novel Video Prediction Algorithm
Based on Robust Spatiotemporal
Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory
(Robust-ST-ConvLSTM)

Wael Saideni, David Helbert, Fabien Courreges, and Jean Pierre Cances

Abstract Recently, video prediction algorithms based on neural networks have
become a promising research direction. Therefore, a new recurrent video prediction
algorithm called “Robust Spatiotemporal Convolutional Long Short-TermMemory”
(Robust-ST-ConvLSTM) is proposed in this paper. Robust-ST-ConvLSTM proposes
a new internal mechanism that is able to regulate efficiently the flow of spatiotem-
poral information from video signals based on higher-order Convolutional-LSTM.
The spatiotemporal information is carried through the entire network to optimize
and control the prediction potential of the ConvLSTM cell. In addition, in tradi-
tional ConvLSTM units, cell states, that carry relevant information throughout the
processing of the input sequence, are updated using only one previous hidden state,
which holds information on previous data unit already seen by the network. However,
our Robust-ST-ConvLSTM unit will rely on N previous hidden states, that provide
temporal context for the motion in video scenes, in the cell state updating process.
Experimental results further suggest that the proposed architecture can improve the
state-of-the-art video prediction methods significantly on two challenging datasets,
including the standard Moving MNIST dataset, and the commonly used video pre-
diction KTH dataset, as human motion dataset.
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1 Introduction

Video prediction, one of the emerging fields of computer vision, is facing several
challenges [1–5]. Actually, it has gained significant interests due to its broad-ranging
realistic forecasting applications, such as traffic flow prediction and video surveil-
lance.

The great progress made by deep learning in a wide range of applications and
research fields, motivated authors to explore deep learning architectures to predict
future video frames. The main advantage of deep learning models is their poten-
tial to learn adequate features from high-dimensional data, such as videos, in an
end-to-end manner without hand-designed features [6]. However, despite the signif-
icant progress in deep learning architectures, video prediction is still considered as
a big challenge, especially in terms of output visual quality and long-term predic-
tion. Therefore, ourRobust SpatiotemporalConvolutional LongShort-TermMemory
(Robust-ST-ConvLSTM) algorithm is proposed as a long-term prediction algorithm
that outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of quality performances.
Our algorithm is based on a modified version of ConvLSTM cell. Obviously, Con-
vLSTM is not very efficient in handling long sequences. Indeed, ConvLSTM-based
algorithms focus on stochastic features of the data rather than its spatial distortion.
Also, a temporal information encoding in ConvLSTM unit [7] is based on first-
order Markovian architecture. Thus, making long-range temporal correlations hard
to extract. In addition, the vanishing gradient problem often occurs in training first-
order RNN-based predictive algorithms [8].

Bearing all these drawbacks in mind, we propose our Robust-ST-ConvLSTM
algorithm for video prediction. With the following properties, we hope our algo-
rithm will pave the way for the application of recurrent neural network on real-wold
datasets:

• Spatial and temporal data are taken into consideration jointly.
• The new spatiotemporal memory (ST M) cell transfers low-level and semantic
aspects of the dynamic scene which are the key of generating future frames.

• The Robust-ST-ConvLSTM new internal mechanism offers new cell state and
hidden state transition functions to efficiently regulate the flow of spatiotemporal
information from the input videos.

• The algorithm aims to rely on N previous hidden states, that provide temporal
context for the motion in video scenes, to update one cell state at every timestep.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The related works on video
prediction are discussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, our proposed Robust-ST-ConvLSTM
algorithm is presented. Sect. 4 provides the experimental results. Sect. 5 concludes
the paper.
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2 Related Works

Video prediction algorithms have used various deep learning architectures to enhance
the quality performance of the predicted frames and to fasten the process. Deep
learning has been extensively used to analyze the frames and extract their features
exploited in spatiotemporal predictive learning.

Recent deep learning approaches can be categorized into three classes: recur-
rent neural approaches, convolutional networks-based algorithms, and generative
networks.

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have demonstrated a significant success in
recent video prediction-related works [9–25]. ConvLSTM [7] is considered as a cru-
cial branch in predicting future frame.A two-stream architecture based on adversarial
training to model deterministic dynamics is proposed by Zhang et al. [12]. It enables
to update hidden states along a z-order curve. Wang et al. [26] proposed PredRNN
as a sequence of recurrent blocks defining an additional global memory cell in order
to ameliorate the prediction ability of the network. However, the proposed memory
cell transfers long-term and short-term data at the same time which can restrict the
predictive performances of the network. Therefore, a pair of memory cell is intro-
duced in [27] and explicitly decoupled to deal with different variations. Also, reverse
scheduled sampling strategy was added to learn temporal dynamics and reduce the
training discrepancy between the encoding and the prediction structures.

Convolutional networks, considered as feed-forward neural networks, are also
commonly used in the future prediction problems. A multi-model is defined in [28]
to model dynamic patterns and learn image representation by combining temporal
and spatial sub-networks. In [29], Deep Voxel Flow (DVF) is trained to synthesize
future frames by flowing pixel values directly from input frames. It can predict
the in-between frames (interpolation) and the future frames (extrapolation) of the
input video. Another interesting convolutional networks for video prediction are 3D
convolutions-based models to capture temporal consistency [30–33].

Generative networks are used to synthesize new frames by learning a probabil-
ity distribution from the input data. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [34]
are commonly used in video prediction architectures. Kwon et al. [35] proposed
a retrospective cycle GAN-based algorithm to predict video frames. In [36], it is
confirmed that conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGAN) can ensure
the spatiotemporal coherence between the input videos and the generated frames.
Designing a network by dividing the video data into content part and motion part is
discussed in [37]. The content part detects the objects in the sequence and the motion
part captures their movements. This video prediction framework introduces a new
adversarial learning scheme.
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3 The Proposed Robust Spatiotemporal ConvLSTM
Architecture

Our algorithm is based on Robust Spatiotemporal Convolutional Long Short-Term
Memory (Robust-ST-ConvLSTM) cell that is an extended version of ConvLSTM
cell.

3.1 Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory (ConvLSTM)

ConvLSTM is considered as a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [38] network
applied on high-dimensional data. In fact, LSTM is a powerful network commonly
used to solve time series problems thanks to its ability to avoid long-term dependency
problems and remember information for long periods of time. Its main structure
enables to connect previous information to the future function. However, LSTM is
inadequate to process high-dimensional data since it requires 1D vectors as input.
Therefore, ConvLSTM was proposed to extract spatial features for the prediction
mode. Different from LSTM unit, ConvLSTM cell structure is based on 3D tensors,
including the inputs Xt , the cell states Ct , and the hidden states Ht .

3.2 The Proposed Robust Spatiotemporal ConvLSTM
Algorithm

Robust Spatiotemporal ConvLSTM(Robust-ST-ConvLSTM) algorithm shows a new
internal mechanism that is able to regulate efficiently the flow of spatiotempo-
ral information from video signals based on higher-order Convolutional-LSTM.
The proposed algorithm decides the cell state Ct from N previous hidden states
(Ht−2, ..., Ht−N ). N will be fixed by the user depending on the application, the
reconstruction quality required and the computational resources available. The pro-
posed Robust-ST-ConvLSTM requires also to implement a memory flow to hold
the spatiotemporal information in order to optimize and control the prediction abil-
ities of ConvLSTM. Indeed, the memory flow will be a second cell state to handle
spatiotemporal data since the cell state Ct handles temporal data and will not be
eliminated. Robust-ST-ConvLSTM uses a stack of ConvLSTM units to learn spatial
correlations and temporal dynamics from the input scene. These features will be used
to predict the future frames. Thus, a novel transition function is defined based on
spatiotemporal memory flow to support previous hidden states.

The process of updating temporal cell states Ct , in ConvLSTM, is activated from
one timestep to another. However, successive frames have temporal correlations
and very close spatial data distribution. Hence, these properties can be exploited to
make better predictions. Therefore, Robust-ST-ConvLSTM, considered as a higher-
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order ConvLSTM based on memory flow, will exploit the global motion changes
of the consecutive frames and the spatiotemporal memory information to forecast
future frames. An horizontal diagram flow can represent the memory state updating
process for the original stacked ConvLSTM.We suggest here to upgrade the previous
model by updating the memory state horizontally (cell state Ct ) and also vertically
(spatiotemporal memory state ST Mt ) as shown in Fig. 1. This process will enhance
the way spatiotemporal information is handled from the input to the output and allow
to connect all the recurrent units of the entire network.

From a mathematical perspective, the new robust spatiotemporal unit, illustrated
in Fig. 2, can be defined as:

Fig. 1 Main structure of robust spatiotemporal LSTM

Fig. 2 Robust spatiotemporal unit
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(1)

Whereσ is the sigmoid activation function,∗ and ◦ represent the convolution operator
and the Hadamard product, respectively. Same as ConvLSTM structure, It and I ′

t

denote the input gates, Ft and F ′
t symbolize the forget gates, Ĉt and Ĉ ′

t represent the
potential cell states, Ot denotes the output gate. Xt represents the input at the time
step t. Hl

t symbolizes the hidden state of the lth layer at the time step t. Cl
t is the

memory state of the lth layer at the time step t. STMl
t represents the spatiotemporal

memory of the lth layer at the time step t. f denotes the function combining N
previous hidden states.

The design of the function f must satisfy the following conditions:

• Hidden states have a spatial structure that should be preserved.
• To capture the context of the previous frames (timesteps), the size of the filters
controlling the previous hidden states structure should increase over timesteps.

• Computational complexity does not have to explode.

In order to implement f, our approach is inspired from recursive least-squares
filters used in signal processing [39]. Indeed, the idea is to focus on returning the
mean value of all elements in the input tensor that handle the previous hidden states.
In Robust-ST-ConvLSTM, combining multiple preceding hidden states generates a
feedback signal. Then, the state of the N-order Robust-St-ConvLSTM is recursively
updated with the following function f :

f (Hl
t−1, ..., H

l
t−N ) = 1

N

N∑

n=1

αn
nWhnH

l
t−n (2)

where α denotes the forgetting factor. The parameter α (0 < α < 1) gives more
weight to recent hidden states.

Unlike ConvLSTM-based architectures, robust spatiotemporal unit depends on
the previous hidden states from the previous timesteps at the same layer and the
spatiotemporalmemory state. Precisely, the first layer in a stackedConvLSTMmodel
at time step t receives the spatiotemporalmemory of the last layer in the stackedmodel
of the previous time step as illustrated in Fig. 1 (ST M1

t = ST ML
t−1 with L is the

number of stacked layers).
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Consequently, the main structure of ConvLSTM has been modified by adding a
second gated structure for the spatiotemporal memory ST M1

t . Yet, the final hidden
state Hl

t depends on the fusion of the spatiotemporal memory state ST Ml
t and the

temporal memory state Cl
t .

The spatiotemporal memory is implemented to reduce the loss of spatiotemporal
information in multidimensional data from the top layer to the bottom layer of the
network.Moreover, previous hidden states, used as input, are implemented to enlarge
the visibility of the neural units about the context of the ongoing events at different
timesteps.

In comparisonwith standard ConvLSTMmodel, our proposed approach increases
the number of parameters, especially with the addition of a second gated structure.
However, it prevents an unnecessarily expenditure of ConvLSTM model (by adding
some hyperparameters) to obtain the same performances.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Performance Metrics

Robust-ST-ConvLSTM architecture is tested on two motion video datasets: KTH
[40] for human motion and Moving MNIST [41]. To compare its performances with
the state-of-the-art approaches, frames quality evaluation metrics are used. Those
metrics are peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM)
[42].

4.2 Implementation Details of Robust-ST-ConvLSTM

Python 3.6 is used to implement the proposed architecture. For its ability to store and
process multidimensional data, Pytorch 1.4.0 is used to develop the deep learning
framework.

Adam optimizer [43] is used as an optimization algorithm to minimize the loss
function with a learning rate of 0.0001. We choose a mini-batch of 2 sequences at
each training iteration. We put an end to the training process after 100.000 itera-
tions. As illustrated in Fig. 1, our proposed architecture is composed of 4 stacked
ConvLSTM layers for each timestep. Three hidden states are used to enhance the
prediction process and ourmodel becomes a third-order Robust-ST-ConvLSTM. The
dimensions of the hidden state depend on the input frames.

We train our implementation on the RTX 2060 GPU. It takes about a week to train
the entire network on KTH dataset and about 4 days on Moving MNIST.
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Table 1 Quantitative evaluation of different algorithms on the KTH dataset

Model PSNR(dB) SSIM

ConvLSTM [25] 23.009 0.704

PredRNN [26] 27.624 0.839

PredRNN [27] 28.502 0.831

Robust-ST-ConvLSTM 28.992 0.854

The metrics are averaged over the 20 predicted frames

4.3 Comparisons with the State-of-the-Art Methods

Quantitative results of the proposed algorithm and state-of-the-art networks on KTH
dataset are illustrated in Table 1. Table 1 summarizes the comparisons with previ-
ous methods on PSNR and SSIM. The corresponding frame-wise comparisons are
presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. It can be observed that our proposed Robust-ST-
ConvLSTM for video prediction outperforms the others. It increases the average
PSNR and SSIM over the same number of predicted frames by 26% and 21.31%,
respectively, in comparison with standard ConvLSTM-based method. Also, Robust-
ST-ConvLSTM performs favorably against PredRNN-v2017 [26] and PredRNN-
v2021 [27]. It performs better than PredRNN-v2021 by 1.72% and 2.77% in terms
of PSNR and SSIM, respectively. The efficiency of our proposed approach in fore-
casting future frames in a video is proved by the qualitative results. Figure 5 plots the
generated frames of different methods compared with the ground truth. Robust-ST-
ConvLSTM provides clearer and sharper prediction than other approaches. Details
are predicted accurately because of the memory flow which enhances the long-term
prediction ability of the ConvLSTM cell.

Furthermore, the qualitative evaluation of our Robust-St-ConvLSTM and the
state-of-the-art algorithms on Moving MNIST dataset by predicting 10 frames
based on the features of the previous 10 input frames is illustrated in Table 2.

Fig. 3 Frame-wise PSNR
comparisons of different
models on KTH dataset after
100,000 iterations
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Fig. 4 Frame-wise SSIM comparisons of different models on KTH dataset after 100,000 iterations

Fig. 5 Prediction examples on the KTH data set, where we predict 20 frames into the future based
on the past 10 frames

As presented in Table 2, our proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art
approaches in both metrics, thus confirming the previous observations on KTH
dataset. Our model increases the average PNSR over the 10 predicted frames by
3.15% by comparing it with PredRNN-v2021. In terms of SSIM, our Robust-ST-
ConvLSTM outperforms PredRNN-v2021 by 0.22%. Also, compared with the stan-
dard ConvLSTM based model, our proposed algorithm has better PSNR (≥14.59%)
and SSIM (≥26.95%) performances.

In this research work, various values of α have been tested randomly
(0 < α < 1) and the optimum value was selected for the comparison (α = 0.9).
This means that determining the optimal value of α could be an interesting research
direction. Previous observations about the value of α and the number of hidden states
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Table 2 Quantitative evaluation of different algorithms on the MNIST dataset

Model PSNR(dB) SSIM

ConvLSTM [25] 28.380 0.705

PredRNN [26] 30.569 0.869

PredRNN [27] 31.525 0.893

Robust-ST-ConvLSTM 32.520 0.895

The metrics are averaged over the 10 predicted frames

confirm that a trade-off should be done between quality performances and computa-
tional cost, in the future research work, to enhance the quality performances of the
predicted images without training a computationally expensive algorithm.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new recurrent neural network model for predicting future
video framesnamed“Robust SpatiotemporalConvLSTM” (Robust-ST-ConvLSTM).
It is based on a new robust spatiotemporal unit, an extension architecture of Con-
vLSTM. Our approach learns extra information from the memory flow that handles
the spatiotemporal information to significantly improve the long-term frame predic-
tion. We further improve the temporal context for the motion in videos by opting
for a higher-order ConvLSTM approach to enable cell states update from previous
hidden states. Qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the superiority of our
algorithm dealing with video prediction, showing state-of-the-art performance in
KTH and Moving MNIST datasets. This architecture inspires us to further explore
recurrent structures to optimize the computational cost of the algorithm and generate
accurate predictions in the future research work.
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System Using Profinet Communication
for Improving a Laser Engraver

Milian Badea , Sorin-Aurel Moraru , and Vlad S, tefan Petre

Abstract This article presents a system created by the authors using Profinet
communication for improving a laser engraver machine used in industrial processes
for creating parts. Especially in the automotive industry, but also inmany othermanu-
facturing processes, a laser engraver is used to ensure the recognition and traceability
of the parts within the production process. The system incorporates an operator panel
for management, an easier way to define and apply engraving models, and a user
permission system for better operability. The productivity is increased by changing
the landmark involves two simple operations, changing the nest and the recipe. By
introducing theElectronicKey system is eliminated unauthorized changes.Due to the
RFID system and working with recipes is making impossible the incorrectly loading
of the inscription program. The system allows modification of the laser program for
each piece, and in the case of complex parts, data from the 2D code of the compo-
nents received from another supplier to be found in the 2D code on the assembled
part. Due to the multitude of messages and signals, an easy diagnosis of the machine
is displayed on the operator panel, showing the status of the sensors on the machine,
the status of the monitoring signals, and the error messages. A correct treatment of
non-compliant parts by evaluating the signals and implementing the scrap box is
making available.
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1 Introduction

Laser engraving is the removal of material from the top surface down to a specified
depth. Laser engraving is the practice of using lasers to engrave an object. The
technique does not involve the use of inks, nor does it involve tool bits which contact
the engraving surface and wear out [1].

Laser inscription is an innovation that is being broadly used as a part of metal and
non-metal material preparing, which incredibly reduces the handling time and costs
and improves the nature of work piece [2]. The main principle that a laser engraver
works on is using a laser to inscript a piece of material of any kind and it is mostly
used for modern assembling and generation applications. Laser engraving works by
coordinating the yield of a powerful laser most regularly through optics [3].

In many branches of the nowadays industry the inscription process is used mostly
in order to allow the identification of the final industrial products. The usage of this
procedure is preferred over other methods, such as labeling or painting the products
[4].

A laser engraving machine consists of three main parts: a laser, a controller, and
a surface. Such a system can be built in many ways, the outcome being the same.
Regardless the way it is build and managed, an engraving machine presents several
advantages, e.g., being an economic, non-contact and a safe process, it can work
on a range of depths and many types of materials, it is highly efficient and quality
focused, it is a high-speed procedure and can be used in many domains for many
applications [5].

The mechanism used by a simple engraving machine is very basic, thus there
are many ways to improve the process done by it. There is needed a laser engraver
machine controlled by a PLC controller and a predefined program uploaded for the
specific model that should be engraved. Some enhancements could be added to this
system, to ease the process overall. A PC is used for creating themodel for inscription
and uploading it to the machine, other devices are used to ensure an easy operation
for the user such as operator panel, a solution to scan a model to get its code and
level-based access permissions.

2 Improvements of Laser Engraver

In manufacturing processes, especially in the automotive industry, the inscription of
the parts with both text and 1D or 2D is very important, on the one hand for their
recognition on the production line and on the other hand for traceability in case of
problem batches.

The construction and operation of the laser engraver machine before it was
modernized was a classic and relatively simple one (see Fig. 1). A programmable
automaton manages the sensors, the solenoid valves and the safety conditions.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram
before modernization

The connection between the PLC and the LaserMarkerwasmade from a hardware
perspective, through the control Input/Output Terminal Block (16 pin), Contactor
control terminal block (12 pin) and Control Input/Output MIL Connector (40 pin
and 34 pin) interfaces.

Unlocking the Laser Marker was done with the safety relay in the emergency stop
circuit and the closed-door confirmation limiter.

The control signals used were minimal for operation: Trigger input, Trigger
READY Output, Marking output and Marking complete output.

The visualization of the operation mode of the Laser marker is done with the help
of the Marking Monitor software, with its help the program is selected (previously
transferred to the Laser Marker memory) when changing the reference.

The problems identified and that determined the modernization of the machine
are the following:

• Due to the small number of interface signals some parts may be non-compliant,
although the inscription process ends without error (for example when a 2D code
is written and the Mark/2D Code Check signals are not checked OK Output,
respectively, Mark/2D Code Check NOK Output).

• The person who selected the program when changing the reference could easily
be wrong, especially with similar parts. Such a mistake could generate a very
large number of non-compliant parts until it is identified, and the remedy requires
a large consumption of money and time.

• Some more complex parts contain components received from another supplier,
which in turn have inscribed a 2D code with the data of the respective manufac-
turer. There is a requirement for the end customer that the 2D code on the assem-
bled part contain the data of all components. This could not be done because there
is no scanner to read these codes or the possibility of transferring this data to the
laser program.

• Because there is no scrap box, non-compliant parts could be placed, by mistake
of the operator, on compliant parts.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram after modernization

In order to solve all these problems and in addition to make the machine more
flexible for possible subsequent requirements, the equipment was modified as in
Fig. 2.

3 System Components Function Description

3.1 Laser Marking with Profinet Communication

To ensure the Profinet connection between the Laser Marker and the Siemens PLC,
the General Station Description (GSD) file is downloaded from the manufacturer’s
website and installed in the TIA Portal V14 programming environment library. The
installation location is automatically chosen by the application, and to be inserted
in the network it is found in the library on the path: Other field devices/Profinet
IO/Sensors/Keyence Corporation.

In the Device configuration/Device view of the TIA Portal V14 programming
environment you can see the allocation of I Address and Q Address. A total of 190
bytes are allocated in the input area, starting with IB200, and 154 bytes in the output
area, starting with Q200.

The communication method is of the command-response type, so several
commands cannot be sent simultaneously. Care must be taken to receive a response
to an order, regardless of whether it is a confirmation or an error.

The main commands used in the program are:

• Q202.0—“Program Change Request” response I210.0—“Program Change
Complete”

• Q200.0—“Start Marking Request” response I208.0—“Marking Complete”
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• Q200.4—“2DC Read Request” response I205.5—“Mark Check/2DC Read OK
Status” sau I205.6—“Mark Check/2DC Read NG Status”

• Q205.1—“Marked String Read Request” response I212.1—“Marked String Read
Complete”

• Q205.2—“String Change Request” response I212.2—“String Change Complete”

The following commands were used to reset the confirmation and error bits:

• Q214.0—“Program Change Complete Bit Clear”
• Q212.0—“Marking Complete Bit Clear”
• Q216.1—“Marked String Read Complete Bit Clear”
• Q212.4—“2DC Read Complete Bit Clear”
• Q200.3—“Error Clear Request”

Because the Laser Marker allows reading the program written with the “Marked
String Read Request” command, the first piece is printed with the unmodified laser
program. Starting with the second part, after scanning the 2D code, the laser program
changes. The program is read upon receipt of one of the signals “Mark Check/2DC
Read OK Status” = 1 or “Mark Check/2DC Read NG Status” = 1 and written
immediately after scanning a valid code. Successful writing in the Laser Marker of
the modified program is signaled on the operator panel by the lamp in the vicinity of
the text "Block sent”. This signal allows the launch of a new registration cycle.

3.2 2D Scanner with Profinet Communication

A 2D Scanner was introduced into the system so that 2D codes could be read and
sent to the PLC as a string of up to 35 characters. Part of this string, according to
the values set in the recipe, can be extracted and inserted in the laser program. The
fields in the recipe that handle the string read by the 2D Scanner are:

• With/Without2DScaner (Bool)
• LenghtString2DScaner (Integer)
• NrByteStartRead (Integer)
• NrByteStartWrite (Integer)

The launch of the reading with Scanner is done by a photoelectric sensor that
generates a digital signal when it detects the part in the scanner area, provided that
theWith/Without2Dscaner variable is ON. If the reading is done successfully in the
Communication Buffer, the characters that make up the 2D code will be received, if
the Error signal is not activated. The car will be locked until a valid code is received.

As in the case of Laser Marker, the General Station Description (GSD) file is
downloaded from the manufacturer’s website and installed in the TIA Portal V14
programming environment library. The path of installation is the same: Other field
devices/Profinet IO/Sensors/Keyence Corporation.
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The way to allocate bytes in the input/output area of the PLC can also be seen
in TIA Portal, in Device configuration/Device view. Out of the total of 128 Bytes
allocated in the I Address area as read buffer “Read Data 128Byte_1”, respectively,
128 Bytes allocated in the Q Address area as write buffer “User Data 128Byte_1”
35 characters are used. This number is determined by the maximum number of
characters of the 2D code to be read.

Reading a code is initiated by activating output Q3.0 defined as Tag
“StartScanKeyence”= 1. The appearance of the read trigger signal causes the scanner
to try to read the code for 4 s.

If the reading is completed successfully, the scanner sets the I4.0 entry defined
as Tag “CodeOK” = 1. This signal informs the PLC that a valid code has been
transmitted, which is converted from a string to a length of 35; this string will extract
the characters to be inserted in the laser program, according to the recipe already
saved in the operator panel.

If the reading ends without success, the message ”ERROR!” Is written in the
string; and a signal is generated that locks the machine to a correct reading.

The signals used to evaluate the read operation are: I205.5—“Mark Check/2DC
Read OK Status” and I205.6—“Mark Check/2DC Read NG Status”.

3.3 RFID System

The Radio-frequency identification (RFID) system is composed of: IO-Link Master
with Profinet interface, RFID read/write head, 13.56 MHz RFID tag.

The purpose of introducing this system is to exclude the possibility of incorrect
inscription of a piece. For the correct inscription, several conditions must be met
simultaneously:

• Positioning the inscription piece with respect to the laser at an exact distance (189
± 21 mm);

• The piece should be positioned so that the laser beam is perpendicular to the
surface;

• The laser program should be the right one.

To meet these requirements, for each piece a nest (support) was made on a 3-D
print. An RFID Tag has been fixed on each nest, which is programmed with the
landmark name. An RFID antenna has been mounted on the machine table, which
will continuously read the TAG in its vicinity. The name of the piece inscribed on
the RFID Tag will also be found in the production recipe, so that it is continuously
checked if the name in the recipe and the one stored in the Tag are identical. If they
are not identical, the machine will not start the cycle and an error message will be
displayed.

Writing and reading TAGs is done via IO-Link Master via a Profinet communi-
cation via the FB1 function (DTIxxx) (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Program diagram

The main parameters of the read/write DTIxxx function are:

Input Parameters:

• HW_ID—In the folder Hardware identifier you can see the Hardware identifier
that the TIA Portal software has assigned to the DTIxxx device;

• Execute—activate the operating mode of the DTIxxx function block;
• Mode—operating mode of the DTIxxx function block
• = 4 read an area of the USER memory of the ID-TAG one time;
• = 5 write data to an area of the USER memory of the ID-TAG one time;
• TagMemAddr—start address in the USERmemory of the ID-TAG to read or write

data;
• Length—number of Bytes to read from or write to the USER memory of the

ID-TAG;
• WrData—send buffer;
• RdData—receive buffer.

Output Parameters

• TagPresent—ID-TAG detected in the antenna field;
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• Done—completed without error;
• Busy—operating mode in process;
• Error—operating mode abort with error;
• Status—status information or error code.

In the operating mode 4 the function block reads an area of the USER memory
of the ID-TAG one time [6].

With the parameters TagMemAddr and Length select the source area in the USER
memory of the ID-TAG. The destination area in the plc you assign at the parameter
RdData.

When activating the operating mode 4, the function block latches the values of
the parameters TagMemAddr and Length and initializes the data in the receive buffer
first with 0 × 00. If an ID-TAG is present in the antenna field at this moment, the
function block starts to transfer the data from the USERmemory of the ID-TAG into
the receive buffer.

The function block stores the read data in the receive buffer from the buffer
start address onwards regardless of the source address in the USER memory of the
ID-TAG.

If an error occurs, the function block stops reading and shows the error. If the
DTIxxx device reports an error, the function block restarts the reading at the faulted
position. After a certain number of failed attempts (3 by default) the function block
shows the error.

When all data are read the function block shows the output parameter done =
TRUE.

3.4 Electronic Key System

The electronic key system allows the achievement of access levels with different
permissions.

The system consists of a modular adapter in which the token is accessed to be
read and an adapter interface that is mounted in the cabinet with devices and which
through the parallel 4-bit interface transfers the access level.

The adaptation interface has 16 DIP switches with the following function:

• Bit0… Bit9—Encode the access code;
• Bit10… Bit13—Coding operating state;
• Bit14—It has no function;
• Bit15—Parity bit.

The access code has a length of 10 bits. The 10 bits for setting the code are available
as a DIP switch on the adaptation interface or in the electronic key for programming
in binary encoding. The access code results from the individual setting of the bits
represented by the DIP switch in the interface and the individual setting of the bits
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Fig. 4 Operating state 1
diagram

in the access code of the electronic key. A unique value generated by setting these
bits with a value between 0 and 1023 is possible for the access code.

The system allows operation in 2 modes (operating state):

• Operating state 0—only an exact match of the bit pattern between the electronic
key and the adaptation interface will allow access;

• Operating state 1—the matching within the bit pattern between the electronic key
and the interface for adapting any bit will allow access.

Operating state 1 allows for greater flexibility by creating groups. The example
of how to work in Operating state 1 is presented in Fig. 4.

Each token comes from the factory inscribedwith a unique serial number (byte116
… byte 123). Chip programming involves:

• Writing an operating state (OS), an access level (AL) and an access code (AC) in
bytes 110… bytes 113;

• Calculation of the checksum, using the values written in bytes 110… bytes 113
and serial number of the token;

• Writing the token with the values thus prepared.

Electronic key adapter with USB interface code EKS-A-IUX-G01-ST01 and
Transponder Coding software were used to program the tokens. This is the cheapest,
butmore complicated programmingpossibility because the checksum (CRC—Cyclic
Redundancy Check) must be calculated separately and the bytes are written in
hexadecimal.

Because the checksum is calculated using the hexadecimal value of the control
byte and those representing the serial number of the token, it will be different from
token to token, even if the tokens are identical in operation (same operation state,
access level and access code). It turns out that cloning a token will not work, each
token must be programmed.

Two types of chips were used, obtaining three levels of access, as follows:
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• No token—operator mode. In this mode, only reset buttons (error reset and part
number reset) are active on the operator panel. The production recipe cannot be
changed;

• Blue token—the regime assigned to the exchange manager. In this mode, the
RECIPE button becomes active, with which a new recipe can be loaded. In this
mode it is allowed only to load the recipe in the programmable machine and not
to edit (modify) them. Remember that uploading a new recipe requires changing
the nest;

• Red token—the regime assigned to the process engineer. In this regime it is
allowed both to upload a new recipe and to modify it if necessary. RFID chip
programming is also allowed.

3.5 Operator Panel for Setting and Viewing Parameters

The operator panel allows the visualization of various messages and states but also
the realization of production recipes that are essential in the operation of themachine.

The status of the sensors on the machine is visualized in the conditions area by
lamps: gray—low status, green—high status. Similar for signals in the LASER status
area with the specification that all these signals are received from the laser recorder
on communication (see Fig. 5).

The laser program and the string read with the scanner are displayed from which
certain characters are extracted and then inserted into the laser program.

The recipe structure is:

• Program (Integer)—no laser program;
• LenghtStringProgLaser (Integer)—Laser program length;

Fig. 5 Operator panel for
setting and viewing
parameters
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• With/Without2DLaser (Bool)—With/Without verification 2D Code after regis-
tration;

• With/Without2DScaner (Bool)—With/Without reading 2D code with scanner

– LenghtString2DScaner (Integer);
– NrByteStartRead (Integer);
– NrByteStartWrite (Integer);

• With/WithoutData (Bool)—With/No read/write date

– NoByteStartWriteData (Integer);

• With/WithoutCounter (Bool)—With/Without reading/writing counter

– NrByteStartWriteCounter (Integer).

Depending on the settings in the recipe, the machine can work with or without
changing the laser program. In both cases, the selection of the laser program is done
automatically when the recipe is loaded. It is also possible to check the 2D code after
registration.

Before starting the production, the recipe is selected and the nest is installed
according to the landmark. If the RFID code matches the name in the recipe, the
RFID Code/Recipe OK essay can begin.

4 Operation Without Modification of the Laser Program

Disable the following recipe fields:

• With/Without2Dscaner = 0
• With/WithoutData = 0
• With/WithoutCounter = 0

The start of the inscription cycle starts automatically when the piece is placed in
the nest and the light barrier is not interrupted. After closing the door, the cycle goes
like this:

• Select laser program “Program Change Request AUTO” = 1;
• Confirmation of the programchange “ProgramChangeComplete”= 1 determines

the start of the registration “Start Marking Request AUTO” = 1;
• Confirmation “Marking Complete”= 1 determines the verification of the 2D code

written “2DC Read Request AUTO” = 1;
• The signals “Mark Check/2DC Read OK Status”= 1 or “Mark Check/2DC Read

NGStatus”= 1 represent the end of the cycle and the door opening is commanded.
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5 Operation with Modification of the Laser Program

Disable the following recipe fields:

• With/Without2Dscaner = 1
• With/WithoutData = 1
• With/WithoutCounter = 1

The 2D code is scanned; the characters that you want to insert in the laser program
are automatically extracted, according to the values set in the recipe.

The start of the inscription cycle starts automatically when the piece is placed in
the nest and the light barrier is not interrupted and takes place as above.

The signals “Mark Check/2DC Read OK Status”= 1 or “Mark Check/2DC Read
NG Status” = 1 also represent in this situation the end of the cycle and the door
opening is commanded.

When one of the two signals appears, the laser program is triggered (2D Code
from Block1 and Data and Counter from Block2).

Scanning the 2D code, modifying the laser program and successfully transferring
it is a condition for starting the next registration cycle.

6 Conclusions

The modernization was imposed by both aspects related to productivity and
elimination of errors but also by the customer and solved the following aspects:

Increasing productivity by changing the landmark involves two simple opera-
tions, changing the nest and the recipe. No other settings or adjustments are required,
all data required for production remain saved in the operator panel (HMI), Laser
Marker and Scanner.

Elimination of unauthorized changes by introducing the electronic key system.
By achieving access levels with different permissions, only the process engineer has
access and permission to modify recipes and program RFID tokens.

Impossibility of incorrectly loading the inscription program due to the RFID
system and working with recipes. The name of the recipe and the code stored in the
RFID Tag must be identical for the machine to allow automatic cycle start.

Possibility to modify the laser program for each piece. In this way there is the
possibility that in the case of complex parts, data from the 2D code of the components
received from another supplier (manufacturer code, batch, date of manufacture), to
be found in the 2D code on the assembled part. In this way, the final beneficiary has
all the necessary data by reading a single 2D code.

An easy diagnosis of the machine due to the multitude of messages and signals
displayed on the operator panel. You can see the status of the sensors on the machine,
the status of the monitoring signals (digital input for the PLC) and control (digital
output for the PLC) of the Laser Marker and the error messages.
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Correct treatment of non-compliant parts by evaluating the “Mark Check/2DC
ReadOKStatus” and “Mark Check/2DCReadNGStatus” signals and implementing
the scrap box. This is because the reset of the “Mark Check/2DC Read NG Status”
signal (which locks the machine for the next cycle) is done only by the photoelectric
sensor of the waste box, so the operator is obliged to put the non-compliant parts in
this box.
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Verification and Validation for a Project
Information Model Based
on a Blockchain

Will Serrano and Jeremy Barnett

Abstract Agile project management based on minimum viable products has some
benefits against the traditional waterfall method. Agile supports an early return of
investment that supports circular reinvesting and makes the product more adapt-
able to variable social-economical environments. However, agile also presents some
intrinsic issues due to its iterative approach. Project information requires an effi-
cient record of the requirements, aims, governance not only for the investors, owners
or users but also to keep evidence in future health and safety and other statutory
compliance-related issues. In order to address the agile project management issues
and address new safety regulations, this paper proposes a project information model
(PIM) based on a distributed ledger technology (DLT) with a ranked procedure for
the verification and validation (V&V) of data. Each V&V phase inserts a process of
authenticity, data abstraction and analytics that adds value to the information founded
on artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NLP). The underlying
DLT consists of smart contracts embedded on a private Ethereum blockchain. This
approach supports a decentralised approach inwhich every project stakeholder owns,
manages and stores the data. The presented model is validated in a real scenario:
University College London—Real Estate—Pearl Project.

Keywords Smart contracts · Blockchain · Information model · Real estate ·
Artificial intelligence

1 Introduction

Failure of large construction projects is caused by various factors, including delays
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stages, value engineering and cost overruns. Traditional waterfall project manage-
ment has proved inadequate in complex construction projects, where more agile and
lean approaches have already demonstrated success. Minimum viable products that
deliver an early return of investment are becoming investors’ preference as they
are more adaptable to a variable socio-economic environment. Hybrid management
conceptual models unite improved communications, flexibility and the reduction of
design changes by combining the ‘waterfall’, ‘lean’ and ‘agile’ approaches. Hybrid
builds upon total qualitymanagement (TQM) and just in time (JIT) principles [1]. The
agile option of ‘fast projects’ based on a gradual, iterative and progressive delivery
has the inherent risk that the project may always finish in the next iteration. Agile
requires the management and supervision of quality in terms of requirements, aims,
governance and health and safety.

To support a successful agile delivery, project information models (PIMs) are
established within the design and construction stages of a project. PIMs assures that
the data, such as requirements or meeting minutes, are validated at every project
stage. This validation confirms its accuracy, compliance with standards and final
completeness. This information is normally in the Employer’s Information Require-
ments (EIRs) and the common data environment (CDE) as the single source of
truth where the entire project team shares responsibility. The Hackitt review has
recognised the importance of a data-driven strategy supported by a PIM in the
Grenfell Tower disaster. The draft building safety bill [2] defines the government’s
proposals to reform the regulatory system for buildings. In addition, there must be a
safety case report as a live document that requires continual review with mandatory
reporting requirements. These wide-ranging recommendations are likely to become
legal requirements in due course. For example, although the current definition of
higher-risk buildings is currently limited to multi-occupied residential buildings of
over or six storeys, these regulations could potentially apply to office blocks. Owners
and property managers of all relevant real estate need to take steps to introduce a
system capable of delivering compliance to protect not only the inhabitants but also
their employees.

In order to address the agile project management issues and address new safety
regulations, this paper proposes a PIM based on a distributed ledger technology
(DLT) with a ranked procedure for the verification and validation (V&V) of data.
EachV&Vphase stage inserts a process of authenticity, data abstraction and analytics
that adds value to the information founded on artificial intelligence (AI) and natural
language processing (NLP). Data are initially introduced by different project users
and stakeholders via a Web page and then inserted into the PIM. The underlying
DLT consists of smart contracts embedded on a private Ethereum blockchain. This
approach supports a decentralised approach in which each project stakeholder owns,
manages and stores the distributed ledger data, therefore removing the need for a
centralised or information management system or assessor. The practical application
of the presented PIM includes three phases of verifications:

• Bronze verification: insertion of the data into the smart contract developed within
a private Ethereum blockchain;
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• Silver verification: analysis of the inserted data in the bronze validation extracting
its relevant topics via AI and NLP;

• Gold verification: evaluation of the sentiment and content classification of the text
stored in the silver validation via AI and NLP.

The proposed solution collects information from the different project stakeholders
via a Web page and stores it within the PIM via a private Ethereum blockchain. The
verification and validation of the PIM have been applied to a real scenario with static
data:UniversityCollegeLondon,Real Estate Pearl Project. First, Sect. 2 describes the
research background of verification and validation models. Then, Sect. 3 presents the
verification and validation models of the PIM, whereas Sect. 4 presents its practical
implementation. Finally, Sect. 5 shares the research conclusions.

2 Research Background

There are numerous V&V methods and statistical techniques although it is unprac-
tical to apply all of them. V&V techniques and approaches can be classified based
on different characteristics and their applicability to the different models and simula-
tions. Effective and efficient V&V methods consist of these precise features: access
to data from real systems, suitability for a virtual simulation, type of requirements and
type of study and finally access to the source code [3]. Unfortunately, the concepts of
V&V are commonplace, and both terms are considered interchangeable. A definer
is embedded at the beginning of the word that distinctly indicates its context based
on the V&V and the systems engineering ‘V’ model [4]. Agent-based simulations
are cost-effective methods for V&V assessments although they present challenges as
well. Whilst there are numerous model standards for design, verification, validation
and presentation, the different theoretical strategies and the relation between models
against reality often remain undefined [5].

2.1 Software

V&V has a key role in the life cycle of software development, particularly within
the safety–critical sector. Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are composed of physical
and software subsystems. Numerous tools are available based on simulations that
enable the design of CPS and the V&V process although their integration poses a
great interoperability challenge. A solution is an open-source software environment
for modelling and simulation based on an open standard language and sandbox [6].
A competition on software verification requires a thorough comparative assessment
of every autonomous software verifier to guarantee effectiveness and efficiency [7].
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2.2 Artificial Intelligence

Acontroller based on a neural network controls actions in an autonomous robot based
on the analyses of LIDAR images. This method is verified from a safety perspective
via a finite-state abstraction [8]. Themanual software graphics verification of display
dashboards with multiple static and dynamic objects is a time-consuming task that
generates additional errors. A method that detects graphics symbols from complex
synthetic backgrounds verifies graphics symbols and alphanumeric objects following
software requirements based on deep learning [9]. Developers and users of an AI and
machine learning system are provided with a multisource AI scorecard table for a
standard V&V checklist [10]. V&V approaches that assess the navigation algorithms
of autonomous surface ships are based on simulations with limited scenarios that are
developed manually. A testing approach combines the training of neural networks
based on reinforcement learning to choose challenging scenarios for the autonomous
system [11].

2.3 Safety Critical

There is a growing demand for new functionality in safety–critical systems based
on technology. This fast incorporation of commercial software and hardware brings
additional risks with the increment of life-threatening vulnerabilities. A framework
for the development of safety–critical systems consists of traditional methods and
includes a development process that documents the requirements of the different
systems [12]. The design and regulation of fire performance models in buildings
and transport infrastructure have generated a growing development and application
of fire simulation and models. The V&V for computational fluid dynamics models
for fire safety models cover the estimates of errors within a design based on perfor-
mance and different fire scenarios [13]. The formal V&V of industrial safety–crit-
ical applications such as signalling requires the definition of the verification rules
based on the formulation of a large number of mathematical assumptions. A genetic
programming and mutation-based validation technique support the development of
verification rules to establish the validity and completeness of these assumptions
[14].

2.4 Systems Engineering

The design of system of Systems poses challenges due to the current and independent
application of (1) large brute-force tests that are very limited in the conditions range
they can simulate and (2) simplisticmodels for formal V&V that do not reflect reality.
A simulation model framework of system of systems for V&V integrates formal
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analytic and simulation verification methods [15]. The development and operation
of virtualised control in Industry 4.0 systems can be used as a tool for theV&Vsystem
life cycle or the creation of a comprehensive digital model of the system. However,
in practice, a digital twin built entirely from a digital technology often does not
operate well due to the lack of a formal description or incomplete synchronisation
between the continuous-time nature in the real system and the discrete behaviour of
the computer model [16].

2.5 Internet of Things

Introducing the Internet of Things (IoT) in Industry 4.0 may originate novel acci-
dents and hazards due to the enablement of remote operations and the operation
of low power and low bandwidth devices. The expansion of IoT environments in
cloud computing also requires scalable V&V techniques for large IoT safety–critical
systems. Software engineering for the IoT needs a software development life cycle
and support safety and quality control with assurance actions on environments that
must contain privacy and safety at all network, processing and storage levels [17].

2.6 Autonomous Cars

The process of V&V of automated vehicles requires a safe operation in random
complex and infinite-dimensional domains. An analysis of the critically of a system
maps an infinite-dimensional domain onto a finite and manageable set of artefacts
[18]. Image-assisted driving technology is part of collision avoidance systems. A 3D
engine simulator uses specific data sets to test and verify various classic algorithms
of vision-based recognition, identification and ranging [19].

2.7 Blockchain and Smart Contracts

The migration from a centralised information system to a blockchain information
system requires amethod for users to verify it.An efficient pre-verification datamodel
for electronic documents in blockchain trading is based on an integrated verification
method [20]. Furthermore, the V&V of smart contracts presents issues that consist
of the shared understandings and intentions of the parties, the software code and a
natural language contract [21].
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2.8 Robots

The consequences of robotic failures in citizens, businesses, insurance and certi-
fication companies require manufacturers and software developers to confirm that
the most critical sections of the software code are reliable and error free with a
formal V&V certification [22]. The V&V in robotics must consider the coexistence
of different models and the completeness of each other, including the telecommuni-
cation and middleware layers. In addition, V&V of AI in robotics must also integrate
human presence and interaction as part of the process. The standardisation of COTS
components and interfaces within software intensive systems whilst still complying
with international standards imposes large requirements within the V&V process
and highlights the challenges of robotics and the new space age [23].

2.9 Images

Photos are used as evident material in news reporting; therefore, manipulated or
tampered pictures generate misinformation which is a lack of trust in journalism. The
image verification industry must balance forensic automation and human experience
to protect the audience from inaccurate information propagation [24].

3 Verification and Validation Model

The project information model is modelled as an N-dimensional universe of Z data
elements in which every item is different from the others. The universe from which
the PIM is generated is defined as a relation V formed of a set of Z N-tuples, V =
{u1, u2, … uZ}, where u0 = (p01, p02 … p0N ) is data item, o and p0 are the N different
data attribute values for i = 1, 2, …, Z. The crucial idea within this proposed method
is that data are defined as Dt(m(t), s) in which:

• m(t) is a variable M-dimension vector with 1 < M < N where items are included
or removed based on data analytics;

• t is the validation and verification phase where t where t > 0;
• s is the value of the data Dt at time t.

The proposed PIM method applies a ranked algorithm where data stakeholders
validate and verify data. This process adds quality as it authenticates data or provides
additional data analytics services. The method of validation and verification, VVAB,
is defined as:

• Rowstakeholders (1,…, a,…A) provide the data validation service: thisAmethod
approves the data stored in the smart contract as authentic;
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• Column stakeholders (1, …, b, … B) provide the data verification service: this B
method includes data analytics that adds value to the information.

Data value s of Dt(n(t), s) at a time or phase t is defined as:

s =
B∑

b=1

b2∗
A∑

a=1

a (1)

Each row a performs as a data checker that approves the introduced data into the
marketplace by a stakeholder. On the other hand, each column b analysis the data
in terms of filtering, aggregation and refining that satisfies the different information
needs from external or internal clients and customers. In another word, the more
rows A the more authentic the data are and the more columns B, the more valuable
(Fig. 1). The practical application of the proposed V&Vmethod consists of a service
model based on bronze, silver and gold verification:

• Bronze verification certifies the data are genuine and authentic and inserts it into
the private ethereum blockchain via a smart contract;

• Silver verification introduces additional data analysis. This layer extracts the
main topics via natural language processing (NLP) and artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms from the bronze verification;

• Gold verification purpose is to evaluate the sentiment and the content classification
of text stored in the silver validation via AI and NLP.
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4 Experimental Results

4.1 Project

The proposed V&V for a project information model has been validated in University
College London (UCL), Real Estates PEARL Project. Person Environment Activity
Research Laboratory (PEARL) is the UCL’s first in-use building with a net-zero
carbon balance. PEARL was designed as an urban prototype laboratory to generate
large size environments that test how people use infrastructure and cities. The ‘Digi-
talDisruption’ consortium at UCL was established to pilot new technologies in live
situations including the testing of PIM platforms to capture critical information about
the construction project. PEARL has been selected as a laboratory for safety, creating
an ideal opportunity to model fire safety and other statutory data via a stage gateway
method for project management.

4.2 Technology

ThePIMWebpage acquires information from the project stakeholders via aWebpage
where information is transmitted with HTTPS protocols and information stored in a
SQL database (Fig. 2). The proposed V&Vmodel stores the retrieved information in
the blockchain. TheV&Vmethod is implemented usingGethEthereumand the smart
contract using solidity. The backend server runs on Linux with Java maven where
the embedded blockchain and smart contracts are managed by the web3j library.

The NLP is outsourced to the Google Cloud Services API based on three services
(Table 1):

1. Entity analysis provides a salience score for known concepts such as a person,
an organisation, or location entities. The salience score provides information

UCL PEARL 
Stakeholder

Web Page

University College London
Private Blockchain

Java Server
Ethereum miner

Internet
Intranet

HTTPS User 1

User 2 User N

SQL

Fig. 2 Project information model architecture
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Table 1 NLP Google Cloud Services

Text ‘A fire broke out in the 24-floor Grenfell Tower on the June 14th, 2017.
72 deaths were caused by the fire; this number includes two victims who
died in hospital at a later day. This fire is considered the worst UK
residential fire since the Second World War and deadliest structural fire
in the United Kingdom since the 1988 Piper Alpha disaster’

Salience Fire: 0.58, Victims: 0.12, Grenfell Tower: 0.09, Deaths: 0.05

Score and magnitude −0.5 and 1.7

Category Sensitive subjects: 72%

Text ‘Grenfell Tower was placed within a council housing complex in North
Kensington; specifically, it was part of the Lancaster West Estate.
Clifford Wearden and Associates designed the 24-floor tower block in
1967 following the Brutalist style of the generation. Its construction was
approved by the Kensington and Chelsea London Borough Council in
1970’

Salience Part: 0.25, Tower Blocl: 0.24, Lancaster West Estate: 0.20

Score and magnitude 0.0 and 0.0

Category Arts and entertainment/visual art and design/architecture: 70%
Real estate: 59%

Text ‘A new regulatory framework is proposed by the Hackitt review that
recommends the encouragement of genuine system transformation for
the creation of a simpler and more effective process to drive building
safety, provision of stronger oversight of duty holders based on
incentives for the right behaviours’

Salience Review: 0.26, Hackitt: 0.18, System transformation: 0.15

Score and magnitude 0.3 and 0.3

Category Law and government/legal: 50%

about the importance of the entity within the entire document text from 0.0 as
less salient to 1.0 as highly salient.

2. Sentiment analysis determines the overall positive or negative attitude expressed
within a document. Sentiment is composed by:

• Score (S): the normalised value of the sentiment ranges between -1.0 for nega-
tive sentiment and +1.0 for positive sentiment. Score corresponds to the overall
emotional learning;

• Magnitude (M): the unnormalised value between 0.0 and +∞ represents the
overall strength of the positive or negative emotion. Magnitude is generally
proportional to the length of the document.

3. Category analysis clusters the document into a list of content categories.
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4.3 Verification and Validation

The purpose of the experimental results is the confirmation of the V&V proof of
concept for the proposed PIM. Every time there is either a validation or verification
phase as a consequence of an increment of t, two smart contract transactions are
generated:

• Data Analysis (DA): generated by the AI and NLP algorithms that perform data
analytics;

• Data Value (DV): represents the value s of the V&V phase.

The proposedV&VPIMhas analysed and storedmeetingminutes at various stage
gateways. Table 2 shows the different values for the V&V PIM from NLP Google
Cloud Services.

Table 3 defines the smart contract variables for the V&V process.
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Table 2 V&V PIM NLP Google Cloud Services

Gateway Gate 2—Stage 1—Phase 1

Salience Design responsibility matrix: 0.065, Project team: 0.030
Project: 0.028, Project procedures document: 0.023

Score and magnitude 0.0 and 4.2

Category Business and industrial: 50%
Construction and maintenance: 50%

Gateway Gate 2—Stage 2—Phase 2

Salience Stages: 0.072, Option: 0.049, UCL Centre for transport studies: 0.035,
Stage: 0.033, Project: 0.031, Principal designer: 0.027

Score and magnitude 0.0 and 9.4

Category Real estate: 76%
Business and industrial: 62%
Construction and maintenance: 62%

Gateway Gate 2—Stage 2—Phase 3

Salience Option: 0.049, Stage: 0.033, Project: 0.031, UCL Centre for transport
studies: 0.028, Principal designer: 0.028

Score and Magnitude 0.0 and 9.9

Category Real estate: 76%
Business and industrial: 62%
Construction and maintenance: 62%

Gateway Gate 3—Stage 3—Phase 1

Salience Design update architectural: 0.1286, Signage: 0.0413, Designs: 0.0312,
Stage: 0.0285, Risk management register: 0.0245

Score and magnitude 0.0 and 16.4

Category Business and industrial: 53%
Business services: 53%
Construction and maintenance: 50%

Gateway Gate 4—Stage 4—Phase 1

Salience Government guidelines: 0.025, Extension: 0.0219, Stairs: 0.0213, Fire
rating: 0.0213, Health and Safety: 0.0176, UCL: 0.0174

Score and magnitude 0.0 and 17.3

Category Business and industrial: 50%
Construction and maintenance: 50%

Table 3 Smart contract variables

Variable Value

Account address 0 × a35b5e29e84161c9aa75d519dd8f947f7e8e9eea

Contract address 0 × 19de1e2653a9bcf8ae305c71e7b75c484e9e7a67

Gas limit 22,000,000,000

Gas price 21,000
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4.4 Row Validation

The various row validations phases approve the data extracted from the different
project gateways and confirm its authenticity. Table 4 represents the average figures
for the five different simulations with experimental for the data analysis (DA) and
data value (DV) with their respective transaction fees, gas price and mining time.

The results from the rowvalidation confirm the general blockchain equationwhere
the transaction fee (GWEI) equals the multiplication of the gas limit by the gas price
(Table 4). Data value (DV) has a lower transaction fee, or it is less expensive to mine,
with a more reduced time than the data analysis (DA). This is due to DA inserting a
larger block structure into the blockchain, specifically, a single array of double type
numbers instead of a single integer type number, respectively (Fig. 3). In addition,
the transaction fees and time figures do not follow a linear correlation to the volume
of data stored within the blockchain (Fig. 3).

Table 4 Row validation—blockchain and smart contracts

Validation stage Data input Gas price Transaction fee
(GWEI)

Mining time V&V value v

Initialisation N/A 2.58E+05 5.69E−03 7.96E−04 0

1-DA 8726 3.93E+06 8.64E−02 3.77E−03 1

1-DV 1 4.20E+04 9.24E−04 9.28E−04

2-DA 8726 2.91E+05 6.40E−03 2.84E−03 2

2-DV 1 2.70E+04 5.94E−04 1.07E−03

3-DA 8726 4.92E+05 1.08E−02 4.83E−03 3

3-DV 1 2.70E+04 5.94E−04 6.25E−04
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1.00E-02
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3.00E-02

4.00E-02
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Fig. 3 Row validation—transaction fee and mining time
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4.5 Column Verification

The different column validations phases apply data analytics to add value to the
information based on artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing
(NLP). The bronze verification introduces the extracted project gateway minutes
into smart contracts confirming its authenticity. The silver verification extracts the
salience of the bronze verification, whereas the gold verification stores the score,
magnitude and category. Table 5 represents the average figures for the five different
simulations with experimental results for the data analysis (DA) and data value (DV)
with their respective transaction fees, gas price and mining time.

The column verification also supports the transaction fee (GWEI) equation with
uniform results as row validation (Table 5). The mining time of the blocks and their
associated transaction fees rely more on the block structure instead of the volume of
information stored within the block itself (Fig. 4).

Table 5 Column verification—blockchain and smart contracts

Validation stage Data input Gas price Transaction fee
(GWEI)

Mining time V&V value v

Initialisation N/A 2.58E+05 5.69E−03 1.07E−03 0

1-DA 8726 3.93E+06 8.64E−02 4.37E−03 1

1-DV 1 4.20E+04 9.24E−04 9.09E−04

2-DA 7790 8.91E+05 2.39E−02 5.05E−03 4

2-DV 1 2.70E+04 5.94E−04 6.00E−04

3-DA 75 4.93E+05 1.08E−02 3.85E−03 9

3-DV 1 2.70E+04 5.94E−04 7.03E−04
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Fig. 4 Column verification—transaction fee and mining time
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5 Conclusions

This paper has presented a verification and validation algorithm for a project infor-
mation model (PIM) based on a distributed ledger technology (DLT). The proposed
algorithm is founded on a ranked procedure for the verification and validation (V&V)
of data where each V&V phase inserts a process of authenticity, data abstraction, and
analytics that adds value to the information based on artificial intelligence (AI) and
natural language processing (NLP). The proposed model has been validated in a real
application with live data: University College London Real state—PEARL Project.
The results obtained from several experiments confirm that solidity smart contracts
based on a private Ethereum blockchain successfully add value to the information
in a decentralised network. The blockchain presents a linear correlation between the
gas limit, gas price and transaction fee. The mining time and the transaction fee rely
more on the block structure instead of the volume of information stored within the
block itself.
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Automatic Synthesis of Cognitive Model
for Revealing Economic Sectors’ Needs
in Digital Technologies
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Abstract The paper addresses the automation of cognitive modelling for decision-
making support in revealing economic sectors needs in digital technologies.
It requires to take into consideration many factors, some of which have non-
formalizable character. Some aspects do not have retrospective statistic history and
are latent. Cognitive modelling is one of the artificial intelligence (AI) methods for
describing such situations. It considers factors of enriching AI models by cogni-
tive semantics, which experts help to create. The actual practice has shown that the
process of model building can be costly and long term. An analysis of relevant big
data (BD) can help to automate the process of cognitive modelling. There are two
directions of automation: a) verification of cognitivemodels and b) synthesizing ones.
The author’s convergent approach based on the inverse problem-solving method and
the genetic algorithm for decision-making on the cognitive model was applied. It
helps to make the process of cognitive modelling more purposeful and stable. An
experimental test and actual practice application of the approach have shown a high
level of the models’ verifications accuracy (about 93%) but a low level of accuracy
of models synthesizing (about 34%). One of the reasons for such a low result lies
in the fact that representatives of economic sectors and the digital industry often use
different terminologies.
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1 Introduction

The revealing economic sectors’ needs in digital technologies are expensive and take
a lot of time. There are many economic sectors, the speed of technological progress
is high, which cause companies to repeat studying the market some times a year
under different angles of vision. This process is ill-defined, and as usual, it requires
remote expert participation. Methods of statistical analysis and computer modelling
are usually applied. But statistical data and models may be mistaken, which can
give excessive risks of planning corporate product policy. It is necessary to consider
non-formalized factors, such as business and human preferences and socio-cultural
environment.

In such conditions, cognitive modelling [1] helps to represent situations at a qual-
itative level in the form of concepts (factors) and mutual influences between them.
This modelling provides an opportunity to consider the changes in the corporate
product policy and evaluate possible development scenarios.

A high barrier to determining the needs of economic sectors in digital technologies
lies in the fact that representatives of the economic sectors, on the one hand, and
the digital industry, on the other, often use different terminology. The formers use
more natural and professional industry vocabulary, whilst the latter present their
suggestions in the language of discrete representations,mathematics, digital systems,
and services.

This paper is the development of our previous works [2, 3] of assessments of
the needs of the economic sectors in digital technologies with trying using cogni-
tive modelling. It is devoted to automatically creating cognitive models using deep
learning and analysis of big data (BD). The paper takes into consideration the
difference between terminologies of economic sectors’ consumers and developers
of digital technologies.

2 Terminological Gap

The terminology of the digital sector of the economy differs from the terminology of
other sectors of the economy. For example, the livestock industry uses a vocabulary
from which the need for digital technology is challenging to identify. The verbal
context of the livestock industry is dictated, for example, by terms related to the
consumption of drinking milk. Export success is influenced by quality criteria, lead
times, and product freshness. The weakening of selection and genetic activity leads
to the displacement of pedigree products, their replacement with foreign genetic
resources, the cost of which is constantly growing. In this example, the use of digital
technologies is indirectly fixed in the following terminology:

• breeding history of animals is lost on import,
• there are no world generalizations of works in the field of genetics,
• forms of breeding certificates are different in different countries, etc.
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In the digital economy, the terminology is different. A digital platform creates
good conditions for communication, integrates end-to-end digital technologies, and
provides digital services. The digital platform is a set of digital services that facil-
itate interaction between different users over the Internet. The digital platform, for
example, provides

• exchange of values between participants,
• conducting transactions that fix a sale of goods,
• processing of information about the conclusion of agreements, etc.

As the thematic fields of the livestock and digital industries are very different,
the question arises of building a terminological bridge between the sectors of the
economy.

3 Existing Approaches

Themarket environment analysis is usually carried out by referring toWebsites, inter-
viewing experts, etc. For example, in work [4], the industry’s need for a particular
product is characterized by market demand and potential. In [5], events are recorded
that may affect the needs analysis results: market size, competition, inflation, regu-
lation, social change, etc. The market is segmented. The quality functions deploy-
ment method helps represents market segments by requirements’ characteristics [6,
Sect. 2.5].

The analytical system [7] provides an opportunity to compare the availability of
joint research in different subject areas. So, upon request to an array of about 230
economic journals (the first quartile, Q1), this system showed a complete lack of
intersection of scientific works in creating decision support systems and the agro-
industrial sector.

Given the impossibility of a complete and formalized description of the needs for
a particular product or service, new marketing methods are increasingly using social
and psychological techniques. In this regard, the concept of cognitive marketing
appeared. Significant in this approach is the attempt to build appropriate consump-
tion standards. However, this approach is still poorly formalized and do not have
automation tools.

Such an analysis demonstrates the development of existing approaches to
researching market needs by combining traditional marketing methods and digital
technologies, including procedures for analyzing big data and AI. It has to be taken
into account that the context that reflects the need of each industry for digital
technologies is predominantly cognitive, latent, and indirect. Therefore, cognitive
modelling helps to formalize marketing processes, and its high labour intensity
requires automation.
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4 Automating of Cognitive Modelling

Cognitive modelling helps to support decision-making when qualitative concepts
(factors) are more important than quantitative ones. It uses qualitative factors and
relations between ones. The nodes represent factors, and arrows – relations between
them. Cognitivemodels can be built semi-automatically and by experts. For example,
fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) approaches combine elements of fuzzy logic and neural
networks. This approach has been orienting on automatically creating FCM [8, 9].

The retrospective information helps to automate the models’ building bymapping
cognitive models’ factors on the relevant subsets of BD. But it helps only to verify
cognitivemodels which experts make. The use of deep learning of the neural network
with long short-term memory method was suggested for automating cognitive
modelling for emergencies, but this idea was not tested [3].

This work used an array of about 200,000 relevant documents (news, article, etc.)
fromelectronicmedia for each vertex of the cognitivemodel for training a deep neural
network. The trained neural network was used to classify media documents based on
cognitive model factors. Using a neural network made it possible to eliminate from
the sequence of constructing a cognitivemodel the procedures for formulating search
queries and referring to BD for these queries. The process of collecting, processing,
and presenting data included the following stages:

1. Determination of the boundaries of information search, selection of sites.
2. The choice of the format of interaction with the data of sites on the Internet.
3. Collecting the full news stream.
4. Processing the collected data (classifying documents using a neural network).

At stage (1), the criteria related to the required group of Internet sources, the data
from which are subject to analysis, are determined: a segment or a group of Internet
segments, the depth of the retrospective of the analyzed data, etc.

At stage (2), the interaction formatwith Internet data is determinedunder the estab-
lished boundaries of information retrieval. The interaction format is implemented in
an automated mode using the search capabilities of modern Internet aggregators.

At stage (3), the news flow was collected from selected sites related to a given
topic (for example, the “agriculture” industry). At the moment, the created sample
of sites includes:

• digital news sources (habrahabr.ru; cnews.ru; computer-ra.ru, etc.),
• federal and regional media (vesti.ru; newsru.com; regions.ru, etc.),
• unique sources of industry (industrialnews.ru; agbz.ru; agri-news.ru, etc.).

At stage (4), an automatic classification of media documents was performed
according to the features of specific vertices of the cognitive model. In the future,
each class of documents is processed with an analysis of their text content.

Several experiments have been conducted using recurrent neural network (RNN)
and convolutional neural network (CNN). For the CNN, an approach with word
coding helped to classify texts. A vector of fixed length was associated with each
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word, then a matrix of vectors was fed to the CNN input. The method for translating
a word into a fixed length vector was Google’s Word2Vec technology. The imple-
mentation of neural networks was made using the Python 3.7 programming language
and the Keras library in conjunction with the TensorFlow framework. The algorithm
of classification of the input stream from media sources used the following factors
of the cognitive model:

• “Compliance with the world’s best solutions (innovativeness)”,
• “Prospects for the commercialization of new technologies”,
• “Breakthrough nature of technical solutions (export-oriented)”.

The size of the training samples for the above factors was 8000, 12,000, and
5600 documents, respectively. The test sample size was 100,000 media documents
in Russian for the period from the beginning of 2021.

Testing was performed under various conditions determined by the maximum
number of words in the test document (200 or 500) and the maximum number of
words in the encoding dictionaries (2000; 5000; 7000). The number of learning
epochs for each neural network was at most 20. Classification results were estimated
using the “accuracy” metric, i.e. the proportion of correctly classified documents to
their total number was counted. Figures 1 and 2 show examples of using RNN and
CNN in different conditions. The “accuracy” parameter reflects the value of the clas-
sification accuracy function: “val_accuracy”—classification accuracy at the training
stage, “accuracy”—during testing. The number of learning epochs is represented on
the graphs by the “epochs” parameter.

The reason for the low-quality level of classification is:

• prominent intersection of documents corresponding to different factors,
• difference in professional terminology in the economic sectors,
• need to solve the inverse problem with inclusion of a person in process.

Fig. 1 Plots of “accuracy” distribution for RNN for 20 learning epochs: a the maximum number
of words in a document—500 and vocabulary size—2000 words; b the maximum number of words
in a document is 200, and the size of the vocabulary is 5000 words
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Fig. 2 Graphs of “accuracy”
for CNN for 10 learning
epochs with the maximum
number of words in the
document—450 and the
volume of the
vocabulary—7000 words

The well-known linguistic methods can help to eliminate terminological causes,
but refusal to include a person in the process of solving the inverse problem can go
along the path of developing strategies for solving such problems.

5 Quasi-solution of Inverse Problem

The quasi-solution of the inverse problem on a cognitive model was developed by
using a genetic algorithm.Experiments have shown that the inverse problem solutions
become unstable even to small perturbations of the control action.

A 2-level regularization was applied to increase the stability of the inverse
problem-solving. It helped analyze the neighbourhood of optimal solutions at the
first level and improve the quality function by including additional components that
directly depend on the control action at the second level. The quality functional of
solving an inverse problem on a cognitive graph can be represented as follows:

f (uk) = 1

N

N∑

j=1

⎛

⎝ 2

√∑

i

(Ti ( j) − Xi (uk, j))
2

⎞

⎠ (1)

where N is the number of steps in modelling the direct problem, j—is the step in
modelling the direct problem, i—is the index of the target factor, Ti ( j)—is the target
value of the target factor i at the step j of modelling the direct problem, Xi (uk, j)—
is the calculated value of the target factor i at the step of modelling j of the direct
problem, uk—is the value of the control action k for which the quality functional is
calculated. Usually, in cognitive modelling, the control action uk is an impulse of a
certain magnitude.
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The range of possible values of the control action uk , and the number of control
factors in the model determines the search space on which the solution of the inverse
problem is carried out. Various values of the control actions uk are analyzed during
optimization due to functional (1), whilst the optimization task is to determine such
a control value uk , at which this functional will take a minimum value, which corre-
sponds to the minimum discrepancy between the target values and the calculated
ones.

A feature of evolutionary optimization methods is the appearance in the compo-
sition of the populations of many specimens of decisions corresponding to close
to optimal values of the quality function. In the usual classical practice, the re-
calculation of the functional (1) values for the known values of uk is not performed.
At the same time, there is a high probability of obtaining unstable solutions. It is
proposed to repeat the calculation of functional (1) to eliminate these solutions for the
previously calculated values of uk . It is also proposed to apply an additional random
control action from the range determined by the required stability characteristics of
the solution of the inverse problem to the previously analyzed values of the control
actions uk , as a regularizer. In this case, the quality functional (1) calculated for
the control action uk is averaged over all the calculated points of the neighbourhood.
Thus, insufficiently stable solutions will have theworst averaged values of the quality
functional (1) in the vicinity of the control uk , even if the functional (1) is minimal
directly at the point uk . Parameters of the optimization algorithm (for example, the
parameters of the elitism operator and the selection operator) determined the number
of solutions calculations in the neighbourhood.

The quality functional (1) does not analyze the direct values of the control actions;
accordingly, in the case of the same values (1) for the edge values of uk , the result
of the algorithm is unpredictable. An introduction of an additional regularization
coefficient into the functional (1) eliminated this limitation. Then, the functional will
have the following form:

f (uk) = 1

N

N∑

j=1

⎛

⎝ 2

√∑

i

(Ti ( j) − Xi (uk + ε, j))2

⎞

⎠ + δ 2

√∑

l

(
ulk

)2
, (2)

where ε—is a random control action from the range determined by the required
stability characteristics of the solution to the inverse problem. As a rule, |εl | �∣∣ulk

∣∣, δ—is the control action regularization coefficient, is determined experimentally,
l—are the indices control factors of the cognitive model.

The proposed approach to solving the inverse problemmakes it possible to reduce
human participation at intermediate stages (populations) of the genetic algorithm
execution. The decision-maker only evaluates the final decision. And if this solution
does not suit him, the genetic algorithm can offer another way to achieve the given
goal of solving the problem.
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6 Practical Advantage

The practical advantage of applying the suggested approach consists of increasing
the competitiveness of products and services in domestic and global markets, raising
labour productivity by implementing information technology and AI, purposeful
formation of digital value chains, and developing the interaction of different
industries.

The unique convergent automation of research of a rather complex segmented
market helps to accelerate to revealing economic sectors’ needs crucially. Our paper
[2] represents the process of assessments of the needs of the economic sectors in
digital technologies without using neural networks, which already showed positive
results in actual practice.

7 Limitations and Discussion

The limitations of the work are seen in the impossibility of automatically taking
into account the non-formalizable and uncaused cognitive semantics of AI models.
They show the direction of the scientific discussion issues in the future. The group of
experts can represent such semantics. The paper describes the approachwithmapping
factors of AI models to big data and applying the inverse problem-solving method
with genetic algorithm. It helps to take into consideration the cognitive semantics and
make the decision-making process more purposeful and sustainable. Some results
can be seen in [10].

8 Conclusion

The results of this work allow us to draw the following conclusions:

• it was possible to ensure the value of the accuracy of the classification of factors
for the cognitive model using both RNN and CNN only 34%,

• the objective reason for the relatively low level of the classification quality is the
need to solve the inverse problem, which requires the inclusion of a person in the
solution process who must make intermediate estimates,

• the reason for the relatively low quality of the results of the classification of factors
using neural networks was also the prominent intersection of articles (duplica-
tion) corresponding to different factors of the model, as well as the difference in
professional terminology in the sectors of the economy.

The main options for improving the quality of classification of factors for the
automatic construction of a cognitive model are as follow:
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• identification of factors of the cognitive model by both mapping them to big data
and neural networks,

• development of amechanism for eliminating overlapping data in training samples,
• creating the linguistic bridge between digital and different economic sectors

terminologies,
• modification of the algorithm for solving the inverse problem with the connection

of a person only to assess the final results of the solution.

In our opinion, this study will have a crucial impact on developing marketing
technologies in the long run by making them more accurate, purposeful, and cheap.
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Prototype Based on a LoRaWAN
Network for Storing Multivariable Data,
Oriented to Agriculture with Limited
Resources

Steven Castro, Jhonattan Iñacasha, Gustavo Mesias, and William Oñate

Abstract Due to the advancement in information digitization in the agricultural
area that has resulted in processes which are more intelligent and independent of
precision agriculture, having as objective the verification, quantification, calculation,
processing, and storage of variables immersed in the agricultural area, the present
work shows a LoRa sensors network system, with visualization in a cloud envi-
ronment through The Things Network and data analysis in an IoT platform called
ThingSpeak. The objective of the use of sensors in precision agriculture (PA) is to
measure the different environmental parameters (e.g., temperature, humidity, soil pH
value),which are sent through aLoRaWANgateway that receives the variables sensed
by the final nodes and in turn incorporates a specialized node based on artificial vision
to obtain the vegetation index. In addition, a comparison with a commercial data-
logger is carried out, achieving an average error of 3.67% in the measured variables
and a cost 17 times smaller in the design of the proposed system.

Keywords LoRaWAN · TTN · ThingSpeak · Datalogger

1 Introduction

Information digitization in the agricultural area has enabled optimization of
processes, which have become individualized and intelligent, since as mentioned
in [1], these processes operate in real time, obtaining precise information about the
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cultivation areas, which are now managed by a new entity with the role change
from farmer to agro-manager. With the help of IoT (Internet of Things) devices, it
is appropriate to collect data at any instant of the agricultural production process.
These are transmitted by wireless sensor networks through the machine to machine
(M2M) support platform [2]. This is possible by incorporating different architec-
tures, which consist of IoT devices, sensor networks, edge devices, edge computing
[3], and also include cloud services for data storage, visualization, and management,
all of which has enabled the availability of automated systems, taking a step forward
and transforming it into Agriculture 4.0 [4].

From the aforementioned, technology has undoubtedly been the protagonist in the
evolution of agriculture, having as objective the verification, quantification, calcula-
tion, processing, and storage of variables immersed in the agricultural area [5], thus
that the digitized data are now available for advanced analytics at any moment and
at any place.

At present, there are different infrastructure topologies based on the require-
ments of the process, and thus, [6] proposes a structured bidirectional architecture of
IoT devices with radiofrequency communication (analog signal, digital, and pulses),
edge devices (MCU), fog devices (Gateway), and visualization in a cloud environ-
ment. A unidirectional architecture with network of sensors using LoRa and Zigbee
communication protocol is proposed in [7], for measuring temperature and humidity.

The evolution of technology and image processing techniques has contributed to
implement in agriculture vegetation indices that enable detecting and highlighting
cultivation areas among other elements present in a particular area [8]. Vegeta-
tion indices are reflectance measures of various wavelengths, which combined in
different ways enable obtaining agricultural features such as vegetation coverage,
biomass production, plant identification, and health [9]. An example of a research
work currently underway is theNormalizedDifferenceVegetation Index(NDVI)with
visible light and near infrared (NIR) and the Color Index of Vegetation Extraction
(CIVE) with visible spectra, such studies have shown good results [10]. However,
these methods were not used in a data collection architecture at any instant and
at any place, as well as in our particular case in which a LoRa network with low
consumption sensors is implemented, that enablemeasuring various variables such as
environmental temperature, soil temperature, environmental humidity, soil humidity,
atmospheric pressure, solar radiation, luminous intensity and Vegetation Index, with
the latter being a sensorwith artificial vision, that captures the imagewithin the visible
spectrum (RGB), for determining the Vegetation Index (CIVE) [11] in a cultivation
area. The data acquired are sent to a cloud data structure so that the agro-manager
performs the statistical analysis according to his/her convenience, thus contributing
to the standards demanded by Precision Agriculture ag4.0 [12].
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2 Methodology

2.1 LoRaWAN Gateway

A gateway was implemented to enable final nodes to connect to the Internet through
LoRaWAN communication, for which it used an HT-M00 dual-channel LoRa
gateway module. This gateway is based on two SX1276 chips driven by ESP32
[13], thus enabling the expansion of minimum interference communication and low
energy consumption for LoRa. The frequency of the sensor network developed in
this study was established according to the geographic location for synchronization
with the server IP, and finally, it was created a The Things Network (TTN) console
to enable the gateway by sending the ID [14].

2.2 Nodes

Each LoRa network node is composed of an ESP32 microprocessor (dual-core 32
bit The Wi-Fi Lora 32 (V2) with ESP32 and SX127 [15] enables connecting the
LoRaWAN at 915 MHz (range from 902 to 928 MHz) for the Americas region [16].
Table 1 shows the sensors connected to each node in the sensor network.

The MCCI LORAWAN LMIC TTN-ABP library (activation by personalization)
developed in the Arduino ID, enables communication between node 1, node 2, or
node 3 and the TTN page, where the following parameters were configured: network
session key, application session key, and device address, which were obtained by
TTN [17].

Algorithm 1 shows themodification of the GPIOs PINMAPPING for configuring
the nodes in the connection with LoRa.

Table 1 Devices of the LoRaWAN sensor network

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

Sensor Model Sensor Model Sensor Model

Soil
temperature

DS18B20
(probe)

Environmental
temperature

DHT -22 Vegetation
Index

Camera rev 1.3

Soil humidity FC-28 Environmental
humidity

(Artificial
vision)

Atmospheric
pressure

BMP180 Solar radiation ML8511

Luminous
intensity

BH1750
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Algorithm 1 GPIOs PIN MAPPING Configuration

Input: nss, rxtx, rst, dio
Output: GPIOs pin mapping
1: gpio 18 ← nss
2: LMIC_UNUSED_PIN ← rxtx
3: gpio 14 ← rst
4: gpio 26, 35, 34 ← dio

Different functions and libraries were used for sending the sensed data from
the nodes to TTN, for transforming the data read in bits per frame for its further
transmission, as it is the case for the BMP180 sensor in which 3 main libraries were
used for its operation: Adafruit_Sensor, Adafruit_BME280 and SFE_BMP180, the
DS18B20 sensor, in which two main libraries were used for its operation: OneWire
and DallasTemperature, the BH1750 sensor, in which two main libraries were used
for its operation: Wire and BH1750, the FC-28 sensor used a mapping of the reading
from an analog pin, the DHT-22 sensor, in which a DHT library was used, and for
the Camera rev 1.3 sensor, it was used the OpenCv (Open Source Computer Vision)
library.

The sensed data is read using the do_sense function in the Arduino ID, and subse-
quently, these data are sent to the LoRaGateway using the do_send function, as it is
observed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Frame for sending sensor data

Input: Humidity, temperature, uvIntensity, VI
Output: LMIC_setTxData2
1: int shiftHum ← int(Humedad * 100)
payload[0] ← byte(shiftHum)
payload[1] ← shiftHum >> 8
2: int shiftTemp ← int(temperatura * 100)
payload[2] ← byte(shiftTemp)
payload[3] ← shiftTemp >> 8

3: int shiftUV ← int(uvIntensity * 100)
payload[4] ← byte(shiftUV)
payload[5] ← shiftUV >> 8
4: int shiftVI ← int(VI * 100)
payload[6] ← byte(shiftVI)
payload[7] ← shiftVI >> 8

2.3 Method of Vegetation Index (Sensor with Artificial
Vision)

The RGB image sensor (PiCamera) is enabled and configured in the Raspberry Pi
Zero, and the OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) library is used for image
analysis and treatment.

The processing initiates capturing and storing the RGB image with a size of
720 × 720 pixels of the cultivation area, from which the undesired features are
eliminated, and it highlighted the area of interest through the implementation of the
CIVE (Color Index of Vegetation Extraction) algorithm [18], whose main function
is extracting the vegetation from the image emphasizing green areas [19]. The Otsu
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Fig. 1 Steps for configuring the nodes in TTN

thresholding method was used for obtaining the binary image (Boolean matrix),
obtaining a representation with a pixel value of 1 for the white part and a value of
0 for the black part. Equation (1) was used to determine the vegetation percentage
present in the image of the cultivation area.

VI =
∑n

i, j=1 ai, j

518400
100% (1)

The value of Vegetation Index percentage is sent from the Raspberry Pi Zero to
the analog input of the LoRa node; signal conditioning was previously performed.

2.4 Configuration of Nodes in TTN

Figure 1 shows the configuration steps carried out in the TTN application for each
node, thus establishing the communication between nodes and TTN, stressing that
each application has a similar ABP activation method. Nevertheless, the parameters
are different and designated by TTN (e.g., for node 1, the parameters designated
from TTN are: device EUI: 00 8A 2F 9E 2F 39 A7 15, application EUI: 70 B3 D5 7E
D0 03 EE C8, and device address: 26 01 1B 8D), which were used for configuring
the ID of each node, thus establishing the aforementioned communication.

2.5 Data in Payload TTN

The data sent by the nodes were decoded in TTN cloud environment for identifi-
cation in the payload of each sensed variable. Different fields were created in this
platform for each variable, with which a key is generated by means of an API to
access a channel, where the agro-manager is in charge of managing such access, thus
achieving the writing of the sensed values in the ThingSpeak IoT service platform.
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Algorithm 3 Decoding in TTN of node 2

Input: b, port
Output: Humidity, temperature, uvIntensity
1: var Humidity = (b[0] | b[1] << 8)/100;
2: var temperature = (b[2] | b[3] << 8)/100;
3: var uvIntensity = (b[4] | b[5] << 8)/100
4: return {
field1: Humidity + " %",
field2: temperature + " °C",
field3: uvIntensity + " mW/cm2"}

Algorithm 3 shows an example corresponding to the decoding of sensed values
from node 2 in TTN and the use of fields for identifying the variables of interest.

2.6 Collaboration with ThingSpeak

For treatment and visualization of the data obtained through TTN, 3 channels were
created with the sensors used in each final node by means of a collaboration with
an IoT platform [20], which enabled collecting, saving, and making easier for the
agro-manager to perform data analytics at any instant and at any place [21].

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the LoRaWAN network architecture devel-
oped for the measurement of the different physical variables, where the nodes
communicate with the gateway using LoRa technology, the gateway sends the
LoRaWAN frames to a cloud platform for the processing of the detected data [22].

3 Results

Data were collected in a cultivation area of 1120 [m2], as shown in Fig. 3, in which
node 1 is in charge of taking data of soil temperature (DS18B20), soil humidity (FC-
28), luminous intensity (BH1750), and atmospheric pressure (BMP180); node 2 is
designated for taking data of environmental temperature (DHT22), environmental
humidity (DHT22) and solar radiation (ML8511), and node 3 takes data ofVegetation
Index by means of artificial vision through a camera.

Due to the nonpriority time of the process, data were sent from the nodes to the
TTN platform approximately every 12 s. Table 2 shows an example of the record of
values in TTN from node 2, showing the payload in the process information fields in
hexadecimal format (environmental humidity, environmental temperature, and solar
radiation).

Afterward, the variablesmeasured are recorded through the ThingSpeak page, and
such platform enables the agro-manager to graphically visualize data representation
at any instant and at any place, also having a record of historic data and access to
statistical tools for the corresponding analytics. Figure 4 shows two widgets as an
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Fig. 2 LoRaWAN network architecture

Fig. 3 Cultivation area
located in the city of Quito
latitude: −0.172889 and
longitude: −78.332341
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Table 2 Information fields recorded in TTN from node 2

Time Counter Port Payload Field 1 (%) Field 2 (°C) Field 3 (mW/cm2)

15:58:42 730 1 CC 10 62 0C 29 01
00 00 00 00 00 00

43 31.7 2.97

15:58:21 726 1 D6 10 62 0C 64 01
00 00 00 00 00 00

43.1 31.7 3.56

15:58:01 722 1 CC 10 62 0C 5D 01
00 00 00 00 00 00

43 31.7 3.49

15:56:44 707 1 4E 11 4E 0C 5D 01
00 00 00 00 00 00

44.3 31.5 3.49

15:56:19 702 1 BC 11 62 0C 63 01
00 00 00 00 00 00

45.4 31.7 3.55

15:55:17 690 1 A2 12 A8 0C 7D 01
00 00 00 00 00 00

47.7 32.4 3.81

(b) (a) 

Fig. 4 Record and visualization of data of (a) environmental temperature and (b) vegetation

example, for values of environmental temperature and Vegetation Index stored in the
field by means of a dispersion graph.

The platform under consideration enabled downloading the data taken during the
field test in different formats (JSON, XML, and CSV), and thus, Table 3 shows the
average values obtained during the cultivation process.

4 Discussion

Since agriculture and livestock are located in places with low coverage, it is appro-
priate to use some type of wireless technology that enables the connection of various
sensors for precise measurement of its variables. Consequently, there are various
companies that offer modules and systems with wireless technology; however, their
implementation involves a high cost; thus, this study reveals various comparative
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Table 3 Average data collected from ThingSpeak

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

Average Average Average

Soil temperature (°C) 22.28 Environmental
temperature (°C)

26.07 Vegetation Index (%) 42.68

Soil humidity (%) 40.6 Environmental
humidity (%)

39.79

Luminous intensity
(lm)

26,269 Solar radiation
(mW/cm2)

1.31

Atmospheric pressure
(mbar)

755.4

aspects between two wireless systems, one commercial and another developed in
this study. The points of interest are focused in the same area of analysis for culti-
vation, cost, refresh rate, data storage in the cloud and number of variables to be
measured.

ThewirelessHOBOMicroRXcommercial stationwith IEEE802.15.4 technology
has the low cost as parameter of interest in its description, enabling the connection
of up to five plug-and-play sensors at level of research, with these being environ-
mental temperature, soil temperature, environmental humidity, soil humidity, lumi-
nous intensity, solar radiation, and atmospheric pressure, and also enables the user to
visualize and download the stored data from the HOBOnet platform. A peculiarity
of this company is that it enables to store data at intervals from 1 s to 30 min. From
the aforementioned specifications, some issues arise regarding cost, since a wireless
technology such as the LoRaWan at the level of research considered in this case study
with the same sensed variables has an approximate cost 17 times smaller compared
to the commercial one. It should be stressed that the sensors used in the commercial
system show a lower measurement error, as specified in Table 4.

It is observed in Table 3 that the mean error values in the low-cost system might
be adjusted to minimize the error; however, the solar radiation variable shows a
larger error margin, since the commercial sensor has a larger spectral coverage of the
rays that fall upon the surface of earth, which range approximately between 300 and

Table 4 Mean percentage
error between the system
developed in this study and
the commercial system in
12 h

Mean percentage error

Environmental temperature (%) 4.68

Environmental humidity (%) 3.02

Soil temperature (%) 4.33

Soil humidity (%) 3.11

Atmospheric pressure (%) 2.76

Solar radiation (%) 46.09

Luminous intensity (%) 4.12
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3500nm[23],with respect to the low-cost sensorwithmeasureswavelengths between
280 and 390 nm. The system developed in this study presents a unique interval of
data storage every 15 s, due to the type of process on which the system was installed,
i.e., it does not require a constant data update or priority times, and this interval
may be even larger, such measured data are transmitted to a Web platform, where
the agro-manager may visualize and perform the corresponding analytics. It is also
mentioned that the systemunder consideration consists of a low-cost specialized node
for obtaining theVegetation Index of the cultivation area, through artificial vision, and
finally, it is important to mention that the line of sight of the LoRaWan technology is
larger than the technology in the commercial system and unquestionable the easiness
of implementation of the aforementioned two systems.

5 Conclusions

The system developed in this process fulfills satisfactorily the proposed goals, which
means that the agro-manager may manage from any place and at any moment
the variables involved in the cultivation process, which are soil temperature, soil
humidity, environmental temperature, environmental humidity, luminous intensity,
atmospheric pressure, and solar radiation. The aforementioned variables were sensed
through devices that showed an average measurement error of 3.67% with respect to
the commercial datalogger; however, a high average error was obtained in the solar
radiation variable, since the sensor only measures 3.44% of the total radiation range
that reaches Earth.

The system has features that enable adding sensing devices from different manu-
facturers and is not limited to proprietary sensors as various commercial dataloggers.
The system is also constituted by nodes that take part of the LoRa network which
are of low-cost. It is also mentioned that the precision agriculture system developed
in this paper has an additional artificial vision sensor for obtaining the Vegetation
Index. These qualities highlight even more because it was achieved an economic cost
17 times smaller compared to the commercial datalogger.
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Real-Time and Zero-Footprint Bag
of Synthetic Syllables Algorithm
for E-mail Spam Detection Using
Subject Line and Short Text Fields

Stanislav Selitskiy

Abstract Contemporary e-mail services have high availability expectations from
the customers and are resource-strained because of the high-volume throughput and
spam attacks. Deep machine learning architectures, which are resource hungry and
require offline processing due to the long processing times, are not accepted at the
front-line filters. On the other hand, the bulk of the incoming spam is not sophisticated
enough to bypass even the simplest algorithms. While the small fraction of the
intelligent, highly mutable spam can be detected only by the deep architectures, the
stress on them can be unloaded by the simple near real-time and near zero-footprint
algorithms such as the bag of synthetic syllables algorithm applied to the short texts
of the e-mail subject lines and other short text fields. The proposed algorithm creates
a circa 200 sparse dimensional hash or vector for each e-mail subject line that can
be compared for the cosine or Euclidean proximity distance to find similarities to
the known spammy subjects. The algorithm does not require any persistent storage,
dictionaries, additional hardware upgrades or software packages. The performance
of the algorithm is presented on the one day of the real SMTP traffic.

Keywords Spam detection · Bag of features · Short text · E-mail subject · Online
training · Proximity metrics

1 Introduction

Level of the spam e-mail traffic coming through the simple mail transfer protocol
(SMTP) [12], circa 90% before or 50% after IP filtering, makes it effectively non-
functional without filtering neither for users nor economically sound for the Internet
Service Provider (ISP) companies. The majority of the practical anti-spam solutions
rely on crowd-sourcing and, partially, expert analysis of the spam-attracting honey-
pot accounts to extract signatures from the spam message example. Such signatures
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Fig. 1 Left: Spam (bottom) to no spam (top) ratio (after IP filtering). Right: dumb (bottom) to
intelligent (top) spam ratio. 24 hours snapshot

include IP addresses, handshake and source domains, header domains, subject and
other text headers, body text, URLs, and attachments. Filtering on such signatures
is usually effective, in terms of accuracy and speed, against the non-sophisticated
spam comprising about 90% of all spam traffic Fig. 1. However, such signatures
become available only a few hours after the spam attack with unknown previously
signatures starts. Also, keeping and searching database of spam signatures require
either significant computing and storage resources on-site or paid subscription to the
spam-filtering providers.

Intelligent spammers are aware of these limitations and exploit them by running
distributed, short-lived, intense campaigns Fig. 1 right, rotating spam signatures,
monitoring the anti-spam algorithms’ effectiveness via so-called canary accounts,
and crafting unique spam messages individually tailored for each recipient. Deep
learning (DL) algorithms can detect sentiment and semantic of the intelligent spam
full-body texts [5, 24].

However, DL algorithms require significantly more resources and have longer
processing time than simpler algorithms. Although SMTP standards allow plenty of
time for a message to be delivered to the recipient, contemporary e-mail users expect
near real-timemessage delivery. Therefore, slowand expensiveDLalgorithms tend to
be used on the last line of the defence for messages with the unclear verdict. Another
indirect impact of the full-body message scan has game-theoretic consequences—
it increases the incoming spam messages’ size up to the maximal limits because
spammers try to overwhelmspamfilters. Therefore, for employing full-body analysis,
ISP should be prepared resource-wise to handle the shifting traffic’s structure and
volume.

The behavioural-based algorithms use the simplified feature space proximity anal-
ysis for the subject line and other short text headers to fill the apparent gap between
the static signature-based algorithms and the DL full-body semantic and sentiment
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analysis algorithms. Bag of words’ algorithms are a popular choice for such anal-
ysis [25]. They use from the few hundred to few thousand-dimensional spaces of
the frequency vocabularies and various distance and class boundary algorithms such
as cosine and Euclidean distances, or support vector machines (SVM) and artifi-
cial neural networks (ANN) regression algorithms. However, bag of words models
require text pre-processing and database infrastructure that consume time and hard-
ware resources.

The presented bag of synthetic syllables (BoSS) algorithm is self-contained, has
a straightforward fast-computing logic, does not require any external resources and
introduces minimal CPU or memory-wise overhead. The BoSS algorithm can be
viewed as related to n-gram algorithms with custom 2-gram and 1-gram mix that
creates enough dimensional space to handle short texts, still maintaining low pro-
cessing requirements to find morphological or stochastic variation neighbourhoods
[2, 23].

Machine learning concepts have been efficiently used for detection of abnormal
patterns [14, 15] and estimation of brain development [8–10, 17, 22], trauma sever-
ity estimation [6, 21] and survival prediction [18, 19, 21], collision avoidance at
Heathrow [20], and early detection of bone pathologies [1, 7].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the BoSS algorithm in
detail. Section 3 describes the experimental setting and results. Section 4 draws
practical conclusions from the results and states directions of the research of not yet
answered questions.

2 Bag of Synthetic Syllables Algorithm

The algorithm expects the English character set American Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange (ASCII) string of the 1 kB length (though precise Internet mes-
sage header size is 988 symbols [16]). Any symbol or symbol sequence that does not
belong to ‘a’-to-‘z’ or ‘A’-to-‘Z’ intervals is considered as between the words delim-
iters. Interval ‘A’-to-‘Z’ is converted to the lower case ‘a’-to-‘z’. Out of the 26 sym-
bols, 6 (‘a’, ‘i’, ‘u’, ‘e’, ‘o’, ‘y’) are considered vowels, and the rest 20—consonants.
Synthetic syllables are constructed in the Japanese morae style -2-symbol syllables
start with a consonant followed by a vowel. If two vowels follow each other, then two
1-symbol vowel ‘syllables’ are created. If two consonants follow each other, then
one 1-symbol consonant ‘syllable’ is created.

This synthetic syllabification schema differs from the native English or other lan-
guages with alphabetic writing systems texts on which this algorithmmay be applied
to. For example, the single syllable word ‘tree’ under this schema will be broken into
three synthetic syllables: ‘t’, ‘re’ and ‘e’. Such an approach allows keeping controlled
compact dimensionality of the feature space and fast mapping into it.

The input short text string then can be represented in the 20 × 7 + 6 = 146 dimen-
sional space SB�SS ⊂ I

146 = span(s1 . . . s146), where si is a basis syllable vector.
Similarly, it can be interpreted as a 146 bin syllable frequency histogram.
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Algorithm 1 The Bag of Synthetic Syllables hash building function
Input: Short text string buffer str
Parameters: BoSS hash length bss len = 189, high (consonant) register lengths
hreg len = 27
Output: BoSS hash

1: memset(hash, ‘0’, bss len)
2: str ← tolower(str)
3: state ← ‘out of syllable’
4: for all symbols si, i ∈ {1, . . . |str|} do
5: if state = ‘out of syllable’ then
6: if si ∈ {a, . . . z} then
7: if si ∈ v = {a, i, u, e, o, y} then
8: hreg ← j, where vj = si,
9: j ∈ {1, . . . 6}

10: + + hash[hreg ∗ hreg len]
11: state ← ‘out of syllable’
12: else
13: lreg ← si − ‘a’
14: state ← ‘in syllable’
15: end if
16: end if
17: else
18: if si ∈ {a, . . . z} then
19: if si ∈ v = {a, i, u, e, o, y} then
20: hreg ← j, where vj = si

21: + + hash[hreg ∗ hreg len + lreg]
22: state ← ‘out of syllable’
23: else
24: + + hash[lreg]
25: lreg ← si − ‘a’
26: state ← ‘in syllable’
27: end if
28: else
29: + + hash[lreg]
30: state ← ‘out of syllable’
31: end if
32: end if
33: if state = ‘in syllable’ then
34: + + hash[lreg]
35: end if
36: end for
37: return hash

For easiness of computation and visualization (sacrificing a bit of storage space),
the short text is also can be represented in the product superspace SB�SS ⊂ I

27 × I
7,

or a sparse hash of length 27 × 7 = 189, where each symbol is calculated as ‘0’ +
nsyllable occurrences and a bin location calculated as an offset to ASCII symbol ‘a’ and
offset to the set {‘a’, ‘i’, ‘u’, ‘e’, ‘o’, ‘y’} member ‘a’; see Algorithm 1.

When a new short text comes, the lexical and morphological proximity is calcu-
lated as a cosine distance cos θ :
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cos θ = v1 · v2
‖v1‖‖v2‖ > tθ (1)

and Euclidean distance de:

de = ‖v1 − v2‖ < te (2)

and compared to the chosen thresholds tθ and te, where v1, v2 are short text vector
representations in the SB�SS feature space; see Algorithm 2. C code implementation
is publicly available at https://github.com/Selitskiy/BoSS.

Example texts: ‘donald: sprucing up for spring’ and ‘vulindlela: sprucing up for
spring?’ produce BSS hashes:
‘0001002000 0102030120 0000000000 0000000000 1000000000 0000001000

0000000000 0100000000 0100000000 0000000010 0000000000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000010 1000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
000000000’

and:
‘0001002000 0003030120 0000000000 0000000010 0000000000 0000001000

0000010000 0100000000 0100000000 0000000010 0010000000 0000000001
0000000000 0000000000 1000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
000000000’,

with 0.885808 cosine and 2.828427 Euclidean distances.

Algorithm 2 The Bag of Synthetic Syllables hash comparison function
Input: BoSS hashes: h1, h2

Parameters: BoSS hash cosine threshold tθ, Euclidean threshold te
Output: BoSS hash proximity flag

1: for all symbols si, i ∈ {1, . . . |h1|} do
2: prod ← prod + (h1i − ‘0’) × (h2i − ‘0’)
3: n21 ← n21 + (h1i − ‘0’) × (h1i − ‘0’)
4: n22 ← n22 + (h2i − ‘0’) × (h2i − ‘0’)
5: e dist2 ← e dist2 + (h1i − h2i)2

6: end for
7: c dist2 = prod2/(n21 × n22)
8: if c dist2 > t2θ ∧ e dist2 < t2e then
9: flag = True

10: else
11: flag = False
12: end if
13: return flag

https://github.com/Selitskiy/BoSS
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Fig. 2 Cosine (left) and Euclidean (right) distance distribution for messages that triggered BSS
proximity verdict. 24 h snapshot

3 Experiments

Experiments were run in the live environment on the Linux Red Hat 7.8 box with
32 GB RAM and Xeon E5-2620 CPU. The BoSS subject header proximity flags
were used to generate bulk mail verdicts. Those verdicts, along with the soft SMTP
RFC (Request for Comments) standards violations, authenticity verification protocol
violations (DKIM [3], SPF [11], DMARC [13], FcRND [4]), associated DNS record
malformity, and traffic pattern artefacts verdicts (overall up to 100) were fed into
a single perceptron classifier. The classifier performed in the near real-time (4–
5 million messages per day, or 0.02 seconds per message processing ) and near-
zero footprint (additional in-memory buffer of the frequent headers of the size 1000
by 200 bytes line length) mode that does not require any additional hardware or
software enhancement of the SMTP server boxes. The classifier was trained in the
reinforcement learning style, where each estimate was used as training data for
the next time cycle. The training was done in the semi-supervised mode, in which
both crowd-sourced labels and few high-fidelity verdicts were used to form the final
training label being in the set {spam, not spam, unknown}. Hyper-parameters of
the model were set based on the expert estimate and customer feedback, balancing
acceptable false positive and false negative error rates. The processing and storage
resources constraints put a limitation on the results collected, especially in terms of
comparison with other possible algorithms.
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Fig. 3 Proportion of the messages (spam on the left, non-spam on the right) with BoSS spam
proximity verdicts (top), and without BoSS spam proximity verdicts (bottom). 24 h snapshot

Based on the one-day traffic, it can be seen that majority (again circa 90%) of
the bulk mail subject lines is not varying (2,161,679), while 216,877 messages have
intentionally or unintentionally mutated subject lines with cosine distance in (0.87–
1.00) interval, which was used as a criterion of the subject line variational and mor-
phological proximity for the cosine distance distribution and Fig. 2 for the Euclidean
distance distribution. The threshold cosine distance 0.87 was selected from ±0.05
interval based on the expert estimate and customer feedback.

BoSS proximity verdict associated with particular IP ranges, sender domains and
other source information do not necessarily mean that the messages coming from
these sources are spammy but rather indicate the incoming stream’s bulk nature. The
bulk mail can be either genuine reporting such as retail or bank statements or social
media or subscription notifications that some users may desire and are better to be
categorized as grey mail Fig. 4.

Therefore, BoSS proximity verdicts are meant to be used with other mentioned
above verdicts as input for machine learning (ML) algorithms, preferably fast and
effective shallow solutions that can utilize the lightweight BoSS approach. Never-
theless, the association of the BoSS proximity verdict with spam verdicts can be seen
on Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4 Proportion of the messages (from banks on the left, social on the right) with BoSS spam
proximity verdicts, and without BoSS spam proximity verdicts (bottom). 24 h snapshot

4 Discussion and Future Work

Bag of synthetic syllables algorithm offers a less dimensional space than typical bag
of words algorithms. However, the BoSS algorithm still has enough discriminating
power to strongly associate its verdicts with bulk spam or grey mail. Economical,
near zero-footprint use of hardware resources and fast near real-time operation allows
it to be used as the first line of defence, unloading more sophisticating but slow and
resource-demanding DL algorithms.

For future work, a multi-perceptron ML layer working with BoSS verdicts as
inputs can distinguish the bad spam verdicts from various flavours of the grey bulk
verdicts.
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An Approach for Learning Polish Braille
Mathematical Notation by Sighted
Teachers Based on Liblouis Converters

Dariusz Mikulowski

Abstract Teaching mathematics to blind students is not an easy task. To read and
write formulas, the blind students use the Braille alphabet and special Braille mathe-
matical notations that are different forms in different countries. Suchnotation encodes
mathematical symbols and whole structure of the formula in the form of Braille point
signs. Teachers in mainstream schools usually encounter various problems while
teaching the blind to math. One of these difficulties is their lack of knowledge of
the Braille alphabet and, in particular, of Braille mathematical notation. To facilitate
their cooperation with blind students, we propose a solution by which these teachers
can learn the basics of Polish Braille mathematical notation (in short, BNM). It was
implemented as a web application and tested by four sighted users. The application
received positive feedback, although a solution must be improved and more deeply
tested.

Keywords Teaching math · Braille mathematical notation · Blind students ·Math
teachers

1 Introduction

Learning maths is very problematic for visually impaired and blind students (BVI)
for several reasons. They face significant barriers in accessingmathematical literature
because they can not use the standard alphabet of the sighted people. Instead, they use
the Braille alphabet [1] with a unique code for mathematic formulas called Braille
math notation. For these reasons, reading and writing mathematical formulas by the
BVI is much slower than in the case of sighted individuals.

Another problem is the insufficient preparation of teachers who works with BVI
students. While in schools dedicated to the blind, math teachers are well-prepared
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because they also know Braille’s mathematical notation. In mainstream schools,
the situation is much worse. According to research carried out in the frame of the
Euromath project [2], it turns out that about 48 percent of math BVI teachers from
mainstream schools in Poland, Ireland and the Netherlands do not know Braille and
even Braille mathematical notation. Therefore, there is a great need to support them
in teaching mathematics they lead.

In this paper, we propose a solution thatmay be a step toward solving this problem.
It uses open-source converters extending the Liblouis library [3] to teach Polish
Braille math notation (BNM) [4] to sighted teachers and tutors.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows:

• In the next section, we will present the problem of many mathematical Braille
notations in different countries and the differences in the writing of formulas by
sighted and blind people. We will also present the existing solutions supporting
the writing and reading of formulas by the blind.

• In the next section, we will introduce a bit more about Liblouis-based converters
and present how our solution works.

• In the result section, we will describe how we have verified our solution.
• Then, in conclusion, we will give a summary of our research and plans for future
work.

2 Braille Mathematical Notations and Solutions

2.1 Braille Mathematical Notations

The Braille alphabet was invented in 1824 by the brilliant blind student of the Paris
school for the blind, Louis Braille [1]. As a part of his alphabet, he also developed the
original versions of mathematical and musical notations. However, in the following
years, the differences in the blunt development of the education of the blind in
all countries and the different conditions that prevailed in them developed many
mathematical notations are sometimes very different from each other [5]. As a result,
the mathematical notation created in one country is incomprehensible to the blind
living in another one. This is turning out to be a big problem.

Blind people in most US states use a notation called Nemeth-Code [6]. The name
Nemeth-Code comes from its author’s name,DrAbrahamNemeth. It was established
in 1946 and adopted as a standard by the Braille Authority of NorthAmerica (BANA)
in 1952. Then it has been developed ever since. Dr Nemeth intended to make it
possible to write down formulas dealing with complicated problems of different
math branches such as algebra, geometry and even differential calculus or integrals.
A characteristic feature of this notation is that themath expression takes up a relatively
large amount of space compared to other solutions. The author’s idea was to create
a writing system that would be as similar as possible to that of the sighted.
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Another example of math Braille notation is the German notation known as Mar-
burg [7]. It was created by Helmut Epheser, Karl Britz and Frideruch Mittelsten
Scheid at the Marburg School for the Blind in 1955. This system is used in German-
speaking countries and few other places. In the following years, it has undergone
several modifications and its last update was released in 1992. Polish Braille math-
ematical notation (BNM), used in the research described in this article, was also
created based on Marburg system.

Another example of mathematical Braille notation is the English notation called
Unified English Braille (UEB) [8]. Its development was aimed at standardizing sev-
eral systems used in these countries so that blind people would not have to use several
different Braille codes. The idea behind this notation was to create a code that com-
bines three official Braille notations: literarymaterial (EnglishBraille), mathematical
notation (NemethCode) and computer notation (Computer Braille Code). In 1993,
this project was adopted by the International Council on English Braille (ICEB). The
originators of this unification were Dr T. V. Cranmer and Dr A. Nemeth. The inten-
tion was to create a code similar to the literary Braille used in all English-speaking
countries.

In addition to the notations mentioned above, other countries have their own
Braille mathematical notation systems. Spanish-speaking countries have their nota-
tion, the Czechs have developed their system, and the Russian-speaking countries
have also their notation.

As we mentioned above, Polish BNM notation [4] was based on the Marburg
notation. It was developed in 2002 by a consortium of all mathematics teachers from
schools for the blind in the country. Its latest version was published in 2011. This
notation, apart from a set of mathematical symbols, also includes symbols needed to
write physical dependencies and chemical formulas.

To better explain the essence of differences in these notations, we summarize this
sectionwith a small demonstrative. For example, itwill illustrate different approaches
to present formulas in different Braille mathematical notations, and we will show the
expression of the same mathematical formula in the Nemeth-Code and BNM. Let us
take the following formula:

1
2 + 1

3

6

Its expression in the Nemeth-Code notation is shown in Fig. 1.
In turn, the same formula in the Polish mathematical notation is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Formula in Nemeth-Code

Fig. 2 Formula in Polish
Braille math notation
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As we can note, the differences in the concepts of both notations are significant.
There are symbols in each notation, i.e. the beginning of the expression, the end of the
expression, the fraction bar and others. However, they have a different arrangement
of Braille points. We can notice that in the Polish notation based on Marburg, the
brevity of the notation is emphasized, which means that certain symbols may be
omitted in some contexts. On the other hand, Nemeth-Code was supposed to be a
notation similar to the notation of sighted people. Therefore, the formula is written
in it with more characters. It is also easier to process automatically because each part
of the formula has a tagged beginning and end, and the occurrence of symbols does
not depend on their context.

Such a state of affairs means that Braille notation converters are needed to support
mathematics teaching using a computer. Moreover, they are necessary to transform
the notation of sighted people into Braille notation and vice versa. One of the most
popular converters is the Liblouis library used in our research. We will describe it in
the next section.

2.2 The Liblouis Converters

Liblouis is an openly licensed universal converter that converts various mathematical
notations into Braille and vice versa [9]. It has been implemented as a C++ library
and a set of tables and semantic files. They are then used for semantic replacement
of the symbol sequences from one notation with another. It allows for automatic
translation of mathematics from standards such as MathML [10] and LaTeX [11]
into Braille notation. Thanks to Liblouis, the reverse translation is also possible. The
Braille mathematical formulas can be translated into MathML or Latex. Liblouis
can be adapted to any Braille notation by creating an appropriate set of tables and
configuration files and implementing the library’s missing functions if needed. Such
adaptation to the use of Polish Braille mathematical notation was made as part of the
PlatMat project [12]. It was also used in the research we are describing in this paper.

The converter works by running the translation (MathML Braille) or back-
translation (Braille MathML) function. It takes the name of the configuration file
for the given Braille notation and the names of the input and output files as argu-
ments. In turn, in the configuration file, there are references to various tables and
semantic files. In these tables, the characters from the input and the corresponding
sequences of characters that should be written to output are encoded. In addition,
there are semantic rules that determine in what contexts and in which course the input
sequence is to be converted into an output sequence. The conversion is performed in
three following steps.

• In the first step, the input data is initially processed to output. At this stage, some
document elements that will be processed in the following stages are appropriately
tagged.
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• The second pass processes the document more thoroughly. The places that were
marked in the first run are replaced with the appropriate output sign sequences. At
this stage, for example, math formulas are processed using semantic rules.

• The last pass is called the edit pass. In this step, final corrections of the output
format aremade, such as adding spaces before themath operators or adding Braille
page numbering, etc.

To summarize this section, we will give an example of converting a formula from
MathML format to Polish Braille mathematical notation. Let take the formula we
presented in the previous section, namely

1
2 + 1

3

6

Its MathML representation is as follows:

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’ standalone=’yes’?>

<math xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML">

<mfrac>

<mrow>

<mfrac>

<mn>1</mn> <mn>2</mn>

</mfrac>

<mo>+</mo>

<mfrac>

<mn>1</mn> <mn>3</mn>

</mfrac>

</mrow>

<mrow>

<mn>6</mn>

</mrow>

</mfrac>

</math>

After performing the conversion from thisMathML code, we will get the appropriate
ASCII string that denotes the Braille formula. It will be the following string.

;#a; +#a: 8+

where sign ; (semicolon) means the beginning of the main fraction, #a; means
small fraction (#a means 1 in the numerator) and ; means 2 in the denominator In
addition, signs #a:means small fraction 1

3 and 8means the fraction bar of the main
fraction and < means end of the whole fraction.
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As we can note, even from this simple example, coding maths formulas in Braille
is not a trivial thing. After changing the font of the above formula representation
sequence to Braille or sending this text to a Braille printer [13, 14], we will get
the appropriate pattern of points as shown in the formula presented in Fig. 2. Using
Liblouis, there is also possible the conversion in the opposite direction. The ASCII
string denoting a Braille formula can be performed to the appropriate MathML frag-
ment.

The Liblouis library is currently used in many programs supporting the work of
the blind, such as screen readers and software for creating Braille publications, and
even in such solutions as software Braille keyboards for mobile phones.

2.3 Tools Supporting Learning Math by BVI

Considering the difficulty of learning mathematics by BVI, several tools have long
been developed to make it easier for them. As the first teaching aids for learning
mathematics for BVI, there were simple manual tools such as Nicholas Saunderson’s
algebraic board, William Taylor’s octagonal plate, or Christian Meyer’s calculator
[15]. With the advancement of technology, new opportunities have emerged. There
were developed special software that would allow the printing of Braille textbooks
containing mathematical content. These were applications such as Winbraille [16]
or Duxburry [3, 17]. Braille, Brailkom and Euler applications have been developed
in Poland [18].

Along with web technologies and applications, new solutions appeared that allow
learning mathematics using a web browser. These are such systems as Desmos [19]
or Euromath [12]. To a limited extent, BVI can also use the equation editor in MS
Word. There is also a special plugin for the NVDA screenreader [20] that translates
the Latex representation to text form. Then this text representation may be spoken
by the voice of the speech synthesizer [21].

However, to the author’s knowledge, no solution would allowmainstream schools
teachers to quickly and comfortably learn mathematical notation. As a step toward
solving this problem, we propose an application for learning Polish Braille mathe-
matical notation, which we will present briefly in the next section.

3 How It Works

As an implementation of the proposed solution, a pilot web application has been
developed. It allows learning BNM notation by sighted users (teachers, parents and
tutors of blind students).

There are two types of users of our application: student and administrator The
administrator can manage tasks, add, delete and edit tasks and put them in the appro-
priate math branch sections. We used the publication untitled Polish Braille math-
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Fig. 3 Solving the task in web learning application

ematical physical and chemical notation [4] as the substantive content to fill the
application with tasks.

The second type of user is the student. He can solve problems by writing formulas
of different branches ofmathematics. These tasks can be divided into twomain types:
Braille writing tasks and Braille reading tasks. Solving the Braille reading task is
that the application displays an exemplary formula in the Braille points, as the blind
save it in BNM. The user then writes this formula in the well-known AsciiMath
notation. If the formula was written correctly, it is graphically displayed thanks to its
previous conversion from AsciiMath to MathML. The writing tasks are the reverse
process. First, the application displays the formula in a graphical form, and stores in
MathML in the user interface, and the user is asked to write the formula in Braille.
Typing involves using the f d s j k l keys from the regular qwerty keyboard, pressed
sequentially. These keys representBraille dots from1 to6, respectively.After entering
the whole character, e.g. in the case of the letter b, pressing the Braille dots 1 and 2,
i.e. the f d keys, the user presses the separation key h. In this way, he thus completes
the entered Braille character. By continuing this process, the user can write down the
whole formula. When the task is completed, the formula is displayed in two forms,
i.e. in graphical and Braille form, and the user is informed about the correct solution
of the task. The application also has a test mode in which the user has 2 minutes to
solve each task. Figure 3 shows the process of solving the test by a user.

The administrator can perform all usual activities on tasks and math branch sec-
tions gathered in the application. He can add, delete, publish and remove them from
publication. Figure 4 shows the screen that allows adding a new task to the applica-
tion.
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Fig. 4 Adding a task to the
learning application

4 Verification of Our Solution

The web application has been pre-verified by future users. We invited four sighted
testers to evaluate our application. The application was filled with 38 tasks and two
tests. The testers were to register in the system, solve as many tasks as possible and
solve the created tests. After completing solving tasks, users were asked to comment
on the intuitiveness of the UI and the data input mechanisms used in the application.
The testers were to express their satisfaction with the application and the method
of entering the formulas on a scale of 1–4: 1 not satisfied, 2—somewhat satisfied,
3—satisfied and 4—very satisfied. The investigation results are presented in Table 1.

After completing the tasks, all testers found that they could learn something new
in a relatively pleasant and straightforward way. They recognized that the application
has potential power, and the interface is clear and legible. They also confirmed that
the proposed manner of solving tasks is pleasant although it requires few minutes of
prior training.
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Table 1 Results of testing a training application by users

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4

Number of solved tasks 38 38 30 22

Number of solved tests 2 2 2 1

Satisfaction with the app 4 4 2 2

Satisfaction with the method of
entering formulas

4 4 3 3

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In the paper, we proposed a solution that allows sighted users to learn Polish Braille
mathematical notation. It was implemented in the form of a prototype application
and verified by four sighted users. They expressed their satisfaction with using it. We
are planning to test the application among a more significant number of users. The
application can be adapted to the needs of the blind so that also blind beginners could
use it. In addition, the use of the universal Liblouis converter makes it possible to
adapt the solution to other Braille mathematical notations such as UEB or Marburg.
Thanks to this, the solution will also be helpful for teachers in other countries.
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Low Energy Response of Spike Train
Encoded Data

Carrie Hartley Segal

Abstract A low energy response of data encoded from a single time representation
into a temporal spike train results in a sparse non-binary digital code useful for
instantaneous or near-instantaneous communication of select messages. When an
integrated circuit senses, an analog signal is typically converted to binary digital
information. Instead, we create Markov chain data generator circuits to produce
temporal spike trains which are non-binary digital signals with varying degrees of
ergodicity or non-ergodic. We build a software emulator of a hardware non-binary
digital circuit to demonstrate efficient data transfer of information as a non-binary
digital signal. We demonstrate data reduction on streaming digital video and emulate
the hardware design of an analog to non-binary digital circuit implementation. The
ergodic non-binary digital signals achieve 100× data reduction over conventional
binary data.

Keywords VLSI · Markov chain · Spiking neural network · Low energy · Data
compression

1 Introduction

Noiseless digital circuit design is predominantly implemented using static comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication [18]. Boolean logic gates
are designed into standard cells with static timing parameters for specific fabrication
processes, which have statistically predictable behavior from intensive simulation,
fabrication, measurement, repeated multiple times. The intensive analysis means the
standard cells are taken as a ‘gold standard’ of the operating parameters for a spe-
cific process technology node (denoted by the minimum feature length available in
that process, i.e., 500, 130 or 12 nm. (Processes range from large feature sizes 1um
micron through recent processes down to 2nm.)
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A binary digital circuit is built using automated tools to first translate a register
transfer level (RTL) design into an assorted collection of combinational logic assum-
ing static time and using only the cells available in that process. Then, the design will
undergo timing analysis and have additional supporting cells added, such as buffer’s
to speed up signals which need to travel a long distance. Next, sequential logic is
added to interconnect the combinational logic blocks and the entire design is checked
for timing to make sure that propagation delays from one area of the circuit will not
impact logic further downstream. Using this manner of design translation from RTL
to physical design results in a final design where the power used to transfer a signal
is disconnected from the signal information.

It is beneficial to support a disconnect between function and physical implemen-
tation, but as RTL designs grow in complexity, there is a point where the circuit is
no longer able to meet static timing requirements, and the formerly noiseless dig-
ital signals are prone to upset and timing errors. The only solution to a physically
large design that is unable to meet the timing requirements is re-design, a costly pro-
cess generally avoided. Neuromorphic integrated circuit design has these difficulties
because the designs are often mixed-signal designs with substantial portions of the
overall area dedicated to digital logic.

An alternative to this is to embrace alternate design styles which are intrinsically
connected to the physical characteristics of the process they are implemented in.
Equilibrium propagation, which equates the Kirchoff model of a circuit to the oper-
ation of a neural cell, is able to signal a response based on the overall inference of
the network as it finds a energy minimum to settle around for a learned pattern [23].
End-to-end training implementations using equilibrium propagation are aware of
the power hungry effects of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion, and
propose an energy efficient system which minimizes those components in circuit
implementations [10].

Previouswork on sparse coding strategies have demonstrated their high capacity at
storing representations within small networks. [3] Neuromorphic hardware is able to
efficiently process sparse codes leading to highly efficient computation. [31]Artificial
intelligence datasets, used for training and benchmarking computational models, are
often provided in digital form and need converted back to an analog signal that is
intended to be received by a neuromorphic sensor for proper studies of how functional
a hardware algorithm could be [8]. Communication from an integrated circuit sensor,
like a dynamic vision sensor [11] or other neuromorphic sensor [17], use address-
event representation (AER) to communicate that an event occurs at a specific address
on the read-in sensor [1]. AER produces an itemized listen of channel identities and
timestamps of when events occurred [32]. Often converting the dataset into AER is
acceptable to perform behavioral studies. [6]

In some circumstances, reconstruction of the sensor data based on the digital data
in a dataset is necessary to create data for the specific experiment. In this work, an
address-event representation of data is created based on a predetermined Markov
chain. The reason for doing so is to study the effects of how an analog sensor could
encode a AER version of the image to be transmitted and decoded. These predeter-
mined Markov chains are used to construct a two-dimensional circuit which trans-
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mits a simplified yet data-rich stream of video and sensor information. This AER
stream is useful to quickly decode an information-rich scene from a vision sensor.
A prototype of how this system operates is demonstrated on the streaming video of
a computer camera. Additional experiments look at the Berkeley Driving dataset,
while converted into AER format. While any data can be converted into AER it may
be impractical to keep data in that format because in the worst case, an address and
event time must be stored for every bit in every pixel of the sensor. A way to mediate
that dilemma is to directly convert the data into a non-binary digital temporal spike
train at the sensor readout.

2 Preliminaries

The information content of a message is described using Shannon entropy H , a term
whichmeasures howmuch information is produced at some rate from an information
source with symbols present with probability P = ∑n

i=1 pi = 1.

H = −Aχ

n∑

i=1

pi logn pi (1)

Theway the overall probability P is distributed across the symbols from the alpha-
bet determines the classification of Markov chain the message could come from [2].
The original applications of entropy to electronic communication were pioneered by
Bell Labs through the work of scientists [24] [7], and [19]. Continued development
on the applications and uses of entropy estimation have continued through to the
present day. Digital data compression benefits from Shannon’s noiseless coding the-
orem to deliver compression at the Shannon limit for binary data [12]. Raptor codes
for error correction allow for full data recovery from a datastream after k(1 + ε)

symbols are received [25].
Shannon entropy for continuous vs discrete takes the unit of measure for a con-

tinuous signal as Aχ [24]. For a discrete signal, the unit of measure is equal to the
symbols used to discretize the continuous signal and is a constant Aχ . [12] With
analog signals, an electrical communication is a continuous function V (t); when the
conversion is made from analog-to-digital, the selection of Aχ is performed [22].

Beginning with binary means the data is already discretized and the value of
Abinary = 2 because there are two symbols in a binary alphabet [21]. That is also
dependent on any additional encodingswhichwould only increase Aχ that takes place
over time T . Those additional encodings are dependent on previously communicated
symbols, and these encoding will be limited to less than a signal converted from
analog-to-digital with a naturally higher Aχ . With a known Markov chain, we can
estimate the entropy using an estimator [9] and compare against the known entropy
of the Markov chain.
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2.1 Race Logic Circuits for Non-binary Digital Codes

Alternative computing based on temporal ‘race’ logic enables non-binary encoding
[28]. The state identity of a symbol can be encoded based on the transit of a single
solitary wire [13]. A system using two-wire (w = 2) encoding to indicate ‘1’ with
a wire and ‘0’ with the other wire is used for high-speed signaling in asynchronous
circuits [16]. Systems with w > 2 are theoretically proven and physically simulated
to solve classification problems [27].

Race logic is a CMOS implementation of Boolean logic that embeds the timing
and data information into a single edge or pulse. [13] A compute grid of identical
cells is configured with a 1D program broadcast across an array with the unit cells
providing alternative timing paths dependent upon the ‘program’ stored in the station-
ary computation vectors R and Q [14].1 Each of the individual compute elements
operates on stationary binary input signals, and the communication signal which
propagates out the end point of the circuit is a non-binary signal which decodes to
the result of the program.

CMOS circuits to implement race logic are concerned with the measurement of
a transition 01 [26]. The physical measurement has transition probability equivalent
to a first-order binary Markov source.

PFOBMS =
[
p0|0 p0|1
p1|0 p11

]

(2)

For the binary source, the stationary probability vector is represented as (μ(0), μ(1)),
where

μ(0) = p0|1
p0|1 + p1|0

, μ(1) = p1|0
p0|1 + p1|0

(3)

The reset state is taken from the two binary options. It is the state corresponding to
the stationary distribution p(χ1 = 0) = μ(0), or the probability that if the reset state
is 0, the probability of observing μ(0) is 1. From reset, χn represents all possible
n-bit sequences containing a single transition as a second order Markov chain from
the original first-order stationary distribution with reset. That sequence z1 = 0n−�1�

has a sequence of n − � 0’s followed by � 1’s. ([5])
An entropy estimation taken by sampling the output wires would need to gather

independent samples at multiple times, equal to the number of possible symbols (2
for binary), before it would be able to return accurate estimates. ([9])

A first-order non-binary Markov source, that is, simply ergodic is one that has at
minimum a non-zero probability of transition in each row. Furthermore, to establish
a baseline entropy to energy equivalence, a first-order Markov source has a B-system
ergodic if for each p ∈ Pχ = 1/χ2

1 The references on race logic use P and Q . In this work, R is used instead of P to prevent confusion
with P probability.
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PFONBMS =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

p00 p01 ... ...

p10 p11 ... ...

... ... ... ...

... ... ... pAχ==Hχ

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (4)

If the number of symbols is increased from binary to 3 or greater symbols, as
demonstrated in Fig. 1, where 3 symbols, fast , medium, and slow are shown as
voltage timingwaveforms, the entropy cost to access the reset state increases with the
entropy of the order of the Markov chain 1

2 log n. Where n is the number of possible
symbols used by the specific implementation of the non-binary digital encoding.

The increasing entropy penalty with code length n means that for a physical
implementation of a unit cell, the energy cost to reset should grow quickly at first
with the number of unit cells. However, as the number of unit cells increases toward
largermagnitudes, the energy cost to reset the unit cells should not differ significantly.
Figure 2 demonstrates the theoretical cost of reset that is acceptable for a race logic
circuit. The solution for our circuit, to achieve closer to theoretical reset, is to move
from a 1D Race logic circuit to a 2D design based upon an original known 1D race.

Fig. 1 Racelogic circuit with A = 3 symbols, fast,medium, slow, shown as voltage timing wave-
forms. A 1D compute grid operated on stationary program signals Q and R to configure the timing
path of an incoming spike (upper left corner) which eventually leaves the ‘race’ (octagon, lower
right corner) encoded with data and timing information corresponding to a non-binary digital signal
representative of the possible computation outcomes for Q and R
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Table 1 Markov chains for high information capacity data transfer

Markov chain

Name Description Aχ

simpleThis Simply Ergodic 22

biGraphThis Simply Ergodic 16

ThisWords Simply Ergodic 16

This B-system ergodic 22

binary B-system ergodic 2

Fig. 2 The theoretical energy (reset entropy) necessary to devote to reset, when n possible code-
words can be transmitted on 1 wire

Fig. 3 a 1D race, has a single start and end point, with stationary computation signals in vectors
R and Q. b 2D race, has multiple start and end points with a stationary communication system of
a shared racetrack
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2.2 Unit Cell and Entropy

Self-resetting domino logic circuits Self-resetting domino logic is a CMOS imple-
mentation that was developed with the motivation of ‘speed up the slow signals’
instead of the conventional approach of latch-based design which has the motivation
to ‘slow down the fast signals.’ [29, 30]

An atomic event gate is a self-resetting domino logic circuit for emitting a spike
event, oscillation of spike events or no event, dependent upon input A, A1. With two
input event ports A and A1 and an output event port x and an additional port xE for
the early event, this is a minimum number of inputs for a race logic unit cell u2.
When unit cells built with self-resetting domino logic are interconnected into 2D race
tracks, the resulting output is a sparse spike train that still maintains entropy close
to the original image frame or streaming series of image frames. A self-resetting
domino logic looping race track circuit is used as the basis for our experiments with
2D race tracks shown in Table 1.

3 Main Results

Race logic permits the encoding of large (Aχ > 2) alphabet’s upon multiple wires,
and additionally, it permits the encoding of additional symbols as phase relations
between the different wires. [15, 20]

When the communication between unit cells is handled through analog-to-(non-
binary-digital) (hardware-to-software or hardware-to-hardware) or (binary-digital)-
to-(non-binary-digital) (software-to-hardware or software-to-software), an energy-
to-entropy cell equivalence is defined as the energy and time to reset the unit cell.
The circuit designer can assume 1 pulse contains 1 ‘unit’ of information. The layer of
abstraction where energy use is a justifiable stand-in for information capacity makes
a stable starting point for building low-energy analog-to-(non-binary-digital) signals
in hardware.

The values for Aχ shown in Table 1 allow for generously long code words when
compared to reset entropy predicted in Fig. 2. Bymodifying the encoding of symbols
from our dataset to fit into a binary encoding scheme with equal weight and then
to further extend that into a non-binary encoding scheme based on rate and phase,
we are able to generate a spike train with a higher estimate of entropy and a higher
known figure of entropy when compared to binary encoding.

Having high entropy spike trains is valuable because it indicates there could be a
large amount of information present.

A non-binary communication channel can seem to accept ‘compressed’ data and
decode into a binary memory. The compressed data is just an address-event represen-
tation of the original data, fromaknown information source encoder and decoder pair.

To demonstrate how this works, we created an example, depicted in Fig. 4 which
starts with a streaming video and produces a list of events taken from a 2D encoding
race track.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 The representation shown, to the left of the time series, lists the data formats the movie is
maintained in and the average size of that data in bits. a Original Movie 20 Mb. b Encoded output
from 1D Race Logic 80 mB. c Encoded output from 2D race logic <1 kB

Comparing an AER representation of an image frame or a series of image frames
vs a png or a series of PNG (i.e., movie type), the AER representation is order of
magnitudes less.

3.1 Methods

To establish a phase code for the two binary symbols 0 and 1. This can be accom-
plished by receiving a driving signal on one wire and emitting an outgoing signaling
with three wires (channels) at minimum, which then signal a 0 by spiking in a cyclic
order fromw0 −→ w1, w1 −→ w2, w2 −→ w0 as long as the ‘driving’ symbol is 0.
When the driving symbol is 1, the spikes emerge in the opposite order from the three
wires w0 −→ w2, w2 −→ w1, w1 −→ w0. The relation between the single incom-
ing signal wire and the outgoing 3 wires is that the 3 output wires encode the original
signal into a non-binary digital code, which in this case, transmits 1/3 bit per event.

To estimate the spike train entropy for a non-binary digital encoding, the authors
use natural language to form the basis of a hierarchy of codes following the form of
‘phrase,’ ‘word,’ ‘letter,’ ‘binary.’ Two phraseswith equivalentmeaning, but different
letters are selected to start. Then, the letters for each phrase are converted to binary
representation using a balanced code with equal numbers of 1 and 0 with different
orderings to represent a letter. Each letter represents a unit cell in a 2D Race Logic
unit cell shown in Fig. 3b. The representation is only there through assignment of an
identity by the circuit designer. The figures shown belowwith either 2 or 32 channels
demonstrate how the estimate ‘fails’ and defaults to a maximum estimate when the
code length is less than the number of channels. (Fig. 5b) The over estimate is only
found when the driving symbol labeled info is a single character 0 or 1 to indicate
the direction traversed by phase code.
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Fig. 5 a JVHWMutual Information estimate of a phase code generated from a stationary Markov
Chain with binary (2) channels. The estimate ‘fails’ and defaults to a minimum estimate when the
code length is less than the number of channels used to encode the data. The ‘fail’ is not noticeable
with binary encoding. b JVHW Mutual Information estimate of a phase code generated from a
stationary Markov Chain with 32 channels. The over estimate is present with a mutual information
around 9 for short code lengths

4 Proofs and Generated Data

4.1 Theorem 1

A low-energy spike train response can directly correspond to the entropy of the
incoming spike train. The work assumes a spike is represented by a physical pulse.
Proof Finite state machines (FSM) are design elements used in Boolean logic
to describe the behavior of a timed digital system. The states {S0, S1, S2, ...Sn}
are assigned binary labels, and the transitions occur dependent upon the inputs
x0, x1, x2, ...xN inputs and the present state Spresent.

A Markov chain is also a design element with unique stationary states {S0, S1,
S2, ...Sn}. It is a dynamical system (�,B, P, T ) that is stationary if P(T−1G) =
P(G). The changing of states is governed by a fixed probability P(S, ·) of transition
between stationary states taken from a finite set �. A finite Markov chain has the
property that the transition matrix P with dimensions of � × � is sufficient to
describe it because the sequence of prior transitions leading up to the present state
does not change the future states.

P =
⎡

⎣
pS0S0 pS0S1 pS0S2
pS1S0 pS1S1 pS1S2
pS2S0 pS2S1 pS2S2

⎤

⎦ (5)
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Fig. 6 A FSM transits
through stationary states
dependent upon the input x

Practical implementations ofMarkov chains are, by necessity of finite time, forced
to place limits on the time that the ‘fixed’ probability is able to remain so. The limit
comes from the noise sensitivity of themeasurement system. The finite state machine
illustrated in Fig. 6 has noise corresponding to the measurement of x .

Asymptoticallymean stationary (AMS) provides P̄ , a stationarymean of P , which
is a probability measure under which the noise is not a problem and theMarkov chain
is stationary.

P̄(G) = lim
n−→∞

1

n

k=0∑

n−1

P(T−kG) (6)

The smallest probability measure that could be achieved is dependent upon an AMS
source {χn}. σ(χn, χn+1, χn+2, ...) denotes the σ -field generated by the random vari-
able χn, ..., that is, the smallest σ -field with respect to which all these random vari-
ables are measurable. The finite state machine in Fig. 6 only transitions at a change
in x , meaning for that FSM to be stationary, the digital circuit needs to check x at a
known periodic sampling rate.

A palimpsest code conveys several types of information simultaneously, and the
content of the information is able to continuously evolve to best respond to the incom-
ing stimuli. [4] The state machines designed in this work are producing palimpsest
codes.

5 Conclusion

The notable contribution of the theorem indicating a information is physical relation
to reset entropy developed in Fig. 2 allow for advances in data reduction for streaming
video.

Low-energy non-binary digital circuit implementations of sparse spike train
encodings are capable to represent high information and high entropy signals with
a much reduced datastream when compared to existing digital data formats. The
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supporting entropy measurements from Fig. 5b combined with the racetrack inter-
connect topologies presented in Fig. 3b are novel hardware software interfaces for
neuromorphic engineering.
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Investigations into Secure IaC Practices

Keerthi Neharika and Ruth G. Lennon

Abstract Security is one of the major concerns for companies, as security attacks
are rapidly increasing. There aremany laws and regulationswhich provide guidelines
to companies for securing their applications. A few of those laws impose heavy fines
when appropriate measures for security are not taken. Provisioning infrastructure
usingmanual configuration can also be a difficult task as it involves multiple steps. In
this paper,we investigate securely provisioning infrastructure automatically. Security
and automatic infrastructure provisioning can be achieved using source code analysis
tool, container security tool, and IaC tools. We show that source code and containers
can be scanned for vulnerabilities, and when critical vulnerabilities are not found, the
infrastructure can be automatically provisioned using Terraform script. The authors
observed that implemented systems can be scanned for vulnerabilities in source code
and containers provisioned automatically using secure IaC script.

Keywords Infrastructure as code · DevOps · Automation

1 Introduction

For some time, the information technology (IT) infrastructurewas provisionedmanu-
ally, whichmeans people had to get physical servers and do the configuration process
manually. This technique incurred high costs andwas inflexible. As the size of infras-
tructure grew, an effective technique, which would reduce the complexity of infras-
tructure provisioning and management, was required. Infrastructure as code (IaC) is
the management of infrastructure components like load balancers, virtual machines
(VMs), and networks through code. It involves automation rather than the manual
process which can reduce errors. Scripted solutions did exist prior to DevOps, but
they were not always easy to understand with; only, the author was able to read
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them [1] in many cases. Automating such tasks is considered key to implementing
DevOps. Companies such as GitHub, Google, Netflix, and Facebook adopted IaC
due to its effectiveness [2].

The core idea behind the approach of IaC is writing and using code to define,
deploy, and update the infrastructure to enhance repeatability at speed [3]. The tech-
nology of IaC and the related practices emerged along with the introduction of cloud
computing, more specifically with infrastructure as a service (IaaS). IaC is often
considered to support software development practices such as agile software devel-
opment and more closely support practices related to DevOps. However, we argue
that many of the guiding principles of the SDLC as set out in the DevOps standard
should be applied to the IaC itself.

Coming fromAgile culture, DevOps sets as one of its priorities frequent feedback
loops which are augmented by continuous development and the deployment so that
rapid delivery can be achieved. Given the variety of customer demands and the
quickly changing marketplace, one of the most common requirements of software
engineering is agility [4] in adapting to change. Hence, several agile methodologies
including Scrum and Kanban have become prevalent for development. However, this
can bring additional security risks to the process of software development.

Although DevOps results in faster software delivery, a concern is that software
might not undergo sufficient security-related reviews. Software security was one of
the major concerns of companies, specifically when cyber-crimes have increased.
Hence, many enterprises and practitioners intend to integrate security into DevOps
by adopting best practices related to security and by training the developers [5].
These events triggered a new term, DevSecOps. Companies can achieve high-quality
software by introducing security principles in the process of DevOps throughout the
lifecycle of software. Security is a first-class citizen of the SDLC in DevOps, but
with DevSecOps, higher visibility is afforded to the topic.

Many disciplines regarding overall quality improvement including test-driven
development, automation of built and deployment, and continuous integration are
gaining traction. The major focus however with infrastructure is its ability to support
the software rather than the IaC itself [6]. Once the initial infrastructure configuration
is set up, multiple changes may be required even before going into the production
environment. In few cases, infrastructure might not be well planned to meet require-
ments. It can be difficult to build the whole infrastructure again when carried out
manually; hence, IaC was introduced. The process of applying a clear strategy for
the SDLC of the IaC is not always considered. Further, adding security to the process
is not often a key consideration.

Two of the biggest challenges which DevOps bring to security are education on
security and environmental risk. Due to vulnerabilities in code, serious problems
might occur; flaws contained in the code can create potential risks and compromise
security. These flaws can enable hackers and attackers to take advantage of the code;
they might attach an endpoint to extract the valuable data, the software be tampered,
and the whole data can be erased. Vulnerable code can make both user and developer
vulnerable; once an attack occurs, everything can be lost. The vulnerability which
arises from the underlying source code must be detected and removed in such a way
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that the applications are safe from all types of attacks. Research was conducted by
CAST Research Labs, where they found that the average number of security flaws
in .NET, and Java applications are approximately between 30 and 100 per 10K lines
of code [7]. As yet, there is insufficient research into the number of security flaws in
IaC programming languages.

Detecting the potentially vulnerable code is one of the important steps in the soft-
ware development life cycle. This process might help the security experts to remove
the vulnerabilities in the code thus protecting the infrastructure. Vulnerabilities can
be one of the major threats to security; however, detecting the vulnerabilities in
code is a challenging task [8]. This is more so in IaC with suppression statements
as one example of how a security risk can be easily missed. It is difficult to adjust
to consider comments having such control over the underlying systems. It can be
more difficult to change our culture to consider the risks in comments as well as core
coding structures.

Additionally, containers can also have some vulnerabilities which must be
detected and removed. More work has been covered on the various aspects of
container security. Again, however, security of the code to provision containers may
not be tested as well as the containers themselves. Overall, there is a strong need
for a solution that can detect the vulnerabilities in code during all stages of software
development and can detect vulnerabilities in IaC.

It might not always be practical, efficient, or user-friendly to use some commercial
management consoles. Creating a VM using one of the public clouds like Amazon
Web Services (AWSs) or Microsoft Azure involves going through more than four
forms, and users might have to fill more than 25 fields. Additionally, the VMs might
be created and removed many times a day during the development and test phases;
doing all these tasks manually might not be viable.

In traditional approaches, application software was installed on the system nodes.
Each node was patched individually; the software is updated; network configuration
and other parameters will be changed as per the requirement [9]. In few cases, nodes
might be created only using a backup, and there will not be an ability to reconstruct
the configuration from the start. Whereas, IaC enables the practice of IT operations
named immutable infrastructure. In this infrastructure, changes in configuration,
patches, and updateswill not be applied to the deployed nodes. Instead of this process,
awhole newversion of the IaC codewill be createdwith all the requiredmodifications
which reflect the required changes to the deployed applications.

2 Background

2.1 DevOps

DevOps is a collaborative effort in an organization providing reliability through
automating continuous delivery of software. DevOps encourages collaboration
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between not only operators and developers but all relevant stakeholders. This point
is often missed when discussing the concept. For this reason, security is not always
considered a core concept ofDevOps. Some agile processes became inefficient due to
conflicts between developers and operators often borne form poor understanding of
terminology or lack of communications. Additionally, there can be pressure of sched-
uled deployment times, and the requirement of frequent releases. It is estimated that
DevOps processes drive more than 80% of the industry-strength technology in the
market [10].

The termDevOpswas first invented in the year 2009 by PatrickDeboiswhile orga-
nizing a conference called DevOpsDays, a series of conferences, which ultimately
helped spread of the term’s popularity [11]. Separation of the operations of software
from its development through siloed thinking leads to many issues, due to lack of
integration, communication, and collaboration. These issues could lead to delays in
the build process which could take hours for a given application. The situation is
vastly different with DevOps where developers can start the builds irrespective of
the time, and the results can be achieved rapidly. Unfortunately, not everyone took
the time to consider how DevOps reference to left shift must include security as well
as quality aspects.

It is possible for developers to commit code into the productionwithout communi-
cating to other development teams in the organization, the design choices and archi-
tectural style or justification for these decisions. On their way to production, systems
may pass through several environments, affecting the use of configuration parameters
[12]. Without enhanced communication this information, often critical to security,
can be lost. The approach of DevOps is often paired with the agile methodology and
lean principles of software development. This aids multiple domains such as devel-
opment, operations, security, quality assurance, and business owners to collaborate
such that the delivery of software can be done uninterruptedly. DevOps enhances the
way that a business delivers value to its suppliers, partners, and customers [13].

2.2 DevSecOps

In traditional methods of delivery, code from the development team is security
checked prior to being merged into the final build. At this point, bugs could be
detected, which are difficult to fix. These bugs might be left unfixed due to pressures
regarding the product release dates and deadlines; lack of security will be detected
after the stage of quality assurance test; security methods might be left unimple-
mented in such cases. In a software development lifecycle with security at the end,
the applications will be built in an insecure way in most cases [14]. DevSecOps,
which expands to development, security, and operations, change the structure of the
application lifecycle such that security has increased visibility in the SDLC. The aim
is to ensure security is considered at every step. When security checks are enforced,
such as with gating shown in SonarQube in Fig. 1, potential vulnerabilities can be
detected, and appropriate actions are taken [15].
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Fig. 1 Security gates as well as quality gates for IaC

There is existing support for the application of security. The International Orga-
nization for Standardization (ISO) 27001 is an information security management
system (ISMS), provides an overview of security assurance programs at the organi-
zation level. It does not provide a technical approach but offers security management
programs. ISO 27001 specifies security practices of DevOps, including cryptog-
raphy, operation security, compliance, access control, and software development.
This provides a guideline to develop individual DevOps security programs [16].

One alternative to reduce risk is to reduce the speed of change to enable greater
time to support quality and security reviews. Although reducing the risk is a valid
aim, this technique could not address the requirements of businesses that are fast-
moving and technology dependent. The concept of DevSecOps was coined by Neil
McDonald of Gartner where he acknowledged that security was required, but stated
that effort of DevOps must not be reduced in the favor of security [17]. He addressed
this problem by stating that the security should be integrated into DevOps.

This idea was effective but contradictory to security practices of many of the secu-
rity organizations. The security teams are required to collaborate with development
and operations and introduce some conditions of test, and quality on production code
pushes without impacting the process time. When security metrics and parameters
integrated into test and development qualifications, then, the possibility of security
getting involved becomes higher. Security teams can collaborate with development
and quality assurance teams to discuss the key qualifiers and parameters which need
to be met before the promotion of code. Additionally, they must integrate the auto-
mated static and dynamic testing of code throughout the life cycle of development
and promotion. With the automated tests, security and development teams can detect
and fix big flaws in the code [17].

DevSecOps can be characterized by the four pillars of DevOps; the first pillar is
culture; in security, this means the creation of a company culture where security is
considered as the responsibility of everyone. It can also mean, involving the security
team in the development process. In relation to tools, this means using shared inter-
faces where security staff and developers use to maintain the track of vulnerabilities.
Automation is using tools for automating security testing, such security checks are
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known as ‘Security as a Code’. Automatic security processes enable the processes
to be scalable and predictable. When automatic tests are configured, developers can
spend more time writing the code instead of handling the tests.

There are few challenges of DevSecOps; companies show negligence toward
security, and the developers become unhappy due to the reduction of autonomy.
Lack of appropriate tools, standards, and technologies regarding the usage of tools
and lack of security education of developers can be a challenge for DevSecOps.

2.3 Security Standards and Regulations

There are many standards and regulations that are applicable in this space. Not all are
either implemented or recognized as to their applicability. Certainly, it is important to
view the work of the OWASP foundation and the top 10which continues to be proven
applicable year on year. Further, standards for quality can be found in the IEEE 2675
DevOps standard for building Reliable and Secure Systems including Application,
Build, Package, and Deployment. The focus of this standard is to establish better IT
controls and compliance. The standard also specifies DevOps principles and detail
ways for effective collaboration of developers, stakeholders, and operations staff [18].
In DevOps, taking a broad view enables professionals of technology to understand
the system completely [19].

The regulations of General Data Protection Regulation) (GDPR) highlight the
protection of sensitive data of the customers stored and processed by the organi-
zations. The data of customers can only be secure when the systems in which it
is stored and processed are designed efficiently. When security is not integrated
into DevOps, companies may be vulnerable to attacks and security breaches. It is
a common perception that integrating security in the development process reduces
the speed of software development, but this might not be the case in all situations.
It increases the code quality, helps companies to maintain security, and prevents
expensive rewrites of applications.

2.4 Infrastructure as Code (IaC)

IaC’s impact becomes more apparent when you consider the steps that are repeated
many times across multiple servers. IaC uses high-level languages to code versa-
tile provisioning of resources. Infrastructure as code has its own software develop-
ment lifecycle just as with other software. Various stages of software development,
therefore, become repeatable, error-free [20] for IaC as well as other parts of the
SDLC. Infrastructure designs, scripts, models, dependencies, configuration code,
and parameters can be expressed using one language [6] with appropriate process
and procedures to ensure quality.
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Defective IaC scripts can have serious complications and consequences. For
example, in 2017 January, execution of a defective IaC script erased home direc-
tories of approximately 270 users in the cloud instances which are maintained by
Wikimedia. As another example, in 2017, Amazon Web Services (AWSs) faced an
outage worth 150 million USD due to a defective IaC script. IaC offered many bene-
fits for IT companies; a company surveyed users in the year 2016 and reported that
IaC scripts helped organizations gain 210% in time savings. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) saved around 45 min in the patching process by
using IaC scripts [21].

2.5 IaC Security

While writing IaC scripts, developers might accidentally introduce security smells.
A security smell can be a coding pattern that indicate security weaknesses and can
lead to breaches. IaC scripts which consist of hard-coded credentials or other security
smells can be vulnerable to security attacks or breaches. A few of the security smells
which might occur in IaC scripts are explained below.

1. Administrative access by default: In this security smell, default users can be
given administrative access. This smell breaks the principle of least privilege,
which suggests designing and implementing the system which provides only
the least access for users.

2. Comments: The pattern of including information regarding systemweaknesses,
defects, and other information in the comments can be problematic [22].

3. Cryptographic algorithms: This security smell can be occurredwhenweak cryp-
tographic algorithms are used. Few algorithms can suffer from security-related
issues and can be vulnerable to security attacks.

4. Hard coding the secrets: This can disclose sensitive information like passwords
and usernames in the form of configuration within IaC scripts. Within IaC
scripts, the configuration of the system can be specified. When programmers
hard code such confidential information in scripts, it can lead to security issues.

5. IP Addressing: This smell can occur when inappropriate IP addresses are
assigned for servers. For instance, using IP address with all zeros might cause
security problems as this IP address accepts connections from every network
by default [23].

Static Code Analysis The method of examining the structure of a program or soft-
ware productwhich is at an intermediate level is knownas static analysis. This process
is usually automated which can find out errors and defects in the software products.
Static code analysis concentrates on scanning the source code of the software. The
major focus of this type of code analysis is to scan the elements of the programs, the
structure of the program, and the program behavior. The process of analyzing the
data flow of the program involves examining where the data arrives from and where
it goes; it also analyzes how the code deals with the data. The control flow examines
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the paths which can be taken by a program; these paths are generally represented by
a control graph. Static analysis platforms examine the source code without running
the program.

Dynamic Code Analysis To check the behavior of the program, this type of code
analysis executes the program. The method of debugging by analyzing the applica-
tion while the program is running is known as dynamic code analysis. This type of
analysis can give information that can help in troubleshooting production incidents
rapidly. This can also be used in a preproduction environment as it prevents unsafe
or vulnerable code from going into a production environment [24].

3 System Under Test

To demonstrate the problems stated in the previous sections including the application
of DevOps practices applied to the IaC SDLC, a system is presented here. The system
was tested using different test cases by introducing vulnerabilities into the source
code. Themain aim of this researchwas to identifywhether infrastructure be securely
provisioned in an automatic way using IaC tools. This research is still in early phases.
Initial tests are described here, but further research is currently under way.

The system consists of a version control systemwhere DevOps teams can commit
code. The source code which gets committed to version control system goes through
vulnerability scanning. Additionally, when containers or container images are used
in the system, these will also be scanned for vulnerabilities. The infrastructure can
be provisioned when the security checks are complete, and there is no potential risk.

The system, see Fig. 2, consists of GitHub where development teams can commit
code and Jenkins for creating the pipeline. The system also contains SonarQube and
Trivy for securing the system by performing vulnerability scanning. To provision the
infrastructure automatically, Terraform was used.

Ubuntu OS was used for the implementation, Docker engine for Ubuntu and
Jenkinswas installed in it. Terraformand curl packageswere installed; these packages
are necessary to verify the GPG signature of HashiCorp. Debian package repository
was installed, and the HashiCorp GPG key was added. HashiCorp Linux repository
was added, and Terraform CLI was installed and verified.

To integrate GitHub projects with Jenkins, a Webhook was added using GitHub
repository settings. Uniform resource locator (URL) of the Jenkins environment was
added, and other fields were filled using suitable options. The events which are to
be triggered by the Webhook were selected manually based on the requirements. A
new project was created in Jenkins by giving it an appropriate name, and the URL of
the GitHub repository was given. Required build triggers were added; integration of
the Jenkins project with the GitHub repository was done. To integrate Jenkins with
Docker, Docker Hub credentials were added. To add the credentials, the ‘Add new
credentials’ option was selected; username and password were entered.
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Fig. 2 System architecture

SonarQube analysis when it must be done regularly, or after every task, it can
be difficult to perform the analysis manually. To address this problem of manual
analysis, SonarQube can be integrated with Jenkins. When both platforms are inte-
grated, automatic SonarQube analysis can be configured. Sonarqube was integrated
with Jenkins. Server authentication token of SonarQube was required in Jenkins for
integration which provides additional security to the pipeline. After completing the
integration, a job was created to create a report of the project. This is important to
provide a log of activities carried out.

To create a Kubernetes cluster, Linode Kubernetes Engine (LKE) was used. It
provides a Kubernetes service and completely manages the cluster control plane.
Terraform script was used to create the Kubernetes cluster. In the script, details
of the required resource to be created within Linode were specified using a script.
Variables for k8s_version, label, region, and tags were created, and default values
were declared. As the Docker image was pushed to the private repository, Terraform
must be configured such that it canget account detailswhile pulling the image.Docker
was logged in, and few commands were given in the Terraform folder. Care must be
taken to ensure that ‘secrets’ are used to add a layer of safety to the configuration
properties.

As per the system design and implementation, when code gets committed into
GitHub, Jenkins must pick up the commit through Webhook. The source code must
be scanned for vulnerabilities by SonarQube, and then, containers must be scanned
by Trivy. When there are no critical vulnerabilities or blockers, the image must be
pushed into Docker hub. Terraformmust then pull the image and create a Kubernetes
cluster in Linode.
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The system was tested in various exemplar aspects, according to the implementa-
tion. When code is committed to GitHub repository, SonarQube must scan the code
and provide details about detected vulnerabilities blockers, critical, minor, and major
issues. Initially, sample code was committed to test the SonarQube implementation.
The tool scanned the source code and listed all the vulnerabilities according to their
severity. The tool detected that the committed code does not contain any blockers or
critical issues. In addition to detecting the vulnerabilities, SonarQube also offered
suggestions to solve the issues detected (Fig. 3).

The tool also provided the overall status of the committed code, which displayed
the result of the quality gate. The quality gate step in the Jenkins build passed because
the quality gatewas configured in such away thatwhenever there are greater than zero
blockers or critical vulnerabilities, the quality gate must be failed. Jenkins pipeline
was created in such a way that whenever the quality gate fails, the next step within
the pipeline fails, and as a result, the complete pipeline fails.

To test SonarQube implementation, further, a vulnerabilitywas introduced into the
code which was used in the previous test. The changed code was committed; a new
build was triggered in Jenkins. SonarQube scanned the code and detected one critical
vulnerability that might create a severe security problem. A critical vulnerability was
detected by it. As the vulnerability was critical, the next step in the pipeline could
not pass, and hence, the built was failed.

The overall security and reliability of the code can be reviewed through the tool.
It plotted the results on a graph. As seen in the image, it also assigned ratings for the
new code and the overall code. These ratings enable users to understand the security
level and quality of the code at one glance (Fig. 4).

After testing the implementation of SonarQube, Trivy was applied to further test
security. Once code analysis is completed, and there are no critical vulnerabilities
or blockers, Docker images must be scanned. A container image was added into the
code, and the code was committed into Github. In the initial tests, Trivy successfully
scanned the container image but showed no vulnerabilities in the image. In the
next stage of testing, a Docker image containing vulnerabilities was added, and

Fig. 3 Detected vulnerabilities
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Fig. 4 High-level security rating

the code was committed. The container analysis tool scanned the vulnerabilities of
the container image; 23 high vulnerabilities were detected in the image.

After testing code analysis and image scanning techniques, infrastructure provi-
sioning was tested. The script was run; Terraform pulled the image from Docker
repository and created an LKE cluster in Linode. Overview of the LKE cluster was
checked through Linode interface.

The Jenkins pipeline was created such that when a developer commits code to
GitHub, SonarQube scans the source code to check vulnerabilities. When the code
does not contain any critical vulnerabilities or blockers and as the quality gate passes,
Trivy scans containers (Fig. 5). When containers also do not contain major vulnera-
bilities, then, they gets pushed to Docker Hub. The infrastructure will then be provi-
sioned by running Terraform script. However, when there are any vulnerabilities in
source code or containers, the build fails. Using different test cases, the pipeline was
tested.

4 Discussion

The integration of DevSecOps principles and practices with automatic infrastructure
provisioning has been discussed at length. Implementing security mechanisms and
ensuring that they are continuously maintained is the responsibility of all organiza-
tions. We have outlined that security attacks and data compromises are increasing,
andmany individuals are getting affected. Approximately, 98.2million users became
victims for ten biggest data breaches occurred in the first six months of 2021 [25].
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Fig. 5 Detected container vulnerabilities

With this information, it is evident that security is very crucial these days. While
conducting the initial research, it was identified that business might have to face
many problems without implementing security.

Popular standard like ISO 27001 provides guidelines for information security.
Using these guidelines, different kinds of organizations can handle security of their
valuable information. Using this standard, companies can have advantages like
protecting the data, responding to security-related threats, and enhance the culture
of company. Europe’s security and data privacy law is considered as one of the
toughest privacy laws. With the rules of this law, users are given enhanced control
over their personal information. GDPR imposes heavy fines and other punishments
when companies fail to be GDPR compliant. PCI DSS is another security stan-
dard which was created to address the problems of payment frauds. All the service
providers and merchants are advised to follow the rules set by this standard. This
standard lists twelve requirements, which help in reducing payment card frauds and
security attacks. Companies must complete an auditing process to show that they are
PCI DSS compliant.

Recently, the IEEE 2675 standard for Building Reliable and Secure Systems,
including Application Build, Package, and Deployment was released. This standard
provides practices and procedures to implement DevOps at all stages of the soft-
ware lifecycle regardless of the purpose of the software. Existing and new security
standards and regulations prove that implementing security in IT systems is necessary.

DevSecOps highlights the role of security within DevOps including securing
the infrastructure and the applications from the outset. Source code and containers
images were chosen for demonstration purposes such that the vulnerabilities can
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be demonstrably detected. Source code vulnerabilities can provide entry points to
attackers through which they can hack the systems. Vulnerabilities can occur during
two of the most important phases of the software development life cycle such as
design and coding. Vulnerabilities can arise because of coding and design errors or
by using components with vulnerabilities. Developing complex code can also lead
to vulnerabilities in some cases. Source code vulnerability scanning is important
due to the increasing size and complexity of IaC. Source code scanning detects
vulnerabilities in the source code and provides early opportunities to fix those flaws.

To enhance the security of the system, we believe that newly created containers
also must be scanned for vulnerabilities. Automating container scanning for vulner-
abilities enables detecting the vulnerabilities in the early stages. Many tools and plat-
forms which perform container scanning, analyze all the contents within containers,
and then compare the contents with the vulnerabilities which can compromise the
security of the applications. Containers provide many advantages are container
images can be used from public registries. However, they might not be secure to
use without detailed evaluation of the image itself. Images that are tagged as offi-
cial or trusted should still be scanned for vulnerabilities. Integrating a tool that can
automatically perform scanning on containers can benefit the system.

An additional consequence to the use of secure IaC may be reduce costs as
automating the infrastructure provisioning allows administrators to focus on key
problems rather than manually testing the security of systems under consideration.
This assists most particularly with misconfigurations often found with new tools or
products.

During the research, several ways of implementing security were examined. It
was identified that securing the source code and containers can help in securing the
system. To implement source code and container vulnerability scanning, tools which
can provide better features and perform efficient scanning were selected. From a
review of the features of several IaC tools, source code and container scanning tools
SonarQube, Trivy, and Terraform were selected to perform source code scanning,
container scanning, and IaC were chosen, respectively.

If these source code scanning tools were not implemented, the build could pass
the testing steps despite vulnerabilities included. SonarQube gives an overview of
committed code; it displays the status of the quality gate and details of detected
vulnerabilities. SonarQube also provides the overall rating for reliability, security,
maintainability, and other aspects. It plots these ratings in a graph and provides its
details like the number of lines of code, and the ratings. In this paper, source code
vulnerability scanning was automated. Without the functionality of automatic code
analysis, vulnerabilities might have to be scanned manually. In some cases, it might
not be possible to detect the vulnerabilities manually due to code complexity. This
automation can save time and reduce human effort. It can be very difficult to scan
thousands of lines of code for vulnerabilities. All in all, the author identified that
through the SonarQube tool, vulnerabilities of source code were detected. Using the
suggestions given by this tool, vulnerabilities can be removed.

When the source code committed for testing does not contain any critical vulnera-
bilities or blockers, Trivy starts scanning containers for vulnerabilities. Checking for
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container vulnerabilities manually can become a complex task. The functioning of
the container scanning tool and the results were explained in the previous chapters.
While testing the practical artifact, it was observed that the container scanning tool
enhanced the security of the system to some extent. Trivy detects vulnerabilities by
examining all the components of containers. Like SonarQube, this tool also detects
vulnerabilities and then segregates the vulnerabilities based on severity. The integra-
tion of these two security tools in the system can help in securely provisioning the
infrastructure.

Terraform script for IaC was written by considering typical provisioning require-
ments. When there are no critical vulnerabilities in the source code and containers,
Docker container gets pushed into the Docker hub. Linode platform provided an
overview of all the servers created and Kubernetes cluster which were provisioned
using Terraform script. The Kubernetes cluster was created with minimal resources
due to cost issues.

In conclusion, as a part of this research, a system which can securely provision
the infrastructure automatically using IaC tools was designed and implemented. It
was observed that the security tools detected the vulnerabilities and enabled creation
of secure system. It was also noticed that infrastructure provisioning can become
efficient and simple when IaC is used as opposed to traditional approach. Many
tools were involved in this paper; integrating those tools was a major task. Extensive
configuration was done such that all the tools are functioning collaboratively.

5 Future Work

This paper presented the early practical work of testing secure provisioning of
resources using IaC using DevOps practices. However, further testing is required. It
is intended that the research is replicated using other tool providers to test the efficacy
of the both the tools and practices.
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Abstract Continuous tests and measurements, as well as the evaluation of their
results, are important tasks to ensure the smooth operation of modern computer
networks. As this paper demonstrates, this is especially true for 5G research networks
that encompass use cases with varying requirements. A fully automated approach
to define, execute, and evaluate measurements in such a network is described. The
resulting system consists of four distinct modules that are fully containerized and
interact with each other based onwell-defined interfaces. Furthermore, the automatic
generation of comprehensible reports for different user groups is covered within this
system. Thereby, the workload of the involved test engineers and the potential for
errors are greatly reduced.
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1 Introduction and Background

Computer networks are ubiquitous in our modern lives. We rely on them in pro-
fessional as well as private settings and mostly take this critical infrastructure for
granted. As a result, unexpected network outages or their reduced performance can
have very negative effects. This also includes network downtime costs and network
inefficiency costs [1]. Therefore, constant network tests and performance measure-
ments play a key role in ensuring uninterrupted availability of critical services as
well as optional services which we all are used to.

It is essential that these network tests andmeasurements are also well documented
and archived for later analysis. This includes the specifications and schedules of the
tests, the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) associated with each measurement, and
the generated results. However, centralizing and storing measurement data is some-
times challenging in distributed network environments and requires the definition of
intuitive and efficient interfaces [4]. Also, the generation of comprehensible reports
that include all the data necessary for analyzing the issue at hand is difficult.

This paper describes the architecture and the setup of a containerized and dis-
tributed solution for measuring an arbitrary computer network’s performance. The
containerization of the solution facilitates rapid deployment of the different com-
ponents as well as a separation of concerns, which is desired in modern software
development workflows [3, 8]. The solution presented here is also able to test the
network’s properties against freely definable KPIs. This solution is named Auto-
mated Network Evaluation and Test Environment (ANETtE) and can be used in a
wide variety of networks, such as office and enterprise networks, cellular networks,
global telecommunication networks such as the Internet, as well as any combination
of the aforementioned networks.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
setup of the environment as well as the problems that arose during the configuration
and management of its components. Section 3 outlines the setup of the solution,
its implementation, and usage. Section 4 discusses the reports resulting from the
proposed system. Section 5 explains how the system affects the management of the
research network, while Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Statement

This section describes the setup of the 5G Playground Carinthia as well as the
problems that arose during the configuration and management of its components,
which eventually led to the development of ANETtE.
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2.1 5G Playground Carinthia

The authors developed and tested this solution at the 5G Playground Carinthia1,
in which a 5G research network is operated. This enables different use cases to
experiment with the capabilities provided by upcoming mobile communication stan-
dards [9]. Currently, these use cases are researching the areas of autonomous drone
swarms, connected robotics, smart cities, virtual realities, and fog computing. A
structural overview of this research network can be seen in Fig. 1 and consists of the
following parts.

Enterprise LAN This part of the Playground replicates a centrally managed local
network infrastructure based on CiscoMeraki2 hardware and software. It consists
of multiple switches as well as two Cisco Meraki MXs, which are the union of
a router, firewall, and gateway. Similar networks are commonplace in corporate
settings. This network provides the use cases with the ability to connect their
devices to the Internet (via the symmetric 1 Gbit/s connection). It also provides a
link to the devices connected to the cellular 5G research network and the servers
hosted in the Edge (see next point).

Exoscale Cloud Exoscale3 is a European cloud hosting provider that offers com-
pute, storage, and networking resources that are hosted in Austria, Bulgaria, Ger-
many, and Switzerland. Additionally, the Playground was offered to host a small
and exclusive site at the Playground’s location in Klagenfurt. This local site is
called the Edge and enables operating the HyperBlox 5G Core (see next point)
directly on the premises of the Playground.

HyperBlox 5G Core According to their website,4 “HyperBlox is pioneering a
framework to make development, deployment and management of telecom appli-
cations as simple as web applications”. HyperBlox provides an extensible, scal-
able, fully containerized, and cloud-native cellular network core. The core can
run on generic hardware, which makes it ideal for the Playground, where it runs
in the Exoscale cloud. Furthermore, the core is under active development to meet
the constantly changing requirements of the use cases.

2.2 Continuous Tests and Measurements

Consistent and continuous network tests and performance measurements are impor-
tant tasks in any kind of computer network, as described by Ma et al. [7] as well as
Ekelin and Nilsson [5]. Especially, future cloud-, edge-, and fog-based networks are

1 For detailed information, see https://5gplayground.at/.
2 see https://meraki.cisco.com/.
3 see https://www.exoscale.com/.
4 see https://hyperblox.io/.

https://5gplayground.at/
https://meraki.cisco.com/
https://www.exoscale.com/
https://hyperblox.io/
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Fig. 1 Basic structure of the network inside the 5G Playground Carinthia in Klagenfurt, Austria.
It shows the symmetric 1 Gbit/s Internet connectivity, the Exoscale clouds located in Klagenfurt
and Vienna, the HyperBlox 5G research core, the Enterprise LAN based on Cisco Meraki, and the
five currently active use cases

characterized by a similar complexity and heterogeneity as the network described in
Sect. 2.1 (see Chap. 8 in [12]). However, these properties make standardized tests
and measurements challenging. Although different measurement and test software
is available for various devices and their architectures, there are no standardized
interfaces available between them.

This, however, would be necessary for centrally managed test and measurement
procedures and their respective evaluations. It should be possible to define sched-
uled measurements of various network performance indicators. They should then
be triggered at the desired point in time, the desired device(s), and with the desired
parameters. As soon as the measurements have finished, their results should be cen-
trally collected and being made available for analysis. In addition to customized
analysis, pre-defined reports and a check of their KPIs should enable a consistent
and continuous loop of measuring, testing, and reporting.
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3 System Setup

As described above, a containerized architecture is desired when developing new
applications. This holds especially true when said application is distributed across a
heterogeneous infrastructure such as the 5G Playground Carinthia. With containers,
it is possible to package software and its dependencies together in a fast, efficient,
and reproducible way. Containers make use of the functionalities provided by the
Linux kernel to isolate the execution environments of different containers from each
other [11]. Themost popular containerization platform is Docker,5 which is also used
for the development and deployment of ANETtE. An important difference between
classical virtualization and containerization is that with virtualization, each instance
has its independent operating system, whereas, with containerization, the operating
system kernel is shared across all instances. This makes containers more lightweight,
but also less isolated [2].

Another essential point is the communication between the instances, which are
running on different parts of the infrastructure. This requires well-defined interfaces
between them. A widespread approach to achieve this is to use so-called REST-
ful APIs—Application Programming Interfaces adhering to the Representational
State Transfer paradigm. This concept utilizes Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),
including its methods and its status codes, to enable a standardized communication
between the components of an application [6].

The implementation of the program logic itself has been done in Python6, and
the API has been realized using the Python library FastAPI.7 The advantage of this
concept is that Python is portable and can be containerized for different architectures.
Also, FastAPI provides a boilerplate for developing anddocumentingAPIs efficiently
using integrated tools.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, ANETtE consists of four different types of containers.
These, as well as how they interact with each other, are described below.

Manager The Manager is the central component of ANETtE. Like most of the
other components, it is written in Python and uses FastAPI for implementing the
RESTful API to communicate with the other components. It is used by the test
engineer to manage the test specifications stored in the database. Configured and
activated test specifications are read by the Manager and triggered accordingly.
The most important configuration parameters are the schedule (either as a point
in time or as cron syntax8), the type (currently, either ping or iperf), the
server, the client, and the duration. As soon as the configured time has come,
the measurement will be triggered on the appropriate Worker instance(s). Upon
completion, the result(s) will be fetched from the Worker instance(s) and stored
in the database.

5 see https://www.docker.com/.
6 see https://www.python.org/.
7 see https://fastapi.tiangolo.com/.
8 see https://crontab.guru/.

https://www.docker.com/
https://www.python.org/
https://fastapi.tiangolo.com/
https://crontab.guru/
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Worker The execution of the measurements is done by theWorker instances. This
component can be instructed to perform different measurements by theManager
via a RESTful API. Currently, the Worker can act as an iperf server, iperf
client, or as a ping client (i.e., sending ICMP echo requests and receiving ICMP
echo replies) with different options. Examples for said options are the measure-
ment duration, the used protocol (TCP or UDP) for iperf, and the interval or
the packet size for ping. Furthermore, the generated results are provided to the
Manager via the RESTful API. This is done exclusively in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) format to eliminate the need for parsing different formats at
the Reporter (see below) and make the subsequent evaluation easier for the test
engineer.

Reporter This component is based on a modified version of Jupyter Lab.9 It
includes everything that is needed to read the measurement results and the KPIs
from the database, perform evaluations and analyses based on them, generate
documents to present the gathered information, and export these documents as
Portable Document Format (PDF) files. Details on this can be found in Sect. 4
below.

MariaDB This is the only off-the-shelf component that is used inside ANETtE
and provides the central database to use by all the other components.

4 Report Generation

All the gathered and stored measurement results can be evaluated using the ANETtE
Reporter, which is a modified version of Jupyter Lab’s SciPy10 Docker image. It has
been modified so that it can access the MariaDB database out of the box. The so-
called computational notebooks generated with Jupyter Lab can be used to "combine
software code, computational output, explanatory text, and multimedia resources in
a single document" using appropriate programming languages like Python, Julia, or
R [10]. Because it is running on a server, it can also be used by multiple users at
the same time. This makes it perfect to generate reports from stored data as is the
case with ANETtE Reporter. There is also the possibility to freely define text cells,
which can be used to write interpretations and explanations of the generated tables
and plots.

In the Reporter, there are two distinct types of reports defined.

1. The Overall Report is used for displaying a summary of the measurements con-
ductedwithin a given time frame. The report searches formeasurements that have
been conducted within the time frame and presents the relevant configuration, as
well as aggregated measurement results and—if KPIs have been defined for the
given specification—an evaluation of the measured data in a table. An example

9 see https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/.
10 A set of libraries for scientific computations (see https://www.scipy.org/).

https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
https://www.scipy.org/
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Fig. 2 Setup of the containers inside ANETtE. The Manager is responsible for defining and trig-
gering measurements, as well as gathering the results and storing them. The Worker executes the
respective measurements and provides the results. The Reporter is used for analyzing the results
and MariaDB provides persistent storage

for some iperf measurements, that have been conducted on 08-26-2021 can
be seen in Fig. 3.

2. The Detailed Report is used for getting detailed information about a given mea-
surement. This includes a plot of the gathered results (both from the client- and
server-side) and a tabular representation of interesting metrics of the given mea-
surement. If KPIs for the specification of the given measurements are set, the
first given KPI is used for the background coloring of the plot. Furthermore, all
configuredKPIs are also checked in the tabular representation. Themeasurement
of specification ID 25 from Fig. 3 is evaluated in detail in Fig. 4.

Both of these reports can be exported to PDF files using a small bash script
inside Jupyter Lab, which ensures that the code cells are not included in the PDF
file, thus preventing the confusion of test engineers and decision-makers.
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Fig. 3 Tabular representation of active measurement specifications including their results and the
evaluation of the respective KPIs in a given time frame

Fig. 4 Detailed representation of the measurement of specification ID 25 from Fig. 3. It includes
a plot and a detailed analysis according to the KPIs.
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5 Results

Inside the 5G Playground Carinthia, the whole ANETtE system and the resulting
reports are used by the test engineers regularly. The reports are primarily used for
documentation and as a prove for contractors as well as the use case owners (as
described in Sect. 2.1). On the contractor side, the test engineer needs regular and
reproducible measurements and tests to hold each contractor accountable for their
part of the network. Toward the use case owners, it is important to have documented
proof of the performance that selected parts of the network were able to achieve at a
given point in time.

Before the adoption of ANETtE, all relevant measurements and tests had to be
initiated, documented, and analyzedmanually. This resulted in a significantworkload
on top of the usual work of the administrators of the Playground. Furthermore, no
raw datawas collected during the oldmeasurement procedure. The interpretationwas
done by the administrators directly upon seeing the results and documented inside
a central Excel sheet. Due to the lack of raw data, no full historical comparison of
the measurements was possible. This issue has now been fixed, and a full historical
performance comparison is possible at any time.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Permanently measuring and testing the performance of the different components
involved in a heterogeneous telecommunication network such as the 5G Playground
Carinthia is a challenging task. Usually, test engineers or administrators have to
conduct, document, and analyze the measurements manually, which leads to a sig-
nificantly increased workload and also increases the likelihood of errors. There-
fore, ANETtE introduces an automated, distributed, and fully containerized way to
specify, store, document, and report on measurements of relevant parameters in a
telecommunication network. The containerization increases portability, scalability,
and modularity and promotes standardized communication between the components
usingwell-defined interfaces. The generated reports can be used for documentation as
well as decision-making support for the different parties involved in the management
and the utilization of the network.

ANETtE is still under active development, and there are some optimizations to
be done as well as some stability issues in theWorker that need to be fixed. Most of
them are related to the measurement processes not exiting correctly. Furthermore,
additional helper functions will be defined for the Reporter in addition to the existing
ones for database access. This includes helper functions for statistical data analysis,
plotting, and other areas.
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The Docker images are available to download and use from Docker Hub.11 It is
planned to eventually license the whole system using an open-source license and to
publish the source code. This should encourage the adoption and create an ecosystem
around it, making it easier to improve the system.
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A Security and Privacy-Preserving
Accessing Data Protocol in Vehicular
Crowdsensing Using Blockchain

Abdulrahman Alamer and Sultan Basudan

Abstract This paper exploits the advantage of blockchain to fulfill secure data stor-
age and access in vehicular crowdsensing. In vehicular crowdsensing, organizations
can have a right to access vehicles’ profiles with unlimited privilege, which results in
security and privacy disclosure. Thus, based on the proposed blockchain, we design
a secure and privacy-preserving vehicle’s profile record accessing (BSPPA) proto-
col. The proposed BSPPA is able to store the vehicle’s sensing data and indexes as
encrypted data for a secure indexes search. This will result in controlling the privilege
of data access and prevent vehicle’s data from being revealing private data. Analysis
of the security is demonstrated to show the efficiency of the BSPPA scheme. Fur-
thermore, the performance evaluation shows the efficiency of the BSPPA protocol.

Keywords Smart vehicle · Sensing data · Vehicular crowdsensing · Blockchain ·
Security and privacy-preserving

1 Introduction

Nowadays, modern vehicles are equippedwith various of sensor devices andwireless
communication devices that are controlled by an internal onboard unit (OBU) [10,
16]. It is conceived that vehicle is able to collect several different types of sensing data
that can be utilized to provide multiple applications, such as road conditions, weather
conditions, and health conditions [17]. In a vehicular crowdsensing (VCS) system,
the vast number of intelligent vehicles is encouraged to participate by their resources
sensing data to supply different vehicular applications [1]. The key role of the VCS
paradigm is to allow an organization who is responsible to administrate a particular
vehicular application to generate a vehicular task t∈T in order to obtain an specific
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sensing data for supplying its application [11]. For example, the organization ogi will
send a task ti to theVCS-server. Thus, theVCS-server will recruit the suitable vehicle
i to perform the ti . Note that, vehicle i can be recruited to participate in number n
of vehicular tasks (ti )ni=1. Thus, vehicle i will perform different tasks (ti )ni=1 and
sends the corresponding results to the VCS-server. The vehicle will participate on
the announcement task ti and sends the results back to the VCS-server. Once received
the results, the VCS-server will store it in the vehicle i’s profile record. Finally, each
organization ogi can then access to the vehicle i’s profile to collect their requested
sensing data [18].

Nevertheless, the successful of vehicular applications is based on the information
that must be collected from vehicles’ sensor devices [2]. However, without existing
of any security strict on preventing the accessing a vehicle’s profile records, this
will significantly make both vehicles and organizations private information under
the violation issues. Consider the following scenario, if a vehicle i is recruited to
participate in two different vehicular tasks (t1, t2) for two different organizations
(og1, og2). If the organization (og1) obtains access to the vehicle i’ profile record for
collecting the sensing data result of task (t1), it can also reach the vehicle i’ private
data as well as to the sensing data of the task (t2) that is intended for organization
(og2). Therefore, security and privacy issues are essential to the VCS applications
success. Specifically, the vehicles’ profile record in VCS-server must be protected
from unauthorized accessing [13]. Otherwise, it will be impossible to encourage
vehicles to participate in vehicular tasks.

According to the vehicles’ privacy issues, many works have been done to protect
the participated vehicles’ sensing data from being disclosed [19, 21, 23]. How-
ever, these works are concentrated on protecting content of sensing data during their
transmission journeys, which are from vehicles-to-fog node and from fog node-to-
VCS-server [5]. In contrast, protecting vehicle’s profile record from unauthorized
accessing by different organizations seem to be ignored. In the fact, without any
security policies on accessing vehicle’s profile record, malicious organization can
easily disclose vehicle’s private data as well as other organization’s request data. So
as to perfectly secure the vehicle’s profile record in VCS system, it is essential to
purpose a secure scheme for restricting the access to the vehicle’s profile record.

To perfectly solve the above-mentioned issues, blockchain technology is pro-
posed in order to tackle the aforementioned security issues inherited in VCS-server
accessing system [20, 27]. Essentially, blockchain is utilized to store crowdsensing
data as blocks for distributing data access. Although blockchain has advantages of
immunity, distribution, and safe accessing system, blockchain-based VCS accessing
system still faces some challenges. The first concern is in how to design a blockchain
mechanism with a feature of verifying and accessing vehicle’s profile without vio-
lating the vehicle’s private data. The second challenge is how to ensure that each
authorized organization has a limit privilege access to the intended data. One more
concern is how to ensure that unauthorized or even authorized organization cannot
be able to access or link a different sensing data report that is intended to the other
organization.
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Motivated by the above challenges, we encourage to design a secure and privacy-
preserving based on a blockchain technology to protect vehicle’s profile record from
unauthorized access by the organizations. The paper contributions are threefold.

• We propose a blockchain-based framework for VCS accessing with security and
privacy preservation for improving organizations applications in VCS system. The
blockchain stores the original vehicle’s sensing reports, which are encrypted for
security.

• Based on the blockchains mechanism [30], we design a blockchain mechanism
with fundamental components to be compatible with VSC system, including data
structure and access mechanism. The VSC blockchains are referred as a VCS-BC.

• Based on the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) public encryption method [11],
we propose a secure and privacy-preserving vehicle’s profile record accessing
(BSPPA) protocol for the proposed VCS-BC. The BSPPA scheme will encrypt the
vehicle’s sensing data with the identical keywords for a achieving data security.
The BSPPA scheme is designed for a carefully ensure that only the authorized
organization with a valid permission to access the interested sensing data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An overview on the related work
is conducted in Sect. 2. Section 3 illustrates the system model, the threat model, and
design goals of the work. Preliminaries are presented in Sect. 4. Section 4.2 presents
the proposed BSPPA protocol in details. We provide security analysis in Sect. 5 and
performance evaluation in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Because vehicle is rated as an accurate entity to provide various sensing data, many
works have designed incentive mechanism to stimulate vehicles to participate in the
VCS announcement tasks [22, 28]. In addition, many security schemes have been
proposed in order to protect vehicles private data during their participating for encour-
age vehicles to send their data with full guarantee of protecting their privacy from
any malicious attacks [7, 8, 29]. However, these schemes still suffer from guaran-
tee of protecting vehicle’s privacy from accessing the vehicle’s profile records from
the organization requester. Therefore, to address these issues regarding to accessing
vehicle’s record, the blockchain technology can be exploited for prevent vehicle’s
profile record from unauthorized accessing. Recently, blockchain technology has
attracted growing attention and research work in the context of vehicular networks
due to its characteristics of decentralization, anonymity, and trust [24]. Blockchain
can help establishing a secure, trusted, and decentralized intelligent transport system,
thus address data accessing problems to provide a full guarantee of security on the
storages sensing data [25, 26] . However, these works do not give a detail solution
for a specific application. In this work, we design a security and private-preserving
accessing (BSPPA) protocol for the proposed VCS-BC system.
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3 System Model and Design Goals

This section describes the system model for the VCS system based on the proposed
BSPPA protocol. Then, we present the threat model and design goals.

3.1 System Model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system is mainly composed of the following entities:

• Organizations: Each organization has an authorized vehicular application, and it
can release VCS tasks in order to obtain sufficient resources data from vehicles to
support its vehicular application.

• Vehicular crowdsensing (VCS) servers: TheVCS-server has enormous capabilities
for storage and computational. In addition, it is responsible to announce VCS tasks
that are released by organizations for all connected vehicles. At the same time, it
is responsible to recruit suitable vehicles for that announce VCS tasks and then
stores the vehicles sensing reports in the proposed VCS-BC.

• Smart vehicles: Each smart vehicle is equippedwith various sensors and a powerful
OBU. A vehicle can be required to participate in more than twoVCS tasks [6]. The
required vehicle should perform the task and sends the results to the VCS-server
as encrypted data.

• Roadside unit (RSU): The RSU acts as a gateway between the VCS-server and
vehicles. It is responsible to deliver the messages from the VCS-server to vehicles
as well as it collects and transmits all the related information of the involved
vehicles to the VCS-server [4, 12].

• Trust authority (TA): It charges the whole system. All the organizations, RSUs,
and vehicles are required to register with the system manager. It generates system
parameters and public and private keys for each registered entity.

3.2 Security Threat Model

Accessing vehicle’s profile record by number of organizations is considered as the
main security threats in this work. When a vehicle accepts to participate to sense
data for different organizations. It will definitely have concerns for its sensitive
data that may be accessed by these organizations [14]. Assume this vehicle senses
weather data in particular location that should be supported for an organization that is
responsible to administrate a weather application. Thus, if other organizations have
also accessed to the samevehicle’s profile record to collect its intended sensing data, it
can disclose the vehicle’s location as well as it can disclose the private sensing data to
the organizationwho is responsible to administrate aweather application. In addition,
we assume RSUs and VCS-server are deemed as semi-trusted. They are honest to
perform the protocol but curious to access or deduce the vehicles’ or organizations’
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Fig. 1 VCS-BC system model

information without authorization. Thus, the vehicle and organizations privacy is
under security threats. For avoiding the security and privacy issues, we have adopted
the blockchain technology [30] to design a compatible VSC blockchain (VCS-BC)
system. In addition, we adopt the ECC public encryption method [11] to design a
secure and privacy-preserving vehicle’s profile record accessing (BSPPA) protocol
for the proposed VCS-BC system.

3.3 Design Goals

The paper goals are to achieve the following security features:

• Confidentiality and integrity. Since announcement tasks and sensing reports are
type of sensitive data, data confidentiality and integrity are critical to be achieved.
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• Secure data access. Since vehicle’s profile include sensitive data, access control
is critical to be achieved. The authorized organization only is allowed to obtain a
limited privilege access without disclosing vehicle’s privacy.

• Secure search. Since vehicle’s profile include different sensitive data that are
related to different organization, the secure search is critical to be achieved. Only
the authorized organization that possesses a sensing data stored in the vehicle’s
profile can obtain a valid key by a vehicle and VCS-server to search for its sensing
data.

4 The BSPPA Protocol

4.1 Preliminaries

This subsection will present the main preliminaries that are required for achieving
the proposed BSPPA scheme.

1) Blockchain mechanism The blockchain is a database that is format as a list of
blocks connected together [15]. In this work, we design a secure accessing data
for VCS system based on the blockchain mechanism referred as VCS-BC. In the
proposed VCS-BC, the VCS-server is responsible to manage the access right to
a vehicle’s profile record, which only the organization with a permission key is
allowed to access on a particular block in theVCS-BC. Each block in theVCS-BC
consists of a block header, payload, and backside, as described below:

• The block header consists of two components: Block identity and hash value
of previous block.

• Theblock payload consists of four components: Task identity, vehicle’s pseudo-
identity, encrypted sensing data, and secure keyword.

• The block backside consists of two components: Contributors signatures that
are used to track the participated vehicle and VCS-server, and timestamp of
the block that shows the generation time.

2) Bilinear maps Let G1 and G2 are two multiplicative cyclic groups with the
same prime order q. A bilinear mapping ê : G × G → GT is an admissibility
properties with satisfying the following properties:

• Bilinearity: ∀g, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗
q , ê(g

a, vb) = ê(g, v)ab = ê(gb1 , g
a
2 ).• Non-Degeneracy: ê(g, v) �= 1G2 .

• Admissibility: ê(g, v) is efficiently computable.

3) Complexity assumption The intractable mathematical problem and complex-
ity assumption used are as follows. q-Decisional Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (q-
DBDH). Given g, ga, gb, gc ∈ G1, ∀a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q , the q-DBDH problem is to
decide whether f = ê(g, g)abc, where f ∈ G2. Definition 1. An algorithm �
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with an output β ∈ {0, 1} has an advantage ε in solving the q-DBDH problem
that

| Pr[�(g, ga, gb, v, ê(g, v)ab) = 1] − Pr[�(g, ga, gb, v, z) = 1] |≥ ε

where a, b ∈ Z∗
q and z ∈ G2. The (ı, ε)-q-DBDH assumption holds if no � algo-

rithm with an advantage ε and running time ı to solve the q-DBDH problem.

4.2 The Detailed BSPPA

To achieve security and privacy-preserving accessing data in VCS system, we utilize
the blockchain and ECC public key to design the secure access method matching in
VCS system.We allow each organization to obtain their requested sensing data from
the participated vehicle’s profile record without revealing the vehicle’s privacy. The
ECC public encryption method [11] is used to fulfill the privacy search for intended
block in the proposed blockchain. Specifically, the vehicle’s sensing data is stored in a
blockwith a linked keyword as an index for the block. Thus, the organization can find
the intended block with no knowledge about other block. The detailed construction
of BSPPA is described below.

1) System setup The TA implements this step to compute the public system param-
eter Pp. It choose two multiplicative bilinear groups G1 and G2 of prime order
q, g is a generator of G1 and ê is a bilinear map: ê : G1 × G1 → G2. The TA
picks H as a collision resistant hash function as well as C = EAES(K , M) and
M = DAES(K ,C) as the encryption and decryption algorithm [11]. The public
parameter is Pp = {q,G1,G2, ê, g,H}.

2) Key generation All the system model entities are required to register to the TA.
Each entity device including vehicles, VCS-server, and organizations should send
their identity I di to the TA who will generate the following:

• Pseudo-identity. For each device such as a vehicle i , the TA computes pidi =
H(I di ||si ) as a pseudo-identity to protect the vehicle’s identity from the rain-
bow table attack [7] [3].

• Public and private keys. The TA chooses a random number xi → Z∗
q as a

vehicle i’s private key (ski ) and computes pki = gxi as the corresponding public
key(pki ).

The TA then sends (pki , ski , pidi ) to the vehicle i .
3) Releasing VCS task If any organization ogi needs resources for its vehicu-

lar application from a particular region, it will generate an spatial task ti =
(t idi , cri , exi , li , bi ), which indicate the task’s identity, content requirement (what
to sense), the period time (when to start and end), the particular interest location
(where to sense) and task benefits (compensation of task). The ogi will then
send ti to the VCS-server as an encrypted message δi (ti ), where δi is an encryp-
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tion method in [9]. After receiving the δi (ti ), the ogi will pick a random number
ηi ∈ Z∗

q as a identifier of task ti and then announces the (δi (ti ), ηi )to all connected
vehicles and recruit trusted vehicle i to perform the task ti .

4) Generating sensing data Once the interested vehicle i received the δi (ti ), it
will extract the task ti and starts performing the task ti by generating the sens-
ing data (sdi ) according to the content requirements in cri . Notes that vehicle
i can participate in one or more VCS tasks ti ∈ T . To prevent the generated
of the generated sensing data (sdi ), vehicle i generates a ciphertext of (sdi )
utilizes organization’s public key pkogi to encrypt (sdi ). It picks a random value
r1i ∈ Z∗

q as well as picks amutual secret keywordwi ∈ Z∗
q . It then computes E0 =

EAES[(t idi , pkwi r1i
ogi ), sdi ], E1 = Pr1i and E2 = (E0 · E1)

wi xi . After that, vehicle i
utilizes the VCS-server’ public key pkvcs to encrypt the mutual secret key wi by

randomly choosing r2i ∈ Z∗
q to compute E3 = EAES[(ηi , pidi , pidogi , pkr

2
i

vcs), wi ]
and E4 = Pr2i . Finally, vehicle i sends the encrypted sensing data τi = (ηi , pidi ,
pidogi , E0, E1, E2, E3, E4) to the VCS-server.

5) Storging sensing data When the VCS-server receives the ciphertext τi mes-
sage, it will utilize its secret key xvcs in order to obtain the mutual secret
key wi by decrypting E3 as wi = DAES[(ηi , pidi , pidog, Exvc

4 ), E3]. The VCS-
server will then generate the block index keyword search by utilizing the mutual
secret key wi and a random value zi ∈ Z∗

q to compute (K0, K1) = (Pwi zi , (E2 ·
pkwi zi

ogi )xvcs . Consequently, the VCS-server will generate a new transaction to store
(ηi , pidi , E0, E2, K0, K1) in a new block Bi in the proposed VCS-BC.

6) Generating trapdoors The VCS-server will generate two trapdoors for a key-
word search and keyword encrypted sensing data, that is, K4 = (K2, K3) =
(pkwi zi

ogi , Ewi
1 ). The VCS-server will then utilize the organization public key pkogi

to encrypt the trapdoors keywords as K5 = Pzi and K6 = EAES[(H1(ηi ), pkziogi ), K4].
Finally, VCS-server sends (K5, K6, E0) to the organization ogi .

7) Accessing sensing data When the organization ogi receives the (K5, K6, E0)

message, it will utilize its private key xogi to decrypt K6 in order to obtain the trap-
doors keywords as, K4 = DAES(ηi , K

xogi
5 ), K6]. With K4 = (K2, K3), organiza-

tionogi canobtain the block indexkeyword search K0 by computing K0 = K
−xogi
2 .

Consequently, organization ogi uses the K0 to locate the intended block Bi in
VCS-BC. It then can access to the block’s payload to extract the encrypted sens-
ing data E0. Finally, the organization ogi recovers the original plaintext (sdi ) by
decrypting E0 using its private key xogi , such that, sdi = DAES[(t idi , K xogi

3 , E0].

5 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze how the proposed BSPPA protocol can effectively meet
with the design goals.
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• The BSPPA achieves secure search The sensing data sdi that is generated for
the task ti is stored in the proposed VCS-BC blockchain as a ciphertext. Only
the authenticated organization ogi who releases the task ti is allowed to obtain
the block index keyword search K0 and access to the Bi . It is impossible for a
malicious organization og j to locate the block Bi in VCS-BC, without known
the organization ogi ’s private key xogi in order to obtain the encrypted trapdoor
keyword K2 and then the block index keyword search K0. This keyword trapdoor
K2 is computed under the organization ogi public key.

• The BSPPA achieves confidentiality and integrity The proposed BSPPA proto-
col achieves data confidentiality and integrity. The sensing data sdi is encrypted
under the organization ogi public key. Thus, it is impossible for a malicious orga-
nization og j to reveal the original plaintext of the sensing data sdi from the Bi ’
payload without known the keyword trapdoors K4 = (K2, K3) and the organiza-
tion ogi ’s private key xogi . Thus, using signaturemethod in each generated blockBi

is critical to achieve data integrity. By this method, the proposed BSPPA protocol
guarantees the data confidentiality and integrity.

• The BSPPA achieves security of access dataApart from data confidentiality and
integrity, the encrypted sensing data sdi is not only encrypted under the organiza-
tion ogi public key, it is also encrypted with a random number r1i ∈ Z∗

q , a mutual
secret keyword wi ∈ Z∗

q and the task identity tidi . This will prevent any a mali-
cious organization og j to reveal the vehicle i’s private data or even reveal different
flows of sensing data that is generated by the same vehicle i for other organization
ogk . Thus, only the authorized organization ogi who releases the task ti with t idi
is just allowed to obtain sdi by decrypt the sdi = DAES[(t idi , K xogi

3 , E0] using its
private key xogi .

6 Performance Evaluation

In this evaluation, theHyperledger1 platform is used todesign theproposedblockchain
method. The performance evaluation is operated on a laptop with i7-6700 Intel Core
@3.40 GHZ, 4 GB RAM. The cryptographic primitives are executed on the MIR-
ACL library withWeil pairing method to generate the bilinear pairing operation. The
pairing is implemented on the elliptic curve that is defined as y = x3 + x over Fq .

6.1 Evaluation of cryptographic in the BSPPA

The cryptographic algorithm that is used in the proposedBSPPAprotocol is evaluated
in terms of recording the computational cost of the algorithm. The computational
cost of the proposed BSPPA protocol is evaluated by counting the cryptographic

1 https://www.hyperledger.org.

https://www.hyperledger.org
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operations, which are scalar multiplication in G1, multiplication in G2, the exponen-
tiation in G2 and the bilinear pairing in ê. We symbolize smG1 , smG2 , exG2 and bpê
for the point multiplication in G1, multiplication in G2, the exponentiation in Z∗

q and
the pairing computation in ê. The number of complicate cryptographic operations is
evaluated in each phase in the proposed BSPPA protocol. In first phase, each vehi-
cle i computes 5smG1 for encrypting sensing data. Second, a VCS-server computes
7smG1 for generating two keyword trapdoors. Finally, the end-organization computes
3smG1 for decrypting the ciphertext.

1) Evaluation storage block in the VCS-BC The proposed BCS-BC storage cost
is affected by the increasing number of storing blocks as well as the size of each
storage block Bi . Here, we will evaluate the storage overhead of each block Bi .
TheVCS-server generates a transaction and stores it as a blockBi in the VCS-BC.
The maximum size of a block Bi in the VCS-BC is 4 bytes. Lets |G1| and |G2|
the length size of an point in G1 and G2, respectively, |Z | the length size of an
element in Z∗

p and |M | the size of an element in {1, 0}. The system parameter
κ = 128, the lengths of Z∗

p = 256 bits, {1, 0} = 1024, G1 = 512 bits and GT =
1024 bits. Under these settings, the storage overhead of each blockBi in the VCS-
BC is 2|Z | + |M | + 4|G1| = 3584 bits. Thus, the overall size of the blockchain
is calculated by the number of the blocks n ∗ 3584 bits, which is increased by
increasing the task number.

2) Evaluation of communication cost in the BSPPA According to the lengths of
|G1|, |G2|, |Z |, and |M |, we analyze the communication overhead of proposed
BSPPA protocol for each communication phases. First, vehicle i sends ciphertext
τi = (ηi , pidi , pidogi , E0, E1, E2, E3, E4) to the VCS-server with the lengths of
3|Z | + |M | + 4|G1| that is equal 3840 bits. Then,VCS-server sends (K5, K6, E0)

trapdoors of keyword to the end-organizationwith the lengths to 2|M | + |G1| that
is equal 2560 bits.

3) Implement simulation of theVCS-BCBased on the above evaluation,we imple-
ment the simulation on the hyperledger platform by setting 50 of vehicles and
3 of organizations. Each organization ogi is responsible to admin one vehicular
application. In addition, a VCS-server and a RSU are setting. All setting entities
are implemented on Ubuntu 16.04 operating system on virtual software. There-
fore, we can find out that the storage cost of BSPPA is increased with increasing
the number of selected participated vehicles in a single task ti . In addition, the
BSPPA’s cost is increased when every organization release more than one task
(ti )ki=1 and for each ti ∈ k organization require to recruit k number of participated
vehicles (i)ki=1. As shown in Fig. 2, we evaluate the rate of VCS-BC storage when
the number of tasks is equal to the number of participated vehicles. In contrast,
in Fig. 3, we evaluate the rate of VCS-BC storage when the number of partici-
pated vehicles is double of the number of tasks, which means that an organization
requires two vehicles to participate in a task. Thus, the storage cost of BSPPA
is increased with increasing the number of announcement tasks and number of
participated vehicles.
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Fig. 2 Number of tasks is equal to the number of participated vehicles
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Fig. 3 Number of participated vehicles is double of the number of tasks
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7 Conclusion

This paper exploits the blockchain technology to design a security and privacy
blockchain in VCS system to protect vehicle’s profile record from multiple accesses
by organizations. First we designed blockchain that is compatible with storage record
system in the VCS-server. The designed VCS-blockchain is referred as VCS-BC.
In addition, we exploit the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) public encryption
method to propose a secure and privacy-preserving vehicle’s profile record accessing
(BSPPA) protocol for the designed VCS-BC system. The proposed BSPPA protocol
is able to store the vehicle’s sensing data and indexes as encrypted data in order to
achieve data security, access control, privacy preservation, and secure indexes search.
Security analysis demonstrates that the proposed protocolmeets all the security goals.
Furthermore, the performance evaluation shows the efficiencyof theBSPPAprotocol.
Future work will focus on an in-depth study of the security and privacy-preserving
issues related to guaranteeing the privacy of Internet of things (IoT) applications in
VCS system.
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Unconditionally Fast Secure Multi-party
Computation with Multi-depths Gates
Using Pre-computed Information

Amirreza Hamidi and Hossein Ghodosi

Abstract In secure multi-party computation (MPC), n participants execute secure
communication in a circuit to compute any given function using their private inputs
such that the system does not reveal any information about their inputs. Computing a
share of n-inputs (n > 2) multiplication gates with various multiplicative depths has
been an important subject in this research field as it increases the round complexity
using, for example, Beaver’s triples method. That is because just the shares of the
multiplication gates with the same depth can be computed each time of implementing
the existing MPC protocols, and thus, the communication rounds of a circuit with
different multiplicative levels increase. In this paper, we present a secure protocol
which enables computing a share of simultaneous n-inputs multiplication gates as
well as the addition gate in just one round of online computation phase. Therefore,
our protocol enables computing a share of any given function in just one round
of computation which would result in fast computation and gives an improvement
on the current MPC systems. To achieve it, we employ the technique of (Theory
of cryptography conference. Springer, pp 213-230, [2]), based on hyper-invertible
matrices, for generating pre-computed shares of random values. Our protocol has
the unconditionally security against a coalition of t parties controlled by a passive
adversary with the communication complexity O(n2) for computing a share of n-
inputs multiplication with different depths.
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1 Introduction

Secure multi-party computation (MPC) is an important tool which first was intro-
duced by Yao [18] for the boolean circuit and, later [14], extended it to the case with
n parties . In the version with information-theoretic security, the system requires t
out of n participant to contribute and compute the function using their correct inputs
which are called the threshold MPC.

Definition 1 Threshold MPC system enables a set of (t, n) (called t out of n) par-
ticipants P1, . . . , Pn , with their inputs x1, . . . , xn , to compute any given function
f (x1, . . . , xn) without revealing their private inputs.

Any MPC system includes two major types of adversaries which are passive
(semi-honest) and malicious (active). A coalition of the parties, who are controlled
by a passive adversary, follow the protocol while trying to learn any information
including the inputs of honest participants and the correct actual outcome. On the
other hand, a malicious adversary deviates from the protocol in an arbitrary fashion
using the shares it gives to the protocol [12]. It should be noted that considering a
passive adversary is more practical and manyMPC systems assume this setting. That
is because it is easier to record the contents of some communication activities while
following the protocol than changing the outcome of the protocol [11]. Moreover,
a player is more likely to compute the correct output of a function while being
curious to gain much information about the other parties’ inputs. Generally, the
computational assumptions of any MPC protocols are based on the level of power
limitation assumed for the adversary of the system which can be categorized to
computationally bounded or unbounded. The computational power of an adversary
is assumed bounded in a computational (cryptographic) secure protocol while it
is assumed to be unbounded for in a information-theoretic secure protocol [12].
Thus, the security of the information-theory assumption seems to be stronger as it
is not dependent on the computational security assumptions (i.e. it is secure against
the adversary with unlimited power computation and time) [15]. Moreover, a MPC
protocol is secure if the security conditions are satisfied, which are Correctness and
Privacy. The Correctness condition ensures computation of the correct outcome
(against an active adversary) while the Privacy condition guarantees no information
leakage of the honest participants (against a passive adversary). Hence, in the case
it is assumed that the players follow the protocol, the correctness condition of the
protocol is preserved; however, the protocol must hold a threshold privacy condition.
In fact, a MPC protocol is t-private in the presence of the total n participants, if
the protocol remains private against a maximum number (t) players corrupted by a
passive adversary [10].

Definition 2 A t-private MPC protocol reveals no information of the honest partic-
ipants to any set of up to t passive adversaries in the system.
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1.1 Background

After introducing the secure MPC by Yao [18], some early studies were conducted
using the cryptographic intractability assumptions [14] and the information-theoretic
security [3, 15]. The case of calculating a share of any addition gate(two or more
inputs addition) can be implemented using homomorphic property of Shamir’s secret
sharing [4]. This implies that any linear function (e.g. multiplication by a constant
number) can be computed with no interaction. However, a challenging issue arises
when two or more participants aim to multiply their inputs using secret sharings
of degree t as it impacts the security condition of the system. In detail, assume
that Pi and Pj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i �= j), holding the inputs xi and x j , secret-share the
inputs among n parties using the polynomials of degree t (n ≤ 2t). If a participant
Pk wants to compute a share of f (xi , x j ) ← xi × x j , he calculates the new share
[xi x j ]2t ← [xi ]t × [x j ]t where [xi ]t and [x j ]t are his corresponding shares of the
inputs xi and x j . This would cause two major problems; first, the system requires
a number of at least 2t + 1 participants for reconstructing the output that is more
than the number of the security threshold. Furthermore, the resulted polynomial is
not random contradicting the definition of the information-theoretic security [3].

This problem has attracted some studies such as degree reduction [3, 6]. A study
of information-theoretic and perfect security in MPC was conducted by [3] to pro-
pose an efficient system, using private channels, with n ≥ 3t + 1 participants. [9]
and, later, [13] presented another technique of redistributing new shares resulting
in the same old secret which can belong to the polynomials with lower degree.
Beaver suggested a new scheme with an offline pre-processing phase that is secure
against passive adversaries by introducing triples as random pre-shared values [1].
In every multiplication gate, one pre-computed triple (ab = c) is generated and t-
shared among the participants in an offline phase which each participant utilize to
compute a share of the multiplication gate at the cost of two secret reconstructions.
Since the introducing of this method, many other studies have employed the idea
of distributing computation overhead into different phases. These protocols usually
include two different phases:

• Pre-ProcessingPhase: The parties are given some randompre-computed informa-
tion (e.g. pre-shared triples) in this phase which is used in the online computation
phase. This random information can be generated and shared by a trusted third
party (in the form of commodity-based cryptography) or by the participants them-
selves. This technique results in a probabilistic functionality in this phase which
preserves the privacy of the inputs in the online computation phase.

• Computation Phase: This is where the parties execute the actual computation
online using the pre-computed information they hold resulting higher efficiency
and cheaper computation cost. Here, the important challenge is that the inputs
must remain private despite utilizing the pre-shared information in the protocol.

Many studies have employed the Beaver’s circuit randomization technique to
present secure MPC protocols in arithmetic circuits [2, 5, 8, 13]. Moreover, some
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studies proposed that the pre-shared random values can be generated and distributed
by a trusted third party (initializer) [7], by cloud service providers [17] or by the play-
ers themselves [2, 13]. However, it is more practical and secure not to employ a third
party, due to the matter of privacy where it can later collude with the participants and
learn their inputs. [2] proposed an efficient secure technique using hyper-invertible
matrices that enables the players to generate the pre-shared triples.

However, an important limitation of the idea of Beaver’s pre-shared triples is that
the multiplication gates must not be dependent on each other. In other words, each
participant can only compute the shares of the multiplication gates with the same
multiplicative depth in the circuit in each communication round. Thus, the shares
of the gates with intermediate multiplicative depths, e.g. f (xi , x j , xk) ← xi × x j ×
xk , cannot be computed simultaneously in just one round of communication which
increases the round complexity.

1.2 Our Contribution

We aim to propose a fast unconditionally secure MPC protocol to compute a share of
any given function f (x1, . . . , xn), including up to simultaneous n-inputs multiplica-
tion with intermediate multiplicative depths, in just one round of online computation.
We stress the feature of fast computation as the low round complexity of our proto-
col allows the participants to compute a share of all the multiplication and addition
gates in parallel in just one communication round which is an improvement on the
current MPC systems using Beaver’s triples. Our protocol is operated online in arith-
metic circuit and it includes two phases, a setup phase and a computation phase.
We employ the technique of hyper-invertible matrices of [2] in a loop to generate
random pre-shared values in the setup phase. This technique ensures the privacy of
the pre-shared values and, thus, the probabilistic functionality of the setup phase.
The protocol is t-private, and the communication complexity to perform n-inputs
multiplication gates with different depths is O(n2).

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Model

We aim to propose a secure MPC protocol that enables t + 1 out of n parties (where
n ≥ t + 1) to calculate a share of any given circuit f (x1, . . . , xn) in just one round
of computation. Specifically, it is capable of computing a share of simultaneous n-
inputs multiplication gates with intermediate multiplicative depths, which belong to
the function f (x1, . . . , xn) ← ∏i=n

i=1 xi , in one online communication round.Our pro-
tocol has two online phases: setup and computation. We employ the hyper-invertible
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matrices technique of [2] for generating secure double sharings (two Shamir’s secret
sharing of the same random value with two different thresholds) of random values. In
fact, wewish that an input holder generates sharings [α]d and [α]d ′ for a randomvalue
α, unknown to adversary, where d and d ′ are two different degrees. This technique
enables a pair of input holders Pi and Pj , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n (i �= j), to generate a
triple securely in the setup phase [2]. In order to achieve this goal in our model, a
number of n ≥ 2t + 1 players is required to perform the initial computations in the
setup phase. Afterwards, using a for-loop for each multiplication gate with the same
multiplicative depthwould enable each participant to calculate a share of the n-inputs
multiplication triple in threshold t . Finally, the random t-sharings, generated in the
setup phase, can be utilized to compute any given function consisting of the addition
gate and the multiplication gates with various intermediate levels in parallel.

2.2 Shamir’s Secret Sharing

This threshold secret sharing scheme, which has important application to any dis-
tributed systems, includes n parties and a dealer (secret holder). The goal of the dealer
is to distributes his secret s among all the participants using a random polynomial of
degree t with the free term s as ( f (x) = s + a1x + a2x2 + . . . + at xt mod q) and,
assuming the private channels are secure, each party Pi is given the share fi ← f (xi )
[16]. The dealer randomly chooses the coefficients a1, a2,. . ., at , and the field oper-
ation is in Fq where q is a prime number with the condition q > n. A set of Shmair
shares ( f1, . . . , fn) of the secret s computed with the threshold (degree) d is denoted
by [s]d in this paper. This secret sharing scheme is linear, and a share of any linear
function of the inputs can be calculated with no interaction by having that the share-
holder Pi apply the same linear function to the respective shares he has received
[4]. The polynomial f (x) can be interpolated by having any subset of at least t + 1
participants pool their shares and reconstruct the correct free term s, whereas any
subset of less than t + 1 parties can gain no information about the correct secret (i.e.
this scheme is a (t, n) threshold secret sharing).

We use t-sharings (denoted by [.]t ) of Shamir’s scheme in the computation phase,
and also double sharings, (denoted as [.]t and [.]2t with the thresholds t and 2t) in
the setup phase of our protocol.

2.3 Generating t-Sharings of Randomness Based on
Hyper-Invertible Matrices

We employ the technique of [2] to compute sharings of n random shared values in
the setup phase of our model. The method is based on hyper-invertible matrices to
generate double sharings of a random value. Note that due to the limited space, the
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important concepts and protocols are described here; however, it is recommended to
refer to [2] for some other tools and the security proofs.

In order to generate double sharings [r ]d and [r ]′d of a random value r , we need
to define the concept of hyper-invertible matrices based on [2], where a way of
constructing the matrix M is presented.

Definition 3 Ahyper-invertiblematrix has the sizem × nwhere for any sets of rows
R ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} and columns C ⊆ {1, . . . , n} with |R| = |C | > 0, the matrix MC

R is
invertible, such that it consists of the intersections between rows in R and columns
in C .

It has an important property where any mapping of n points, for example
(x1, . . . , xn) to (y1, . . . , yn), can be calculated using two sets of fixed elements.
This feature enables a mapping of any n input values using a linear function of the
remaining n input values.
Based on the proposed technique on [2] for generating triples, each player Pi dis-
tributes a random value si , of degrees t and t ′, to the other participants using Shamir
sharing. Each player now holds two vectors of the shares [s1]t,t ′ , . . . , [sn]t,t ′ and he
can compute two new vectors of shares, using the hyper-invertible matrix M , as
follows:

([r1]t,t ′ , . . . , [rn]t,t ′) = M([s1]t,t ′ , . . . , [sn]t,t ′)

Such that each set of the sharings [ri ]t lies on the polynomial h(.) of degree
t , and the value ri is private against t adversaries. Thus, the double sharings
[r1]t,t ′ , . . . , [rn]t,t ′ are the output for each player.

In order to generate random triples of degree t in a pre-processing phase, given
sharings [ai ]t , [bi ]t and [ri ]2t of the random values ai , bi and ri , each player computes
a share, which belongs to a polynomial of degree 2t , as follows:

[di ]2t = [ai ]t [bi ]t − [ri ]2t = [aibi − ri ]2t
and at least 2t + 1 players pool their shares [di ]2t and publicly reconstruct the value
di . Finally, each player locally computes his new share [ci ]t as follows:

[ci ]t = di + [ri ]t = aibi − ri + [ri ]t
Now, each player holds shares of [ci ]t ← [aibi ]t , [ai ]t and [bi ]t . Each value of

aibi is clearly t-private and the communication complexity for generating one set of
the double sharing [ri ]t,2t and the triple [ai ]t , [bi ]t and [aibi ]t is O(n), and, thus, for
n sets is O(n2) [2].
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2.4 Security Conditions

As discussed in Sect. 1, The security requirements of any MPC protocol with n
participants must be satisfied. let the parties with holding the inputs x1, . . . , xn ,
want to compute any function f (x1, . . . , xn). The protocol must meet the following
requirements:

• Correctness: Eachparty Pk gets the correct output of the polynomial f (x1, . . . , xn)
after executing the protocol.

• Privacy: The inputs of the honest participants are private against a coalition of t
parties corrupted by a passive adversary (i.e. the passive adversary cannot obtain
any information about the inputs of honest participants, except what he can gain
from the actual outcome after executing the protocol).

3 Our Protocol

Our protocol is designed to have just one setup phase for both addition gate and
multiplication gates, and one computation phase for calculating a share of any given
polynomial. Note that the computation of all the multiplication gates with different
multiplicative levels can be conducted in parallel as well. Moreover, a share of any
n-inputs addition gate can be computed in one round of the protocol. The private
communication lines between each pair of players are assumed to be secure.

1. Setup phase: In this phase, each input holder generates a random value and
shares it among the players. Depending on the existing multiplicative depths,
the players use the hyper-invertible matrices and a loop to compute t-shaings of
multiplying the random values.

2. Computation phase: In this phase, each participant computes a share of the
given function including n-inputs addition and n-inputs multiplication with dif-
ferent depths. The shares of the both gates can be computed in parallel. Thus, a
share of any given function can be computed in just one round of online com-
putation phase.

3.1 Setup Phase

Let assume that a given function f (x1, . . . , xn) has the gates of n-inputs multiplica-
tion with n − 1 different multiplicative depths. Using the result discussed in Sect. 2.3
and in [2], Fig. 1 shows the detail of the setup phase.

The probabilistic functionality of this phase ensures the privacy of inputs in the
computation phase. It should be stated that this phase can be implemented in parallel
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Fig. 1 Setup phase of our proposed protocol

for all n-inputs multiplication gates
∏m

i=1 xi (m ≤ n) in the function f (x1, . . . , xn).
The communication upper bound for computing a share of a multiplication gate in
this phase is O(n) thus, for a n-inputs multiplication it equals O(n2).

3.2 Computation Phase

In this phase, each participant Pk can compute a share of the given function in just
one round of communication (i.e. the computation of both n-inputs addition and
multiplication gates can be performed in parallel). All the participants commence
this phase while they are holding the sharings [γi ]t (i = 1, . . . , n) and [∏n

i=1 γi ]t .
Figure 2 illustrates the computation phase of our protocol.

Note that the amounts of inputs cannot be zero using the proposed protocol. How-
ever, it doesn’t affect the correctness since, in any MPC circuit, if a mathematical
term in a function f (x1, . . . , xn) has a zero input, we can remove that term and it
doesn’t affect the outcome as well as the privacy of the other inputs. The fact that
this protocol can compute a share of any given function (including any addition and
multiplication gates with intermediate multiplicative depths) in just one communi-
cation round, would result in a fast computation phase. That is, a share of any given
function can be computed in just one online round of computation phase using the
protocol, which gives an improvement on the round complexity of the current MPC
systems. The computation phase has the communication upper bound of O(n2) as
well.
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Fig. 2 The computation phase of our proposed protocol

3.3 Security Analysis

We assess the protocol with regards to the security requirements. Please refer to Sect.
2.3 and [2] for security assessment of the random sharings [∏n

i=1 γi ]t generated in
the setup phase.

Correctness

Theorem 1 After executing the protocol, each party Pk (1 ≤ k ≤ t + 1) computes
the correct share of the polynomial f (x1, . . . , xn).

Proof After the setup phase, each participant holds the sharings [γi ]t and [∏n
i=1 γi ]t .

In the beginning of the current phase, the players reconstruct the random values αi

(αi �= 0). For the n-inputs addition gate, each player Pk holds the following share:

fk = [γ1]t
α1

+ . . . + [γn]t
αn

where, according to the linear feature of Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, fk belongs
to a polynomial with the the free term:

f (x1, . . . , xn) = α1x1
α1

+ . . . + αnxn
αn

= x1 + . . . + xn
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Similarly, for the n-inputs multiplication with different multiplicative depths, each
Pk holds the following share:

fk = [γ1 × . . . γn]t
α1 × . . . × αn

Where fk belongs to a polynomial with the constant term:

f (x1, . . . , xn) = (α1x1) × . . . × (αnxn)

α1 × . . . × αn

= x1 × . . . × xn

Privacy

Theorem 2 The proposed protocol preserves the privacy against a coalition of t
players corrupted by a passive adversary.

Proof The probabilistic functionality of hyper-invertible matrices technique,
described in Sect. 2.3, ensures the privacy of the double sharings [ri ]t,2t and, thus, the
random values γi ← xiαi . Moreover, the for loop utilized to generate the sharings
[γiγ j ]t preserves the privacy against a coalition of t players corrupted by a passive
adversary. Hence, the setup phase outputs the sharings [γ1 × . . . × γn]t which are
t-private.
Without loss of generality, let assume that a coalition of t players, (not including P1)
corrupted by a passive adversary, has the view denoted by VIEWA. Note that, as we
mention in the protocol, the inputs cannot be zero (xi �= 0). For the gate of n-inputs
addition in the computation phase VIEWA is:

f2 = [γ1]t
α1

+ · · · + [γn]t
αn

f3 = [γ1]t
α1

+ · · · + [γn]t
αn

...

ft+1 = [γ1]t
α1

+ · · · + [γn]t
αn

where, according to the threshold secret sharing, the term [γ1]t
α1

is private against
VIEWA.

Furthermore, VIEWA for n-inputs multiplication gates is:
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f2 = [γ1 × · · · × γn]t
α1 × · · · × αn

f3 = [γ1 × · · · × γn]t
α1 × · · · × αn

...

ft+1 = [γ1 × · · · × γn]t
α1 × · · · × αn

where VIEWA can gain no information about the free term of the sharings [γ1 ×
. . . × γn]t generated in the setup phase. Hence, the proposed protocol is t-private.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a protocol with information-theoretic security to compute
any given function including simultaneous n-inputs multiplication gates, with dif-
ferent multiplicative depths, in a MPC circuit. Indeed, our protocol can be used to
calculate a correct share of n-inputs addition gate and n-inputs multiplication gates
in parallel in just one online round of computation. This would result in a fast com-
putation technique, as a share of any given function can be computed in one online
computation round which gives an improvement on the round complexity of cur-
rent MPC protocols. In other words, it improves the round communication of the
protocols using Beaver’s triples method since they must be implemented in n − 1
separate rounds for computing the n-inputs multiplication gates in a circuit. Our pro-
tocol is online and has two phases: setup phase and computation phase. We employ
the hyper-invertible matrices technique of [2] in the setup phase to generate private
pre-computed t-sharings which are utilized in the actual computation phase. Our
protocol is t-private, and the communication complexity for computing the n-inputs
multiplication gates is O(n2).
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Abstract At present, in every corner of the world, including developing and devel-
oped, countries got affected by infectious diseases such as the COVID-19 virus.
Our objective was to create a real-time pain detection for everyone that can use
it by themselves before going to the hospital. In this research, we used a dataset
from the University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) and the Japanese Female
Facial Expression (JAFFE) as a training set. Furthermore, we used unseen data from
webcam or video as a testing set. In our system, pain is divided into three cate-
gories: mild, moderate-to-severe-to-painful, and severe. The system’s efficiency was
assessed by contrasting its results with those of a highly qualified physician. Clas-
sification accuracy rates were 96.71, 92.16, and 98.40% for the not hurting, getting
uncomfortable, and painful categories. To summarize, our research has created a
simple, cost-effective, and readily understood alternate method for the general public
and healthcare professionals to screen for pain before admission.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, we cannot deny that pain occurs daily and affects people of all sexes and
ages. In particular, theworld’s present predicament with the COVID-19 virus demon-
strates how beneficial it would be to have a technique that analyzes the disease’s
first discomfort before referring patients to the hospital in severe instances. When
it becomes essential to go to the hospital, extra costs will occur. Comprehensive
treatment is not feasible given the hospital’s present condition, which indicates a
high patient load. In addition to the stress and strain that physicians and nurses face,
as a result, if a pain detecting system is utilized to address this issue, it may be an
ideal solution. The facial action units (AUs) system, which developed from the facial
action coding system (FACS), may be used to recognize faces for pain detection [1].

The pain unit is derived from FACS, a technology that detects facial muscle
activity. The FACS method [2] was historically used to evaluate sadness and quan-
tify pain in individuals who could not speak [3]. The FACS prototype was created
for non-human primates such as chimps, dogs, and horses. Later modifications to the
emotional facial action coding system (EMFACS) allowed the detection of anger,
sorrow, and regret [4]. Finally, a consistent method for human pain detection was
developed. Numerous researchers [5–7] collected data from the UNBC dataset of
patients with shoulder discomfort, and images illustrate patients’ straight faces.
Active means that patients can move their shoulders independently, while passive
means that medical personnel can assist patients in moving their shoulders. UNBC
contains 50,000 images of patients, both males and women. However, UNBC images
did not show an imbalance in the intensity of pain for either kind. Some are exces-
sively numerous, while others are excessively few. Therefore, data optimization tech-
niques such as imbalance methodology [8], generative adversarial network (GAN)
[9], and augmented data approaches are required to minimize imbalance.

This technique detects moving faces and postures using a sequential picture of
human faces from the UNBC and JAFFE datasets [10, 11]. Our approach is built on
unsupervised learning, in contrast to other researchers who emphasize supervised
learning. We chose semi-supervised learning since, in the actual world, we cannot
classify all pictures to train a machine learning system, and the systems must learn
on their own. As a result, this will challenge the computer, as the testing set will
include data that the system has never seen before.

This research suggests using deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)methods
to detect and categorize facial discomfort in real-time. The findings are compared to
ground truth obtained by medical personnel.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Data Collection

We used the UNBC [10] and JAFFE [11] datasets to create this facial expression
sequence. About 50,000 images are stored in 225 files across 25 different themes at
the UNBC. There was a total of 63 men and 66 women within the group that had
shoulder pain. When it comes to facial expressions, JAFFE only offers 213 images
with seven different staged poses. These include six different basic poses and one
neutral pose. A significant difference between the JAFFE dataset and others is that
it collected an 8-bit grayscale image of each subject.

There are 44 action units (AUs) assigned to each human facial activity depending
on personal characteristics. This operation was carried out in the first phase by
Prkachin and Solomon [12] with the help of AU4-AU43. It was discovered that
just AU4, AU6 were needed since they included so much information about pain;
each activity was divided into five intensity levels (1 = minimum, 5 = maximum).

2.2 Scale for Assessing Pain Based on Action Units

Our real-time pain detection system made use of AUs to quantify pain. The reason
AUs are reliable and accurate is because they have been validated in the medical field
by MDs [13]. We calculated pain using the Prkachin and Solomon pain intensity
(PSPI) equation [12]. The pain is defined in Eq. 1. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1,
our approach separates pain into three categories: not painful, getting uncomfortable,
and severe.

Pain = AU4+max(AU6||AU7)+max(AU9||AU10)+ AU43, (1)

Fig. 1 An example of a pain category based on the PSPI
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2.3 Deep Convolutional Neural Network and Facial
Identification Process

OpenCVwas used to improve facial recognition. For pain analysis, the DCNNworks
well when used with an AAM to identify AUs in each patient picture. ResNet-34, a
method for image recognition developed by He et al. [14] is the foundation of our
face recognition architecture. The network was trained using almost three million
images from the wild dataset of labeled faces. The marker was then generated using
the training data from the UNBC and JAFFE sets. To increase the system’s speed
and accuracy, labels must be drawn. The movement was used with the coordinates
of reference pictures to predict the axis of the decoded image.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), a kind of neural network, are used to
classify images, cluster them based on similarity, and identify objects within scenes.
Themostwidely used computermethod for image recognition is convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). The number 34 refers to the number of layers in the CNN used in
our pain detecting algorithm. A DCNN is a stack of neural networks that has been
combined into a single model. In other words, DCNN is just an enhanced version of
CNN.

2.4 Real-Time System

Python, OpenCV, and deep learning were used to build our real-time system. We
utilized two more libraries to improve accuracy and speed:

1. Davis King’s dlib library [15]
2. Adam Geitgey’s facial recognition [16].

Pain may be detected using static pictures, video feeds, or a webcam. This study
aims to develop a real-time system that anybody, particularly medical personnel, can
use. However, running on a CPU has certain drawbacks since it consumes many
resources and affects frames per second (FPS). We utilized the GPU to execute the
DCNN pain detector to address this issue. Alternatively, the histogram of oriented
gradient (HOG) technique must be used to utilize a CPU. The primary difference
between DCNN and HOG is in terms of speed and accuracy. The CNN technique is
more precise but slower, while the HOG method is quicker but less precise.
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Table 1 An illustration of real-time pain detection in human faces

Model Pain level Accuracy (%)

Not painful 96.71

Becoming painful 90.02

Painful 85.74

Painful 98.40

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Model Pain level Accuracy (%)

Not painful 84.08

Becoming painful 92.16

Painful 97.47

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Deep Learning-Based Real-Time Pain Detection

The technique for detecting pain in real-time is illustrated in Table 1. The results
indicated that the system performed admirably despite the semi-supervised nature
of the test data, and the system has never encountered a patient’s face. Given that
the training dataset consists only entirely of sequential images from the UNBC and
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JAFFE databases, it can be argued that the system is capable of being employed in
complex situations, whether they involve real-time photos fromwebcams or video of
a patient’s discomfort. However, our system is not without flaws. For instance, when
DCNN is used, it requires a large amount of data to process. Otherwise, accuracy
will decrease. Another factor is GPU-based, as we need to support patients in their
daily lives and thus prioritize accuracy over speed.

Although the accuracy may be less than obtained by supervised learning, as an
example in the author’s previous work [17–19], the objective of this study is to
develop a real-time detection system that applies to virtually every situation. As a
result, it is the most receptive technique.

3.2 Procedures for Validation and Assessment

Empirical evidence is frequently the only way to tell whether a model works as
expected in terms of belief and validity. A model’s accuracy, f1-score, and recall are
all essential considerations in the evaluation process. As well as utilizing classifi-
cation criteria, we validated our model with various batch sizes and epochs (time
intervals). The test findings are shown in Table 2, which summarizes the data.

Thus, we can summarize the variables used for validation as follows. Accuracy is
calculated as the proportion of accurate classifications. The precision is the proportion
of relevant outcomes, whereas recall is the proportion of relevant results adequately
categorized by the model.

Table 2 The output of our algorithm for detecting pain

Epoch Batch size Recall F1-score Precision (%)

10 32 0.98 0.98 98

64 0.99 0.99 99

128 0.99 0.99 99

15 32 0.98 0.98 98

64 0.98 0.98 98

128 0.99 0.99 99

50 32 0.98 0.98 98

64 0.99 0.99 99

128 0.99 0.99 99
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4 Conclusions

According to the research presented in this article, deep learning can be used to
identify pain in real-time in patients’ daily lives and hospitals. The method was
validated in individuals who complained of pain or discomfort. Standard techniques
cannotmanage the situations that our approach addresses.Additionally,we suggested
a method for increasing the efficiency and accuracy of pain perception by moni-
toring circumstances and other complicated settings using deep convolutional neural
networks.

Our research projects will include accompanying pictures to account for varying
pain intensity across the first and second pain classes. Thus, methods such as GAN,
the imbalance method, and data augmentation will be utilized to enhance process
precision. According to the study presented in this article, deep learning approaches
such as 2D facial expression andmovement beat more conventional methods in terms
of accuracy and cost. Depending on the results, this techniquemay find use elsewhere
in medical research. For instance, facial recognition can identify criminals, and pain
may be used to diagnose contagious diseases.

As part of our future research, we intend to replace motion vectors with the optical
flow because the result of this study does not provide the best motion estimation to
support all degrees of freedom (DF) when the patient moves the body. Additionally,
the limitations of our work are dependent on theGPU to achieve the highest accuracy.
We intend to enhance our system in the future to support CPUs.
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Machine Learning Analysis
in the Prediction of Diabetes Mellitus:
A Systematic Review of the Literature

Marieta Marres-Salhuana , Victor Garcia-Rios ,
and Michael Cabanillas-Carbonell

Abstract In recent years, diabetes mellitus has increased its prevalence in the global
landscape, and currently, due to COVID-19, people with diabetes mellitus are the
most likely to develop a critical picture of this disease. In this study, we performed a
systematic review of 55 researches focused on the prediction of diabetes mellitus and
its different types, collected fromdatabases such as IEEEXplore, Scopus, ScienceDi-
rect, IOPscience, EBSCOhost and Wiley. The results obtained show that one of the
models based on support vector machine algorithms achieved 100% accuracy in
disease prediction. The vast majority of the investigations used the Weka platform
as a modeling tool, but it is worth noting that the best-performing models were
developed in MATLAB (100%) and RStudio (99%).

Keywords Diabetes mellitus ·Machine learning · Predictive · Systematic review

1 Introduction

Over the years, diabetes has become a global public health problem. Recent studies
show that more than 381 million people over the age of 18 suffer from diabetes, and
that approximately 45.8% of them have not yet been diagnosed [1]. This disease
is classified into three types. Type 1 diabetes is caused by insulin deficiency. Type
2 diabetes is caused by varying degrees of insulin resistance, altered insulin secre-
tion, increased glucose production and various genetic metabolism defects in the
action of insulin. Finally, gestational diabetes occurs in women during pregnancy
[2]. Now, most physicians would agree that this disease, largely related to one’s
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lifestyle, can be prevented; unfortunately, the medical community has been largely
absent from the battle to improve these conditions. In fact, numerous studies show
that physicians often discuss weight management, physical activity or proper nutri-
tion in <40% of the people they see in their offices [3]. In recent years, humanity has
been immersed in health problems, especially in low-income environments, and the
situation is aggravated by the limited capacity of the health system [4].

2 Methodology

2.1 Type of Study

For the preparation of the article, the systematic review of the scientific literature
will be used; this is a process that allows the collection of relevant evidence on a
given topic; in addition, it adjusts to the established eligibility criteria, which allow
obtaining answers to the research questions formulated [5].

2.2 Research Questions

RQ1. Which diabetes mellitus prediction models have shown the best results
according to performance metrics over the past 4 years?

RQ2. Which tools and languages are the most widely used in the world to develop
or implement machine learning models for diabetes mellitus prediction?

RQ3. Which countries have the most research related to the prediction of diabetes
mellitus been conducted in the last 4 years?

RQ4. What type of diabetes mellitus has had the highest amount of scientific
research focused on prediction with machine learning worldwide?

2.3 Search Strategies

Based on the questions posed, an exhaustive search of articles published in the main
databases such as IEEE Xplore, Scopus, ScienceDirect, IOPscience, EBSCOhost
and Wiley were carried out, from which 683 scientific articles from the last 4 years
were collected. The following formulas were used to search for diabetes-related
research: “REDICTION OF DIABETES BY MACHINE LEARNING NOT DEEP
LEARNING NOT RISK.”

In order to make an optimal selection of research, search formulas and key words
were applied, as well as inclusion and exclusion criteria, and finally, discarding due
to duplicity, obtaining 55 relevant papers in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Selection methodology diagram

2.4 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion and exclusion criteria presented in the following table were applied for the
systematic review study in Table 1:

A total of 683 articles were analyzed, of which 3 duplicate articles were discarded.
Then, 55 articles were selected, excluding 628 according to the exclusion criteria

Table 1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Criterion

Inclusion I01 Articles related to the development or performance comparison of
diabetes mellitus prediction models

I02 Articles related to the application or implementation of machine learning
models for the prediction of diabetes mellitus

I03 Articles related to the prediction of type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes or
gestational diabetes using machine learning

Exclusion E01 Articles unrelated to the development of machine learning models for the
prediction of diabetes mellitus

E02 Articles unrelated to the implementation of machine learning models for
diabetes prediction

E03 Articles unrelated to the prediction of type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes or
gestational diabetes using machine learning
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Fig. 2 Document inclusion and exclusion flowchart

and which did not contribute to answering the research questions. This resulted in
55 articles for the systematic review in Fig. 2.

3 Results

Figure 3 represents the number of articles by database and type of diabetes.

Table 2 shows the categories of items according to the results found.

Figure 4 represents the number of articles by programming language used in the
research, where the language.
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Fig. 3 Articles by database and type of diabetes

Table 2 Articles by type of
diabetes

Categories Articles

Type 1 diabetes mellitus [6, 7]

Type 2 diabetes mellitus [8–27]

Gestational diabetes mellitus [2, 28–30]

Diabetes mellitus (type is not specified) [1, 31–58]

Fig. 4 Articles by programming language
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4 Discussion

In this systematic investigation of the scientific literature, we analyze machine
learning models for diabetes prediction and identify the best machine learning
models, the most frequent implementation tools, as well as the largest amount of
research according to the type of diabetes and countries, in order to answer the
proposed questions:

RQ1. Which diabetes mellitus prediction models have shown the best results
according to performance metrics over the past 4 years?
Figure 3 shows that most of the articles analyzed in this review use Accuracy as a
metric to evaluate their models. The result obtained allows us to use this metric as a
reference to identify the models with the best performance. According to references
[7, 43, 45], it can be seen that the support vector machine, random forest and extreme
learning machine models have obtained the best performance with 100%, 99% and
99% accuracy, respectively. It is important to mention that according to Fig. 4, it
is shown that the support vector machine and random forest models are the models
most used by researchers.

RQ2. Which tools and languages are the most widely used in the world
to develop or implement machine learning models for diabetes mellitus
prediction?
Although most of the researchers do not indicate the development environment of
their models, a large number use the free software platformWeka as their modeling,
visualization and data analysis tool, which is described by all the authors as a simple
and intuitive tool that makes it much easier to carry out the aforementioned tasks.
Furthermore, according to Fig. 4, it can be seen that graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
are more used for modeling than the programming languages themselves. It is worth
mentioning that according to references [7, 43, 45], the MATLAB tool, in which the
M language is used, is the one with the highest accuracy (100%) when developing a
machine learning model (support vector machine), followed by RStudio with the R
language in which, when developing the random forest model, an accuracy of 99%
was obtained.

RQ3: Which countries have the most research related to the prediction
of diabetes mellitus been conducted in the last 4 years?
Figure 4 manifests that in the last four years (2018–2021), there is an increasing
amount of research related to diabetes mellitus prediction; between 2019 and 2020,
a great variety of publications were made especially in the IEEE Xplore databases
followed by Scopus, and this result is supported by Fig. 3. This indicates that there is
a preference by researchers to make their scientific publications related to diabetes
prediction in the aforementioned databases.

All the articles analyzed in the present review come from the continents of Asia,
North America, Europe and Africa (from highest to lowest). This result indicates that
the development of machine learning models for the prediction of diabetes mellitus
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is a recurrent research topic almost all over the world. Also, it is shown that the vast
majority of research is conducted in India followedbyChina. This result indicates that
it is in these countries where there is more experience in the development of machine
learning models for the prediction of diabetes mellitus; therefore, it is important to
include research from the identified countries in future studies.

RQ4: What type of diabetes mellitus has had the highest amount of scientific
research focused on prediction with machine learning worldwide?
According to Table 2, it can be seen that of all the articles analyzed in the present
review, more research does not focus on a specific type of diabetes mellitus, but it
can also be seen that there is a significant number of research that seeks to predict
type 2 diabetes mellitus, and a small group focuses on gestational diabetes and type
1 diabetes. Figure 3 shows that, of all the articles analyzed, the vast majority of the
research has used the PIMA Indian Diabetes dataset for training prediction models,
and it is also observed that there is a minority that generates its own dataset. This
result indicates that the information provided by this dataset is highly valued by
researchers and is related to the fact that there is a greater amount of research on
predictive models for type 2 diabetes and gestational diabetes because the variables
in these data are identified as determinants for the prediction of the mentioned types.

5 Conclusions

The prediction models of diabetes mellitus that have presented better results in the
last 4 years are support vector machine (100%), random forest (99%) and extreme
learning machine (99%), according to Accuracy, which was defined as a metric to
identify the best models due to its presence in most researches where they consider it
as a determinantmetric. The tools and languageswithwhichmachine learningmodels
are usually developed or implemented worldwide are the free software platform
Weka, for its ease of use, as well as MATLAB, in which the M language is used,
followed by RStudio, these last two tools managed to develop models that obtained
the highest scores according to Accuracy. Likewise, there is a greater number of
studies that do not focus on a specific type of diabetes mellitus, but it is also observed
that there is an important number of studies that seek to predict type 2 diabetes
mellitus. Based on the results obtained, it is recommended for future research within
the scope of this review, to work on the development of predictive models with the
support vector machine algorithm due to the good results obtained, as well as to
consider accuracy as a metric to evaluate model performance and to use MATLAB
or RStudio as development tools.
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Industrial Pumps Anomaly Detection
and Semi-supervised Anomalies Labeling
Through a Cascaded Clustering
Approach

Qiang Duan, Zhihang Jiang, Wei Li, Kai Jiang, Weiduo Jin, Ling Yu,
Mengmeng Jiang, Jing Zhao, Rui Li, and Hui Zhang

Abstract Automation technology has brought significant changes to agriculture,
industry, commerce and other fields, among which the machine learning algorithms
are the important applications of predictive maintenance of industrial equipment.
In general, anomalous trends should be detected timely before failure occurs so that
unscheduled downtime can be avoided. In addition, predictivemaintenance can avoid
unnecessary maintenance and make good use of component remaining life by setting
appropriatemaintenance periods forworn parts. In this paper, based on the real case in
which data collected by the various sensors on coalmine pumping system,wepropose
a cascaded unsupervised clustering method that consists of DBSCAN and spectral
clustering to identify uncommon abnormal data and classify the common abnormal
data.As equipment continuously operating, the proposed cascaded clusteringmethod
can gradually utilize the obtained uncommon abnormal data to enlarge the common
abnormal data. This process implemented through periodic manually labeling is
regarded as a semi-supervised manner. The results show that DBSCAN has good
discriminative power for uncommon abnormal data, and the spectral clustering can
properly classify working condition of water pumps with 93% accuracy on test data.

Keywords Anomaly detection · Clustering · DBSCAN ·Machine learning ·
Spectral clustering
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1 Introduction

Anomaly detection can measure machine operation parameters collected by various
sensors to predict the possibility of machine failure. It needs comprehensive infor-
mation about machine statues for physical metering, processmodeling or data-driven
methods. Generally, it is more efficient to apply data-drivenmethod in this area. Ben-
efited from the application of sensors and data-driven methods in anomaly detection,
the equipment failure monitoring is more predictive instead of preventive [5].

Industrial pumps play an import role in many industrial scenes. They require
proper maintenance to keep normal working state and extend lifespan. In order to
avoid sudden malfunction or unnecessary maintenance, the machine learning is used
for anomaly detection and predictive maintenance. The ratio of machine learning
application in industrial sectors was going up to 65% in 2018, which is continuously
increasing [6].

There are two major categories of available algorithm for anomaly detection:
supervised algorithm for labeled data and unsupervised algorithm for unlabeled data.
For the first kind, they use labeled anomaly data to train a classification model, such
as SVM, logistic regression and decision tree. [7]. However, the real-world industrial
problem is unlikely to have large amount of data to build a decent machine learning
model. Due to the machine failure is relatively rare situation, the collected data
has very small percentage of anomalies. For the second kind, they use unlabeled
data to train a regression model or clustering model, such as one-class-SVM, density
estimation and isolation forest. [7] These algorithms are generally based on distance,
density, statistics intrinsic features of data rather than labels. So that the model can
be built by an unsupervised manner.

In this paper, we propose a cascaded unsupervised clustering method that consists
ofDBSCAN[5] and spectral clustering [11] to identify uncommon abnormal data and
classify the common abnormal data. As equipment continuously operates, proposed
cascaded clustering method can gradually utilize the obtained uncommon abnormal
data to enlarge the common abnormal data through periodic manually labeling that
implements a semi-supervised data labeling. The uncommon abnormal data is the
failure situation that rarely occurred in the past pump operation, which is processed
by DBSCAN to separate from other normal data. And the common abnormal data is
the frequently occurred situation, which can be clustered well by spectral clustering.

This paper is organized as follows: The instruction is followed by related works.
The third section presents the preliminary knowledge on two clustering algorithms
and the main idea of the proposed cascaded method. The experimental results on the
test dataset are shown in next section, along with datasets explanation and results
discussion. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section.
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2 Related Work

Classic anomaly detection techniques are based on continuously device condition
monitoring, such as inspecting the output of physical sensors, leaks and audible
noise [1]. Benefited from the booming development of communication technology
and cloud computing technology, the remote device condition monitoring is broadly
implemented to realize real-time anomaly detection [10]. In addition, it is feasi-
ble to predict remaining life of components by applying data-driven methods like
time-series decomposition, regression, long short-termmemory neural network, etc.,
which is related to anomaly detection as well.

For the supervised anomaly detection, it uses normal operation data as training
data. One approach uses graphs for modeling abnormal data, while another uses
principal component classifiers to build models [13]. The anomaly detection in more
difficult scene tends to use deep learning approach since it has more representative
ability to deal with high-dimensional or large-scale data [4]. Nabanita etc. [3] used
supervised classification method to reach about 80 % accuracy.

For unsupervised anomaly detection, the operation information is available, but
no related label indicating component remaining life or anomalies. The lack of labels
is the most common situation in industrial anomaly detection [14]. Since an anomaly
is an outlier pattern that differs from the expected behavior, a simple approach is to
find the data which is far away from normal data-defined boundary [2]. The boundary
can be obtained by clustering.

There are various clustering techniques, such as partitioning clustering, hierar-
chical clustering and density-based clustering. Density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) is one of the widely used density-based cluster-
ing algorithms. The main principle of DBSCAN in outlier detection is to define a
cluster that contains a minimum number of points in the specified radius [5]. Spec-
tral clustering is another popular and efficient clustering method. It allows to find
clusters even of very irregular shapes. In 2012, Lucinska et al. improved the spectral
clustering method and achieved better performance in practical applications [8].

Algorithm 1: DBSCAN
1 Set t = 1
2 Use ε and MinPts to find an unclassified core point p and add it to the set Ct
3 Find all the unclassified points in the ε-neighborhood and add them to the set F
4 Get a point q in F and mark q to be classified, assign q to the cluster Ct , and remove q from
the set F

5 Check if q is a core point, if so, add all the unclassified points in the ε-neighborhood to the
set F

6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the set of seeds is empty.
7 Set t = t + 1 and repeat steps 2–5 until no more core points can be found.
8 Output all the clusters; and mark all the points which do not belong to any cluster as noise
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3 Methods

3.1 Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN)

DBSCAN is a widely used clustering algorithm in machine learning [12]. It defines
a cluster as the largest set of densely connected samples derived from the density
reachability relation. Given a Dataset D = {x1, x2, ..., xm}, distance ε and minimum
elements MinPts, the process of DBSCAN is as follows:

3.2 Spectral Clustering

We use spectral clustering to identify pump operation status [9] .Given a Dataset
D = {x1, x2, . . . , xm}, the process of spectral clustering is as follows:

Algorithm 2: Spectral clustering
1 Using Euclidean distance to find k symmetric nearest neighbors of each point
2 For each two vertices xi and x j , the connecting edge vi j is created if vertex xi belongs to
k-nearest neighbors of vertex x j and vice versa

3 Constructed the adjacency matrix A, ai j is set to one if and only if there is an edge joining
the two vertices; otherwise, ai j equals 0. Also, all diagonal elements of the affinity matrix A
are zero

4 Create the diagonal matrix D and calculate Signless Laplace matrix M
5 Compute top w eigenvectors of M and determine overlapping eigenvectors (related to the
same cluster)

6 Calculate modularity Q corresponding to the graph cut for each overlapping eigenvector and
choose the best one

7 Create a set of eigenvectors A and assign each point x to one eigenvector from the set A,
having the biggest entry for x

3.3 Cascaded Usage of Two Clustering Methods

We cascade the pump operation data using two algorithms, DBSCAN and spectral
clustering, to both identify rare anomalies and categorize common anomalies. Most
importantly, we can collect and process the obtained anomaly data as the equipment
continuously operates, then achieve semi-supervised anomaly status identification
or anomaly data labeling by periodic manual marking. The specific process is as
follows, which is also shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 The workflow of the proposed method

First of all, we divide the pump abnormality into two categories, one is the failure
that has never occurred or rarely occurred during the historical operation of the pump.
The other is the failure that occurs several times in the historical data, which hasmore
abnormal data. For these two cases, we use different algorithms to handle.

For the first type of pump abnormality, among the commonly used anomaly detec-
tion methods, such as k-means clustering and Gaussian mixture model, they require
a prior given number of clusters that do not meet the needs of the study. For methods
that do not require a prior given number of clusters, we found that DNSCAN has bet-
ter performance in pump anomaly detection comparing to isolated forest, OPTICS
and DBSCAN methods. Figure2 shows the performance of the three methods on
pump anomaly detection with positive pressure as an example. So we choose the
DBSCAN algorithm to detect the first type of anomaly. We train the machine learn-
ing model using a small amount of exception data and a large amount of normal
operation data. Then, we deploy the model to the corresponding device. When new
data is passed to the model, DBSCAN can identify the fault and report to the user
side if it is the first type of abnormal data. Furthermore, the reported exception data
is saved for later use.

Using the DBSCAN algorithm only is not sufficient, and it is difficult to achieve
the desired results with DBSCAN when the incoming anomalous data is a large
percentage of the total incoming data. For the second category of anomalies, we
also compared a variety of clustering algorithms. Finally, we found that the spectral
clustering algorithm can more accurately identify the operating status of the pump
and better distinguish between various types of faults and normal operating status.
Therefore, we use the spectral clustering algorithm as a supplement to deal with
the second category of anomalies. After training the model, when DBSCAN fails
to detect anomalies, we continue to substitute the data into the spectral clustering
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Fig. 2 The comparison of three methods using positive pressure for example

model, which can distinguish the incoming data into a specific type of fault or normal
operation state so that we can proceed to the next step.

Using manual identification and labeling of various types of different data out-
put from spectral clustering, these data are processed and used as a training set for a
classification model, which can be constructed using random forests or other classifi-
cation algorithms. Consequently, we turn the clustering problem into a classification
problem.

When new data comes in, we first use DBSCAN to determine if it is a Type 1
error. If so, we can identify the data and save for manually labeling. Otherwise, it is
passed to the classification model to determine whether it is an anomaly or normal
condition.

After a period of operation, we can pass the anomaly data collected by DBSCAN
into the spectral clustering model for training. If a new class is generated, then it
means that there is a new class of faults, and we then use manual methods to discern
exactly which class of faults is. Then, labeling the anomaly data to create a new
class of faults. After enough time, when new data collection is ready to train a
model, we update the classification model by substituting the new fault data into the
classification model training set.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Dataset

The dataset is collected from a certain coal mine enterprise with several industrial
pumps for draining cooling water. In this paper, we mainly use No. 2 water pump
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Table 1 Description of continuous variables

Name Num. valid value Average Variance

PP 841,223 6.16 42.59

NP 839,252 36.25 3308.42

PAV 833,456 10,207.52 34,668.31

PAC 475,957 87.28 1587.17

HV 844,739 0.39 0.16

VV 809,543 0.34 0.11

ST 781,243 77.81 173.92

PFAT 786,059 37.53 31.05

PRAT 790,149 38.82 10.40

MFAT 803,888 68.24 290.28

MRAT 792,695 59.21 109.34

PMECO 158,526 43.85 2462.23

PF 180,113 136.60 15,649.57

in central pump room. It used sensors to monitor the water pump from 03-25-2021
18:22:47 to 14-07-2021 19:30:58 and recorded the various kinds of data about the
water pump. In addition, the dataset includes 13 continuous variables and 15 binary
variables. The continuous variables are Positive Pressure (PP), Negative Pressure
(NP),PhaseAvoltage (PAV),PhaseACurrent (PAC),HorizontalVibration (HV),Ver-
tical Vibration (VV), Stator Temperature (ST), PumpFront Axle Temperature (PFAT),
PumpRear Axle Temperature (PRAT),Motor Front Axle Temperature (MFAT),Motor
Rear Axle Temperature (MRAT), Percent of Main Electric Value Opened (PMECO),
Pump Flow (PF). The binary variables areMain Electric Valve Open (MEVO), Main
Electric Valve Close (MEVC), Operating Status(OS), No.1 valve Open(N1VO), No.1
valve Close (N1VC), No.2 valve Open (N2VO), No.2 valve Close, No.3 valve Open
(N3VO), No.3 valve Close (N3VC), Fully Automatic Control (FAC), Semi Automatic
Control (SAC), Manual Control (MC), Remotely Control (RC), Local (L), Inspect
(I). Table1 indicates the amount of data after deleting the missing data, average and
variance for every continuous variable. Similarly, Table2 shows the amount of data
after deleting the missing data and the ratio of 1 for every variable.

Based on the tables above, some variables are not necessary for detecting mal-
function, since they are equal to 0 all the time. Furthermore, some variables are highly
correlated. For example, the correlation betweenMEVO andMEVC is almost -1 and
the correlation between MEVO and OS is almost 1. Moreover, both PMECO and
MEVO measure the how much the main electric value opens, so it is not necessary
to use all the variables to build model. Finally, we chose to keep all the continuous
variables and RC,L,R to detect the malfunction. Besides, the range of these variables
is different from each other, which could affect the result of clustering. Thus, the
normalization was implemented to transform the variable into range from 0 to 1.
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Table 2 Description of binary variables

Name Num. valid value Ratio of 1

MEVO 162,110 0.43

MEVC 162,180 0.54

OS 159,921 0.46

N1VO 154,446 0

N2VO 156,791 0

N3VO 157,428 0

N1VC 153,651 0

N2VC 155,324 6× 10−6

N3VC 154,145 0

FAC 144,609 0

SAC 143,871 0

MC 142,979 0

RC 143,414 0.88

L 141397 0.0014

I 146129 0.095

4.2 Detected First Type Error

The property of first type error is that they are far away from the rest data, which
means that the method we used should be sensitive to the isolated data. Also, since
it is difficult to find how the malfunction data distributed in the space spanned by
the variables, it would be better to use a clustering method without setting the num-
ber of clusters should be separated in advance. By comparing the performance of
different methods, DBSCAN is more suitable than other clustering methods in this
scenario. When implementing the DBSCAN method, it requests large memory by
running the whole algorithm on all variables, so DBSCAN is implemented to each
variable independently. In addition, there is no need for normalizing the dataset.
Furthermore, performance of DBSCAN is highly relevant to the choice of MinPts.
To guarantee that the DBSCAN method can detect most of the malfunction points
and is not too sensitive to the normal data, MinPts is carefully selected based on
the results of DBSCAN. Figure3 shows the DBSCAN results that are constructed
by random selected 10,000 data points for each continuous variables, and different
colors represent the different clusters. In these figures, it is obvious that there are
some points far away from the others, and we recognize them as the malfunction
points. For example, the green-yellow points in Phase A Current, the green-yellow
and green-blue points in Phase A Voltage, the brown points in the positive pressure
and the green-yellow and green-blue points in the negative pressure. In the figure
of temperature, there is no obvious malfunction points. For the figure of vibration,
there is one malfunction point in vertical vibration.
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Fig. 3 The result of DBSCAN

4.3 Detected Second Type Error

To find the second type error, we implemented spectral clustering, which has a better
performance than other clustering methods. After comparing the clustering results
with different parameters, the result of spectral clustering based on the 300-Nearest
Neighbor Graph is the closest to the facts. In this paper, we chose the data from
20-05-2021 18:08:13 to 22-05-2021 20:59:15 and from 30-06-2021 00:09:49 to 30-
06-2021 13:18:35 to run spectral clustering method. The reason why we chose these
data was that this data contains all the working status of water pump. By trying
the preset number of clusters to be equal 2 through 10, the best result appeared
under number of clusters was equal to 7. In this setting, the 7 clusters separated
by spectral clustering could approximately match the 7 work status for the water
pump. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Color 0 represents the water pump was working
and remotely controlled, colors 1 and 2 represent the pump was just turned off and
remotely controlled, color 3 represents the water pump was working but there could
be some obstructions in the pump, color 4 represents thewater pumpwas not working
and not remotely controlled, color 5 represents the negative pressure was abnormal,
and color 6 represents the water pump was working and not remotely controlled. The
data labeled color 3 and 5 is the malfunction data.

These data labeled by spectral clustering can be used to build classificationmodel.
For convenience, wemerge the class 1 and class 2, because both of them represent the
same working status. Furthermore, we constructed a test dataset by selecting data
that was not used to build model and manually labeled these data. By comparing
results of KNN, SVM, random forest, LDA, logistic regression model, the random
forest has the highest accuracy which is about 0.93.
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Fig. 4 The result of spectral clustering

5 Conclusions

Thepresent study proposed a cascaded clusteringmethod consisting ofDBSCANand
spectral clustering, which is used to deal with anomaly detection problem in a real-
world industrial dataset. The proposed method is verified on two kinds of data: rarely
occurred abnormal data and commonly occurred abnormal data. Using DBSCAN on
the first type of data can properly distinguish the small amount of anomalies. And
using spectral clustering on general abnormal data can properly cluster same type
of data into identical cluster. After a period operation of DBSCAN, the collected
data can be labeled and fed to the spectral clustering model for updating model.
Consequently, with manually labeling the output cluster of spectral clustering, a
semi-supervised anomaly detection and classification method is implemented.
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Is It Citizen-Centric? A Tool
for Evaluating E-government Websites’
Citizen-Centricity

Kamalia Azma Kamaruddin and Nur Jannah Johari

Abstract A citizen-centric e-government website is an important component for
today’s governments because it is a significant instrument for increasing access
to and from citizens. Evaluation of citizen-centric e-government websites content
deserves attention, and a tool that focuses on evaluating e-government websites
that provide a checklist of important citizen-centric characteristics is needed for e-
government practitioners. This paper aims to develop an evaluation tool to measure
citizen-centricity in e-government websites and demonstrate the application of this
tool inMalaysia e-government websites. Using qualitativemethods of literature anal-
ysis andwebsite observation, four components and thirty-nine characteristics in seven
themes were identified and incorporated into a tool named Citizen-centric Checklist
for E-Government Website (CCEW). This assessment tool provides a checklist of
citizen-centric characteristics that should be present in the content of e-government
websites. It is designed to be a guideline for evaluators of e-government websites
from government or external agencies mandated to perform e-government websites
evaluation. To demonstrate the tool, CCEW is employed into Malaysia’s 5-stars
e-government websites to identify its citizen-centricity level.

Keywords Citizen-centric · E-government ·Websites evaluation · Evaluation tool

1 Introduction

Through rapid and significant development in information and communication tech-
nology, e-government services have greatly facilitated governments’ agencies world-
wide to provide beneficent services to the citizens efficiently [1]. In linewith this tech-
nological change, governments have shifted its focus toward the citizens as the main
part of e-government strategies, called customer-focus or citizen-centric. Meeting
the demands of citizens is fundamental to the present-day view of citizen-centric
service delivery [2]. Thus, providing citizen-centric websites in e-government can
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be considered as a crucial element for any modern governments. Kamau et al. [3]
stated that e-government websites’ achievement is measured by howwell the citizens
have accepted it.

Understanding the requirements and expectations of citizen is the primary objec-
tive in citizen-centricity where it views the government from outside-in before
designing public services and policies [4]. Citizen-centric government service
delivery is a concept which place citizens in the middle while providing a one-
stop channel for them to access all the services that they need [1]. This approach will
significantly increase efficiency and reduce bureaucracy in government offices [5].
Thus, there is a need to perform evaluation on e-government websites through the
lens of citizen-centricity which is vital to the adoption of e-government services [1].

There have been many models and frameworks in literatures that evaluate e-
government websites using diverse approaches [1, 2, 6–9], but they provide limited
consideration of building a practical instrument to assess e-government websites
using the citizen-centric approach. Thus, evaluation of citizen-centric e-government
websites content deserves attention. Particularly, the evaluation should be aligned
with citizens’ needs and preferences inwebsites use so the acceptance and use ofweb-
based services can be maximized [9]. On the other hand, Kamaruddin and Noor [10]
have developed a citizen-centric demand model and suggested an assessment tool to
evaluate citizen-centricity in e-government websites to be developed as extension of
their work. Due to the above reasons, this research will identify the characteristics
of citizen-centric e-government websites and develop an evaluation tool to measure
it. Finally, this research will demonstrate the usage of the tool by performing an
evaluation of Malaysia e-government websites’ content.

2 Related Works

Generally, e-government can be defined as “government’s use of ICT, particularly,
web-based applications, to enhance the access to and delivery of government infor-
mation and services to citizens, businesses, employees and other agencies and
entities” [11]. It is common for the present government particularly in the devel-
oped countries to work using ICT to reach and serve their citizens. By putting
the citizens at the center of any government’s initiatives, terms such as “citizen-
centric”, “citizen-focused” or “citizen-oriented” have beenwidely used to refer to the
state. Citizen-centric e-government means looking into government service delivery
through citizens’ perspective where their needs and expectations are the primary
concerns [12]. Misra [13] suggested that for any electronic intervention qualified to
be called citizen-centric e-government, it must meet twenty criteria that had been
proposed. In addition to that, Zibret et al. [14] have summarized seven characteris-
tics of a citizen-centric government which consists of multiple behavioral elements.
Although varied in focus, the core of citizen-centricity mostly belongs in the aspect
of e-governments’ design and delivery. Citizen-centric e-government service gave
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better realization of what are the citizens’ needs; thus, reassessment of e-government
evaluation approaches to citizen-based is clearly an imperative thing to do [1].

It is important to evaluateweb-based e-government services as the taxpayermoney
spent on developing it should provide return of value over time [15]. Various past
literatures concerned on the e-government website quality evaluation have resulted
in the emergence ofmanymodels regarding the evaluation. For instance, Osman et al.
[8] suggested the implementation of Information, e-Service and Organization (IEO)
Tasks Model to evaluate public sector’s websites functionality. On the other hand,
Misra [13] has proposed similar criteria used in the US e-government websites evalu-
ation for the assessment of official Indian websites which consists of 25 features and
grouped into 7 indexes of services. Zahran et al. [16] suggested a more comprehen-
sive evaluation that considered the front-office and other factors, while Eschenfelder
andMiller [17] have developed a framework that assesses text information in govern-
ment agency website tool to evaluate government websites, but they were focusing
only on its textual information content.

The United Nations’ E-Government Development Index (UN-EGDI) is based
on expert assessment of online presence of all UN member states, which evaluates
national portals and websites and how public policies and strategies were imple-
mented in the delivery of key services [18]. On the other hand, Waseda University’s
study has broader measurement indicators that cover network infrastructure and
organizational structure of the countries under scrutiny [19]. Waseda e-government
ranking is based on ten indicators which included thirty-five sub-indicators and 154
questions. An exhaustive view of a country’s e-government initiatives can be seen
from its survey result [20]. Finally, Kamaruddin and Noor [10] have proposed a
“citizen-centric demand model for transformational government” which represents
four components, namely Transparency, Participation, Openness and Responsive-
ness, as the essence of themodel. Our research adopted this model as the components
in classifying the characteristics of citizen-centric e-government websites as it is the
most relevant to the context of this research. By doing so, the gaps left by the study
will be fulfilled, as proposed by the authors [10].

3 Methods and Findings

The study was qualitative in nature and has utilized a triangulation of data collection
methods by conducting literature analysis and performing websites’ observation.
The methods were chosen to provide a more holistic and better understanding of
the phenomenon under study. Data collected were analyzed using thematic analysis,
and the result yielded themes, components and characteristics of citizen-centricity.
The characteristics were then validated against high-ranking e-government national
portals, and the list of validated characteristics was used to develop the evaluation
tool. To demonstrate its usage, the tool was deployed to a case study of Malaysia
e-government websites.
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3.1 Literature Analysis

Literature analysis consists of data collection and data analysis phases, and it was
conducted to identify the characteristics of citizen-centric e-government websites.
In doing data collection activity, literatures from various online databases within
the research area have been explored and collected using keywords such as
“citizen-centric government”, “user-centric government”, “citizen-oriented govern-
ment”, “user-oriented government”, “open government”, “transparent government”,
“responsive government” and “participatory government”. According to Oxford-
Dictionaries.com [21], “characteristic” is defined as, “a feature or quality belonging
typically to a person, place, or thing which serves to identify them”. Based on this
definition, citizen-centric characteristics in the literatures were scrutinized and coded
based on model proposed by Kamaruddin and Noor [10]. Table 1 listed four compo-
nents of the model and its description. A list of citizen-centric characteristics was
then categorized according to these components.

A total of 57 characteristics were gathered from the literatures and divided into
the four components, where each component has between 6 to 31 characteristics
depending on its related literatures. For instance, Transparency component contains
six characteristics synthesized from five main literatures. The characteristics are
social media; operation and activities information; sharing decision made; simple
and understandable information; traceable process flow; and searching [10, 22–25].

The data analysis phase began when all characteristics were read carefully and
repeatedly to understand its meaning and context of use. Thematic analysis method
which emphasizes “pinpointing, examining, and recording patterns or themes within
data” was used [26]. In this method, terms that have similar meaning were combined
in groups and a word or phrase that best describes the characteristics from respective
group was selected as a parent theme. The themes selections were generated using
an inductive approach where the identified themes are “strongly linked to the data
without trying to fit them into a pre-existingmodel or frame” [27]. Eight themes were
generated during this process and used as parent themes for all the characteristics. The
themes were named as Channel/Platform, Facility, Information, Quality, Usability,
Application, Engagement Program and Communication. To illustrate the process,
characteristics of Transparency component mentioned previously were now linked
under its parent’s theme, as shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Components of citizen-centric [10]

Component Description

Openness “Government provides free access to its structured and unstructured data”

Transparency “Government provides information about their operations and decisions to
the public”

Participation “Citizens contribute to government’s planning and decision-making and use
government’s data to create better service for the community”

Responsiveness “Government listens to citizens’ feedback and acknowledges it”
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Table 2 Characteristic categorization for transparency component

No Authors Characteristic Theme

1 [22, 23, 25] Social media Channel/Platform

2 [10] Operation and activities information Information

3 Sharing decision made Information

4 Simple and understandable information Information

5 Traceable process flow Application

6 [24] Searching Information

Table 3 Description of characteristics in transparency component

No Theme Characteristic Authors Description

1 Channel / Platform Social media [22, 23, 25] Promoting transparency,
satisfaction and
perceptions of public
sector trustworthiness
through social media

2 Information Operation and
activities
information

[10] Provide information about
government operations and
activities

Sharing decision
made

[10] Provide information about
government decisions

Simple and
understandable
information

[10] Provide simple to
understand, relevant and
honest information for the
public to know

Searching [24] Access points available for
searching

3 Application Traceable process
flow

[10] Clear and traceable process
flow

To complete the structure, description for each characteristicwas formulated and it
was derived from literature analysis process that has been carried out before. Example
of characteristics’ description for Transparency component is depicted in Table 3.

3.2 Websites Validation

Citizen-centric characteristics that were analyzed in the literature analysis phase
need to be validated to ensure they are a correct depiction of real world from the
perspective of the intended use. According to 2016’s Waseda report, “national portal
is the foundation of e-Government and a basic interface for stakeholders to access
government in an electronic way” [19]. For the validation process, an observation
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technique was performed, and the observation unit being used was e-government
national portal. Selection of the national portals was based on their existence in both
UN-EGDI andWaseda rankings, which means that the first five portals that appeared
in both rankings have been selected to be observed. The national portals that fulfilled
this criterion were UK, Australia, Korea, Singapore and New Zealand.

The characteristics of citizen-centricity were used as variables in the validation
process. Each variable was coded with a binary value of “Yes” or “No” to denote
the state of conformance toward the observation unit, starting from Openness and
followed by Transparency, Participation and Responsiveness components. Using
the characteristics descriptions, the selected e-government national portals were
observed page by page to look for the features that conform to the characteristics
that have been identified.

Each of the characteristics that conformed to the portals’ features was given a “Y”
(Yes) value, and those that did not conformed was given an “N” (No) value. “NA”
(NotApplicable) valuewas recorded if the features could not be accessed or irrelevant
to the context of the portals. Then, each characteristic was calculated and given a
binary number based on majority count of the Y’s and N’s. The binary number
one (1) represented conformance on the characteristics while zero (0) was a non-
conformance. The method was in accordance with the commonly known democratic
principle identified as “majority rule” [28]. Table 4 showed the observation findings
in national portals that were linked to the Transparency component’s characteristics.

Table 4 Observation result for characteristics in transparency component

No Characteristic E-government national portals Value

UK AU KR SG NZ

1 Social media Y Y Y Y Y 1

2 Operation and activities information Y Y Y Y Y 1

Sharing decision made Y Y Y Y Y 1

Simple and understandable information Y Y Y Y Y 1

Searching Y Y Y Y Y 1

3 Traceable process flow NA NA NA NA NA NA

Table 5 Citizen-centric characteristics’ conformance

No Component No. of characteristics Conformance

Y N NA

1 Openness 31 21 4 6

2 Transparency 6 5 0 1

3 Participation 13 9 3 1

4 Responsiveness 7 4 2 1

Total 57 39 9 9
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Results fromTable 5 showed that most Transparency characteristics have returned
a conformity value (1).However, “Traceable process flow” characteristic has returned
a “NA” value to denote that this characteristic could not be validated using the
observation technique. Overall, the result showed that majority of the Transparency
characteristics that were derived from literatures conformed to the features adopted in
selected e-government national portals during the validation process. The process is
repeated with other components where, finally, total values were tallied, and validity
of the characteristic was established. Table 5 showed result of conformance for all
citizen-centric characteristics categorized by components.

It can be concluded that out of 57 characteristics of citizen-centric e-government
websites identified from the literature analysis, nine characteristics were rejected in
the website validation phase. Due to the research limitation, there were nine charac-
teristics having returned the “NA” value. These characteristics could not be included
in the final list of citizen-centric characteristics because its conformity was unknown,
and thus, it will be researched further in future works. Finally, 39 characteristics have
been identified as valid based on its conformance.

3.3 Evaluation Tool Development

All components, themes and characteristics were arranged to make up the check-
list that will be used in the citizen-centric evaluation tool. The tool was named
“Citizen-centric Checklist for E-government Websites” (CCEW) for easy reference
and identification. In the header section of CCEW, fields of agency name, website
URL, evaluator name and evaluation date were added to identify each evaluation
activity. Figure 1 showed the first page of the CCEW which tabulated all the infor-
mation that have been arranged into characteristics confirmation form. The form
includes 39 characteristics that will be used as conformance variables for website
evaluation.

To facilitate the website evaluation process, evaluators were also provided with a
description of each component and characteristic in the second page of CCEW.Addi-
tional information concerning the theme description underlying each characteristic
was also provided in the third page of CCEW. However, due to pages’ limitation, the
second and third pages of CCEW are not included in this paper but available upon
request from the author.

4 Application of Citizen-Centric Checklist
for E-government Websites (CCEW)

The citizen-centric checklist for e-government websites was designed to be a guide-
line for evaluators of e-government websites from government or external agencies
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CITIZEN-CENTRIC CHECKLIST FOR  E-GOVERNMENT WEBSITES 

Page 1: Characteristic Conformation Form  

Agency Name: Website URL: 

Evaluator 
Name: Evaluation Date: 

No Component No Theme No Characteristics Confirmation 
(Y/N)

A Openness 1 Facility i  Free  

ii  Timely available  

iii  Multi and open 
format  

iv  Categorization  

v   Manipulation  

vi  Searchable  

vii  FAQ  

viii  One-stop access 
points  

ix  Downloadable  

x  Data request  

xi  Learning aid  

2 Information i  Data structure  

ii  Non-discriminate  

iii  Updated  

iv  Contact information 

v  Transfer fund 
records  

vi  Expenditure records 

vii  Acknowledgement  

3 Quality i  Primary  

ii  Trusted  

iii  Save to open  

B Transparency 1 Channel/Platform i  Social media  

2 Information 
i  

Operation and 
activities 
information  

ii  Sharing decision 
made  

iii  
Simple and 
understandable 
information  

iv  Searching  

C Participation 1 Channel/ 
Platform i  Social media  

2 Application i  E-Consulting  

ii  E-Informing  

3 Engagement 
Program i  Innovation 

competition  

ii  Citizen 
involvement  

iii  Successful story  

4 Information i  Usable data  

ii  Guideline  

iii  Database search   

D Responsiveness 1 Channel/ 
Platform i  Social media 

responsiveness  

ii  Ubiquitous 
engagement  

2 Communication i  Citizen feedback  

3 Information i Easy and simple 
message 

TOTAL: 

Fig. 1 Page 1 of Citizen-centric checklist for E-government websites: characteristic confirmation
form

mandated to perform e-governmentwebsites evaluation. Prior to performing the eval-
uation, evaluators need to understand each of the characteristics by reading through
the characteristics and themes description provided with the evaluation tool. After
that, the evaluations may take place by identifying of website to be evaluated and
making sure that it is accessible during the evaluation period. Some information
regarding the evaluation activity such as the agency’s name who owned the websites,
websites’ URL, evaluator’s name, and evaluation date need to be filled out prior to
the evaluation session for the purpose of reference and record-keeping. During the
evaluation activity, conformance on any characteristics can be marked using Y, N or
NA value. Y value refers to the characteristic’s compliance while N value refers to
its non-compliance. NA value can be given when the characteristic being assessed
is not related to the nature of the organization’s process.

At the end of the evaluation activity, number of characteristics that are in confor-
mance will be calculated and given a total percentage. Attention should also be given
to the characteristics with N value. Websites’ owners should be made aware of the
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result while taking necessary actions to comply with the non-conformance character-
istics. This should be done to show significance of the evaluation, indicate agency’s
readiness for the next evaluation cycle and most importantly to meet the needs of the
citizens.

4.1 Case Study: Malaysia E-government Websites Evaluation

Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) is the government agency who was
overseeing e-government websites evaluation inMalaysia. In 2005,MDEChas intro-
duced an independent mechanism to evaluate the government agencies’ websites
named Provider-Based Evaluation (ProBE), or previously known as Malaysia
Government Portals and Websites Assessment (MPGWA), with the objective to
establish standardization of Malaysia e-government websites. ProBE was intended
to increase the quality of information and services via 7 Pillars of User Expec-
tations, complementing the Malaysia User Satisfaction Evaluation (MUSE). With
the development of CCEW, the tool will be deployed in Malaysia’s e-government
context to gauge the level of citizen-centricity in its e-government websites. Thirty
e-government websites that have scored 5-stars rating, which is the highest score in
ProBE’s 2016 report, were selected as the subject of evaluation.

Result of Websites Evaluation

Table 6 showed the analysis of website evaluation result for thirty government agen-
cies’ websites in Malaysia. The citizen-centric conformance score column showed
the total marks attained by each agency’s websites divided over the total score. Some
websites were evaluated against 39 characteristics, while some had only 38 appli-
cable characteristics to be evaluated with. For instance, the characteristic of “funds
transfer data” in Openness component was not counted because it was not relevant
to websites being assessed. The score for each citizen-centric component and total
percentage were then calculated, tabulated and ranked as below.

Using this tool, evaluators can rank e-government websites under scrutiny based
on the total percentage score. Evaluators can also identify which contents or features
that are lacking based on each citizen-centric component’s score, afterwhich adaptive
maintenance can be done by the website owners. The findings of the evaluation can
reveal which portals or websites that showed good conformance to the citizen-centric
approach in its design and delivery of e-services.
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5 Conclusion

The research adds to the field of e-government by developing an evaluation tool for
measuring citizen-centricity in government online services and demonstrating appli-
cation of the tool in Malaysia’s e-government websites. The Citizen-centric Check-
list for E-government Websites can help to identify what is lacking in e-government
websites design and delivery by providing a content checklist of important char-
acteristics that should be present in e-government websites. It was designed to be
a guideline for evaluators of e-government websites from government or external
agencies assigned to perform e-government websites evaluation. Future research
can be done to enhance CCEW by including weightage for each of its components
and characteristics to make the score more accurate.

Refining e-government websites to meet citizen-centric e-government require-
ments will have a major impact on how services will be delivered, which will eventu-
ally encourage higher level of take-ups of government online services. Nevertheless,
it could also improve public service delivery because successful services are built on
an understanding of what the citizens need. Thus, it is believed that the findings in
this study will be helpful to the government to prioritize and focus on their websites
quality aspects that put citizens’ satisfaction as the top priority.
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Abstract Weoffer an in-pocket platformwhich allowsdata providers, virtual servers
and AI designers to collaborate for machine knowledge representations in a permis-
sion less AI marketplace. The information is a valuable numerical tool that is impor-
tant for group’s perspectives. Our initiative assists data owners in protecting data
access and security while supporting AI developers’ use of their data for training.
Comparably, AI developers can use the calculation tools from the cloud provider
against relinquishing power or privacy. Our framework protocols are designed to
allow all three entities data owners, cloud vendors and AI developers to legiti-
mately increase their behavior in the public system to test and approve of miscon-
duct or conflict arbitration with the blockchain system. The Hyperledger Fabric is
an analogy to centralized AI networks that do not have protection for information
prior to modeling. We present investigational outcomes which show dormancy in
various access networks where blockchain colleagues are accessible via dissim-
ilar data centers. Our findings specify that the planned approach is well tailored
to numerous data. Also, model owners can educate up to 70 models to a 12-peer
un-optimized blockchain system and some 30 prototypes to a 24-peer framework.
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1 Introduction

Some AI markets [1–6] are being built by various people in the AI Value Chain as a
shared platform for linking, generating and monetizing AI properties, such as data
and models. They also encourage innovation, the wise use of AI and equal value
distribution through the development and use of AI resources. Take, for example, a
group of k-hospitals who have healthcare information but lack collective expertise in
designing AI models. In the meantime, computer scientists in research and business
typically lack access to clinical health information.

In this sense, the IT market should provide a way to safely construct models
for assessing the health of the patients between hospitals (i.e., data owners) and IT
developers. In addition, GPU computing resources can be provided to train these
models, and other developers can use the building blocks of any model. Finally,
businesses, including clinical companies, insurance companies and pharmaceutical
companies, will explore and ingest these models. The fact that they don’t protect
data and models [7–9] is a crucial impediment to the growth of both regulated and
decentralized AI economies. As a result, model owners will quickly drop control
of their properties and therefore they cannot sustainably get value from them. Due
to both the legal limitations [10] and because owners may sacrifice strategic IP and
economic gain, large-scale data sharing or models might not be practical. In addition,
centralized AI markets rely on a trustworthy central authority to retain a verifiable
data-sharing and training audit trails that can establish digital dominations, raise
costs, and become vulnerable to manipulation.

In this research, a blockchain-based approach is built using architecture that main-
tains anonymity and ownership protection ofAI properties in a non-trusted, central IP
sector. We have three courses in our framework: consumer behavior, model makers
(MOs) and cloud owners (COs)which allow them to practiceAImodels togetherwith
open datasets [11] constitute federalized learning. In our organization, data protection
is assured by devising each dataset into many COs such that no single organization
has access to the full datasets on the blockchain. To construct the model, each CO
with its data subset will take part in different training sessions, using federalized
learning. Model anonymity is assured by completely homomorphic coding training
models, making model forecasts unreliable without the coding [12].

Our framework was developed via the Hyperledger Fabric open source [13],
in which all stakeholders communicate with the system via chain code functions
(e.g., consistently smart agreements on Ethereum system). We present the design of
these purposes, which promote the true documenting of all blockchain transactions,
including splitting and dissemination of datasets and the preparation and implemen-
tation of several training courses among COs. This guarantees that the framework
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offers verifiable proof of anticipated actions or misconduct and the settlement of
conflicts while strengthening trust with stakeholders.

For instance, the system helps anMO to confirm that the information DO provides
is the data sufficient to train the model. An MO also should ensure that a new
design focused on its transfer learning has already been created, rather than provide
a copy of a classification network from each CO engaged in confederal training. Our
approach has been deployed in blockchain sites with up to 24 independent entities,
each containing three separate pairs. The duration and effective conduct of these
communications in different network settings is demonstrated by activities pertaining
to the mutual training of predictive analytics and studies. Our experiments have
already shown that our method is well-balanced and can be used for 75 prototypes
per second with related latencies in data gathering in block chain.

2 Related Works

The privacy of information sharing environments also models exercise where infor-
mation, models and computing tools provided in an untrustworthy environment
involves effective protocols and channels to document and validate the action process
by multiple stakeholders in the correct manner. These stakeholders include owners
of data (DO), owners of clouds (CO) and models (MO). The DO’s provide broad
proprietary datasets (e.g., customers) that are highly useful for reliable AI models to
be educated by three industry stakeholders, namely health care, autonomous vehi-
cles, and compliance information. Without losing control of this data, people often
desire to monetize and sell it for AI training in safe, transparent and reliable ways.

DOs extend their reach and money gains, through community participation. COs
are cloud providers that want to train AI models with servers and GPU computers.
The COs broaden their user base to offer subscription and data storage services as
part of the business at a reasonable cost. MOs are AI designers with the ability and
experience to build advanced AI models, but who lack the appropriate data for the
training of frameworks.

MOswant tomakemoneywith their trainedmodels and do notwant to risk control
of their representations during the course of their training. As part of a business,MOs
can grant admission to various information structures, compute resources from COs
at reasonable costs, effectively minimize the total cost of AI training models and
satisfy their training requirements. The MOs can also use their datasets. Figure 1
illustrates the numerous industry actors who are inspired by their personal economic
profits to compete in themarket. The protocol startswith ex-DOswanting to exchange
their data in the AI training marketplace.

Any connection to the entire data collection will, however, lead to data leakage
from those in the system. The DOs will theoretically exchange encrypted datasets to
protect their integrity, so AI training on encrypted data needs to be conducted. But
if trained models are wanted by MOs, the inferencing of models will again entail
the flow of data in an encoded form. This suggests that MOs will essentially rely on
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Fig. 1 Blockchain system [14]

DOs for the encoding of new input information for prediction deduction or future
decryption.

After datasets are circulated to COs, they are available for business AI training.
These data subsets are referred to as data security subsets (PPDS). An MO uses
data samples to construct a model and gets approval to train the model on the whole
dataset. An MO creates a model, and since the information set is spread through
different COs, our framework uses federated education to train the AI models in
which every CO receives training in the process. However, in joined learning, all
COs have admission to the last classical model which means that during the training
process, MOs are losing their control of their models.

To avoid this, theMOs decrypt their models bymeans of spatial domain transcrip-
tion. Each round is shared with all COs by the running variant of the authenticated
model. The MO combines independently trained models to override the amendment
to the bill with the CPs for a second round of testing. The final, training encrypted
model is then obtained. Each CC uses its own information subset to train the encoded
classical model. Because MOs access partly qualified models at the conclusion of
each round, they can also learnmore about the features of each CO’s data. To sidestep
this, an accidental array ofCOswith datasetsmay be used for preparation. In thisway,
the data feature of individual COs is unlikely to be decoded and thus the data keeping
method maintains full integrity, provided that all data subsections are eventually
included in several subsequent training rounds.

3 Proposed System

The separation and duplication of a dataset by DO between separate COs is one of
the first steps involved in collective preparation. These two steps in our approach are
taken intelligently to guarantee that the possession of the dataset is protected, and
because uncooperative. COs often refuse to say that their models have been trained
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Fig. 2 Proposed workflow of the blockchain methodology

using their data subsets without training them. The DO concludes an off-chain deal
with multiple COs and provides those data subsets safely, as previously stated. No
data is recorded on the blockchain to ensure the anonymity in our approach regarding
the real data collection (Fig. 2).

The DO breaks the dataset to ensure that the whole dataset is partially protected
by every CO. In comparison, splitting is carried out in a distorted manner, i.e., no
subsection has all data groups or values. Furthermore, no subset hasmost information
from a single class. The primary requirement means that no single CO can extract
useful knowledge around the dataset, while the additional safeguards require that our
approach involves around 37 different transactions. These transactions use numerous
queries or model implementations, equivalent to properties, for the cooperation of
various stakeholders. Around 15 are specifically ordered from various participants,
while the others are requested by other transactions. A few important transactions
are listed below.

The StartRound transaction is used through MOs to trigger the exercise process
by selecting a variety of accidental databases which are autonomously trained for
federated learning by the cloud owner. The data attributes cannot be viewed by the
MO. With regard to blockchain-recorded steps, the DO generates a CI example by
using the ‘CreateCI’ contract for each chain of distributed data. ‘Free’ is the early
condition, and all COs are told. The COs wait vigorously for blockchain proceedings
and each CO will be able to obtain the data out of network from the DO upon the
receipt of a notification. Each CO knows the identity of the DO, but none of the COs
know one another (Fig. 3).

A fraudulent COmay say that a data subset different from that given by the DO is
obtained. Our protocol allows the CO to announce the hash on the blockchain of the
data subset to prevent this situation. The CO records in the asset CI the hash values of
its data subset and uses the JoinCI transaction to change the blockchain hash value.
The DO checks the haze proclaimed by the CO for its own computation of the dataset
hash distributed to the CO by consulting the blockchain. If an error occurs, the DO
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will mark the CO as deceitful. The DO uses the transaction to ‘verify’ the position
of the CI, if they see a similar hash, then it will not be checked.

This phase guarantees that the CO does not receive a faulty data subset. Data
masses that are developed are prepared for training when a DO reviews the patch
of a CO database subset and labels the managed CI status. A false CO may also
assume that the model has learned on its subsection without the training required to
save GPU’s methodical cash. If the DO exchanges and analyzes the data and chunks
that are held by different COs, it is able to guide the implementation system by the
federation. The DO discloses facts about its dataset and a written arrangement to
authorize an MO to study this expertise and to use the training dataset.

When an MO is confident of the dataset and of the contract, they want to train a
model of the AI in their dataset. Model confederal learning is carried out in rounds.
The MO supplies all COs with the latest running prototype at all training rounds,
as the data collection is distributed over several COs. At the end of the exercise
round, the MOwill receive efficient copies of all COs and enforce them on a solitary
cooperate model, usually by average. The MO agrees with end specifications for
model evaluations, i.e., measures metrics for the federated model to decide if more
model training is appropriate.

As for the recorded order of processes on blockchain, the representations are
mainly specified as characteristics, anMO uses ‘CreateMod’ to develop a blockchain
prototype object case. Themodel object includes: Owners IDTemplate, IDTemplate,
Professional Model, URL Model, Hash Model and Training Process. The model
type defines the type of AI classical (e.g., DT, neural network). After multiple exer-
cise rounds, the model URL reveals the current model version. Each CO needs to
conduct the training in the training process. The area of hash value contains the hash
proclaimed after a workout by a CO.
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This is used to verify the MO as it installs the qualified aggregation models. An
MO communicates its intention to build and train a model using the smart contract
‘OrderTC’ to create a Train Couple (TC) entity in the blockchain. The dataset and the
model object are described when the TC is generated. In the TC object, the ‘status’
area monitors the various training phases. Blockchain notifies the DO that a model
owner wants to train on the dataset when a TC is generated. To approve the model
training, the DO uses ‘ApproveTC’ transaction to set the ‘APPROVED’ status area.
This helps DO to check that several demands have been received and model training
accepted by the same MO. The same transaction used by the DO to authorize the
TC to monitor the development of individual workers produces an asset called Train
Job (TJ) or the training of each of the datasets.

Consequently, a corresponding TJ is available for any CI. The training continues
with an MO calling on the intelligent contract transaction ‘StartRound’(SR). The
SR transaction enters the TC and specifies the dataset (and essentially the PPDS)
used to train the model in this round. While federated learning facilitates education
with all PPDSs owned by various COs, our approach uses a random collection of
PPDSs for each training round. Both repeated units for the selected PPDS are taken
into consideration. A random collection of PPDS in each training session guarantees
that MOs cannot deduce any useful data on COs by means of the partly trained
models collected during each training session. However, several rounds of training
mean that entirely PPDS are used for exercise. At the end of SR, blockchain lifts the
announcement to every CO picked for that round by PPDS and replicated units.

4 Results and Discussion

All 15 transactions have been introduced by us with chain code capability. These
transactions allow all protocol operations and full model training exercises to be
carried out. Two essential metrics have been evaluated: latency and the performance
characteristic for distribution systems that require scalability. Our tests have been
conducted with blockchain components approved by the Docker container server on
Soft-Layer servers (Hyperledger fabric Version 1.2.0-rc1). A separate server of 32
core and 64 GB RAM, running Ubuntu16.04, was provided for each portion.

Caliper Hyperlinker is used as benchmarking tool (or Caliper). In a number of
conventional use scenarios, Caliper lets users measure the efficiency of blockchain
runs. It provides reports with a variety of metrics of efficiency, including tps, latency,
etc. Both our experiments use the cloth as a standard default organization enters. This
resembles the blockchain overall behavior, and better responses can be expected in
simplified environments. The block dimensions were of 500 for all our tests, and
the block duration was one. The standard training block policy has been taken into
account as 2:3:1. Transaction demand amounts were 250tps, 520tps and 1080tps. We
tried to raise the purchasing rates otherwise but measurements dropped drastically.
For 1 million transfers, each study was performed tenfold. All runs were registered
on average. Blockchain peers were set up to replicate tests closer to true situations
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Fig. 4 Latency comparison

Fig. 5 Throughput
comparison

in multiple locations faithfully. We considered up to 24 pairs anywhere and two DC
areas, namely San Jose and London Node, were placed within an information center
(single DC) or around information center locations that have been checked (2 DC
setup).We had two settings in the 2 DC configuration. One of the geo-places was San
Jose 1 in addition San Jose 2, while the other was between the geographies of San
Jose 1 and London. The number of pairs was similarly divided between two pages.
For example, in San Jose two pairs were in a 4-peer network, and two pairs were in
London. Figure 4 displays the network structure in various areas used in our tests.
In San Jose, we had one customer and one ordering node in same location (Fig. 5).

5 Conclusion

The availability of detail and data security, as well as the privacy paradigm that
resulted in loss of value and ownership, hindered the development of centralized and
decentralized AImarkets. In a decentralized and trustworthyAImarket, we proposed
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a new framework for preserving the privacy and possession of property through the
blockchain. Our system chain code purposes were structured to motivate parties to
log their behavior in the distributed chain such that there can be proof of their intended
conduct, to prevent, misdeed and conflict settlement in the underlying blockchain
system. Our Hyperledger Fabric deployment reveals that our framework promoted
a robust model education and offered a realistic option for centralized AI programs
that does not ensure information before model protection. It protects the secrecy of
the distribution of records. The smart contract is activated when the requirements for
accessing the record are met, and the comparing task is carried out accordingly. It is
capable of ensuring the legitimacy and equity of data exchange.
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Comparison of the Improved Control
of Three-Phase Two-Level
and Multi-level Inverters with Sinusoidal
(SPWM) and Space Vector (SVPWM)
Control for Grid-Connected Photovoltaic
Systems (PV)

Abdelhak Lamreoua, Anas Benslimane, Jamal Bouchnaif,
and Mostafa El Ouariachi

Abstract This article is a proposal toward improved control of the three-phase two-
level and multi-level photovoltaic inverter with two new control methods, by the
sinusoidal (SPWM) and space vector (SVPWM) control for a nonlinear load. The
contribution of this study concerns the strategies of control of the active and reactive
power injected by this inverter in the grid in order to improve the losses of harmonics
current in the grid. The main objective of this method is to respond to the problems
encountered with the photovoltaic inverter to effectively filter the harmonics of the
current. After comparing the results of the two systems, our findings suggest that
the current THDi of the interlaced (multi-level) inverter is lower than that obtained
with the two-level inverter, provide higher-quality waveforms, reducing current and
losses caused by high-frequency harmonics. The simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness of these propose techniques in this work.

Keywords Three-phase photovoltaic inverter · Sinusoidal (SPWM) · Space vector
(SVPWM) · Multi-level inverter · Total harmonic distortion (THD)

1 Introduction

Currently, harmonic distortion sources have become an increasingly serious concern
as more PV is integrated into the grid system [1, 2] and can represent a high total
harmonic ratio in small systems [3, 4]. Unfortunately, there are several disadvantages
inherent to conventional inverter [5, 6], including a better efficiency and higher
cost [7, 8], as well as the use of complex control method [9, 10]. The proposed
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control commonly used with the photovoltaic inverter-based Space Vector Pulse
WidthModulation (SVPWM) [11], and sinusoidal PulseWidthModulation (SPWM)
control [12–14], to limit the effect of an inherent third harmonic injection and correct
the unbalanced system [15, 16]. The contribution of this paper concerns the strategies
of control of the active and reactive power injected by this inverter in the grid [17–19].
The main objective of this method is to respond to the problems encountered with the
photovoltaic inverter to effectively filtered the harmonics of the current. This article
that is presented here is about the simulation andmodeling of a system PV connected
to the power grid using a two-level inverter and interlaced multi-level inverter with
four cells in parallel [20, 21], in order to optimize the losses in the semiconductors
as well as the improvement of yield and financial cost [22, 23]. The work presented
here is about the modeling and the command improvement of the multi-level inverter
detailed in Sect. 1. The results obtained and the comparison of the order of the two
and multilevel structures are presented in the Sect. 2.

2 Three-Phase Two-Level Inverter and Three-Phase
Multi-level Inverter Modeling

2.1 Three-Phase Two-Level Photovoltaic Inverter Modeling

The three-phase structure of Fig. 1 shows three connection functions (h1, h2 and h3),
three-phase-source voltages (v10, v20 and v30), three-phase voltages (v1N, v2N and
v3N) and a qualified voltage v0N zero sequence voltage such as:

vk0 = hk ∗ U
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Fig. 1 Block structure of the three-phase PV inverter
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Fig. 2 Simplified block of the interlaced inverter (for one phase)

2.2 Three-Phase Multi-level Inverter Modeling

Photovoltaic system connected to the grid using an interlaced inverter (q = 4).
The control is obtained by comparing a modulating sine-wave (Vj ∗ ; j = 1,2, 3) of

frequency f = 50 Hz with q high frequency triangular carrier waves (fsw = 20 kHz.
The architecture of our system is composed of a PV generator which is replaced by
a voltage source Vdc, an interlaced inverter, a LC filter, and the grid. Each phase of
the inverter is made up of q = 4 arms. From Fig. 2, we will note that the quantities,
Vi0j is the voltage of cells, Vinj is the voltage on the inverter side, Vj2 is the voltage
of the grid, and Vj3 is the vector current in the cells of switching of the inverter.

2.3 The Command Strategy

The PQ command strategy applied to the inverter is presented in Fig. 3. The strategy
of control and identification of harmonics is done in our case by the instantaneous

Fig. 3 General structure of the command strategy
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of the PLL algorithm

power p q method, with two control loops, one to control the current and the other
to control the voltage. The Matrix [L] transforms the three-phase currents into dq0
system as shown in (Eq. 3)
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The transfer function in the system dq is given by Eq. (4):

G(dq)

P I (s) =
[

Kp + Ki
s 0

0 Kp + Ki
s

]

(4)

Phase Locked Loop Algorithm.
The estimated angle (θ*) of the voltage is fed back to operate the abc to dq block

so that the Park rotation can be performed [12].
Control parameters.
See Table 1.

3 Simulation Results

3.1 Three-Phase Two-Level PV Inverter

Output current–voltage waveforms by sinusoidal control (SPWM):
Before filtering. Figure 5a shows the harmonic spectra, without the harmonic

compensation loop. The system current and voltage harmonic distortion rate is: total
harmonic distortion of current and voltage equal to 4.40% and 4.47%, respectively,
with an output current rich in harmonics and are very far from the fundamental, which
causes quality problems of current injected, due to the connection to the nonlinear
load.

After filtering. A system waveform using a harmonic compensation is shown in
Fig. 5b. The output harmonics and unbalanced current of phase in the PV inverter are
compensated, after using filtering on the system. Figure 5b shows that the proposed
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Fig. 5 Grid current and voltage FFT spectrum a before filtering and b after filtering

control can reduce the THD in the system from toTHDi= 4.40%andTHDv= 4.47%
to THDi = 0.68% and THDv = 0.05% respectively �3% (international standard).

Output current and voltage waveforms by Space Vector control (SVPWM):
Before filtering. When the load is connected to the grid, the total harmonic

distortion in the system before compensation is THDi = 4.39% and THDv =
4.47%. Figure 6a shows that the fundamentals obtained follow the reference, with
harmonics of frequencies close to carrier and of large amplitude, which guarantees
easy fundamental filtering.

After filtering. Figure 6b shows that the output current quality for PV inverter is
improved after using the proposed harmonic compensator loop.

Fig. 6 Grid current and voltage FFT spectrum a without filtering, b filtering
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Fig. 7 P and Q waveforms in the load after compensation

The effects of the used control strategy which can be observed by the THD value
of the system are lower than that obtained with regulation before filtering; the THDi
of current and voltage equal successively 0.22% and 0.04% �3%.

Average value of the P and Q at the output of the inverter.
From Fig. 7, we notice that the power P equal their reference value (P = Pref)

and the power (Q = Qref = 0) close to the zero value (or very small value).

3.2 Three-Phase Multi-level Inverter (Interlaced Inverter q =
4)

Before the filtering of frequency harmonics in Fig. 8a, the one-shaped output signals
are not purely sinusoidal because of the harmonics of currents and voltage. After
applying filtering, the current and voltage curves in Fig. 8b, thewaveforms are almost
sinusoidal and identical. This shows the strength of the interlaced inverter and the
quality of its waveform. We also note the improvement in the transient state of the
curves obtained with the interlaced inverter system compared to the transient regime

Fig. 8 Grid current and voltage FFT spectrums; a before filtering and b after filtering
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Fig. 9 P and Q power waveforms after compensation

with conventional inverter. The total harmonic distortion of current and voltage is
respectively THDi= 0.28% and THDv= 0.30% for the 50 first harmonics, unlike
the indicators of THD obtained by the system before filtering (4.66% and 2.59%),
the indicators THD of the system using an interlace inverter after filtering are much
better. This shows that the THD indicators of the system using an interlaced inverter
are much better than that obtained with the conventional inverter. We also note that
the improvement in the transient regime of the curves obtained with the interwoven
inverter system after filtering compared to the transient regime of the curves of the
system with a conventional inverter.

Average value of the P and Q at the output of the inverter.
The average value of the P and Q power at the output of the multi-level inverter

typology after application of the proposed control as seen in Fig. 9.The Qr value is
set to zero (Qr = Qref = 0), while the Pa has a value of the reference (Pa = Pref).

Comparison of total harmonic distortion of these two typologies is explained in
Table 2. So by comparing the values from the spectral analysis, it could be seen that
the total THD of the multi-level three-phase photovoltaic inverter topology equal
to THDi = 0.28%(SPWM)- THDi = 0.23% (SVPWM) and THDv = 0.30% is
lower than in the two-level three-phase photovoltaic inverter typologies. Also, the
PLL succeeded in synchronizing both conventional and interlace inverter system.
Thus, we were able to observe a clear improvement in the transient regime and the
waveforms for of the interlaced inverter system compared to the two-level system. It
is the same for the total harmonic distortion (THD). TheTHD of current and voltage is
respectively 0.28% (SPWM)-0.23% (SVPWM) and 0.30% in the case of the system
with interlaced inverter against 0.67% (SPWM)-0.22% (SVPWM) and 0.05 for the
classic system.

Table 1 Design parameters Photovoltaic power 500 W

Vdcref 80 V

Imin 1A

Fg 50 Hz

fpwm 10 kHz
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Table 2 Comparison of total harmonic distortion of these two typologies

Topology control THD Current (%) THD Voltage (%)

Before filtering Three-phase
two-level inverter

SPWM-SVPWM 4.40–4.39 4.47–4.47

After filtering 0.67–0.22 0.05–0.04

Before filtering Three-phase
multi-level inverter

SPWM-SVPWM 4.66–4.66 2.59–2.59

After filtering 0.28–0.23 0.30–0.30

4 Conclusion

This article is a contribution toward the improvement of the control of the three-phase
two-level and multi-level photovoltaic inverter, with a new control strategy, by the
sinusoidal (SPWM) and space vector (SVPWM) control for a nonlinear load.

The comparison of the results of the two systems shows that the current THDi of
the interlaced (multi-levels) inverter is lower than that obtained with the two-level
inverter, provide higher-quality waveforms, reducing current and losses caused by
high-frequency harmonics. We notice too that the performance of the multi-level
three-phase photovoltaic inverters is better than that obtained with the two-level
three-phase photovoltaic inverter. We observed a clear improvement in the transient
regime and the waveforms in the two cases. Moreover, the current THDi of the
interlaced inverter is lower than that obtained with the two-level inverter. From the
simulation results, we can demonstrate the efficiency of the multi-level three-phase
photovoltaic inverters. The THDi of current are respectively 0.28% (SPWM) and
0.23% (SVPWM) in the case of the system with interlaced inverter against 0.67%
(SPWM) and 0.22% (SVPWM) for the two-level photovoltaic inverter and obtain a
high-quality grid (THDi% < 5%). We conclude that this method responds, in terms
of cost and energy efficiency, to the problems encountered with the photovoltaic
inverter, and effectively compensates the harmonics current injected in the grid. In
order to justify the suitability of the proposed inverter control, we started to validate
the simulations performed via an experimental setup in the next step.
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Senior Citizens’ Training Experience
in Secure Electronic Payment Methods

Clara Lucía Burbano González , Miguel Ángel castillo Leiva,
Alex Torres , and Sandra Rodriguez Álvarez

Abstract Virtual training is a mechanism that enables contemporary society to
be literate, allowing up-to-date information on the technological environment,
improving cognitive abilities as well as soft skills required in the workplace where
individuals can develop their maximum performance. The following article presents
results obtained in the literacy of older adults of Santiago de Chile, belonging to
the Los Andes Compensation Fund in the area of Information Security in Electronic
Payment Means, through the application of the alternative action research method
under an apprehensive level methodology of the comparative analytical type of quan-
titative data, oriented in the development of a virtual object that allows to reduce the
knowledge gap and lose the fear of the use of technology through the integration
of media literacy and informational (MIL) focused on the transmission of updated
knowledge and training in technological resources.

Keywords Learning and knowledge technologies (TAC) ·Media and information
literacy (AMI) · Computer security · Andragogy · Electronic payment methods

1 Introduction

Technology has transformed our environment from face-to-face to virtuality,
inverting the interaction with individuals, allowing active communication between
the community through technology, due to the massive sending of information
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considered a slow, imprecise and above all complex process. However, with the
technological evolution, the speed at which information is accessed has increased,
increasing accuracy as an essential characteristic, which encompasses resources such
as databases, microprocessors and servers, to provide immediate response to user
requests. Decreasing the complexity of technology allows it to be accessible to all
types of people in society to be appropriated effectively [1]. The above perspec-
tive evidences the need to train society in technological aspects related to the use
of secure tools, allowing end users to access with peace of mind [2]; in this sense,
efforts to transform learning havemigrated toward the search for tools that contribute
to improve knowledge, keeping it accessible and available to the whole society. In
this sense, it was proposed from the Magister in Cybersecurity of the Universidad
Mayor de Chile, the use of a technological tool in which andragogy (training of
the elderly) is applied from the appropriation of technology (virtual learning object
(OVA)) based on media and information literacy (AMI) as a structure to finally bring
knowledge to older adults enrolled in the Caja de Compensación los Andes-Chile in
the safe use of electronic means of payment; through the development of the article,
it will be possible to observe the results obtained in the experience of training older
adults in electronic means of payment and the process carried out to reach an appro-
priate solution in the intervention of society and especially to train in impact topics
according to the technological evolution of the twenty-first century defined as the
networked society [3].

2 Methodology of Experience

The development of the training experience of the older adult is a process where
understandable and extensive contents are integrated; permeating the knowledge in
such a way that it is transformed from a block of information to a component that
can be molded to the experience and use of the knowledge by the individual. An
older adult does not learn at the same pace as a child, young person or adult; in the
first instance, it must be guaranteed to capture the interest, breaking the barrier and
allowing the training experience to be enjoyable; secondly, relevant content must
be captured where the older adult has in practice related to the environment, so that
processes, use and appropriation of information can be simplified; thirdly, the training
structure from the perspective of meaningful learning promotes the decentralization
of knowledge by uniting the aforementioned aspects in a final product for a defined
period of time for a selected population, and, finally, it generates an “update” of
knowledge from experience and work [4]. The above can be seen in the following
Fig. 1.

The development of the training experience of the older adult is a process where
understandable and extensive contents are integrated; permeating the knowledge in
such a way that it is transformed from a block of information to a component that
can be molded to the experience and use of the knowledge by the individual.
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Interest

•Increasing interest, 
considered as the first 
step to ensure the 
adop on of knowledge 
in individuals..

Relevance of 
content

•The presenta on of 
content related to 
everyday life (the 
individual's 
environment) is an 
effec ve strategy for 
virtual training; the 
selec on of a topic in 
demand allows the 
op miza on of what has 
been learned.

Training 
structure

•A progressive structure, 
understandable and 
especially based on the 
environment, makes the 
individual want to learn 
and go deeper into the 
chosen subject ma er.

Fig. 1 Interest, relevance and structure for virtual training in older adults

In order to reach this result, a literature review was carried out with the following
conceptual categories: (a) Use of TAC in media and information literacy (AMI),
strategy for the transmission of knowledge and the formation of skills and needs of
contemporary individuals; (b) technological mediations from virtual learning objects
(VLO), a tool to convert face-to-face learning focusedonly on content, a decentralized
strategy where the teacher ceases to play the role of connoisseur/trainer and becomes
a companion/mediator, giving his previous role to the learner so that he can make his
own decisions about the learning modality to which he best adapts; (c) cybersecurity
in secure electronic means of payment, represents the specific knowledge, relates
strategies to make secure payments and reduces the technological gap, transforms
the resilience to change that sustains the study population (older adults recognized by
the Caja de Compensación Los Andes-Chile), evolution and adoption of knowledge
through digital channels, promoting cyberculture as well as training in older adults.

2.1 Learning and Knowledge Technologies (LKT) in Media
and Information Literacy (MLI)

Education is a right for everyone, regardless of race, sex or even age, where the latter
aspect has revolutionized the way we think when building a technological tool that
contributes to the acquisition of knowledge in any area. In the case of older adults,
it is important to highlight that they do not have the same capabilities as children or
young people, who will be alert to any change in their learning environment; on the
contrary, older adults will only accept learning if it is something they do on a daily
basis and in a repetitive manner, classifying new information into three types: “It is
useful for my life”; “Maybe I will use it later”; “It is definitely not useful for me.”
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Fig. 2 Triangulation of knowledge toward the formation and transmission of knowledge in the
older adult

They are linked to the needs of those who really need the knowledge, therefore, at
all stages of cognitive development, for the development of technology in society.

Figure 2 contemplates three fundamental pillars that allow to generate in the indi-
vidual/learner, an optimal experience from a virtual learning object (VLO); however,
there is still a doubt about what is a VLO; in this sense and in a simplified way. it can
be segmented into two parts: “Virtual object” and “learning.” A “virtual object” is a
set of digital resources that can be reusable and easily accessible in order to ensure
that the individual develops skills and competencies visually, at their own pace and
didactically; the “learning” is focused on the acquisition of knowledge through a
medium where study, exercise and experience are used to learn. From the above, it
is possible to observe the instrument (virtual object) and the technique (learning)
which leads to identify that a virtual learning object is the composition between the
instrument and the technique to be dynamic and interactive toward the acquisition
of knowledge mediated by technological tools [5].

3 Methodological Design

The study was carried out by means of the degree thesis entitled “Training of
the elderly in secure electronic means of payment,” focused on the projective
researchmethodology, consisted in finding the solution to practical problems andwas
concernedwith establishing how towork to achieve ends and function adequately [6].
It proposed the elaboration of a model to solve the related problem/need. The action
research method of quantitative type, made it possible to analyze data from a popu-
lation of 40 seniors recognized in the compensation fund of Chile, taking a sample
of 12 individuals, a pre- and post-test was conducted to know the level of adoption
of knowledge about electronic means of payment before and after implementing the
process by the OVA SIMPA-APP, conformed by the quantitative research approach.
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4 Results

4.1 Cronbach’s Alpha Consistency Test and Intervention
Results

Determining the method of internal consistency by finding Cronbach’s Alpha allows
determining the reliability of a measurement instrument, reliability assessment
becomes an indispensable process used in the measurement of attributes of interest;
the reliability of a test to determine the state of knowledge before and after interaction
with the OVA SIMPA-APP, allowed studying the properties of measurement scales;
the reliability analysis procedure. The above scale measures a highly correlated char-
acteristic [7]; the closer the value of Cronbach’s Alpha test is to one (1), the higher
the internal consistency of items analyzed for measuring the state of knowledge in
secure electronic means of payment in older adults. The result can be seen below
when calculating Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient to determine the state of knowledge
of secure electronic means of payment in older adults:

Table 1 determines the result obtained in the application of Cronbach’s Alpha;
the reliability of the test in each of its applications presents a good level of confi-
dence (Cronbach’s Alpha > 0.8) in the Likert measurement scale. Selecting a focal
group of twelve older adults as the unit of analysis with estimated ages between 45
and 58 years, residents in the city of Santiago de Chile-Chile (analysis variable), a
test was structured and developed with two intervention times: (a) Pre-test (before);
(b) Post-test (after), applied to the aforementioned group, with the following two
intervention times: (a) Pre-test (before); (b) post-test (after). (a) Pre-test (before);
(b) post-test (after), applied to the aforementioned group. In this sense, by means of
Table 1, the results were consolidated according to the scores obtained by each older
adult, presenting the variation percentage value, which described the relationship
between the pre-test and post-test values. The transformation and impact of the tech-
nological mediation contributed to achieve an optimal development of knowledge
with a 218.1% improvement; in principle, it is consolidated that the strategy fulfilled
its established purpose in training older adults from an OVA on the electronic means
of payment in a safe way. Figure 3 shows the results obtained from the calculation
of the mean in relation to the pre/post-test interventions, where a positive impact of
technological mediation on knowledge formation can be seen:

Table 1 Reliability
coefficient calculation result

Tool Cronbach’s alpha Decision

Pre-test 0.81 Good

Post-test 0.96 Excellent
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4.2 Pedagogical Usability

The information society poses an ecosystem where ICT play a leading role in the
economy, politics and especially education [8]. This implies the use of various
technopedagogical mechanisms aimed at the design of educational materials using
digital formats as modeling applications [9]. Characteristics of pedagogical usability
evaluated by experts in pedagogy, ICT in education and computer security to ensure
that both the content and platform used are effective and obtain the greatest possible
impact on older adults; in this sense, the evaluation of usability has 15 questions
which were rated on a Likert scale set from 1 to 5, where 1 is the lowest score and 5
was established as a minimum viable point, obtaining the following results (Fig. 4):

The figure above determines the final percentage obtained by the heuristic eval-
uation of 86% of compliance with the requirements established in the evaluation of
experts; the conclusion is that the SIMPA-APP Tool is interactive, understandable,
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Fig. 4 Average of heuristic evaluation (pedagogical usability)
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Fig. 5 SIMPA-APP OVA screenshots

of impact and with a good academic level to carry out the training process of older
adults in the specific knowledge of secure electronic means of payment. Below are
some screenshots of the SIMPA-APP Virtual Learning Object (VLO) (Fig. 5):

5 Conclusion

The Experience of Training Older Adults in Secure Electronic Means of Payment
shows that technology is taking a leading role in the transmission of knowledge, espe-
cially by integrating knowledge nomads (Knowmads) in learning and self-training
processes mediated by Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) [10];
this study identifies, analyzes, designs, develops and implements an impact training
strategy under the guidelines of andragogy, allowing the training of older adults in
secure payment methods for the use of technology in everyday life, making them
understand the operation, uses and applications of new trends.

The results obtained in the development of the research show that older adults
had an improvement in the appropriation of knowledge in secure electronic means
of payment. In the words of the individuals: “This training strategy is an opportunity
to acquire new knowledge on topics that are found in the environment every day;
therefore, I feel fortunate to be part of the society of change,” perception of those
who opt for resilience in the use of technology and appropriation of new knowledge
in constant evolution and construction of an ideal world.
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Automatic Jammer Signal Classification
Using Deep Learning in the Spectrum
of AI-Enabled CR-IoT

Muhammad Farrukh, Tariq Jamil Saifullah Khanzada, and Asma Khan

Abstract The emerging Internet of things (IoT) technology facilitates ubiquitous
and seamless connectivity of various objects to provide different services. It is envi-
sioned to incorporate self-awareness (SA) capabilities into the IoT devices to make
the entire network autonomous and intelligent, giving the concept of cognitive radio
(CR) CR-IoT network. Like other wireless networks, CR-IoT suffers from various
kinds of abnormal attacks. However, due to the developments of deep learning
models, it has become possible to efficiently recognize and classify malicious signals
present in the signal transmission. In thiswork,we implementeddeep learningmodels
(AlexNet and GoogLeNet) to classify jammer signals present in a CR-IoT network
using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and continuouswavelet transform (CWT) features
extracted from the received orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
signal spectrum. The CR-IoT network is considered in which users and a jammer
are present. Both models are capable of classifying signals into the normal signal
spectrum, jammer with high power, and jammer with low power. The performance
of the proposed method is evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves.
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1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) methods have reshaped human life and revolutionized many
fields such as Internet of things (IoT), vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V),
6G network, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), smart healthcare, intelligent trans-
portation, and so forth. ML techniques are used for image classification, object
detection, weather forecasting, abnormality detection from the spectrum of CR-IoT
networks, time-series prediction, and many more [1]. However, the ML techniques
have certain limitations. For instance, precise features must be selected, extracted
from rawdataset, and then transformed into an appropriate representation vector from
the raw dataset. Such features are then used to train an ML model to perform either
classification or prediction tasks depending on the applications. On the contrary,
deep learning (DL) methods have gained attention due to their ability to extract
more complex and dense hidden features (spatial, temporal) from the raw data and
retain powerful processing capabilities in generalizing the relationship of input data
[2]. Moreover, deep learning models exhibit good performance on large-scale data,
while machine learning models may encounter overfitting problems when dealing
with a huge amount of data. This is due to the dense and complex architecture of
deep learning models. DL models predict and cluster objects/items using a neural
network (NN) composed of many layers of neurons trained on a given dataset. The
intuition behind deep learning is an artificial neuron that mimics the human brain
functionalities.

ML techniques have been implemented in communication systems to perform
signal processing tasks at physical layer (PHY-Layer). Specifically, recent works also
present many ML methods for the PHY-Layer CR-IoT network. Concurrently, DL
methods have also evolved as one of the potential techniques and have been deployed
to attain promising results in various CR-IoT applications. Signal processing tech-
niques at PHY-Layer for communication systems contain strong foundations in
information theory and statistics. These signal processing techniques use mathemat-
ical models that involve linearity and Gaussian statistics. However, many practical
communication systems encounter nonlinearities issues that arise due to devices in
either transmitter or receiver. To address such challenges, it is imperative to deploy
DL, which does not require an explicit mathematical model and can achieve the
optimal solution for nonlinear issues [3]. Moreover, due to the significant advance-
ments in graphics processing unit (GPUs), it is now possible to realize complex and
dense NN networks which are more energy efficient [4]. Moreover, DL methods are
more robust in learning a full end-to-end communication system and can optimize
the entire communication model in terms of signal processing [5]. Various DL archi-
tectures such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), recurrent neural network
(RNNs), and restricted Boltzmann machines have been implemented into multiple
fields and obtained remarkable results. Specially, CNN network has gained signifi-
cant attention in computer vision, image processing, and speech recognition. CNN
networks have evolved from single NN that performs convolution operations on a
given input in anyof its layers.CNNarchitecture essentially consists of several layers:
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pooling layer, convolution layer, and fully connected layer [6]. The sparse connec-
tivity and parameter sharing characteristics of the convolutional layer have drastically
improved the ML method’s capabilities and performance. Deep learning methods
have recently gained attention for signal classification, automatic modulation recog-
nition, and normal and abnormal signals classifications [7]. In this perspective, the
radio domain covering a broad range of networks from Bluetooth to 5G networks,
classification operations help infer signal identification, determine the modulation
type of a received signal, and discover abnormalities in the spectrum.

In this context, we considered a CR-IoT network in which mobile devices are
communicating with a base station (BS) using OFDM modulated signals. A smart
jammer is also hypothesized to be present in a network which launches malicious
attacks with high and low power during the regular transmission as shown in Fig. 1.
Such attacks disrupt normal communication and mislead the devices. Therefore,
it is essential to perform classification operations to differentiate between normal
and abnormal signals. Hence, deep convolutional neural networks (DCCN) have
been used to accomplish classification tasks for the described scenario. In this work,
two popular models (AlexNet [8] and GoogLeNet [9]) have been investigated and
deployed. Motivated by the promising results of DL methods, following work has
been carried out:

(a) Realize deep learning models (AlexNet and GoogLeNet) to classify normal
user transmission and jammer attacks (with high and low power) inside the
CR-IoT spectrum.

(b) Collection of two features sets of the OFDM modulated signal transmission.
One set is obtained using CWT technique in terms of scalograms to represent
spectrum contents in the form of an images. At the same time, the second set
is obtained using FFT, which gives complex data samples. These samples are
then converted into the images to be used in the training of DL models.

Fig. 1 CR-IoT network comprises of a base station, cognitive mobile users, and a jammer
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(c) DL models are trained on FFT and CWT datasets. After training, a test set is
applied, and the performance of trainedmodels is evaluated using ROC curves.

2 Literature Review

There has been a lot of work proposed and developed to perform radio signal classifi-
cation by the researcher community. In this perspective, Ref. [5] presents an end-to-
end learning model for radio signal recognition. Signal identification for intelligent
radios is demonstrated and discussed in [10]. Zheng et al. [11] proposed signal classi-
ficationmethod for cooperative radio classification. According to the recent advance-
ments and developments in the signal classification domain, classification techniques
are categorized based on state estimation, feature extraction, and DL model-based
approach. In [12], authors proposed autocorrelation-based convolutional network for
automatic modulation classification using deep learning method. In [13], modula-
tion techniques such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK), frequency shift keying (FSK), and minimum shift keying (MSK)
have been classified using S-transform-based features. In [14], authors presented a
work which deploys a wavelet transform and an artificial neural network (ANN)
classifier to track audio frequency in a network. In [15], cyclostationary features
are used for detecting and classifying of OFDM, quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM), and offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM) signals. Li et al. [16]
demonstrated deep learning model for modulations (FSK, PSK, MSK, and QAM)
identification. In [17], high order cumulants are used to learn deep learning model to
perform modulation recognition. Tang et al. [18] described a method which uses a
DL model generative adversarial network (GAN) to automatically recognize modu-
lation in cognitive radio network. Wang et al. [19] presented a data-driven approach
which deploys CNN model for automatic modulation recognition in a CR. In view
of the foregoing research works, DL methods can be deployed to classify legitimate
and jammer signals in the CR-IoT network spectrum.

3 System Model

We considered a CR-IoT network in which mobile devices are communicating with
a base station (BS) using OFDMmodulated signals. A smart jammer is also hypoth-
esized to be present in a network which launches malicious attacks during the regular
transmission. Such attacks disrupt normal communication and mislead the devices.
Therefore, it is essential to perform classification operations to differentiate between
normal and abnormal signals. Hence, a deep convolutional neural network (DCCN)
has been used to accomplish classification tasks for the described scenario. In this
work, two popular models (AlexNet and GoogLeNet) are investigated and deployed.
CWT transforms OFDM signals into scalograms, which represent images encoding
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time and frequency information of the spectrum. Scalograms are obtained by taking
absolute value of CWT signal coefficients. CWT transforms OFDM signals into
scalograms, which represent images encoding time and frequency information of
the spectrum. CWT filter bank is computed first to create the scalograms. Before
acquiring the scalograms, the filter bank is deployed to obtain the CWT of the 1000
successive samples of the OFDM data. After that, scalograms are obtained from
the coefficients. The generated scalogram is transformed into red green blue (RGB)
images. The second dataset is obtained using FFT transform. FFT operation provides
complex samples of OFDM signals. It is necessary to convert complex data samples
obtained after applying Fourier transformation into RGB images.

4 Implementation

The implementation phase consists of training and testing phases is shown in Fig. 2.
Parameters of both models are modified according to the given scenario and problem
in this work. The models are capable of classifying spectrum signals into the
following classes: Reactive jammer with high power (RJHP), reactive jammer with
low power (RJLP), and normal signal spectrum (NSS). Accordingly, for AlexNet,
the number of the output layer is taken three instead of the default number, which is
1000. The other configuration parameters are set as mini-batch size 64 with learning
rate 0.0001, and 227× 227 image resolution is taken for AlexNet. Adaptive moment
estimation (ADAM) is used as a learning method for both models as it combines the
benefits of root mean squared propagation (RMSPro) and momentum method and
achieved high classification accuracy in comparison with stochastic gradient descent

Fig. 2 Deep learning models with FFT and CWT images used to classify jammer signals
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method (SGDM) and RMsProp. For GoogLeNet, input image resolution is 224 ×
224, and mini-batch size 64 with learning rate 0.0001 are selected. The training of
both models follows the given steps: (a) Obtain the time–frequency representation
of the OFDM modulated signals using CWT and FFT techniques and convert the
generated data into RGB images. (b) Each generated image is labeled according
to the classes. (c) For training, 70% images per signal category are collected, and
for testing, 30% labeled images per signal category. The training is done using the
computing system NVIDIA GEFORCE CPU CORE i7. After the models have been
trained, a test set is applied to infer the performance. The performance of models is
analyzed in terms of the ROC curves.

5 Simulation and Results

To test the performance of both models (AlexNet and GoogLeNet), two datasets,
namely FFT-based images dataset, and CWT-based images dataset, are utilized to
conduct the experiments. Both models’ performance on two datasets is evaluated
using a classification accuracy plotted against various SNR values as shown in Fig. 3
(left figure) for FFT-based image dataset and Fig. 3 (right figure) CWT-based image
dataset. It can be observed from Fig. 3 (left figure) that the classification accuracy
of AlexNet model was slightly better than the GoogLeNet for FFT-based image
dataset. On the other hand, for CWT-based image dataset, GoogLeNet classification
accuracy, was more nuanced than the AlexNet, as depicted in Fig. 3 (right figure).
Figure 4 presents comparison analysis between the deployed models and simple
CNN models (trained on both datasets). It can be observed that both DL models
outperform the simple CNN models. Classification accuracy comparison is plotted
at various SNR values for all three models on both datasets. It can be analyzed that at

Fig. 3 Accuracy plots left figure ALexNet and GoogLeNet models performance on FFT-based
images right figure ALexNet and GoogLeNet models performance on CWT-based images
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Fig. 4 Performance comparison of AlexNet and GoogLeNet with conventional CCN model on
FFT and CWT-based images

20 dB SNR, AlexNet performance was better than the GoogLeNet on FFT- dataset,
and GoogLeNet had better classification accuracy than AlexNet on CWT dataset.
However, a simple CNN did not perform well on both datasets.

Hence, we can deduce the following conclusion from the implemented method:
Classification of abnormal signals (jammer attacks) can be achieved using either

of the deep learning models. However, the input data’s pre-processing technique for
training the DL model is crucial and must be selected according to the application.

As presented in this work, there is a slight difference in model performance on
both datasets. Therefore, it is exceptionally motivating to use the FFT-based images
dataset. This is because most recent wireless technologies, such as wireless fidelity
(WiFi), long-term evolution (LTE), 5G, 6G, and CR-IoT networks, etc., deploy
OFDM as a potential modulation technique due to its various advantages. More-
over, the OFDM communication system contains a built-in FFT-module. Thus, it is
easy to extract FFT information in the OFDM system receiver without deploying any
other transformation technique. Such information can then be converted into RGB
images and use to train the DLmodel as presented in this work. Hence, we can avoid
extra processing in terms of time and power in calculating scalograms of the received
OFDM signal. Instead, we can readily extract FFT information and deploy either of
the DL models to accomplish classification tasks.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In thiswork,we presented a deep learningmodel implementation to recognize normal
and abnormal received OFDM signals in a CR-IoT network. The proposed method
uses FFT and CWT features for the training of the deep learning models and classify
signals into normal, jammerwith high power, and jammerwith lowpower. The results
showed that deep learningmodels can classify abnormalities (jammer attacks) present
in the spectrum. As a future, short-time Fourier transform (STFT) will be considered
to train the deep learning models to perform classification tasks.
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Arm-Z as a Modular Tracking Device

Ela Zawidzka, Jacek Szklarski, and Machi Zawidzki

Abstract Arm-Z is a hyper-redundant manipulator based on a sequence of linearly
joined identical modules. Each module has only one degree of freedom—a twist
relative to the previousmodule. Arm-Z can be potentially economical, as themodules
can be mass-produced. Arm-Z is also robust, as the malfunctioning module can
be replaced. Moreover, if some modules malfunction, the device can still execute
tasks with certain accuracy. However, the disadvantage of Arm-Z is a non-intuitive
and difficult control. This paper presents a concept of a modular tracking device
comprised of four identical modules. As an example, the Sun-tracking setup is used
with possible application for solar energy harvesting.

Keywords Extremely modular system · Arm-Z · Hyper-redundant manipulator ·
Sun-tracking

1 Introduction

Snakes are supremely adapted for various habitats. This is due to the redundancy
of the snake mechanism. In some cases of non-regular environments, the biology-
inspired trunk-like robot can outperform conventional robot mobility (e.g. legged,
tracked or wheeled). The research on snake-like robots commenced already several
decades ago. The locomotion of snakes was systematically studied as early as 1940s
[1]. A half of a century later, the mathematical model was introduced. In 1993 trunk-
like manipulators and locomotors were proposed in [2]. This type of manipulators
have distinct characteristics of motion. This gives them particular advantage in con-
ditions where conventional robotic manipulators are impractical. Snake/trunk-like
manipulator can place working head in a complicated space which is inaccessible by
other methods. The range of reach of such manipulators is relatively large (tens of
metres). Most importantly, such manipulators can operate in unsafe environments.
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Fig. 1 Two examples of robotic trunk-like manipulators offered by Oliver Crispin Robotics Ltd.
(http://www.ocrobotics.com)

Depending on the working head installed at the tip of such manipulator, it can weld,
clean, serve for visual inspection etc. There are only a few enterprises offering this
type of manipulator; the available solutions are scarce and mostly experimental (for
examples, see Fig. 1)

In addition, snake/trunk-like robotic arms can have considerably larger numbers of
degrees of freedom (DOFs). This contrasts with conventional industrial manipulators
which have low number of DOF. In the case of Arm-Z manipulator, its DOF number
equals to the number of linearly assembled units −1. Redundant number of DOFs
allows not only the ability of executing complex movements, but also substantially
improves the robustness and fault tolerance. This is in alignment with the idea of
so-called hyper-redundant manipulators (HRM for short, [3]). Due to the high non-
linear characteristics of the HRM, its advantage comes at the cost of very difficult
and counter-intuitive controlling. For example, the control of a bionic trunk requires
quite intensive application of AI (artificial intelligence) techniques [4–6], while the
control of a typical industrial manipulator is straightforward, as its inverse kinematic
problem can be solved easily [7]. For more details on hyper-redundant robotic arms,
see [8]. The idea of extreme modularization is novel and still fairly unexplored. The
research on structural optimization of modular constructions is also comparatively
scarce. As an example, Ref. [9] presents a multi-objective optimization of a set of a
number of vehicle structures at the level of common beam parts. Another example of
a layout optimization of a modular bridge, where the design variables are effectively
discrete and encode the choice from a predefined set of local module topologies has
been presented in [10].

2 The Idea of Arm-Z

Complicated 3D tubular shapes may be constructed with comparatively uncompli-
cated identical modules [11]. Reference [12] introduced a parametric design system
composed of congruent units. The idea of Arm-Z robotic manipulator is based on
assembly of congruent units. Each unit has one degree of freedom (1-DOF), namely

http://www.ocrobotics.com
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Fig. 2 On the left: visualization of Arm-Z module which is defined by the following parameters:
r , d, ζ and k = 6 (hexagon) and its isometric view. On the right: examples of simple assembly of
modules with various combinations of their geometrical parameters

Fig. 3 The relative rotations of Arm-Z unit. The bottom module is fixed and shown in grey. Red
line indicated the axis of rotation for the next module in the sequence

a twist relative to the previous unit [13]. The emerging behaviour of Arm-Z mani-
fested by complex movements in 3D results from simple alterations of these relative
twists, which can be discrete or continuous.

The modules of Arm-Z are geometric entities analogue to sectors of circular tori.
All modules are defined by the following parameters: size r , offset d, number of sides
k and ζ , that is the angle between upper (T) and lower (B) planes of the module.
These parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The shape of entire Arm-Z structure depends on the number of units, their geo-
metric parameters and the relative rotations among the modules. As an example, two
Arm-Z units at six successive discrete rotations from 0 to π are shown in Fig. 3.

The operational space depends on the number of modules. It forms a complex
three-dimensional surface with voids. Therefore, generally, the tip of Arm-Z cannot
reach every point in three-dimensional space constrained by its theoretical range,
but it can reach certain points with some tolerance, as illustrated with volumetric
renderings in Fig. 4.

3 The Sun-tracking Task

As an example of a steady movement of the manipulator following given direction,
we propose a Sun-tracking device with possible application, e.g. for solar energy
harvesting. Figure5 shows the position of the Arm-Z in the coordinate system and
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Fig. 4 Volumetric renderings showing surfaces of reaching error for various Ndof . It is clear that
the largest errors are close to the base of the Arm-Z structure and in the corners of the bounding
box

explains the tracking parameters. VN is the normal vector to the surface of the last
module; in other words, it is a vector pointing from the tip of the manipulator.
Vd stands for the desired direction of the normal vector (in this case, the sunlight
direction). Vd(φ, θ) is defined by the azimuth φ and altitude θ . In this task, VN must
follow Vd; in other words, the angle between these two vectors is minimized. Pt is
the position of the tip of the manipulator. Ndof is the number of degrees of freedom
of the system; it is equal to the number of modules—1.

In this task, the intention is to follow the Sun direction during summertime (from
summer solstice to September equinox) between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., as illustrated in
Fig. 6.

The angular errors for manipulators of various numbers of degrees of freedom:
1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 are shown in Fig. 7. White line indicates that there the horizontal
plane. Black indicates very small errors. Already a 4-module manipulator can cover
almost all desired directions. The last figure shows that 7 degrees of freedom allow to
cover almost all directions in 3D space (including the space below the manipulator).
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Fig. 5 The coordinate system, notation and the control parameters

Fig. 6 Possible Sun location during a year and for the given periods during summertime (indicated
in red)
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Fig. 7 Visualization of the angular errors for Arm-Zmanipulators of various numbers of degrees of
freedom: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. The outline indicating the tracking period from Fig. 6 is superimposed
as the white dashed line for the case of 3 DOF

3.1 The Optimization of the Tracking Action

In order to perform realistic simulations, the manipulator has been implemented in
Bullet Physics SDK [14]. It is a widely used tool for real-time collision detection
and multi-physics simulation for virtual reality (VR), robotics, machine learning etc.
In order to control the manipulator, the inverse dynamics has been solved by two
numerical methods: the classical recursive Newton Euler algorithm (RNEA), [15]
and bymeans of dual annealing [16, 17]. As it turned out, the lattermethod performed
better (in terms of average errors) than RNEA. This can be attributed to the fact that
the system is highly non-linear, and even small changes in position of modules at the
bottom can profoundly influence the tip position.

In order to continuously control the manipulator, the twist velocities and spins
of three modules have been optimized with the dual annealing method in a way in
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Fig. 9 Error (angle between Vd and VN) for globally optimal states and for the continuous control
scenario (some peaks can be noticed for the latter). From Fig. 7, it follows that the tips normal vector
VN cannot follow the Sun for low latitudes, especially during sunrise/sunset. Hence, the growing
error from approximately 6 p.m

which significant deviations from the current state have been penalized. This made
possible to achieve a quite smoothmovement of themanipulator. The results (angular
velocities of the individual modules) are shown in Fig. 8.

Figure9 shows the angular errors throughout the tracking period.
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4 Conclusions

• Effective direction-tracking in given task is already possible with only four mod-
ules (of which three are moving, thus three DOF).

• The precision of direction-tracking in this simple example is satisfactory.

5 Future Work

• Improvement of the control
• Development of larger Arm-Z for more demanding tasks
• Building a prototype

Acknowledgements This research is a part of the project titled Arm-Z: an extremely modular
hyperredundant low-cost manipulator—development of control methods and efficiency analysis and
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Epidemiological Profile of Cutaneous
and Visceral Leishmaniasis in the City
of Meknes, During the Period from 2014
to 2019

Abdelfatah Benchahid, Driss Belghyti, Zakaria Zgourdah, Omar Lahlou,
Said Lotfi, and Khadija El Kharrim

Abstract Introduction Leishmaniasis is a common parasitosis of humans and
animals. They are caused by flagellated protozoa belonging to the genus Leishmania
and transmitted to humans by the bites of insect vectors, called female sandflies. They
are the secondmost common cause of parasitic death worldwide after malaria and are
endemic in Asian and African countries. In Morocco, they pose a real public health
problem. The objective of our work is to analyse the spatial and temporal distribution
of cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis in order to evaluate the epidemiological situ-
ation of these parasitoses in the region of Meknes and to appreciate their evolution
according to the nature of the environment.Material and method In this context, we
conducted a retrospective study during the period from 2014 to 2019, collecting all
cases of leishmaniasis reported in this city. Epidemiological data were collected from
the registers of new cases of leishmaniasis at the service of infrastructure and ambu-
latory actions of the provincial and prefectural delegation of the Ministry of Health
of Meknes. Results A total of fifty-four new cases were declared infected, these data
shows that there is coexistence of both forms of leishmaniasis: cutaneous (79.63%)
and visceral (20.37%) with a predominance of rural areas (61.11%), as well as, the
sex ratio was 0.86 and the average annual incidence was 9 cases per year.Conclusion
Themajor challenge forMorocco between now and 2030 is the definitive elimination
of leishmaniasis, which requires the adoption of a global approach by acting on the
sources of contamination through surveillance and appropriate management, effec-
tive control of vectors and reservoirs, and innovative strategies to raise awareness in
local society.

Keywords Cutaneous leishmaniasis · Visceral leishmaniasis · Sandfly ·
Epidemiological profile · Retrospective study ·Meknes
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1 Introduction

Leishmaniasis is a parasitic disease that is widespread on the surface of the earth
and has a generally circumterranean distribution [1, 2]. It represents a real health
problem in tropical countries due to their clinical (cutaneous, visceral and cutaneous-
mucosal) and epidemiological diversity, the complexity of its parasitic cycle and the
multiplicity of its reservoirs (human, rodent and dog). It is transmitted to humans
by the bite of small infested sandflies: female sandfly. This insect is well adapted
to tropical and subtropical climates and is found in the Mediterranean region [3,
4]. Leishmaniasis manifests itself in three different forms: cutaneous, visceral or
mucocutaneous and has territories whose delimitation depends on intrinsic factors
related to the species of parasite, vector sandflies and reservoir mammals, but also
on extrinsic, environmental factors, particularly the insalubrity of spaces [1]. Global
prevalence exceeds 10 million cases, there are 1.5–2 new cases per year, a high
proportion of which are children, and annual global mortality is 70,000, the second
highest cause of parasitic death after malaria.

In Morocco, leishmaniasis is the first group of vector-borne parasitic diseases and
is a notifiable infectious disease according to the ministerial decree N° 683–95 of
31 March 1995. Despite this regulation, these infections pose a real public health
problem, due to the increasing number of cases detected each year and the extension
of cutaneous leishmaniasis to other areas previously free of it [5–7] as well as the
appearance of visceral leishmaniasis cases. In this sense, studies have been carried
out in some Moroccan cities, namely, Marrakech, Bni Mellal, Boulmane, Moulay
Yaakoub and El Hajeb. To our knowledge, no epidemiological study concerning
cases of cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis has been carried out in this region of
Meknes which is located adjacent to endemic areas such as Fez, Moulay Yaakoub
and Sidi Kacem. For this reason, an epidemiological study would be necessary in the
city of Meknes to determine and clarify the epidemiological situation of parasitosis
on the one hand, and on the other hand, to help the hygiene service involved in the
fight against vectors to better carry out control and prevention actions.

The objective of this retrospective study is to analyse the spatio-temporal distribu-
tion of cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis in order to evaluate the epidemiological
profile of these parasites in the region of Meknes.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Environment

This work is conducted within the region of Meknes, covering an area of 1786
km2 according to the 2015 administrative division, and characterized by two major
geographical areas, namely: the Saïs plateau and the pre-Rifa hills of Zerhoun, aswell
as a semi-continental climate of theMediterranean type, with cool, rainy winters and
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Fig. 1 Geographical map of the Meknes region (https://www.hcp.ma/region-meknes/RGPH-en-
cartes_a106.html)

hot, dry summers, according to the 2014 General Census of Population and Housing,
the legal population of the prefecture reached 835,695 inhabitants in 2014 compared
to 715,285 in 2004. Thus, it recorded an average annual growth rate of 1.6% for the
period 2004–2014. This rate is higher than those recorded at the regional (0.9%) and
national (1.3%) levels. As a result, the demographic growth of the last decade has led
to the construction of precarious housing on the outskirts of the prefecture ofMeknes
and within the urban fabric. The prefectural territory of the region is composed of 6
urban and 15 rural communes representing, respectively, 18.2% and 9.3% of the total
of the same type of commune at the level of the Fez - Meknes region [8] (Fig. 1).

2.2 Materials and Methods

The present study included all new cases of cutaneous (LC) and visceral (LV) leish-
maniasis recorded during the period 2014–2019. Indeed, the data for this retrospec-
tive study were taken from the epidemiological bulletins published in the official
website of the Ministry of Health in figures from 2015 to 2019 (Moroccan Ministry
of Health, 2014–2018). However, these documents only report the total number of
leishmaniasis cases reported in the region ofMeknes without distinguishing between
the types of leishmaniasis nor the socio-demographic characteristics of the infected

https://www.hcp.ma/region-meknes/RGPH-en-cartes_a106.html
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persons such as: age, sex, living environment (rural or urban), classification of cases
(autochthonous, imported, paradoxical) and type of screening (positive or negative).
For this, we completed the data of our study by collecting them from the case registers
of the SIAAP service of the delegation of the Ministry of Health in Meknes.

We then analysed the epidemiological data and interpreted the results obtained
in various statistical forms such as tables, graphs or curves, and started to calculate
the incidence rate of leishmaniasis, which corresponds to the number of new cases
detected per hundred thousand inhabitants in a given exposed population in one year.

The statistical analysis was carried out for all the data collected and recorded on
grids by usingExcel software (Microsoft) version 2010,which allowed us to diagnose
and interpret the epidemiological results concerning the leishmaniasis disease in the
region of Meknes.

Regarding the impact of this study in the long term, our study aims to decrease
the new cases of cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis and eventually eliminate this
parasitosis from our study area.

We can also use this retrospective study for all parasitic diseases such as malaria.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Annual Distribution of Leishmaniasis According
to Environment

The results of our retrospective study of the annual incidence of leishmaniasis, during
the period 2014–2019, are shown in Fig. 2.
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From this figure, we can see that the year 2016 saw a high number of new cases
of leishmaniasis, reaching 10 cases in rural areas, we also noticed that there is a
dominance of leishmaniasis in rural areas compared to urban areas,with the exception
of the years 2015 and 2017.

After 2016, we observe a regression in the number of new cases of leishmaniasis,
especially in 2018 and2019,which canbe explainedby the applicationof theMinistry
of Health’s programme to combat leishmaniasis and by the awareness of the local
population [9].

The increase in new cases, especially in rural areas, is due to the appearance
and the favourable spread of environment to the development and multiplication of
vectors, particularly sandflies.

In some cases, people from rural areas move to urban areas and bring domestic
animals with them, and may even raise livestock locally, providing suitable
environments for the multiplication of leishmania vector sandflies.

These results are somewhat similar to the study of authors such as [10–12], who
showed that this form of disease has appeared in some peri-urban and urban stations.

3.2 Study of the Spatial and Temporal Dynamics
of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis Cases

Distribution of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis Cases According to Environment
Figure 3 shows the distribution of cutaneous leishmaniasis cases by type of medium.

According to the diagnostic analysis of this figure, we observed that cutaneous
leishmaniasis is relativelymore abundant in rural areaswith a value of 58.14%against
41.86% in urban areas.

41.86

58.14

Percentage % of new cases of C.L.

Urban areas

Rural areas

Fig. 3 Distribution of cutaneous leishmaniasis cases by setting
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The analysis of the distribution of cutaneous leishmaniasis cases according to
environment shows that there are factors that lead to the appearance of new cases of
leishmaniasis in rural areas, for example the increase in population and unhealthy
habitats where hygiene conditions are rudimentary.

These factors are already considered byDr. PhilippeDesjeux (Head of Trypanoso-
miasis andLeishmaniasis Control Programmes,Division of TropicalDiseaseControl
WHO-Geneva) as risk factors [13].

Distribution of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis Cases According to Commune
The following figure presents the distribution of cutaneous leishmaniasis cases by
commune during the 2014–2019 study period.

Following the diagnostic analysis of Fig. 4 representing the distribution of cases of
cutaneous leishmaniasis by commune in the region of Meknes, we observed during
the study period that the commune most affected by cutaneous leishmaniasis is CU
Meknes, followed successively by CU Ouisslane, Mehaya and Ain karma, on the
other hand, other communes did not record any case of cutaneous leishmaniasis,
namely, Dar Oum Sultane, Sidi Slimane and Oued Jdida. On the other hand, we
noticed that most of the communes were affected by cutaneous leishmaniasis with
figures varying from one commune to another in 2016, knowing that the number of
recorded cases does not exceed 6 cases in all communes except Meknes.
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3.3 Spatial and Temporal Study of Visceral Leishmaniasis
Cases

Figures 5 and 6 shows the spatial and temporal distribution of visceral leishmaniasis,
during the period 2014–2019, by setting and by commune.

Distribution of the Incidence of Visceral Leishmaniasis by Environment
According to Fig. 5, we have noticed that there is a clear dominance of visceral
leishmaniasis in the rural area with a value of 72.73% against 27.27% in the urban
area.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of visceral leishmaniasis according to environment
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These results could be explained by the increase in the number of inhabitants and
the emergence of insalubrious places with poor hygienic conditions that favour the
development of sandflies responsible for visceral leishmaniasis.

Distribution of the Incidence of Visceral Leishmaniasis by Commune
The analysis of the above figure shows that the number of new cases of visceral
leishmaniasis was recorded with a maximum value of 3 in the commune of Walili,
knowing that this value was taken in 2018 and 2019, followed by the communes of
Meknes and Oued Jdida with the same value of 1.9. As for Nezala and Dar Oum
sultane, the incidence rate of visceral leishmaniasis was zero.

3.4 Monthly Evolution of Cutaneous and Visceral
Leishmaniasis Cases (2014–2019)

According to the epidemiological diagnostic results during the study period, as shown
in Fig. 7, we see a very noticeable peak of visceral and cutaneous leishmaniasis in
February with a maximum number of new cases recorded of 12, followed by two
peaks that have decreased significantly, the first peak has a value of 6 in May and the
second peak has a value of 4 in October.

We also note that there is an absence of cutaneous leishmaniasis in August,
September and November, against 4 cases of visceral leishmaniasis, and an absence
of visceral leishmaniasis in 4 different months; January, March, July and October,
against 14 cases of cutaneous leishmaniasis.

In addition, the general pattern of cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis curves
shows simultaneous and fluctuating variations during the study period, which could
be explainedby the coexistenceof leishmaniavector sandflies or conditions favouring
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their development such as the wealth of stables and uncontrolled dumps produced
by local inhabitants [9].

3.5 Annual Evolution of New Cases of C.L and V.L
(2014–2019)

Figure 8 shows the annual evolution of new cases of cutaneous and visceral
leishmaniasis during the study period from 2014 to 2019.

According to this figure, we observe a progressive decrease in the number of
new cases of cutaneous leishmaniasis, whilst we notice a slight increase in visceral
leishmaniasis which reaches the value of 4 in 2019, knowing that the years 2014 and
2015 did not record any new cases of visceral leishmaniasis.

These observations could be explained by the adoption of an approach to control
leishmaniasis in general, by acting on the leishmania vectors and their reservoirs.
But we can explain the increase in visceral leishmaniasis via the appearance of new
species of leishmania responsible for visceral leishmaniasis and the settlement of
leishmania carriers who have come from endemic regions.
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3.6 Distribution of New Leishmaniasis Cases According
to Age, Sex and Type of Leishmaniasis

Analysis of the distribution of new cases of leishmaniasis according to age, sex
and type of leishmaniasis (Table 1) shows that this parasitosis mainly affects the
age categories [0–19 years] and [60 years—over], which represented 66.66% and
12.96%, respectively.

In the population of the region of Meknes, infestation by the cutaneous form is
predominant compared to the visceral form.Thus,we have noticed that cutaneous and
visceral leishmaniasis are frequent in females with a percentage of 53.70% against
46.28% in males, knowing that infestation by the visceral form is present only in the
age category [0–9 years] with a percentage of 20.37%.

3.7 Classification of Cases of Cutaneous and Visceral
Leishmaniasis According to Their Origin

This Fig. 9 shows that there are three origins of leishmaniasis (autochthonous,
imported or paradoxical) during the study period in the Meknes region.

We note a high number of new cases for the imported type which reaches 125
cases of cutaneous leishmaniasis against 43 new cases for the autochthonous type,
knowing that there are a few people infected by visceral leishmaniasis for both the
autochthonous and imported types, whilst we note an absence of leishmaniasis for
the paradoxical type.

These results can be explained by the influence of neighbouring endemic regions,
directly or indirectly, on the number of new cases of leishmaniasis via the movement
of inhabitants during the year either during holidays or during their development of
endemic areas, for example sidi Kacem, Moulay Yaakoub, Taounate and Hajeb.
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Fig. 9 Classification of cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis cases according to their origin

4 Conclusion

At the end of this retrospective study concerning all indigenous and imported cases
detected during the period 2014–2019, we conclude that cutaneous and visceral
leishmaniasis constitute a public health problem in south-central Morocco.

Cutaneous leishmaniasis affects all age groups in the majority of sectors and
communes with a predominance of rural areas, whilst visceral leishmaniasis only
infects children under the age of 9. It is also important to note that datas collected
between 2014 and 2019 are not exhaustive and do not reflect the exact epidemiolog-
ical situation of this parasitosis since most of the affected patients wait for sponta-
neous recovery and use traditional practices for the care and treatment of skin and
visceral lesions.

Indeed, efforts to combat this disease are still insufficient, hence the need to
improve awareness and information campaigns for the local population at risk and
to encourage and monitor scientific studies in this field, such as entomological,
mammalogical and molecular biology studies.
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Abstract In the information age, the ability to analyze data has a fundamental
role. In this field, recommender systems, that are able to provide suggests to users
analyzing the information provided to system, play a central role. Moreover, the
use of contextual information make recommender systems more reliable. This paper
aims to describe a novel approach for context-aware recommender systems that
exploits the tensor decomposition CANDECOMP properties in order to provide
ratings forecasts. The proposed approach is tested on DePaulMovie dataset in order
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1 Introduction

In the big data [14] era, the ability to select information is fundamental. This achieve-
ment is not simple among all data available for a system. Indeed, the number of col-
lected data is enormous. In this field, one of the most important tools able to support
users is recommender system (RS) [7, 11, 13].

Recommender systems (RSs) are information filtering tools that give support to
users in order to select among all available items [25]. They are able to select the
right information about users preferences and items features in order to provide an
estimation that allows to classify items between useful or not for users.

The elements of RSs are users of the system, items that have to be suggested and
transaction [25], that represent the interaction between a user and the system. The
most common transaction form is rating, an implicit or explicit evaluation of the user
preference about an item [25]. Moreover, rating can be seen as a function that has as
domain the Cartesian product of users set U and items set I .

r : (u, i) ∈ U × I �→ r (u, i) ∈ R (1)

The principal problem of RSs is to determinate rui = r (u, i) ∀ (u, i) ∈ U × I .
The mode to achieve rating forecast enables to classify RSs based on the different
strategies.

The most common recommendation strategies are content-based, collaborative
filtering and hybrid [6].

Content-based RSs [12, 23] are based on the creation of users and items profiles.
These profiles are exploited in order to obtain user-item affinity. The most common
form exploited to calculate user-item affinity is cosine similarity [17].

Collaborative filtering RSs [31] are based on known ratings provided by users and
can be divided in two different classes: memory-based and model-based. Memory-
based ones aim to divide users (user-based) or items (item-based) into groups [24].
Model-based ones aim to create a numerical model of the problem through the
factorization of ratings matrix [25].

Hybrid RSs exploits the principal features of the previous methods in order to
overcome the problems of the single method [10].

The development of RSs brought to the introduction of new elements in order
to improve provided rating forecasts. Context [2, 16] is one of these elements and
allows to obtain context-aware recommender systems [9]. The awareness of context
is exploited in order to obtain more appropriate rating forecasts.

Context can be defined as “any information useful to characterize the situation of
an entity that can affect the way users interact with systems” [1, 30] and allows to
define a new rating function that has as domain the Cartesian product of users setU ,
items set I and the contextual setsC1, . . . ,Cn that contain the contextual information
analyzed by the system.

r : U × I × C1 × · · · × Cn �→ R (2)
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Fig. 1 Strategies for introducing contextual information into a recommender system [2]

The introduction of context in a recommender system is possible through three
different strategies [2, 10]:

• Contextual Pre-Filtering: the contextual information is analyzed before the recom-
mendation phase in order to select the proper elements to provide to recommender
system;

• Contextual Post-Filtering: the contextual information is exploited in order to select
the proper rating forecasts provided by the recommendation phase;

• ContextualModeling: contextual information are exploited in the recommendation
phase in order to generate appropriate rating forecasts.

Figure1 presents a summary of the described strategies.
The aim of this paper is the description of a novel context-aware recommendation

approach. The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 contains background and related
works; inSect. 3 the proposed approach is described, Sect. 4 presents the experimental
phase exploited to evaluate the method described in Section3; in Sect. 5 there are
conclusions and future works.

2 Background and Related Works

In the recommender systems field, there is a great variety of strategies that are
exploited in order to obtain rating forecasts.
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Content-based methods can exploit term frequency and inverse document fre-
quency in order to create profiles [22, 28]. Another technique exploited in content-
based recommendation is Latent Dirichlet Allocation [28].

In memory-based recommendation, the clustering of users or items can be
obtained through Pearson correlation [18] or through K-nearest neighbors algo-
rithm [29]. In model-based recommendation, there are various factorization methods
exploited such as probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF), non-negative matrix fac-
torization (NMF) and singular value decomposition (SVD) [8]. In particular, singular
value decomposition allows to factorize the ratings matrix R ∈ R

m×n that refers to
a system of m users and n items, in the product of three matrices: the matrices
U ∈ R

m×m and V ∈ R
n×n defined matrices of left and right singular vectors, and the

matrix D = diag
(
σ1, . . . , σp

) ∈ R
m×n defined matrix of the singular values, where

p = min{m, n}.

R = UDV T (3)

Fixed the value k ∈ N : k ≤ p, the Eckart-Young Theorem [12] allows to approx-
imate the ratingmatrix through thematricesUk ∈ R

m×k obtained fromU , Vk ∈ R
n×k

obtained from V , and Dk ∈ R
k×k obtained from D.

R ≈ UkDkV
T
k (4)

The Eckart-Young Theorem guarantees that the matrix Rk = UkDkV T
k is the

matrix of rank k that best approximates the ratings matrix R [12].
Matrix factorization is also exploited by context-aware RSs. Indeed, Baltrunas et

al. [4] developed context-aware matrix factorization (CAMF), a contextual modeling
method that support the matrix factorization with bias related to contextual informa-
tion. Instead, splitting approaches [10, 32] are pre-filtering methods that select the
proper row or columns of the ratings matrix and generate rating forecasts through
the matrix factorization. These approaches divide the known rating in the specific
context. Thus, there are more rows of rating matrix referred to the user u ∈ U (user
splitting) or more columns of rating matrix referred to the item i ∈ I (item splitting)
on the basis of the contextual information.

The Tensor factorization [21] is also exploited by context-aware RSs. Karatzoglou
et al. [20] exploit high-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [3] in order to
generate rating forecasts through a machine learning algorithm. Instead, Chen et al.
[15] propose a multi-criteria recommender system that exploits stacked denoising
autoencoder and CANDECOMP. In particular, canonical decomposition (CANDE-
COMP) allows to factorize tensor R ∈ R

m×n×l through the sum of s rank-1 tensors
[21]:

Ri j z =
s∑

h=1

λh Aih B jhCzh (5)
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation of CANDECOMP [21]

where A ∈ R
m×s , B ∈ R

n×s andC ∈ R
l×s arematriceswith columns of unitary norm

and λ = (λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ R
s (Fig. 2).

The CANDECOMP is exploited in Sect. 3 in order to describe a novel approach
for Context-Aware Recommender Systems.

3 The Proposed Approach

In this section, the proposed approach is described. It consists of an heuristic method
that exploits CANDECOMPandSVDproperties in order to generate rating forecasts.

The system is supposed to have m users, n items and one contextual dimension
that can assume l values. Thus, the ratings tensorR ∈ R

m×n×l has three dimensions.
Instead, the matrix R ∈ R

m×n contains the ratings without context and can be given
by dataset. If the dataset does not provide known ratings without context, they can
be calculated through the average of all l contextual domains.

Firstly, the singular value decomposition role is evaluated. The relation (4) allows
to approximate the known rating. Indeed, the product of matrices P = Uk

√
Dk ∈

R
m×k and Q = Vk

√
Dk ∈ R

n×k approximates the rating matrix:

R ≈ PQT (6)

The relation (6) is made explicit trough the relation (7) where pih = (Uk)ih
√

σh

and q jh = (Vk) jh
√

σh .

ri j ≈
k∑

h=1

σh (Uk)ih (Vk)h j =
k∑

h=1

pihq jh (7)

P and Q are matrices that create fake numerical profiles of users and items,
respectively. The objective of the proposed approach is the construction of ratings
forecasts through the calculation of the fake numerical profile of the l contextual
dimensions. In order to achieve this purpose, the contextual dimension z ∈ {1, . . . , l}
is fixed, and the following hypothesis are done:
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• the values k of relation (4) and s of relation (5) coincide;
• the matrix A of relation (5) is equal to Uk of relation (6);
• the matrix B of relation (5) is equal to VK of relation (6).
• The relation λh = σh × γh h = 1, . . . , k is supposed valid, where γh > 0 h =
1, . . . , k

The done hypothesis can be integrated in the relation (5).

Ri j z =
k∑

h=1

λh Aih B jhCzh =
k∑

h=1

σhγh (Uk)ih (Vk) jh Czh (8)

The matrix W ∈ R
l×k has the elements Wzh = γhCzh h = 1, . . . , k z = 1, . . . , l.

Thus, the previous relation can be reformulated as follows:

Ri j z =
k∑

h=1

PihQ jhWzh (9)

Let the element t ∈ {1, . . . , k} fixed, the weighted average on items can be done as
follows: ∑n

j=1 (Vk) j t Ri j z
∑n

j=1

∣∣(Vk) j t
∣∣ =

k∑

h=1

∑n
j=1 (Vk) j t Pih Q jh
∑n

j=1

∣∣(Vk) j t
∣∣ Wzh (10)

Thus, the weighted average on users can be done:

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 (Uk)i t (Vk) j t Ri j z

(∑m
i=1 |(Uk)i t |

) (∑n
j=1

∣∣(Vk) j t
∣∣
) =

k∑

h=1

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 (Uk)i t (Vk) j t Pih Q jh

(∑m
i=1 |(Uk)i t |

) (∑n
j=1

∣∣(Vk) j t
∣∣
)Wzh

(11)
In order to simplify the relation (11), the following quantities are defined:

R̄(z)
t =

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 (Uk)i t (Vk) j t Ri j z

(∑m
i=1 |(Uk)i t |

) (∑n
j=1

∣∣(Vk) j t
∣∣
) t = 1, . . . , k (12)

α
(z)
th =

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 (Uk)i t (Vk) j t Pih Q jh

(∑m
i=1 |(Uk)i t |

) (∑n
j=1

∣∣(Vk) j t
∣∣
) t, h = 1, . . . , k (13)

The relations (12) and (13) allow to reformulate the relation (11) as follows:

R̄(z)
t =

k∑

h=1

α
(z)
th Wzh t = 1, . . . , k (14)
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The relation (14) consists of a linear system that allows to determinate the fake
numerical profile (Wz1, . . . ,Wzk) of the context dimension z. The resolution of all
the l linear systems allows to identify the elements of the matrix W ∈ R

l×k .
In the operative phase, the averages calculated are done on the known ratings in

the system.
Finally, in order to improve the rating forecasts, contextual bias are exploited.

Indeed, the rating forecasts are calculated as follows:

R̂i j z = r̄z + biz + b jz +
k∑

h=1

PihQ jhWzh (15)

where r̄z is the average of all known ratings in the context z, biz is the user i bias in
the context z, b jz is the item j bias in the context z and

∑k
h=1 PihQ jhWzh is seen as

the affinity of user i and item j in the context z.
The principal advantage of the proposed approach is the possibility to calculate the

context profiles in order to support the collaborativefiltering recommendationmethod
with a content-based one. Indeed, a hybrid recommendationmethod can be developed
through a proper initialization of users and items profiles. The disadvantage of the
proposedmethod is the need of known rating in order to calculate the context profiles.

4 Experimental Phase

In this section, the experimental phase is described. The numerical results are
obtained through the dataset DePaulMovie [19, 33] that contains 5043 known rat-
ings collected on 97 users, 79 items and 3 context dimensions. The 5043 ratings are
divided in 1448 ratings without context and 3595 contextual ratings.

The contextual information exploited by the dataset are location that can assume
the values home and cinema, companion that can assume the values alone, family
and friends, and time that can assume the values weekend and weekday. Since the
proposed approach is defined on one contextual dimension, the three contextual
domain of DePaulMovie are taken into account as shown in Table1. Indeed, the
value of l is 12, the value of m is 97 and the value of n is 79.

The aim of the experimental phase is the evaluation of the proposed approach
accuracy. In order to achieve this aim, mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean
squared error (RMSE) are calculated according to the following formulas:

MAE = 1

|D|
∑

Ri j z∈D

∣
∣∣Ri j z − R̂i j z

∣
∣∣ (16)

RMSE =
√√
√√

1

|D|
∑

Ri j z∈D

(
Ri j z − R̂i j z

)2
(17)
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Table 1 Values that context can assume in the proposed approach

Contexts

1 (Home, alone, weekend)

2 (Home, alone, weekday)

3 (Home, family, weekend)

4 (Home, family, weekday)

5 (Home, friends, weekend)

6 (Home, friends, weekday)

7 (Cinema, alone, weekend)

8 (Cinema, alone, weekday)

9 (Cinema, family, weekend)

10 (Cinema, family, weekday)

11 (Cinema, friends, weekend)

12 (Cinema, friends, weekday)

Table 2 Numerical results on DePaulMovie dataset

MAE RMSE

CAMF-CI [4] 0.7122 0.9660

CAMF-CU [4] 0.6682 0.9198

CAMF-C [4] 0.7029 0.9571

CAMF-CUCI [4, 33] 0.6753 0.9206

Item splitting [5] 0.7185 1.0362

User splitting [27, 34] 0.7361 1.0588

The proposed approach 0.6591 0.9186

where D is the dataset that contains the contextual ratings,Ri j z is the known rating
in the dataset D and R̂i j z is the rating forecast provided by the context-aware recom-
mender system. Moreover, the cross-validation fivefold [26] technique is exploited.

The results of the comparison methods are taken from CarsKit [33]. In Table2
the numerical results are presented.

Table2 proves that the proposed approach returns better results than the compar-
ison methods.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, a focus on recommender systems and context-aware recommender sys-
tems is done. In particular, the singular value decomposition and CANDECOMP are
presented in Sect. 2, and they are exploited in Sect. 3 in order to present an heuris-
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tic context-aware recommender system. Finally, the numerical results are shown in
Sect. 4. The experimental phase evidences that the proposed approach return better
results than the comparison methods.

In order to improve the proposed approach, some improvements can be exploited.
Since all items and users has the some contextual profile, a neighbor method will
be exploited in order to divide items that improve their ratings in the contextual
dimension and items that get worse their ratings in the contextual dimension. More-
over, others dataset is going to be exploited in order to confirm the goodness of the
proposed approach.

Finally, a proper method in order to create users and items profiles is going to be
developed in order to obtain an hybrid approach that enables the system to overcome
the cold star problem related to lack of known ratings.
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Application of E-commerce Technologies
in Accelerating the Success of SME
Operation

Ziad Almtiri, Shah J. Miah, and Nasimul Noman

Abstract Application of electronic commerce (e-commerce) technologies has
increased notably over the past twodecades in different business sectors. In particular,
the technologies of B2C operations have significantly improved the productivity of
online small businesses such as SMEs. Systematic literature reviews in this domain
categorized different, benefits but a limited number of studies on SME success from
the view of information systems (IS) research exist, which needs to be taken for
further attention. Through a comprehensive analysis, this study introduces a concep-
tual framework for the application of e-commerce technologies in accelerating SME
operation. Content analysis methodology was adopted for generating the outcome
associated with the success of the technologies in SMEs.

Keywords SMEs · B2C · Small business · Literature review · Success factors ·
Technology acceptance

1 Introduction

E-commerce technologies have proliferated over the past two decades for their
growing applications. The applications are rapidly increasing in improving produc-
tivity and relevance in the online business sector [1]. E-commerce literature provides
insights of various latest understanding of the effective operation of online busi-
nesses. Given that the business world is rapidly changing, it is crucial to understand
the advantagesmatrix and different types of applications of e-commerce technologies
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and their appropriate meanings in terms of achieving business success, particularly
for B2C businesses. Acknowledging this, in this paper we explore insights of the
application of B2C e-commence technologies in Saudi Arabian context, so that new
conceptual framework of e-commerce technologies application can be outlined that
would ensure the success of business.

There are numerous literature review studies in e-commerce. According to Statista
[2], 90% of individuals in Saudi Arabia have access to the Internet. The statistics also
show that up to 80% of the population participates in online shopping. Grbovic et al.
[3] examined themandatory features advertising should have to promote e-commerce
after executing information technology, considering that it is a primary tool used
to boost the effectiveness of technology adoption. Hallikainen and Laukkanen [1]
reviewed the influence of culture on conviction in e-commerce. Arguably, nationwide
culture often unswervingly influences perceived trust. Alkhalil et al. [4] support
the arguments by explaining that businesses in Saudi have identified the role of e-
commerce in improving consumer trust since the technologies enhance the efficiency
of the entities. Consumers in Saudi prefer to transact with entities that have effective
online systems that promote their fast and effective service delivery.

2 Study Background

In the business world, technological advancements have impacted nearly every facet
of the sector. Businesses have nowadopted artificial intelligence, chatbots, and virtual
assistants in the retail industry into their routine operations [5]. Although the reasons
for adoption may vary from business to business, the primary motives are to help
provide exceptional customer experience through instant communication, providing
support without the need of data management and security, live employees, and
more [6]. The primary e-commerce technologies already adopted by SME’s often
include electronic funds handover, record administration systems, computerized data
collection schemes, Internet marketing, online transaction processing, and mobile
transfer [7]. For instance, in Saudi Arabia, nearly all restaurants in have adopted
an electronic payment system and POS system for making orders, recording sales,
and printing reports for sales, employee performance, profits, fast-moving, among
others. In 2020, debit cards were the most dominant payment method for online
shopping in the Kingdom, comprising 60% of all transactions [7]. Overall, most
e-commerce technologies such as electronic transfer of funds, Internet marketing,
and digital inventory management systems have already been implemented by a
significant number of SMEs in Saudi Arabia, and more growth is expected in the
future [8].

The effects of e-commerce can be seen in various sectors of the Saudi economy.
For instance, the revenue earned by SME’s in the transport, hospitality, and food
sector grew by nearly 50% in the past two years [7]. During the same duration, the
government revenue attributed to these sectors grew by over 60% [7]. In a study to
assess the adoption of e-commerce in the entertainment sector, Purwati [9] found
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that ease of payment, availability of electronic payment systems, and exceptional
customer service by SMEs in Saudi’s entertainment sector have facilitated the fast
growth of cinemas and other entertainment joints (Table 1).

Table 1 Critical analysis of the previous studies of e-commerce

Journal articles The current literature review
assessed

Articulated research gaps for
the current research

Export.gov [10] Significant trends in
e-commerce development
insight into the state of it in the
country and comparing it to
other retailing technologies

Basis for determining key
performance indicators (KPIs)
in assessing the success of
e-commerce implementation.
Further analysis will also
provide recommendations to
SMEs in Riyadh when adopting
technologies

Sacha Orloff [11] Sixty-five percent of Saudi
Arabia’s population has access
to the internet; online shoppers
in the country have rapidly
increased

We noted that one of the
essential factors contributing to
the development of
e-commerce is the ease of use.
The relationship between ease
of use and the success of
e-commerce will be explored

Grvobic et al. [3] It examined the features of
advertising needed to promote
e-commerce after implementing
information technology

Analyses of online advertising
as one of the success factors in
technology adoption. The study
assesses how e-commerce
enhances the efficiency of
advertising on diverse online
platforms

Hallikainen and Laukkanen
[1]

They examined how culture
influences trust in e-commerce.
National culture can directly
influence perceived trust

Ease of use will be used as one
of the factors affecting the
desire of consumers to use the
service

Mazzarol [12] Examining SMEs commitment
to Electronic—commerce,
business, and marketing

Connection between the
comfort of expenditure and the
accomplishment of
E-commerce will be discovered

Xuhua et al. [6] Explains effects of
business-to-consumer
e-commerce implementation on
the economic advantage of
manufacturing SMEs

Deliberate promotion as one of
the success factors in
technology implementation
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2.1 Role of Technologies in E-commerce

While e-commerce has significantly simplified the customer buying experience,
establishing an efficient e-commerce structure requires many tools and technolo-
gies combined to ensure the smooth performance of commercial transactions. Helal
[13] described an investigation of the use of social media for e-commerce among
Saudi small businesses and used a qualitative interpretive philosophical point of view.
This study uses a multiple case study strategy. For Helal’s research [13], four small
businesses in Saudi Arabia were used and determined that traditional e-commerce
currently has many obstacles that limit its distribution. Moreover, this study deter-
mined that social networks benefit small andmediumenterprises in SaudiArabia. The
model she developed suggests a direct link between social capital, word ofmouth, and
trust in the context of small businesses in Saudi Arabia. Export.gov [10] argues that
a customer relationship management tool creates exceptional customer experience
on a company’s website while tracking those experiences. Adopting such a customer
relationshipmanagement system and a dedicated customer support team gives a busi-
ness a competitive advantage relative to other firms without customer engagement
[13]. In addition, companies have started adopting methods for providing a person-
alized customer experience. Such marketing activities help build a loyal customer
base and thereby increasing sales and profits [4]. To stay competitive in the market,
businesses follow newest trends. Among the current most popular technologies used
by enterprises are social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and
others.

3 Research Methodology

The study is based on a systematic literature review that is conducted to point out the
scope and prospect for diverse applications of e-commerce technologies for online
businesses. We survey the literature in academic journals, books, and conference
articles, having the objectives of collecting, soring, and synthesize existing studies
related to applications of e-commence technologies. The surveyed sample articles
focused on several applications of e-commence technologies for SMEs. The find-
ings are leading to develop a new framework to ensure success of SME operation.
We searched several databases such as IEEE, Elsevier, Springer, Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM), IEEE Xplore, and other IS journals. In searching,
we have used various keywords such as: “e-business” and “Saudi”, “e-commence”
and “Saudi” OR “developing countries”, “e-commerce technologies and SME” and
“e-business technologies and SMEs”, “Saudi and SMEs” and “business technologies
and SMEs”.

Under this approach, we set two main objectives for the SLR study: gathering
insights into diversified submissions of e-commerce skills and critical issues. In Saudi
Arabia, the primary e-commerce technologies already adopted by SME’s include
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electronic funds transfer, record running systems, automatic statistics collection
structures, Internet marketing, online transaction processing, and mobile transfer.

This study adopts content analysis methodology to generate the outcome linked to
the success of technologies in SMEs. Creswell [14] defines content analysis method-
ology as a technique incorporated to make valid and replicate references by coding
and interpreting textual material. Overall, this study reviews relevant literature on
B2C e-commerce for developing a new conceptual application framework of e-
commerce technologies that facilitate the success of SMEs. Firstly, various studies
addressing the meaning, implications, and benefits of e-commerce technologies on
business are analyzed. This involves exploring varying options and functions of e-
commerce technologies which are among the primary factors to transformational
goals. Considering that a website is a primary tool in e-commerce, numerous studies
highlight the features one shouldhave.With such awebsite, unnecessary complexities
that may hinder fast and efficient shopping.

4 Findings Leading to a Conceptual Framework

Notably, the business environment has widely accepted e-commerce enabling firms
to promote their products and services for better results. With this growth, online
commercial fields are rapidly growing, with a considerable number of traditional
markets evolving to online platforms. Similarly, the growing electronic devices adop-
tion among people has made B2C retail more pertinent. Thus, considering that e-
commerce requires electronic devices to make its application more effective, and the
use of such devices is on the rise, its implementation by SMEs has more significant
potential.

User-generated reviews can boost its market share and sales through advertising
for a company offering high-quality commodities and services. In a study to evaluate
the impact of user ratings onwebsites,Gregory et al. [15] found that 53%of customers
prefer buying from a company rated five stars and above. While e-commerce has
meaningfully abridged the client’s buying experience, inaugurating a well-organized
e-commerce structure necessitates many tools and skills shared to ensure the smooth
performance of commercial transactions (Table 2).

The concept behind this project is to employ the Retail Merchant Associations
(RMA). Even if the user doesn’t have a standard PC or Internet connection, the
RMA will assist in selling over the Internet. The RMA will establish a frame-
work to allow them to create their e-commerce portals. Small merchants will tell
the RMA whatever commodities they want to offer in his portal, and the RMA
will collect the data and maintain the framework so that each merchant’s goods or
services can be published on his e-commerce site.Merchantswill have toworry about
receiving orders and fulfilling thempromptly. Furthermore, RMAcould benefit small
businesses by providing a delivery service to their customers.
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Table 2 Some example studies for reviewing to develop the basis of the framework

Source studies Contributions

Ingaldi and Ulewicz [16] Understanding of basic e-business frameworks

Nguyen [17] How various frameworks are being employed in various
business model

Gregory et al. [15] Example of marketing frameworks that can be developed to
facilitate e-commerce

Wang and Han [18] Overview understanding of how to implement e-commerce
framework for small- and medium-sized enterprise

Yadav et al. [19] How business website can be used to develop an e-commerce
framework

Tolstoy et al. [20] Understanding the development of international e-commerce in
SME’s

Yalan and Wei [21] Evaluating e-commerce frameworks application

4.1 Framework Definition

To achieve the objectives above,we present a new e-commerce framework that allows
small merchants to create their e-commerce platform with the help of the RMA.
The RMA will handle all members’ business. We have developed an e-commerce
model geared toward merchants and backed by RMAs, in which merchants only
require a cell phone and fax machine to take orders in their stores. Furthermore, the
RMA would provide all of its members with the environment necessary to run a
secure web server by sharing a single SSL certificate and a secure payment gateway,
allowing all e-commerce portals to conduct all of their sales through the same secure
payment gateway. As a result, all merchants will benefit from the RMA’s partnerships
with banks, while the Association’s personnel will find it easier to administer the e-
commerce infrastructure. For example, when a merchant has a ready order, he will
send an SMS to the RMA’s deliverer, instructing him to pick it up at his shop and
transport it to the customer’s location.

5 Discussion

Over the years, e-commerce adoption has widely grown in Saudi Arabia and beyond.
E-commerce primarily encompasses the exchange of products and services electroni-
cally through the Internet. Primary e-commerce tools include social media, websites,
electronic payment systems such as online bank transfers, credit cards, debit cards,
and PayPal. Based on the numerous studies reviewed, e-commerce can be differen-
tiated from traditional businesses through its distinct features, including ease of use,
increased intractability between users and business, among others. These elements
form the basis of the impacts of e-commerce technologies on business. Naturally,
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customer satisfaction is a vital aspect that influences the success or failure of a busi-
ness. With an easy-to-use interface, customers can effectively communicate with a
company and shop without any challenges. This is evident in websites that are opti-
mized so that customers can use their mobile devices to shop. Notably, the ability of
e-commerce technologies to positively impact businesses to this extent is attributed
to the growth and adoption of the Internet in Saudi Arabia.

The Saudi environment has a defined set of laws and policies that govern the
economic operations of entities, including e-commerce. The nation enforced the e-
commerce law that compels entities to respect the privacy of the personal data of
their consumers. Such legal structures enhance the efficiency of transactions between
business entities.

Further studies might be designed to improve the use of multiple technologies
for system design that meets dynamic demands of SMEs in this digital economy.
For example, how the emerging technological functions such as the block chain
(e.g., defined in [22]) can be used for SME’s data security and transparency. Smart
SME application development study can be conducted through adopting the design
science research [23–25]. Example applications can be aligned to Big Data Analytics
solution design for enhancing data-driven decision, e.g., other industries [26–29].
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Cibercidadão: Evolution of Citizen
Participation in Public Administration
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Ádler O. S. Neves , and Uliane B. Bernadino

Abstract The Cibercidadão initiative began with the advent of digital transforma-
tion and the digital government law, which identified the need for efforts to improve
digital public services. However, it was also observed that the improvement of digital
public services would not be achieved individually with a view only from the public
service, but together with the view of the citizenwho uses this service. Thus, we iden-
tified that the citizen himself would be themost interesting part of this transformation
process, as digital public services must be developed to meet the needs and expec-
tations of citizens. In this scenario, we identified the existence of the Cibercidadão
in society, that active and participative citizen of the public administration, which
contributes to the improvement of public services. Thus, the Cibercidadão method-
ology places the citizen at the center of the digital transformation, sending ideas
about technology and government, developing software solutions, testing and evalu-
ating the solutions made available to society. Finally, the Cibercidadão is applied in
a Government Program aimed at the development of innovative and citizen-centered
software solutions, whose results are already promising.

Keywords Digital government · Public administration · Shared administration ·
Cybercitizen

1 Introduction

Digital transformation has been a key theme for the future of digital services provided
by the government. Brazilian law 14.129/2021 establishes the “principles, norms and
instruments to increase the efficiency of public administration, especially through
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reducing bureaucracy, innovation, digital transformation, and citizen participation”
[1]. However, providing services to improve the lives of citizens is one of its main
challenges and requires a better understanding of needs, capacities, limitations, and
expectations of citizens. This law is an important milestone to follow in the footsteps
of Estonia, which is a world reference in digital government and makes almost all
public services available digitally to citizens, who do not need to go to government
agencies, face queues, and bureaucracy [2].

In this scenario, Cibercidadão aims to bring government and citizens closer
together based on the principles of sharedmanagement, inviting all citizens to be part
of public administrationwith the application of information and communication tech-
nology (ICT). Given that digital transformation is an arduous and time-consuming
process that does not always meet the expectations of the citizen, Cibercidadão
supports in the development of innovative and citizen-centric software solutions to
provide qualified and inclusive digital public services. For this, citizens are invited
to submit ideas related to ICT and government, which will be analyzed and imple-
mented as technological solutions with citizen participation. Then, the citizen takes
part in the test of the solution in order to verify that the expectations were met in
terms of need, usability and accessibility. Finally, with the use of the service made
available to the citizen, it is expected the citizen’s participation in evaluations and
feedbacks for the continuous improvement of the services.

This article presents the fundamentals of theCibercidadãomethodology, aswell as
its application in a government program aimed at the development of innovative and
citizen-centered software solutions. Since the program is aimed at all citizens, includ-
ing those with disabilities, it considers the participation of different citizen profiles
(students, elderly, disabled, and others) and implements technological accessibility
resources (screen reader, signal assistant, audio assistant, and assistant virtual). The
rest of this article is organized as follows. Section2 presents the citizen participation.
Section3 discusses the related work. Section4 presents the methodology to be used
in designing new citizen-centric products. Section5 presents the results case study
of the application of the Cibercidadão. Section6 presents the results and discussions
about the Cibercidadão Program. Finally, Sect. 7 presents conclusions and future
work.

2 Citizen Participation

Citizen participation in public administration originated in the late 1980s by the
Organization for Economic or Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
and was called customer-focused administration. In the early 1990s, Brazil began
to use this concept comprehensively in public administration, being called citizen-
focused administration. The objective is to offer efficient and quality public services
that meet the needs of citizens. With this new administration, the services provided
try to be clear and precise, including resources from the public sector to the demands
of the citizen [3].
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The relationship between communication and politics presents concepts related
to public communication [4]. On the one hand, the Habermasian concept of public
communication takes place in the public sphere, based on the idea of social mobi-
lization [5]. On the other hand, public communication is defined in five dimensions
[4, 5]: Politics: is related to the “government” legislative and the construction of
public goods; Media: takes place in the panoramas of the media, oriented toward
information management and public agenda, as well as cultural processes; State: is
related to communicative interactions between government and society; Organiza-
tional: organizations being public or private, the interests of these groups seek to
predominate and impose their meanings. It has a corporate character, instances, and
benefits of collective interest; Social life: are the spontaneous or non-spontaneous
correlations of associations and social movements, which have collective or group
mutuality, launching proposals of collective and public interest.

3 Related Work

Study Alves’ verified the process of creating government portals in governmental
IT companies in the 25 states of Brazil and found that the managers’ concern is in
relation to the qualification of the developers, in relation to the designs there was
no such concern, one of the questions to managers was the following: “Is there a
professional who takes care of the design of the screens and who does some research
with the users?” therewere nopositive responses. The products are developedwithout
using the user-centered design methodology, all the portals presented accessibility
and usability issues [6].

What corroborates Harrison et al. [7] user-centric designs include rapid ethnogra-
phy, focus group, interview, drawing technique, paper prototyping, and high-fidelity
prototyping. This type of analysis complements formal user ratings. This approach
enriches user-centric design, which typically focuses on understanding in context
and producing sketch designs.

For Cunha [8], information and communication technology (ICT) in the public
sector in the area of digital, must be accompanied by technological innovation to
propose improvements in public service (e-services). All citizensmust not be assisted
in the same way, with no privilege or compensation for social status, promoting
citizenship.

For Cristóvam [9], ICTs have the potential to assist innovation and encourage the
provision of consistent and update public services that society is about to use. Digital
government must comply with the principles of (i) efficiency, aiming for maximum
satisfaction of the citizen user; (ii) universality, maximizing the scope of availability
of such services; and (iii) timeliness, ensuring that technological advances. ICTs
should bring about the digital inclusion of socially vulnerable, handicapped, and
low-income classes.
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4 Methodology

The Cibercidadão places the citizen at the center of the digital transformation and,
therefore, define the methodology comprising the following phases in Fig. 1: collec-
tion, development, testing, and evaluation, which, based on their integrations, are
capable of generating new services and improvements in services and processes.

In the first phase, the Collection Phase, the citizen witnesses the public service
and sends ideas involving technology and government. Ideas are analyzed by experts
and stored in the ideas base, categorizing them according to the subject and their
feasibility.

In the second phase, the Development Phase, viable ideas are deepened and
directed toward development, which can take place through hackathons, research,
or institutional partnerships. For the hackathon, citizen ICT students from different
know-howparticipate in a programmingmarathon to develop technological solutions
from ideas submitted by citizens in a short period of time. From thewinning solutions,
a final product is designed to serve the entire society, materializing the idea sent by
the citizen. In this case, students participate in the construction of the technological
solution so that academia gets closer to real problems. For the research, citizen
researchers work in the study and discovery of technological solutions based on
ideas submitted by citizens. In this case, the government has the opportunity to
apply science to the solution of ideas sent by the citizen, as well as the academy has
the opportunity to leave the theoretical level and apply its findings in practice. For
the partnerships, academic, public, and private institutions join efforts to develop
solutions in order to meet the citizens’ ideas.

In the third phase, Testing Phase, citizens are invited to be beta testers of the
solutions developed, acting as end-users of the service offered before it is launched.
The tests are carried out with citizens of different profiles, including those with
disabilities, prioritizing usability and accessibility. The results of the evaluations are
stored in the test base and used for adjustments and improvements to the solution
under development.

Fig. 1 Cibercidadão methodology
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In the fourth phase, the Evaluation Phase, the solution developed and tested in
the previous phases is made available to society. As citizens use the solution and take
advantage of the public service offered, they send feedback and evaluation about
the solution and contribute to the continuous improvement of the solution and the
delivery of public services.

5 Case Study of the Application of the Cibercidadão

Cibercidadão was applied as a government program in the state of Esprito Santo,
in Brazil, which has about 4 million people and approximately 1 million people
with disabilities. In honor of the methodology, the program was called Cibercidadao
Espírito Santo and has a Web portal to communicate with citizens and monitor the
phases.

5.1 Web Portal Cibercidadão

Since Web portal intends to involve all citizens, including those with disabilities,
they has technological resources for accessibility and usability (Fig. 2). Accessibility
features were implemented following the national e-MAG (Brazilian Government
Accessibility Model) [10] and international Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) [11] guidelines, which allow keyboard navigation and navigation using
screen readers, enabling user interactions.

One such feature is thePoundsAssistantwhich translates text into sign language.
To use it, just click on the blue icon in the right corner of the page. Then, select the
text andwait for the content to translate into Libra signs. Another feature is theAudio
Assistant, responsible for converting text to sound as well as sound to text. To use
it, you must first select the content, click on “Listen to Selection” and wait for the
assistant to read it. An Virtual Assistant is also part of the resources available on
the portal to serve the citizen, clarifying doubts and directing to the program phases.
In addition to these features, the portal is also configured for the use of Assistive
Software that identifies website elements and reads the content for people with
disabilities, who have difficulty consuming written information.

To ensure that the resources made available on the portal serve the citizen, the
resources were evaluated in an automated way through tools and manual through
experts, including with the participation of the citizen (people members of the
project).

The technological architecture used to implement theWeb portal is a client-server,
with C# programming language. Natural language processing heuristics are applied
from a definition of writing in a domain-specific language. Furthermore, features are
implemented and integrated with libraries related to the translation of texts, pounds,
and audio.
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Fig. 2 Technological resources of the Cibercidadão portal

5.2 Application

The Web portal was launched to receive the ideas submitted by the citizen, that is,
collection phase. This phase lasted three months and adopted the following strategy:
filter, classification, and analysis of ideas. All ideas received are initially filtered by
a support technician according to the content, namely random content, incomplete
content, or content involves technology.

After filtering, in the classification, IT analysts check whether the idea that
involves content technology corresponds to an existing solution improvement, pro-
cess improvement, or innovative idea. After classification, the idea is analyzed
according to the criteria of creativity, technical analysis, ease of implementation,
potential for implantation, and impact on the citizen, being developed through
hackathons, educational institutions, public bodies, and by the institution itself. Each
idea is scored from 0 (weak) to 5 (strong) for each criterion.

In the development phase, the program executed hackathons with graduate stu-
dents, who produced a software solution for one of the ideas submitted by the citizen.
For the testing phase, citizens sign up to test the software, and the evaluation phase
takes place through citizen feedback sent by the solutions made available to society.

6 Results and Discussions

The Cibercidadão program presented in Sect. 5, which applies the Cibercidadão
methodology and offers a Web portal for communication, is online for just four
months and is already showing promising results.

In the collection phase, the program received around 147 ideas submitted by the
citizen, [Table1, Quantity (Qt)], of which 33% have random content and 67% are
related to the Program’s objective. Of these related ideas, 40 with existing solutions,
10 with solution improvement, and 18 with innovation ideas. The Innovation Ideas
related to new services presents ideas for usability problems and lack of functionality
in the websites of the State of Espírito Santo, such as health, education, traffic, and
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Table 1 Category of ideas received by the program

Category Description Qt

Random content No information—text without
information, repeated letters

4

Random subject—subject out
of context

20

Inappropriate—spam and
insults

25

Incomplete content Has no description needed to
deduce a solution

3

Technology content Creation of new services 18

Ideas about process
optimizations

40

Availability of Wi-Fi in
schools and neighborhoods

27

Solution improvement 10

controllership. For example, one of the ideas is the creation of an application that
informs the amount of blood in the banks and invites the donor to carry out the
donation procedure whenever the gap time is over.

In the development Phase, the program carried out a hackathon with computer
students who produced a software solution for one of the ideas submitted by the citi-
zen, namely Integrated FAQ that allows you to search and access information related
to government services. The solution produced by the students at the hackathon is
being transformed into a software product to be offered to society, being tested and
subsequently evaluated.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The Cibercidadão methodology made it possible for the Cibercidadão program to
be a pioneer in Brazil in adopting a methodology for capturing ideas perceived
by citizens and applying them to society, promoting shared management, research
conducted in other 25 States did not find a program similar to this one. In addition,
an analysis carried out on all institutional websites in the state found that there are
no accessibility and usability features implemented on the websites (report available
on the project website1). The program is a pioneer in the State of Espírito Santo
in providing a fully accessible Web portal for people with disabilities, including
providing a virtual assistant, audio, and pounds. These resources are capable of
providing citizen engagement to the program. Citizen engagement is the crucial
point for the success of initiatives promoted by the government [12].

1 https://lino.prodest.es.gov.br/esgovacessivel.

https://lino.prodest.es.gov.br/esgovacessivel
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The ideas submitted by citizens are simple, but they can bring added value and
satisfaction to society [13]. The program, despite still being in the initial stage, is
promoting the opportunity for society to express the problems day to day in the use
of digital public services by taking positive feedback from a range of citizens, even
though some citizens feel excluded due to a lack of access to computers, smartphones,
and others.

The next phases of the program that are being implemented are the test phases,
which will be responsible for testing the developed solution, and the evaluation
phase, which will be responsible for citizen feedback on the digital public service
offered. As future work, the solutions developed will be analyzed quantitatively and
qualitatively based on feedback from citizens.
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A Low-Cost and Energy Autonomous
IoT Framework for Environmental
Monitoring
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Nikolaos Petrellis , and Panagiotis Katsaros

Abstract The emergence of IoT devices that support sensor technology has gain
much attention for their integration into smart city applications to improve citizens’
quality of life. In industrial territories, people that suffer from chronic respiratory
diseases, e.g., chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, occupational lung
diseases and pulmonary hypertension require special care, targeted information and
efficient treatment, when the environment deteriorates their condition. This article
presents the design of an IoT framework that wirelessly connects devices of low-
cost, low-power consumption and integrates multi-sensor measurement capabilities
(CO2 concentration, humidity, temperature, particulate matters concentrations) with
an open-source IoT platform aiming to alert the aforementioned population, when
the combination of aerial pollution and weather conditions severe impact their daily
activities. The energy autonomy of the IoT devices that are connected via wireless
sensor network is explored and utilized. Finally, we evaluate the functionality and the
accuracy of the low-cost sensors and demonstrate how proper filtering can improve
their performance and mitigate problems stemming from outage times. For the latter,
we have evaluate the effectiveness of forecasting algorithms like ARIMAX, LSTM
and PROPHET on the measurement data.
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Keywords Low-cost multi-sensor node · Environmental monitoring · IoT
gateway · Time-series data · IoT platform

1 Introduction

Changes in air quality, and especially in areas of high humidity and/or moderate
to high level of temperature, affect severely the quality of life of people that suffer
from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, occupational lung diseases,
pulmonary hypertension and similar chronic diseases. A representative example of
such a territory is the Greek coastal city of Volos, where past scientific analyses of the
air consistency revealed that suspended particulate matter (PM) with aerodynamic
diameter equal to 10 µm (PM10) and 2.5 µm (PM2.5) along with the CO2 emissions
indicated pollutants that cause health disorders in heart and respiratory system [1]. A
similar assessment on long-term air quality data revealed that suspended particulate
matter (PM10) is a pollutant that may cause health disorders [2].

The aforementioned analyses require an underlying architecture, within a smart
city framework, to collect data in real-time from environmental sensors, located at
various city districts, and deliver alerts thus, assisting regional health authorities
and physicians to guide the vulnerable citizens’ group. To this end, wireless sensor
network solutions along with forecasting algorithms for monitoring pollution level
in agglomerated areas, while targeting a low-energy consumption, have been applied
[3–6]. The advantage of small, low-cost, wireless and energy autonomous sensor
nodes is their portability compared to modular and expensive systems [7]. However,
the reliability and accuracy of low-cost sensors requires evaluation and constant
monitoring. In addition, several research efforts have combined low-cost sensors
with IoT platforms for air quality evaluation in smart city applications [8–12].

This work presents the development and implementation of low-cost multi-sensor
nodes with energy autonomy and low-power consumption to monitor environmental
conditions. Our target is to decrease energy consumption and increase battery life-
time to ensure portability. We focus on the architectural design of an efficient, secure
and scalable wireless network topology to connect the nodes and transmit the sensor
data over the Internet to an IoT platform using publish-subscribe protocols [13].
The IoT platform [14, 15] is based on open-source solutions and stores the received
time-series data while providing real-time dashboards to the users. We evaluate the
performance of the sensors by comparing them against reference data and explore
filtering methods to improve quality and accuracy in comparison with the aforemen-
tioned prior works. Furthermore, issues concerning periods without data reception,
e.g., in case of sensor node outage, are addressedwhile various prognostic algorithms
are evaluated for forecasting purposes [16–18].
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2 Design of Multi-sensor Node for Low-Energy
Consumption

The architecture of the proposed multi-sensor node, which is built using off-the-
shelf components, is shown in Fig. 1. A 3.3 V ARDUINO unit is interfaced with
four sensors, namely CO2 [19], temperature & humidity [20], PM2.5 & PM10 [21]
and light-dependent resistor sensors [22], and processes six data values for CO2

concentration, humidity, temperature, particulate matters concentrations (PM2.5 &
PM10) and light intension, respectively. A low-power Xbee module [23], connected
via the UART port to the ARDUINO unit (Fig. 1), was configured as a unicast device
and is used to transmit the acquired data to an Xbee destination device, thus forming
a wireless sensor network based on the Zigbee communication protocol [23]. The
destination device eventually sends the aggregated data over the Internet to an IoT
platform. A power supply circuit (see Fig. 1) has been developed and integrated, in
order to maintain energy autonomy of the wireless multi-sensor node. It features a
nominal 6V (7Vmaxmeasured value) solar cell that can generate amaximumpower
of 3.15 W (7 V * 450 mA), a battery charger, a rechargeable Li-Ion battery (with
a capacity of 5000 mAh), a Power Timer circuit and a voltage booster. The battery
charger [24] acts as a constant-current/constant-voltage linear charger and is used to
charge the Li-Ion battery. The TPL5110 Nano Power Timer IC [25] is used for power
gating and thus, to enable the power supply line, in order to drastically reduce the
overall system standby current during the sleep time. It provides selectable timing
intervals from 100 ms to 7200 s, and it is designed for power gating applications.

Fig. 1 Architecture of the multi-sensor node with energy autonomy
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Due to 4.3 V output voltage of the Li-On battery, a 0.9–5 V voltage booster (DC-DC
converter) was used to power both the ARDUINO Pro Mini microcontroller (MCU)
and the CO2 sensor [26], which require 3.3 V and 5 V power supply, respectively.

Our focus is to achieve both a constant rate of data acquisition from the sensors and
a low-power consumption, in order to increase the energy autonomy of the multi-
sensor node. Alternatively, usage of batteries without a solar cell to charge them,
was prohibitive, as the total current exceeded 135 mAh (fully active sensor node).
Even with a battery of 5000 mAh, the sensor node could remain active almost for
only 2 days before it runs out of charge. The ARDUINO Pro Mini (3.3 V, 8 MHz)
consumes 5.1 mA, when it is powered on and 1.3 mA while in sleep mode [23]. The
subsystems, microcontroller, CO2 sensor, particulate matter sensor and LDR sensor,
are powered directly by the proposed power supply circuit that produces a steady
output of 5V.TheCO2 sensor requires a preheating time greater than 1min, before the
microcontroller gets its first value. This type of sensor is based on infrared technology,
and after a working period of 20 s it needs a preheating time of 55 s. During this
preheating period, a spike current of 95 mA every 5 s increases dramatically the
power consumption. To further reduce power consumption, a software algorithmwas
applied to periodically force the Xbee module, the sensor units and the ARDUINO
MCU to enter the sleep mode. Since the Xbee device requires 40 mA to operate [23],
the ARDUINO was programmed to activate the Xbee hibernation mode. When the
device is in hibernation mode, the Xbee device operating current is less than 1 mA
[23]. Furthermore, we also used the Lightweight Low-Power ARDUINO Library
[27] to drastically reduce power consumption of the MCU, since it allows to disable
many subsystems, among others the Analog/Digital Converter and BOD (Brown
Out Detection) circuits, by using the “Low-Power. Power Down (SLEEP_8 S, ADC_
OFF, BOD_ OFF)” instructions. Since our sensor node transmits data every 262 s,
the power down time was adjusted to the maximum time that would be beneficial for
power reduction that can be achieved in each duty cycle (1 min).

Figure 2 depicts the operational stages of the designed multi-sensor node. The
ARDUINO MCU loops to sustain the power down mode. When entering the wake
up mode, it collects all sensor data and transmits them over the Xbee module (using
the UART port) to the corresponding destination (Router). Specifically, the timer
circuit powers on the sensor node, then the particulate matters (PM) sensor and the
Xbee device enters the sleep mode, and afterward the MCU goes to power down
state, while the CO2 sensor remains active for preheating. After a certain period of
time, the MCU, the PM sensor and the Xbee device wake up and the MCU gets the
data values from the sensors and forms a fixed length data packet. Then, the PM
sensor enters the sleep mode and the Xbee device transmits data packet to the Router
module that is described in next sections. Finally, the MCU triggers the timer circuit,
which in turn switches off the multi-sensor node.

For the outlined node design, wemeasured the current consumption using amulti-
meter and an oscilloscope. As shown in Table 1, the measurements revealed that
each duty cycle lasts 262 s. The duty cycle includes three operation states plus
the fourth state in which the node is switched-off. A new duty cycle starts, when
the power-time circuit powers on the node again. The captured current consumption
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Fig. 2 Multi-sensor node task graph

Table 1 Operation states of the multi-sensor node

Operation states Multi-sensor node’s subsystems states Current (mA) Duration (s)

1 PM sensor and Xbee unit are in sleep mode
MCU is powered down
CO2 sensor is initialized

12 20

2 PM sensor and Xbee unit are in sleep mode
MCU is powered down
CO2 sensor is in preheating mode

115 55

3 MCU is ON
The sensors and the Xbee unit are ON
Node reads data and transmits data

135 7

4 The whole Node is powered off 0 180

analysis within a duty cycle vs. time is shown in Fig. 3. The calculated average power
consumption over time is Iavg = [(I1-ON * t1-ON) + (I2-ON * t2-ON) + (I3-ON * t3-ON)
+ (I4-ON * t4-ON)]/(t1 + t2 + t3 + t4) = 10.9 mA, which is considerably lower than
the 135 mA required for the designed node to operate without applying the energy
reduction algorithm described above. Therefore, the energy autonomy of the node is
significantly increased to 16 days (without the support of the solar panel).

3 IoT Platform Architecture and Network Topology

The overall architecture of the proposed IoT framework is shown in Fig. 4. It
comprises: (i) the topology of the wireless sensor network (WSN) with their
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Fig. 3 Multi-sensor node current consumption per duty cycle

Fig. 4 Overall architecture of the implemented IoT framework

constituent multi-sensor nodes placed, according to the urban planning, in districts
that sunlight is present to ensure the energy autonomy, (ii) the Edge communica-
tion through an IoT gateway, and (iii) the IoT platform, which eventually processes
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Fig. 5 Dashboard that shows latest measurements on top and plots with time-series values for two
consecutive days

and analyzes the measurements to visualize them in the users’ devices (i.e., smart-
phones and personal computers). We note that the reliability of environmental pollu-
tant measurements depends on the sensor node placement, as well as on the sensor
quality and accuracy (Fig. 4).

The WSN topology incorporates the role of the router, which directly collects the
data from the sensor nodes, and then sends it to the gateway device (thus covering
more distance), instead of having the sensor nodes transmitting their data directly to
the gateway device. The network architecture is of a clustered tree structure. Each
multi-sensor node sends a data frame consisting of a concatenated string of the
measurements and the predefined node_id to a specific router using the destination
MAC address. The routers and the gateway are configured to keep alive their child
MAC address table for faster join network eliminating the possibility of losing data
packets. This scalable mechanism is adopted to achieve better geographic dispersion
and in order to capture various microclimatic conditions. The router and gateway
devices are based on the multi-sensor node architecture of Fig. 1, after removing the
sensors, while for the gateway device adding a Wi-Fi shield. For security purposes,
we enabled AES encryption and device authentication in the WSN network [23].
Thus, the gateway transforms the received Xbee data packet to an MQTT frame
comprising a topic and data and send via an SSL/TLS connection to theMQTTbroker
based on the public-subscribe protocol [13]. The proposed IoT platform is based on
a time-series database that stores the received data, as well as on the Node-RED
[14] and the Grafana [15], open-source solutions for data processing and visualiza-
tion to efficiently provide alerts and a private dashboard to end-users (physicians,
health authorities) and to citizens via the public interface https://iot-city.weebly.com/.
Figure 5 illustrates the dashboard of the IoT platform where the end-users are signed
in with secure accounts.

https://iot-city.weebly.com/
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4 Evaluation of the Performance of Sensors
and Forecasting

Two multi-sensor nodes were deployed at specific locations in the city of Volos,
which allowed us to evaluate the performance of our IoT framework. Specifically,
we analyzed the sensor data that have been collected from September 2019 until
December 2020. Within the scope of the performance and accuracy evaluation of the
sensor data, we used as reference the data obtained from the meteorological station
of Volos (http://penteli.meteo.gr/stations/volos/). Our analysis was supported by the
Node-RED configurations and was focused specifically on the temperature data. We
noticed that due to sensor nodes outage periods (e.g., sensor’s overheating ormalfunc-
tions) at specific times during the study period, there were missing measurements or
outliers. Additionally, for some dayswe observed a high number ofmeasurements for
a relatively small timeframe, while for other days we only had a single measurement.
To address these problems, we performed data imputation by calculating the mean
value per day and per node and throughmerging the two time-series data from node-1
and node-2. However, there were still some days without any value, which directed
us to perform linear interpolation to fit the curve of the merged mean temperature
values (hereafter merged data). On the other hand, we also calculated the mean value
per day for the reference temperature. Figure 6 shows the daily mean values for the
reference sensor, for each one of the two nodes and for the merged data.

As evaluation criteria, we used the Pearson squared correlation coefficient (R2)
and the mean absolute error (MAE), in order to compare merged data from the sensor
against the reference data (we target to high R2 and low MAE values). Additionally,
we also computed the 3-day moving average, the weekly moving average and the
monthly moving average, and our findings are shown in Table 2. In overall, it seems

Fig. 6 Daily mean values for temperature data (node-1, node-2, merged data, reference sensor)

http://penteli.meteo.gr/stations/volos/
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Table 2 Comparison of the merged data against reference temperature data

Criteria Daily mean 3-days moving average Weekly moving
average

Monthly moving
average

R2 0.818 0.839 0.846 0.751

MAE 1.891 1.777 1.773 2.287

Table 3 Comparison of
the forecasting algorithms on
the temperature data

Criteria LSTM PROPHET ARIMAX

R2 −0.817 −0.104 −0.558

MAE 1.553 0.96 1.535

that the 3-days andweeklymoving averagefiltering perform slightly better and allows
us to conclude that the data generated from the low-cost sensors is almost identical to
the reference data, and effectively capture the same temperature observations. This
implies that our implemented multi-sensor nodes can be efficiently used for environ-
mental monitoring. Furthermore, we have used daily moving mean values as input
to the forecasting algorithms (LSTM [16], PROPHET [17], ARIMAX [18]). The
LSTM algorithm was executed by removing the trend and keeping the seasonality.
We used 30 lags (30 previous days, 1 month) to predict the next and ran 10 separately
LSTM models. The PROPHET algorithm was executed by setting the parameters
daily seasonality to true, seasonality mode to multiplicative, monthly seasonality to
true, changepoint_prior_scale to 0.9, and seasonality_prior_scale to 50 (Table 3).

Table 3 depicts the calculated R2 and MAE values between the predictions
produced from the aforementioned algorithms and the reference sensor data. The
negative R2 means that the correlation between the predictions and the data from
the reference sensor is really low and the three prediction models require more data.
The results that the three forecasting models also depend on the data imputation.
Therefore, it is deduced that it is very important to sustain the adequate performance
in IoT framework like ours, so that sensor nodes produce data efficiently without any
gaps due to sensors’ outages.

5 Conclusion

Current work presents an efficient way to measure air pollutants in a smart city envi-
ronment and capture the microclimatic variations using low-cost sensors and devices
aswell as open-source IoT platform solutions. The utilized low-power techniques and
energy autonomous mechanisms are described in detail along with the overall low-
cost IoT framework. Furthermore,we demonstrate how low-cost sensors can improve
their performance and accuracy by employing filtering algorithms. Moreover, fore-
casting algorithms like LSTM and Prophet are evaluated for the prognostic efficiency
on the measurement sensor, and we show how multi-sensor nodes outages can be
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mitigated with proper data imputation from neighbor nodes. Future work includes
the support of mesh topologies and LoRa wide-area network modulation techniques
to extend further the coverage area in a fault-tolerant mode while collecting data
for more than a year. Additional updates will support the filtering mechanisms in
the multi-sensor nodes rather than the IoT platform itself while the application of
machine-learning techniques on the edge will be also evaluated.
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Cloud-Based E-learning: Concepts,
and its Beneficial Role During
the COVID-19 Dilemma

Rasha Al Bashaireh

Abstract In the epoch of education and emerging technologies, information tech-
nology plays a considerable role in the field of education. Cloud computing is one
of the most leading emerging paradigms in computing’s leverage on education due
to its dynamic scalability, high availability, and other valuable characteristics. Tradi-
tional E-learning systems have a high infrastructure required to provide concurrent
service to various learners. The use of a cloud computing platform offers an effective
solution to enhance the quality of education by providing novel methods of learning
and teaching which affect both learners and instructors. This paper will introduce
why cloud-based E-learning enhances the quality of education by first investigating
its concepts, including its architecture and characteristics. A shift from E-learning to
cloud-based E-learning is also discussed. Accordingly, the benefits of using cloud-
based E-learning are highlighted for the institutions, learners, and instructors. The
recent challenges of cloud-based E-learning are also explained, and future work will
provide ways to overcome them. The sudden (COVID-19) pandemic has affected
general safety, the economy, and education worldwide. As a result, many preventive
measures such as lockdowns and social distancing are enforced. Such changes put
unprecedented pressure on the education process. To keep up sustained and produc-
tive education, educational institutions of all nations switched to online teaching and
learning. Hence, the demand for cloud-based E-learning applications has increased
to engage learners in the online mode settings. This paper also discusses the impact
and benefits of the cloud-based E-learning systems during COVID 19 dilemma.
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1 Introduction

Education is an essential aspect of all human beings’ lives since education is critical
to solve every problemwe face. In this era, information technology plays a prominent
role in the education sector, providing new ways of teaching outside the classroom,
using new emerging technologies to maximize educational outcomes that benefit
both students and teachers. Out of the pool of paradigms to gain knowledge via
technology, one of the most emerging educational paradigms is E-learning; it is
an electronic-based learning procedure developed by interacting with electronically
delivered content, related services, and offered support [1].

Recently, E-learning has overwhelmingly been adopted and become an alternative
to attend a class in the classic learning paradigm. It effectively integrates learning
tools, supporting materials, and prepared content and services to deliver educational
content in configurable settings [2]. Table 1 illustrates a brief comparison between the
conventional learning and the E-learning approaches, paying attention to the features
of learning needs. In E-learning, learners use any computer to learn a certain skill
[1]. In addition, other idioms are used to describe this teaching paradigm, like online
learning, distributed learning, network learning, and Web-based learning.

Cloud computing has become one of the significant emerging developed areas
of research in the past few years. On the authority of the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) in September 2011 [3], cloud computing (CC) is offi-
cially defined as a model for enabling ubiquitous, appropriate, on-demand network
access to a shared space of configurable computing resources (e.g., storage, applica-
tions, servers, networks, and services). Furthermore, these resources can be speedily
provisioned and released with the least management effort or service provider inter-
action. The main goal for CC is to offer efficient access to distant and geographically
disseminated resources. Therefore,most popular social networking, email, document

Table 1 Conventional learning versus electronic learning [2]

Categories Conventional learning E-learning

Focus on learning Teacher centered Student centered

Motivations Competitions Cooperation and teamwork

Time and place limits Limited No limits

How to respond Predefined responses Reconstruction of replies

Content compatibility Unchanged Change according to users

Educational prerequisites Physical space for learners and
educational resources

Virtual area for various
educational resources

Up-to-date educational
resources

Fixed content Dynamic content

Forms of educational
content

Books Multimedia learning content
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sharing, and online gaming sites are hosted on the cloud. Google, Amazon, and IBM
are very active in this field.

CC is provided by three different types of services: infrastructure as a service
(IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as services (SaaS) [2]. In IaaS, the
associated data and computing infrastructure are provided as a service to the user in
the structure of a virtual machine along with related networks and servers. In PaaS,
an application development computing platform is provided by cloud providers as
a service to the developer [2]. PaaS provides necessary development equipment to
developers such as database storage, Web server, operating systems, and program-
ming language editor’s space. It opens the door and opportunities for application
developers to create their software. It can be run on a cloud platformwith no demands
to maintain the required software and hardware capabilities. In SaaS, software appli-
cations and operating systems are provided to the user by the cloud provider. In
this model, the user can utilize the software applications as services that will run on
infrastructure organized by the SaaS vendor [2].

CC is becoming a charming technology due to its dynamic and effective employ-
ment of resources [4]. E-learning systems have high infrastructure requirements that
are necessary to provide concurrent service to many students. Most educational insti-
tutions cannot afford such investments and environment; therefore, CC is the finest
solution. CC provides the platform to support E-learning. It delivers computing hard-
ware and software resources as a service over the Internet with low cost and fast
connectivity, promises scalability, enhanced availability, and cost savings [2].

In the twenty-first century, the whole world faced the most significant challenge
called the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, most nations worldwide imposed rigid
restrictions or complete lockdown in schools, colleges, and universities [5]. Here,
online education was the only option for higher education (HE) organizations to
continue the learning process efficiently during such COVID-19 pandemic emerging
crisis. Therefore, the cloud-based E-learning systems were very beneficial for the
online teaching–learning processes, providing a broad gamut of services in the educa-
tional institutes during the pandemic crisis. Furthermore, cloud-based resources can
reinforce the quality of education cost effectively, supporting its sustainability by
facilitating the storage capabilities, software, and on-demand infrastructure, bene-
fiting both instructors and learners [5].Morewill be discussed regarding the valuable,
helpful turn of cloud-based E-learning in the COVID-19 dilemma in Sect. 7.

This paper aims to discuss how CC technology enhanced education. A brief defi-
nition of E-learning and a comparison between E-learning and traditional learning is
stated first. Then, the shift from E-learning to cloud-based E-learning is discussed,
going through its architecture, characteristics, benefits, and challenges. In addi-
tion, this paper emphasizes on the valuable role of cloud-based E-learning systems
in the COVID-19 dilemma. This paper remainder is arranged as follows: Sect. 2
briefly describes the cloud-based E-learning architecture layers. Section 3 presents
the significant concepts of cloud-based E-learning versus conventional E-learning.
In addition, the fundamental characteristics of cloud-based E-learning are briefly
introduced in Sect. 4. A spotlight on the expected key benefits of using cloud-
based E-learning is provided in Sect. 5. Moreover, the challenges of implementing
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cloud-based E-learning are highlighted in Sect. 6. In addition, the cloud-based E-
learning valuable role in the COVID-19 crisis is well discussed in Sect. 7. Finally,
the Conclusion and future ideas are summarized in Sect. 8.

2 Cloud-Based E-learning Architecture

Cloud-based E-learning is a type of CC technology in education for E-learning
systems that creates the future for E-learning infrastructure [6]. It includes all the
needed hardware and software resources used in the traditional E-learning infras-
tructure. After all these educational materials are virtualized in cloud servers, they
can be made available for students, other educational institutions, and businesses in
the form of a rent base from cloud vendors [2]. Cloud-based E-learning architecture
is divided into five main layers: the infrastructure or hardware resource layer, which
performs a dynamic physical host pool [2]; the software resource layer that provides
a unified interface for E-learning developers [5]; the resource management layer;
the service layer which contains three levels of services (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS); and
finally, the application layer which provides content production, content delivery,
education objectives, evaluation component, and management features, as education
tools [5].

2.1 Hardware Resource Layer

The hardware resource layer is the most important layer for the whole infrastructure;
it supports the higher levels with computing and storage capacity [7]. This layer is
composed of information infrastructure such as Internet/Intranet, system software
and common hardware. It is also composed of teaching resources which is mainly
preserved in the classic teaching model, which then distributed to various domains
[6]. This layer comes in the lowest level of cloud service middleware, providing the
basic computing power such as the CPU and the physical memory. A virtualization
group is created from the physical server, storage, and network via virtualization
technology to be triggered by the superior software platform [8]. The congregation
of physical hosts is considered dynamic, whichmeans that an unprecedented physical
host is appended to enhance and optimize the primary physical computing potency
for cloud middleware services. Mention that the user hardly notices any hardware
failure in this layer since fault tolerance is allowed in another layer, concluding that
hardware resources are not faulted tolerant [2].
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2.2 Software Resource Layer

The software resource layer is created and composed with the help of operating
systems and middleware. Various types of software resources are incorporated via
middleware technology to provide a consolidated interface for software developers,
making it easier to embed applications in the cloud, provided for theCCusers [9]. This
layer basically contains the prepared learning materials and all Web-based services
for theory and practical subjects offered by the instructors, easily reached via the
Internet. The main elements engaged here are the learners (end users), instructors,
and cloud service providers [2].

2.3 Resource Management Layer

The resource management layer is the key to accomplishing loose coupling of soft-
ware and hardware resources [9]. The management of resource situation, instructor’s
resource allocation system, user/learner resource system, payment specifics, future
requests, and software distribution on various hardware can be achieved by
integrating virtualization and CC scheduling strategies [2].

2.4 Service Layer

The service layer is separated into three primary levels of services, namely software
as a service (SaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and platform as a service
(PaaS) [7]. In SaaS, CC services are provided for consumers on-demand. As such,
cloud consumers can utilize the software on the Internet without purchasing and
amendment, where a monthly fee is paid only, which is a different process from the
use of traditional software [7]. PaaS is a platform provided for application developers
to create and develop their own software, to be delivered later over the Internet. In
contrast, the IaaS layer reflects the IaaS infrastructure-related services as the primary
lowest layer of thewhole network. These layers support the use of a diversity of cloud
resources [2].

2.5 Application Layer

The application layer consists of the E-learning application services and tools devel-
oped to share integrated learning resources in the CC model, which provides an
interactive interface between users by ways of synchronous or asynchronous discus-
sions [2]. Sharing of learning resources includes teacher’s course material, teaching
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Fig. 1 Architecture of cloud-based E-learning [2, 10]

information resources such as information centers, digital libraries, and multimedia
contents [7]. This layer embraces primary learning components, such as content and
curriculum creation, learning objectives, content delivery techniques, the assess-
ment component, and finally, the management component [6]. Figure 1 illustrates
the services of the CCmodel related to an education application. As shown, a circular
mechanism is proceeding. The computer and the cloud storage dispense the benefits
of software and management resource data which is then passed to the three services
levels in the CC model. A movement to the next step is later made according to the
user’s needs once contacting the educational application [10].

3 Concept of Cloud-Based Computing for E-learning

In today’s generation, digital education is common place. The resources from which
we learn are trending away from tangible items towards Web-based information and
resources. The education industry has already seen a shift from classroom-based
learning to Web-based. But the promising emerging change now is from standard
E-learning to cloud-based E-learning, where it is very appealing for educational
institutions compared to traditional E-learning [4].

The concept of cloud-based E-learning is to reside the same fundamentals and
resources of traditional E-learning on a cloud-based platform. By doing so, the
cloud provider’s resources are used instead of an individual educational institution’s
resources. Despite the institution’s decision to adopt IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS, they do
not have to eliminate the initial and expensive hardware investment to host their E-
learning environment. The cloud provider is thus responsible for themanagement and
maintenance of the hardware resources. Accordingly, the institution’s management
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Table 2 Electronic-learning
versus cloud-based
E-learning [2]

Categories Electronic
learning

Cloud-based
E-learning

Hardware cost High Low

Storage Fixed capacity Dynamic capacity

Management By E-learning
professional

By computer
technician

Time to implement Long in
comparison

Short in
comparison

Processing power Fixed Based on demand

Security More secure in
comparison

Less secure in
comparison

Overall cost Initial investment Pay per use

and maintenance role of the E-learning environment is left to be limited in retro-
spect. This relationship provides vital benefits for educational institutions, outlined
in Sect. 5—learners and instructors as end users also benefit from this highly sophis-
ticated and efficient environment of CC [1]. Educational institutions have many
responsibilities that range from housing issues to college food and sports. On the
other hand, a cloud provider’s primary focus and responsibility are to provide an
efficient cloud-computing environment. Undoubtedly, cloud providers can provide
computing services much more effectively than educational institutions, which is
why the industry is trending toward cloud-based education.

Traditional E-learning and cloud E-learning share a similar primary objective,
the education of its users. However, cloud-based E-learning allows this objective
to be achieved effectively. In addition to being more effective for end users, cloud-
based E-learning is also a more sophisticated option for educational institutions
regarding time to implementation, processingpower,management, and cost [2]. Table
2 outlines some general distinctions between E-learning and cloud-based E-learning
in respect to hardware cost, storage, management, time to implement, processing
power, security, and overall cost. In all the categories except security, cloud-based
E-learning is the breadwinner.

4 Cloud-Based E-learning Characteristics

Cloud-based E-learning environments share essential characteristics, which are
broken down into the following six categories: availability, communication, collab-
orative environment, resource pooling and elasticity, data, and measured services.
Described below.
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4.1 Availability

One of the most important characteristics a cloud-based E-learning environment
should retain is high availability. Learners and instructors need stable connectivity
and on-demand access to educational resources maintained in the cloud. Access
should also be achievable from a multitude of devices and platforms. Therefore,
high-performance computing power and large storage capabilities are well utilized
by cloud providers to efficiently provide resources [7]. Moreover, in terms of broad
network access, high bandwidth should also be provided to ensure cloud servers’
connection efficiency [2].

4.2 Communication

The cloud environment facilitates communication between students and instructors
via direct one-to-one communication like e-mail, webinars, or live sessions [11] and
indirect contact such as uploading assignments and coursematerial, providing grades,
and creating announcements. To ensure these services, cloud providers should main-
tain the characteristics of availability, elasticity, and data access. Moreover, commu-
nication can be enhanced by guaranteeing fault tolerance in the cloud environment.
Thus, cloud providersmust have a pre-devisedmethodology for handling unexpected
failures, such as detecting the node with failure and then diverting to another node
[7]. This results in an available and reliable system for the end users.

4.3 Collaborative Environment

One of themajor distinctions between non-cloud and cloudE-learning is the access of
data and resources,where cloud-based educational systems encourage a collaborative
environment. Therefore, cloud providers should manage a flow of users’ requests
attempting to access the same resources and data simultaneously. This is important
regarding sharing content for project-based learning settings. Moreover, cloud-based
educational services, such as Moodle, improve collaboration between teachers and
students [11]. The teachers create and distribute content, and students can access
materials despite time and space conditions.

4.4 Resource Pooling and Elasticity

Cloud provider resources and pooling of computing services are located in various
areas, ondifferent platforms, and runningother software.However, to the enduser, the
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provider should ensure a seamless environment. In instances of SaaS, the provider
should enable multiple access levels, and multitenancy, where users are isolated
from each other, and resources are assigned to them in response to their demands
[2]. For instance, in education, the educational institutions have many faculties
and students that need access to cloud resources concurrently, the cloud provider
should ensure resources are dynamically assigned and reassigned according to user
demand. This creates rapid elasticity, where the virtual cloud can control the allo-
cated resources rapidly and automatically respond to specific requirements, such as
expanding through the examination time and reducing during vacations.

4.5 Data

Cloud-baseddata providers shouldguarantee data availability, reliability, and security
for their user’s data. Furthermore, since data storage in the cloud is an essential part
of the E-learning settings, cloud providers must provide redundancymethods to back
up data in their servers. Thus, no loss of data happens in case of a user’s device failure.

4.6 Measured Services

Students use educational resources provided by the cloud differently. Thus, cloud
providers must monitor the provisioning of services. This will aid in determining
the amount to bill the institution, where a level of transparency is provided for the
providers and users regarding the used services by monitoring and controlling the
resource usage. Typically cloud providers charge on a pay-per-use basis [3].

5 Cloud-Based E-learning Benefits

Cloud-based E-learning has many valuable benefits, described in terms of benefits
for educational institutions, learners, and instructors as follows:

5.1 Benefits for Educational Institutions

Educational institution benefit is summarized as decreased costs, enhanced storage
capacity, latest versions and software updates, and device independence. In decreased
costs, E-learning users can run the applications from the cloud through their PC,
mobile phones, tablet PC having a minimum configuration with Internet connec-
tivity. No need for a high-end configured computers to run E-learning applications
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anymore. The institutions only require systems with the least possible memory, low
processing capability, and less storage to run a Web application established on the
cloud. Moreover, the institutions have to pay per use, and for space they need. While
in enhanced storage capacity, cloud provides unlimited storage capacity as compared
to other servers; usually, the user was restricted to the storage of a single personal
computer or server on a network [12]. CC will allow for the institutions to upload
and save a vast amount of data without any concern [2].

In latest versions and software update, the institutions do not have to worry about
the software versions because the CC always updates the software and have the latest
version; therefore, there is no risk of having an outdated version of software on the
computer device [12]. Concerning device independence, users no longer need to tie
to a single computer or network; their existing applications and documents will be
provided via the cloud [13].

5.2 Benefits for Learners

The general benefits for learners and students are summarized as worldwide access to
resources, easier collaboration for team-based projects, increased computing power,
and online course. In the worldwide access to resources, students can require docu-
ments on the cloud geographically. Therefore, the students can access any resources
they need from anywhere. While in easier collaboration for team-based projects,
the learners can collaborate easily to perform the different tasks doing a partic-
ular project. In increased computing power, CC is beneficial for students’ research,
project, and other activities because it supplies many processing powers [2]. Also,
more resource-consuming jobsmaybe accomplishedwith a single personal computer
[12].

In an online course, students can continue their classes from anywhere in the
world. For example, students studying abroad can pursue their classes and take their
exams online when they travel back home in the summer semester. Also, they can get
feedback about the courses from instructors and send their projects and assignments
online to their teachers.

5.3 Benefits for Instructors

Instructors benefited from the cloud-based E-learning technology in many teaching-
related tasks such as providing better content resources for learners, Facilitating
feedback submission, increased data reliability, better interaction, and communi-
cation with learners. CC helps teachers offer better digital resources for students
like video, DOC, PPT, and PDF files for book references. The feedback submission
feature is also facilitated using CC; students can submit their assignments online,
and the teacher can accordingly give feedback. This saves time for both instructors
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and students. Concerning the increased data reliability, it means that if the teachers’
computers crash for any reason, they still can access all their data since it resided in
the cloud [13]. The data reliability eliminates the necessity to backup documents and
possession of portable hard drives [12]. In better interaction and communication with
learners, the teachers can communicate with their students rapidly in a convenient
way online. For instance, to the time of 2021 era, the professors at Tafila Technical
University used Moodle to communicate with their students because it is the easiest
available way for online interaction since students can receive a notification email to
know there is something sent to them.

6 Cloud-Based E-learning Challenges

Nowadays, most educational institutions have established portals to provide an E-
learning environment to overcome the traditional learning approach or support online
long-distance learning. However, there are apparent challenges in implementing CC
to E-learning technology despite all the valuable benefits of cloud-based E-learning
systems. These challenges are related towell-known technical issues such as network
connection, reliability, portability, security, and privacy. Since the entire idea of cloud
service depends on a network, a constant Internet connection is required to pursue
cloud functionalities and accomplish users’ tasks. A cloud connection failure can
cause loss of users’ unsaved data, efforts, time, and accomplished work [13]. Thus,
it is impossible to use CC in areas with a loss of Internet connection [12].

Furthermore, reliability is a severe concern for the majority of educational insti-
tutions that adopt the CC systems. Since the cloud servers also experience slow-
downs and downtimes, simultaneously, consumers depend on the cloud service
provider [14]. While efficient resources such as bug fixes and technical support
are hardly offered by some cloud service providers, especially from developed coun-
tries [15]. Regarding the security issue, it is an essential aspect when dealing with
E-learning systems and materials. Most educational institutions have a sense of inse-
curity about storing their data and information on CC systems that they do not fully
control [13]. Thus, SaaS providers must provide a high-security level to guarantee
subscribers’ trust since their data is held on various providers to be securely integrated
and utilized [2].

In general, and due to the nature of CC, exploring the privacy issue is complex.
However, tremendous challenges regarding the privacy of CC are noticed, especially
for data, such as access, storage, retention, audit, andmonitoring, besides the breaches
and debates of many related legal systems [15]. One of the last challenges to mention
here is the portability issue; since many students and instructors complete their work
at home, they might face proprietary interfaces limits when trying to provide systems
back in-house or joining another cloud provider [13]. More challenges will be inves-
tigated as future work for this paper, especially those related to the use of cloud-based
E-learning capabilities in the COVID-19 pandemic.
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7 Beneficial and Valuable Role of Cloud-Based E-learning
Platforms in the COVID-19 Dilemma

Through the sudden storm of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, recent technology has
played a crucial role as a lifesaver. Accordingly, the World Wide Web was the most
predominant medium to pursue the teaching–learning process during the lockdown.
Here, the power of the E-learning systems was revealed to be a significant tool for
instructors in the entire globe to continue the education process [16]. University
faculty, schoolteachers, and courses instructors utilized well-developed E-learning
platforms to share class materials and lectures in diverse forms (Word document,
PPTs, PDFs, slideshows, and audio-visual videos) through some leading online
educational Web cloud-based applications, such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and
G-suite cloud meeting. [16]. These well-known educational applications provided
many valuable features for free to the educational institutes. Such features involve
curriculum management features, time-table automation and organizing, homework
preparation, direct messaging, and grading features [16]. Hence, a considerable
growth of their users is noticed. According to a recent report, Microsoft Team
consumers were about 750 on March 10; then by the beginning of the COVID-19
crisis, around March 24, they reached up to 138,698 [17].

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, the needs of today’s learners can be fulfilled
by the use of cloud-based E-learning systems that have been proven very beneficial
for the online teaching–learning processes during such crisis due to many reasons
[16]. The adoption of such applications was mandatorily needed by educational
organizations, in general, and by higher educational organizations, in specific. The E-
learning cloud-based systems follow a new schemeof online data storage, processing,
and management as a substitute for conventional servers. This new model provides
easy online access to enormous computing capabilities. Such cloud-based systems
can deliver their 24 × 7 services in scalable, easily attainable, reliable, safe ways
[5]. Owing to the emerging benefits of cloud-based E-learning, they can provide a
broad gamut of services for the education process in educational institutes. Further-
more, cloud-based resources can reinforce the quality of education cost effectively,
preserving its sustainability, benefiting the instructors and the learners [5].

The COVID settings made teachers change and improve their pedagogical
approaches to suit the online courses delivery process [16]. Here, their creation
of online course materials was delivered in many surprising, innovative ways by
the support of cloud-based systems, motivating students in the learning process. As
stated by a survey result done in [11], some faculty members benefited positively
from the cloud-based E-learning systems. They mentioned that it changed their way
of teaching by reaching out to their students more efficiently and effectively through
chat groups, live video meetings during this pandemic [11].

Furthermore, either university or school students positively impacted their
learning process during the COVID dilemma using such cloud-based E-learning
systems. They can acquisition an immense amount of information at their own
convenience despite time and space conditions. Furthermore, Webinars and direct
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live communications with their instructors are facilitated via such cloud-based
educational applications. This offers a straightforward, smooth, gradual, conve-
nient approach for self-learning [16]. For instance, Sc Edu-page cloud-based school
management system portal has been excessively adopted at 150,000 schools covering
173 countries worldwide due to its free access and user-friendly functionalities [18].
Moreover, students can save a significant amount of money since traditional courses
are considered more expensive than online ones. Besides, the COVID situation and
the emerging E-learning technology allowed learners to earn their livelihood and
enhance their qualifications, accommodating both learnings and earning money and
life. Lastly, E-learning enabled learners in the COVID-19 hard times to access and
share materials smoothly, either by directly uploading to prepared cloud storage or
sharing via a social network, thus improving the learners’ and students’ collabora-
tion, especially in project-based learning settings. In addition, learning management
system (LMS) is also a kind of cloud-based educational service, such as Moodle,
used by both teachers and students effectively during the COVID dilemma to achieve
the learning objectives [11]. The teachers create and distribute content and evaluate
students’ performance. In contrast, students can access materials freely despite time
and space conditions. Also, they can participate in the live examination sessions.
LMS can facilitate the following activities: Enrolling students online for Web-based
actions; scheduling contents; deliver virtual lectures; tracking students’ performance;
communication by e-mail, webinars, or live sessions [11]. Furthermore, such LMS
can help in collecting feedback and data for overseeing the educational procedures
in a particular educational institution.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Educational institutions are and have been trending towards using Internet-based
technology to provide educational services. They facedmany challengeswhen imple-
menting non-cloud-based E-learning systems, including initial hardware cost and
continued overhead cost for managing andmaintaining. Cloud-based services offer a
more effective solution for universities to provide an E-learning environment for their
faculty and students. Educational resources can be accessed from any device despite
anywhere, anytime conditions. Cloud-based learning systems are a new attractive
E-learning paradigm for providing E-learning services. They require a low cost of
hardware and software, have flexible deployment, and require less onsite mainte-
nance. Thus, educational institutions no longer pay for infrastructure because the
cloud service provider provides it. The sudden blast of the COVID-19 virus, espe-
cially in educational organizations, won’t be handled effectively without E-learning
systems. This worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has manifested the enormous value
of E-learning globally. Therefore, it was worth it in this paper to focus on cloud-
based E-learning applications and their beneficial role in the COVID-19 pandemic
to all institutions, instructors, and learners. With all the benefits CC provides for the
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E-learning environment, some challenges need to be addressed in future work, espe-
cially data privacy challenges, such as access, storage, audit, andmonitoring. As time
progresses, solutions for the recent challenges will be developed just in time for new
challenges to arise, especially with all the emerging problems due to the extensive
use of cloud-based E-learning platforms during the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
the educational benefits significantly outweigh any negatives stemming from cloud-
based E-learning. In the future, more challenges will also be addressed, especially
those related to the use of cloud-based E-learning capabilities in the COVID-19
pandemic. In addition, the future of this study aims to investigate more about the
cloud-based E-learning architecture. It also aims to propose a new architecturemodel
to enhance the educational institutions’ E-learning cloud-based application services
that can suffer from the momentum of use, especially in such worldwide crises like
COVID-19.
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Packet Replays Prevention Protocol
for Secure B5G Networks
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and Zaid Ameen Abduljabbar

Abstract The beyond 5G networks (B5G) are characterized by high throughputs at
extremely low latencies and better energy consumptions. This has seen them being
deployed as the backbone of numerous Internet of Things (IoT) application domains
such as smart homes, smart cities and in intelligent transport systems. Massive and
private data flows in these ultra-dense networks andhence the need to protect them.As
such, the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has defined Authentication
and Key Agreement (AKA) protocols for secure signaling and packet exchanges
in these networks. However, these AKA protocols are susceptible to numerous
attacks, such as impersonation and packet replays. This has seen the development
of numerous schemes based on techniques such as public key cryptography, biomet-
rics, group signatures and blockchain. Unfortunately, these schemes fail to offer the
required levels of security and privacy protection at low execution time, energy and
bandwidths. In this paper, a protocol is developed that leverages on the message
authentication codes , symmetric cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography. It is
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shown that the proposed protocol is secure under the Dolev–Yao model. In terms of
performance, it exhibited the lowest execution time and has the lowest bandwidth
requirements.

Keywords Authentication · Cryptography · Dolev–Yao · ECC · Key agreement ·
Privacy · Security

1 Introduction

The Fifth Generation (5G) and beyond networks (B5G) offer massive connectivity
at extremely low latencies and energies, high reliability and with high through-
puts. These features render these networks applicable to various Internet of Things
(IoT) scenarios such as smart health, smart homes and smart grids [1]. Autonomous
driving, virtual reality, remote surgery, device-to-device communication and telepor-
tation are other application domains that depend on B5G networks. Unfortunately,
the support of many applications using diverse connection technologies exposes the
B5G networks to numerous security and privacy attacks [2]. In addition, it makes
it cumbersome to distribute and manage public keys and certificate that are typi-
cally deployed for authentication [3]. As pointed out in [4], the heterogeneous nature
of these networks implies numerous distributed servers and small cells and hence
massive data exchanges among the connected devices. Insecure transmission of
messages in these networks has severe security and privacy issues [5]. This can
be attributed to the ease with which a single compromised device will propagate
malware among all the connected devices as well as to the core network [6]. As
explained in [7], attackers can easily eavesdrop the traffic channels as well as insert
bogus messages in the communication network.

One possible solution to the security and privacy issues in B5G networks ismutual
authentication and key agreement that should precede any data exchanges [8, 9]. As
such, the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has introduced Authenti-
cation and Key Agreement (AKA) protocols in these networks. Apart from AKA
protocols, authorization services are critical in B5G as they serve to thwart some
of the security and privacy issues. Unfortunately, the conventional AKA protocols
are inadequate in the management of a myriad of devices such as those supported
by B5G networks [10]. Worse still, these protocols are vulnerable to attacks such as
Denial of Services (DoS), impersonation and Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) [11].

Consequently, the provisioning of security while at the same time upholding the
required level of Quality of Service (QoS) requires novel security architectures that
offer flexible privacy and security [12]. These new security models will support
advanced B5G technologies that are envisioned to offer convenient and ubiquitous
computing [13]. For instance, in 5G-basedwireless sensor networks (WSNs) and IoT,
massive smart devices and sensors collect high volumes of private data. Although
the collected information is deployed for intelligent decision making that provide
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comfort and convenience, it increases attack surfaces from which adversaries may
invade the networked smart systems [8].

Although massive machine-type communications (mMTCs) coupled with ultra-
reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) offer device ultra-densification,
low latencies and energy efficiency, the adoption of small cells in B5G networks
results in frequent handovers and hence frequent authentications. Consequently, there
is increased latency which contracts the B5G goals. This calls for fast and efficient
authentication protocols to offer the much needed scalability [14]. The computing
power of the devices in these networks, such as sensors and actuators, is very limited
[15]. As such, the authentication protocols in B5G are required to be lightweight
so as to consume the least energy and bandwidth [5]. In this paper, the following
contributions are made:

I. A protocol that leverages on the message authentication codes, symmetric
cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography is developed for B5G authenti-
cations

II. It is shown that the proposed protocol is secure under all the Dolev–Yao model
security assumptions

III. Performance evaluation of the proposed protocol shows that it has the least
execution time at the lowest bandwidth requirements

IV. It is shown that II and III above endear the proposed protocol applicable to
B5G networks.

The rest of this research article is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related
work,while Sect. 3 highlights the systemmodel of the proposedprotocol.On the other
hand, Sect. 4 presents and discusses the simulation results, while Sect. 5 concludes
the paper and gives future directions.

2 Related Work

Numerous protocols have been presented in literature to offer protection to the traffic
and signaling data exchanged over B5G networks. For instance, authors in [16]
have introduced an authentication scheme to thwart active attacks. However, the
AKA in [16] is still susceptible to impersonation, packet replays, DoS and MitM
attacks. On the other hand, the authentication scheme presented in [10] has scal-
ability issues, while the scheme in [17] has high computation and communication
overheads. Authors in [18] and [19] have developed blockchain-based authentication
frameworks for increased trust levels among the communicating entities. Although
the schemes in [18] and [19] offer integrity protection and intrusion prevention, they
have high computation and storage requirements due to deployment of blockchains
[20] which is not ideal for B5G-supported IoT communications [21].

The identity-based authentication scheme presented in [22] uses secret keys to
validate the user equipment (UE) to the home network (HN). However, this protocol
lacks the registration phase and is still vulnerable to impersonation attacks. Authors
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in [23] have presented a privacy-preserving authentication technique. Unfortunately,
the scheme in [23] is susceptible to de-synchronization attacks. On the other hand, the
public key cryptography-based protocol in [24] has key escrow issues. In addition, it
potentially results in high communication and computation overheads [25]. Authors
in [26] have introduced two anonymous AKA protocols, but these protocols fail
to offer user privacy. Similarly, two group key authentication protocols have been
presented in [27] for privacy preservation. However, the schemes in [27] have high
computation costs and are susceptible to MitM attacks should one of the group
members turn out to be malicious [28].

A Diffie–Hellman-based authentication scheme is presented in [29] to offer
protection against linkability and MitM attacks. However, the deployment of public
keys during the authentication phasemay lead to increased latencies [25]. In addition,
this protocol is vulnerable to de-synchronization attacks and has high communica-
tion overheads. A three-factor authentication scheme is introduced in [30]. Unfortu-
nately, this protocol does not address biometric noise [31]. Similarly, the scheme in
[32] cannot uphold forward key secrecy and is not robust against privileged insider
attacks. Authors in [33] have developed a protocol to prevent distributedDoS attacks.
However, this technique cannot scale well with increased communication sessions.
On the other hand, the authentication scheme in [34] fails to validate packet headers
and is susceptible to flooding attacks.

3 System Model

In the proposed protocol, the 5G core network comprises various functions instead of
physical entities. Specifically, network function virtualization (NFV) and software-
defined networking (SDN) are integratedwith the packet core network entities such as
the Access and Mobility Function (AMF), User Plane Function (UPF), Unified Data
Management (UDM), Policy Control Function (PCF), Session Management Func-
tion (SMF), Authentication Server Function (AUSF), Network Repository Function
(NRF), Application Function (AF), Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF) and
Network Exposure Function (NEF). As shown in Fig. 1, the 5G network intercon-
nects various communication technologies such as IoT, cloud computing, Internet,
relay nodes, multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) and mobile relay nodes
(MRNs) among others. In this environment, security and privacy are major issues as
vulnerabilities in one network component can compromise the entire system. Strong
mutual authentication followed by session key agreement is the first step toward
securing the B5G networks.

The proposed protocol involved three parties, which included the user equipment
(UE), source gNB and target gNB (TgNB). The proposed authentication and key
agreement protocol is executed whenever any of the network entities such as UEs or
smart devices attempts to request for any B5G services.
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Fig. 1 Network architecture

As already pointed out, the proposed protocol deployed message authentication
codes, symmetric cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography. The ECC mathe-
matical formulations and hardness problems deployed in this algorithm are the same
as those in [28]. Table 1 presents the symbols used in this article together with their
brief descriptions.

The requested service in this case is the handover from the source gNB toward
the target gNB. It is assumed that the UE had executed the same authentication
and key agreement procedures before connecting to the source gNB. As such, only
the authentication to the target gNB is considered in this protocol. The proposed
protocol was executed in three major phases, which comprised of the parameter
setting phase, mutual authentication and finally the key agreement phase. These
phases are discussed in the subsections that follow.

3.1 Parameter Setting Phase

This phase consisted of the following three steps:

Step 1: The TgNB selects point Q of order N over E and generates both H and C

= H.Q. This is followed by the selection of h(.) before buffering H in its
repository.

Step 2: Generate UEID for the ith UE together with bothH and�. Next, the TgNB
derives B = h(UEID) and � = Q(B + H). Since C = H.Q, we have: �

= QB + C.
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Table 1 Symbols and their
descriptions

Symbol Description

E Elliptic curve

H High entropy master key

C TgNB public key

h(.) One-way hashing operation

Q A point on E of order N

FQ Finite field of order N

UEID UE identity

H UE’s secret token

� H’s identity

� UE’s public key

ζ UE private key

χ Group of Q points on E

TID Tracking area identity

|| Concatenation operation

⊕ XOR operation

Ri Random numbers

gi Timestamps

EH Encryption using H

DH Decryption using H

�i Pseudo-random numbers

AReq UE authentication request

ARes TgNB authentication response

�g Transmission latency

φT, φU TgNB and UE session keys respectively

Step 3: Using H, the TgNB computes UE’s private key ζ = Q(H + B)−1 ∈ G.
Afterward, TgNB buffers all computed parameters before sending M =
{h(.), E, N, C, Q, FQ, H, �, B,ζ} to UE through some secure channel.

3.2 Authentication and Key Agreement Phase

These two phases involved the following five major steps:

Step 1: The UE selects R1 ∈ Z∗
N and derives RI = R1.Q and Ϋ = R1.ζ before

determining current timestamp g1. It then proceeds to compute security
parameters A1 = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||Ϋ||g1) and A2 = EH(UEID, TID, g1).

Step 2: To uphold integrity for the exchanged packets, the UE derives B1 =
MACA1 (UEID, g1, Ϊ). Next, it generates �1 that it uses to derive Z =
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h(TID||�1) ⊕ (�||g1) before sending authentication request AReq = {Z,
A2, Ϊ, B1, �1, g1} to the TgNB.

Step 3: Upon receipt of AReq, TgNB determines g2 and checks whether (g2- g1)≤
�g. If this condition does not hold, the authentication process is aborted.
However, if this condition is true, it computes h(TID||�1) and retrieves
�, H and UEID from its repository. It then executes decryption DH(A2)
to yield UEID

*, TID
* and g1*. Next, it verifies whether UEID

* = UEID,
TID

* = TID and g1* = g1. On condition that these validations are unsuc-
cessful, the authentication process is aborted. However, these checks are
successful, the TgNB derives B* = h(UEID), Ϋ* =Ϊ(H + B∗)−1, A1

* =
h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||Ϋ*||g1) and B1

* = MACA∗
1
(UEID

*, g1*, Ϊ). It then verifies
whether B1

* = B1 such that if this condition does not hold, the authenti-
cation process is aborted, otherwise it proceeds to the next step as shown
in Fig. 2.

Step 4: The TgNB chooses random number R2 ∈ Z∗
N that is deployed to derive

C1 = R2.Q, C2 = R2.Ϊ, A3 = EH(UEID, TID, g2), B2 = MACA∗
1
((TID,

g2, C1). This is followed by the computation of session key φT =
h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||C2). Next, it generates �2 that is employed to derive
security parameter D1 = h(TID||�2||) ⊕ (�||g2). Finally, TgNB sends
authentication response ARes = {D1, C1, A3, B2, �2, g2} back to the UE.

Step 5: On receiving ARes, the UE determines current timestamp g3 used to check
whether (g3- g2) ≤ �g. Provided that this freshness check returns false,
the authentication process is aborted, otherwise the UE retrieves � from
its memory before executing DH(A3) to obtain UEID

*, TID* and g2*. After-
ward, the UE verifies whether TID* = TID and g2* = g2. If the verifica-
tion results are negative, the authentication session is aborted, otherwise
it derives B2

* = MACA1 ((TID, g2*, C1). This is followed by the verifica-
tion of whether B2

* = B2 and if the result is negative, the authentication
process is aborted. However, if the result is positive the UE proceeds to
derive D2 = R1.C1 and compute session key φU = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||D2)
for traffic protection. Consequently, the communication channel between
the UE and TgNB is now fully authenticated, and they can commence
payload exchanges.

4 Results and Discussion

This section presents the security evaluation as well as the performance evaluation
of the proposed protocol as discussed below.
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Fig. 2 Message flows in the proposed protocol

4.1 Security Evaluation

In this section, it is shown that the proposed protocol is secure under the Dolev–Yao
model assumptions as discussed in [15]. The robustness of the proposed protocol is
based on the computational complexities of hashing algorithms, encryption protocols
and EC discrete logarithmic problem (ECDLP) elaborated in [28].

Proposition 1 The proposed protocol is resilient against packet replays.

Proof Suppose that an adversary eavesdrops the communication channel during the
authentication and key agreement phase and manages to capture {Z, A2, Ϊ, B1, �1,
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g1} sent from the UE to the TgNB. The aim is then is to retransmit this message at
time gA: { Z, A2, Ϊ, B1, �1

A, g1A} → TgNB. However, in the proposed protocol,
freshness check is executed for all the exchanged messages and hence this replayed
message will fail the (g2- g1A) ≤ �g check at the TgNB. In addition, an attacker
needs a validUE identityUEID and tracking area identity TID to derive a legitimateA2

= EH(UEID, TID, g1). Since the attacker has no knowledge of encryption key H, the
derivation of valid A2 is infeasible and this attack flops. Suppose now that an attacker
is interested in going through the B1

* =B1 verification process. This requires correct
computation of A1 = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||Ϋ||g1) deployed to derive B1 = MACA1 (UEID,
g1, Ϊ). However, based on the ECDLP axioms, getting R1 used to compute Ϋ =
R1.ζ is a computationally hard problem. In addition, changing timestamp g1 in A2

= EH(UEID, TID, g1) requires knowledge of encryption key H which is only known
to the TgNB and UE.

Suppose now that the attacker wants to replay message {D1, C1, A3, B2, �2, g2}
sent from the TgNB toward the UE. This requires the eavesdropping of this message
over the communication channels, after which an attempt is made to retransmit it
at time gA: {D1, C1, A3, B2, �1

A, g1A} → UE. However, during freshness check
(g3- g1A) ≤ �g, this bogus message will be detected. Further, during B2

* = B2

verification, an adversary needs to derive valid B2
* = MACA1 ((TID, g2*, C1), which

requires knowledge of R2 to derive legitimate C1 = R2.Q. This represents a compu-
tationally hard problem in accordance with ECDLP. Moreover, the timestamp g2 in
A3 = EH(UEID, TID, g2) cannot be changed since encryption key H is not known to
the attacker.

Proposition 2 The proposed protocol is robust against MitM attack.

Proof The aim of this attack is to hijack the communication channel between the
UE and the TgNB such that these two entities are unable to determine that they
are not directly connected to one another. Suppose that an attacker intercepts {C,
A2, Ϊ, B1, �1, g1} and replaces it with {CA, A2, ΪA, B1

A, �1
A, g1A}. However,

the composed message is unhelpful to the attacker since B1 is a keyed message
authentication code that is derived over A1. Here, an attacker is unable to derive
valid A1 = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||Ϋ||g1) due to the incorporation of Ϋ = R1.ζ that requires
UE’s secret key ζ . Since ζ is unavailable to the attacker, this attack fails. In addition,
an adversary is unable to alter A2 = EH(UEID, TID, g1) without a valid UE secret
token H. Suppose that an attacker has intercepted {D1, C1, A3, B2, �2, g2} and
replaces it with {D1

A, C1
A, A3, B2

A, �2A, g2A}. Since the attacker cannot derive
valid B2 = MACA∗

1
((TID, g2, C1) and A3 = EH(UEID, TID, g2), this attack flops.

Proposition 3 Impersonation attack is not feasible against the proposed protocol.

Proof Suppose that an attacker wants to masquerade as a legitimate UE. To
accomplish this, an adversary randomly selects R1

A and derives ΪA = R1
A.Q

that is deployed to compute bogus message ΫA. Afterward, messages A1
A =

h(UEID
A||TID||ΪA||ΫA||g1A), B1

A = MACAA
1
(UEID

A, g1A, ΪA) are derived and {ZA,
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A2, ΪA, B1
A, �1

A, g1A} constructed before being transmitted to the TgNB. Since
the UE’s real identity UEID is encrypted in A2 = EH(UEID, TID, g1), an adversary
cannot obtain it and hence fake identity UEID

A will fail the UEID
* = UEID check. In

addition, TgNB cannot establish the correct A1
A = h(UEID

A||TID||ΪA||ΫA||g1A) due to
deployment of fake ΫA instead of Ϋ* = Ϊ(H + B∗)−1. As such, B1

* 	= B1
A is easily

detected at the TgNB. Similarly, an attacker cannot impersonate the TgNB due to
lack of TgNB’s secret key H, UE’s secret token H and tracking area identity TID.
Consequently, both UE and TgNB impersonation attacks fail.

Proposition 4 Forward and backward key secrecy is upheld in the proposed
protocol.

Proof The goal of this security feature is to prevent disclosure of previous as well
as future keys upon successful compromise of private keys, session keys, long-term
keys or secret keys. Suppose that long-term secret keysH, ζ andH of both theUE and
TgNB are exposed to the attacker. However, previous session keys cannot be derived
since each session key is dynamically and independently computed at the UE and
TgNB: φU = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||D2). Here, Ϊ = R1.Q, C1 = R2.Q, and D2 = R1.C1,
in which R1 and R2 are UE and TgNB random numbers, respectively. According to
ECDLP, it is computationally infeasible for an attacker to obtain the real value of
these random numbers and hence this attack fails.

Proposition 5 The proposed protocol is resilient against physical capture attacks.

Proof Suppose that an attacker physically captures the UE and attempts to learn
its secrets so as to launch impersonation attacks against other UEs. However, in
the proposed protocol, the secret keys are independently computed at each UE and
hence the leaned secrets in one UE cannot compromise the security of other UEs.
In addition, each UE has a shared token H with the TgNB which is unique for every
UE. As such, this attack is not possible in the proposed protocol.

Proposition 6 Known session key attack is infeasible in the proposed protocol.

Proof The goal of this attack is to capture messages {Z, A2, Ϊ, B1, �1, g1} and
{D1, C1, A3, B2, �2, g2} after which an attempt is made to compute the session
key used in the previous authentication and key agreement phase. However, the
proposed protocol establishes shared session keys φT = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||C2) and
φU = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||D2) whose strength depends on the strength of one-way hash
function and the constituent secrets. Since it is computationally infeasible to reverse
a one-way hash function, and correctly guess the random numbers, this attack fails
against the proposed protocol.

Proposition 7 The proposed protocol is resilient against DoS.

Proof There are numerous techniques of launching DoS in cellular networks. For
instance, old messages can be replayed toward both the UE and TgNB. To curb this
attack, timestamps g1, g2 and g3, and random numbers R1 and R2 are incorporated
in all the exchanged messages.
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Proposition 8 The communicating entities execute strongmutual authentication and
key agreement.

Proof In the proposed protocol, TgNB authenticates the UE by checking whether
UEID

* =UEID while the UE authenticates the TgNB through checking whether TID
*

= TID. As such, after mutual authentication, the UE and TgNB can establish some
trust levels between them. Afterward, session keys φT = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||C2) and
φU = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||D2) are derived at the TgNB and UE respectively to secure
the exchanged packets.

Proposition 9 Eavesdropping is effectively prevented in the proposed protocol.

Proof To curb this attack, symmetric cryptosystems are deployed, which include A2

= EH(UEID, TID, g1), B1 = MACA1 (UEID, g1, Ϊ), A3 = EH(UEID, TID, g2) and B2 =
MACA∗

1
((TID, g2, C1). In addition, each UE has unique secret tokenHwhose identity

is �. In the proposed protocol, H is deployed to encipher {UEID, TID, g1}. On the
other hand, TgNB requires corresponding key of � so as to decrypt A2. Moreover,
traffic is protected using the computed session keys φT = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||C2) and
φU = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||C1||D2) so as to curb any packet sniffing.

Proposition 10 The proposed protocol is robust against bogus message injection
attacks.

Proof Suppose that an attacker attempts to alter the exchanged messages between
the UE and TgNB. In the proposed protocol, the UE computes B1 = MACA1 (UEID,
g1, Ϊ) which is derived over A1 = h(UEID||TID||Ϊ||Ϋ||g1). The incorporation of UEID,
Ϊ = R1.Q and Ϋ = R1.ζ and timestamp g1 implies that A1 can only be derived by
a legitimate UE. As such, an attacker is unable to change the exchanged messages
through injection of bogus packets.

Proposition 11 Anonymity of communicating entities is upheld in the proposed
protocol.

Proof Suppose that an attacker eavesdrops the communication channel between the
UE and TgNB and spoofs UEID and�. However, in the proposed protocol, whenever
the UE establishes communication session with TgNB, it does not transmit UEID in
plaintext but enciphers it in A2 = EH(UEID, TID, g1). In addition, pseudonymity of
� is attained through Z = h(TID||�1) ⊕ (�||g1) and D1 = h(TID||�2||) ⊕ (�||g2).
Consequently, on valid TgNB can derive UEID through the decryption of A2 using
H: DH(A2) to yield UEID

*, TID
* and g1*. As such, the proposed protocol attains

anonymity and is resilient against spoofing attacks.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the proposed protocol is evaluated using execution time andbandwidth
requirements as key metrics.
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Execution time: The cryptographic operations executed in the proposed protocol
included MAC operation TMAC, Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption
and decryption TAES, point multiplication TPM and hashing operations TH. Based on
the values in [3] and [35], TMAC, TAES,TPM and TH take 39 ms, 20 ms, 1.082 ms and
5 ms, respectively. Table 2 gives the computations involved at the UE and TgNB.

On the other hand, the scheme in [17, 22, 29] and [16] take 1230 ms, 1570 ms,
1020 ms and 780 ms respectively, as shown in Table 3.

Figure 3 shows the graph of execution time for the five authentication protocols.
As shown in Fig. 3, the scheme presented in [22] had the highest execution time
followed by the schemes in [17, 29] and [16] in that order.

As such, the proposed protocol had the least execution time. Since execution
time is directly proportional to the energy consumptions of the supported B5G IoT
devices, the proposed protocol is the most ideal for deployment in these IoT devices.

Table 2 Execution time computation

UE TgNB Total (ms)

3TPM + 4TH + 2TMAC +
2TAES
= (3.246 + 20 + 78 + 40)
= 141.246

3TPM + 5TH + 2TMAC +
2TAES
= (3.246 + 25 + 78 + 40)
= 146.246

6TPM + 9TH + 4TMAC +
4TAES
= (6.492 + 45 + 156 + 80)
≈ 288

Table 3 Execution time
comparisons

Protocol Execution time (ms)

[16] 780

[17] 1230

[22] 1570

[29] 1020

Proposed 288

Fig. 3 Execution time
comparisons
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Bandwidth requirements: In this analysis, the values in [3] and [35] are deployed
in which symmetric key size, timestamps, identities, pseudo-random numbers,
hashing, random numbers and MAC are 16 bytes, 5 bytes, 2 bytes, 32 bytes, 8
bytes, 16 bytes and 8 bytes, respectively, as shown in Table 4.

Using these values, the exchanged messages AReq = {Z, A2, Ϊ, B1, �1, g1} and
ARes = {D1, C1, A3, B2, �2, g2} are 85 bytes each as shown in Table 5 that follows.

On the other hand, the communication overheads for the scheme in [17, 22, 29]
and [16] are 976 bytes, 496 bytes, 490 bytes and 576 bytes, respectively, as shown
in Table 6.

Figure 4 shows the graph of the bandwidth requirements for these five authen-
tication protocols. Based on Fig. 4, the protocol in [17] had the highest bandwidth
requirements followed by the schemes in [16, 22] and [29] in that order.

As such, the proposed protocol had the least communication overheads among
all these schemes. Since bandwidth is a scarce resource, the proposed protocol made

Table 4 Parameter length

Parameters Size (bytes)

Symmetric key size 16

Timestamps 5

Identities 2

Pseudo-random numbers 32

Hashing 8

Random numbers 16

MAC 8

Table 5 Bandwidth requirement computation

UE TgNB Total (bytes)

{Z, A2, Ϊ, B1, �1, g1}
Z = B1 = 8, A2 = 16, Ϊ = 16, �1 = 32,
g1 = 5
= (8 + 8 + 16 + 16 + 32 + 5)
= 85

{D1, C1, A3, B2, �2, g2}
= (D1 = B2 = 8, C1 = A3 = 16, �2 =
32, g2 = 5
= (8 + 8 + 16 + 16 + 32 + 5)
= 85

170

Table 6 Bandwidth requirement comparisons

Protocol Bandwidth (bytes)

[16] 576

[17] 976

[22] 496

[29] 490

Proposed 170
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Fig. 4 Bandwidth
requirement comparisons

the most efficient utilization of the network bandwidth. Consequently, it is the most
ideal for deployment in ultra-dense B5G networks.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Numerous protocols have been presented in literature to protect the massive data
exchanged over the B5G networks. These schemes are based on techniques such as
biometrics, elliptic curve cryptography, blockchains and symmetric cryptography.
However, these protocols still have high storage, communication costs, execution
time, communication latencies and energy requirements. Consequently, they are not
ideal for most B5G applications scenarios such asWSN and IoT in which the sensors
and actuators have limited energy and computation power. In addition, it has been
shown that they are still susceptible to a number of attacks that can be utilized to
bring the entire network down. The developed protocol has addressed some of these
security and performance issues. In particular, it has been shown to offer anonymity,
mutual authentication and both forward and backward key secrecy. In addition, it is
robust against attacks such as bogus message injection, eavesdropping, DoS, known
session key, physical capture, impersonation, MitM and packet replays. Its ability
to exhibit the lowest execution time at the lowest bandwidth requirements makes it
applicable in B5Gnetworks. Futurework lies in the formal verification of the security
features of the proposed protocol. There is also need to evaluate this protocol using
metrics that were not within the scope of this work.
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1 Introduction

Aging presents one of the greatest socio-economic challenges in the twenty-first
century. Our research project aims at analyzing open service platforms in the AHA
and AAL fields and the measurement of their performance. To do this, a set of KPIs
needs to be defined to perform effective analysis of the platforms’ success. As the
platforms’ success involvesmore than one factor formore than one stakeholder group
to make it measurable in detail, a set of KPIs is defined and analyzed according to a
specific methodology.

Key European domain-related platforms are relevant, such as universAAL IoT
[1] and FIWARE [2]. Besides the two mentioned platforms, a considerable number
of platforms have been created and are operational on similar services within the
similar domain, either competing or complementing each other, which would urge
for more interoperability among them. Responding to the numerous critical voices,
lack of interoperability of the various solutions deployed, or difficulties with the
large-scale uptake of the platforms by their targeted users, the main objective of this
research is to determine the platforms’ uptake by their user communities as well as
their continuous improvement and possibility of market expansion. Consequently,
the research question of this work attempt to answer is how this platform uptake can
be measured and quantified? The response to this question should serve to measure
the uptake in current and future AAL platforms.

2 State of the Art

We collect the existing open-source platforms that belong to the bigger ecosystem
together with universAAL IoT, FIWARE, and include those that are partly open
or fully proprietary. The selection concerned three types of projects; those aimed
specifically at AAL/AHA issues, projects for general purposes but application
guaranteed by the AAL/AHA environment, and projects that brought specific
integrated development and innovation in the sector. These projects are: ACTI-
VAGE/AIOTES, VAALID, UNCAP, ReAAL, BEYOND SILOS, universAAL,
PERSONA, GIRAFF+, eWALL, FI-STAR,m-power, HAH, ACCOMPANY,HDIM,
FIWARE, AmIVital, CareWell, ehcoBUTLER, INNOVAGE, SOPRANO, AMIGO,
Mario, Reach2020, SmartCare, CARER+ and EkoSmart. In this research work, we
focus on universAAL IoT andFIWAREas reference platforms due to their popularity.

3 Problem Statement

A Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is a measurable value that represents the possi-
bility of a process or action of a company or organization, to achieve a specific
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Fig. 1 Overview of problem statement

objective (mainly strategic). While a metric measures a raw value on a process, a
KPI is directly associated with a goal set by the organization and allows to assess
whether the strategies followed to achieve it are working. Since this work aims to
analyze the uptake of the existing platforms in the AHA/AAL field, a set of KPIs
needs to be defined to perform an effective analysis of the platforms’ success.

Thus, it seems that the number of users of these platforms may partially define
the platform uptake. However, considering the market strategy and the use of the
platforms, a set of KPIs can be defined to determine the platforms’ uptake (see
Fig. 1).

4 Methodology for the Definition of Potential KPIs

In our research, we propose different stakeholders types around any platform, such
as: primary end-users (the single individual intended as the main beneficiary of a
service or set of services provided by the considered platform), end-user customer
(the person or organization in direct contact with a primary end-user, such as formal
and informal care persons, family members, care organizations, and their represen-
tatives), technology providers (typically hired by customer end-users that follow and
implement the entire life cycle of the applications), and government (the public sector
service organizers, social security systems, insurance companies). In this work, we
propose a methodology to determine the platforms’ uptake. This methodology is
divided into four steps, and it aims to obtain a list of representative KPIs for platform
uptake:

1. The first step regards the ecosystem observation by reviewing whether some
platform is publicly showing a set of metrics and/or even KPIs of its uptake.
This direct information should be crawled in the sites of the different platforms.
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This first step also includes indirect information coming from research papers
related to this uptake. Thus, a literature review is necessary. In any case, if
positive, recapture all these metrics or KPIs from reviews and jump to step 3.

2. In case of not having metrics or KPIs from step 1, proceed with different bench-
marking procedures with other platform sectors as the software platforms or
e-commerce platforms to determine potential metrics or KPIs. Any potential
metric or KPIs should be translated to the AHA/AAL domain. Additionally, the
authors as researchers in the domain add other potential metrics or KPIs not
provided by benchmarking.

3. Make a proposal of KPIs (classified by stakeholder types and pointing out which
are generic vs. AHA/AAL specialized).

4. Propose the potential list of KPIs and metrics to stakeholders through different
instruments. Then, considering the platform’s stakeholders’ experience and
intention, the list of uptake KPIs shall be obtained as a result of the application
of the proposed methodology.

4.1 Platform Review and Literature Review

After the review of the complete list of platforms above, we did not find any metric
or KPI to assist with the platform uptake assessment. Thus, we proceeded with a
partial systematic literature review. To determine the platforms’ uptake, a revision of
outcomes from the literature was performed for the two more popular platforms (one
generic and one specialized), aiming to get information on potential KPIs that will
nurture our analysis. Some keywords were identified to perform a Google Scholar
search (i.e., “KPI”, “Key performance indicator”, “metric”, “measure”, “benchmark-
ing”, “AHA”, “AAL” and “platform”). Then, these logical expressions (LE) were
used for the search:

• LE1: “FIWARE” AND ((“KPI” OR “Key performance indicator” OR “metric”
OR “measure” OR “benchmarking”) AND (“AHA” OR “AAL” OR “platform”))

• LE2: “UNIVERSAAL” AND ((“KPI” OR “Key performance indicator” OR
“metric” OR “measure” OR “benchmarking”) AND (“AHA” OR “AAL” OR
“platform”)).

Taking into account the whole metadata from Google Scholar and with any time-
line restrictions, we obtained 983 results from LE1 and 293 from LE2. In a second
stage, we obtained from the abstract information that the platform’s performance is
the main aim of the current literature. Therefore, we modified the LE1 and LE2 to
go in-depth on the performance study, evaluating the modified logical expressions
in the same previous conditions:

• LE1.1: “FIWARE” AND ((“KPI” OR “Key performance indicator” OR “metric”
OR “measure” OR “benchmarking”) AND (“AHA” OR “AAL” OR “platform”)
AND “performance”)
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• LE2.1: “universAAL” AND ((“KPI” OR “Key performance indicator” OR
“metric” OR “measure” OR “benchmarking”) AND (“AHA” OR “AAL” OR
“platform”) AND “performance”).

From LE1.1, we obtained 833 results and 205 from LE2.1. From this literature
review and our knowledge, there is no paper about metrics of uptaking in AHA/AAL
domains. Then we proceeded with reviewing the whole list of platforms. However,
we were not able to establish any consequent and consistent list of metrics or KPIs
for any platform publishing its uptake measurements as there is no research paper
about this. To solve this problem, we proceed with step two of our methodology.

4.2 Benchmarking

As we denoted in the previous section, it is necessary to proceed with the bench-
marking process to obtain a potential list ofmetrics andKPIs for uptake.We followed
the benchmarking methodology proposed by Kaiser Associates [3]. The obtained list
of metrics and KPI is not specialized in AAL/AHA domain, and we should adapt it
to our domain.

5 Proposal of Metrics and KPIs (Results)

In the following, we present a set of KPIs from different stakeholders’ perspectives
to determine the degree of platform uptake. There are 12 KPIs that can be specialized
for the digital health domain marked with (S).

5.1 KPIs for Primary End-Users

• Reaching user goals, needs, and preferences: The platform matches the user’s
goals, needs, and preferences, which may be specific to the context of use and are
subject to change.

• Accessibility: The platform is accessible for persons with disabilities, and older
persons is a prerequisite for personal user experience.

• User-driven design: The platform has been developed with user involvement.
• User empowerment: The platform significantly contributes to the individual user’s

empowerment, by supporting and training the individual user to better understand
and express their current and future wishes, needs, and preferences.

• Adaptability: The user should be able to adjust the look & feel of the platform
and overwrite the system’s choices and interface settings.
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• Non-stigmatization: The platform looks attractive and is meaningful to everyone.
It does not exclude any subgroup of users.

• Easy to use: The platform is easy to use.
• Responsive: The platform adapts itself to the user’s selected preferences, behavior,

and devices.
• Modular: It allows the user to extend the solution by adding additional modules,

if needed.
• Privacy and data governance: The platform provides information on data

collection, access, usage, control, sharing, and benefit to the user.
• Ethics compliance: The platform ensures that complieswith de facto ethical issues

such as the Declaration of Helsinki.
• Autonomy: The level of autonomy of users reached using the platform.
• Hospitalizations (S): The percentage of hospitalizations of end-users using the

platform compared with current clinical practices without the usage of the
platform.

• Quality of Life: Quality of Life: impact on QoL of the platform services.
• Learnability: The platform and its functions are learnable for both older persons,

relatives, and staff.
• Interest and enjoyment: The platform is interesting and enjoyable to end-users;

older adults, relatives, and staff.
• Costs for informal care (S): The costs decrease/increase of informal care for

end-user using the platform.
• K-factor for attracting other end-users: used to describe the growth rate of platform

users, the platform-developed apps, or membership of the platform.
• Adherence-health + app/solution (S): The end-users are improving due to the

app/solution developed based on platform contents.
• Affordability-treatment + app/solution (S): Treatment became more affordable

end-users because of the developed app/solution based on platform contents.
• Efficiency-treatment + app/solution (S): Treatment is more efficient because the

developed app/solution based on platform contents was used/solution.
• Effectiveness-treatment + app/solution (S): Treatment process is more effective

because the developed app/solution based on platform contents was used (except
for clinical effectiveness).

• Empowerment-app/solution (S): The app/solution developed based on platform
contents empowers the end-users and health professionals to know more about
their conditions or perform their tasks better.

• Safety-app/solution: The developed app/solution based on platform contents itself
is safe or makes the treatment process safer.

• Trustability-treatment + app/solution (S): The developed app/solution based on
platform contents improves the trust of the end-user in the treatment.

• Customer Success Stories Submitted: The amount of Customer Success Stories
Submitted.
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5.2 KPIs for End-User Customers

• Compliance/Adherence to standards: These would make the platform directly
compatible with hardware (e.g., medical or other IoT devices), software
(e.g., services or tools), or another kind of protocols (e.g., compliance to
legal/ethics/security requirements via standards).

• The wideness of adoption of the platform: Number of users of the platform.
• Availability/Level of support: Number of available support channels.
• Maintenance difficulty level: How easy or difficult is it to locate and fix problems

with the platform.
• Mean frequency of updates: How often are existing problems tackled.
• Monitoring capabilities (or other capabilities of high importance for IoT):

Performance issues can be quickly understood and resolved.
• Compliance/Adherence to standards: These would make the platform directly

compatible with hardware (e.g., medical or other IoT devices), software
(e.g., services or tools), or another kind of protocols (e.g. compliance to
legal/ethics/security requirements via standards).

• Minimal fixed cost: Initial cost for purchasing the required platform components.
• Readability of platform documentation: How much time did it take to go through

all platform documentation.
• Platform deployment: How much time did it take to deploy the platform.
• Platform configuration: How much time did it take to configure the different

tools/components of the platform.
• Platform support documentation: How good are the platform installation and

configuration documentation.
• Platform support services: How good are the provided support services (e.g.,

phone/email/chat support) for the platform.
• Awareness (TOMA) (S): Top of mind: The first platform that comes to mind when

a stakeholder is asked an unprompted question about AHA/AAL.
• Acquisition (registration/membership…): registration on the platform.
• Revenue (gross receipts, support, contributions, etc., gains, gross income…):

Economic revenue of platform.
• Average producer/developer/… lifespan: It is the average number of years

that a service producer/developer continues to produce through the platform’s
components/items/…

• Retention (active producers/developers/…): It is the percentage of active
producers/developers from total (registered, known).

• K-factor for attracting other producers/developers/registrations/donations/…: the
K-factor can be used to describe the growth rate of platform users, the platform-
developed apps, or membership of the platform.

• Productivity: The number of solutions based on platform contents over time.
• Robustness: The number of use-cases based on platform contents over time.
• Certifications of apps/solutions: The number of certifications of apps/solutions

based on platform contents.
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5.3 KPIs for Technology Providers

• Initial investment: The costs related to the setup of the platform (e.g., hardware,
software royalties, installation, and configuration).

• Cost per year: The costs to maintain the platform actively.
• Cost per user: The mean costs for each user.
• Reduction of home care costs (S): The decrease of hospitalization of end-user

using the platform.

5.4 KPIs for Government

• The efficiency of service providers (S): The service providers (including care-
givers) find it easy to use the platform, and make fewer errors.

• One Business Model (BM) per user group: The platform offers a BM for each of
the user groups addressed.

• Purchasing and usage expectations: The platform considers all stakeholders,
including buyer, payer, user, prescriber, and service provider, and their expec-
tations in the purchase and later also in the usage processes.

• Affordability (S): The platform considers its affordability for each of the user
groups (who may not be able to pay for it) and supports them in the application
of some financial support.

• Sustainability: The platform uses mainstream technologies as much as possible
for economic sustainability and easy replacement and updates.

• Usability and acceptance: The usability and acceptance of the services offered by
the platform by stakeholders.

• Integration: The platform permits the integration of different devices and
integrate/can be integrated with other systems.

• Scalability: The platform can be adapted according to the number of
services/users.

• Solve real needs: The platform solves the real needs of end-users.
• Openness: The platform is openly accessible for everyone.
• Churn rate (contributors/members/registrations/…): It is the proportion of

subscribers/members/registered/who leave a platform during a given period.
• Engagement per visit (downloads): the visits to the website platforms and the

number of downloads of items on the platform.
• Engagement per visit (time spent): the time visiting the website platforms.
• Net Promoter Score (NPS): Scoring of the platform from any stakeholder.
• Literature rate: The number of papers or projects reporting platform usage.
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6 Discussion, Conclusion, and Open Problems

The work started with an analysis of current literature with a focus on two widely
used reference platforms (i.e., FIWARE and universAAL), where we did not find
any relevant KPI that serves to measure the uptake and success of these platforms.
According to the authors’ knowledge, there is a clear absence of KPIs that help
to assess open service platforms aiming to support its success and uptake. This
could mean that there is an apparent lack of strategy for platform uptake. KPIs have
been analyzed, clustered, and prioritized according to four different perspectives
defined by four groups of stakeholders. However, having a KPI does not mean that
the stakeholder of this group must provide the necessary information to calculate
such KPI. As shown on the measurement instrument and unit fields, in most of the
cases, information to measure the KPIs will be provided by others (e.g., platform
owners according to the characteristics of the platform or technical features, service
providers, etc.). From this research outcome, we cluster the most important KPIs for
the different stakeholders. The list of KPIs was developed with a holistic perspective
to be applicable for any platform. Moreover, we will consider other commercial
platforms different from European projects.
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Improving Arabic Hate Speech
Identification Using Online Machine
Learning and Deep Learning Models

Hossam Elzayady, Mohamed S. Mohamed, Khaled Badran,
and Gouda Salama

Abstract Due to the rising use of social media platforms on a global scale to
interact and express thoughts freely, the spread of hate speech has become very
noticeable on these platforms. Governments, organizations, and academic institu-
tions have all spent substantially on discovering effective solutions to handle this
issue. Numerous researches have been performed in several languages to find auto-
mated methods for identifying hate speech, but there has been minimal work done in
Arabic. The findings of a performance evaluation of two machine learning models,
namely the passive-aggressive classifier (PAC) and the Bidirectional Gated Recur-
rent Unit (Bi-GRU) augmented with an attention layer, are investigated in this work.
Proposed models are developed and evaluated using a multi-platform Arabic hate
speech dataset. We employ term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
andArabic word embeddings for feature extraction techniques after running a variety
of pre-processing steps. The experimental results reveal that the two proposedmodels
(PAC, Bi-GRU with attention layer) provide an accuracy of 98.4% and 99.1%,
respectively, outperforming existing methods reported in the literature.

Keywords Arabic hate speech · Text mining · Online machine learning · Deep
learning

1 Introduction

With growing of Internet use, the number of people using social networks (OSN)
has also risen dramatically. OSN is now the most widely used and participative
platform for expressing feelings, communicating, and transferring information [1,
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2]. As a result of the ease of social media platforms’ accessibility and anonymity,
this provides a fertile atmosphere for the dissemination of violent and damaging
information because of the user’s desire to dominate discussion and to share their
beliefs or arguments [3]. Identifying hate speech on social media is a challenging
task at the moment. Text written with the intention of injury, violence, or societal
upheaval directed against a particular group is referred to as hate speech [4].

This form of behavior is both socially and psychologically detrimental to users,
shaking their confidence in online social media [5]. Some nations and governments
throughout the world have implemented laws to limit hate speech on social media
platforms. Furthermore, a large number of organizations and firms are now required
to assess hate speech on their platforms and take the necessary action (e.g., deletion)
[6]. Hate speech on social media has been the subject of several studies that have
developed awide variety of approaches, concentrating on theEnglish language,while
there is a dearth of studies on Arabic language [7]. There are more than a billion
people who speak Arabic as a first language, and it is the internet’s fifth most popular
language [8]. As a result of its morphological complexity and inherent ambiguity,
handling Arabic language has proven to be difficult. Additionally, Arabic includes a
huge number of dialects [9].

In this paper, our goal is to build two efficient models to detect Arabic hate
speech. The firstmodel is based on implemented online supervised learning classifier,
namely the passive-aggressive classifier (PAC). PAC is generally used for large-scale
learning. It is one of the few ‘online learning algorithms’. Online machine learning
techniques employ sequential input data, and the model is updated step by step. This
method does not rely on pre-existing training data, as in traditional batch learning
approaches. The second model is based on developed (BI-GRU), with an attention
mechanism added to the network model, providing key words with a larger weight
and non-key words with a lower weight, allowing important features to stand out
more.

In the rest of this paper, related work is provided in Sect. 2. Section 3 explains
the proposed methodology, including the dataset description, text preparation steps,
feature extraction methods, and classification models. The experimental outcomes
are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 illustrates the conclusion and future work.

2 Related Work

Recently, there has been a dearth of research on Arabic natural language processing.
The identification of online hate speech in an Arabic context has received little
attention [10]. However, Al-Hassan and Al-Dossari [11] provided a research on text
mining methodologies for dealing with hate speech in general, as well as issues
for dealing with hate speech in the Arabic-speaking world. Husain and Uzuner [6]
examined the most advanced natural language processing (NLP) approaches for
Arabic offensive language identification, encompassing a wide range of topics such
as hate speech, cyberbullying, pornography, and violent content. Haddad et al. [12]
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constructed the first Arabic benchmark dataset in the Tunisian dialect known (T-
HSAB).Thedataset comprises 6,039 comments divided into three categories: hateful,
abusive, and normal. Although they indicated that the comments were gathered from
several platforms, they made no indication of which ones. In order to assess classifi-
cation performance, classical machine learning classifiers used unigrams, bigrams,
and trigrams were applied. All of the models were outperformed by the Naive Bayes
(NB) model. Similarly, Mulki et al. [13] built a Twitter dataset for detecting hate
speech and abusive language in the Levantine dialect named (L-HSAB), which seeks
to prevent any hazardous words from being used automatically. Albadi et al. [14]
introduced the first Arabic Twitter dataset to address the issue of religious hate,
but they didn’t come across any other kinds of hate speech. The dataset is used to
train different classificationmodels utilizing lexicon-based, ngrams-based, and deep-
learning-based techniques. In terms of area under curve (AUC), gated recurrent unit
(GRU) and pre-trained word embedding models excel over all other implemented
models, earning a score of (84%). Elmadany et al. [15] used the publicly avail-
able (OSACT) dataset [16], in order to perform an Arabic hate speech detection task.
MultipleM-BERT-based classifiers were employedwith various fine-tuning settings.
Macro F1 scores in this task didn’t achieve remarkable progress comparable to those
found in previous research that used more standard machine learning approaches.
Hassan et al. [17] pre-processed the prior dataset (OSACT), for building a hybrid
model of support vector machine (SVM) and deep neural networks for identifying
abusive language. On the test set, the proposed model received an F1 score of 90.5%.
Omr et al. [5] developed a binary system using 12 machine learning classifiers and
two deep learning classifiers, presenting the first multi-platform dataset for Arabic
hate speech identification. The RNNmodel had the greatest F1 score of 98.7%, with
same accuracy, recall, and precision.

3 Methodology

Theoverall architecture of our approach is shown in detail in Fig. 1. Feature extraction
techniques are applied to the dataset after it has been pre-processed using text mining
techniques. Then PAC and BI-GRU models with an attention layer are applied for
training. Finally, performance metrics are utilized for model evaluation.

3.1 Dataset Description

In our study, we have taken into account the first multi-platform dataset to iden-
tify hate speech in Arabic, which was gathered by [5]. Four social media networks
contributed comments: Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram. The dataset is
well-balanced, unlike many others in previous work. There are a total of 10,000
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Fig. 1 Overview of methodology

Fig. 2 Word cloud of the multi-platform hate speech dataset

hateful comments, but there are also 10,000 non-hateful remarks. Figure 2 shows the
world cloud of the utilized dataset.

3.2 Data Pre-processing

This is a vital step in data analysis since it eliminates data that is not strictly essen-
tial for the investigation. Pre-processing includes: deleting stop words, neglecting
diacritics, discarding hashtags, eliminating punctuation, erasing links, remove empty
lines, and normalizing Arabic letters as well as converting emoji and emoticons.
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Finally, to guarantee that only Arabic-based letters remain when the process is
completed, we utilize the alphabet-detector Python package.

3.3 Feature Extraction

We used term frequency-inverse document (TF-IDF) and word embeddings as our
major feature extraction techniques since they are straightforward and problem-
independent. First, TF-IDF calculates the relevance of a word to a document in
a set of documents [2, 18]. As a result, this technique of operation distinguishes
between common and significant words. Second, the most widely used distributed
representation of terms is word embeddings. This makes it possible to investigate
and identify any word similarity [7]. For Arabic word embedding architectures, we
used the pre-trained AraVec2.0 [2].

3.4 Classification Models

Supervisedonline learning anddeepneural networks are used as classificationmodels
in our experiments, as stated in the following subsections.

Passive-aggressive classifier. PAC is a notable classifier in online learning algo-
rithms. If the classification produces the desired outcome, this algorithm remains
inactive. However, it gets aggressive if the categorization produces an inaccurate
result. It does not converge, in contrast to the majority of other algorithms [19].
The key premise of this algorithm is that it observes data, learns from it, and then
discards it without retaining it. A classification upgrade is accomplished by solving
a restricted optimization problem: The new classification should be as close to the
previous one as feasible, with at least a unit margin on the most recent cases [19,
20]. In the face of noise, forcing a unit margin might be excessively aggressive. The
passive-aggressive classifier takes a matrix of TF-IDF features as input. As a result, a
model is constructed that is trained on the data from the training set and then applied
to the test set to assess the classification’s performance.

Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit with Attention. Two control gates, a reset
gate and an update gate, are included in the GRU neural network [21]. Bi-GRU is
a sequence processing model made up of two GRUs. One takes information in a
forward direction, whereas the other takes it backwards [22, 23]. Text categorization
using the Bi-GRU approach relies on associations between words. Instead than using
keyword significance in selecting a text’s categorization, they evaluate all words
equally. By augmenting BI-GRU with an attention mechanism, it is possible to learn
which words are more critical to the categorization by giving these keywords a larger
weight. Results in a variety of text categorization tasks have been demonstrated to
be improved by using this mechanism [23, 24].
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4 Experimental Analysis and Results

The results and assessment of the implemented models are presented in this section.
All tests are done in Google Colab Pro by using: NumPy, pandas, re, Alphabet
Detector, Sklearn, and Keras packages. The results are determined in accordance
with the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score values.

Accuracy = Correct Predictions

Total Predictions
(1)

Precision = True positive

True positive+ false positive
(2)

Recall = True positive

True positive+ false negative
(3)

F1− score = 2× (Precision× Recall )

Precision+ Recall
(4)

In order to evaluate our suggested models and compare it with approach proposed
in [5], experiments are carried out using a multi-platform Arabic hate speech dataset
with a total of 20,000 categorized comments, as described in (3.1). Pre-processing
techniques which described in (3.2) are applied for getting rid of any noise from
the dataset. Training and test sets are generated from the dataset. The training phase
consumes 80% of the data, whereas the testing process consumes 20% of the data
(Table 1).

We suggested two models, the first of which is based on PAC algorithms and was
trained using the TF-IDF technique. The second model is built on BI-GRU and has
an attention mechanism; the model is trained using pre-learned word embeddings
(AraVec 2.0). Table 2 displays the parameters used in BI-GRUwith attention model.

The results acquired by all the algorithms for the various performance measures
are shown in Table 2. According to Table 2, it is obvious that deep learning performs
a little better than online machine learning, and BI-GRU with attention is the best

Table 1 Tuned values of the
hyperparameters

Hyperparameter Value

Embedding dimension 300

Loss function Categorical_crossentropy

Bidirectional GRUs unit 64

Optimizer Adam

Batch size 128

Dropout 0.5

Number of epochs 10
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Table 2 Models’ evaluation performances

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1_score

PAC (%) 98.4 98.51 98 98.42

BI-GRU with attention (%) 99.1 99.2 99.1 99.1

96.5

97

97.5

98

98.5

99

99.5

Best results in [5] of
ML models

propsed model (PAC) Best results in [5] of
DL models

propsed model (BI-
GRU with a ena on)

accuracy precision recall F1-score

Fig. 3 Performance evaluation of our proposed Arabic hate speech detection models using ML
compared with models in [5]

architecture for classifying Arabic hate speech in online social networks with an
accuracy of 99.1%, F1 score of 99.1%, recall of 99.1%, and precision equal to 99.2%.

The effectiveness of our proposed methodology in comparison to the comparative
methodology in [5] is shown in Fig. 3. In light of the findings, we have discovered
some interesting observations. First, the results show that our proposed model BI-
GRU with attention is clearly superior to the online machine learning PAC and
comparative approach including traditional machine learning and recurrent neural
network models. Second, our proposed model based on online machine learning
algorithm PAC exhibited the best performance, outperforming all classical machine
learning models used in [5]. Finally, it can be deduced that our suggested model
Arabic hate speech BI-GRUwith attention performed the best when compared to the
other described in the related work section.

5 Conclusions

In this study, we identify hate speech in Arabic social media using the first Arabic
hate speech dataset gathered from several platforms.We suggest two effectivemodels
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using the online machine learning algorithms PAC and Bi-GRU augmented by an
attention layer. Several data preparation and text representation techniques have been
conducted. The results indicate a notable improvement in the accuracy of the online
machine learning classifier PAC compared with conventional machine learning algo-
rithms. The results also showed the effectiveness of the Bi-GRUwith attentionmodel
and its superiority over all models used in classifying hate speech in the Arabic
language. For upcoming plans, we plan to assess the effects of various contextu-
alized word embedding techniques (e.g., BERT, GPT, GPT-2, and Elmo) on hate
speech models. Another area of future work is to look into recognizing other types
of harmful information on social media, such as video or audio with hateful speech.
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Application of Fuzzy Logic in Sales
Inventory System: A Literature Review

Gede Indrawan , I. Putu Andika Subagya Putra ,
Luh Joni Erawati Dewi, and I. Gede Aris Gunadi

Abstract The largest revenue comes from most sales. If the company offers far
fewer types of goods than the types demanded, the company loses the opportunity
to generate maximum revenue and vice versa. Therefore, planning the number of
product purchases for inventory becomes very important. The purpose of this study
is to reviewwhat factors cause inventory to increase. The literature review is primarily
based on questions, methodologies, similarities, and additional research suggestions.
This study uses seven papers including using the fuzzy method for inventory in sales.
Based on the results of those papers, the fulfillment of inventory prices built by fuzzy
logic will help to understand the purchase of various products in inventory in the
next month. The analysis found that the inventory that is close to optimal is obtained
through calculations using the fuzzy method.

Keywords Fuzzy logic · Sales inventory · Company product

1 Introduction

With the advancement of technology, many ways have evolved to deliver products.
The amount of product made is inspired by several factors, including fee factor,
number of workers, transportation, manufacturing method, demand, inventory level,
and various items that the companywants to provide the product. Production systems
with limited resources limit control opportunities and uptime delays response [1].
The industry needs to control its production costs. To increase profit and reduce the
prices within the competitive environment, corporations face such a large amount of
challenges in Supply Chain Management (SCM) [2]. Inventory allocation decisions
in a distribution system concern issues such as howmuch and where the stock should
be given to orders in a supply chain [3]. Various types of methods can be used to
determine howmuch product is manufactured, for example, using the fuzzy method.
Fuzzy logic is a mathematical term that is observed by many researchers in different
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fields during different time periods [4]. Fuzzy logic is logic that is simple to know
and very flexible since it can adapt to changes and the certainty that accompanies
problems; therefore, it is applied to an application that will optimize inventory [5].
Fuzzy logic is also used as a solution to formulate classification problems in filling
out an inventory [6]. The inventory control using the fuzzy set theory has distinct
advantages in reducing the number of set-ups and stock-outs [7]. In general, fuzzy
logic can be used to determine the production volume of a product. Specifically,
there are three techniques available, namely Tsukamoto, Mamdani, and Sugeno [8].
Tsukamoto technique is divided into four stages: fuzzification, rule formation, rule
evaluationwith themost implication featuremethod, and non-fuzzy unification using
a common weighted technique. Mamdani and Sugeno techniques have the same
four levels, i.e., fuzzy, rule forming, rule evaluation using implication functions
with MIN function (there are also rule composition process using MAX function),
and defuzzification. In defuzzification process, Mamdani method uses the centroid
technique, and Tsukamoto and Sugeno methods use centered average method.

Several sections compose this paper. The Introduction section explains behind the
scenes the use of fuzzy logic to support companies in determining inventory. This
section also describes some of the previous related research in this area. TheResearch
Methods section includes determining which articles are selected for review. The
Results and Discussion section analyzes the results of the seven selected paper
reviews. The Conclusion section consists of several conclusions and suggestions.

2 Research Methods

This chapter discusses journal finding techniques used in the literature review, ques-
tions about conducting journal reviews according to keywords and search terms in
journals through the methods used, and much more. The journals used for the litera-
ture evaluation were obtained from the university journal provider database through
Google Scholar. The author opens the journal website. The author then selects a
journal that is appropriate to the topic under study, and seven journals are selected
for the author. Another applicative problem that the author uses is the company’s
inventory system journal applying fuzzy logic. The author uses all research designs
used to identify factors that increase the optimization of product production.

3 Research Result

In the research conducted byK. Harefa, inventory can be a problem that is often faced
by decision-makers in the industry [9]. The query structure is inherently irregular and
needs to be stored. Inventory is distributed to confirmknowledge that this productwill
be available when needed. Inventory is the determination of the amount of inventory
that must be provided to meet the amount of demand. Carrefour Puri Indah is one
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of the retailers who always have problems with their product inventory expertise.
One of the common problems faced in this business is the amount of inventory that
accumulates over timewhich causes build-up. In this example, the company’s interest
expense is high. In addition, when a product is out of stock, the company may lose
the buyer’s trust or switch to a similar product from another brand. To overcome
this, it is necessary to analyze and process past sales transactions to determine the
amount of inventory to determine the level of inventory that must be available and
when to buy back to increase inventory. This is necessary to ensure the availability
of the right inventory in the right quantity and time. This study uses the application
of the Fuzzy Inference System method that can be used to determine the amount and
when to purchase products for inventory. Fuzzy logic is considered to allow inputs to
be mapped to outputs without ignoring the current factor. Fuzzy logic is considered
versatile and has tolerance for existing data. With the help of fuzzy logic, a model is
generated by the system that estimates product purchases for inventory. Factors that
influence purchasing decisions of a product for inventory using fuzzy logic include
inventory, sales, and purchases.

In a study conducted by L. Satya Application of the Fuzzy Mamdani Method for
DecisionSupport inDetermining theAmount of ProductionofLantakSi Jimat. Fuzzy
logic is a calculationmethod that ismainly based on the level of facts and is commonly
referred to as real or false values / 1 or 0. Fuzzy logic is a “counting method” that
uses variable words instead of numbers [10]. These studies were conducted using
Mamdani fuzzy to predict the production of Lantak Si Jimat, predict production
strongly, and complete the production calculation method. The advantage of using
the fuzzy logic method is that it is easy to understand, flexible, can use rules as
necessary, and has tolerance for inappropriate data.

Research conducted by Winarti [11], the decision support system when deter-
mining inventory uses fuzzy. This research method uses Fuzzy Tsukamoto. The
results of this survey are aimed at facilitating the activities of kemilau shops in the
demand for goods from suppliers and ensuring that shops can order goods properly.

Research conducted by Azizah, implementation of fuzzy logic on inventory opti-
mization using theMamdani method. To optimize the existing inventory at the Affan
stall, fuzzy logic with the Mamdani method can be used. The use of fuzzy logic to
optimize inventory at Affan stalls so that they are not overstocked. The research used
the method of literature study and data analysis. Based on the inventory analysis, it
can be concluded that the inventory of goods that are close to optimal is determined
by calculations using the Mamdani fuzzy method. The results of data accuracy are
done manually or using MATLAB which is 83.3% [12].

Research conducted by Alfannisa Annurullah Fajrin, Optimizing product inven-
tory and order quantity with fuzzy logic at PT. Hilti Nusantara Batam. The method
used is the Mamdani fuzzy method known as the Min–Max method, by finding the
minimum load for each rule and the maximum load for the mixed effect of each rule.
This technique was added by EbrahimH.Mamdani in 1975. TheMamdani technique
is appropriate as long as the input is taken by humans rather than machines. This
method is more general than the Tsukamoto and Sugeno methods. The usefulness
of the Fuzzy Inference System in the Mamdani method in the system created can
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increase efficiency in the number of orders, which with more efficient orders can
affect the price of goods and the value of warehouse inventory as well as a more
measurable time period at PT Hilti Nusantara Batam [13].

Research conducted by Billy Chrisdianta Kosasih, Decision Support System with
Tsukamoto fuzzy logic (Case study: Kencana Photo Studio), fuzzy logic is a suit-
able method for mapping the input space to the output space. Fuzzy logic was first
introduced in 1965 by Professor Lotfi Zadeh. The Tsukamoto method is an exten-
sion of the monotonous way of thinking. In Tsukamoto’s method, each sequence of
IF–Then rulesmust be represented by a fuzzy setwith amonotonicmembership func-
tion. As a result, the inference output of each rule is scored explicitly (crisp) based
on a-predicate (fire strength). Based on the research conducted, it can be concluded
that the decision support system uses logic to determine the order of goods. Fuzzy
Tsukamoto can assist the decision-making process of Kencana Photo Studio owners
by providing recommendations on how to determine the number of orders [14].

Research conducted by Julio Warmansyah, the application of the fuzzy Sugeno
method for prediction of raw material inventory. This research is using the fuzzy
Sugeno method which can help in predicting the inventory of raw materials, so
this prediction can determine the output, namely the amount of the final stock, to
support the smooth production and gain profit for the company. After applying the
fuzzy Sugeno method in determining the ending stock for optimal prediction of raw
materials inventory, it can be concluded as follows: 1. Found a method that can
predict rawmaterial inventory using the fuzzy Sugeno method. 2. Obtain the optimal
amount of final stock to be used as raw material inventory in the next period. 3.
Prediction results of raw material inventory using the fuzzy Sugeno method get a
MAPE value of 38% [15]. According to the prediction evaluation table, the value of
38% is included in the Reasonable assessment (Table 1).

4 Conclusions and Suggestions

The fuzzy logic approach can be used to anticipate the ups and downs of a company’s
production by calculating rawmaterials for production so as to get the optimal amount
of final stock to be used as rawmaterial inventory in the next period. From themanual
calculations that have been done which are discussed with the results obtained using
MATLAB, the results are close to accurate.
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Statement Emotion Decision Model
for Human-Friendly Chatbot

Kyoungil Yoon, HeeSeok Choi, and Kwang Sik Chung

Abstract Achatbot is a software that gives proper answers and information for users,
and provides useful information to users. Users basically express their feelings to
others, and seek to exchange their feelings. However, the chatbot does not respond
to the user’s emotional state, but focuses on providing information. Since the chatbot
understands the intention of the question without considering the user’s emotional
state, the accuracy of intention analysis is poor, and cannot provide accurate answers.
In this paper, we develop a module that can know the user’s mood, including newly
coined terms and emojis, and apply it to the chatbot. The chatbot consists of an intent
decisionmodule that analyzes the user’s intention, amooddecisionmodule that infers
the user’s internal mood, and an answer decision module that generates answers to
the user’s sentences. The mood decision module consists of an emotion classification
model that classifies the user’s emotions through the sentences of users, and a mood
determination model that infers the user’s mood through the classified emotions. It
infers the user’s currentmood state in real-timeusing the emotion classificationmodel
and the mood determination model. The chatbot analyzes morphemes and syntax for
user sentences. By building a sentiment dictionary based on the Korean dictionary,
the emotions of morpheme-analyzed words are classified. To classify the emotions
of new words and emojis, the newly coined terms and emojis emotion dictionary
is used to classify the emotions of newly coined terms and emojis. Emotions are
classified using naive Bayes classification, and for words that are not classified by
naive Bayes classification, an artificial neural network model is used to increase the
accuracy of emotion classification. The chatbot infers the mood state using the mood
determination model. The mood state consists of the emotional state representing the
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eight emotions to be classified and each emotional value, and infers the user’s mood
with the mood state extracted through the mood determination process.

Keywords Emotion classification · Mood determination · Chatbot

1 Introduction

The chatbot is a compound word of bot and chat, and is a software that gives answers
and information for user. A chatbot refers to ‘artificial intelligence-based communi-
cation software’ that responds through text conversations with people, and provides
appropriate answers to questions or various related information [2]. In general, a
chatbot can be classified as a rule-based chatbot or an emotion model based chatbot,
according to the user’s input and emotion classification. Whereas the rule-based
chatbot does not classify emotion, an emotion model based chatbot does. The rule-
based chatbots are chatbots used in the past, and operate according to predefined
rules. They contain an interpretation rule that interprets the user’s input, a reaction
rule that reacts to the input, and a response rule. The development of rule-based
chatbots does not require a large amount of data, and is relatively easy to implement.
If the rules are well defined, a high-quality dialogue service is possible. However,
defining the rules for smooth conversation requires a lot of time and manpower.

To solve this problem, [3] developed a chatbot based on an emotion model. The
authors classified emotions into three categories: joy, sadness, and anger, through the
sentences input by the user. However, newly coined terms and emojis were excluded
from sentiment analysis. Internet terms are newly coined terms, are used both within
the Internet and in the real world, and have several characteristics. First, most of the
newly coined terms are rapidlymade or disappear according to fashion. Second, these
newly coined terms have no standardized and normalized corpus, so it is difficult to
analyze the meaning of the word, or the emotion contained therein. Finally, newly
coined terms and emojis are easily and always used in internet SNS or chats, and
connote certain emotions and intentions. In other words, the exclusion of newly
coined terms and emojis from emotional analysis causes inaccuracy of emotion
analysis, and therefore could potentially misinterpret the user’s emotional state.

2 Related Works

Table 1 lists the methods for classifying subdivided emotions in Korea. Domestic
studies on identifying and classifying subdivided emotions are insufficient, compared
to overseas studies. Existing studies conducted a study to classify emotions in
sentences through various classification methods. Various classification algorithms
were used and a studywas conducted to classifymany kinds of emotions, but emotion
classification for newly coined terms and emojis was not performed [4–7]. In this
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Table 1 Table captions should be placed above the tables [3]

Reference Number and list of emotional categories Classification method

Yun-Suk Kim [4] 9 (Joy, Surprise, Interest, Fear, Anger,
Disgust, Pain, Boredom, Sadness)

SVM

Myung-Kyu Kim [5] 10 (Joy, Reassurance, Satisfaction, Fun,
Pride, Anger, Fear, Disgust, Dissatisfaction,
Sadness)

Statistical method

Cheol-seong Lee [6] 7 (Anger, Confusion, Depression, Fatigue,
Intimacy, Tension, Vitality)

Bayesian probability model

Young-hee Jung [7] 25 (Joy, Fun, Pleasure, Gratitude, Love,
Sadness, Regret, Fear, Regret, Depression,
…)

SVM, linear regression

paper, the criteria for classifying the eight emotion categories of joy, sadness, trust,
anger, fear, expectation, surprise, and displeasure are based on emotional wheel tech-
niques [8]. The reason for using eight emotion categories is that eight emotions can
best express the representative emotions that people feel as much as possible. In
addition, it is easy to expand the emotional category, as it defines the emotions that
appear in a mixture of eight emotions. In SNS or Internet environment, users convey
feelings and intentions in their sentences. In particular, they use only newly coined
terms and emojis to convey their feelings and intentions implicitly.

Unlike existing research, we applied newly coined terms that can express users’
emotions as research subjects to improve emotion analysis accuracy. Since the newly
coined terms frequently used on Internet are not listed in the dictionary, when
morpheme analysis is performed based on the Korean dictionary, the newly coined
terms do not have any form of part-of-speech. In addition, it is difficult to construct
a corpus, since the fleeting nature of the newly coined terms that are easily created,
and then easily disappear. Hence, a corpus of meanings and emotions expressed
by newly coined terms and emojis mainly used on the Internet is constructed.
Expression of emotions using newly coined terms and emojis is more common
than expressing emotions through sentences, and the accuracy of emotion classi-
fication can be improved by analyzing newly coined terms and emojis. In this paper,
image-type emoticons are excluded from the dictionary of new words and emojis
of [1]. And the emotions expressed by the new words and emojis were classified
into eight emotional states. The newly coined term and emoji emotion dictionary
was constructed by tagging the classified newly coined terms and emotional states
of emojis.

In this paper, we apply emotion classify model for newly coined terms and emojis
to the standard word-based emotion classification method to increase the accuracy
of emotion classification in a mobile chatting environment. We design newly coined
terms and emojis by excluding image-type emojis in an efficient way. In addition,
[2] used the Emotion–Mood emotion model excluding Personality and Feeling from
the Emotion–Mood–Personality emotion model. This is conducted to immediately
classify emotions by reducing the variables that determine emotions in environments
such as mobile chatting.
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3 Statement Emotion Decision Model Design

3.1 Mood Decision Module Design

We define the emotion that users feel through the use of morphemes, words, newly
coined terms, and emojis as emotional states. Moreover, the intensity of each
emotional state is quantified and defined as the emotional value. A dictionary of
newly coined terms and emojis is built based on newly coined terms and emojis that
represent human emotions, and a dictionary-based emotion dictionary of Korean is
also built based onmorphemes andwords defined in theKorean dictionary. Emotional
classification uses an emotional dictionary that includes eight emotions (joy, sadness,
trust, anger, fear, hope, surprise, and displeasure), referring to Plutchick’s emotional
wheel [8]. However, our proposed dictionary of newly coined terms and emojis refers
to the techniques in [4, 9], constructed by extending the emotional state excluding
image-type emojis. The Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary is constructed
by extending the emotional state by referring to the polarity values in [10].

Newly coined terms and emojis are not listed in the Korean dictionary, and during
morpheme analysis are not recognized as morphemes, we divide into word units and
compare. The emotion extraction model determines the emotional state of the newly
coined term and emoji when the one word is registered in the newly coined term and
emoji dictionary. To classify the emotions of newly coined terms and emojis that do
not exist in the dictionary, the model is trained using the Naive Bayes method. In
addition, we train using the word2vec model, which is trained using dataset provided
by AI-Hub. The trained model determines the emotional state of newly coined terms
and emojis that do not exist in the emotion dictionary by using newly coined terms and
emojis whose emotional state is determined. Then, newly coined terms and emojis,
whose emotional state is determined by the manager, are added to the dictionary
of newly coined terms and emojis. Moreover, the Korean dictionary-based emotion
classification compares the Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary with the
morpheme, to determine the emotional state of the morpheme. The operation of the
emotion extraction model to determine the emotional state of the morpheme is the
same as the operation for determining the emotional state of the newly coined terms
and emoji.

In other words, the emotion extraction model finally determines the emotional
state of the user’s sentence by the emotional state of newly coined terms and emojis
with the emotional state of morphemes. The determined emotional state is updated
for the emotion column of the input table, and the emotional state of the user’s
sentence is used as input of the mood determination model. After that, in the mood
determination model, the user calculates the user’s mood state of the conversation
based on the emotional states of the input sentences. The mood state represents a
value that infers the emotion the user is currently feeling.

Mood determination model. Figure 1 shows that the mood determination model
determines the ‘mood state’ that infers the user’s mood.
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Fig. 1 Mood determination model

A ‘mood state’ consists of an emotional state having one of eight emotions and the
accumulated values of the emotional state. The minimum value of emotion value is
0. The mood determination model uses the emotional state of the sentence extracted
from the emotion extraction model as an input value, and when the emotional state
of a sentence is input to the mood determination model, it is compared with the
emotional state of the previous sentence to check whether the emotional state is the
same.

If the same emotional state is continuously input, we determine that the user feels
the corresponding emotion strongly, and increase the emotion value by 2 for the input
emotional state. On the other hand, if the same emotional state is not continuously
input, we set the emotional value corresponding to the input emotional state by
1. Additionally, when a sentence is input, the emotion value of the previous input
sentence is decreased by 0.1 to express the feeling that the user’s emotion weakens
over time. Table 2 shows the changes in emotion value according to the order of
emotional state input:

Table 2 An illustrative example of the mood determination model operation

When entering the first
‘joy’

When entering the
second ‘sadness’

When entering the third
‘sadness’

Mood Joy 1.0 0.9 0.8

Sadness 0 1.0 2.9

Trust 0 0 0

Anger 0 0 0

Fear 0 0 0

Expectation 0 0 0

Surprise 0 0 0

Displeasure 0 0 0
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Table 3 Results of emotion
tagging of the Sejong Corpus

Emotion category Count Emotion category Count

Joy 1839 Sadness 3359

Surprise 501 Angry 2914

Trust 1100 Fear 1835

Expectation 1657 Displeasure 2649

We set the corresponding emotional state to (weak) if the accumulated emotional
value is from 0.4 to <3.5, and set the corresponding emotional state to (strong) if it is
≥3.5. The proposed method prioritizes strong emotional states to determine ‘mood
states.’ When there are two or more strong emotional states, the mood determination
model compares the accumulated emotional values of the strong emotional states,
and determines the ‘mood state’ as the emotional state with the larger emotional
value. Even when there is no strong emotional state and there are two or more weak
emotional states, the mood determination model determines the ‘mood state’ by
comparing the accumulated emotional values in the same way as when there are
two or more strong emotional states. In addition, when the accumulated emotional
value of all emotional states is ≤0.4, ‘stability’ is output to express a neutral mood
that is not biased by any emotion. The proposed approach updates the ‘mood state’
whenever the user inputs a sentence.

3.2 Development

Development environment. In this section, we present an experimental setup that
demonstrates the performance of the emotion model in terms of increasing the
accuracy by classifying emotion and predicting the user’s mood.

The morpheme analyzer is compared to the Kokoma morpheme analyzer and
the Komoran morpheme analyzer. When analyzing sentences that complied with
spacing, the two morpheme analyzers showed similar performance. However, when
comparing sentences that did not comply with spacing, the Kocoma morpheme
analyzer performed detailed morphological analysis including investigation. As a
result, since the characteristics of the mobile environment input are that spacing and
grammar are not well observed, the accuracy of morpheme analysis is improved by
using the Kocoma morpheme analyzer.

Database configuration. The user input table is a table that stores the sentences
input by the user. The similar/synonym table is a table for substituting represen-
tative words for several words with similar meanings to analyze the intent of a
sentence. The intent table is a table for extracting the intent indicated by each word.
As a table for emotion analysis, an emotion tagging table based on the Sejong
Corpus is constructed (emotion_sejong). The Sejong Corpus emotion table uses
the word for each morpheme, the morph to indicate the type of morpheme, and the
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emotion_value column for the emotional state. Table 3 lists the number of tags by
emotion classification:

Naive Bayes classification. Eight emotions are tagged for 89,578 common nouns
and 23,085 verbs of the Sejong Corpus. The tagged morphemes are 1325 common
nouns and 14,529 verbs, for a total of 15,854, and the morpheme and the emotional
state in the Korean dictionary-based emotion table. At this stage, the eight emotions
are joy, trust, hope, surprise, sadness, anger, fear, and displeasure. The Naive Bayes
classification method is used by applying the emotion-tagged morphemes. In addi-
tion, the user’s sentence is morphologically analyzed and separated into morpheme
units. The separated morphemes use the Naive Bayes classification method to extract
the emotional state of the morpheme that has an emotional state.

word2vec different results are obtained, depending on the corpus used to build
the model. When the word ‘happiness’ is input, love, joy, and pleasure are output as
nearby. In contrast, when ‘sad’ is input, ‘joy’ is output as the closest value. This is
because joy and sadness are frequently used together in the corpus used to build the
model, and are located in a nearby vector space.

Auto-tagging of newly coined terms and emojis. To increase the accuracy of
emotion classification, it is necessary to constantly update tagged emotions, but it is
very difficult to continuously update newly coined terms and emojis that appear and
disappear quickly. Therefore, we need a solution for automatically tagging newly
coined terms and emojis that do not exist in the dictionary of newly coined terms and
emojis. The newly coined terms and emojis are mainly used to emphasize a user’s
specific emotion or intention in a sentence of a conversation. Thus, newly coined
terms and emojis that are opposite to the emotions appearing in the sentence are not
used.We add eight emotions that need to be classified for each newly coined term and
emoji as a column in the newly coined term and emoji dictionary. The emotions, in
which the user sentences that include the newly coined terms and emojis are classified,
are used to update the emotion values indicated by the newly coined terms and the
emojis. By performing batch processing, the counts of the eight emotion columns
of the newly coined term and emoji dictionary are automatically compared, and
the emotion expressed by the corresponding newly coined term and emoji is updated
with the emotion with the highest count. Newly coined terms and emojis are not used
for emotion classification, and they have the overall emotional state represented by
the sentence. When a newly coined term and an emoji are used alone, they have the
emotion expressed in the mood state extracted by the mood determination model.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for subdividing the emotion classification of
input sentences and user’s mood prediction, and an emotion model that can classify
eight emotions. A Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary is constructed by
tagging eight emotions to words and verbs used to express human emotions in the
SejongCorpus. To classify the emotions expressed by newly coined terms and emojis
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in user sentences, eight kinds of emotional states are tagged in existing newly coined
term and emoji dictionary to expand the newly coined term and emoji emotion
dictionary.

To increase the accuracy of emotion classification, newly coined terms and emojis
used online are added to the subject of emotion classification. Emotion classification
of input sentences is performed using Naive Bayes classification and word2vec.
Unlike existing research, our method increases the accuracy of emotion classification
of sentences containing newly coined terms and emojis.

As future work, we intend to upgrade the emotion model to classify the categories
of emotions that are synthesized fromdifferent emotions based on the eight emotions.
In addition, we will conduct research to improve user satisfaction by automatically
generating a response that matches the predicted user’s mood.
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Secured Supercomputer Technologies
in Russia: Functional Computing Units
Based on Multithread-Stream Cores
with Specialized Accelerators

Andrey S. Molyakov

Abstract Anewdirection in the design and implementation ofRussian secure super-
computers is massively parallel reconfigurable computers. This article describes
further development of secured strategic supercomputer “Angara.” The service nodes
are built on conventional superscalar microprocessors. Computing nodes are built
on special multicore multithread-stream microprocessors (microprocessors of the J-
series) are combined into modules in the form of multi-socket boards and can work
on a logically single addressable memory (globally addressable memory). Author
demonstrates basic features of new functional computing units with specialized
accelerators.

Keywords Extremely productive systems · Data flow control · Specialized
accelerators · Supercomputer “Angara”

1 Introduction

Russian strategic supercomputer “Angara” is a set of nodes of different types, united
by several communication networks, one of which has a unique property of transmit-
ting large streams of short packets with high throughput. This network is necessary
to implement work with globally addressable memory; hereinafter, we will call it
the basic working network (BNW-network). The nodes are connected to the basic
working network and can be computing and service [1].

Computing nodes are built on special multicore multithread-stream micropro-
cessors (microprocessors of the J-series) are combined into modules in the form of
multi-socket boards and can work on a logically single addressable memory (glob-
ally addressable memory) formed by local memories of modules with computational
nodes. There are two models of J-series microprocessors: The younger one is J7; the
older one is J10. Further, the characteristics and principles of operation of the younger
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model J7 are considered; for the older model, a list of fundamental differences and
general characteristics is given.

Service nodes are built on conventional superscalar microprocessors, perform the
functions of input–output, user connection, interface with the global network, and
can also perform computations if they are well localized and efficiently executed on
these nodes. Computing and service nodes are connected to another network (RAS
network), which is a component of the reliability, availability, and service subsystem.
A detailed description of the system-wide specification can be found in publications
[2, 3].

2 Methodology and Theoretical Approaches

The J7 microprocessor is referred to as a “multicore, multithread-stream micropro-
cessorwith support for globally addressablememory operations.” The term “globally
addressable memory” in the name of the microprocessor should be understood as
follows: In the J7/J10 microprocessors, the virtual memory is organized so that when
it is accessed, it is automatically recognized during the translation of the address
which node of the system should be accessed, and this call is made without user
intervention. The J7 microprocessor has two multi-threaded cores (MTcore0 and
MTcore1). Four command pipelines are available in one multi-threaded core. Each
of them works with 16 threaded devices, each of which can run one process [3].
Several tasks can be executed simultaneously in one microprocessor core. Each task
is assigned one protection domain; one of the kernel tasks is the operating system.
The user’s task performed in the microprocessor can be simultaneously executed in
the protection domains of its different cores; information about the task’s binding to
the protection domains is stored in a special table of the microprocessor.

The main idea behind hiding delays, i.e., ensuring its insensitivity to these delays
in terms of the developed real performance—ensuring a high rate of execution of
operations with memory and network. This requires a special organization of the
processor and the applications running on it, a special organization of a communica-
tion network, and a special organization of memory. All of these devices require the
ability to perform a large number of operations simultaneously and high pipelining.
The computational model of the application is required to be able to issue a large
number of operations, which is why multithreading is needed. Memory and network
latencies can be up to ten-times higher; the pace is not always able to withstand the
same operation per clock cycle, especially in the communication network—the phys-
ical limitations of the bandwidth of data transmission links between nodes within the
network effect. For these reasons, a larger number of threaded devices are selected,
up to 64–128 per MT core, which makes it possible to have up to 512–1024 concur-
rent memory or network accesses in one core. Commands of memory accesses are
used behind short vectors, for example, up to 8 64-bit words, which increasing the
number of concurrent memory accesses and reducing the overhead of organizing one
memory access.
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3 Multithread-Stream Cores with Specialized Accelerators

The term “streaming” is more applicable to the architecture of the J10 microproces-
sors and can be used in the sense of providing the ability to process data streams using
data flow graph models. Two graph flow models are supported—static and dynamic
graphs. Thesemodels are used to providemore parallelism and asynchrony, and static
graphs are used to reduce the number of memory accesses when transferring data
between nodes. A static graph node appears along with the entire graph, functions
for some time, and then is deleted along with the graph. A node of a dynamic graph
can appear and be destroyed during the operation of the graph. This possibility is
preserved and strengthened in the Chinese version [4, 5, 15]. For a node of a dynamic
graph, such a sequence of data arrival in an arc can be violated, so the data come with
special tags, by the coincidence of which they can find a pair for themselves in the
stream of another arc. The operation may be normal if there is a pair for which the
operation can be performed. Such selection of data corresponding to each other in
the streams of arcs requires the use of memory with associative access; in this case,
the associative address is a data tag. Such memory is implemented in software. RPC
commands are actively used in the implementation of dynamic graphs.

Technologies for creating supercomputers, including electronic components, in
the last 10–15 years have been in demand in high-precision weapons systems and
civilian products. The development of one or several options for replacing the GPU
Volta (V100) was determined, which in domestic systems, due to its unique high
performance, are used to solve problems from HPC to AI, but there is nothing
to replace it. GPU Volta (V100) is powerful and extremely productive specialized
processor. The lag behind domestic samples of universal and specialized processors
in terms of capabilities for tasks from HPC is up to 30 times.

More detailed technical information about functional computing units based on
multithread-stream cores with specialized accelerators can be found in articles [6–8].
Themt-LWPkernel contains four sections, each ofwhich has 16 thread units (TUs) on
which thread processes can run. Each TU is a set of general-purpose registers, thread
local memory words, and thread system registers. The transition from the program
executed on one TU to the program of another TU occurs without any overhead costs
for memorizing/restoring program states. Each section contains the ALU section
common to all TUs for performing simple arithmetic and logical operations, as well
as a multiplier and a communication unit with the local LP memory. Switching
between the executions of programs of different TUs is done in hardware either
when there is a delay in the execution of a command on the TU or as a result of the
execution of special commands for working with threads. TU sections interact with
each other, as well as with the block of general special registers of the BOR, the
SFU interface block through a one-cycle “bus” of inter-thread messages (MTS bus),
implemented as a switch. In each section, work with the bus for receiving/issuing
messages and performing special operations with the TU is performed by the BSO
special operations units.
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The main features of the mt-LWP kernel are as follows:

(a) 64-thread (thread) RISC processor: 32-bit and 16-bit signed integers, binary
codes, bytes andbits, processing of floating-point numbers, and other data types
in connected special devices—accelerators (SFU, their type is not fixed);

(b) 12 command formats, two of them are long format (32-bit); the rest are 16-bit;
the number of commands is 141, of which 10 are long-format;

(c) In the program of each thread, the user has access to 8 32-bit general-purpose
registers, with which you can work with both 16 16-bit registers, 32 words of
superfast thread memory (LPT), several system registers;

(d) Commands of a thread are executed according to the “in-order” discipline;
informational dependencies of commands are monitored by hardware; in one
thread, it is possible to execute up to 8 memory accesses simultaneously; mt-
LWP allows issuing up to 512 uncompleted memory accesses; in a thread,
barrier synchronization is possible to complete the memory accesses issued by
it;

(e) Hardware support for signal transmission, mailboxes with full/empty bits,
implemented in words of superfast thread memory, barrier synchronization
counters, atomic memory operations are available for thread interaction;

(f) Work with memory is provided in normal and extended mode, the main
features: In normal mode, work is carried out on the local memory of a
256 KB tile through a 16-bit address, data addressing up to a 32-bit word,
and commands—up to a half-word, if off-chip memory is connected, then a
32-bit address is used;

(g) Provides asynchronous transfer of blocks of different fixed lengths between
local (off-chip) memory and memory accessible via GAS;

(h) Unified interface with SFU based on signaling is provided.

The interface for the interaction of threaded devices (TUs) with specialized
functional units (SFUs) is based on the signaling means available in the TU.

4 Experimental Design Results

New principles of access security model are based on outbound command assembly
and multi-domain protection. Given the development of vulnerability search
methods, the implementation of reactive information protection methods should be
considered, along with preventive ones. Instead of the classical concept of “localized
task” for supercomputers (SC), one should speak of parallel distributed stream struc-
tures generated and processed at different levels of the command pipeline hierarchy
by processor devices connected by high-speed networks.

Object access attributes and subject privileges, connections between them are
formalized as a set (conjunction) of predicates. You can track interaction and control
access by a set of characteristic features (markers), represented as tuples of Boolean
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variables. Information security is based on controlling access to objects of manage-
ment and guest operating systems; these objects can be attributed to different levels
of protection. The traditional approach to access control assumes the use of access
attributes (rights) in requests to these objects to perform some operations on them. If
the verification of such attributes is successful, then access to the object at its security
level is allowed, then the requested operation is performed on it. With this approach,
it is technically possible to intercept the request and use its access rights in a surro-
gate request aimed at malicious impact. We propose a new mathematical model for
security. It is based on an 8-tier model (one level of protection was added) and new
logic for controlling access to requests to perform actions with OS objects, which is
implemented by a hypervisor with an appropriate organization, which additionally
uses the architectural capabilities of the proposed supercomputer model extended
by the author. In the course of experimental studies, new scientific results have been
obtained that confirm the effectiveness and minimal loss of performance of the use
of hardware virtualization technology in the form of a multi-level “sandbox” for
promising SCs in comparison with the use of traditional superclusters. Since it is
possible to control the execution of requests at the level of the components of the
hypervisor and the transactional memory controller and it is impossible to control the
operation of all equipment, during the research, the maximum level of functioning of
the ISS agents was found—S8. With this configuration, when the number of levels
of the hierarchy is N = 8, the execution of context-dependent operations becomes
quasi-deterministic with a confidence level of approximately 0.9.

In classical processors with the von Neumann architecture, data and program
codes are shared, which prevents the effective restriction of one object’s access to the
address space and data of another. They also do not implement multilayer protection
mechanisms against attacks when executing system calls in a multi-level context
of nested guest and control operating systems. Tagged architecture on the example
of MCST Elbrus processor does not support hardware virtualization technology.
However, the lack of support for hardware virtualization makes such architectural
solutions highly specialized and does not support the emulation of various hardware
and support forwidely used hypervisors. Some features of the hardware virtualization
technology also speed up the operation of virtual machines and increase the level of
security. Hardware-assisted virtualization and multi-layered protection can reduce
the overhead of creating an isolated runtime environment. In any operating system,
when the kernel code is paired with hardware at the physical level, forbidden states
appear—a zero tuple of data, which the processor prohibits accessing even programs
in the zero protection ring.Only, the processormodule can performactive task context
switching in protected mode since when shadow copying the data of the executable
code, the programmer cannot get direct access to the information. This requires the
implementation of a tiered query-processing hierarchy.

This approach did not apply to previous generation microprocessors due to poor
performance. The introduction of additional levels of privileges and levels of protec-
tion greatly slowed down the system as awhole [8, 9]. The high performance of super-
computers, on the contrary, makes it possible to quickly analyze descriptor tables
and calculate hash values of processes. They are distinguished by self-diagnostics,
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multi-level protection, binding each thread device to a specific domain, program-
ming using non-functional, non-procedural languages—chains of calculations in the
form of selectors, substitutions on the right, left of functional calculations, multi-
level parallelization of algorithms and etc. When the boot program is executed,
the threading device operates in a special privilege mode—IPL_LEVEL. Physical
addressing when accessing instruction memory and data memory is used in this
mode, then the virtual infrastructure manager and host OSs with hypervisor support
are loaded. In this case, the KERNEL_LEVEL level is used for the kernel modules
and the SUPERVISOR_LEVEL level for the equipment manager. At the final stage,
the guest OS is launched at the USER_LEVEL level. The only “stumbling block”
in multicore multiprocessor systems is the problem of efficient implementation of
the on-chip network and working with memory. The multicore microprocessors used
in computational nodes have become a necessary measure to ensure the growth of
their peak performance, and it is caused by the termination of the direct influence
of Moore’s law on the growth of processor cores performance. Multicore has given
rise to the problem of efficient implementation of the on-chip network and exacer-
bated the problems of working with memory. Possible solutions include the use of
multi-threaded and streaming architectures in processor cores.

The multithreading organization allows multiple threads of instructions to
be executed concurrently, which makes it possible to increase the multitude of
executable instructions and increase the flow of concurrent memory operations. The
streaming architecture assumes the use of the decision fields of elementary proces-
sors in the form of static graphs of data streams. This makes it possible to reduce
the total number of memory accesses since, in the decisive field, data are trans-
ferred from one fast resource to another without accessing memory [10]. The author
proposes amethod for reconfiguring the runtime environment, taking into account the
requirements of mobility and ensuring the specific performance characteristics of the
program for the safe expansion of the functionality of the system or application. Only,
hardware support for sharded stacks can reduce compiler complexity and runtime
overhead. In any operating system, when the kernel code is paired with hardware at
the physical level, forbidden states appear—a zero tuple of data, which the processor
prohibits accessing even programs in the zero protection ring. Only, the processor
module can perform active task context switching in protected mode since when
shadow copying the data of the executable code, the programmer cannot get direct
access to the information. These collisions are resolved by a new approach—marker
scanning, which uses generative tables [11].

In addition to coding the address separation of memory protection rings, the
OS of different classes implements a strongly typed interface for interfacing with the
processor’s hardware core andmanaging the context of binary code execution, taking
into account the compilation and assembly profile—the use of systemobjectmarkers.
The command processing pipeline is as follows. After fetching and issuing by any
threading device a command to access the memory, the command enters the LSU
functional block for executing memory access commands. The executive memory
address prepared in the LSU is then transmitted to the MMU, in which the virtual
address is translated into a physical address or a global virtual address. Globally,
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addressable memory provides not only additional programming convenience, which,
as experts expect, should affect the productivity of parallel programming by about
ten times. An increase in the efficiency of parallel programs is also expected, since
two-way interaction models of the “send–receive” type, as a rule, by long messages,
are replaced by one-way interactions using short messages. The reality of achieving
greater efficiency with such a transition to a new memory model and organization of
computations has already been proven in many experiments [12–14].

5 Conclusion

The results of the “Angara” project became the basis for Chinesework on the strategic
supercomputer CT-2 (or ST-2, Codename—Supercomputer “Thunderbolt”) in 2009
for the global information system of China’smilitary intelligence. The TSMC factory
has now produced prototypes of a 12-core mass multi-threaded microprocessor
using 45 nm technology, which is a Chinese-modified version of the Russian J7
microprocessor project for the supercomputer “Angara.”

The release of the second generationColossus processor (GC200)was announced.
This processor is already manufactured using 7 nm technology; the die area is 823
mm2; the number of transistors is 59.4 × 109, even more than in GPU ampere. The
number of cores in it has been increased to 1472, but the on-chip memory has been
increased significantly, three times, to 900 MB. The peak performance of tensor
calculations (FP16/FP32) is doubled, up to 250 TF. The real performance due to
internal data memory increased by eight times. Significant attention was also paid to
the development of a successful computational node in a 1U construct (height 5 cm)
with four GC200s connected through a bridge developed by the same company with
DDR4 memory up to 450 GB and a bandwidth of 180 TB/s.

Creation of the “fundamentally new” processors has always been an interesting
and worthy undertaking, but it has always been accompanied by strong criticism and
controversy, which in the end turned out to be extremely useful and improved the
solution. As a matter of fact, we hope to initiate such a discussion of the mt-LWP
cores architecture.
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Systematics Review on Detecting
Cyberattack Threat by Social Network
Analysis and Machine Learning

Rizal Tjut Adek, Bustami Bustami, and Munirul Ula

Abstract This literature review gives an up-to-date overview of studies aimed
at analyzing the information contained in social media messages, which reflect
malicious activity that threatens cyberspace. This work presented studies aimed at
detecting and predicting cyberattacks with the intent of altering, controlling, manip-
ulating, damaging, or affecting victims’ digital services, computing equipment, and
communications equipment of the victims. The method used in this systematic liter-
ature review is based on the model proposed by Petersen et al. The conclusion from
the studies showed that the use of machine learning algorithms, deep learning, and
natural language processing tools contributes to better detection of threats in social
media. For future research, it is necessary to continue the implementation of the most
recent tools of machine learning and deep learning and natural language processing,
to improve the effectiveness of the results. The findings of this systematic review
will enable the researcher to develop methodologies and mechanisms that could help
detect and prevent future cyberattacks.

Keywords Systematics literature review · Cyberattack detection · Social media
analysis · Twitter posting analysis

1 Introduction

The power of dissemination of information that social networks have, mainly to
reach many places, is due to the impulse that the tools derived from information
technology (IT) have given it. But although, when technology evolves at very rapid
steps to provide more facilities and comforts, in the same way, the risks and threats
grow with it [1, 2].
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This article shows an up-to-date overview of those investigations aimed at the
analysis of the information contained in social media messages, having the common
objective of detecting the events and/or acts that reflect malicious behavior that
threatens cyberspace. The results obtained in each of the investigations allowed their
authors to create methodologies and mechanisms that helped detect and prevent the
risk of future cyberattacks.

Such investigations used an analytical approach similar to those used in other
areas, such as market acceptance of a new product [3] monitoring of political events
[4], health [5], economic [6], and events. They precisely make use of the information
contained in social network messages. However, the following works are focused
on cybersecurity events, such as the detection of different types of cyberattacks [7],
the prediction of events related to the execution of a cyberattack [8], and even the
possibilities of exploiting a software flaw to execute an attack [9].

It should be noted that most of these studies would not have been achievedwithout
a methodology based on the use of tools from the natural language processing area
and supported in some cases by the use of machine learning algorithms or deep
learning.

1.1 Social Media and Cybersecurity Events

Social networks have become a great mass medium for the dissemination of infor-
mation, and today they have reached places where humanity could hardly have imag-
ined exploring. Various topics such as politics, entertainment, technology, and many
others are discussed in them. All this diversity of topics has allowed the development
of several works dedicated to the analysis of information generated by the users
themselves, having these members participate in a way similar to that of social event
sensors. The quantity and quality of the information in social networks are heavily
reliant on the interaction between its members [10].

Many studies are based on the extraction of information from social networks
about a specific event; for example, the analysis of the market impact of a new
product [3], the monitoring of a disease within a community [11], the monitoring of
preferences during political elections [4], and various others. As a result, among all
of these works, there are some whose focus is on the discovery of information from
the cybersecurity field, and then they use all of this information to create tools or
mechanisms of prevention about futures. events and risks that threaten cyberspace.

Concern about the risk of being victims of different types of cyberattacks, and
that these can cause damage to infrastructures and computing services, businesses,
companies, and even government institutions, has generated great interest on the
part of many researchers to be able to anticipate these attacks. The importance of
analyzing the communities and information contained in social networks has been
highlighted by studies such as Saidi [6]. It can extract information and provide an in-
depth look at the operations of clandestine cyber-terrorist groups using the modeling
and semantic analysis.
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2 Research Method

The research methodology for systematic literature review mapping used in this
study is based on the model proposed by Petersen et al. [12] as shown in Fig. 1. The
research questions aim to be answered in this study as follows:

• What are the events related to cyberattacks detected in social media networks?
• What are the main cyberattacks distributed on social media networks?
• What information in social networks use for the detection of exploits that could

represent a future cyberattack?

The final result of this methodology is the generation of a systematic map about
the study topic, which is illustrated, showing the frequencies of publications of each
category.

2.1 Search Protocol

In this systematic mapping phase, the search protocol of the research is guided and
organized. The essential steps of the process are defined, such as research questions,
document screening, abstraction keywords, and data extraction and mapping [12].

Population: research articles related to the area of information security and social
media analysis.

• Object: cyberattack.
• Control: social media.
• Results: The analysis of social networks and cybersecurity events and detecting

cyberattacks using the information published on social networks.

Two major databases chosen are Google Scholar and the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore.

Fig. 1 Systematic mapping study process
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2.2 Languages and Filters in Data Sources

The filters determined for the search cover only studies in Computer Science written
in English. The terms and synonyms are presented, using the “OR” operator to group
the terms and synonyms, and the “AND” operator to select the terms of the question
structure: population, object, control, and results. However, the selected databases
were Google Scholars because it covers more results than other exclusive databases.
The keywords used as follows: (“cyberattack”OR “cybersecurity”OR “hacking”OR
“Penetration” OR “intrusion”) AND (“social media” OR “Twitter” OR “Facebook”
OR “Instagram”) AND (“Machine Learning” OR “Deep Learning”).

2.3 Data Collection Process

The process is divided into four stages: search in the databases, elimination of redun-
dancies, final selection, and quality assessment. From the search strings generated
based on terms and synonyms, a total of 457 articles is returned. After tabulating the
articles, the redundancies are eliminated. Altogether, 132 redundancies were found.
The title and abstract of the articles are read to select articles related to this study. In
all, 21 studies were selected.

3 Result and Analysis

3.1 Detection of Cyberattacks in Social Networks

It is crucial to highlight that the use of the social network to detect cyberattacks
cannot be compared to the tools and mechanisms commonly used in the field of
cybersecurity, such as antivirus, firewalls, IntrusionDetection Systems, and Intrusion
Prevention Systems.

The following works aim to discover threats that may exist in cyberspace, but in
an alternative way. Therefore, these are not to be considered as tools to mitigate the
different types of cyberattacks. Rather, they only fulfill the function of warning or
alerting the discovery of various forms of this type of threat.

This review of the literature reveals four different approaches to detecting cyberat-
tacks: detection of events related to cyberattacks, detection of types of cyberattacks,
interest in software vulnerabilities to carry out a cyberattack, and finally cyberattacks
on social media. The following subsections show relevant works that are part of this
state-of-the-art review.
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3.2 Detection of Events Related to Cyberattacks

This section primarily focused on studies related to the prediction and extraction
of possible events related to a type of cyberattacks, such as account hijacking and
distributed service denial. Table 1 shows a comparison of the results obtained by the
research articles in this category. Here it is observed that the most recent algorithms,
in machine learning and deep learning, have contributed to the improvement of the
results, according to the accuracy in each of the studies. In the same way, it can be
seen that the more specific the cyberattack is to detect, the accuracy tends to increase
its value.

Ritter [15] demonstrated that a large number of events related to cybersecurity
failures are mentioned on Twitter, managing to create an extractor of these events
through a semi-supervised method applied to the flow of publications in this social
network. While Khandpur [16] developed a method that could dynamically extract
those events related to cyberattacks reported and discussed on Twitter, detecting a
range of three different types of threats.

Other studies by Hernandez [13, 18] suggest that the response of groups involved
in Hacktivism can be predicted when their sentiment is very negative toward a user.
Both m All of them gather a corpus of tweets, employ sentiment analysis, and finally
use different statistical tools in each job to predict the possible occurrence of the
cyberattack.

But not only Twitter has proven to be a recurring social network for obtaining
information. Messages from other social networks coming from Hacker forums that
reside on the Dark Web have also been analyzed. Such is the work of Goyal [14],
where he used deep learning tools (deep neural networks) and time series to predict
cyberattacks with information from various Hacker forums.

Deliu [17] concluded with a comparative analysis between Support Vector
Machines (or SVM) and Convolutional Neural Networks (or CNN) for the detection
´of these events within forums similar to the previous ones. Finding significantly
similar results between both learning tools.

Table 1 Comparison of results between researches focused on the detection of events related to
cyberattacks

Research Objective Algorithms Accuracy

Hernandez [13] Cybersecurity events Linear regression 0.442

Goyal [14] Malware, malicious email,
Malicious URL

Deep neural networks 0.653

Ritter [15] DDoS, Hijacking, data SVM leak + L2 regularization 0.676

Khandpur [16] DDoS, Hijacking Kernel Convolution Leak 0.71

Deliu [17] Malware, Spam, DDoS CNN, SVM 0.976
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3.3 Types of Cyberattacks

The studies presented at this section are aimed at detecting and classifying different
forms of cyberattacks on social networks that can trick the user to interact with the
content in themessages.As the example such as accessing siteswithmalware through
a URL, social engineering, Spam, malicious content. In such a way that these threats
aim to affect and destabilize the system or resource that belongs to the user. Table
2 shows a comparison of the results obtained in each of the previous works. As can
be seen, the accuracy tends to rise when the cyberattacks to be detected are specific
to one type. On the other hand, this measure increased when the algorithms were
supported by tools from the area of natural language processing, as demonstrated in
the work of Liao [19]. But it is still pending, to carry out investigations that consider
other types of threats such as detection of different types of social engineering attacks,
detection of accounts dedicated to the dissemination of these threats, among others.

In Liao [19] they present a framework called iACE whose function is to extract
Indicators of Compromise (IoC) [15]) from unstructured texts. The IoC concept
is defined as a description of some malicious activity or artifact that is relevant
to a cybersecurity incident, and that can be identified through the analysis of its
behavior patterns. Based on the above, the author proposes the use of natural language
processing techniques (NER/ER) to collect information from public sources such as
blogs, articles, and other written media. of public access, and create a series of terms
that allow defining unique characteristics of different cyberattacks.

A work dedicated to detecting Phishing was conducted by Wooi [20], where they
developed a real-time security alert mechanism that is activated when these types
of threats are found in Twitter messages. This research used a classification model
derived from machine learning “Random Forest.”

Shu [22] used a logistic regression model to predict the behavior of a cyberattack,
in the face of threats such as malicious email, malicious URLs, and malware distri-
bution. Previously, they applied sentiment analysis techniques to the flow of Twitter
messages to determine the probability of encountering a cyberattack.

Table 2 Comparison of results between researches focused on the detection of cyberattacks in
Twitter massage

Research Objective Algorithms Accuracy

Liao [19] Indicators of compromise
NER/ER

SVM 0.95

Wooi [20] Phishing Random Forest 0.95

Madissety [2] Spam CNN 0.893

Grisham [21] Malware distribution RNN 0.87

Shu [22] Malware, malicious URL,
Malicious email

Logistic Regression and PCA 0.644
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Madisetty [2] stated a neural network ensemble-based approach to spam detection
on Twitter. The model used, at the tweet level, user content characteristics and n-
grams. Later, different CNN architectures were added to a neural network, so that
they could finally get spam detection. Obtaining a measure F of 0.894. Likewise,
investigations have been carried out to identify information that is related to different
types of cyberattacks, taking as a source the discussion forums and blogs that reside
on the Dark web.

In Grisham [21] they created a method to identify messages that contain informa-
tion or distribution characteristics of malware applications, and that exposes users
who are spreading these threats. In their research, they make use of Recurrent Neural
Network architectures (or RNN for its acronym in English) and analysis of the
connections between users using graphs. Their results show that sparse files are
often in.zip format, and targeted at Android applications. Demonstrating that the
majority of users responsible for disseminating this content are those who have
some administrative position in this type of forum.

3.4 Interest in Vulnerabilities for the Use of Exploits

Exploits [23] are a type of malware, the malicious programs that contain executable
code or data that take advantage of vulnerabilities in software installed on a local or
remote computer. These have drawn the attention of malicious users to compromise,
extract information and even take control of the attacked computers. Said security
flaws in the computing and communications infrastructure software make the assets
of the users become victims of these cyberattacks.

There are a couple of concepts for these types of cyberattacks that are mentioned
throughout this subsection. The first is a Proof-of-Concept exploit, which is devel-
oped as part of a process to expose and report a vulnerability in software, to
demonstrate the existence of this security flaw. in the code of the same.

The second concept is real-world exploit [9], these exploits are used to generate
cyberattacks on computer equipment, networks, and communication infrastructures
of the victims, taking advantage of security flaws in equipment software to achieve
an act that is harmful to the user.

The difference between PoC and real-world exploits is that the PoC is not intended
to cause damage, but rather they are used to alert the vendor of their software security
flaw. However, in the real world, it causes damage and is often developed from the
information of the PoC exploits.

The studies in Table 3 are focused on identifying information in social networks
to detect the exploits that could represent a future cyberattack. Table 3 shows a
comparison of the results obtained by previous studies. As can be seen, the machine
learning algorithm, Random Forest shows the best accuracy. Although Mittal [24]
did not present a value for this measure, and only reported the number of messages
correctly detected within a corpus of tweets. In this work, it is argued that his results
improved as he implemented natural language processing tools.
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Table 3 Comparison of results between investigations focused on the interest in vulnerabilities for
use in exploits

Research Objective Algorithms Accuracy

Sabottke [25] PoC exploits, real-world exploits SVM 0.45

Chen [23] PoC exploits, real-world exploits FEEU, FRET 0.514

Almukaynizi [9] Vulnerabilities discussed Random Forest 0.67

Mittal [24] Vulnerabilities discussed NER, SWRL –

In Sabottke [25] they created a technique that allows detecting the existence of
possible real-world exploits, based on information available on the social network
Twitter. The number of characteristics obtained to apply in an machine learning
model (Support Vector Machine) was 38. Among these characteristics are the text
and statistics of the tweets, amarker calledCommonVulnerability Score System, and
information from a vulnerability database NVD (National Vulnerability Database).

In Mittal [24] they created a framework called CyberTwitter, which has the func-
tion of analyzing information contained in Twitter messages, finding the vulnerabil-
ities that represent a threat, and being able to alert the user of the threats. To repre-
sent the cybersecurity concepts ontologies, CyberTwitter employs natural language
processing techniques such as NER and RDF sentence handling. It creates an alert
system with the use of SWRL rules (Semantic Web Rule Language).

On the other hand, Chen [23] developed a method to analyze information from
Twitter messages and to be able to predict when the vulnerabilities will be used in
a cyberattack of the real-world exploit or PoC type. He used a graph-based analysis
called CVE-Author-Tweet, to discover the set of characteristics to use in his predic-
tion model. In the end, he proposes two models, one for the classification called
FEEU, with an average accuracy of 0.514. And the other for the regression, called
FRET, the latter being the one that indicates when the exploit will be executed. Based
on your results, you can predict the use of exploits since the vulnerability appeared,
37.5 days earlier for the PoC exploit, and 11.9 days earlier for real-world exploits.

A study that considered information from social networks and forums of the
Deep/Dark web was carried out by Almukaynizi [9], where they addressed the prob-
ability of using an exploit as a binary classification problem; positive if it tends to
be used or negative otherwise. They used a Random Forest classification model,
achieving average results of 0.57 for precision, 0.93 for recall, and 0.67 for an
accuracy.

3.5 Cyberattacks on Social Media

This section refers to works whose objective is the detection of cyberattacks directed
from one account to another within the same social network. For example, identity
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Table 4 Result of the
investigation focused on
cyberattacks between
accounts of the same social
network

Research Objective Algorithms Accuracy

Al-Qurishi [1] Sybil Deep regression model 0.86

theft or falsification, increase or loss of reputation, account control for use in botnet-
type attacks, among other new forms of cyberattacks adapted to these communication
sites.

InAl-Qurishi [1] they created a system for predicting the execution of a Sybil-type
cyberattack, analyzing information contained in Twitter. In this threat, the attacker
can create multiple false accounts or even install malware on the victim’s computer,
so that later that computer makes likes or reviews, and the victim user is not aware
of this. The objective of the attack is to increase or reduce the reputation of a user
account. This study employs three steps; data collectionmodules, a feature extraction
mechanism, and a deep regression model using TensorFlow. The result achieved is
86%, as shown in Table 4.

Only one job has been identified related to the detection of a cyberattack, which
objective is to control or affect the account of a specific user from another account
of the same social network.

4 Conclusion

There are various threats in social media networks such as identity theft, spreading
false news, social engineering messages, and many other frauds.

The goal of this research is to conduct a state-of-the-art literature review on the
detection and prediction of various types of cyberattacks using social media posting.

Our study concludes that the use of machine learning, deep learning, and natural
language processing tools contribute to the better detection of many types of threats
in social media posting messages.

From this review, there are two prospects for future research. The first prospect is
to improve the accuracy value (F1) in predicting the vulnerabilities to exploits. The
second prospect is research related to the detection of cyberattacks on the same social
network. However, in future research methodology, it is necessary to implement the
most recent algorithms of machine learning, deep learning, and natural language
processing tool, to improve the effectiveness of results.
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Adaptive Multi-attention for Image
Sentence Generator Using C-LSTM

K. A. Vidhya, S. Krishnakumar, and B. Cynddia

Abstract Capturing image feature and multi-object region of an image and trans-
ferring it into a Natural Language Sentence is a research issue needs to be addressed
with natural language processing. Technically, the attention mechanism will force
every word representation to an corresponding image region, however at times it do
neglect certain words like ‘the’ in the description text, as it misleads the text inter-
pretation. The captioning of an image involves not only detecting the features from
various images, but also decoding the collaborations between the items into signif-
icant image text. The focus of the suggested work, predicts the image sentence in a
more detailedway for every region/frame of an image. To overcome, an image feature
extraction is carried out using CNN and LSTM for the image text generation with
the help of adaptive attention mechanism, which will be add in the layer of LSTM
to predict better image sentence is constructed. The above mentioned deep network
methods have been analyzed using two output combination. Experiments have been
implemented using Flickr8k dataset. The implementation analysis illustrates that
adaptive attention performs significantly better than without adaptive attention of
image sentence model and generates more meaningful captions compared to any of
the individual models used. From the results on test images, the suggested network
gives the accuracy, bleu score with and without using adaptive attention in the LSTM
of 81.53, 61.94 and 73.53, 57.94%.

Keywords Image processing · Deep learning · CNN · LSTM · Bleu score

1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an area of research which is widely used to address the
day to day challenging real world problems [1]. Deep learning yields high precision
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compared to machine learning techniques in Image Processing domain. The task
of creating a logical sentence from a picture is tedious process, however it aids in
helping those with visually impaired to have a better insight of the images with text
representation [2]. The captioning method of the image is complex process when
compared to the image classification task, which was the main focus of the research
community over half a decade. The summarization of the image should include the
interconnection between the objects in the picture. For another improvement to visual
comprehension of the image, the above semantic information should be interpreted
in a regular language such as English, which requires an appropriate languagemodel.

The DenseNet model used for the LSTM network works in much the same way as
for machine translators. The images are converted into a size of 224 * 224 and fed as
input layer to CNN. Flickr8k database is used to train the CNNmodel. A dictionary is
created using the caption tokens generated by the training set which forms a baseline
text for various image frames. The captions generated are compared to captions given
by a human expert on a BLEU score.

Though most of the deep learning approaches have made huge strides in image
interpretation activities [3], yet there are many issues to be addressed in the litera-
ture. The existing image captioning techniques focus on using an RNN and CNN,
bypassing certain influential factors which contributes to the overall sentence gener-
ation [4]. The attention-grabbing technique maps each descriptive word to an image
region with randomly assigned weights, regardless of the fact certain caption like
stop words in the text do not depict the quality structures of the image region [5–7].

Two stage adaptive attention is proposed, where an image caption model with C-
Bi-LSTM network is constructed to process the images frames and the text features
aremined using glove [8]. In particular, for the first time, theDenseNet system is used
to elucidate global features including little nuances of the images. Likewise, each
image of five different caption is converted into vector form by using tokenization
and fused both image and word vector into one 1-D [9]. After that the dynamic
focus approach can automatically determine when it relies on visual cues and relies
solely on the language prototype model. Lastly, the elucidated features are given
as input to the C-LSTM generates sentence, as decoder output. When compared
to past algorithms, the suggested model presents a flexible attention span to show
improvement and eradicate the problemof forced communicationbetween expressive
words or image.

NLP has a major contribution to artificial intelligence that includes with human–
machine interaction in natural language [10]. The core objective of the NLP is to
understand the natural languages that system or machine generates. Wide range of
research has been approved with respect to text caption generation which aids in field
of application and interaction to a number of other traditional artificial intelligence
areas. Natural language sentence generation tasks are naturally overwhelmed with
defectiveness, such as exclusions, inconsistencies and mistakes. These have created
challenges in categorizing from instructions. A machine should be able of under-
standing natural language instructions in an unambiguous manner. To overcome this
above need, this work aims toward categorizing the natural language instructions.
Here the focus is on English language text, particularly with instructions.
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Fig. 1 Image sentence generation with and without attention

In the upcoming sections, we discuss briefly about the model used. The CNN
encoder and the LSTM decoder are discussed in detail. The code for both modules
are explained briefly.We used the BLEU score metric to compare the accuracy of the
model proposed with the ones already present. At the end, we report a few examples
tested on themodel. Figure 1 shows Image captioningwith adaptive attention, it gives
more detailed portrayal of the image and also it shows Image Captioning without
adaptive Attention which predicts normal portrayal of the image.

The flow of the paper is indicated as follows. Section 2 describes literature survey
done in the arena of image caption prediction. Section 4 provides the system design
of this work. Section 5 shows implementation of the offered modules and the results
of the suggested modules. Section 6 at last summarizes the Conclusion and Future
Work meticulously.

2 Literature Survey

Wang et al. [11] proposed a challenging issue, creating photo captions automati-
cally on its own and has attracted increasing attention in the study of indigenous
languages and in computer-based communities. In this paper, the authors suggested
a deep end-to-end learningmethod for producing photo captions. They used a picture
feature details at a set moment each minute and produce an equivalent caption using
a semantic attention prototype. The framework mitigates us to introduce frames as
repeating structure which is also a focus module, obtained by computing the simi-
larities between an image element the sequence along with the meaning of a word.
The model is intended to transmit information the presentation found in the English
section went to the Chinese section to attain a different expression photo caption.
The planned model reports 3.9% improvement over existing modern captions for
image captions in a different language Flickr8k CN database in CIDER matrix.

Sharma et al. [12] proposed this model enables a person to enter image and
extract the same description. The paper uses deep learning as well natural language
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processing (NLP) to generate captions. Moreover, picture captions generation is
a significant task as it agrees us to use the equipment of captioning function for
any image. This works enables us to easily edit files without listening to caption
function. This paper aids in help for visually impaired people or suffer from short
vision. Therefore, instead of looking at image problem can easily read the generated
captions with this model in a larger format. It can also be used to donate real-time
video description for later use of video.

Mohan et al. [13] proposed Image CaptionGenerator works bywriting captions of
an image.Moreover, semantic connotation of an image is apprehended and converted
into natural language text. The process of making the system to understand and
interpret an image is a tedious task that includes image processing and text analytics.
The machine. Mohan et al. [13] proposed Image Caption Generator works by writing
captions. The image is depicted as an innate language based on the meaning of the
image. The photography method interacts with both images and its management.
The machine must monitor and build interactions between objects and living beings.
In this paper one can discover, identify and make footnotes using in-depth reading.
The Regional Object Detector (ROD) is used to perceive and create subtitles. The
paper is based on in-depth education to improve the development of current photo
captioning system. Flickr 8 k database is used during tests to indicate the route via
python.

Bajpayee et al. [14] resolved the file for problem finding image captions. The
system is trained about the interaction between text and pictures from the given
labeled images. Its uplifting automated method by incorporation of CNN and RNN.
The encoder is trained to comprehend the available aspects in the included illustration
used for in thefinal step. Themodel tries to produce captions for all aspects. Treatment
speech as a major area of the label, the model gives predictions of the various regions
of the image and merge them.

Sarfi et al. [15] proposed the inclusion of photo captions is a significant short-term
tasks in machine learning. Application encoder decoder the structures are also used.
With visual imagery, with encoder, most of these networks use the final layer of
network specification is designed for specific computer viewing functions. There are
several down to that first of all, these are special models to find some objects from the
image. So, when the deeper into the file network, network focuses on these things, it
becomes almost do not see the whole picture. These are encoder dots sometimes this
is where the next word in the title ends. In addition, most words in the captions are
not included in the target categories of these functions, similar to ‘snow’. There is an
aim to reduce the blind spots of the last layer of the coding decision, and suggestions
are specified to other layers of encoding specification. Doing so gives us different
aspects of the image while it is not ignoring almost any part of the image is why we
go there in everything in the illustration.

Parmar et al. [16] proposed defining the content of an image without a person
intervention is a difficult task. Computer and environmental perspective language
processing is commonly used to overcome this problem. It requires a two-way
approach, to understand image content using computer view, modify the file under-
stands appropriate sentences. Conversion neural network is a powerful and widely
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used image feature procedure for extracting object detection and image classifica-
tion. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) is often used for efficiency sentence generation.
An integrated CNN and GRU model were available proposed to achieve accurate
photo captions. And a suggestion model, tests are executed on various data sets as
well compare results with existing work. BLEU test metrics used to ration results;
proposed the ideal results in BLEU-4 points (increasing significantly) in Database
for MS COCO 2017 as 53.5.

3 Problem Statement

In the literature themost important factor of description is feature information extrac-
tion, and another aspect is how to completely use characteristic information, its lead
accuracy was low and also meaningless evidence of the image. Hence, a CNN-based
multi-label for the image region and LSTM with adaptive attention mechanism via
visual sentinel method has been planned. The aim of this project is to generator
detailed image description of the picture of each region present in it and to get the
most accurate information.

• To generate the text and images with an acceptable semantic order.
• To predict correct semantic order and then organize the image depiction by first

foreseeing semantic concepts.
• To improve Image description more in detail by using adaptive attention

mechanism in C-LSTM.

The outcome of the proposed work is to generate image sentence in the detailed
way by taking into description of every region present in image using adaptive atten-
tion mechanism via visual sentinel method applied in decipherer aspect of the LSTM
layer. The pictorial caption prediction has been implemented in convolutional neural
network (Dense Net) architecture, converting word to vector using tokenization and
giving input to the long short-term memory phase. Precision of a subtitle of an
illustration prediction for training images and test images will be identified. Finally,
output will be generated image sentence with help of adaptive attention and without
adaptive attention. To resolve the problem of single-feature extraction output and the
attention-grabbing method that compels each caption to be found, this paper puts
forward a captioning image with a complex network with adaptive attention, which
enhances precision and elasticity of subtitles for images.

4 Proposed Work

Figure 2 depicts the system architecture of subtitles for images prediction is to
describe the detailed material of the present region in the images using CNN and
LSTMarchitecturewith the help of adaptive attention. The steps in the design process
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Fig. 2 System architecture of image captioning

includes preprocessing, convolutional neural network, tokenization of the text dataset
and final stage is to foresee the image caption in test image dataset. Image caption
prediction is implemented in CNN and LSTM neural network. Finally, the accuracy
of training and test images are calculated.

Image sentence generator is implemented using google Colaboratory platform,
python language and python packages (OpenCV, TensorFlow, torch, Keras and, etc.).
There are many data sets open and available in this project resource regard such
as Flickr 8 k (containing 8000 images) MS COCO (containing 180,000 images),
Flicker-30 K (containing 30,000 images) and so on in our first use of the Flickr 8 k
database. This data comprises 8000 images each with 5 captions divided as 6000
images for training sets, 1000 validation sets and another 1000 test set [9]. This
database is out of date associated to other data sets and has a partial number of
images to fit a wide range of applications. However, it difficult for normal CNN [17–
19] networks to learn the features since, most of multi-label object to predict and
also train more multi-label images. Therefore, there is a need for using pre-trained
CNN of DenseNet121 Architecture. Preprocessing consists of resizing the images
(224 × 224) and changing into vector of the image and text data also in order to fuse
both the image vector and text figures of the production [20].

The starting stage of encoding uses the DenseNet-121 networkwith Dense Blocks
and Transition layers. The first pass of the convolutional layer uses 2000 filters which
is got using filter of 7*7 which is then conceded on through the max assembling layer
with a window size of 3 ∗ 3 with pace 2 features.

The output generated will be a feature vector of 56 ∗ 56 ∗ 2000 is obtained, and
the feature vector of 56 ∗ 56 ∗ 2000 is finally input into Dense Block 1.
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There are 4 dense layers with three intermediate layers, an average pooling layer
of 7 ∗ 7 is used to output the feature vectors of the image. Firstly DenseNet extract
the images features and skip gram model is used to create word vectors. The image
features are v = {v1, v2, v3,…, vL}, vi ∈ �D,

Both the image vector and text features are fused together to form xt = {vt, st}.
In the second step, the image aspect C considering weight is found by utilizing an
adaptive catered mechanism prototype where the pictorial aspect V and x (fused
vector) are prepped. LSTM network needs the key consisting of image aspect C and
the text aspect S by which create a detailed description sentence in the third step.

In steps involved in data preprocessing are listed below.

Step 1: Providing image input to the pre-trained DenseNet121 architecture.
Step 2: Resizing the image to 224×224.
Step 3: Getting output as extracted aspect of the multi-label image.
Step 4: Converting into vector form of the removed element.
Step 5: Text preprocessing.
Step 6: Tokenizing the text data splitting the sentence into word by word
Step 7: After changing into single word converted into vector form
Step 8: Merging the two vectors of the output of image and text.

A major tokenization used would be word tokenization. On the basis of a partic-
ular delimiter it breaks the word lines into separate parts. Based on the restrictions,
different tokens at the word level are generated. A few examples for pre-trained
word embedding would be Word2Vec and Glove. In many languages, text is made
up of words separated by whitespace, where each word has a specific meaning. In
next section how the sign languages are modified is discussed, the problem of a sign
having a more multifarious meaning than a word is also presented. In the time being,
how the words are represented in English is given below.

Example:
Raw text: I had a dinner, and it was better.
Tokenized text: [’I’,’had’,’a’,’dinner’, ‘,’, ‘and’,’it’,’was’,’better’, ‘.’].

The first module extracts the image feature by using a pre-trained convolu-
tional neural network model of DenseNet121 architecture to detect the multi-label
region present in the images. Keras applications are deep learning models that are
made accessible with pre-trained weights. So, these models can be used for predict,
feature extraction purposes and fine-tuning process. After extracting features from
the images, it will convert into vector of the features by flattening to 1-D. DenseNet
model is to describe the detailed information of the dense block and convolution
region in the look used to obtain features of the images. DenseNet, this allows to
detect each separable object in images, locate their position and size as well relative
to the rest of the image. FLICKR8K dataset has many multi region images are pre-
processed to 224×224 dimensions which will helps to train normally for the learning
the image features.
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Vector fused input from the both image and text dataset, it given input to the LSTM
for the training the model. After the initial tier passes the output to adaptive attention
layer. This adaptive attention tier will modify weight of the region in the image and
also text in the sentence will identify remaining small objects and gives detailed
description. The research contains two distinct Encoders, where the initial step
utilizes DenseNet121, and the next utilizes tokenization. All processes stop during
the teaching process and continue during the fine-tweaking stage. DenseNet121.

LSTM is a neural network that uses recurrent technology to obtain the information
provided as a lengthy order and also obtain the solution to gradient loss and passed
on to neural networks. In standard RNN, all its aspects are reconfigured by time back
propagation (BPTT). The slope of the succeeding nodes decreases during the back
distribution process, thereby complicating the upgrades for the existing nodes and
causing the model performance to not succeed. It can be observed that when the time
phase takes too much time, the succeeding nodes are unable to obtain data easily,
during the test phase and it is challenging to explain the question of ‘’ extended
support ‘’ timeline, and the accuracy of the forecast is incorrect.

The three memory gates in LSTM are,

• Input gate—controls the input information
• Forget gate—enables LSTM to forget unnecessary information
• Output gate—enables to output the information to next cell.

An LSTM cell was created as the answer to the question. Memory cells are
inserted using gates and these are used to store common knowledge and gates are
used substitute the changes during the restoration of memory cells.

The LSTM acts as a basic communication model which has attention composition
for image retrieval. The proposed work replaces the values of vector generated by
the fully connected CNN with the DenseNet layer that usually creates a multi-view
point on other parts of the images.

The visual sentinel st is used to extend the attention model of the upper section
to construct a visual sentinel formula created on the LSTM memory unit:

gt = θ
(
ωx
xt

+ωhht−1
)

(1)

St = gt∅ tan h
(
h̃t

)
(2)
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The decoder’s reminiscence stores long- and short-term graphical and semantic
information. This new component is called the visual sentinel. A deep neural network
is prepared by shuffling its aspects (neurons) to enhance its problem-solving skills.
The estimated outcome is compared with the actual ground outcome and correct
weights are used to eliminate the error using a loss function. The failure event is used
to assess the quantity themodel should seek to reduce during training. In retrospective
models, the commonly used loss function used is a mean square error function while
the segment models predict the probability, the most common loss function is cross
entropy. This project uses classical cross entropy.

It is a loss function used inmulti-class classification functions. It is an optimization
function used in the training of the data-segregation model by predicting that data
may belong to one category or another. In the proposed work, experiments have been
taken out utilizing Flickr8k dataset comprising 8000 images and 5 unique titles for
every picture. The bleu score performance system is used to assess the calculations.
It shows that adaptive attention is superior than without adaptive attention of image
sentence model and also creates more accurate subtitles compared to other models.
From the investigational findings on test images, the proposed network gives the
accuracy, bleu score with and without using adaptive attention in the LSTM of 81.53,
61.94, 73.53 and 57.94%.

The loss event is used to calculate the quantity the model should seek to reduce
during training. In retrospective models, the commonly used loss function used is
a mean square error function while the segment models predict the probability, the
most common loss function is cross entropy.

It is a loss task used in multi-class classification functions. It is an optimization
function used in the preparation of the data-segregation model by predicting that
data may belong to one category or another. The function is best for classification
problems in multi-class classification problem. It be considered as possibilities over
the outcome, the result is standardized such that the additive result is 1. It is also
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applied finally in a classified type including cross information as loss function (Eq. 3).

Relu( f (x) = max(0, x) (3)

σ
(�z)i = ezi

∑k
j=1 e

z j
(4)

The problem that continues is how each load should be adjusted to improve the
performance of our brand. To find a way to minimize the loss, Adam optimizer is
used.

θ∗ = argmax
θ

∑

c,s

N∑

t=0

logP( st|c, θ, s0, s1 . . . st−1) (4)

The model learns the parameter θ.
Length of sentence is denoted by n.
The individual weights are given by c ∈ {c1, c2, ... , ct} and overall feature is

represented as C. The picture S is a sentence that correctly describes the picture.
si is every word vector included in the sentence.

5 Performance Evaluation

The pipeline is still not completely accurate and be studied properly. To rectify that
the model is prepared such that it can study with accuracy. Even after the prototype
is rectified, a key part of the model still remains uncompleted.

One of the major ways to showcase the caption generator’s performance is via line
production and accuracy of evaluation and is thus very crucial. Assessment system
of measurement BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3 and BLEU-4 which can inferred from
Figs. 3 and 4 (Bilingual EvaluationUnderstudy) are themajor systemofmeasurement
to assess the value of the line creation using natural language managing technique.
4-g BLEU score (BLEU-4) is the first assessment system of measurement used for
enhancement.

Figure 5 show the result of the final outcome of this project. Final process in
this architecture is to test the newly test images which are not included in training
and validation process. Outcome of the result will be image sentence without using
adaptive attention and another outcome of the result will be generated image sentence
very detail description using adaptive attention using a pictorial sentry method in
LSTM. Figure show the test image prediction evaluation. A bleu score is a summary
of the prediction output on an Image sentence.

Figure 5 depicts the precision of the system is modeled by BLEU score. BLEU is
an algorithmic function named after Bilingual evaluation understudy that is used to
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Fig. 3 Accuracy and loss plot with incremental epochs

Fig. 4 Image caption without adaptive attention

evaluate the description of text which has been translated by a machine. This score
yields high correlation score when compared to expert score. The range of the bleu
score is from 0 to 1 and, whereas 0 is assigned when there is no relation between the
sentence generated and the reference sentence. BLEU’s evaluation method requires
following inputs like:

(i) Numerical translation metric, given and measured by comparison
(ii) A combination of human reference versions.

Table 1 discusses the hyper-parameters used to model the Bi-LSTM for text and
visual attention for Image sentence generation. Additionally Table 2 outlines the bleu
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Fig. 5 Image caption without adaptive attention bleu score

Table 1 Modeling hyper-parameters

Sigmoid attention mechanism

Batch size 64

Relu—optimization function

Epoch—150

Embedding-dimension: 300

Hidden-dimension = 0.5

Dropout = 0.5

Table 2 Comparison with existing approaches

Bleu-1 Bleu-2 Bleu-3 Bleu-4

Wang et al. [21] 68.8 51.3 37.0 26.5

Tang et al. [22] 72.5 55.6 41.7 31.2

Xu et al. [23]—Soft Attention 70.7 49.2 34.4 24.3

Xu et al. [23]—Hard Attention 66.7 43.4 28.8 19.1

Proposed Work—LSTM 68.8 49.8 38.2 22.1

Proposed Work—Bi-LSTM 79.8 68.6 48.8 38.4

Wang et al. [11] 66.8 46.8 32.2 22.1
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score comparison rate with the existing systems and proposed work. The bleu score
value is lesser when compared to the bi-LSTM. Next section outlines the conclusion
and future work.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this proposed paper, capturing image captions is a complicated process as it
requires both processor’s perspective and comprehension of natural language admin-
istering. This paper is framed to follow the full outline of the ‘’ encoder decoder ‘’
where as in the encoding phase, DenseNet is cast-off to excerpt complete pictorial
aspects; in the suspension phase, a supplementary ‘’ visual sentry ‘’ for enhancing the
forced communication between words and image locations using a LSTM supple-
ment. This approach is deemed to be acceptable by the BLEUmetric system. Testing
principles andmanaged to enhance the total execution and accuracy. Test image accu-
racy of 500 images improved. From the experimental results without using adaptive
attention, the epoch value for the 80% of training image and 20% for validation
process is 100, which gives the accuracy of 87.57%. The optimal dropout value for
the dropout layer is 30%. And also, final results with using adaptive attention, the
epoch value for the 80% of training image and 20% for validation process is 20,
which gives the accuracy of 80.00%. The optimal dropout value for the dropout
layer is 30%.

The future scope of this field is enormous as this technology provides a plan to
automate machines that can produce results as close as possible to the individual
mind. In the upcoming years this work can be extended to increase the accuracy of
the scheme to have the same results as humans. Also, the accuracy of the system
can be increased by using data sets with a large amount of relevant information that
will be available in the future. In the time to come, the method has the capability
to prepare and collect outputs not only in general but as a specific domain that will
ultimately increase its accuracy andwill help to achieve specific field-specific results.
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A Low-Cost Smart Monitoring Device
for Demand-Side Response Campaigns
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P. Poursoltan, N. Hadifar, and M. Paulucci

Abstract The energy transition requires an increasing penetration of renewable
resources, particularly at MV/LV levels. The emerging production scheme is char-
acterized by distributed power plants, imposes a capillary control of production and
consumption among the distribution network (DN). The implementation of demand-
side response (DSR) campaigns is widely seen as a solution that can increase grid
stability, but they require a complex and expensive monitoring infrastructure to
select the optimal operating point of the production/consumption systems. This paper
suggests a cheap and reliable smart monitoring device based on Raspberry Pi tech-
nology. The communication infrastructure adopted in the smart building of ASM
S.p.A., the distribution system operator (DSO) of Terni city, shows the feasibility of
implementing this prototype on a large scale.
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1 Introduction

The penetration of distributed generation among the LV/MV grids and the actual
challenge of new electricity-based services, like electric mobility, raised the need
for a new grid concept, the so-called smart grid (SG), to manage high fluctuations
of production and consumption. SGs require a volume of data to be collected that
is increasing tremendously [1], and its secure, efficient, and scalable collection has
become a challenging task. The metering infrastructure to monitor DG and loads is
requested to be capillary widespread.

In this regard, this paper proposes a cheap and reliable device, based on Raspberry
Pi and affordable sensors, for the monitoring of an energy district, in order to imple-
ment DSR strategies on a large scale. The feasibility of the monitoring infrastructure
for a company building demand is tested in the headquarters of ASM S.p.A., the
DSOs of Terni province, in the center of Italy.

As expressed in the literature, SGs represent a significant evolution from tradi-
tional power grids, as they allow bidirectional flows of energy and communications.
For this grid revolution, a necessary step to be overcome is to monitor the network in
detail; therefore, the network must be equipped with a large-scale advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI), connected to a data center equipped with computational intel-
ligence technologies and a smart control system, in order to allow accurate and
real-time network management [2, 3]. The AMI can be assumed as the developed
version of traditional automated meter reading (AMR) and automatic meter manage-
ment (AMM) systems since it involves several enhanced technologies, such as smart
meters (SMs), home area networks (HANs), wide area networks (WANs), or neigh-
bored networks [3, 4]. The capillary monitoring infrastructure is exploited in litera-
ture to create services for the DSO and the consumers/prosumers, such as to detect
sources of energy flexibility on the territory and to implement DSR or other decision-
making mechanisms [5, 6]. Some studies focus on the devices’ capability to work
with a large quantity of electrical/energy measurements and grid status [7–11]. In
[12], smart meters are utilized to provide the grid operators more visibility into the
health and operation of their assets (e.g., transformers, lines). In [13], the authors
present an original data acquisition and transmission system designed and optimized
for online temperature monitoring systems in electric power transformers. In [14],
a real-time anomaly detection framework is developed by exploiting data collected
at the consumers’ premises. In this way, the authors present a system able to detect
anomalous events and abnormal conditions. A newmethod to carry out the load flow
analysis inMV networks is presented in [15], based on LV load power measurements
applied on an innovative backward/forward algorithm for the power flow resolution.
The power quality of public electricity networks is evaluated in [16] through a signal
analysis framework based on the data acquisition and transmission of the monitoring
devices. Many studies highlight the possibility of building up DSR campaigns to
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exploit the flexibility derived by the customers [13–21]. In [22], the DSR allows the
customers, autonomously or in energy communities, to estimate the baseline price in
real time. Based on the estimated price signal, the customers schedule their energy
consumption using a cost-sharing strategy to minimize their incommodity level.
The authors of [23] suggest an energy management system that runs a simple DSR
campaign, considering peak and off-peak rates. Most of the existing studies mainly
focus on the theoretical design of DSR schemes and do not verify the proposed
schemes through implementation, as underlined in [24].

The activities presented in this paper are carried out and partially financed within
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under the
IoT-NGIN project [25], which investigates how the diffusion of advanced telecom-
munication technologies, like 5G, combined with the application of advanced tools
of artificial intelligence, can produce significant benefits for the energy system.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the prototype of smart
monitoring device and the telecommunication infrastructure; Section 3 presents the
case study of this paper; Section 4 shows the measurement tests in ASM district, and
finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Smart Monitoring Device Components

The smart monitoring device presented within this paper is composed of two Rasp-
berry Pi: a Raspberry Pi 3 model B + and a Raspberry Pi 4. The proposed system
monitors four variables: secondary substation temperature, secondary substation
humidity, RMS values of voltage and current.

The measurement data are transferred to Raspberry Pi 3 to be stored in and
communicated via socket connection provided by a network router (Table 1).

The Raspberry Pi is a single-board computer that runs the Linux operating system
and can be used directly in electronics projects due to GPIO pins on the board [26].
The card also has Wi-Fi 802.11n (150 Mbit/s) and an Ethernet connector, making it
easier for the device to connect to the LAN network.

One of the most significant advantages of Raspberry Pi is excellent software
support. There are many pre-compiled software packages and a large community of
developers online.

In this study, three sensors have been used for measuring different parameters:

• Temperature and humidity sensor: The Sense HAT [28] has been used for
measuring temperature and humidity in the secondary substation. The Sense HAT
has an 8× 8 RGB LED matrix, a five-button joystick, and includes the following
sensors: (i) gyroscope (ii) accelerometer, (iii) magnetometer, (iv) temperature, (v)
barometric pressure, and (vi) humidity.

• Voltage Sensor: A sensor module, namely ZMPT101B, has been used [29].
• Current Sensor: A ROGOWSKI coil has been used for measuring the current [30]

(Fig. 1).
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Table 1 Features of raspberry pi 3 B+ and raspberry pi 4 [27]

Features Raspberry Pi 3 B + Raspberry Pi 4

CPU Broadcom BCM2837B0
Quad core Cortex-A53 @
1.4 GHz

Broadcom BCM2711
Quad core Cortex-A72 @
1.5 GHz

GPU VideoCore IV @ 250-400 MHz VideoCore VI @ 500 MHz

RAM 1 GB LPDDR2 SDRAM 1 GB, 2 GB or 4 GB
LPDDR4-2400 SDRAM

USB 4 × USB-A 2.0 ports 2 × USB-a 2.0, 2 × USB-A 3.0,
1 × USB-C

Display port Single full-size HDMI 2 × microHDMI

Connectivity 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 300Mbps
Ethernet, Bluetooth 4.0

802.11ac Wi-Fi, Gigabit
Ethernet, Bluetooth 5.0

Misc 40-pin GPIO header, 3.5-mm
audio port, camera module
support, composite video

40-pin GPIO header, 3.5-mm
audio port, camera module
support, composite video

Programming language Python is desirable, and C, C +
+ ruby are preinstalled

Python is desirable, and C, C +
+ ruby are preinstalled

Fig. 1 Sense HAT sensor

The analog-to digital converter, named ADS1115, was implemented to convert
the output signal of the sensors [31].
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3 TLC Infrastructure

The Raspberry Pi 4 plays the role of a server that receives the measurement data in
the form of strings and stores them for future use. Two Python codes were made
in the Thonny IDE environment to provide the software required. The “client”
code installed in Raspberry Pi 3 reads the measurement data incoming from the
sensors, store the data for future use, connects to a given host IP address, and trans-
fers the data in the form of strings via a socket communication. The “server” code
establishes a socket communication, binds it to a given port number, and listens to
incoming communication. The server receives the measurement data and stores it in
the Raspberry Pi 4 storage SD card.

From a software point of view, the Raspberry Pi operating system Raspbian
GNU/Linux 9 was adopted. The main benefit of the Raspberry Pi consists of the
communication interfaces, such as the secure shell protocol (SSH) and virtual
network computing (VNC) utilizing the remote frame buffer protocol (RFB). These
may enable both remotewireless access to the PC andwired access to the PC,without
the need of connection to a local networkwith the device to communicatewith. In this
study, Python programming has been used for measuring temperature and humidity.
Socket programmingwas used to connect two network nodes so that they can interact
with one another. One socket listens on a specific port at an IP address, while the
other socket seeks to connect (Fig. 2).

The most common type of socket application is client–server applications, where
one side acts as the server and waits for connections from clients. The server creates

Fig. 2 Prototype system
setup in the outdoor box
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the listener socket, while the client connects to the server. The communication system
based on TCP/IP socket communication consists of two sides: server and client. The
client side is responsible for connecting to the server and transmitting the measured
data to the server. The server side is responsible for establishing a socket connection
and binding it to a port, receiving measurement data from the client, storing it in the
memory of the single-board computer.

The details of the coding of both sides are as follows:

• The client-side Python code is made as follows: (i) defines all necessary libraries
and variables, including host (server IP address) and port; (ii) defines functions
responsible for reading the sensor measurements and for the communication
with the server; (iii) defines a function that writes the measurements into a log
file, where each string combines measured variables, date and time of measure-
ment; (iv) then, another function encodes the string containing the measurement
variables and sends them via socket communication established before; (v) the
measuring, logging combining, encoding, and transmitting functions are put inside
an infinite loop to ensure continuity. The measurement granularity is set at every
3 s.

• The server code consists of a series of functions that finally log the information
received from the client. (i) The socket communication is created; (ii) it is bound
with a pre-defined port number; (iii) the server starts listening to potential client
requests; when the signal code is received, the server starts a loop. This loop
continuously receives the information, decodes it with UTF-8 (by default), and
(iv) logs it into a file opened previously. This file does not have a specific format,
but the information received are comma-separated values (CSV).

A diagram representation of the IT infrastructure, described before, is shown in
the following figure.

4 Case Study

As a case study, themetering device was installed in Terni DN, with the configuration
shown inFig. 3.ASMTerni grid ismanaged by its production unit TerniDistribuzione
Elettrica (TDE), and it is characterized by three primary substations, feeding about 60
MV lines (at 10 and 20 kV), and about 700 secondary stations. The network extends
for 2400 km, 25% of which is at MV level. The DSO is responsible for supplying
about 400 GWh per year. More information can be found in [32–35]. In the case
study, the devicewas used tomeasureASM’s headquarters power connection demand
in the LV substation. ASM Terni headquarters comprise (i) a 4050 m2 three-story
office building; (ii) a 2790 m2 single-story building consisting of technical offices, a
computer center, and an operation control center, and (iii) a 1350 m2 warehouse. The
annual building consumption is about 650MWh, mainly due to lighting, HVAC, and
powering computers and data servers, and the district includes a 60 kW PV plant.
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Fig. 3 IT infrastructure of the proposed monitoring device

An expansion boardwas considered tomake the sensors accessible to themeasure-
ment place to realize the system, and an outdoor box was used to protect the systems
from environmental hazards. For this project, the monitoring device was turned on
for about one month, and then, the measurement data were collected via VNC
remote control. The following figures illustrate the prototype device installed at
the secondary substation at TDE DN. For installing the system in the secondary
substation of TDE, an indoor box was used, as represented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Location of the measuring device in the terni electricity grid
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In the study, we used a laptop to control and monitor data obtained from a Rasp-
berry Pi through a Wi-Fi connection to achieve the goal of remote-mode commu-
nication. As a result, joining the Raspberry Pi to a Wi-Fi network is possible by
determining its IP address using a sophisticated IP scanner, and then, the graph-
ical user interface is accessed using the virtual network computing (VNC) server
software.

5 Results

An example of the acquired data in real time at the secondary substation of the ASM
district is illustrated in Fig. 5.

As expressed in Section 2, measured data concern secondary substation temper-
ature in °C, secondary substation humidity in %, RMS value of voltage, expressed
in volt, at LV level for ASM district load and RMS value of current, expressed in
ampere, at LV level for ASM district load.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, during the period under consideration the voltage is
always between242 and231V, i.e., in p.u. between1.05 and1.004.The current, on the
other hand, varies more, ranging from around 30 A to almost 150 A. The acquired
data concern the electrical quantities of the line connecting ASM’s headquarters
with the secondary substation; therefore, the trend of the curves is very jagged,
due to variegate types of loads and the power generation from the PV system. The
granularity of the data is 15 s, feasible to the DSR campaigns implementation.

Fig. 5 Data sample
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Fig. 6 Voltage and current measured at the ASM secondary station by the proposed monitoring
device in the week of 24/09/2021–01/10/2021

6 Conclusion

The paper shows the realization of a simple and cost-effective monitoring device,
easily applicable on a large-scale DN and whose data can be accessed just through a
simple Internet connection. The implemented device was installed and tested within
a secondary substation of ASMgrid, monitoring the consumption of theASMdistrict
for a short period of analysis.

A capillary knowledge of consumption/production profiles of LV/MV customers
allows to enable the adoption of innovative strategies, whichwill play an increasingly
important role in the energy transition. DSR and the implementation of flexibility
tools, such as storage systems and smart electric vehicle charging stations, require
the monitoring of the network in near real time.

The large-scale introduction of these technologies results extremely expensive for
DSOs in case of adoption of complex monitoring infrastructure. Indeed, an econom-
ical, simple, and reliable device, such as the prototype presented in this article, could
represent the optimal solution for enabling these new services, avoiding the possi-
bility to carry on more accurate analysis that should require huge amount of data
flow.

For future research, the authors are investigating the possibility to increase the
adoption of such devices in ASM DN also implementing AI-based and machine
learning tools for analytics purposes. In addition, the amount of data to be transmitted
will be discussed, trying to adopt some techniques to limit the flow of data to be
transmitted to the DSO.

Acknowledgements This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Investigating the Sinkhole Attack
in Cognitive Wireless Sensor Network

Zenzele Malale , Mthulisi Velempini , and Sekgoari Semaka Mapunya

Abstract Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network that senses its environment,
collects data, and routes data to sink node through wireless links. However, security
is a challenge. Sinkhole attack is one of the main security issues that threatens the
operation ofWSN. Sinkhole nodes advertise themselves as best link route to the base
station for malicious reasons. Thereafter, the attacker drops packets and modifies
data, enabling other attacks such as selective forwarding and worm-hole attacks to
be launched. This study focusses on investigating the effectiveness of sinkhole attack
mitigation schemes in cognitiveWSN and designed a framework for future research.
MATLAB simulation tool was utilized to simulate and evaluate the sinkhole attack
mitigation schemes, and comparative results were generated. Themetricswhichwere
considered in the simulation are the packet delivery ratio, probability of detection,
and the probability of false alarm. The results show that the mitigation of sinkhole
attacks requires further attention.

Keywords Mitigation · Selective forwarding · Sinkhole attack · Wireless sensor
networks · Worm-hole attacks

1 Introduction

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the performance of sinkhole attack
schemes in wireless sensor network (WSN). WSN is a network that senses network
environment, collects data, and sends datawirelessly to the sink node [1].However, an
attack knownas the sinkhole attack compromises the routing technique by advertising
itself as the best route to the base station [2]. The objective of the attack is to either
drops packets or modify them for malicious purposes. The neighboring nodes then
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Fig. 1 Effects of a sinkhole attack

send their packets through the sinkhole node despite the fact that it is not the best
route.

Figure 1 depicts a sinkhole node attack in WSN. The network is having one
base station and a number of sensor nodes with their associated hop counts shown.
The minimum and maximum hop count values range from 1 to 4. The nodes can
communicate with their respective neighbors and relay packets. The packets are
transmitted when a shortest route to the receiver has been identified. There is a
sensor node A which wants to send a message to the base station. The sinkhole node
F then advertises itself as the shortest route to the base station. The sinkhole node
then receives packets from its neighborhood and drops them. The sinkhole node can
also modify the packets before relaying them.

Given the adverse effects of the sinkhole node in the WSN, schemes have been
proposed in literature with the main objective to detect and address the effect of the
sinkhole attack. In this study, we do a comparative study of the following schemes:
anomaly-based [3], hop count [4], and hybrid-based [5] schemes.

The study observed that the anomaly-based approach was able to detect the sink-
hole attack; however, the scheme is optimized for the static wireless sensor network.
The scheme is less efficient and has a high false-positive rate when there is a high
packet drop rate. The key management scheme does not address the effects of the
sinkhole node. However, it was designed to prevent the sinkhole attack. Our inves-
tigation shows that the hybrid-based approach is more efficient, and it also counters
the effects of the sinkhole node. The hop count is more effective when the malicious
node is not in the neighborhood of the base station. As a result, a sinkhole node
which is within one hop of the base station cannot be detected. The comparative
results were obtained through simulations using MATLAB simulating tool installed
on Windows 10.
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2 Related Work

In this section, we present and analyze schemes designed to mitigate the effects of
sinkhole attack. In [4], an algorithmwhich detects suspicious nodes by analyzing the
consistency of their data is proposed. Malicious nodes are further detected through
the network flow data. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was evaluated
using numerical analysis and simulations. However, the accuracy and efficiency of
the scheme were not evaluated.

In [5], a cryptographic method which restrains the sinkhole attack in a tree-based
routing structure in a wireless sensor network is proposed. Nodes are secured using a
public key infrastructure which authenticate incoming messages and verify whether
they are coming from the base station. Public keys and private keys are used to
authenticate and to lock and unlock the data. The technique ensures that malicious
nodes do not hide their identification. However, this method does not detect and
eliminate the sinkhole attack. Lastly, the scheme is also effective where there is node
collusion.

An algorithm which can detect sinkhole attack and identified an intruder is
proposed in [6]. The scheme is statistical based and can differentiated between
the malicious and the legitimate nodes faster and reduced the false-positive rate.
However, the base station is the final decision maker whether a node is malicious
or not. This means that when the scheme is launched, it does not detect the attack
immediately.

The anomaly-based detection proposed in [7] employs amessage digest algorithm
to detect a sinkhole node using the one-way hash chains. The algorithm also ensures
the data integrity of the messages transferred using the trustable and authentic paths.
In the event of node collision, its performance is degraded. The performance of
the proposed algorithm was evaluated through simulations which confirmed the effi-
ciency of the algorithm in terms of success rate, false-positive rate, and false-negative
rate when compared to other schemes.

In [4], authors proposed a hop count-based scheme to detect the sinkhole attack
in WSN. The scheme was designed to function in the scenario where the network
comprises of one base station. As the packets are relayed to the base station, the
number of hops is counted. Nodes with hop counts which suggest that they are
closer to the base stations are marked as malicious nodes. Unfortunately, not all
nodes closer to the base station are not malicious. Secondly, malicious nodes with
one hop away or two hops away from the base station cannot be detected.

In [8], a received signal strength indicator (RSSI) detection scheme is proposed.
RSSI is used to measure the signal strength of nodes. The scheme uses the RSSI
value with the support of extra monitor (EM) node to detect the sinkhole attack.
The EM node monitors and analyze the network traffic. The RSSI value from EM
nodes is used to determine the position of base station. However, false-positive and
false-negative rate increases when packets are being dropped. The scheme cannot
immediately detect malicious nodes soon after deployment, and lastly, it is optimized
for static network.
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Link quality indicator (LQI) is an anomaly-based scheme which measures the
error in the packets which are received. This scheme was proposed by Choi. et al.
in [9] which detects a sinkhole attack using LQI. The scheme suffers from high
probability of false positive caused by the abnormal change of the values of the
tolerant threshold.

Authors in [3] proposed a sinkhole dictation scheme. The scheme ensures that
nodes do not share incorrect distance to the base station. However, it is very expensive
to implement. The scheme is a hop by hop which depends on a tree-based structure.

In rule-based detection, predefined rules are used to check whether data points
are classified as normal or anomalous. The algorithm detects intrusion using monitor
nodes for the wireless sensor network. If there are any malicious nodes that will
violate the rules, then they will be discarded from the network with immediate effect
since all nodes are expected to follow the rules.

Krontiris et al., in [10], proposed a rule-based scheme which notifies the legiti-
mate nodes of any existing of attackers. The scheme is twofold, rule based, and a
complimentary intrusion detection alarm which is activated when the rule-based part
fails. The scheme can detect malicious nodes though it cannot identify the identity
of the node.

A hybrid-based detection is a scheme that combines two detection techniques.
Anomaly and misuse detection schemes can be combined where statistically and
anomaly techniques are used for detection. In [5], an intrusion detection system
which combines both the signature based and the anomaly approaches was proposed.
The scheme detects malicious nodes and isolate them.

Redundancy is a technique where data are sent in multiple paths and be saved in
different systems to increase high availability of data in the event of security attacks.
In [11], a detecting schemewhich sends data usingmore than one routewas proposed.

Mohammad Wazid et al. in [12] designed a detection mechanism for the hierar-
chical wireless sensor network. The scheme detected the nodes that drop packets,
nodes that delay the packets, and those which modify packets. The scheme is cluster
based and was simulated in NS2, and the results show that the scheme achieved 95%
probability of detection. In [13], an efficient and secure protocol for the heteroge-
neous sensor network was proposed. The scheme implemented high-end sensors,
and the routing performance has proven to be effective for the heterogeneous sensor
network. The packet delivery rate decreases as the number of failure nodes increases.
Dallas et al. in [14] proposed a method that can detect the sinkhole attack or any
kinds of attack in the wireless sensor network which monitors the hop count values
of the nodes and observe any abnormal route advertisement.

3 Simulation Environment

The hybrid algorithm in [15] implements two methods to detect the sinkhole
attack, namely: leader-based monitoring and zone-based leader election method.
The cluster-based zone allocation (CBZA) [16] divides zones into four regions with
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Table 1 Database table of the nodes

Node ID N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N… Ni

Location 1,2 2,4 5,3 3,2 6,9 … i,j

a cluster head (CH). In the leader-based monitoring mechanism [17], a leader is
chosen for monitoring the network and deal with any malicious behavior. Every
region in the network is allocated a cluster-based zone leader (CBZL) which was
proposed by Rajkumar et al. in [17]. The CH collects data from all nodes, and the
base station then analyzes data. Each node had a node ID table to store the ID node
value and the location. The data in Table 1 were used to authorize nodes before they
could communicate.

A particular zone is selected, and within the zone, the energy levels of nodes are
compared such that the nodewith the highest energy level is selected as a zone leader.
To detect an attacker, Eq. 1 was used.

Intrusion ratio (IR) equation

IRj = PRj

PTj
(1)

where PRj is the packet reception value and PTj is the packet transmission value.
If the value of IRJ is equal to a numeric value, then it implies that the packets
are not dropped and that there is no sinkhole attack; however, if IRJ is equals to
infinity, then it is considered that the malicious node had dropped some packets
which is associated with a black hole. Secondly, if the difference between PRj and
PTj is significant difference, then it is assumed that there is a possibility of selective
forwarding attack. The information is shared in the network, and the attacking nodes
are isolated. According to literature, the scheme is best performing and detects 80%
of the attacks.

The hop count considered a sensor network with one base station, and the nodes
were located randomly. The nodes are able to communicate and send data to the base
station using hop-by-hop method. All nodes are uniquely identified and are static.
The base station broadcasts hello packets to establish hope counts of nodes and their
IDs as depicted in Table 2.

Amessage is broadcasted to neighboring nodes when the sinkhole attack has been
detected. A node whose value is greater than 40% which is the threshold value, the

Table 2 Hop counts and
identity of nodes

Node ID Hop count

12 4

14 5

21 5

18 5
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node is classified as amalicious node. The success ratewas determined by the number
of the neighbor nodes that was able to detect the malicious nodes. If the neighbor
node could not detect the malicious node, the scheme is considered unsuccessful
[4]. The performance of the scheme was based on the number of neighboring nodes
which are able to detect the attack.

3.1 Simulations

The MATLAB simulation tool was used for simulation. The simulator is popular
with many researchers in this field of research. The MATLAB was run in windows
operating system, Windows 10 operating system.

We considered three scenarios of networks with 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 nodes.
The number of sinkhole nodes was considered to range from 10%, 20% to 30% to
effectively evaluate the detection schemes. We first considered a network with 50
nodes without a sinkhole attack. The performance of the schemes was evaluated
using the following metrics: packet delivery ratio, probability of detection (Pd), and
the probability of false alarm (Pf) using the following equations:

packet delivery ratio = received packet

sent a packet
(2)

Pd = detected target

sum of all possible targets in a given direction
∗ 100% (3)

Pf = 1 − pd = 1 − dt
∑

all possible targets
(4)

Table 3 presents simulation parameters with their respective values used in this
study to evaluate the security schemes.

4 Results

In this section, we present and discuss the comparative results of the security schemes
we evaluated. The first set of results is based on the performance of the schemes in
terms of the detection rate. In Fig. 2, the probability of detection results of scenarios
with 10, 20, and 30% of malicious nodes in different network sizes is shown. In a
network with ten nodes, the rate of the probability of detection is 1 which means that
all the schemes were able to detect all the attacks. However, as the percentage of the
sinkhole attack nodes increased, the detection schemes were degraded. The hybrid-
based detection scheme was superior to the anomaly and hop count-based detection
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Table 3 Simulation
parameters

Simulation tool Example

Simulation tool MATLAB

Operating system Windows 10

Number of nodes 10, 25, 50, 75, 100

Number of sinkhole 10%, 20%, 30%

Simulation time 300 s

Number of base station 1

Routing protocol An on-demand distance-vector routing
protocol

Network environment Hybrid

Sensing type Energy detection

Grid size 1000 m * 1000 m

Channel data rate 11 M bits/s

Nodes type Mobile Nodes

Parameter Setting

Antenna type OmniAntenna

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11b CR networks
capabilities

Metrics Packet delivery ratio
The probability of false alarm
Probability of detection

Fig. 2 Probability of detection in a network with 10% of nodes being sinkholes
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scheme. The anomaly-based detection scheme was worst because it is optimized for
static networks, and it requires more monitor nodes.

The results of a network with 10% of nodes being sinkhole nodes are shown in
Fig. 2. The schemes performed well in a scenario without sinkhole nodes. However,
as the size of the networks was increased to 25 with 10% attacking nodes, the perfor-
mance of the schemes ranged from 70 to 96%. In a network with 50 nodes and 10%
attacking nodes, the performance ranged from 65% to 90%. The hybrid scheme was
observed as the best performing scheme. It can also be seen that as the number of
nodes increased in the presence of malicious nodes, the performance of the schemes
was degraded. For example,when the nodeswere 100, the detection ratewas degraded
to 46 and65%.Figure 3 shows the results of the hybrid, hop count, and anomaly-based
detection schemes with 20% of malicious nodes.

In Fig. 3, the probability of detecting 25 nodes with 20% of the attack is ranged
between 65 and 82%. As the number of nodes increased to 100, the performance of
the scheme ranged between 30 and 42%.

The results of the probability of detecting in a scenario with 30%malicious nodes
are shown in Fig. 4. The performance of the schemes is ranged between 55 and 73%.
As the size of the network increased to 100 nodes, the performance of the schemes
degraded to between 30 and 42%.

Figure 5 shows the comparative probability of false alarm results. The probability
of false alarm is the probability misdetection. The results show that schemes were
subjected to lowprobability of false alarmwith the hybrid detection schemeachieving
the worst results.

Fig. 3 Probability of detection in a network with 20% of nodes being sinkholes
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Fig. 4 Probability of detection in a network with 30% of nodes being sinkholes

Fig. 5 Probability of false alarm in a network with 10% of sinkhole nodes

The probability of false alarm in networks with 10–100 nodes and 10%malicious
nodes is shown in Fig. 5. The anomaly-based scheme achieved the best results. The
hop count had 20% probability of false alarm in network with 25 nodes, while the
hybrid scheme had 5%.However, as the nodes increased, the schemeswere degraded.
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Figure 6 shows the results of the detection scheme in a networkwith nodes ranging
from 10 to 100 nodes with 20% of sinkhole nodes. In a scenario with 25 nodes, the
false alarm ranged from 19 to 35%. However, when the nodes were increased to 50,
the hybrid had 29%. The anomaly-based scheme was the worst scheme with 54%,
while the hop count had 45%. The performance of the schemes worsened when the
number of nodes was increased to 100. The probability of false alarm results ranged
between 60 and 70%. This shows that the performance of the schemes is degraded
by the increase in the number of nodes and the presence of the sinkhole nodes.

Figure 7 clearly shows the impact of the network size and the number of malicious
nodes on the performance of the network. As the number of both nodes and sinkhole
nodes increased in the network, the performance of the schemes further degraded.
In Fig. 7, the number of sinkhole nodes was increased to 30% of the total number of
nodes in the network. The anomaly-based scheme had the worst performance, while
the hybrid scheme had the best performance.

The results in Fig. 8 clearly show how the sinkhole attack impacts negatively on
the performance of the network. The performance of the network degraded as the
number of nodes was gradually increased. In this case, it degraded with time. In a
network with 30 nodes in Fig. 8, only, 94% of the sent packets was delivered by the
hybrid scheme. The hop count delivered 80%, while the anomaly delivered 60%.
The performance of the schemes worsened with time as shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the results of the packet delivery metric that was used to check
the performance of the hybrid, anomaly, and hop count base scheme. The result is
analyzed with the number of 30 packets sent to the base station. Due to the sinkhole
attack distracting the network, more packets were dropped.

Fig. 6 Probability of false alarm in a network with 20% of sinkhole nodes
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Fig. 7 Probability of false alarm in a network with 30% of sinkhole nodes

Fig. 8 Packet delivery ratio of the schemes where ten packets were transmitted
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Fig. 9 Packet delivery ratio of the schemes where 30 packets were transmitted

The results in Fig. 9 show that the hybrid scheme outperformed the other two
schemes. However, all the three schemes dropped more packets with time. Further-
more, an increase in the number of packets sent to the base station also impacted nega-
tively on the performance of the network. Aswe increase the number of packets in the
network, we observed that the probability of the packets being delivered decreased.
The increase in the packet drop rate is caused by the presence of the sinkhole nodes.
The anomaly-based detection scheme was the least performing scheme as can be
observed in Fig. 10.

We can conclude that an increase in the number of nodes, packets sent, and
malicious nodes causes the efficiency of the detection schemes to degrade. In the
scenarios considered, the hybrid is the best performing scheme in comparison to
the anomaly and hop count-based detection schemes. An integration of the hybrid,
anomaly-based, and the hop count schemes may achieve a best performing scheme.
The integration may endeavor to design a new scheme based on the best feature of
the three schemes.

5 Conclusion

The paper provided an in-depth analysis of the sinkhole attack and the existing
sinkhole attack detection schemes. This will enable researchers to design efficient
detection scheme based on the best attributes of the evaluated schemes: the hybrid
detection, the hop count, and the anomaly schemes. The hop count-based scheme
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Fig. 10 Packet delivery ratio of the schemes where 60 packets were transmitted

detects the attack based on the routing table of the neighboring nodes. The identi-
fication of the neighboring nodes and the hop count value of the nodes is therefore
key to ensuring the efficiency of this scheme. The anomaly-based detection scheme
detects the attack based on abnormal network traffic that the sinkhole diverts to a
given node, the sinkhole node. However, the hybrid of the two or more techniques
has shown to be more effective which can inform future research direction.
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A Novel Software Architecture
to Calculate Effort Estimation
for Industrial Big Data

Sadia Khan and Ammad Adil

Abstract Software development effort estimation is one of the main sub-disciplines
of software cost estimation, which comes under software project management. To
estimate effort accurately, we noted different estimation models. With the combi-
nation of expert judgment, data mining, and machine learning, the motive of this
study is to propose a new software architecture for effort estimation. The proposed
architecture uses techniques such as expert judgment along with K-means clustering
and machine learning techniques such as ANN, SVR, LR, RF, and KNN. At last,
we used RMSE, MAE, MMRE, and Pred (.25). After the experimentation, we noted
the increase in estimation accuracy was seen with the use of the proposed estima-
tion model. Moreover, support vector regression outperformed all other algorithms
with K = 3 and 5 and expert input. Therefore, we concluded the effort estimation of
industrial big data is an important step and needs to be given attention in software
organizations.

Keywords Software architecture · Industrial big data · Effort estimation

1 Introduction

Data mining is an active area in the arena of software development effort estimation
(SDEE) [1]. Despite the fact, plenty of work has been performed in the field of effort
estimation; however, software development organizations are yet anxious and trying
to reduce estimation error [2]. At present, vogue has been altered, and data are assem-
bled from software development organizations for producing software development
effort estimations [3]. For effort estimation, among all, the top used technique is
expert judgment [4]. Though expert judgment could be flawed or flawless [5], the
cause persists to be the unfairness of human experts.

With every new day, the software projects are increasing, and consequently, the
size of the repository for software projects has also increased. The big data for
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software-developedprojects have been targeted in this study.As the increased number
of software projects [6] and dataset sizes correspond to big data [7]. Therefore,
we collected the software-industrial big data software industry located in Islam-
abad–Pakistan. Then, we re-organized this information to form dataset. Then, we
re-shuffled this information to form dataset. After the construction of the dataset,
initially, we applied a data mining technique named clustering. On the formed clus-
ters, we applied machine learning algorithms such as random forest, support vector
machines using the polynomial kernel, k-nearest neighbor, neural networks with
ADAMproblem solver, and linear regressionwith elastic net regressionwith the help
tool named Orange. Consequently, this paper delivers an estimation architecture that
adjusts well in the environment of software development effort estimation situated
in the region of Islamabad–Pakistan. This architecture could lessen estimation error
as compared to experts individually.

As an outcome, the architecture that we have built reduces the estimation error
when compared with experts individually. In an actual environment of software
development organizations, according to the work of [8], estimators could utilize the
proposed architecture for effort estimation for robust results.

The remainder of this paper is assembled as methodology being part of Sect. 2.
Section 3 comprises of results. Furthermore, conclusions and future works are
presented in Sect. 4.

2 Methodology

The proposed framework presented in Fig. 1 is explained in this section. We
conducted this experiment for two software development organizations. These orga-
nizations exceed 35 staff members that have been allocated with different respon-
sibilities. Within software development organizations, we have seen wide use of

Fig. 1 Proposed software architecture for effort estimation
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expert judgment. The data of already completed projects can be helpful in making
estimations as suggested in the work of Minku [9–11]. Therefore, the big data from
previously completed projects are gathered.

We formed dataset by merging information of projects extracted from big data in
one place. The projects are grouped into three sizes: small, medium, and large. The
class boundaries of this study are organization specific. The selected organizations
were categorized as small to medium-sized organizations of Islamabad, Pakistan.
However, these boundaries could vary when dealing with any other environment.

Furthermore, at the data preparation phase, the consolidated dataset of software
development organizations is formed containing a total of 38 projects. This in return
makes a dataset of 3091 records which is taken as a training dataset. Thereafter, the
formed dataset is used for clustering and training purposes. The actual and estimated
effort of these projects is presented in Fig. 2.

We evaluated the performances of our architecture using ten projects (P29–P38).
From industry, 47 experts are participated in this study. The project characteristics
(referred to in Table 1) that we have used for clustering are project size, volume,
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Fig. 2 Actual and estimated effort of projects used for training

Table 1 Variables used in
this study

Variables/type Categorical Numeric

Item Phase
Activity
Area
Severity
Completion

Item Size
Priority
Estimated effort
Actual effort

Estimator Role and their
responsibilities
Organizational
competence
Technical competence

Level
Total experience
Company experience
Estimation experience

Project Size
Duration
Turnover
Complexity
Development method

Actual effort
Estimated effort
Volume
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Fig. 3 Relationship of cluster quality and no. of items

complexity, and duration. The information is widely collected and stored for further
usage.

After data preparation, first, we applied one best practice for effort estimation is
known as project clustering [12]. By doing so, projects having the alike features are
part of one cluster. The cluster formation of our dataset is presented in Fig. 3.

Then, we performed cluster analysis. In data mining, this is used to find the nature
within a dataset as seen in work done by [13]. These project characteristics that are
used to find a similar pattern is a volume, item actual effort, item-estimated effort,
the actual, and estimated effort of the project along experience and priority. The
red line displays the silhouette score assigned to molded clusters, while the blue line
demonstrates no. of items per cluster. Moreover, we realized the decrease in numbers
of the item increased in clusters and later for two values of K remain constant and
afterward they tend to toward declination.

The exact silhouette scores of all formed clusters are calculated using the Orange
tool. To build a model, there should be enough items. It is vital since the smaller
dataset does not produce better-quality estimates. There are two criteria selected for
this study. One of them is the silhouette score. The cluster having a value less than
0.302 is neglected. An alternative is the number of items present in each cluster.

Thus, at later stages, with the use of build architecture with machine learning
algorithms that are used to provide effort estimates.

The formed cluster position is considered important as it is used for the architecture
building phase. To estimate the effort of a new project, the architecture takes input
from human experts. The information of new projects such as for estimated effort and
turnover, actual and estimated effort of an item is removed from datasets. Later, these
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results are provided to human estimators to support their decision-making process for
allocation of effort with lesser error. This information is necessary for the successful
completion of projects.

From analysis, we have nominated three classes small, medium, and large. If we
total number of projects present in each class, we noted nine projects are classified as
small, 13 projects as a medium, and six projects as large. We have put up ten projects
P29–P38 for model validation.

This phase depends on the results of previous project clustering. As the project
clusters are used here, the projects P29–P38 are used to validate the results.
Furthermore, this position of project cluster is used in the model building phase.

Thereafter, the next phase in the proposed architecture is model building. To
build the models, we specified features and target variables from the list of variables
presented in Table 1. Thus, we have one target variable and 25 variables which are
features of projects.

The first set to build a model in the “Orange” tool is to read the dataset. After
specifying features and targets, we apply machine learning algorithms such as k-
nearest neighbor (KNN), random forest (RF), elastic net regression (E net Reg),
support vector machine (SVM), and neural network (NN). First, the model is trained
on the dataset and then evaluated using ten projects. Then, we compared the model,
and the result of the comparison is presented in the next section. Eventually, we tested
these models for effort estimation for “new projects.” The next section provides an
explanation of estimation for new projects.

3 Result

After the effort modeling and estimation phase, ten projects are tested for an optimum
number of clusters, i.e., K = {3, 5, 7}. Moreover, we selected the models for each
project to analyze which model is suitable for projects of the same size. To analyze
deviations from in estimations, we picked absolute error, mean absolute error (AE),
mean absolute error (MAE), prediction (Pred (0.25)), magnitude of mean relative
error (MMRE), mean squared error (MSE), and root mean squared error (RMSE).
Similar approaches are presented in studies [10] and previously by [14, 15].

The results show that the estimates which were made by the machine learning
algorithm are near to actual. With the comparison of error magnitude for effort
estimates between experts and models, better results are noted. We performed the
abovementioned evaluation measures to validate results [2, 16–18].

When we applied machine learning, we noted the accuracy of random forest
(RF) and support vector machine (SVM) is 70. After these techniques, elastic net
regression is seen as the second-best option having a prediction accuracy of 60.
In the intervening time, we also distinguished the prediction accuracy of k-nearest
neighbor as 50. However, neural network performs worst. The prediction accuracy
of the neural network is calculated as 40 when we formed three clusters, i.e., K= 3.
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Table 2 Models
outperformed for each project

Cluster K = 3 K = 5 K = 7

Project Model Model Model

P29 SVM LR SVM

P30 LR LR LR

P31 SVM SVM SVM

P32 SVM SVM SVM/KNN

P33 KNN KNN KNN

P34 SVM SVM SVM

P35 LR LR LR

P36 KNN KNN KNN

P37 LR LR LR

P38 KNN KNN KNN

Themost suitable cluster according to the properties of the dataset isK = {3, 5, 7}.
However, these values could change with different datasets and with the increment
of projects in a pool. We noted a change in accuracy for the estimation model. When
comparing the prediction accuracy of the support vector machine, we have seen the
reduction inaccuracy of the model for K = 3 and 5 with a prediction accuracy of 50.
However, when dividing the clusters to 7, the prediction accuracy increases to 70.
Therefore, we can conclude support vector machine can be utilized for prediction.
Furthermore, out of all results evaluation, we concluded support vector machine
(SVM), linear regression (LR) with elastic net regression, and k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) performed better than all other algorithms. Moreover, the algorithms which
outperformed for different values of K are presented in Table 2.

However, if we keep on adding, more completed projects to the dataset and neigh-
boring projects in the cluster would increase. As a result, the prediction accuracy of
models with machine learning and clustering would increase has been provided in
the work of Karna [10]. We have seen that the actual effort for 28 projects that were
used for the training model was 2356[h] while the predicted effort was 2677[h].
Based on the actual and estimated effort that we were provided by the estimators
after completing projects, we noted a difference on −321[h] or −13.32%.

Altogether 38 projects were selected in this study. Out of which, 28 projects (P1–
P28) are taken for training models. We analyzed two projects that have no error;
a margin of 10% was calculated for two projects. Furthermore, 20 projects were
overestimated, and threeweremarked as underestimated projects. This shows experts
are inclined toward overestimation the projects with relatively exceeding margins.

With all the previous discussions, we have provided validity of the research. The
practical validation is provided by selected software development organizations.
Generally, we noted that applying machine learning techniques with data mining
improves effort estimation as compared to the estimates of humans.

Setting up overall conclusions in an identical environment is a challenging task.
Primarily, because the procedure depends on the appropriate variables so the variables
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that were used in this study are same as variables found in work done by [10].
However, if the work done in the study could be conducted for other environments
of software development organizations, this would, therefore, help in generalizing
results. Another limitation of this study would be the use of this research work is the
data used are collected from two organizations of similar environments. In the same
context, we would want to collect data frommore organizations, but here, this wasn’t
possible due to unwillingness in giving out the organizational data. Unfortunately,
no similar work has been done before in this context and region. Additionally, this
research was conducted on real data, which contributes to the value of this research.
Moreover, if the proposed technique is adopted by more organizations, it would help
them to get accurate effort estimates.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Software development effort estimation is a necessary process to complete projects
successfully. Therefore, we collected industrial big data of software projects and
proposed software architecture for effort estimation. The proposed architecture
consists of steps from data collection to application of machine learning and data
mining algorithms and effort prediction. In the end, we also compared the results
of the proposed architecture with other methods. From the comparison presented
in this study, we concluded the combination of machine learning and data mining
methods improve the accuracy of estimation when compared to humans. However,
in the future, we intend to increase this work by making use of different clustering
strategies and learners on similar and increased dataset to generalize results.
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Scientific Music Therapy Technologies
for Psychological Care
and Rehabilitation in the COVID-19
Pandemic

Sergey V. Shushardzhan, Natalya Eremina, Ruben Shushardzhan,
Tatiana Allik, and Kumyszhan Mukasheva

Abstract This article analyzes the complex challenges of the pandemic and
prospects of the scientific music therapy technologies used in psychological care and
rehabilitation patients with COVID-19. First, the researchers found that COVID-19
can occur in asymptomatic or mild clinical forms and severe clinical forms with the
development of pneumonia and respiratory failure. More recently, another severe
problem of the pandemic has appeared, and it is different mental disorders. The
achievements of scientific music therapy are so significant that they improve mood
and optimize the function of vital systems, even online, which is very actual for
patients with COVID-19. That was the reason to present the basics and technolo-
gies of SMT, including the concept model of the multifunctional autonomous robot
“Helper” formedical services, rehabilitation, andmusic therapy. The article’s conclu-
sive idea is that integration of science, advanced technologies, and art will play an
increasingly significant role in modern rehabilitation treatment and hospital services
in pandemics.

Keywords Pandemic COVID-19 · Scientific music therapy · Rehabilitation

1 Introduction

The pandemic outbreak of coronavirus disease in 2019 and its rapid spread around
the world became the reason that COVID-19 was included in a number of the most
current problems of our time. According to the Web portal “Coronavirus Today,” on
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November 5, 2021, 249,521,825 people were infected with coronavirus in the world;
the death toll is 5,048,630 [1], recovered 225,963,465 people.

The coronavirus infection COVID-19 is an acute respiratory disease caused by
the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2). It is associated with increased mortality among
people over 60 andpersonswith cardiovascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases,
diabetes, and cancer [2].

The coronavirus infection can attack the nervous system and other vital organs,
but the most common clinical form is bilateral pneumonia [3].

COVID-19 can occur both in asymptomatic and mild clinical forms (80%) and
in severe clinical conditions (20%) with the development of community-acquired
pneumonia and respiratory failure. Another serious problem of the pandemic that
has appeared is mental disorders.

A large part of patients with COVID-19 feel increased anxiety and fears from
pulmonary insufficiency and numerous complications.

In that case, SMT, which has a relatively wide range of methods and advanced
technologies, can play an essential role in providing mass psychological support and
medical rehabilitation at all stages of patients with COVID-19 [4–6].

2 SMT Theoretical Basement

2.1 From the History of Music Therapy

The therapeutic use of music has a long history. Hippocrates, Aristotle, and other
ancient sages a thousand years ago tried to treat with music nervous and mental
patients. There are a lot of documentary mentions. They refer to different periods
and civilizations and clearly show that doctors used music in medicine empirically.
People used myths, metaphysical theories, or religious views in the explanations of
therapeutic effects.

The twentieth century saw the spread of music therapy in different countries. In
the United States, it was recognized after the Second World War. Music was one
of the most effective tools for treating emotional disorders among war veterans.
In addition, nowadays, more than 100 universities and colleges worldwide offer
different educational programs.

2.2 Features of Scientific Music Therapy (SMT)

SMT is the new interdisciplinary direction of music therapy based on the synthesis
of medicine, physics, arts, and modern technologies. The 1st author of this article
developed the fundamentals of SMT in the early nineties of the last century in Russia,
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where he did researches on SMT in the Scientific Research Centre forMusic Therapy
and Healthcare Technologies (SRC MT HT) in Moscow.

In 2019, The European Union issued a special grant to an international group of
specialists from Russia, Slovakia, Great Britain, Estonia, and the Czech Republic:
“Comprehensive multi-professional approach to treating the patients using the
elements of the scientific music therapy.” That was the new international confir-
mation of SMT importance, based on Russian technologies, 11 patents, and some
know-how (see, for example, patents [7–12].

Researches of the SRC MT HT identified in clinical studies various therapeutic
effects of music therapy: psychotherapeutic, analgesic, hypotensive, etc. [13–17].

2.3 Regarding Musical-Acoustic Algorithms for Regulation
of Vital Functions and Psychotherapy

SMT has a preference to study the features of complex body reactions—psycho-
logical, physiological, and bio-physical—to music by various modern diagnostic
technologies.

This research has discovered three main musical-acoustic algorithms (S—seda-
tive, T—tonic, and HR—harmonizing), which differ in frequency, amplitude, and
intensity of sound, impacting specific musical characteristics.

In experiments (1996–2020), different algorithms of direct musical-acoustic
impacts significantly change the vital activity of cells cultured in vitro: in some
cases, activate, in others, inhibit [18].

Moreover, each algorithm causes characteristic changes in the nervous system
and the level of hormones in the blood.

Experimentally, we revealed some following regularities.

1. S-algorithms inhibit the activity of the cerebral cortex, which causes mental
and muscle relaxation, slows down the heart rate, and lowers blood pressure.
S-algorithms reduce an elevated blood level of adrenaline, noradrenaline, and
cortisol.

2. T-algorithms act in precisely the opposite way.
3. HR algorithms bring the nervous and hormonal systems into a state of equilib-

rium and stability, which positively influences the body, including the anti-aging
effect.

Using found algorithms in digital music therapy programs is the key to
psychotherapy and hormonal-level optimizing, which is essential for organism
regulation and health improvement.
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3 SMT Methods and Technologies

Thanks to the multi-method research of music’s influence on the body, our team
could develop more than 50 methods and innovative technologies.

There are three main directions:

(a) Active ones, where the patient himself takes part in it directly, for example,
singing, or learning to play the elementary musical instruments;

(b) Receptive methods, where the patient passively receives the music therapy
sessions (listening of live music playing or recorded playlists);

(c) High tech methods which use digital technologies and artificial intelligence
are marked separately [18].

3.1 Vocal Therapy

Considering that the main target organ of the coronavirus is the lungs, doctors
recommend using various types of breathing exercises in the rehabilitation of the
patients.

At the same time, there is a well-known active music therapy method called in
1993 by the author, Shushardzhan S.V. “the Vocal Therapy.” Vocal therapy aims to
improve the respiratory system and the body’s defenses by vibroacoustic stimulation
of vital organs, optimizing higher nervous activity. It uses the principles of classical
singing with a voice training system.

The systemic use of vocal therapy causes marked positive dynamics of indicators
of lung capacity and also positively gets into the psycho-emotional state and the
memory of patients.

The curative and healing effects of vocal therapy should be best suited to address
many of the pressing problems of the convalescence period of COVID-19 patients,
especially in the 60 + patient category at risk.

3.2 Digital Music Psychotherapy

We have developed some digital computer programs based on regulator algorithms
and use them for stress, neurosis, insomnia, psychosomatic disorders, and life quality
decrease in the condition of the monotonous atmosphere. The sessions of digital
music psychotherapy must be in specially equipped patient rooms where the patients
listen to treatment programs for 20–30 min. Any computer system with speakers or
headphones is enough for it.

The doctors of any specialties, nurses, psychologists, etc., even without special
training, can successfully use music therapy in treatment, prophylactic, and rehabil-
itation work, and they also can do it online.
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3.3 Virtual Music-Art Therapy (VMART)

VMART is innovative psychotherapy and personality development method. We
developed audio–visual digital computer programs for it with the world’s master-
pieces of painting and musical art.

Remarkable landscapes, forests, fields, high seas, medieval castles, colorful char-
acters, sunsets and sunrises, seasons, all these picturesque creations as if come to life
against the background of brilliant music.

Clinical research in different age groups has shown that if VMARTT for people
who suffer from emotional liability and increased anxiety, in 84% of the cases, the
neurotic symptoms fade away. The emotional state stabilizes, which was objectively
confirmed by psycho-diagnostic tests of Luscher, Taylor, and example, 88% of the
primary group patients noticed the aesthetic pleasure of watching virtual music-art
therapy programs and an increased interest in musical art and painting.

Thanks to digital performance, practical, and easy-to-use virtualmusic-art therapy
programs can be transmitted online to smartphones, personal computers, and televi-
sions. That should be very important to use in COVID-19 hospitals and rehabilitation
centers.

3.4 Meso-Forte Therapy

Meso-Forte therapy is an innovative patented high tech method for stress control
and neurological rehabilitation, with anti-aging effects using acoustic algorithms-
regulators [8, 10].

The steps of the Meso-Forte therapy procedure are the following:

(a) A moist mask soaked in reparative substances is applied on the human face;
(b) Mask-converter is superimposed;
(c) Headphones are put on top;
(d) Special music programs start to sound and act via mask-converter and

headphones simultaneously.

Required equipment: The «Meso-Forte» hardware and software system + the
mask-converter of acoustic waves «Bonny-Grand» + «Meso-Forte» music therapy
programs (see Fig. 1).

Specialists use Meso-Forte therapy to rehabilitate post-COVID-19 patients with
stress, insomnia, psychosomatic disorders, and decreased vitality.
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Fig. 1 Patented hardware–software complex “Bonny-Grand”

Fig. 2 Innovative hardware–software complex “Akutone” [9]

3.5 Akutone Therapy

Akutone therapy is the high tech method of pain-reducing and anti-stress therapy.
Required equipment: The “Akutone” hardware–software complex is capable

provide receptive digital music therapy with simultaneous music therapy impact
through special acoustic-magnetic-vacuum devices (see Fig. 2).

Acutone therapy is especially effective in disease treatment of joints, spine,
muscles, and psychosomatic disorders.

3.6 The Autonomous Robot “Helper” for Rehabilitation,
Music Therapy, and Medical Services

In 2019, together with partners from the Time of Robots LLC, we created an
autonomous medical robot based on the R.Bot 100 Plus platform, known for its
extensive work resource and high reliability.

A pilot sample could move along the specified routes, communicate, carry out
biometric identification, and select health-improving music tracks (see Fig. 3) [19].
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Fig. 3 Pilot sample of robot
“Helper”

Currently, to the basic capabilities of the robot, called “Helper,” we have added
four functions that are critical in the face of a pandemic:

• Disinfection of premises and robot self-disinfection.
• Drugs delivery.
• Telemedicine.
• Interactive music therapy and virtual music-art therapy.

The helper robot has a male and female speech synthesizer, the ability to connect
to interactive services. It can work both autonomously and under the control of a
remote user/operator.

With a height of 105 cm robot weighs 45 kg, which is capable of operating from
a rechargeable battery for up to 12 h, self-charging up to 5 h.

We developed music-acoustic psychotherapy programs in a digital format
based on the advanced achievements of scientific music therapy, bioacoustics, and
psychology, innovative psycho diagnostics. Robot’s functionality has the corre-
sponding software. Thanks to these programs, the robot asks questions, analyzes
the answers received, and, on their basis, accurately selects therapeutic music tracks
suitable for a particular patient.

Researchers found that their use effectively relieves stress and various psychoso-
matic disorders [19].

At the same time, these methods of psychological relief have a positive effect both
in working with patients and with medical staff.

What do we expect in the systematic implementation of autonomous multifunc-
tional robots of our concept in medical and rehabilitation practice?

• Significant reduction in nosocomial infection.
• Improvement of the epidemiological situation.
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• Reducing workload on the medical staff.
• Expanding the range of medical rehabilitation services provided.
• Improving the psychological state of patients and quality of life.
• Increasing the efficiency of the work of a medical institution.

3.7 Regarding SMT Training

SMT technologies are easy to use but require some skills and competencies. That is
why professional training in scientific music therapy began.

There are postgraduate higher courses in music therapy. Training is going with
the participation of the European Academy ofMusic Therapy. Diplomas issued upon
completion have official recognition in the European Union.

Scientific music therapists have a clear idea of the algorithmic mechanisms of
music influence on a person, know-how to carry out the necessary diagnostics, and
choose the best method or technology needed in each specific case.

4 SMT in the Rehabilitation of Patients with COVID-19:
Preliminary Clinical Results and Discussion

According to the literature data, the main goal of rehabilitation in patients with
COVID-19 is the restoration of the respiratory system and respiratory function and
the removal of anxiety-depressive states, restoration of disordered functions, and
improving the life quality [20].

Specialists have to use active, receptive, and high techmethods in the rehabilitation
process, depending on the specific tasks. At the beginning of 2021, we started the
rehabilitation program for patients after COVID-19.

We analyzed the rehabilitation results of 52 patients using scientificmusic therapy
methods and technologies, and that was our first experience.

That patients, males and females of different ages had various problems after
COVID-19: residual respiratory disorders (69.2%), mental disorders (59.6%), and
separate somatic syndromes (30.7%).

We have the precedence to digital music psychotherapy, with vocal therapy, or a
combination of the virtual music-art therapy with vocal therapy (10–15 sessions on
each method). In some cases, in the presence of appropriate symptoms, Meso-Forte
and Acutone therapy were used. See the rehabilitation results in Table 1.

SMT methods and technologies gave a positive result in the rehabilitation of the
patients after COVID-19.

Respiratory disorders reduced—by 36.5%, mental disorders (depression, anxiety,
insomnia)—by 40.4%, somatic syndromes—by 21.1%.

Our first experience with patient rehabilitation after COVID-19 showed encour-
aging results. Combination of vocal therapy with digital music psychotherapy or
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Table 1 Results of
rehabilitation after COVID-19
patients by SMT technologies

Health
problems

Number (%) of
patients before
SMT

Number (%) of
patients after SMT

Respiratory
disorders

36 (69.2%) 17 (32.7%)

Mental
disorders

31 (59.6%) 10 (19.2%)

Somatic
syndromes

16 (30.7%) 5 (9.6%)

virtual music-art therapy improves respiratory function and emotional status. In
addition, Meso-Forte and Acutone therapy help to treat somatic disorders.

Wherein, music therapy methods are popular among the patients who visit
rehabilitation sessions with pleasure.

5 Conclusion

Scientific music therapy has the necessary theoretical base with a wide range of
methods and technologies that make it possible to use them successfully in the
rehabilitation of patients after COVID-19.

As shown by clinical observations, music therapy methods are well tolerated and
have virtually no complications.

We did not use robotics in rehabilitation yet because this is a perspective project
in the stage of development. But, we believe that the integration of science, tech-
nology, and art is the future of robotics. Such an innovative approach opens up new
opportunities in medical service and rehabilitation.

We should not forget that during a pandemic, not only infected patients suffer. In
addition, due to quarantine measures, hundreds of millions of people were involved
in a stressful situation caused by fears, forced isolation, and economic problems.

It becomes clear that it is necessary to improve the system of global psychological
assistance to the population. Here, we cannot be without creating powerful Internet
portals with music therapy and psychological services.

Innovative technologies of scientificmusic therapy, integrated with artificial intel-
ligence and telemedicine capabilities, must play an increasingly important role in
the process of modern rehabilitation treatment and hospital services, which become
especially great during a pandemic control and liquidation of its consequences.
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Analysis of the Development
of Electrification of Urban Public
Transport in China Based on Life Cycle
Cost Theory

Qingdong Luo , Jingjing Lou , Xiyuan Wan , Yunhan Li ,
and Pengfei Zheng

Abstract Since 2009, under the vigorous promotion and drive of the country’s
active industrial development policy, China’s public transport has evolved from a
single traditional fuel public transport to natural gas, hybrid, electric, and hydrogen
in just ten years. This paper takes these five types of public transport as the research
object and uses the life cycle cost theory to analyzing their economy, the relevant
actual operation data are collected by investigation and establishes the life cycle
cost measurement model of the above five types of urban public transportation. The
difference analysis is carried out on the initial purchase cost, use cost, maintenance
cost, scrap income, and life cycle cost. On this basis, this paper analyzes the reasons
from an economic perspective why China has chosen pure electric power as the
development path of urban public transport in a variety of energy types after years
of exploration.

Keywords Public transport · Life cycle cost · Economy · Cost comparison ·
Electrification

1 Introduction

In the transportation industry, public transport has been pioneers in the promotion of
energy saving and new energy vehicles. Since 2009, China launched the “Ten Cities
and Thousands” new energy vehicle demonstration project, then the “Energy Saving
andNewEnergyVehicle Industry Development Plan (2012–2020)” released in 2012,
and the newly released “New Energy Vehicle Industry Development Plan (2021–
2035),” under the vigorous promotion and drive of the country’s active industrial
development policy, andChina’s public transport has evolved froma single traditional
fuel public transport to natural gas, hybrid, electric, and hydrogen in just ten years.
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Fig. 1 Sales and share

Data from the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers show hybrid buses
peaked at 17,000 units sold in FY 2015, then quickly fallen back to under 4,000 units
sold in five years. Since the promotion of electric bus, sales have been rising year by
year, reaching 102,523 units in 2018, accounting for 94.3% of all sales of new energy
buses. Thereafter, the sales ratio in 2019 and 2020 is also above 92.5%, which is the
absolute main force in the development of China’s new energy bus industry [1–5].
The sales and share of electric buses in the last 7 years are shown in Fig. 1.

The vigorous development of new energy automobile industry, on the one hand,
effectively alleviate the increasingly serious environmental and energy pressure, on
the other hand, the automobile industry, an important pillar industry of the national
economy, has ushered in new development opportunities. In this paper, takes the
domestic 12-m bus with five types of fuel, natural gas, hybrid, electric, and hydrogen
as the research object. Through field investigation, relevant actual operation data
are collected, to establish the life cycle cost measurement model. By analyzing the
differences in cost of initial purchase, cost of operational, cost of maintenance, cost
of operational fault, and cost of disposal and total life cycle cost, this paper analyzes
the reasons why China chooses electric as the development path of urban public
transport after years of exploration from an economic perspective.

2 Theory Modeling

2.1 Data Collection

In order to ensure the authenticity, reliability, and comparability of the model data
of public transportation, this paper uses field research to collect the driving and
operation data of different energy types of public transportation in several provincial
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capitals. The data sample was selected from the leading bus manufacturer in China,
and the actual operating data of five types of new energy public transports of the
same 12-m model of the company: fuel, gas, hybrid, pure electric, and hydrogen
energy. Through the relevant statistical analysis and data analysis of the collected
sample data, the cost analysis data such as fuel cost in 100 km, maintenance cost, and
maintenance cost of the actual operation of the five types of energy public transports
are obtained.

2.2 Life Cycle Cost Theory Model

Mathematical model of engineering estimation method for life cycle cost analysis.

C = Cm(Cm1,Cm2,Cm3, . . .) + Cu(Cu1,Cu2,Cu3, . . .)

+ C f
(
C f 1,C f 2,C f 3, . . .

) + · · · (1)

Cm,Cu,C f is the unit cost of different stages, respectively.
Vehicle life cycle cost analysis is a means of evaluating the overall economics of

a vehicle’s life cycle. By analyzing the characteristics of each stage of the life cycle
of the five types of public transportations to be studied and ignoring some of the
uncertainty cost factors, the life cycle cost measurement model established in this
paper can be expressed in Eq. (2). The model consists of five modules: cost of initial
purchase CI, cost of operational use CO, cost of maintenance CM, cost of operational
fault CF, and cost of disposal CD.

LCC = CI + CO + CM + CF − CD (2)

3 Life Cycle Cost Calculation and Difference Analysis

Considering the high complexity of a complete and comprehensive evaluation of
the life cycle costs of public transportation, the large amount of data and the fact
that some of the data are not easy to collect, and the differences in the variables
used to evaluate the costs of different types of vehicles can make it difficult to
conduct comparative analysis. This paper is based on the constructed life cycle cost
model as an econometric model. Based on the constructed life cycle cost model as
a measurement model, this paper has costed the life cycle of five types of public
transportation and completed the economic evaluation of different energy types of
urban public transportation through the comparative analysis of their life cycle cost
differences.
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3.1 Cost of Initial Purchase CI

The cost of initial purchase CI calculation formula is shown in (3). For fuel and gas
buses, theCI ismainly composed of urban bus purchase costCI1 and vehicle purchase
tax CI2. For hybrid and electric buses, according to “the Notice on Exemption from
Vehicle Purchase Tax for New Energy Vehicles” [6], the purchase tax is exempted,
while the government purchase subsidy CI3 is additionally deducted.

CI = CI1 + CI2 − CI3 (3)

where CI1is the purchase cost of the public transport; CI2is the vehicle purchase tax;
CI3 is the government purchase subsidy of the new energy public transport.

(1) The Vehicle Purchase Tax CI2
The vehicle purchase tax CI2 for fuel and gas buses is based on “the Interim

Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on Vehicle Purchase Tax” [7],
and the purchase tax to be paid is 10% of the purchase price of the public
transport.

(2) Government purchase subsidies for new energy buses CI3

According to the “Notice on Further Improving the Financial Subsidy Policy for
the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles” [8], hybrid, pure electric
two kinds of public transports have government purchase subsidies CI3.

According to the 2021 subsidy program, 12 m hybrid bus enjoys 34,200 yuan
subsidy, 12 m electric bus enjoys 81,000 yuan subsidy. In addition, fuel cell public
transports enjoy incentives for demonstration applications in urban clusters, and
single vehicle purchases do not enjoy government purchase subsidies [9].

According to the above-related policies and cost analysis, the cost of initial
purchase and comparison of the five energy types of public transportation is shown
in Fig. 2.

3.2 Cost of Operational CO

Cost of operational CO is mainly composed of bus operating fuel cost CO1, for new
energy buses need to additionally subtract the government operating subsidy CO2.

(1) Fuel Cost CO1

In this paper, the bus life cycle mileage, average 100 km energy consump-
tion, and fuel price are used to calculate the fuel cost CO1, as shown in
Eq. (3):

CO1=M × S × P (3)
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Fig. 2 Cost

where M is the average 100 km energy consumption of public transport; S is
the mileage of public transport life cycle P is the unit fuel price.

According to the research results and data analysis, the average annual
mileage of the bus is 55,000 km, the service life is 8 years, and the total life
cycle mileage is 440,000 km; the study assumes that the market price of fuel
and the 100 km energy consumption of the five models remain constant during
the life cycle, and based on the China Price Yearbook, the fuel price is obtained
by fitting with the least squares method.

(2) The Government Operating Subsidy CO2

According to the “notice of the three departments on improving the price subsidy
policy for public transport refined oil to accelerate the popularization and applica-
tion of new energy vehicles” [10], hybrid, electric, hydrogen three kinds of public
transports to enjoy government purchase subsidies CO2, the subsidy standards are
shown in Table 1.

According to the above analysis, a list of the operating costs of five types of public
transportation is shown inTable 2.After deducting the government operation subsidy,
the life cycle operation cost comparison of the five types of public transportation is
shown in Fig. 3

Table 1 The subsidy standards

Vehicle length L(m) Unit: 10,000 yuan / vehicle / year

Types 6 ≤ L < 8 8 ≤ L< 10 L ≥ 10

Electric 4 6 8

Hybrid 2 3 4

Hydrogen 6
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Table 2 List of the operating costs of five types of public transportation

Type Total km Fuel cost per 100 km
Unit: CNY

Unit: CNY 10,000

CO1 CO2 CO

Fuel 440,000 241 106 / 106

Hybrid 440,000 180 79.2 32 47.2

Natural gas 440,000 210 92.4 / 92.4

Electric 440,000 94.5 41.6 64 − 22.4

Hydrogen 440,000 420 184.8 48 136.8

Fig. 3 The life cycle operation cost comparison

3.3 Cost of Maintenance CM, Cost of Operational Fault CF

Based on the statistical results of the operation and maintenance, primary mainte-
nance, secondary maintenance, and overhaul cost data of the five types of public
transport in the vehicle life cycle within 5 years, this paper mainly considers the
material cost, not including the infrastructure investment cost and labor cost, and
calculates the average annual cost to estimate the operation and maintenance cost
CM + CF.

CM + CF =
i=1∑

5

(CMi + CFi ) (4)

where CMi and CFi are themaintenance andmaintenance costs per year, respectively
i = 1, 2, . . . , 5.

According to the survey, the average annual maintenance and repair cost of fuel
public transport are CNY 11,232; the average annual maintenance and repair cost of
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Fig. 4 Life cycle operational maintenance and repair costs

natural gas public transport are CNY 10,275; there is a small sample of hybrid bus
holdings, with an average annual maintenance, and repair cost is CNY 12,075;

Themaintenance of electric busmotor, battery, and electric drive system suppliers
is more than 8 years, because the traditional engine, transmission, clutch, and other
assembly parts are canceled, and the maintenance amount is greatly reduced. The
average annual maintenance and repair cost are CNY 6637.

Hydrogen bus is still in the demonstration operation stage, without research data
in this regard, an increase of 20 percent on an electric basis is estimated at an average
annual maintenance and repair cost of CNY 7964 [11–14]. Life cycle operational
maintenance and repair costs for five energy types of public transportation are shown
in Fig. 4.

3.4 Cost of Disposal CD

In accordance with the “mandatory scrapping standards for motor vehicles” [15],
owners are generally compensated for scrapping at 4% of the purchase cost, fuel
bus scrap recycling income is CNY18,000, and gas bus scrap recycling income is
CNY20,000. New energy bus scrap income consists of battery recycling income and
vehicle recycling income (excluding batteries).

At present, the cycle life of lithium iron phosphate battery in electric bus can
reach more than 3000 times. According to the calculation that the energy of the
scrap battery in eight years decays to 70–80% of the original value, the price of
the battery repurchase for the cascade utilization is about 30% of that of the new
battery. The vehicle recycling revenues (excluding batteries) of electric, hybrid, and
hydrogen were CNY 26,000, CNY 18,000, and CNY 102,000, respectively. Five
types of public transportation scrap recycling income as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Scrap recycling income

3.5 Life Cycle Cost LCC

According to the above research and the life cycle formula, the life cycle costs of
five types of public transportation are summarized in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 LCC
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3.6 Analysis of Research Results

According to the comparison of life cycle cost LCC of five types of public trans-
portation and the comparison of life cycle cost LCC1 after deducting government
subsidies, this paper analyzes the differences of life cycle cost of five types of public
transportation, the following conclusions are reached:

(1) Electric bus has the lowest life cycle cost which has obvious economic advan-
tages. With the development and maturity of technologies related to the three
electric systemsof electric bus, electric buses in theLCCmodules showobvious
advantages, especially in the operational use cost CO module, with the devel-
opment of core technologies related to the three electric systems of pure elec-
tric vehicles. Recently, the government-implemented energy saving and new
energy bus operating subsidy standards CO2 subsidy standards have already
exceeded the public transport charging consumption. 8 years to produce a
balance of CNY224000.

(2) As a demonstration of hydrogen fuel, the acquisition cost and operating cost
of public transport are much higher than those of other four energy models.
The manufacturing cost and fuel usage cost are higher. So it will take time for
massing application.

4 Conclusion

This paper collects actual operation data of five energy types of urban buses based
on the life cycle cost theory and establishes a life cycle cost measurement model for
life cycle cost calculation and completes the economic evaluation of different energy
types of urban buses by analyzing the life cycle cost differences. The following
conclusions and perspectives are drawn:

(1) The results of the study show that electric buses have the lowest life cycle cost
and obvious economic advantages while it meeting the needs of the national
energy conservation and emission reduction Blue SkyDefenseWar. The devel-
opment of electric bus is the result of both policy development and market
demand.

(2) There have greater development advantages in the public service sector to
implementation of electric bus. But the electric buses also have corresponding
limitations. First, restricted by the charging time and the lagging supporting
of charging facilities, this requires strong support from local governments to
build more charging piles; Secondly, due to the restriction of battery endurance
mileage, battery manufacturers need to upgrade their technology to increase
the pack energy density of battery pack from 140–155Wh/kg to > 175Wh/kg.

(3) Although the hydrogen bus being demonstrated do not have a cost advantage in
recently but when the life cycle costs of hydrogen bus fall to a cost comparable
to or even lower than that of fuel bus, in another word, when the purchase
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cost of hydrogen bus is reduced by 40% or the cost of hydrogen falls from
the current CHY80 to less than CHY40 or lower. In that time, it will be the
beginning of the mass application of hydrogen bus, and it is expected that by
2050, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will become an important part of China’s
new energy system.
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A Systematized Literature Review:
Internet of Things (IoT) in the Remote
Monitoring of Diabetes

Belinda Mutunhu , Baldreck Chipangura , and Hossana Twinomurinzi

Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) is an important emerging technology that
enables (usually) pervasive ubiquitous devices to connect to the Internet.Medical and
Healthcare Internet of Things (MHIoT) represents one of the application areas for IoT
that has revolutionized the healthcare sector. In this study, a systematized literature
review on the adoption of MHIoT for diabetes management is done to investigate
the application of IoT in the monitoring of diabetes, key challenges, what has been
done, inwhich context, and the research gap usingDenyer andTransfield’s systematic
literature review methodology. The key findings reveal that developing nations are
lagging despite the greater benefits of MHIoT in such resource-constrained contexts.
The findings suggest that infrastructure costs, security, and privacy issues are most
important in the adoption of MHIoT for diabetes management. The opportunities
presented by MHIoT surpass the challenges as healthcare costs are reduced in a
resource-constrained context. Further research in infrastructural needs and privacy
concerns is needed to take full advantage of these benefits and address the challenges.

Keywords Health care · Developing countries · Developed countries · Sensors ·
Glucose · Blood sugar · Actuators · Remote health monitoring

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things is a method of connecting network-capable devices such as
sensors and actuators to the Internet to extract usable data or information through
standard Internet Protocol (IP)[1]. IoT-based medical acquisition detectors can be
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used to monitor the glucose level in diabetes. Diabetes is a chronic disease caused by
an increase in the levels of glucose, which causes organ damage [2]. Diabetes has no
cure, and constantly monitoring it is vital for prolonged healthy life. Africa is alleged
to have the highest proportion of undiagnosed diabetes, with 60% of adults unaware
of their condition [3]. Developing countries are still not fully aware of the benefits
of IoT in the management of chronic diseases [4]. Low adoption rates are attributed
to the high costs of technology adoption, lack of funding, lack of diabetologists,
inadequate policy framework, security, and privacy concerns [5]. These challenges
are not well researched and documented. There are other factors, such as culture,
that have been shown to influence technology adoption, but there are limited studies
linking culture to IoT adoption for diabetes. Researchers pose that this important
detail lacks in existing models [6]. IoT presents an effective platform to monitor
diabetes, providing health benefits aswell as reducing the financial burden on patients
in developing nations. It is with this background that the authors are conducting this
research to bridge this technology gap.

2 Literature Review

Kelly [7] assessed IoT adoption and wearable devices in health care, and they note
that IoT applications ought to be explored for different geographical settings with an
emphasis on standardized protocols and interoperability as enablersmaydiffer.Kim’s
[8] study on the Korean context identified service quality, trust, and risk perception as
themain factors influencing the use and acceptance of IoT in healthcare service,while
Zahedul [9] investigated the factors affecting the adoption of mHealth services in
Bangladesh by theUnifiedTheory of TechnologyAcceptance andUse of Technology
(UTAUT) model. Their findings reveal that variables such as perceived creditability,
trust, awareness, and attitude must be taken into account when promoting the inten-
tion to adopt IoT technology. Costea-Marcu and Militaru’s [10] study was explored
through the lens of the technology acceptance model (TAM). Romanian consumers
confirmed that the perceived usefulness, ease of use, confidence, and social influ-
ence and confidence as the most significant factor toward the acceptance of medical
devices that are based on IoT technology and health monitoring. Yuan and Cheah
[11] applied the diffusion of innovations (DOI) model and TAM to study the degree
to which IoT is accepted by Malaysians. They emphasized that regulatory concerns,
security, and infrastructural needs, and data privacy should be investigated before
any adoption of IoT can take place. Tripathi and Pandit [12] developed a frame-
work for the adoption of IoT in organizations from a systems dynamic perspective.
Their study conforms with Brous [13] who also identified organizational, techno-
logical, and human factors as the key factors to be considered for successful IoT
implementation. Roy [14] examined the adoption of IoT-based innovation by urban
poor communities as they are the dominant source of urban IoT-based innovation.
They identified factors influencing the adoption of IoT to be inadequate technology
awareness, social acceptance, and consumer needs.
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3 Methodology

Denyer andTranfield [15] prescribed a systematic review protocolwhich this system-
atic review also adopted. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the adopted
review protocol. The stages are as follows:

3.1 Question Formulation

In the planning phase, the review protocol and the review question were formulated
from the aim of the systematic review which is to investigate opportunities, key
challenges, theoretical frameworks used, in which context, and identify the research
gap in IoT literature/research.

Research Question
In conducting this review, the following question was proposed to find answers from
the review.

RQ1: What are the opportunities, key challenges, and research gaps in IoT
Diabetes monitoring?

RQ2:What are the theoretical frameworks that have been adopted in IoTDiabetes
monitoring?

3.2 Locating Studies

The construction of the search terms was derived from the review question and
keywords. The following search stringwas formulated. (“Adoption”)AND (“Internet

Fig. 1 Systematic literature review process and results framework for the study [15]
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of Things” OR “IoT”) AND (“Diabetes*” OR “blood glucose” OR “blood sugar”)
OR (“remote monitoring” OR “monitor*”). These search strings were then applied
to search four databases (IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Web of Science).
These databases were selected because they cover the key topics addressed in this
paper and are generally used in recent IoT research [13].

3.3 Study Selection and Evaluation

For the initial search, only 457 papers from the 4 databases were identified. The
inclusion criteria were based on: (1) articles published between January 2015 to
present; (2) studies published in English; (3) research from peer-reviewed journals
and conferences; (4) articles that mention IoT in diabetes within their title or content;
(5) papers must be in a full or short version (not abstracts). After this initial search,
duplicates were removed and 360 were left. To reduce the number of papers from
the initial search, the titles and abstracts of the remaining papers were screened
against the following exclusion criteria: Articles that do not solely focus on IoT
in diabetes monitoring, articles focusing on chronic diseases and not exclusively
diabetes, articles that do not focus on IoT use in diabetes from a health and techno-
logical perspective. After the above exclusion criteria, only 169 papers were left. The
full-text analysis was done, and only the publications able to contribute to answering
the review were selected. After this final screening, only 21 papers were identified
as relevant to this research.

3.4 Coding and Classification

After amassing and screening the relevant studies, a modified classification frame-
work was constructed consisting of letters and numbers to classify and code the
articles [16]. Table 1 depicts the classification framework and codes.

4 Analysis and Synthesis

After analyzing the articles, twenty-one (21) studies were selected to be classified
and coded using a classification framework adopted from [16] (Table 2).
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Table 1 Classification and coding framework

Classification Description Codes

1. Context Developed countries 1A

Developing countries 1B

Not applicable 1C

2. Focus IoT in the monitoring of diabetes as the main theme 2A

IoT monitoring of diabetes as supporting theme 2B

IoT as the main theme 2C

3. Research methodology Qualitative 3A

Quantitative 3B

Mixed methods 3C

Survey 3D

4. Dimensions Adoption/monitoring 4A

Activity and diet tracking 4B

Opportunities and challenges 4C

5. Healthcare facility (HCF) Hospital 5A

Home 5B

Rehabilitation center and old people’s home 5C

Not mentioned 5D

6. Origin (continents) America 6A

Europe 6B

Asia 6C

Oceania 6D

Africa 6E

Not applicable 6F

7. Theoretical framework TAM 7A

UTAUT 7B

DOI 7C

Combination of models 7D

Not mentioned 7E

4.1 Context and Origin

Ten articles focused on developed countries (1A) in comparison to developing coun-
tries (1B). Thirteen research studies about remote monitoring of diabetes originated
from Asia (6C). No study originated from the African (6E) continent. The findings
suggest that there is a research opportunity for IoT diabetes management in resource-
constrained contexts specifically Africa since the context is unique and infrastructure
is not as developed, yet the incidence of diabetes is on the increase [17].
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Table 2 Results of the codification framework

Authors Context Focus Method Sector Dimensions HCF Origins Framework

Roy et al. [14] 1B 2C 3C 3D 4B 5A 6D 7C 8E

Rodbard [21] 1A 2A 3D 4A 5B 5D 6D 7A 8E

Deshkar and
Menon (2016)

1A 2A 3D 4A 5D 6D 7C 8E

Hsu and Lin
[31]

1A 2B 3A 4C 5A 5D 6D 7C 8F

Costea-Marcu
and Militaru
[10]

1B 2B 3D 4A 5D 6A 7B 8A

Mishra [28] 1B 2A 3D 4A 5D 6D 7C 8F

Kao et al. [34] 1B 2C 3D 4C 5A 5D 6D 7C 8A 8B

Longva and
Haddara [24]

1C 2A 3D 4C 5D 6D 7C 8E

Yuan and
Cheah [11]

1A 2C 3B 3D 4A 5A 6D 7C 8A 8C

Kato et al.
(2020)

1A 2A 3B 4C 5C 6D 7C 8E

Alkhudairi
[35]

1B 2A 3C 4A 5A 6B 7C 8B

Qiu et al.
(2018)

1A 2C 3A 4C 5D 6B 7C 8E

Lee and Lee
(2018)

1A 2B 3B 3D 4C 5A 6D 7C 8D

Ahmadi et al.
(2019)

1C 2C 3D 4A 5D 6 B 7B 8E

Tripathi [1] 1C 2C 3D 4B 5D 6D 7F 8E

Canhoto and
Arp [32]

1A 2C 3A 4A 5A 6D 7B 8D

Kang et al.
(2019)

1B 2C 3B 3D 4A 5A 5D 6A 7C 8E

Hanley et al.
(2015)

1A 2A 3A 4A 5 B 6C 7B 8E

Mital et al.
[33]

1B 2C 3B 4 C 5A 6D 7C 8D

Baker et al.
(2017)

1C 2C 3D 4A 5D 6A 7F 8E

Brazionis
et al. (2017)

1A 2A 3D 4A 5 B 6A 7D 8E
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4.2 Focus

The articles that focused their research extensively on diabetes and no other diseases
were classified as (2A) andwere eight. Articles that used it as a supporting theme, i.e.,
merely mentioned diabetes and other diseases (three) were classified as (2B), while
studies that focused mainly on IoT as (2C) were ten. Few works have used IoT in the
remote monitoring of diabetes as the main theme. There is a need to contextualize
IoT applications to country-specific problems and tactical ingenuities. For example,
the USA is leading in healthcare IoT and in leveraging health-related data from
IoT devices [18]. In Zimbabwe, an IoT intervention has the potential to promote
ubiquitous access to health care thereby serving as a viable solution to alleviate the
healthcare crisis in the remote monitoring of diabetes [19].

4.3 Research Methodology

Ten articles utilized surveys (3D) as research methods. Four studies utilized qualita-
tivemethodology (3A), while five studies utilized quantitativemethodologies (3B) as
part of their studies. Two studies (3C) utilized themixedmethodology approach. Four
studies that focused on the remote monitoring of diabetes as their main theme (2A)
utilized either qualitative or quantitative methodology as their preferred method-
ology, while those studies that focused on IoT as their main theme (2C) utilized
surveys (3D).

4.4 Dimensions

Seven papers focused on adoption and monitoring. There is inadequate research
focusing on investigating activity and diet tracking concerning diabetes management
using IoT as only one paper mentioned it. This is because little is known about the
potential of using applications to change health behaviors for disease prevention [20].
Eight of the research articles focused on the opportunities and challenges of IoT in
health care (4C). Five of the articles in (4A) focused on adoption in conjunction with
opportunities and challenges.

4.5 Healthcare Facility (HCF)

Four studies were conducted in a hospital facility, while three studies were conducted
at home. Only one article focused on rehabilitation centers/old people’s homes.More
healthcare facility focus studies are required as twelve studies did not mention where
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the research occurred (5D). Investigating HCF enables one to have a clear under-
standing of the concept of IoT and to address the issues of adoption as a whole
successfully.

4.6 Framework

One study investigated its study through the lens of the DoI theory as their research
framework (7C), but it was used in combination with another theory. Three studies
used a combination of models (7D), while two studies utilized frameworks not spec-
ified in our classification framework (7F). The existing literature shows that while
some studies use a research framework to identify the factors influencing the adoption
of IoT, many (ten) did not utilize theoretical frameworks. There is a need to inves-
tigate why some studies are not utilizing theoretical frameworks and why certain
frameworks are preferred over other frameworks.

5 Discussions

This section discusses the research questions posed in this systematic literature
review. RQ1: What are the opportunities, key challenges, and research gaps in
IoT Diabetes monitoring?

5.1 Opportunities

Twelve papers identified and discussed opportunities and challenges as part of their
research. The use of IoT in diabetes monitoring reduces travel costs [21]. Continuous
monitoring reduces morbidity and premature mortality caused by diabetes as it is
automated and able to diagnose treatment outcomes [22]. The absence of human
intervention in the adoption of IoT reduces the incidence of medical errors since data
is collected automatically [23]. There is also patient satisfaction since the patient
is actively involved in the treatment process and is assured that their medical data
is being sent to the doctor automatically for analysis [22]. IoT helps patients in
the exact usage of drugs as well as pharmacies and healthcare centers to prevent
drug waste [22]. This presents a linked network between practitioner, pharmacy, and
patient in real time. Furthermore, IoT can be used to assess the risk of new drugs like
allergic reactions and undesirable drugs [22]. The implementation of IoT in health
care has enabled more integrated and interoperable healthcare services [24]. Patients
and medical staff have easy access to medical records and related information, thus,
improving the quality and effectiveness of service [25].
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5.2 Key Challenges

MHIoT can consist of many costly devices that must comply with regulatory and
legal issues and may be out of reach to many consumers and health facilities espe-
cially in developing countries such as Malaysia [11]. Another challenge is security
where confidential patient information can be hacked and used against the doctor and
misdiagnose patients [25]. The devices can also run out of power, and this results
in a denial of service (DoS) in healthcare data leading to inconsistency problems
[26]. Healthcare systems also have to deal with both device interoperability and data
heterogeneity in the IoT ecosystem [23]. Heterogeneity and interoperability are key
limitation for IoT success due to the unavailability of universal standards leading to
confidentiality, transparency, and reliability issues. There is also a lack of adequate
training concerned with the configuration and usage of IoT devices, thus giving false
or incorrect results [23]. Technology and algorithmic bias are also high as there is a
perception that technology works on a certain kind of people.

To answer the second research question framed, RQ2: What are the theoretical
frameworks that have been adopted in IoT Diabetes monitoring?

Technology Acceptance Model [27]. In some studies, TAM was combined with
other theories because its constructs and variables alone may not be enough. There-
fore, there is a need to integrate it with other models which include social change
processes like DOI. Diffusion of Innovations Theory: The DOI model was used to
explain the success or failure of innovation in one of the research papers [28]. It can be
noted that most of the theories applied in IoT are all concerned about the acceptance
of IoT in the medical domain. The model is also criticized to be incomplete just like
TAM [29]. Unified Theory of Technology Acceptance and Use of Technology:
The UTAUT model can predict ICT usage within a consumer context; thus, it was
preferred by some studies [30]. Value-Based Adoption Model (VAM): One study
applied the VAM to examine the influences of benefits and sacrifices on the user’s
perceived value of and intention to use IoT services in Taiwan [31]. Furthermore,
in the VAM, other values such as performance value, emotional value, value-for-
money, and social value should be explored to perceive their effect on adoption [32].
Combination of Models: The adoption of IoT from a multiple theory perspective is
still lagging [33]. TAM and UTAUT were used in combination in one of the research
studies [34]. Other studies combined DOI and TAM and revealed that respondents
are ready to adopt IoT-enabled healthcare application, but the lack of IoT-enabled
healthcare applications becomes a barrier for them to adopt it [11].

6 Conclusions, Research Gaps, and Future Work

This paper contributed to the research community by highlighting the challenges,
opportunities, and theoretical frameworks that have been adopted in the monitoring
of diabetes using IoT guided by two research questions. The findings reveal that
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remote monitoring of diabetes using IoT is limited in developing nations and domi-
nated by work done in Europe and Asia only. An opportunity for future studies exists
to study resource-constrained contexts especially in the African origin because it has
been noted that it will be one of the leading continents with a high diabetic population
and its resources are inadequate to cater for such a disease [17]. Secondly, there is
a phenomenological difference between developed and developing countries; there-
fore, geographical contexts should be considered when carrying out this research,
e.g., in Saudi Arabia, females are restricted by culture to communicate in any form
with a man they are unrelated to [35]. Therefore, research needs to be conducted
in other settings with different cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds. A cross-
cultural investigation of IoT adoption may reveal other relevant factors as studies in
this domain have not considered consumers in diverse geographical contexts [36].
Khumalo [37] is in accord with these studies as he notes that IoT must address
very specific and evidence-based health “needs” of each context; the shortage of
health experts; and the required skills to produce healthcare experts in developing
nations. Furthermore, it is imperative to consider the perceptions of non-technical
health workers as studies in this review did not consider them. More research on
privacy and security regulations on IoT use in health care is required. Such research
may also include cybersecurity protection tools, cloud vulnerabilities, and over-the-
air (OTA) vulnerabilities. Also, research can be done on cost analysis to investi-
gate if high-cost technologies can be substituted with low-end devices like cloud
storage and data analytics technologies. Future research can also be done to come
up with more robust frameworks to cater to future investigations in the domain.
Preliminary findings indicate that there are limited frameworks for IoT adoption in
diabetes [8, 11]. Frameworks that exist have been for Indian hospitals and hospi-
tals in developed nations from an organizational and healthcare perspective without
the diabetes context [38]. More frameworks are required as new technologies are
emerging where features and utility of the technology, the context of usage, and
the user technology need to be considered. A review of existing literature shows
that a combination of theories can deliver more and offer in-depth solutions [32].
Research gaps concerning understanding the impact of awareness, privacy, and secu-
rity concerns need to be addressed to be able to assess the readiness and adoption of
IoT by resource-constrained contexts. Furthermore, policymakers should make sure
that there is data-free access to diabetes Internet-based applications for more aware-
ness [39]. Lastly, there is a need to understand the effects of relative advantage and
awareness to assess the readiness of adopting IoT in resource-constrained contexts
as the majority of the research studies discussed the opportunities and challenges of
IoT from a general perspective and not specific to contextual needs. People still lean
on the traditional ways of treating chronic diseases. More research output should
be done for resource-constrained communities in Africa. The systematic review is
limited in that its emphasis is on resource-constrained contexts. Further research is
needed to analyze other contexts.
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Application of Sound of Kobyz in Online
Therapy and Health Improvement

Kumyszhan Mukasheva and Engelika Zhumataeva

Abstract Due to the tense modern rhythm of life, environmental, economic and
social problems, there is an alarming trend toward an overall increase inmental illness
and psychological disorders (Gusakova in Musical-therapeutic potential of elemen-
tary music-making and individual improvisation activity. I International Scientific
and Practical Conference “Music and Health”. Collection of reports and abstracts
M.: National Association of Music Therapists, p. 31, 2009). Therefore, the search
for new non-drug methods of psychological correction and health improvement of
the population is the most urgent modern task. Recently, methods of music therapy
have become more and more widespread. The author of the method has released a
therapeutic disk “Gylkobyzdyn shipasy”, which includes seven compositions repro-
duced by the author. The novelty of this research lies in the study of psychological,
physiological and ethnocultural aspects of the use of the ancient Kazakh musical
instrument Kobyz for health purposes. “Kobyztherapy” is a universal, progressive
method of online recovery in areas such as psychology, sociology, health care and
the social sphere, especially in the current COVID-19 pandemic.

Keywords Kobyztechnology · Kobyztherapy · Innovation ·Music education ·
Music · Kobyz · Online consultation · Business consultation ·Music therapy ·
Pedagogy and psychology · Universal application · Health improvement · Therapy

1 Introduction

For a century, infectious diseases have been the scourge of mankind; the epidemic of
plague, smallpox and cholera devastated cities and villages. Situation changed in the
21st century, the so-called diseases of civilizations or diseases of adaptation came
to the fore. “Diseases of the century” include diseases of blood vessels, bronchi,
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joints, stomach and intestines. These diseases are psychosomatic; social and psycho-
logical factors are actively involved in their development and course. In the current
situation associated with mandatory quarantines, due to the declared pandemic, the
load on the nervous system of the human psyche is increasing throughout the world.
The information boom, the negative dynamics of interpersonal relations lead to the
formation of emotional stress, which is one of the factors in the development of
diseases. Life in conditions of indefinite quarantine has led to a radical change in the
established stereotypes of behavior, which increases the level of anxiety, concerns
for their future, for the future of their children and relatives.

By now, the material world we live in has reached significant development and is
quite complex. This world brings more and more invasion and changes not only in

people’s the way of life, but also in many mental and body processes. These are
the consequences of such “restructuring”:

• acceleration of the rhythm of life;
• a huge increase in the production and consumptionof psychoactive drugs (sleeping

pills, sedatives, tonic, stimulating, etc.);
• an increase in the production and consumptionof psychoactive narcotic substances

(alcohol, drugs, toxicants).

The acceleration of the pace of life led to a significant increase in stress load. The
most sad consequences of this: a significant increase in mental disorders, suicides
and psychogenic diseases. Therefore, the search for new non-medicinal methods
of psychological correction and health improvement of the population is the most
urgent modern task in recent years; methods of music therapy, introduced into the
methodological foundations of music education of university students, are becoming
more widespread.

What allows a person to find andmaintain peace ofmind,manage their passions or
be inspired by future actions? It is the revival of Kobyztherapy—the cultural heritage
of our people, accumulated over the centuries, which strengthens the psychological
stability of the individual and spiritual development.

2 Kobyztherapy

2.1 Kobyz

The termkobyz (from theTurkicword “kobza”)means an ancient, bowed instrument,
the sound of which was used in the treatment of various diseases in the history of
healing of the Kazakh people [1]. The term “therapy” (in Greek “therapeia”) means
care, treatment. Kobyztherapy is a trance method that expands access to unconscious
information, whichmakes it possible tomaster new forms of its processing to activate
a person’s sanogenic resources. The author’s technique “Kobyztherapy” has been
practiced by the author for 19 years and gives positive results.
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The emergence of the musical art of the Kazakh people, according to legend, is
associated with the name of the legendary musician Korkyt. The people also call him
the creator of one of the most ancient musical instruments of the East—kobyz.

Kyl-kobyz (from the Kazakh language—an instrument with hair strings) belongs
to the common Turkic musical instruments, first mentioned in the well-known dictio-
nary of M. Kashgari (11th century). According to legends, it was invented in the
7th-8th centuries.

Korkyt was the first “bucks” (meaning healer) who composed the first melody.
Nar-kobyz is an indispensable attribute of the ritual and ceremonial practice of
“bucks" and “zhyrau” (diviner). The kobyz instrument belongs to the bowed
instrument family (1st millennium AD).

The “Kobyztherapy”method is used to treat and prevent a wide range of disorders,
in particular: developmental deviations, emotional instability, behavioral disorders,
spinal cord injury, psychosomatic diseases, internal diseases, mental deviations and
autism.

2.2 Structural Features and Manufacturing Technique
of Kobyz

Hollowed-out body is made in the form of a bowl; neck and resonator are one whole;
neck is without frets; the top is made of camel or calfskin; the bow-shaped bow and
strings are made of a horse tail (Fig. 1).

The hollowed-out body in the shape of a bowl is made of black pine, white young
birch, maple, walnut, elm, saxaul, ebony, mahogany; the top deck is made of the skin
of a camel or a goat.

Fig. 1 Kobyz instrument
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Tiek—the support for the strings—is made from the horn of a mountain goat,
steppe roe deer and from cow or camel tibia bone; the strings and bow-shaped bow
are made of a horse’s tail (five-year-old stallion).

2.3 Kobyztherapy Methodology

The author’s methodology “Kobyztherapy” was developed and tested byKumyszhan
Kairgalievna Mukasheva—Master of Psychology, music therapist, clinical and prac-
ticing psychologist, Member of the Association of Music Therapists of Russia,
Member of the European Association of Music Therapists, Member of the Asso-
ciation Music and Medicine of the USA, Member of the Imaton Psychological Club
in St. Petersburg, licensed specialist in folk and alternativemedicine, Ph.D. candidate
in psychology studies.

The main goal of the author’s methodology “Kobyztherapy” is the national basis
for the spiritual development of a person through kobyz music at an innovative level.

The author of the method has released a therapeutic disk “Gylkobyzdyn shipasy”,
which includes seven compositions reproduced by the author.

1. “Baқsynyk oyyny”, “Dance of the Baқsa”.
2. “Tүner-tүneruden aғaru, rukhani zhanғyru”, “Eclipse—Enlightenment”.
3. “Ata mura-ata tek”, “Genetic code—Call of the ancestors.”
4. “Қorқytyң saryny”, “Saryn of Korkyt”.
5. “Ұshyқtau”. “Energetic, spiritual cleansing.”
6. “T�nirge tabynu”. “Worship” of the Forces of nature: “Fire”—“From”.
7. “Dala Kueni”, Forces of nature “Freedom of the steppe”.

During the recording of the album, all seven compositions were put on arrange-
ment, accompanied by natural sounds, for example: the murmur of a stream, the
sound of the waves of the sea, the sound of the wind, etc., which has a huge impact
on the activity of the brain. The very sound of kobyz compositions, performed in the
form of kuyis, saryns, zikirs, has long been referred to as trance therapy.

It is important to highlight the fact that kobyz therapy is ethnic music, as the most
“ancient medicine” of the rest known in the world (e.g., the music of shamans, qi-
gong, Tibetan bells, sounds made when breathing by a person, the sound of a pulse,
etc.).

Listening to the entire album helps to harmonize the psyche, to activate the
processes of self-regulation in the body. Listening to this music album sets in motion,
removes numerous negative deposits in the human psyche and contributes to the
solution of many problems at various conscious and unconscious levels.

The Kobyztherapy program uses the author’s therapeutic compositions.
Conducting individual online consultations, group online webinars contribute to the
integration of the individual, the development of creative abilities, the expansion of
consciousness, the improvement of interaction with the outside world and complete
recovery.
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“Kobyztherapy” is planned to implement programs for digital psychological coun-
seling, health improvement of the population in the context of “health protection”,
providing for individual and group online counseling.

3 Advantage of Kobyzotechnology Programs in Universal
Application: Health Care

This technology uses unique know-how, embodied in special music therapy
programs. These programs are controlled and broadcast through the acoustic system
“Kobyztherapy” to the hearing organs and at the same time to problem areas of the
skin, which are covered with special membranes.

In membranes, which can be impregnated with cosmetic products to enhance
the effect, acoustic and secondary electromagnetic fields are spread over the entire
surface. They themselves penetrate the skin, enhance the depth of penetration into
the skin of cosmetic products and stimulate the regeneration processes.

Kobyztherapy is an innovative technology for healing and rejuvenating the skin
related to music therapy (MT)—a dynamically developing area of health care that
uses more than 50 different musical and acoustic methods and approaches to correct
mental and physical health, prevent diseases, social rehabilitation, creative and
spiritual development of the individual.

In medicine, MT therapy technologies are used primarily for psychological and
physiological correction, relieving pain syndromes, restoring reduced or lost func-
tions, which has already found wide application in the clinic of internal diseases, in
spa practice, in surgery and medical rehabilitation.

The use of integrative approaches and non-standard technical solutions in
Kobyztherapy made it possible to achieve complex results of healing against the
background of psychoemotional correction. The developed “software and hardware
complex” Kobyztechnology has become an accessible and convenient tool for the
practical implementation of technology at the modern level. This gives every reason
to consider Kobyztherapy promising for widespread use in the practice of medical
institutions.

4 Infrasound in Kobyztherapy

4.1 Purpose of the Study

In this article, for a deep and comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms of
the effect of music on the human body, it is necessary to actively use the knowledge
accumulated by acoustics, the field of physics that studies the properties of sound,
elastic vibrations and waves that arise and propagate in gases, liquids and solids,
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perceived human ear. The frequency limit of sound perception has been established—
from 16 to 20,000 Hz.

Sound vibrations with a frequency of less than 16 Hz, which are not perceived
by the hearing organ, are called infrasound. Infrasound has an adverse effect on the
human body, causing headache, fatigue, fear and increased irritability.

It is believed that the negative impact of infrasound is of a resonant nature. It was
found that the purity of natural oscillations of the human body in the supine position
is 3–4 Hz, while standing—5–12 Hz, chest—5–8 Hz, abdominal cavity—3–4 Hz
[1].

Thus, the frequency range of infrasound, which is a driving force in relation to the
body, has values close to the frequency of natural oscillations of individual systems
and the body as a whole 132. Oscillations and waves, the frequency of which exceeds
20,000 Hz, which are also not perceived by the human ear, are called ultrasounds.

The upper limit of ultrasonic frequencies can be conventionally considered 109–
1010. The limit is determined by intermolecular distances and therefore depends on
the state of aggregation of the substance in which the ultrasonic wave propagates.
Ultrasound is widely used in medicine for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. The
frequency spectrum of sounds used in music and reproduced by an ancient musical
instrument—kobyz—as the main instrument for influencing the body lies in the
frequency range not perceived by the human ear and therefore is the subject of
primary interest in this study.

Infrasound is a mechanical vibration in the frequency range below 20 Hz. A
characteristic feature of infrasound, in contrast to other mechanical vibrations, is a
long wavelength and low vibration frequency. Due to the low absorption of energy,
infrasound propagates over long distances from the source [2].

Of the many spectra of industrial and transport noises containing infrasonic
components, three main types can be distinguished:

• Infrasonic—the highest sound pressure levels (SPL) are in the octave bands of
geometric mean frequencies—2–26 Hz;

• Infra-low frequency—the highest SPL falls on the bands of average geometric
frequencies—2–125 Hz;

• Low frequency—the maximum SPL is in the octave bands of 31.5–125 Hz. In
a manufacturing environment, infrasound tends to combine with low-frequency
noise and sometimes low-frequency vibration.

By the nature of the infrasound spectrum, broadband infrasound is distinguished,
with a continuous spectrum more than an octave wide; harmonic, in the spectrum of
which there are pronounced discrete components. The harmonious nature of infra-
sound is established in octave frequency bands by exceeding the level in one band,
in comparison with neighboring ones, by at least 10 dB.

According to the temporal characteristics, a constant infrasound is distinguished,
the sound pressure level of which on the “linear” scale on the “slowly” characteristic
changes by no more than 10 dB during the observation time of 1 min; unstable,
the sound pressure level of which on the “linear” scale on the “slow” characteristic
changes by at least 10 dB during the observation time of at least 1 minute:
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• for the characteristics of infrasound—octave sound pressure levels;
• for non-constant infrasound—the general sound pressure level on the “linear”

scale of the sound level meter [3].

The bioresonance effect of musical influence on the human body is due to the
phenomenon of resonance, as a general physical law of nature, according to which
an external force, changing according to a periodic law and leading to the occurrence
of forced vibrations of the body, and the amplitude of forced vibrations is directly
proportional to the amplitude of the driving force.

At a certain frequency of the driving force, called resonance, the amplitude of the
forced oscillations acquires a maximum value, which is why is it called resonance.

4.2 Materials and Method

The measurement of infrasound was carried out with a noise meter—“Noise meter
integrating Ekofizika No. 100226”, which passed certification No. BA 12-05-3280
dated June 21, 2012. The study was carried out by P. F. Kuznetsov, a laboratory
assistant at the Department of EMF and other physical factors.

Infrasound measurements were carried out at the workplace of a music therapist.
Themeasurement points were selected nomore than 1meter apart between themusic
therapist performing the musical compositions and the microphone. Themicrophone
was positioned at a height of 1 meter from the floor and at a distance of at least 0.5
m from the laboratory doctor making the measurement.

Musical compositionswere performed by amusic therapist on four types of kobyz.
These are “small kobyz”, “nar-kobyz”, “kyl-kobyz” and “prima kobyz”.
Further, the infrasound from the acoustic system (computer speakers) was

measured; in this case, the author’s composition of the kobyz therapy method was
used: Forces of nature “Freedom of the Steppe”, the conditions for measuring the
acoustic system are similar to measuring musical instruments.

4.3 Discussion

By the nature of the infrasound spectrum, in this case, it is broadband infrasound
with a continuous spectrum, 1/3 octave wide; harmonic. The harmonic nature of
infrasound is established in octave frequency bands by exceeding the level in one
band, in comparison with the neighboring ones, by at least 10 dB.

Sound pressure levels in dB 1/3 octave bands are the following in Hz:
“Small Kobyz”—67 Hz at a sound pressure level of 1.6 dB. “Nar-kobyz”—84,

“kyl-kobyz”—66, “prima kobyz”—87, measurements of the acoustic system in the
composition of the Force of Nature “Freedom of the Steppe”—62.
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5 Conclusion

In connection with the tense modern rhythm of life, environmental, economic and
social problems, there is an alarming trend toward a general increase inmental illness
and psychological disorders [4]. Therefore, the search for new non-drug methods
of psychological correction and health improvement of the population is the most
urgent modern task. Recently, methods of music therapy have become more and
more widespread.

The novelty of this research lies in the study of psychological, physiological and
ethnocultural aspects of the use of the ancient Kazakh musical instrument kobyz for
health purposes.

The results of measuring the infrasound of kobyz, as well as the acoustic system
in the author’s composition of the Forces of Nature “Freedom of the Steppe”, showed
the complete absence of discrete components. Harmonic vibrations and a low level
of intensity have a beneficial effect on the human body as a whole.

Sound-reproducing devices, in this case the acoustic system in the author’s
composition Forces of Nature “Freedom of the Steppe”, directly affect the skin
and in the projection of vital organs. Sound signals, in full accordance with physical
laws, falling into resonant frequencies, cause maximum vibration, exerting a direct
kobyzotherapeutic effect on the organs.

Thus, the results of the study confirm that the author’s method of Kobyztherapy
meets the hygienic standards for the level of noise and infrasound, approved by the
order of the Minister of Health of the Republic of Kazakhstan [5].

This study has shown that themethod ofKobyztherapy can be successfully applied
in preventive, experimental and clinical medicine as a new method of corrective
targeted action on the functional activity of vital organs and a therapeutic effect on
pathologically altered organs and tissues.

Therefore, the author’s method of Kobyztherapy is proposed for introduction into
the widespread practice of medical institutions, as one of the effective methods for
mobilizing natural resources and adaptive capabilities of the human body.

“Kobyzotherapy” is a universal, progressive method of online recovery in areas
such as psychology, sociology, health care and the social sphere, especially in the
current COVID-19 pandemic.
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Building a NoSQL ERP

Ela Pustulka , Stefan von Arx, and Lucia de Espona

Abstract Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are needed in many business
activities. Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are not well-served by current
ERPs, as such systems are hard to tailor. This prompts us to experiment with building
an ERP on top of a NoSQL database, which intends to be more flexible, as it is based
on JSON and not on a relational data model. We present a novel ERP solution
specifically designed to grow and evolve as the world changes. The ERP is for a
service company which bills for time spent on customer projects. The work involves
various challenges: data modelling, query specification, write and read performance
analysis, versioning, user interface generation and query optimisation. Here, we
report on the performance of a NoSQL ERP using MongoDB and show that writes
are fast and queries and reports are fast enough.

Keywords ERP · Enterprise system · SME · NoSQL · MongoDB

1 Introduction

Enterprise resource planning systems (ERPs) have been an integral part of business
organisations for decades [8, 10]. The global ERP market is around USD 38 billion
[9], and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are increasingly getting interested
in acquiring an ERP system. The majority of such systems are based on relational
database technologies. The advantages are clear: performance, data integrity and
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quality, security, advanced add on analysis tools and many others. However, ERPs
are not flexible [8] and are expensive to buy and commission. Users need to be
trained, and business processes often have to be modified to suit the system, or a
system needs to be tailored to the business need [3, 31]. Current enterprise systems
do not evolve easily and lag behind the business needs, as seen during the COVID
epidemic which moved many businesses online [17].

NoSQL systems [23] are potentially flexible as they ingest data in JSONwhich can
be easily extended with new data items, allowing us to evolve the data model. They
are predominantly found in Big Data applications. Many open research questions
arise with regard to NoSQL [7]. In terms of applications, there is no research on
NoSQL ERPs. Existing NoSQL benchmarks include a MongoDB TCP-C [16] and
TCP-H [19]. Further work compares the performance of NoSQL and a relational
database for a small ERP [1, 27], geographic information [21] and statistical RDF
[28]. Another MongoDB performance evaluation [30] explores document inlining.
There is a growing interest in JSON storage in relational databases, including Oracle
[18] or SAP HANA [11]. However, relational stores and ERP systems have not
been designed primarily for SMEs but for large organisations. ERP adoption or
upgrade [3] needs strategic thinking and preparation and is out of reach for an SME.
Our business partner noticed a new opportunity and proposed to create am ERP for
SMEs, based on JSON.As this is novel, we are exploring the use of currently themost
popular NoSQL store, MongoDB, to offer flexibility, compliance, data governance,
integrity, performance and other features needed in an ERP. We target SMEs which
are poorly served by existing solutions. We present a billing scenario. A service
company bills customers for work done on customer projects. We measure insert
and query performance on 1 million time sheet entries on a local MongoDB running
on a PC. Such a scenario is relevant, particularly in Switzerland, as financial details
are too precious to be placed in the cloud. Our contributions are as follows. We show
that writes are fast and queries often perform in under 100 ms, which feels instant
to the user. MongoDB offers good support for query writing and optimisation. We
confirm that our ERP delivers performance required in a simple SME scenario. Our
measurement is a partial proof of the feasibility of using a NoSQL database as an
ERP platform in this context.

The rest of the paper has the following structure. Sect. 2 reviews related work,
and Sect. 3 presents the methods. Section 4 details the measurement, and Sect. 5
discusses and concludes.

2 Related Work

Recent ERP surveys look at critical success factors (CSFs) related to system char-
acteristics, its acquisition and use. [13] found out that security, project management,
communication, compliance, network speed and organisational resistance to change
are most relevant. [22] concluded that increasingly non-technical factors such as
people, skills, communication and governance are in focus, and not the frameworks,
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methodologies or models. [29] looked at evaluation frameworks and stated that user
training, ERP integration and enhanced traceability are top priorities. The overall
focus is on quality (security, business fit, performance and usability). We found no
literature describing NoSQL ERPs.

NoSQL systems [23] are classified into key-value, document, graph and wide
column stores. MongoDB is a document database [24]. Key-value storage perfor-
mance is analysed in [14]. MongoDB’s papers include [5, 6, 15, 16], with advice
that schema normalisation does not lead to good performance.

Recent work investigates MongoDB performance improvements. [20] use remote
directmemory access (RDMA). [2] study performance in a real-time cloud, as needed
for online streaming and gaming. [12] consider the database as a service (DBaaS)
scenario read optimisation. [4] study the performance of MongoDB drivers. [21]
compare the performance of PostgreSQL to MongoDB on spatio-temporal data.
PostgreSQL with PostGIS outperforms MongoDB but MongoDB indexing benefits
performance more than in PostgreSQL. [30] focus on business intelligence (BI) and
develop a heuristic which can help modellers to decide which data layout to use.

3 Methods

3.1 ERP System Architecture, Scenario and Data Model

Our system architecture consists of a database layer which includes versioning, AI-
based query optimisation and tuning, middleware responsible for the business logic,
and a user interface layer which generates a GUI. The database layer includes a write
and query module we present here, a versioning package, a database optimisation
agent based on [32], and a data quality (DQ) package.

We support the following scenario. 1. Employee inputs time sheet entry; 2.
Employee reviews time sheets; 3. Manager reviews finance; 4. System reads time
sheets to calculate the invoices and updates time sheets with status billed.

Figure1 shows an ER model based on the JSON we received from business. The
model imposes a data load order: customer, employee, project and service, followed
by a time sheet, and invoice creation. Each invoice contains an embedded array of
items derived from the time sheets, which is typical in NoSQL and serves to optimise
performance by storing all the related data together; see [30].

3.2 Data, Measurement and Workload

JSONwas generated using Faker [26].We timed data load for customers, employees,
projects and services. Thenwe looked up the IDs generated byMongoDBand created
the time sheets which refer to the existing collections. Inserts used insertMany() and
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customer [2.1k]
_id: ObjectId
name: String
email: String
language: String

PK

employee [2.9k]
_id: ObjectId
snv: String
lastname: String
firstname: String
pensum: String

PK

project [3.5k]
_id: ObjectId
title: String
ref-customer: ObjectId
ref-employee: ObjectId

PK

FK
FK

service [10]
_id: ObjectId
descr: String
type: String
price: Int32

PK

timesheet [1M]
_id: ObjectId
title: String
ref-project: ObjectId
ref-employee: ObjectId
ref-service: ObjectId
date: Date
quantity: Double

PK

FK
FK
FK

invoice [45.5k]

hours: Double
amount: Double

ref-project: ObjectId
period: String

CPK
CPK

_id [1]

ref-timesheet: ObjectId
quantity: Double
price: Double
date: Date

item [1, 68]

orders

is assigned to

is 
grouped in

books

contains

is specified in

Fig. 1 Billing data include the customer, employee, project, service, time sheet and a derived
relation invoice. An invoice holds items extracted from the time sheets embedded as an array.
Relation headers show cardinalities

Table 1 Collection write performance (ms), average of 10 runs

Service Customer Employee Project Time entry

Items 10 2100 2900 3500 1′000′000
Collection size KB 1 69 151 109 123′600
Index size KB 20 32 52 60 9400

Run 1 (cold) ms 28 108 113 109 10′442
Avg. for runs 2–9 11 83 97 96 10′470
Overhead % run 1 148 29 16 14 0

were timed by process.hrtime() directly and output to the console.We ran each test 10
times on a PC with AMD Ryzen 5 2600 6-core 3.4GHz, 16 GB RAM, Samsung 860
Evo SSD, under Windows 10 Pro, MongoDB 4.4.0, with a stand-alone DB without
a replica set.

We test the ERP with one year of business, 2900 employees and 35 managers.
We start with a bulk insert I1, and see how long a migration or a data workhouse
load takes. Further operations are numbered O1 to O6. Time critical operations are
in bold. The pipelines are shown in Table2.

• I1: bulk write: customer, employee, service, project, 1 mln time sheet entries
• O1: employees book time sheet entries
• O2: employees review time sheet weekly
• O3: system generates invoices monthly, on average 83K time sheet entries per
month, calculate totals and UPDATE 83K time sheets with billed = true

• O4: Managers check the invoices monthly
• O5: Managers review top 10 projects weekly
• O6: Managers review sales per customer weekly
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Table 2 Data pipelines

Operation and operation steps Operators Collection

O2: reviewing hours booked

1 Filter by parameters employee and date
range

$match Timesheets

2 Aggregate hours, items by project $group

3 Add project name $lookup $addFields Projects

4 Format output $project

5 Sort by project with the highest hours $sort

O3a: Invoice generation

1 Filter by the input parameter date range $match Timesheets

2 Add service rate and multiply by hours $lookup $addFields Services

Aggregate hours and amount by project
and month. List corresponding
timesheets as items

$group

4 Create materialised view $merge

O3b: Updating the invoiced time sheets

1 Retrieve timesheet IDs from invoices $project Invoices

2 Bring IDs into a usable format $unwind $replaceRoot

3 Update retrieved timesheets with
billed: true

updateMany Timesheets

O4: Monthly sales

1 Aggregate hours and amount by month $group Invoices

2 Sort by year, month $sort

3 Format output $project

O5: Top 10 projects

1 Aggregate hours and amount by project $group Invoices

2 Sort by highest amount, limit to top 10 $sort, $limit

3 Add project and project manager name $lookup $addFields Projects,
employees

4 Format output $project

O6: Top 10 customers

1 Filter by the input parameters month
and year

$match Invoices

2 Add customer name $lookup $addFields Projects, customers

3 Aggregate hours and amount by
customer

$group

4 Sort by highest amount, limit to top 10 $sort, $limit

5 Format output $project
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(a) I1, bulk write: average insert
time/document (ms), document count
on the x axis.

(b) O1: Adding a single time sheet en-
try, 4.99 ms on average.

(c) O2: Query performance (ms), re-
viewing hours for 1–16 weeks (period
on x-axis). Performance is best using
either an index on employee or em-
ployee and date.

(d) O2: Query performance for hours
booked using employee ID index and
employee ID and date index, review
period 1–16 weeks.

(e) O3: Average time to produce an
invoice is below 2.3 ms.

(f) O4–O6: Revenue analysis queries,
expected to be precomputed in batch.

Fig. 2 Performance. In I1 the leftmost item (services) is the highest although the data volume is
the smallest, as a new collection is created and the creation time is not amortised over the number
of services. Another reason could be that it is a cold run. O2: EmployeeID index and employeeID
and date index perform similarly. O3: Paging starts when more than 3months’ worth of invoices
are to be created. The ellipse highlights the area where we allow paging. O4–O6: Two queries are
fast enough (0.1 ms), and one is slower: candidate for batch
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Table 3 O3: Average invoice creation times in s for periods from one month to a year

Months Sheets Invoices Time s Comment

1 83K 3.5K 7.96

2 167K 7K 15.41

3 250K 10.5K 22.63

4 333K 14K – Out of memory

4 333K 14K 33.33 Paging allowed

12 1M 44K 89.47 Paging allowed

Typically, invoicing happens monthly

4 Results

I1, a bulk insert. In MongoDB, a collection is created when the first document is
entered, so the first insert is slower than the following ones. Table1 shows bulk write
performance. A large time sheet collection has no overhead and a small one with 10
service items is slow. Overall write performance is satisfactory, as small collections
are written within 0.1 s and the large collection needs 10.4 s; see Fig. 1. Insert times
range from 1.145 ms per service to 0.01 ms for a time sheet entry.

O1 write a time sheet: Fig. 2 shows the performance of single time sheet writing
which averages 4.99 ms (satisfactory).

O2: ReviewingHours BookedAn employee checks their time entries weekly, using
pipeline O2; see Table2. Without indexing, this is slow, averaging 640 ms. Figure2
shows that adding an index on employee ID or a composite index on employee ID
and date guarantee good performance. Comparison of those two indexing options is
shown in Fig. 2. When using 1 mln time sheet entries, both options perform well, on
average under 12 ms.

O3: Invoicing Invoicing is done in batches offline and consists of two pipelines, a
query O3a and an update O3b; see Table2. Normally, companies invoice weekly,
fortnightly or monthly. Here, up to three months of invoicing is possible in memory.
Upwards of three months, we allow paging, specifying allowDiskUse: true. Average
creation time per invoice is below 2.3 ms; see Fig. 2. On average, an invoice sums up
83K time sheet entries per month, and the run needs 7.96 s, executingO3a and O3b,
Table2. Runs covering up to one year are shown in Table3. This is satisfactory.

O4 to O6: Revenue Analysis.

O4, Sales revenue after invoicing, required monthly; see Table2 .

O5, Top 10 projects, invoices aggregated by project; see Table2.

O6, Top 10 customers; see Table2
Figure2 compares the performance of queries O4 to O6. Monthly sales and top 10
projects perform well, around 100 ms. However, top 10 customers is slow, circa 600
ms, and the query should be precomputed as batch.
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5 Discussion, Future Work and Conclusion

An ERP system for an SME has to perform well in three settings: manual data entry
or update, interactive query and batch. [25] says the user will notice the system is
slow when they wait longer than 100 ms, while in a batch scenario the speed is not so
important. Our test includes writes and reads on a local PC where the performance
satisfies the requirements. A system running locally might be preferable for some
companies, to ensure that customer data remain on site, which is attractive to financial
services.

We could optimise performance by using inlined collections. As the revenue
analysis pipelines use no indexing yet, this will improve once an automated indexing
algorithm we are working on is used. Other optimisation options involve using the
cloud.

We have tested data models for human resources (HR) and other ERP areas.
We are refining data versioning for compliance. Ongoing work is using machine
learning to automate index selection, using [32]. We will automate data integrity and
quality control. Our partners in the UX area are prototyping automated user interface
generation.

We presented the first step on the road to create an ERP for an SME. We observe
the ease of programming, good insert performance, acceptable query performance,
and the need for further work in automated performance tuning and data quality. This
encourages us to make further steps towards a flexible ERP system which can adapt
as the company changes. Experiment code is at https://github.com/pier4all/data-
generation. We acknowledge funding from the Innosuisse, grant 44824.1 IP-ICT.
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Models for Estimation of Concrete
Compressive Strength Based
on Experimental Research
with Destructive and Non-destructive
Methods

Ivan Ivanchev

Abstract This article presents experimental studies for assessing the concrete
compressive strength in existing reinforced concrete members with destructive and
non-destructive methods. For the destructive tests, 12 cube test specimens and 12
reinforced concrete beams (from which, 11 cores were drilled) were prepared in one
day with the same recipe composition of the concrete. For two years, the reinforced
concrete members were indoors, and in the following years, they were left outdoors
exposed to external atmospheric influences. The research is aimed at the combined
use (SonRebmethod) of two non-destructive methods: the method of elastic rebound
(Schmidt rebound hammer) and ultrasonic pulse velocity method (UPVM) in order
to achieve greater accuracy in assessing the compressive strength of concrete.Models
have been developed describing the correlation between the determined compressive
strength in the destructive test of cubes and cores with the measured rebound number
and ultrasonic pulse velocity for the age of the concrete 1126th and 1926th day. The
analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel environment.

Keywords Concrete · Compressive strength · Destructive · Non-destructive
testing · SonReb

1 Introduction

One of the most important mechanical properties, which is important in design of
reinforced concrete members and when determining their bearing capacity is the
compressive strengthof concrete [1]. The compressive strength changes over timeand
this requires monitoring during service.Methods for assessing the concrete compres-
sive strength are destructive and non-destructive. Themost reliable are the destructive
methods, inwhich standard test specimens [2], prepared during the construction of the
reinforced concrete members, or cores drilled from the existing reinforced concrete
structures that are in operation are tested. Other methods are non-destructive testing
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(NDT) techniques and widely used in practice are the methods of elastic rebound,
ultrasonic pulse velocity method (UPVM), ultrasonic pulse echo method, and others.
Non-destructive tests are cheaper, less time-consuming, do not violate the integrity
of the structure [3], but give an indirect assessment, which is why they are influenced
by many factors, and their results can be unreliable. It is often appropriate to be used
a combination of destructive methods with several NDT techniques. The theoret-
ical principle of the combination of several NDT techniques is that sometimes the
factors have the opposite effect on the measurement results of the different methods.
Combining the ultrasonic method with the method of elastic rebound is the most
popular combination and is known as SonReb [4, 5].

This paper examines the effectiveness of the combination of destructive and
non-destructive techniques (rebound number determined with Schmidt hammer and
ultrasonic velocity with UPVM).

2 Methods Used in Experimental Research

The following four methods were used in the experimental studies:
Method of elastic rebound (Schmidt Hammer) determines the surface hardness

of concrete, and hence, the probabilistic compressive strength of concrete in new
and existing reinforced concrete structures [2, 6–9]. The Schmidt hammer measures
the magnitude of the elastic rebound of a spring-loaded steel body from a concrete
surface. The measured rebound number is related to the surface toughness of the
concrete. The test is sensitive and the results can be affected by the type of cement,
the type of aggregate, curing and age of the concrete, surface condition, and moisture
content of concrete surface, the carbonization of the concrete, and others.

Non-destructive ultrasonic pulse velocity method (UPVM) uses the propagation
of ultrasonicwaves introduced into concrete, where they propagate, dissipate, and are
reflected from theboundarybetween twoenvironments [8–12]. Themeasuring instru-
ments consist of an ultrasonic oscillation generator, transmitter, receiver, amplifier,
and reading device. The generator generates high-frequency signals with a frequency
of 25–150 kHz. The transmitter is a piezoelectric crystal. The receiving piezoelectric
transducer registers ultrasonic waves and converts them into electrical signals. From
the ultrasonic signal velocity, probabilistic compressive strength can be determined.

SonReb Method makes it possible to apply the combination of the measurement
re-sults with UPVM and the Method of elastic rebound [2, 13] with the obtained
compres-sive strength in a destructive test of standard test specimens (prepared from
the same concretemix on the day of construction of the reinforced concretemembers)
or cores drilled from a reinforced concrete structure that is in operation. To assess
the compressive strength, a correlation is sought between the independent variables
(velocity of the ultrasonic signal and the magnitude of the rebound) and the depen-
dent variable–compressive strength of the concrete [9, 14]. In the literature, many
authors have reported empirical correlation formulas for relationship of concrete
compressive strength fc with non-destructive measurements of the rebound number
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and the ultrasonic velocity. The models obtained from them are linear, power, expo-
nential, polynomial, or others. In cases where there is no data on the concrete used,
an equation of the type is used [2, 3, 17]:

fc,SonReb = aRbV c, (1)

where a, b, c are constants; V—ultrasonic pulse velocity; R—rebound number.
The coefficients a, b, and c in Eq. (1), and correlation curves between compressive

strength and non-destructive test results can be obtained from the Excel regression
analysis function [15]. The relationship between the compressive strength and NDT
measurements is called “conversion model.” The resulting iso-strength curves can
give a correct prediction of the compressive strength of concrete and are adapted
only to the specific case (specific reinforced concrete structure) for which they are
derived [1].

Destructive methods are the most reliable way to assess the mechanical properties
of concrete; although, they are significantly invasive [2]. They are applied on stan-
dard test specimens or on cores taken from reinforced concrete structures. The test
specimens are tested for compression till failure on testing machines for materials.
The load speed is constant. The load is applied to the test specimen without hit and
increases evenly until failure; the force F is reported; the compressive strength fc is
calculated.

In this paper, the author aims to develop correlation equations and curves for deter-
mining the compressive strength of concrete in existing reinforced concrete beams,
using destructive and non-destructive methods. Non-destructive and destructive
testing are in accordance with European standards.

3 Experimental Setup

The specimens for determining the compressive strength of the concrete fc on the
1126th and 1926th day of laying the concrete mix were prepared in one day of
concrete with the same recipe composition (Fig. 1).

Part of the research was done on four series of reinforced concrete beams. The
series differ in provided longitudinal reinforcement, concrete cover, and reinforce-
ment ratio. Their structural parameters were selected so as to correspond to the
characteristic parameters of the beams designed in practice in industrial and civil
construction. They were prepared of concrete class C25/30, fine fraction of coarse
aggregate (dmax = 12 mm), and consistency S3. The reinforced concrete members
were indoors for two years, and in the following years, they were left outdoors,
exposed to external atmospheric influences.

For experimental study of the concrete strength, characteristics were prepared 12
cubes with dimensions 150/150/150mm in the same daywith the reinforced concrete
beams. The cubes were tested at age 1126th day. They were made from the same
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Fig. 1 Experimental specimens for non-destructive and destructive testing (personal archive)

recipe composition of concrete as for reinforced concrete beams. Their dimensions
were chosen depending on the size of the coarse aggregate—EN 12390-1:2012. The
specimens were prepared according to EN 12390-2:2009, and the sampling of the
concrete mix was done according to EN 12350-1:2009.

To study the concrete compressive strength at age 1926th day, 11 cores with a
diameter (D) Ø100 mm were taken from the beams at a depth ranging from 151 to
156 mm from places without visible cracks, pores, cavities, defects, and reinforce-
ment on the surface of the beams [2, 16, 17]. The measurements were done with an
accuracy of 1 mm. The choice of core diameter is regulated by the D/A ratio, where
A is the maximum size of the coarse aggregate. According to EN 12504-1:2019, this
ratio must be equal to or greater than 3, 0. The drilling of cores is in accordance
with EN 12504-1:2019. In real conditions, the hole obtained when drilling the core
is filled with concrete or other suitable fillers [1]. Before performing the tests, the
selected 11 concrete test specimens (cores) were prepared by cutting off their ends
on both sides, and they become cylinders with a depth of 100 mm and a diameter of
100 mm, i.e., the l/d ratio is equal to 1.

4 Tests and Results

For determining the compressive strength of concrete through its surface, hardness
was determined the rebound number (Fig. 2a), according to EN 12504-2:2012 and
a Digi Schmidt hammer was used. On the age of concrete 1126th day on each cube
on two opposite sides, 10 hits were made. The distances between the centers of hits
and from the edges of the cubes were not less than 30 mm. In each series of tests,
the direction is horizontal. The rebound number varies in the range R = 44–49.5.

When testing the beams at age 1926th day on the two opposite sides in places
where the cores will be drilled, 10 measurements were made by the method of elastic
rebound. In each series of tests, the direction is vertical from top to bottom. Each
mark on the surface was checked after the rebound, and if the hit had fallen on a
surface pore, the result was not taken into account. The median value of the rebound
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(c))b((a) 

Fig. 2 Determining the rebound number (a); ultrasonic signal velocity (b); compressive strength
by destructive tests of specimens (c) (personal archive)

number R of the 10 hits for each test point was calculated. The rebound number
varies in the range R = 45–52, i.e., the rebound number increases with age.

A portable Proceq TICO ultrasonic device was used for the experimental deter-
mination of the ultrasonic signal velocity (Fig. 2b). The operating frequency of the
transmitter and receiver is 54 kHz, and the resolution is 0.1 µs. The surfaces of 12
cubic test specimens and the reinforced concrete beams are smooth. Ensuring good
contact between the piezoelectric transducers and the concrete surfaces is done by
a special coupling paste. For each test specimen, 10 measurements of the ultrasonic
velocity were made according to EN 12504-4:2005. The transmitter and receiver of
the ultrasonic device were located symmetrically against each other. Before each
measurement, the equipment was calibrated with a reference cylindrical body with
a known velocity.

Ultrasonic velocity measurements on age 1126th day were made on two opposite
sides of the cubes, and measurements on age 1926th day were made on two opposite
sides of the beams in places from which the cores would be taken. The value of
UPV for age 1126th day is V = 4.335–4.442 km/s, and for the 1926th day, it is V =
4.578–4.876 km/s, i.e., the velocity of the ultrasonic signal increases with age.

The compressive strength of concrete from a test of 12 cubes with standard dimen-
sions at age 1126th day was determined with destructive tests (Fig. 2c) according
to EN 12390-3:2009. The test specimens were tested on compression till failure on
a calibrated material testing machine type: 50-C4652 (0–2000) kN, CONTROLS
Automax 5, corresponding to EN 12390-4:2001. A constant load rate of 0.5 MPa/s
has been selected, according to the requirements of the EN 12390-3:2009 standard.
The load is applied to the test specimen without hit and increases evenly until failure,
the force F [kN] was recorded and compressive strength [N/mm2] was calculated.

At age of concrete 1926th day, the drilled cores were tested on the same machine,
and the compressive strength was determined by dividing the load at failure by the
cross-sectional area of the core. The cores were taken from the members according
to EN 12504–1:2019, and the compressive strength was determined according to EN
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12390-3:2009. According to BDSEN 13791:2007/NA:2011, if the ratio of the height
of the core L to the diameter D is equal to 1, the obtained compressive strength must
be equal to the compressive strength of a cube with a side of 150 mm. Before testing
the cores, their mass and geometric dimensions were determined. The compressive
strength fc for age 1126th day varies from 39.97 to 47.12 MPa and for the 1926th
day varies from 42.4 to 52.5 MPa, i.e., it increases with age.

5 Analysis of Results. Models and Correlation Curves

Drawing of regression (correlation) curves frommathematical models for the depen-
dences of the compressive strength of concrete obtained by the destructive method
on the rebound number, on the ultrasonic velocity and on fc,SonReb determined with
the SonReb method were made with Excel. The obtained graphs show the approxi-
mating line, the equations of this line, and the value of the correlation coefficient R2,
by which the reliability of the approximation can be estimated. The closer its value
is to 1, the more precisely the selected function approximates the data. For obtaining
correlation curves between the results of concrete compressive strength obtained by
destructive method, and the results of non-destructive tests the constants a, b, and c
were determined in Eq. (1), using regression analysis inMicrosoft Excel and fc,SonReb
was determined.

When creating empirical correlation formulas to study the effectiveness of the
combination of non-destructive measurements with the destructive testing of test
specimens, the coefficient R2 was compared with the models obtained from those
with non-destructive techniques separately.

Figures 3 and 4 show the dependences of the compressive strength of concrete,
determined by a destructive test of cubes at age 1126 days and destructive test of
cores at age 1926 days on the rebound number R and on the velocity of the ultrasonic

Fig. 3 Relationship of the
concrete compressive
strength, determined by
destructive tests of
specimens on the rebound
number R at the age of 1126
and 1926 days
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Fig. 4 Relationship of the
concrete compressive
strength, determined by
destructive tests of
specimens on the UPV at the
age of 1126 and 1926 days
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signal (UPV). The dependencies show that the magnitude of the rebound number
and the UPV increases with increasing compressive strength, and the accuracy of the
selected power equations have a very good correlation—the parameter R2 is 0.940
and 0.957, respectively, at age of concrete 1126 days and the parameter R2 is 0.852
and 0.873, respectively, at age of concrete 1926 days.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the compressive strength determined by of
the destructive test of cubes at age 1126 days and destructive test of cores at age
1926 days on the compressive strength determined by the SonReb method according
to formula (1). The parameter R2

combined in the combined use of Schmidt hammer and
UPVM for age 1126 days is equal to 0.9728, for age 1926 days is equal to 0.8824
(it is fulfilled that R2

combined > R2
single), i.e., the combination gives a more reliable

estimate compared to the use of the two techniques separately.
For the specific experimental data on the compressive strength of concrete, deter-

mined by destructive testing of test specimens, on the magnitude of the rebound
number R and on UPV at the age of 1126 days, Eq. (1) takes the form:

fc,SonReb = 0.0171R0.5593V 3.8562 (2)

Based on Eq. (2) with Excel, multiple regression curves were obtained to deter-
mine the compressive strength of concrete for the specific reinforced concrete struc-
ture (Fig. 6) [1, 15]. The resulting expression for fc,SonReb can be used to determine
the compressive strength for any region of the existing reinforced concrete structure.

For the specific experimental data on the compressive strength of concrete, deter-
mined by destructive testing of test specimens, on the magnitude of the rebound
number R and on UPV at the age of 1926 days, Eq. (1) takes the form:

fc,SonReb = 0.5003R0.39V 1.9723 (3)

Based on Eq. (3), multiple regression curves were obtained to determine the
compressive strength for the specific reinforced concrete structure (Fig. 7) [1, 15].
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Fig. 5 Relationship of the
compressive strength,
determined by destructive
tests of specimens on the
compressive strength
determined by SonReb at the
age of 1126 and 1926 days y = 0.9893x + 0.5043
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Fig. 6 Iso-strength curves
for determining the
compressive strength of
concrete obtained by the
SonReb method at the age of
1126 days

Fig. 7 Iso-strength curves
for determining the
compressive strength of
concrete obtained by the
SonReb method at the age of
1926 days
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6 Conclusion

Based on the experimental studies and the developed models, the following
conclusions can be made:

• The correlation coefficient R2 of the proposed models for the dependence of
the compressive strength of concrete fc, determined by the destructive testing of
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specimens on the rebound number R varies from 0.852 to 0.94. The coefficient R2

of the proposedmodels for the dependence of the compressive strength of concrete
fc, determined by the destructive testing of specimens on UPV varies from 0.873
to 0.957. This shows a good relationship between compressive strength, rebound
number value, andUPV.Thus, rebound number andUPVare important predictors;

• Dependence on only one test method (rebound hammer test or ultrasonic pulse
velocity test) does not always give sufficiently accurate results. In the devel-
oped correlation curves between the compressive strength of concrete fc, deter-
mined by the destructive testing of specimens and the compressive strength deter-
mined by the method SonReb fc,SonReb, the correlation coefficient R2 varies from
0.8824 to 0.9728. This shows the best relationship and greater accuracy between
compressive strength and the combination of two non-destructive methods. The
development of such dependencies helps for more accurate assess and track the
characteristics of concrete over a long period of time;

• If for a reinforced concrete structure, we have results for compressive strength
of concrete fc, obtained from destructive testing of specimens, value of rebound
number and velocity of the ultrasonic pulse. For a given number of test points, the
value of compressive strength fc,SonReb can be determined using correlation curves
for any part of the structure. This allows to reduce the number of destructive tests
of cores taken from existing reinforced concrete structures and to limit damage,
using only the values of the rebound number and UPV for the whole structure.

From the experiments performed and the derived models for determining the
compressive strength of concrete with the SonReb method, there is still no general
consensus in the literature on the effectiveness of this combination, and this approach
needs further research.
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IU-AutoSVD++: An Item–User
Features-Based Recommender System
Using Contractive Autoencoder
and Matrix Factorization

Abdelghani Azri , Adil Haddi, and Hakim Allali

Abstract Matrix factorization is a successful approach in recommender systems that
is used largely to provide adequate recommendations to users. In the last years, many
approaches based on deep learning, such as autoencoders, were used or combined
with other methods to extract nonlinear relationships between items. But most of
these models do not include user’s information side in the rating process. In the
present article, we have proposed a newmodel IU-AutoSVD++ combining thematrix
factorization and the contractive autoencoder in order to include item features and
user side information. Experiments results prove that our model performs better than
many baselines models.

Keywords Recommender system · SVD · SVD++ · SVD++ · AutoSVD++ ·
Matrix factorization · Deep learning · Contractive autoencoder

1 Preliminaries

Let us define SI a set of items i of size m ∈ N : SI = {i1, i2, ..., im} and SI a set
of users u of size n ∈ N: SU = {i1, i2, ..., un}. The matrix represents the interaction
between users and items called rating matrix R. It is defined as sparse matrix with
n lines and m items: R ∈ R

m×n . The rating value r is often defined as an integer in
the set : {1, 2, .., 5}. Let us also define an item features vector fi : fi = { f1, .., fx } of
size x and a user features vector fu = {e1, .., ey} of size y.
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2 Introduction

With the exploration of data “Big Data” in many areas such as E-commerce, music
and video streaming, it is hard to avoid recommendation systems these days. At
companies from YouTube to Netflix to Spotify to Amazon and beyond, recommen-
dations are helping customers to find relevant products and businesses sell more
items or products. In general, a recommender system (RS) is a tool used to bring the
user an adequate item such as products, books, movies and music that he might be
interested in.

Many successful approaches are used to developRS, namely collaborativefiltering
approach which uses user’s historical preferences over an item to propose new items
that may interest this user. The notable methods used in the collaborative filtering
are the methods based on matrix factorization especially after the success of the
Netflix context such as SVD, SVD++ and NMF. Another method uses a probabilistic
technique such as PMF.

Recently,many othermethods use the deep learning techniques such as the autoen-
coder: autoSVD++ and AutoRec or such as the convolution neural network (CNN)
which is used to extract visual features. Most of these methods are widely used to
capture the interaction between users and items like SVD and its variants in Koren
[3, 4], Koren et al. [5]. Some works recently studied the items features like
autoSVD++ in [10]. But most of these approaches do not capture the user side of user
features. In this work, we will first present some successful approaches using matrix
factorization techniques such as SVD, SVD+++ and an approach based on autoen-
coder: autoSVD++which used the item features in addition to the rating information.
Then, we will present our approach which is an extension of the autoSVD++. Our
approach is based on the SVD++ and used two versions of the contractive autoen-
coder applied, respectively, on item features and user features. Finally, we present
the results of our experiments and the future work.

3 Related Work

Many approaches are developed last years. These approaches are based on matrix
factorization or latent factors space models such as SVD, SVD++, and PMF. Other
approaches are based on deep learning techniques such as autoSVD++.

3.1 SVD-Based Models

SVD The simplest version of matrix factorization through SVD is given by the
Eq. (1):
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r̂ui = qᵀ
i pu =

k∑

k=1

qki puk (1)

Biased SVD It is a variant of SVDmodel obtained by adding an item bias and a user
bias to Eq.1:

r̂ui = qᵀ
i pu + μ + bi + bu (2)

SVD++ The SVD++ is an extension version of biased SVD obtained by adding a
term representing the user’s implicit feedback. The implicit feedback represents in
general the tendencies of the user regarding some items. It can be captured using
some statistics like clicks, page visiting or historical purchases. It can be represented
by binary values so if the user rates an item we give 1 value; otherwise, the 0 value
is assigned.

r̂ui = μ + bi + bu + qᵀ
i (pu +

∑
j∈S(u)

y j

√|S(u)| ) (3)

Probabilisticmatrix factorization (PMF) is amatrix factorization technique similar
to singular value decomposition, but it uses statistical probability theory rather than
linear algebra. PMF is developed byMnih and Salakhutdinov in [7]. The PMFmodel
computes a low rank factorization of a ratings matrix R where R = UV� for U ∈
R

n×k and V ∈ R
m×k . U and V are user and item latent matrices and K is small; for

most of our experiments, K was less than 10.
The PMF model assigns a normal prior with zero mean and K dimensional user-

specific variance, σ 2
u IK , to the user latent matrix U and a similar distribution to the

item latent matrix V . Each rating ri, j is then assigned a normal distribution centered
on UiV T

j with rating variance σ 2.
Ui ∼ N (0, σ 2

u IK ), Vi ∼ N (0, σ 2
v IK ), ri j |U, V ∼ N (U�

i Vj , σ
2)

P(R|U, V, σ 2) =
M∏

i=1

N∏

j=1

[N (Ri j |U�
i Vj , σ

2)]Ii j (4)

where N (x |μ, σ 2
u ) is the probability density function of the Gaussian distribution

with mean, μ and variance, σ 2
u and Ii j is the indicator function as:

Ii j =
{
1, if user i has rated item j
0, otherwise.
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3.2 AutoSVD++

AutoSVD++ is a hybrid model proposed in Zhang et al. [10], and it extends the
SVD++ model by adding item features extracted based on contractive autoencoder
(CAE) model proposed by Rifai et al. [8].

4 Our Model

Our contribution aims to propose a new model called IU-AutoSVD++ extending the
autoSVD++ model proposed in [10] by adding user features which can express the
user’s profile. So first, we extracted the item and user features described in Table 1.
First, let us introduce the autoencoder model and the CAE model.

4.1 Autoencoders

An autoencoder(AE) is an unsupervised artificial neural network, and it is appeared
for the first time in [1]. It is composed of two parts: an encoder part and a second one
called decoder. The main idea of a AE is to compute the input layer using the hidden
layer: h = f (x) in order to construct the output layer: r = g(h). The AE is used in
many areas: dimensional reduction, feature learning and object classification.

Many variants of the autoencoder were used recently in recommender systems
[9] and [2]. In this work, we will use the contractive autoencoder (CAE) proposed
in Rifai et al. [8].

4.2 Contractive Autoencoder

The contractive autoencoder(CAE) [8] is an autoencoder that aims to make the input
robust regarding the small changes around the training points level by adding a
penalty term to the usual reconstruction function.

Table 1 Item–user features

Element Features

User Age, gender, job

Item Genre, Year of apparition
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First the input is projected in a hidden latent space h as in Eq. (5):

hi = σ(Wx + bh) (5)

Equation6 computes the Jacobian of h with respect to the input x.

Ji = hi (1 − hi ) ∗ Wi (6)

Then the CAE tries to reconstruct the output by computing the reconstruction of
the given input Eq. (7):

y = σ(W ′h + by) (7)

where σ is the sigmoid activation function : σ(z) = 1
1+exp(−z) .

We suppose that Wᵀ = W ′ as mentioned by authors in Rifai et al. [8].
The loss function used to learn the contractive autoencoder parameters {W, bh, by}

is given by the Eq. (8):

L = ‖X − X̂‖22 + λ‖Jh(X)‖2F (8)

The regulation term corresponds to the the Jacobian matrix in Frobenius norm ‖‖2F
given by Eq. (9):

Fig. 1 Contractive
autoencoder (CAE)
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‖Jh(X)‖2F =
∑

i j

(
∂h j (X)

∂Xi

)2

(9)

This regulation is calculated by summing the squares of all partial derivatives
corresponding to the extracted features regarding the input dimensions (Fig. 1).

4.3 The IU-AutoSVD++ Model

IU-AutoSVD++ is a combination of three models:

(a) The model SVD++ model mentioned in Eq. (3);
(b) The I-CAE model applied on the item features followed by a linear transforma-

tion to reduce the vector item features dimension to the k corresponding of the
latent space features equation (10);

(c) The U-CAE model applied on the vector user features with a linear transforma-
tion to reduce the feature dimension to the same latent space features k Eq. (11);

The item features vector is given by:

CAE( fi ) = σ(W. fi + b) (10)

The user features vector is given by:

CAE( fu) = σ(W. fu + b′) (11)

The item–user features are encoded as one hot encoded (0 or/and 1 values).
Tables 2 and 3 represent, respectively, the item and user features matrices.

The next step is to apply CAE model [10] to extract compressed and useful
representations of both item and user features. Then we run a linear transformation
in order to have the same dimension space D which is equal to k the latent factors
space. The results of this operation is represented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

The last step is to combine equations of SVD++ (3) , I-CAE(10), and U-CAE (11)
in order to obtain Eq. (12) of our model:

Table 2 Encoded item features

Item id f1 f2 f3 ... fx−1 fx

item1 0 0 1 � 1 0

item2 1 1 0 � 0 1

... � � � � � �
itemm 1 0 0 � 1 1
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Table 3 Encoded user features

User id f1 f2 f3 ... fy−1 fy

user1 0 0 1 � 1 0

user2 1 1 0 � 0 1

... � � � � � �
usern 1 0 0 � 1 1

Table 4 Compressed item features

Item id f1 f2 f3 ... fk−1 fk

item1 ω11 ω12 ω13 � ω1k−1 ω1k

item2 ω21 ω22 ω23 � ω2k−1 ω2k

... � � � � � �
itemm ωm1 ωm2 ωm3 � ωmk−1 ωmk

Table 5 Compressed user features

User id f1 f2 f3 ... fk−1 fk

user1 ω′
11 ω′

12 ω′
13 ... ω′

1k−1 ω′
1k

user2 ω′
21 ω′

22 ω′
23 ... ω′

2k−1 ω′
Bk

... � � � � � �
usern ω′

n1 ω′
n2 ω′

n3 ... ω′
nk−1 ω′

nk

r̂ui = μ + bi + bu + (β.CAE( fi ) + qi )
ᵀ
i (pu + θ.CAE( fu) +

∑
j∈S(u)

y j

√|S(u)| ) (12)

where qi ∈ R
k(k = 1..m) is the item-based vector, pu ∈ R

k(k = 1..n) is the user-
based vector in the latent space, yi is a vector representing the implicit feedback, and
β and θ are parameters used to normalize CAE( fi ) and CAE( fu), respectively. The
whole architecture of our model is represented in Fig. 2.

4.4 Optimization

Equation13 represents the loss function of our model:

L = min
∑

u,i∈K
[rui − (β.CAE( fi ) + qi )

ᵀ(pu + θ.CAE( fu) +

∑

j∈S(u)

y j

√|S(u)| ) − μ − bu − bi ]
2 +

λy(b
2
u + b2i + ‖pu‖2 + ‖qi‖2 +

∑

j∈S(u)

∥∥y j
∥∥2) (13)
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Fig. 2 IU-AutoSVD++ model

where λy is a regulation factor that is determined during the training the model.
In order to learn the parameters corresponding to the model, we use the stochastic

gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. The SGD calculates a single prediction rui and
its error in Eq. (14) as follows:

error2ui = (rui − r̂ui )
2 (14)

5 Experiments

In this section, we present the datasets used to run the experiments, the evaluation
metric and the experiments results as follows:

5.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate our model, we conduct many experiments on two public datasets
provided by MovieLens site which are largely used in the recommender systems
area. The characteristics of both datasets are presented in Table6 as follows:
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Table 6 MovieLens datasets

Dataset Number of items Number of users Number of
ratings

Density (%)

100K 1682 943 100000 6.30

1M 6040 3706 1000209 4.47

5.2 Model Evaluation Metric

The rootmean square error (RMSE)metric is used to evaluate ourmodel. The formula
of the RMSE is given by Eq. (15) as follows:

RMSE =
√√√√

1

|R̂|
∑

r̂ui∈R̂
(rui − r̂ui )2 (15)

where R denotes the rating matrix.

5.3 Results and Discussions

We have compared our model with the following baseline models:

1. Biased SVD: A basic version of matrix factorization with user and item bias
proposed in [5]

2. SVD++: An extended version of the matrix factorization which include the
implicit feedback [5]

3. NMF: A collaborative filtering algorithm based on non-negative matrix factor-
ization [6]. It is a model similar to the SVD model. The idea of NMF model is to
keep user and item factors positive.

4. PMF: The model proposed in [7]
5. autoSVD++: A model proposed by Zhang et al. [10].

Table 7 shows the experimental results of our model compared with other baseline
models.

The results prove that our model performs better than the compared baseline
models for both 100K and 1M datasets.
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Table 7 RMSE experiments results for 100K and 1M MovieLens datasets

Model ML-100K (RMSE) ML-1M(RMSE)

SVD 0.934 0.873

SVD++ 0.913 0.855

PMF 0.952 0.883

NMF 0.952 0.883

AutoSVD++ 0.904 0.848

IU-AutoSVD++ (our model) 0.896 0.846

Bold highlights our model and the corresponding results

6 Conclusion

We have proposed a new hybrid model IU-AutoSVD++ by adding both the item
features and the user side information. Our model integrates item and user side
information which seems to be helpful improving the prediction’s accuracy. One of
the limitations in our model is that it is still static and does not include other rich
information such as item image or description. So many extensions are possible in
the future to make it more efficient and accurate as follows:

• Add other rich contents such as visual features of item to extract more relationships
and improve the prediction.

• Since the rating process is not static and may change over the time, including the
time factor will bring efficiency to the model.

• Run more experiments on other datasets.
• Experiment other metrics to evaluate and compare the results of our model with
other existing models.
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Model Learning and Tactical Maneuver
Planning for Automatic Driving

Micha Helbig , Jens Hoedt, and Ulrich Konigorski

Abstract Tactical maneuver planning is one of the key enablers for automated driv-
ing. The challenges include complex situations in urban areas and the uncertain
behavior of other road users. In this paper, we present an approach to model the deci-
sion problem of tactical maneuver planning as a Markov decision process (MDP)
for a two-lane road. It is shown how this model can be used to make tactical maneu-
ver decisions on a three-lane road without increasing the complexity of the MDP.
Furthermore, it is shown how the model can be learned and improved in a three-
lane simulation environment using real-world experience. The results show that the
learned model represents the environment better than the manually modeled MDP
and that a significantly better driving strategy is calculated based on this.

Keywords Automated driving · Tactical maneuver planning · Markov decision
process · Model learning

1 Introduction

Automatic driving has the potential to improve the way we travel in many differ-
ent ways. Today, driver assistance systems already relieve the driver of many tasks.
Systems such as emergency lane assist or lane-keeping assist have helped to reduce
accidents on roads in the last years.However, still 88.5%of accidents in 2020 could be
attributed to human error on the part of vehicle drivers in Germany [16]. The number
of these accidents can be significantly reduced by automatic driving functions. Fur-
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thermore, efficient route planning and anticipatory driving behavior of automatically
driving cars have the potential to reduce fuel consumption and thus also emissions of
climate-damaging greenhouse gases. In addition to safety and environmental aspects,
comfort for the driver and for passengers can also be improved. Fully autonomous
vehicles would no longer need a driver, allowing people to occupy themselves with
other activities in the vehicle.

Therefore, the development of new technologies for automated driving has
attracted increasing interest from the scientific community as well as industry over
the past two decades. A major leap was made in the 2007 Darpa Urban Challenge,
in which scientists from around the world competed to develop a vehicle that could
autonomously navigate through an urban area, avoid obstacles, and obey traffic rules
[3]. This goal poses many challenges. Therefore, the driving task is usually hierar-
chically divided into four components, namely the route planning, behavioral deci-
sions, local motion planning, and feedback control [14]. The behavioral decision
layer, also called tactical maneuver planning, makes high-level decisions about how
the car should behave on a road with traffic rules and other road users. Should the car
change lanes and overtake the vehicle in front or should it stay in the lane because it
has to turn at the next intersection? The driving task is to guide the vehicle through
a multi-lane road in a collision-free, time-efficient, and comfortable way. To do this,
the car can choose from several high-level actions. These include accelerating, main-
taining speed, braking, and changing lanes. Based on this planning, the local motion
planning calculates an exact path that can be controlled by the feedback control.

Tacticalmaneuver planning for automated driving is particularly complex in urban
areas, as it depends on a number of different influences such as other road users,multi-
lane roads, or traffic lights. In the Darpa Challenge, finite state machines were the
most commonly used approaches to tackle this challenge [3]. However, due to the
many different possible situations and the dynamic and stochastic environment, it is
difficult to find safe and time-efficient maneuvers with rule-based methods.

Another approach is to model a Markov decision process (MDP) and compute
a driving policy based on it. To account for the stochastic behavior of other road
users and the simplicity of the model, we learn the transition model of the MDP to
obtain a more accurate model. We achieve this by adding transitions and updating
transition probabilities from experience gained in a simulation environment. Lopez
et al. [1] refer to this as active learning of MDP models. This model can then be
examined in detail so that assessments can be made about the quality of the model.
This learning process could also be done with data from real sensor measurements.
With this method, we can achieve much more accuracy and a better driving behavior.

The work is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we give an overview of the state of
the art. In Sect. 3, we show how the initial MDP is modeled and a driving strategy is
generated based on it. Then we show how the MDP can be learned in a simulation
environment and the new driving strategy can be applied to three-lane roads. The
simulation environment and setup are described in Sect. 5.We present and discuss the
results in Sects. 6 and 7. Finally, Sect. 8 summarizes the work and gives an outlook
on future work.
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2 Related Work

Guan et al. [6] model an MDP for a two-lane road with an ego vehicle and one
additional vehicle. They use statistical data to predict the driving behavior of the
other road user and model a stochastic transition model based on this data using the
Monte Carlo method. Brechtel et al. [2] also use theMonte Carlo method to compute
a transition model for their MDP. However, they do not compute a solution for the
entire state space offline, but use a combination of an online and offline planner.
This initializes just a few states of the MDP offline, for which a driving strategy is
computed. Afterward, the states experienced in real time are added to the state space
and a driving strategy is calculated locally for them. The idea is a trade-off between
the online and offline computation time and the fact that the planner usually plans
near the actual executed path. Due to the hybrid approach, however, calculations
for different states take different amounts of time, so that either powerful hardware
is still required or a good solution cannot be found in every state. Since with our
approach the solution for the entire defined state space is already computed offline
and the action only needs to be obtained from a table, our approach does not require
powerful hardware for online planning in the vehicle and delivers a solution with a
constant time requirement in every defined state.

Also, partial observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) are used. Ulbrich
and Maurer [19] model a POMDP to incorporate sensor inaccuracies into the lane
change decision and evaluate their approach in real traffic. Liu et al. [11] integrate the
road context, the driver and the motion intention of another vehicle in the POMDP.
Hubmann et al. [9] reduce the dimensionality of the problem by planning the vehicle
motion on predefined paths. Nevertheless, these approaches remain computationally
expensive and must be solved online because POMDPs are even more complex than
MDPs. In addition, the uncertain behavior of other road users is modeled in a fixed
way and the model is not improved by experience.

Our work is also related to reinforcement learning approaches as the theory is also
based on the Bellman equation andMDPs [18]. Hoel et al. [7, 8] train a convolutional
neural network to make decisions about lane changes and speed changes. However,
due to the black-box nature of neural networks, no safe actions can be guaranteed.
Krasowski et al. [10] address this problem by incorporating a safety layer that only
allows safe actions. In contrast, we use a table-based approach with a model of
the environment. This makes the decision-making process completely transparent.
Therefore, the driving policy can be examined in detail before it is used in a real
vehicle and thus eliminates the need for an additional safety layer during operation.
Since tactical maneuver planning and autonomous driving is a very active field of
research, there are many other approaches that cannot be described in detail here.
For a more in-depth consideration, we suggest the works of Schwarting et al. [15]
and Claussmann et al. [4].

The authors are not aware of approaches for tactical maneuver planning in which
an MDP is learned based on experience in simulation. However, Lopez et al. [1]
describe in general how the transition model of an MDP can be specifically learned
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by applying Bayesian reinforcement learning as an exploration strategy. In this way,
state space regions are targeted inwhich themodel has gained little experience before.
In model-based reinforcement learning, models can be used to learn as much as
possible from little experience. Sutton [17] introduced the Dyna algorithm, in which
a model and a policy are simultaneously learned. The model in this case generates
additional simulated experiences that the reinforcement learning algorithm uses to
optimize the policy. For further insight into model-based reinforcement learning, we
suggest the work of Moerland et al. [13].

3 Modeling the MDP

In this section, the driving task for a two-lane road is modeled as a deterministic
MDP.On this basis, a driving strategy can be calculated using dynamic programming.
Afterward, it is shown how this solution can be transferred to a three-lane roadway
using a symmetry consideration without adapting the MDP and thus increasing the
complexity. Finally, it is shown how the model can be improved with the help of
experience from the simulation.

3.1 Environment Model

State Space The state vector should contain all variables that are necessary for
decision making. However, with the number of variables the state space grows expo-
nentially, and thus, the memory requirements and computation time. Therefore, only
variables that have a high impact on decision making are used.

We use a curvilinear coordinate system, where we do not consider curvature. The
most important variable is the ego velocity vego ∈ R, since it is directly included in
the reward function in Eq.15. In order to be able to detect and prevent imminent
collisions during a lane change, three other vehicles must also be considered: The
front vehicle (vehicle 1) on the same lane and the front and rear vehicle (vehicle 2
and vehicle 3) on the adjacent lane (Fig. 1). Throughout the paper, we use the index
i ∈ {1, 2, 3} for variables to refer to vehicles 1, 2, and 3. For each of these vehicles,
we consider the relative positions di ∈ R and the relative velocities vi ∈ R to the ego
vehicle, where vi = ḋi .

Fig. 1 Two-lane state space
for the MDP

d

ego 1

23

d̃1

d1
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For the representation of the environment as MDP, a finite discrete state space
is required. For this purpose, the relative positions and velocities are mapped to the
discrete sets D̃i and Ṽi , where di,min, di,max, vi,min, and vi,max are the minimum and
maximum relative distances and velocities and Gi,d,Gi,v ∈ N define the granularity
of discretization with respect to the distance and velocity:

D̃i := {di,min + m
di,max − di,min

Gi,d
|m ∈ N0, m ≤ Gi,d} (1)

Ṽi := {vi,min + m
vi,max − vi,min

Gi,v
|m ∈ N0, m ≤ Gi,v} . (2)

Here, the elements ṽ1 ∈ Ṽ1 and ṽ2 ∈ Ṽ2 are predominantly negative and ṽ3 ∈ Ṽ3

is predominantly positive, since in these ranges the distance of the respective vehicle
to the ego vehicle is reduced after the next state transition and the vehicle thus has
a higher impact on the decision making of the ego vehicle. For example, a slower
vehicle 3 traveling at a safe distance behind the ego vehicle has little effect on a
lane change decision, no matter how much slower it is. These states are summarized
by the smallest element of the set Ṽ3. On the other hand, this also models states in
which the other vehicles are traveling outside the speed range of the ego vehicle.
If, for example, the ego vehicle is driving with its maximum velocity and thus the
maximum permissible speed and vehicle 3 overtakes with a higher velocity, these
states are also modeled in the MDP until the maximum relative velocity is reached.

Equations3 and 4 map the continuous di and vi to the elements of the sets d̃i ∈ D̃i

and ṽi ∈ Ṽi :

d̃i =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

di,min, di ≤ di,min

di,min+
�Gi,d(di−di,min)

di,max−di,min
+ 1

2� di,max−di,min

Gi,d
, di,min < di < di,max

di,max, di ≥ di,max

(3)

ṽi =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

vi,min, vi ≤ vi,min

vi,min+
�Gi,v(vi−vi,min)

vi,max−vi,min
+ 1

2� vi,max−vi,min

Gi,v
, vi,min < vi < vi,max

vi,max, vi ≥ vi,max

(4)

The granularity should be as coarse as possible and as fine-meshed as necessary
to get a computationally feasible solution on one side and an accurate one on the
other.

For each lane, the corresponding vehicle information can be aggregated. Hence,
the state space for the lane of the ego vehicle is defined as:
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Sego
MDP : = Ṽego × Ṽ1 × D̃1 (5)

= {(ṽego, ṽ1, d̃1) | ṽego ∈ Ṽego, ṽ1 ∈ Ṽ1, d̃1 ∈ D̃1} . (6)

The state space of the adjacent lane is:

Sadj
MDP := D̃2 × Ṽ2 × D̃3 × D̃3 (7)

= {(ṽ2, ṽ3, d̃2, d̃3) | d̃2 ∈ D̃2, ṽ2 ∈ Ṽ2, (8)

d̃3 ∈ D̃3, ṽ3 ∈ Ṽ3} . (9)

The state space is divided into this way in order to compose them modularly
in Sect. 3.1 for the three-lane scenario. However, for the MDP, only the two-lane
scenario is considered to keep the state space in a feasable size. The state space for
this is given by SMDP := Sego

MDP × Sadj
MDP. Action Space An action is defined as a

tuple a = (v̇, δlc) ∈ AMDP, where v̇ is the longitudinal acceleration and δlc ∈ {0, 1}
indicates, whether the ego vehicle changes its lane. AMDP is the action space for the
two-lane scenario. The ego vehicle can accelerate, maintain its velocity, brake or
make a lane change. The action space AMDP thus results to

AMDP ={ aac︸︷︷︸
accelerate

, ast︸︷︷︸
stay

, abr︸︷︷︸
brake

, alc︸︷︷︸
lane change

} . (10)

In the MDP, we do not consider the two lanes as a left and a right lane, but as a
lane on which the ego vehicle and vehicle 1 are located and a second lane on which
vehicles 2 and 3 are located. It is irrelevant whether the second lane is on the left or
on the right of the ego vehicle. After a lane change, these two lanes are swapped and
the previous adjacent lane becomes the new ego lane.
Transition Model The transition model p(s, a, s ′) states the probability of a transi-
tion from one state s ∈ SMDP to a next state s ′ ∈ SMDP for a given action a ∈ AMDP.
To keep the modeling simple, we model only one deterministic state transition with
p(s ′|s, a) ∈ {0, 1} for each state s ∈ SMDP. In further work, we plan to investigate
also stochastic transitions. Furthermore, we assume that the participating vehicles
maintain a constant speed and do not change lanes. The ego velocity v′

ego, the rel-
ative positions d ′

i , and velocities v′
i after the transition can be calculated with the

point-mass model:

v′
ego = ṽego + t v̇ego (11)

v′
i = ṽi − t v̇ego (12)

d ′
i = d̃i + ṽi t − 1

2
v̇egot

2 , (13)
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Before d ′
i and v′

i are quantized with Eqs. 3 and 4 and assembled to the subsequent
state, the effects of lane changes of the ego vehicle and overtaking maneuvers on the
state have to be considered. Lane Change of the Ego Vehicle

A lane change can happen, if no vehicle in the state space overtakes during the
transition. This case occurs if d ′

1 > 0, d ′
2 > 0 and d ′

3 < 0. The arrangement of the
vehicles in the state vector is then changed. Former vehicle 1 becomes vehicle 2 and
former vehicle 2 becomes vehicle 1. Therefore, the indices for the relative positions
d ′
1, d

′
2 and for the relative velocities v′

1, v
′
2 are swapped. After a lane change, previous

vehicle 3 would be located behind the ego vehicle, which is no longer represented in
the model. A vehicle, which was behind the ego vehicle in the previous step, would
now appear in the state space as vehicle 3. In the deterministic MDP, this vehicle is
modeled as having minimum speed and relative position so that it does not affect the
decision making in the next step. Overtaking Maneuvers

Another case is overtaking maneuvers from the ego vehicle or vehicle 3. If the
ego vehicle does not make a lane change and the ego vehicle overtakes vehicle 2,
so that d ′

2 < 0, former vehicle 2 becomes vehicle 3 and vehicle 2 is modeled with
the maximum relative position and velocity to the ego vehicle. In the opposite case
d ′
3 > 0, vehicle 3 overtakes the ego vehicle and vehicle 3 becomes vehicle 2, and
vehicle 3 is modeled with the maximum relative position and velocity to the ego
vehicle. Collision

Collisions are detected when the distance between the ego vehicle and another
vehicle becomes smaller than the car length. In cases where the ego vehicle does not
change lanes, only the distance d ′

1 to vehicle 1 is considered. In the case of a lane
change, the distances d ′

2 and d ′
3 are also considered. With the length of a car lcar a

collision τ can thus be detected as follows:

τ =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

true if d ′
1 < lcar

true if (d ′
2 < lcar or d ′

3 > −lcar) and δlc = 1

false else

(14)

Although more than one collision can happen in the same transition, only one is
considered.
Reward Model The vehicle should handle traffic in a time-efficient, comfortable,
and collision-free manner. To achieve this, at each time step the velocity is rewarded
with Rv. To ensure comfort, the vehicle should also make as few lane changes as
possible. Therefore staying in lane is rewarded by a small positive reward Rlc. Finally,
penalizing collisions with Rc ensures that the vehicle only learns safe maneuvers. In
this case, no other rewards are given. The reward function is thus as follows (Fig. 2):

R =
{
Rv + Rlc if τ = false

Rc if τ = true
(15)
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Fig. 2 Overview of the model learning process

Combining State Spaces Value iteration can now be used to calculate the
Q-values for the respective actions in the MDP. These are stored in a table with
the size |SMDP × AMDP| and can be used directly for decision making on the two-
lane roadway. The extended state space for the three-lane case is then given by
SeMDP = SegoMDP × SadjMDP × SadjMDP, where an element of the set is denoted by seMDP =
(segoMDP, s

adj,r
MDP, s

adj,l
MDP) ∈ SeMDP. The index adj,l represents the adjacent left lane and the

index adj,r represents the adjacent right lane. The action space must also be extended
so that lane changes can be displayed in both directions:

AeMDP ={ aac︸︷︷︸
accelerate

, ast︸︷︷︸
stay

, abr︸︷︷︸
brake

, alc,l
︸︷︷︸

lane change left

, alc,r
︸︷︷︸

lane change right

} . (16)

Assuming that the left lane is irrelevant for a lane change decision to the right and
in the opposite case the right lane is irrelevant for a lane change decision to the left,
the symmetry of the problem can be exploited for planning on a three-lane roadway.
The table for the two-lane road can be evaluated on both sides, for the center and
right lanes as well as for the center and left lanes. We denote the longitudinal actions
asAlon = {aac, ast, abr} ⊂ AeMDP. The Q-values of both tables are then combined for
the extended state space SeMDP and approximated as Q̃C as follows:

Q̃(seMDP, aeMDP)≈Q̃C(segoMDP, s
adj
MDP, r, s

adj
MDP,l, aeMDP)

≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max(Q̃(segoMDP, s
adj
MDP,r, aeMDP),

Q̃(segoMDP, s
adj
MDP, l, aeMDP))

if aeMDP ∈ Alon

Q̃((segoMDP, s
adj
MDP,r ), aeMDP) if aeMDP = alc,r

Q̃((segoMDP, s
adj
MDP,l), aeMDP) if aeMDP = alc,l

(17)

In the first case, the maximum action value of the left and right table is taken for
non lane change actions. The second and third cases are each evaluated only once by
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the corresponding table for the left and right action. Since the action values are not
evaluated on SMDP and AMDP, but on SeMDP and AeMDP, QC is only an approximation
to the real action values. However, this makes it possible to significantly reduce the
state space for the three-lane road. Assuming that Ṽ = D̃ = N , then the complexity
would be OMDP(N 7) 
 OeMDP(N 11).

4 Model Learning

The deterministic MDP described so far assigns only one subsequent state to each
state-action pair. However, due to the quantization of the state space and the non-
deterministic behavior of the other road users, it does not adequately represent the
real environment. For this reason, the MDP is learned with experience from the
simulation.

Therefore, we approximate the probabilities with the relative frequencies
h(s ′|s, a):

p(s, a, s ′) ≈ h(s ′|s, a) (18)

Each state-action pair is now assigned a set of transitions Ts,a that initially consists
only of the transition described in Sect. 3.1 and thus |Ts,a| = 1.

We define a transition as ts,a = (s ′, n) ∈ Ts,a , where s ′ is the subsequent state and
n is the absolute frequency of reaching this state from state s with action a. The set
of transitions is then updated after each step with the state transition experienced
in the simulation. In doing so, a new transition ts,a = (s ′, 1) is added to the set
Ts,a the first time the agent experiences this transition. However, if this transition is
already included in the set Ts,a , the absolute frequencies n are counted up. Under
the condition that the environment does not change, according to the law of large
numbers, the relative frequency approaches more and more the real propability, the
more experiences are made [5].

The relative frequencies will be calculated as follows:

h(s ′|s, a) = n(s ′|s, a)
∑

(s ′
i ,ni )∈Ts,a ni

(19)

Since the transitions are experienced on the three-lane state space and only two
lanes are considered in the MDP, the state space must be divided once more. Again,
the middle and left lanes, and the middle and right lanes are considered separately.
For the longitudinal actions aac, ast and abr, one transition each is updated for the
state space SegoMDP × Sadj,rMDP ∈ SMDP,r and SegoMDP × Sadj,lMDP ∈ SMDP,l. For a lane change to
the right alc,r and a lane change to the left alc,l, only the transitions for the respective
MDP MDP,r, and MDP,l are updated. We distinguish here between the MDP,r and
MDP,l, since they candiffer in principle in the choice of reward function. For example,
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an obligation to drive on the right lane can be represented by rewarding a lane change
to the right inMDP,r, but penalizing a lane change to the left inMDP,l. Note, however,
that we do not represent this in our model and in our case MDP,r equals MDP,l. In
the following, we name the states sl , sr and the actions al , ar associated with MDP,l
and MDP,r. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1Model Learning Algorithm
Require: episodes
1: for each episode in episodes do
2: for each step of episode do
3: aeMDP ← ε- greedy(Q̃C, ε)
4: s′

eMDP ← environment(seMDP, aeMDP)
5: s′

l , s
′
r ← decompose(s′

eMDP)
6: if aeMDP is not a lane change then
7: aMDP ← aeMDP
8: update(sl, aMDP, s′

l )
9: update(sr, aMDP, s′

r)
10: else if aeMDP is a lane change left then
11: update(sl, alc,l, s′

l )
12: else if aeMDP is a lane change right then
13: update(sr, alc,r, s′

r)
14: end if
15: s′

l ← sl
16: s′

r ← sr
17: if step modulo Csteps = 0 then
18: changed_a_l ← value_iteration(MDP,l)
19: changed_a_r ← value_iteration(MDP,r)
20: if changed_a_l + changed_a_r == 0 then
21: end_program
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for

The function ε-greedy(Q̃C, ε) is an exploration strategie, which selects a ran-
dom action with probability ε and selects the action aeMDP corresponding to Q̃C

with probability 1 − ε. The function environment(seMDP, aeMDP) corresponds to
the simulation environment, which simulates a step from the state seMDP and the
input of the action aeMDP and returns the subsequent state s ′

eMDP. A state seMDP of
the extended state space is decomposed into a state sMDP,l for the left MDP and a
state sMDP,r for the right MDP using the function decompose(seMDP). The function
update(sMDP, aMDP, s ′) updates the transition model of the model as described in
Sect. 4. Finally, after a constant number of steps Csteps, the driving policy is recom-
puted using the function value_iteration(MDP) for the updated MDP. The value
iteration is an optimization algorithm for MDPs that iterates over the entire state
space and updates the Q-values based on the Bellman equation until they converge.
For more information on this, we refer interested readers to Sutton and Barto [18].
The function returns the number of actions (changed_a) that have changed in the
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policy due to the value iteration. If the number is zero for MDP,l and MDP,r the
program ends.

As described earlier, the transition frequencies converge against the real transition
probabilities. A simple termination condition can be the number of changed actions
in the policy after the value iteration, since in that case the model has not changed
fundamentally since Csteps.

5 Experimental Setup

In this work, we use the simulation environment Simulation of Urban Mobility
(SUMO)[12]. We train the agent on episodes of a 1.1 km long three-lane straight
road with a total of 30 other vehicles. The ego vehicle starts at a standstill in a ran-
dom lane at the beginning of the road, while the other vehicles are initialized in
random lanes at random positions. The other vehicles are divided into three groups
with different target speeds. The target speeds of these groups are 0.4, 0.6 or 0.8
times the maximum ego speed vmax = 50 km

h . The other cars cannot change their
lane, but can accelerate and decelerate with the internal motion planner. All cars
have the same vehicle length lcar = 5m. The lane change time for the ego vehicle is
3 s, all other actions are simulated with a time of 1 s.

Wemodel theMDPwith a discount factor of γ = 0.9. As an exploration strategie,
we use epsilon-greedy, which was described in 4. The ε decreases linearly over
2,000,000 steps, where it is initially εstart = 0.9 and at the end εend = 0.1. Upwards
of 2, 000, 000 steps the epsilon remains constant at εend.

Each learning episode is randomly initialized with a different random seed, so
they are always different. Every 500,000 steps the driving strategy is relearned by
value iteration, and the MDP is stored. Every stored MDP is then evaluated using
1000 episodes with the greedy strategy, where each of these episodes has a different
random seed that is not included in the random seeds of the learning episodes.
However, to make the evaluations comparable, each evaluation is initialized with the
same random seeds.

6 Results

In this section, we show the results obtained based on the experimental setup 5.
Figure3 plots the average reward and velocity and the fraction of collision-free
episodes to each evaluation. It shows that the reward increases strongly in the first
4,000,000 steps. The fraction of collision-free episodes increases to about 98% in
the same period, which explains the increase in the average reward due to the strong
penalty of a collision. At the same time, the average speed decreases during this
period and reduces the reward negligibly due to a lower Rv. The policy has become
more defensive due to negative experiences in collision states, so speed was reduced
earlier in critical situations to avoid collisions.
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Fig. 3 Average reward, collision-free episodes, and average velocity
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Fig. 4 Three states of the deterministic MDP

After 4, 000, 000 learning steps, the average speed does not decrease further
but remains approximately constant. However, as the proportion of collision-free
episodes tends to increase, the average reward per step also increases. The training is
completed after 20,000,000 stepswith a proportion of 99.8%collision-free episodes.

The learned model can now be examined in every state. Here, we exemplify how
the driving strategy could be improved by means of a simple example. Figure4
shows a small section of the deterministic MDP in the states s1, s2, and s3. Here, only
selected transitions and subsequent states are shown for clarity. In Table 1, we show
the corresponding states. Vehicle 3 has the minimum speed and maximum distance
to the ego vehicle in these states. Since it thus has no influence on the decision, it is
not considered here.

In the deterministic MDP, there are four subsequent states corresponding to the
four possible actions in each state. In the graph, the action values qac, qst, qbr, qlc are
noted at the edges of the transitions, which were calculated for each action by value
iteration. The green transitions represent the actions with the maximum action value
that, according to the model, maximize the reward over time and that the agent would
choose according to the greedy algorithm. In state s1, the ego vehicle has a distance
of d̃ = 35m to the front vehicles, vehicle 1 and vehicle 2, and the relative speed is
ṽ = −25 km

h . So the ego vehicle is driving toward the front vehicle. Since the vehicles
are at the same height and cannot be overtaken, an acceleration process is evaluated
badly, since the egovehiclewould have to brake fromahigher speed after this process.
Similarly, a lane change is evaluated poorly because it takes a relatively long time in
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Table 1 Decomposed states s1, s2 and s3
ṽego[ kmh ] d̃1[m] ṽ1[ kmh ] d̃2[m] ṽ2[ kmh ]

s0 40 45 −25 45 −25

s1 40 35 −25 35 −25

s2 40 25 −25 25 −25

s3 35 15 −15 15 −15

which the agent cannot slow down. The best decision according to the deterministic
MDP is to maintain speed. After this decision, the agent predicts that it will enter
state s2, where the relative velocity remains the same and the distance decreases to
d̃ = 25m. In this state, only deceleration is still evaluated well, leading the agent
in the MDP to state s3, where the distance to both front vehicles is only d̃ = 15m,
but the relative velocity is also only ṽ = −15 km

h . Due to the coarse quantization, the
velocity difference is not sufficient to move to a smaller distance state when holding
the velocity in the MDP. If this strategy is used in the simulation, it will inevitably
lead to a collision.

Figure5 shows the learnedmodel after 500,000 steps in the same states. In addition
to the action values, the transition probabilities to a transition are also shown in this
graphic. An action can now have several transitions to different subsequent states as
indicated by the short arrows. It can be seen that in the same state s1 it is no longer the
best action to maintain the velocity but to decelerate. The reason becomes evident
by observing the new transitions.

s3 has nowmultiple transitions for action ast, where 22% of the transitions lead to
s3 as in the deterministicMDP, but 33% of them lead to a crash. The other transitions,
which are only hinted in the figure, lead to other states that are rated poorly as well.
With aweighting of the rewards with the probabilities, s3 is now no longer a favorable
state, which also decreases the action values leading to s3. The best action for state
s3 is abr with an action value of qbr = −20.8, since it has no direct transitions to the
crash state. However, some subsequent states still lead to collisions later on, so that
the action value still remains negative.

By braking in state s1, the agent significantly improves its situation. The mag-
nitude of the differential velocities to vehicle 1 and 2 becomes smaller, so that a
collision becomes less likely with further braking. However, the agent can still get
into similar bad states as s2 and s3 afterward. For example, if vehicles 1 and 2 also
brake. Consequently, the agent should not be in s1 in the first place. If we look at s0,
where one subsequent state for the action ast is s1, we see that the agent would have
already slowed down at a greater distance to the vehicles 1 and 2.
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Fig. 5 Three states of the learned MDP after 500,000 learning steps

7 Discussion

Section6 has shown that learning the transition model of the MDP can significantly
improve the driving strategy. The learnedMDPwas able to handle 99.8% of episodes
collision-free at a high average speed after simulation. Early on, in states that were
considered safe in the deterministic MDP, state-action pairs were experienced that
led to unsafe states, where a collision was unavoidable. As a result, the driving policy
became more defensive and the agent avoided actions that could lead to collisions.
In the deterministic MDP, on the other hand, due to the coarse quantizations and
only one transition represented, a safe driving policy cannot be found, because safe
actions in the MDP can be unsafe in the real environment. The model is completely
transparent so that any decision based on the MDP can be easily understood. We
could demonstrate this with a simple example of how the strategy changed due to
new transitions in the MDP.

We were also able to show how a driving strategy for a three-lane road could be
generated based on the modeled MDP for a two-lane road. Thus, 5 instead of only
3 additional vehicles could be considered without increasing the complexity of the
model.

Amajor advantage to theMDP is that once experience is gained, it is not forgotten,
so it becomes more accurate with each new experience and more knowledge about
the environment is gained. However, experience in state space regions where little
experience has been gained before is more important for learning the model than
experience from state space regions that are already known. These state space regions
were not explicitly searched for by the epsilon-greedy strategy, so the agent spent a
lot of time in regions where the model was already sufficiently known. To address
this problem, exploration strategies are needed that specifically target state space
regions about which little is known.
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8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown how expert knowledge can be used to model an MDP
for solving tactical maneuver planning on a two-lane road. To do this, we were able
to not only apply the MDP modeled for a two-lane road to three-lane roads for
decision making, but also learn the transition model of the MDP within a simulation
environment to obtain an improved driving strategy. We have shown that the learned
MDP performs significantly better than the simple deterministically modeled MDP.
Due to the complete transparency of the model, we were able to examine the MDP
and show by example how the newly learned transitions have a positive impact on
the resulting driving strategy.

In the futurework,wewould like to investigate the impact of exploration strategies
such as Rmax and Bayesian reinforcement learning on the learning process of MDPs,
especially to learn transitions from states where little is known about the transition
model. We also aim to represent tactical maneuver planning as a factorized Markov
decision process to reduce the complexity of the model and speed up the learning
process.
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Fake Review Detection with Concept
Drift in the Data: A Survey

Ketan Sanjay Desale, Swati Shinde, Nikita Magar, Snehal Kullolli,
and Anjali Kurhade

Abstract Online reviews have a great impact on the e-commerce industry. Online
users are free to post their perspective on products, which might not always be unbi-
ased or accurate. Such unbiased reviews from the customers can affect both buyers
and sellers in the industry. The details of this paper focus on a fake review detec-
tion system. This paper examines different techniques used in fake review detection
which involves data pre-processing to pre-process and extract features from raw data,
classification to classify review as fake or real. Also, our study deals with drift in
data, its detection methods, as well as drift adaptation strategies.

Keywords Data pre-processing · Classification · Concept drift detection ·
Concept adaptation

1 Introduction

A customer’s choice of a product is heavily influenced by product reviews online.
However, since people are free to express their opinions about the product , the
reviews might not always be accurate or unbiased. This can have negative conse-
quences for both customers and services, posing a challenge in the e-commerce
industry. It is crucial to take customer reviews into account seriously. However,
online reviews can also be abused by adversaries for various reasons. Therefore, it
is essential to distinguish between genuine and dubious reviews.

Our surveypaper presents a surveyof data processing techniques and classification
techniques associated with fake review detection. The goal is to analyse and explore
data pre-processing, classification methods, as well as concept drift detection and
adaptation techniques that will help the model to improve its performance.

The use of machine learning algorithms has been extensively studied for the
detection of deceptive and/or fake reviews [1]. Deep learning algorithms have also
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been proven useful for detecting deceptive reviews. These learning algorithms take
review data as input and classify the data into fake or real reviews. However, data can
change over time. It does not last forever. No matter how carefully constructed, the
model is on mounds of well-labelled data. With time, its predictive power declines.
Amodel can decay in one of twoways. One is due to data drift, and the other is due to
concept drift. Data drift occurs when data evolves overtime, potentially introducing
previously unseen types of data and new categories. It will not affect previously
labelled data, however. Concept drift occurs when our interpretation of data changes
over time while the distribution of data remains the same. As a result, the user-end
interprets that model predictions have become worse over time for similar data. To
resolve this problem, old data must be re-labelled and the model retrained.

This paper is divided into the following sections: Related work section gives a
brief technical background of fake review detection systems which includes data
pre-processing, machine learning, deep learning and concept drift detection. Finally,
the conclusion section sheds some light on future work.

2 Related Work

Here, we are discussing about the techniques used in modelling a fake review detec-
tion system. We are starting by discussing data pre-processing, classification tech-
niques, and finally, concept drift detection and adaptation.

2.1 Data Pre-processing

Data pre-processing is a technique for converting raw data into a format that will
improve the model’s accuracy. Data pre-processing is the first and crucial step while
working with a machine learning model. It is the process of preparing a row data
set and making it suitable for analysis. Tokenization [2] is the basic and first step
before applying any other pre-processing technique. The sentences are divided into
words and paragraphs are divided into sentences and converted words and sentences
are called “Tokens”. Sometimes data is very unbalanced for the classification. So to
resolve this problem, in [3], they have applied two methods were over-sampling and
under-sampling. Stemming is the process that reduces or convert the world in the
original form [4]. Example : “Chocolatey”; “Choco” converted into “Choco-late”.

Feature Extraction Feature extraction reduces the number of features in a data set
by constructing new features based on existing features. Most of the existing features
have lower accuracy due to that they just use a single feature [5]. TF-IDF stands for
term frequency-inverse document frequency. It takes a text as input and converts it
into amatrix by calculating the logarithmic value or table no of words and re-reviews.
If the word is very common or it is repeating many times, then its value will be 0;
otherwise, it will be 1 [6].
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Table 1 Comparison of data pre-processing techniques

Ref. Year Algorithm Pre-processing Data set Metric Result (%)

Ligthart et
al. [5]

2021 NB NB +
Self training

Tokenization,
lemmatization,
stop word
removal

Yelp gold
standard

Accuracy 73.00 93.00

Elmogy et
al. [2]

2021 LR NB
KNN(K=7)
SVM RF

Tokenization,
Lemmatization,
stop word
removal

Yelp F1-score 82.00 80.38
81.26 80.82
80.79

Wang et al.
[7]

2020 Supervised
Semi-
supervised

Sentiment
analysis

Yelp Res Accuracy 61.00 71.41

Wang et al.
[7]

2020 Supervised
Semi-
supervised

Sentiment
analysis

Yelp Chi Accuracy 81.07 82.53

Le et al. [8] 2020 SVM ANN
RF DT

Clustering Yelp Accuracy 87.30 88.70
92.55 88.30

Viji et al. [6] 2020 LR NB DT
XG Boost
Ada Boost
SVM

Sentiment
analysis

Amazon Accuracy 84.30 83.20
77.60 84.53
84.54 84.88

Sihombing
et al. [3]

2019 SVM LR
XG Boost
NB

Over-sampling,
under-sampling

Yelp F1-score 77.00 78.00
99.00 65.00

NBNaive Bayes, LRLogistic regression,KNN K-nearest neighbours, SVM Support vectormachine,
RF Random forest, ANN Artificial neural network, DT decision tree

Table1 contains some techniques and their accuracy, which are based on the data
reviewed by us. Here, they demonstrate the accuracy of the classifiers using the
full clustering capability, which improves performance [8]. They found that random
forest classification provided the highest accuracy. The naive Bayes classifier gives a
93% accuracy on the gold standard data set, whereas it gives 73% accuracy on Yelp
[5]. When authors have applied the supervised and semi-supervised classification
algorithms on the Yelp Chi data set, they achieved 81.07% and 82.53% accuracy,
respectively, while when applied it to Yelp Res, they achieved 61% and 71.41%
accuracy, respectively. The accuracy of the model was obtained with the presence
of extracted features, which used the Bi-gram language [2]. Here, LR with extracted
features gave the best accuracy on the Yelp data set. XGBoost classifier gave the
99% F1-score on the Yelp data set while others gave 78% on average [3].
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2.2 Classification

Classification is applied to both unstructured and structured data. Classification is
the process of classifying data into a set of different categories. A classification
problem involves determining which category or class a piece of data belongs to.
A classifier maps input data to a specific category. The classification model tries to
make a prediction based on the input values. It will predict the class labels categories
for the new data. Following are some techniques for improving the performance of
classifiers:

Using certain hyper parameter In machine learning, a hyperparameter determines
the value ofmodel parameters and the algorithm learns these parameters. The number
of estimators can be increased in random forest to increase accuracy. Accuracy is
independent of the maximum depth of the tree in RF. A high maximum depth of the
tree with few estimators or a low depth with a great number of estimators can give
high performance in XGBT. In the decision tree, maximum depth does not affect the
performance much [1].

Use of boosting techniques Boosting consists of combining several weak learners
into a single strong learner to minimize training errors. It involves selecting a random
sample of data, fitting it with a model, and training it sequentially so that each model
tries to make up for the shortcomings of the previous one. The AdaBoost algorithm
fits the estimators sequentially using the whole data set, so the ensemble can fit it to
the best of its ability. AdaBoost performs well when ensemble with SVM or MLP
than bagging. Because MLP AdaBoost ensemble is well suited for training data with
14 ormore estimators [1]. Bagging refers to the process of choosing a random sample
of data from a training set with replacement, that is each data point can be chosen
more than once.

Semi-supervised methods Semi-supervised learning is a machine learning algo-
rithm. The model learning algorithm must predict the future from a small number of
labelled instances and a large number of unlabelled examples in a semi-supervised
learning issue. In semi-supervised learning, self-training is a classical approach with
many applications. A self-training algorithm generates pseudo-labels for the unla-
belled examples and gradually refines them so they coincide with the actual labels.
The only semi-supervised method that outperforms the traditional supervised clas-
sification methods is self-training [5].

Unsupervised Methods Unsupervised learning, also called unsupervised machine
learning, focuses on analysing and clustering unlabelled data sets using machine
learning algorithms. Using these algorithms, data patterns or groups of data can be
discoveredwithout the involvement of a human.With its ability to discern similarities
and differences in information, it is the perfect tool to conduct exploratory data
analysis, cross-selling strategies, and customer segmentation. First, a simple classifier
is trained to distinguish between old and new data sets. A drift is detected concerning
classifier performance [9].
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Table 2 Comparison of accuracy of different data sets

Model Data sets Accuracy

CIDD-ADO-DNN [10] Spam data set 0.9320

Chess data set 0.7646

KDDCup99 data set 0.9592

Deep learning method Deep neural network (DNN) in deep learning can be used
in classification for fake review detection. Optimal parameters help in increasing
performance of the DNN model. ADO-DNN can determine the actual class labels
and ADO helps to gain improved classifier performance [10]. Table2 states the
comparison of accuracy using ADO-DNN method on various data sets.

CNNs are a class of deep, feedforward artificial neural networks where there
are no cycles between nodes. Through the use of CNN models, a novel algorithm
and performance approach can be used to predict heart disease [11]. Long short-
term memory is a type of recurrent neural network that is better at memory than
traditional recurrent neural networks. Having a good grasp of patterns, LSTMs can
perform fairlywell. Amulti-layer perceptron classifier is a neural network that is built
into the algorithm.MLP classifier, unlike other methods like support vectors or naive
Bayes classifier, requires an underlying Neural network to execute the classification
task. CNN, LSTM and MLP methods are applied on the Yelp data set using some
techniques under certain conditions. It is observed that LSTM performs well on the
Yelp data set when the train test ratio is 80:20 using the word2vec technique [12].

2.2.1 Use of Clustering Techniques

Clustering or cluster analysis is amachine learning technique for grouping unlabelled
data. Data clustering is the process of arranging data points into groups consisting
of similar data points. SVM functions as both a linear and a non-linear classification
method in machine learning. SVM algorithm finds hyper-planes that separate multi-
dimensional data into classes. SVM is a commonly used classification algorithm for
fake review detection [8]. Random forest outperformed SVM and neural network
in terms of accuracy and recall, with 92.55% and 95.27%, respectively. When the
cluster labels are removed from the separate feature sets, the accuracy and other
measures decline marginally [8].

2.3 Concept Drift Detection

Concept drift is a concept used during predictive analytics & machine learning to
characterize how the statistical properties of the target variable that the machine
learning is trying to protect change over time in unforeseen ways (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Framework of concept drift detection

Types of Drifts:

1. Incremental Drift: It implies a long drift duration, the change is gradual and
continuous. It is also known as continuous drift.

2. Sudden Drift : A drift is sudden, with no time overlap between two different
distributions.

3. Gradual Drift : A change that happens progressively from one process to another
over a period of time.

4. Recurring Drift : Defines if both contexts are from the same distribution to use a
multivariate non-parametric test.

Methods of Concept Drift Detection:

1. Sequential Analysis Method:

• This detector analyses to see whether model’s error rate is stable and alerts us
if it is not.

• This category comprises DDM (Drift detector method), EDDM (Early drift
detector method), CUSUM (Cumulative sum) and PHT (Page Hinkley) meth-
ods.

2. Method to Statistical Analysis:

• To detect concept drift, this approach examines the standard deviation andmean
the predicted results.

• This category includes the methods like DDM (Drift detector method), EDDM
(Early drift detector method), PH (Page Hinkley), STEPD, MDDM (McDi-
armid’s Drift detector method), RDDM (Reactive Drift detector method) and
EWMA (Exponentially weighted moving average).
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3. Window-Based Method Analysis:

• A window method is used to preserve recent data for retraining and old data
for distribution change.

• Adaptive windowing, FHDDM (Fast hoeffding’s drift detection method),
SEED, HDDM.

Following can be the steps to detect fake review:

1. Study how a characteristic changes over time in data.
2. Examine the problem of concept drift in the detection for fake review.
3. Investigate the relationship between concept drift and review classification per-

formance.

In [13], authors analysed the predictive accuracy, number of drifts, evolution time
and memory use of various drift detection methods.

3 Conclusion

The main aim of this paper was to explore recent technologies which are involved
in building the model for detecting reviews as fake or real. But as time changes,
review data also changes. This leads to a decline predictive power of the model.
Concept drift occurs when our interpretation of data changes over time while the
distribution of data remains the same. So, to detect concept drift and to adapt the
drift different methods are also explored in this paper. Based on studied papers,
we conclude that deep learning performs better than machine learning algorithms
in classifying reviews and for data pre-processing tokenization, stopword removal,
lemmatization and TF-IDF techniques gave the best results. Among different drift
detection methods, DMDDMmethod gave the best result. In future, we are going to
propose a model that will work on the Yelp data set. Our model will consist of data
pre-processing techniques; they are tokenization, stop word removal, lemmatization,
TF-IDF.ThenusingLSTM, classifier datawill be classified. If concept drift is present,
then it will be detected by DMDDM, and using adaptation technique, it will be adapt,
and our model will get an update.
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A Survey on Research Directions in
Blockchain Applications Usability

Vivek Sharma and Tzipora Halevi

Abstract This research systematically reviews blockchain usability studies pub-
lished between 2017 and 2021. It analyzes direction trends aimed at improving the
overall blockchain application’s real-world adoption. After determining the inclusion
and exclusion criteria, 22 articles were included in the review. This work presents the
major existing challenges found in Blockchain applications, such as privacy issues
and non-regulation, and the proposed solutions, including increased transparency
and simple usable applications. Major findings include the fact that user surveys are
the most popular method among these studies compared to expert surveys or obser-
vational studies. Most of the current blockchain usability studies are performed for
applications related to the financial domain, followed by health care, supply chain
applications, energy, and e-voting. The majority of these studies include less than 20
participants for the expert-based and less than 40 for user-based ones. This study fur-
ther investigates the domain-specific target systems. The healthcare-related surveys
concentrated on the usability of users’ data on electronic medical record (EMR). In
the financial field, the focus was mostly on the use of crypto wallets or crypto appli-
cations. The main concern among participants in healthcare-related applications was
the privacy of their medical data while in finance, the concern was the lack of a local
regulatory body. This research has important implications that can help researchers
address challenges and implement appropriate solutions, which can improve their
adoption rate.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain technology is one of the most talked-about technologies in recent times.
While its most commercially successful implementation is in finance, the technology
has been gaining popularity in applications in other domains. However, the adoption
of blockchain is still in its nascent stage. A recent report [1] shows 11.2% of Amer-
icans own at least one cryptocurrency. Similar estimates are provided for UK and
France (less than 10%) and Germany (less than 5%).

Many blockchain-based applications were introduced in recent years in a diverse
range of domains such as security, finance, e-voting, IoT, energy, health, supply chain
management, manufacturing, and digital copyright. But even with multiple use cases
and a promising advantage of bringing security, integrity, and de-centralization, this
technology still fails to replace the current legacy systems employed. The adoption
rate, despite growing tremendously in some areas like finance, remains limited in
other areas. Usability studies are considered an important step before wide deploy-
ment of applications. Therefore, this study examines and summarizes the current
usability studies and their implications regarding issues that impede wide real-world
adoption of these blockchain applications

Usability testing is a methodology that helps improve applications design and
produces intuitive and user-friendly products.Usability studies are often fundamental
to the product success, and therefore incorporating them into the development process
can be very beneficial. A standard usability test may incorporate five steps, including
recruiting participants, designing testing procedures, conducting the test session,
analyzing the results, and presenting the conclusions and recommendations.
This paper aims to study the current state of the research including challenges and
proposed solutions in the usability of blockchain-based applications by summarizing
published articles in various journals.
Research Questions: This paper looks at the following research questions:

1. What is the current research state for the usability of blockchain applications?
2. What are the challenges and problems related to these applications?
3. What are the proposed solutions that have been published?
4. What are the future research direction in this area?

2 Theoretical Background

Blockchain, in its plain form, is an immutable, publicly available distributed ledger.
The first major application conceptualized was bitcoin [2], which turned out to be
the most famous application of blockchain till now. According to an article in the
Finance Online [3], there are 68 million Bitcoin wallet users as of February 2021.
While this number may not seem significantly large, it is a great increase from the 26
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million that was recorded in July 2018. As other cryptocurrencies gained popularity
through the years, it is estimated that there are a total of 200 million crypto users
today [4].

2.1 Usability Testing Methods

Usability testing includes both quantitative and qualitative forms [5]. Qualitative
methods are used to gain insights, analyze the quality of the system, and discover
usage problems. Quantitative analysis collects metrics that aim to quantify the user
experience of the system. [6] lists some common usability metric. The most basic
metrics are:

• Success Rate
• Time a task requires
• Error Rate
• User’s subjective satisfaction

For quantitative testing, Nielsen recommends having at least twenty participants
[6] Another dimension of categorization is remote and in-person testing. While in-
person testing is expensive due to needing a moderator as well as a physical environ-
ment like a laboratory to conduct awell-planned test, remote testing is further divided
into moderated or unmoderated. Moderated testing is similar to in-person testing,
but the testing environment is native to the user’s environment. Remote unmoderated
testing employs a tool that a participant can use at their convenient time. This tool is
responsible for collecting the specific data from the participants in a predetermined
format, which eliminates the need for a moderator.

Nielsen proposed seven inspection methods [5] as part of usability testing meth-
ods. These methods were heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough, formal usabil-
ity inspections, pluralistic walk-through, feature inspection, consistency inspection,
and standard inspection.
SUS study, created by John Brooke, works with small sample size and is easier to
scale [7]. However, the scoring method is complicated, mostly in terms of interpret-
ing. The method provides a combined usability score which is compared against a
threshold to rate the usability of the system.

3 Methodology

The research adopts the methodology specified by B.Kitchenham [8] to perform
a systematic review on the subject. The following subsection discusses the search
strategy employed to find relevant papers in the field.
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3.1 Search Strategy

• Keyword Search: The following search strings were used to find relevant papers:
”Blockchain Usability” OR ”Blockchain Application”

• Period: Papers published between 2017 and 2021 are selected
• Paper Type: Articles published in conferences or journals
• Search Database: ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar, IEEExplore, ScienceDi-
rect, Scopus, SpringerLink

• Inclusion Criteria:

• Articles that were published between 2017–2021 in English.
• Article scheduled to be published.
• Papers that include keywords in full-text and their metadata.
• Blockchain papers talk about the usability of any blockchain technology in dif-
ferent domains, including ones that propose new applications, address adoption
issues or give insight into any challenges from the user’s perspective.

• Exclusion Criteria:

• Systematic Reviews were excluded from the study.
• Papers that do not perform any usability analysis.

Using the keyword search strategy, we found 140 papers across all the databases
which were related to this keyword. We manually went through each of them to read
their abstract and filtered and selected 22 studies that were based on the usability of
blockchain-based applications.

4 Results

Twenty-two papers were selected from various fields like health care, supply chain,
finance, user perception on blockchain adoptability, identity management, e-voting,
energy, tourism, and programming.

4.1 Current Research Direction

Research in different contexts When examining studies related to specific fields,
we find that most studies were related to finance, followed by health care and supply
chain. This result is evident in Fig. 1. A few studies examined different aspects related
to user perception and proposed design guidelines for general blockchain applica-
tions. These findings point to increased exploration of blockchain-based solutions
for the health care and supply chain industry. The multi-context category includes
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Fig. 1 Percentage of studies in each of the domains

studies that look at general blockchain application design and is applicable to more
than one context.
Usability Testing Methods There were four main types of methods that were
observed in the research. The distribution of the research methods types tested in
the studies is shown in Fig. 2.

• Novice user-based survey: These include studies where the participants are users
with limited or no experience working with blockchain-based applications. This
category also includes casual crypto users.

• Expert-based survey: Experts are participants with rich knowledge in the field
of blockchain. They are professionals working in the industry or researchers with
expertise in the field.

• Observational Study: Study with non-expert users. In this case, the users are
instructed to perform some set of actions and their behavior is observed for each
task.

• Analytical: Articles categorized under this section are mainly theoretical studies
based on previous research or cognitive walk-through by the authors of the article.

Figure2 shows that the user-survey is the most common method. We also note
that every observational study was paired with a user-based survey.
Average of CitationsTo assess the usability of the research by authors, we survey the
number of citations. To this end, we use two properties: the total number of citations
for the different domains, and the average number. To provide more reliable data,
we only calculated this for the domains for which there was more than one usability
paper included.

Table1 shows average citation that articles from each domain got, indicating that
finance has the highest number of average citation (9.5), with 67 total citations for
the articles in this domain.
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Fig. 2 Methods used in the usability studies

Table 1 Average citation to studies from various domains

Domain Total no. of citations Average no. of citations

Supply chain 2 1

Health care 10 2

Multi-context 13 4.33

Finance 67 9.5

Fig. 3 Count of novice user
and expert participants in
survey-based studies

Usability Test ParticipantsTherewere two types of participants in the survey-based
studies: novice user-based and expert-based surveys. Figure3 shows the breakdown
of the number of participants according to study size. Most of the expert-based
surveys (4 out of 6 surveys) were found to have less than 20 participants. In contrast,
the user-based studies tend to have more participants with multiple studies having
over 40 participants each.
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Another interesting point to note is that only 9 out of 17 user-survey studies
mention a separate count for males and females. This points to a limited focus on
the role of gender in application usability. While blockchain is viewed as a potential
solution against gender-bias [9], women have been shown to be significantly under-
represented in the crypto space [10]. Studying the effect of gender and ethnicity may
help make newly developed applications more inclusive.

4.2 Usability Challenges

Researchers have been working on detecting challenges and proposing solutions
aimed at increasing blockchain applications adoption across industries. The major
challenges have been found to vary and some are related to the context and purpose of
the applications, as different types of data and goals may lead to different concerns.
The following contains breakdown across the relevant domains.
Health Usability studies of healthcare applications have seen a rise in recent years.
All the studies we found examined electronic medical record (EMR) usage. Specif-
ically, Baumann et al. [11] worked on exploring data usability challenges in health
care and proposed methods in which blockchain can help address these challenges,
while Gutierrez et al. [12] worked on preserving integrity in case of connectivity fail-
ure. Wenceslao et al. tried to simplify doctor-patient interaction through the use of a
speech-to-text transcriber that updates this interaction to the patient’s EMR. Sung et
al. [13] and Lemieux et al. [14] work shows that users were concerned about privacy
and were interested in blockchain applications that will give them more control over
changes to their medical data.
FinanceThis field has received tremendous support and recognition in the blockchain
space. Researchers explore existing challenges in using these applications. Voskobo-
jnikov et al. [15] found that users were hesitant due to the absence of a regulatory
body. A study by Albayati et al. [16] suggests the involvement of local government
will improve the adoption rate. Alshamsi et al. [17] discovered that users viewed
traditional modes of payment like credit/debit cards as more usable than bitcoins
and that users believe the latter is less secure. Moniruzzaman et al. [18] compared
the use of different wallets in different platforms and found that mobile wallets
were more usable than desktop ones even though they are used less than the lat-
ter. Some researchers proposed methods to improve the adoption rates: Zhong et al.
[19] designed visual cues to somewhat bridge the experience gap between novice
and experienced cryptocurrency users and Jang et al. [20] proposed strategies like
developing a mental model to improve the acceptance of blockchain applications.
Supply Chain A study by Steertegem et al. [21] found that the domain lacks real-
world blockchain-based applications and the proposed ones are mostly proofs of
concept. Semi-structured interviews with the people affiliated with the industries
show a need for data integration across all platforms to increase the adoption of this
technology. It also found that for end-consumers, resolving trust issues will provide
a boost to its adoption. Valle et al. [22] performed ground theory analysis, showing
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that blockchain is a sustainable technology as opposed to disruptive technology. They
present enablers that can foster prompt adoption, including adding proof of access
based on digital signatures, using AI to manage blockchains more efficiently, stan-
dardizations of the crypto tokens used, creating data optimization services utilizing
blockchain-based robotics IoT’s supporting chain-of-trust, and providing customers
with decision-making toolkits.
User perception of general blockchain adaptability Kumar et al. [23] interviewed
top management of a technology company to understand challenges in blockchain
adoption in developing countries and concluded that developing countries are more
hesitant in adopting blockchain technology. Shrestha et al. [24] used a technology
acceptance model with some external constructs to understand blockchain adoption
among users. The author found the quality of the system as the most influential factor
in positively affecting perceived usefulness and intention to use the technology.
Hossain et al. [25] study the effect of graphical user interface on the usability of
blockchain. The study found that similar blockchain-related tasks were faster, easier
on GUI-based systems than in CLI-based systems. Overall satisfaction of users was
also higher in GUI-based systems than CLI-based systems.

4.3 Findings

This subsection lists the key challenges and proposed solutions discussed in analyzed
papers. It recapitulates papers discussed based on their goal/aim, methods used for
data collection, and key challenges that hinder their mass adoption. The section ends
with comprehensive lists of proposed solutions discussed in the papers (Tables2
and 3).
Challenges Following are the top challenges listed out by the researchers:

• Risk of sensitive info being exposed: Many users feared that their sensitive infor-
mation may be exposed, as was shown to be the case in studies by Lemieux et
al. [14], T. van Steertegem et al.[21], Albayati et al. [16], Voskobojnikov et al.
[15], S. Scuri et al. [30], and M. Daryaei et al. [31]. Researchers used other terms
like “privacy breach” and “trust issues” to look at different aspects of information
leakage.

• Difficulty in using and managing the application: Studies by Alshamsi et al.
[17], Voskobojnikov et al. [15] Scuri et al. [30], Daryaei et al. [31] shows that
participants felt that applications that are difficult to operate make their adoption
more challenging.

• Lack of regulations: User participating in surveys by Baumann et al. [11], Albay-
ati et al. [16], Alshamsi et al. [17] Daryaei et al. [31] pointed to the lack of regu-
lations in the blockchain as another factor that contributes to their slow adoption
growth.

• Lack of non-standardization, integration, or shared platform: Lack of shared
platform or interconnectivity among organization or within an organization were
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Table 2 Goal/aim of the studies

Goal/aim Studies

Design or Implement Suggestions for adoption
improvement

Almutairi et al. [26], Valle et al. [22], Zhong et
al. [19], Moniruzzaman et al. [18], Hossain et
al. [25], Zhong et al. [19]

Identified data usability and collection
challenges

Baumann et al. [11]

Develop and/or test the application Sung et al. [13], Almutairi et al. [26], Jang et
al. [20], Abayomi-Zannu et al. [27],
Moniruzzaman et al. [18], Hossain et al. [25],
Kambhatla et al. [28], Zhong et al. [19],
Wenceslao et al. [29]

User perception on the use of blockchain in
electronic medical records

Sung et al. [13], Lemieux et al. [14], Gutierrez
et al. [12], Wenceslao et al. [29]

Investigate usability and security of
cryptocurrency entities

Almutairi et al. [26], Jang et al. [20], Alshamsi
et al. [17], Moniruzzaman et. [18]

User perception on use of cryptocurrencies Albayati et al. [16], Voskobojnikov et al. [15],
Scuri et al. [30]

Identify and assess risk with blockchain
adoption

Valle et al. [22], Voskobojnikov et al. [15],
Kumar et al. [23]

User perception on adoption of blockchain Steertegem et al. [21], Kumar et al. [23], Scuri
et al. [30], Daryaei et al. [31]

Propose regulation and local government
involvement

Voskobojnikov et al. [15]

Study user behavioral attitude toward the use of
blockchain system

Panait et al. [32], Shrestha et al. [24],
Kambhatla et al. [28]

Table 3 Methods for data collection

Method Studies

Semi-structured interview Steertegem et al. [21]

Heuristic evaluation Jang et al. [20]

Cognitive walkthrough Moniruzzaman et al. [18]

Questionnaire/survey Sung et al. [13], Lemieux et al. [14], Albayati
et al. [16], Kumar et al. [23], Panait et al. [32],
Jang et al. [20], Alshamsi et al. [17],
Voskobojnikov et al. [15], Abayomi-Zannu et
al. [27], Scuri et al. [30], Daryaei et al. [31],
Gutierrez et al. [12], Zhong et al. [19]

Observational study Sung et al. [13], Almutairi et al. [26],
Abayomi-Zannu et al. [27], Moniruzzaman et
al. [18], Hossain et al. [25], Kambhatla et al.
[28], Zhong et al. [19], Wenceslao et al. [29]
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pointed out in research by S. Baumann et al. [11] V. L. Lemieux et al. [14] T. van
Steertegem et al. [21]

• Additional challenges: Baumann et al. [11] identified the challenge of inability to
share large sizes of data on blockchain. Steertegem et al. [21]found that scalability
and governance are challenges in blockchain applications. Users feel that miners
may create a centralized organization.On the other hand, study byKumar et al. [23]
suggests that this technology seems scalable and would soon witness widespread
adoption. Study by Della et al. [22] points to the lack of enablers in the industry
while Daryaei et al. [31] suggests volatility for its lack of adoption. Article in
Statista [33] points out an interesting fact about 1 Bitcoin transaction taking 12
timesmore energy than 100,000VISA transactions. This huge energy consumption
directly affects the environment.

Proposed solutions for improving adoption Various solutions were discussed in
the papers to increase the adoption rate of these applications.

• Transparency: Users participating in studies by Lemieux et al. [14], Scuri et al.
[30], and Almutairi et al. [26] wanted more transparency in the internal working
of the system and the cryptographic proof of applications in use.

• Simple and Usable applications: Studies by Almutairi et al. [26], Jang et al. [20],
Daryaei et al. [31], and Moniruzzaman et al. [18] stress that simple and usable
application can improve the usability, which increases their adoption.

• Confidence and Experience: Participants in Albayati et al. [16] and Zhong et al.
[19] showed that more experienced and confident users were more likely to use
and adopt newer Blockchain systems.

• Warning against threats, awareness, and education: Participants in studies by
Almutairi et al. [26], Daryaei et al. [31], Kambhatla et al. [28] felt that there should
be more awareness and education related to using Blockchain-based technology.
Users also suggested deploying a warning system against possible threats to save
users from any fraudulent attacks and help increase their security perception of
the application.

• Quality of Service: Shrestha et al. [24] define quality of service as the degree to
which a person is pleased, hence reducing users’ psychological objection to the
system or the loss of volition. The research also found that the quality of the system
directly affects the intention to use the system.

• Other proposed solutions: Research by Lemieux et al. [14] shows that the partic-
ipants desired a clear and understandable terms and conditions before continuing
the use of such applications. Participants in a survey by Lemieux et al. [14] and
Panait et al. [32] suggest they would prefer to have total control of their data in
order to feel secure and increase such application’s adoption. Albayati et al. [16]
propose regulation by local government. Scuri et al. [30] propose reward system
that can encourage the use of such applications.
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5 Conclusion

The systematic review of the usability of blockchain-based applications shows the
current research direction, challenges, and proposed solutions in the wide adoption
of the technology. Top challenges hindering the adoptions are the risk of exposed sen-
sitive information, difficulty in using the application, and lack of regulation and stan-
dardization in the industry. Proposed solutions include enhancing the transparency
of the system, creating simple and usable applications, adding clear warnings against
threats, and increasing awareness related to the threats and safeguards of the system.

One of the findings is that a large percentage of these usability studies include less
than 40 participants, which is the minimum recommended number for a quantitative
study byNeilsen [5]. As usability studies have been shown to help transition products
from the prototype to the commercial stage, developing new user studies with a
larger number of users can help improve the rate of real-world adoption of these
applications.

Overall, this study suggests that blockchain application development is still in its
infancy and that a limited number of usability research studies, especially outside the
field of finance, have been carried out. This research aims to assist new researchers
in developing and running new usability studies, by pointing to the current state of
the research.
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Detection of Respiratory Disease Patterns
Using Mask R-CNN
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Abstract The analysis and identification of pathological signs associated with dif-
ferent respiratory diseases are is not an easy task. One of the imaging modalities for
these signs identification is examining chest CT scans. However, it requires expert
knowledge to avoid human error. The purpose of this work is to implement, test,
and analyze the performance of a neural network based on a mask R-CNN model
able to identify some pathological signs of respiratory disease. The CT images used
were manually labeled and pre-classified as positive and negative cases by special-
ists to prepare them for the training process. Preliminary results reached detection of
ground-glass opacitywith a sensitivity of 81.89%using the validation set and 92.66%
using the test set. Nevertheless, low percentages were obtained for pulmonary nod-
ules detection with a sensitivity of 51.08 and 40.34% using validation and test sets,
respectively.
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1 Introduction

Misinterpretation of patterns visualized on chest computed tomography (chest CT)
can lead to misdiagnosis of the disease present. These problems often occur because
of problems with the CT scanner, errors in perception, reasoning, or even lack of
knowledge. The study conducted in [1] shows error ranges between 10% and 25%
in identifying pathological signs. It also claims that there are significant differences
in terms of the level of experience of radiologists. Furthermore, approximately, 60–
80% of the errors are perceptual errors. The analysis of chest CT images allows a
variety of pathological signs to be observed.

Implementing an automated system for interpreting chest CT images presents an
advance in medicine and speeds up the work of specialists. Currently, it is possible to
design an algorithm based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) model, capable
of teaching the network through a set of imageswith or without pathological patterns,
and detect these patterns, and differentiating between a healthy and sick patient. We
do not expect to obtain a specific and assertive diagnosis but to simplify healthcare by
filtering patients, allowing to focus on urgent care cases, and reducing waiting times.

First, we present a revision of some patterns associated with respiratory diseases
(Sect. 3). Second, the databases of chest CT images chosen for training our model
are described. Then, we revised the most current CNN architectures used for object
detection, and then, we chose the model that best suits the needs of this project.
The selected neural network was implemented and fine-tuned to obtain the best
results (Sect. 6). The results (Sect. 7) show a recall to ground-glass with 81.89 and
92.66% using validation and test sets, respectively. Meanwhile, we obtained a recall
of 51.08% using validation and 40.34% test sets. Finally, Sects. 8 and 9, present the
discussion, conclusions and future work respectively.

2 Patterns in Pulmonary Diseases

Several patterns associated with different respiratory can usually be extracted by
analyzing a chest CT scan. These patterns come in two main groups: increased and
decreased lung density. We are interested in focusing on pulmonary nodules and
ground-glass opacity detection. Both of which are associated with increased lung
density.

Pulmonary Nodules: Pulmonary Nand nodular opacities can be small in size (larger
than 2mm) or miliary (1–2 mm) [2]. Their distribution can be centrolobulillar, peri-
lymphatic, and random. In particular, centrolobulillar nodules are located inside the
secondary pulmonary lobe, close to the pleura, interlobar fissures, and interlobular
septa. Nodules larger than 1cm in diameter may be a cluster of small nodules.
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Ground-Glass Opacity: Tarnished or ground-glass opacity is characterized by a
slight increase in pulmonary attenuation that keeps bronchial and vascular contours
visible [2]. This opacity can be identified if there is a partial filling of the alve-
oli, interstitial thickening, partial collapse of alveoli, normal respiratory status, or
increased capillary flow.

3 Related Work

There are currently several architectures of CNN used for objects and patterns detec-
tion or performing image segmentation. We are interested in trying R-CNN-based
architectures and RetinaNet.

Faster R-CNN [3] (2016) belongs to the region-based CNN (R-CNN) branch and
is a mix of its predecessor fast R-CNN [4] and a region proposal network (RPN).
The task of the RPN is to determine the relevant areas, better known as regions of
interest (RoI). It is a small network that scans the last convolutional layer with anchor
boxes of different dimensions, obtaining two outputs: the class (0 or 1), indicating
an RoI; and the region, the corresponding coordinates of that region (Xmin, Ymin,
width, height). Both fast R-CNN and faster R-CNN have the same cost function. It is
possible to consider the proposed regions by RPN for the classification and detection
of the desired objects or patterns. Several tests performed in [3] remark the most
outstanding one is the faster R-CNN compared to its predecessor fast R-CNN.

Mask R-CNN (2018) [5] is the most current model that is part of the R-CNN
family and is considered the best performing architecture. In essence, it follows the
same faster R-CNN architecture but adds a new feature vital to its operation. This
new feature, called a “mask,” is a binary image of equal dimension to the input image,
which provides the object location. The mask improves the efficiency of the network
and is executed in parallel for contour box recognition. Furthermore, it also modifies
the RoIPool operation proposed in fast R-CNN [4] by RoIAlign, since the former
presents a mismatch between the input and the extracted feature matrix. All this, due
to the misalignment of the contour box predicted by the network compared to the
real one. Tests performed in [5] showed that mask R-CNN outperforms considerably
faster R-CNN in contour box detection.

RetinaNet [6] uses a combination of ResNet [7] with feature pyramid network
(FPN) [8] to extract image features at multiple scales without losing information in
the network density. Each feature scale has two sub-networks: class and box. The
innovative aspect of this model is its cost function. In [6], authors introduced a new
function called “Focal Loss,” which solves class imbalance problems by reducing
the number of false positives. Tests performed in [6] exhibit a difference of 7.6% in
AP for the most complex structure and 7.8% AP50 for the second-best architecture.

Mask R-CNN achieves the best result for precision, but it is the slowest model.
Faster R-CNN, is the fastest model, while RetinaNet has the worst performance,
although it requires less memory to work. We decided to use mask R-CNN because
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we want to obtain the segmentation of the pathological signs for analysis, and Mask
R-CNN is the only one among the mentioned models that present this feature.

4 Datasets

MosMedData: It belongs to the Diagnostic and Telemedicine Center of theMoscow
Healthcare Department, Russia. This dataset has chest CT scans in patients exhibit-
ing symptoms of COVID-19 [9]. It has 1110 studies from different patients showing
signs of ground-glass. However, as mentioned above, it is necessary to include seg-
mentation of the findings for mask R-CNN to work with, and most of the studies in
this dataset do not have it. Of the 1110 studies, only 50 included the mask. Still, the
negative studies are useable for the network because they represent studies without
findings and do not need any segmentation. Consequently, we only used 50 stud-
ies with ground-glass patterns and 100 studies of healthy patients. Each study has
between 30 and 50 images, each with 512× 512 resolution.

LNDb: Lung Nodule database focuses on pulmonary nodules developed by the São
João Hospital and University Center in Porto, Portugal. It contains 294 studies, each
representing one patient, although we use 229 studies in the project. Each study was
segmented by at least one radiologist and reviewed by a maximum of three, so each
has one or more masks; each one has approximately 300 images, all with a resolution
of 512× 512 [10].

5 Image Processing and Data Augmentation

Our model analyzes image by image, making it necessary to separate them with
patterns (positive) and without (negative). For the LNDb dataset, we also considered
the masks with the most patterns and discarded all the patterns marked as false posi-
tives by radiologists. In the case ofMosMedData, we had to change the segmentation
labels because all signs had the same, sowe could not identify each pattern separately
for training.

We also performed an image balancing by selecting fifteen (15) random images
from each healthy study fromMosMedData; five (5) random images with no patterns
from each studywith COVID-19 as well fromMosMedData; ten (10) random images
without patterns of each study with nodules from LNDb; and augmenting images
with ground-glass using horizontal flip and rotation of random degrees (avoiding
0◦ , 90◦, and 360◦).

Finally, we distributed the images in training, validation, and test datasets in the
following proportion: 70%, 20%, and 10%, respectively. We show the number of
images in each of them in Table1.
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Table 1 Image balance

Negatives Ground-glass Nodules Total

Training 2828 2131 2215 7174

Validation 808 609 633 2050

Test 404 304 316 1024

Total 4040 3044 3164 10248

6 Implementation Details

Wedecided to use the classmaskR-CNNofPyTorch to provideflexibility in choosing
the hyperparameters: epochs, learning rate, weight decay, and learning rate decay,
and the backbone used for training adjustments. Specifically, we used a Tesla K80
GPU and PyTorch 1.1 with CUDA 9.0 since that was the supported version for the
driver GPU.

We evaluated the model performance using the confusion matrix and the metrics:
precision, recall (sensitivity), and specificity. We prioritize recall because we want a
model that can detect all patterns in an image, then the precision for evaluating true
positive patterns, and finally, specificity (in images only) because we want to ensure
that the model does not detect any pattern in negative images.

The metrics must be calculated based on the intersection over union (IoU) algo-
rithm to ensure that the predicted pattern matches in position and label with the real
one. For this reason, we have to specify a threshold that determines whether the
pattern can be defined as true positive (TP) or false negative (FN).

In addition, the networkmay return the same pathological signmultiple times.We
implement a non-maximum suppression (NMS) algorithm to mitigate this behavior
and combine the repeated patterns. Therefore, we declared another threshold that
indicates which patterns can be grouped. Finally, we have to define the third threshold
as theminimumoutput score used to consider a predicted pattern present in the image.
Thus, these parameters do not affect the training but can change its performance.

7 Results

We performed a first training to test the behavior of the thresholds defined above with
only five (5) epochs, ResNet50-FPN backbone (pre-trained), learning rate of 0.0005,
SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9 without weight decay, and a learning rate
decay of 0.1 every three (3) epochs to check the behavior of the different metrics.
Figure1 show how the precision and sensitivity of the model vary when we modify
the output score between 0.3 and 0.7, meanwhile keeping theNMS and IoU threshold
at 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. For this, we obtain a peak of sensitivity with a score of
0.5.
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Fig. 1 Sensitivity and precision versus output score—validation dataset

Table 2 Variation of sensitivity (S) and precision (P) according to the NMS threshold

Training Validation Test

NMS P S P S P S

0.3 56.02 47.89 49.03 33.84 52.58 37.61

0.4 54.71 48.45 47.65 34.16 51.57 37.78

0.5 47.62 50.81 41.15 35.84 45.12 38.62

0.6 47.62 50.81 41.15 35.84 45.12 38.62

Fig. 2 Sensitivity and precision versus IoU threshold—validation dataset

Then, keeping IoUand score thresholds at 0.5 andvarying theNMS threshold from
0.3 to 0.7, we also obtained the best result with an NMS threshold of 0.5 (Table2). In
this case, we can observe the results do not change after the threshold of 0.5 because
no more patterns can be grouped. Finally, with an NMS and output score threshold
of 0.5, we varied the IoU threshold between 0.5 and 0.95 in steps of 0.05 (Fig. 2
show the results). As the threshold requirement increases, precision and sensitivity
values decrease because we demand more similarity between the prediction and the
original.
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Table 3 Best training results by backbone
Epochs Backbone LR Opt M WD Step Gamma B

Epoch
S (%) P (%)

20 ResNet50-
FPN

0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 19 47.42 54.93

10 ResNet50-
FPN

0.002 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 10 47.12 44.97

10 ResNet50-
FPN

0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 10 46.47 43.19

10 ResNet50-
FPN

0.001 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 10 45.02 47.96

20 ResNet50-
FPN

0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.1 10 0.5 11 42.84 47.96

20 ResNet50-
FPN

0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 19 47.42 54.93

25 ResNet18-
FPN

0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.1 – – 15 41.55 40.82

25 VGG11 0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 25 19.81 26.60

25 MobileNetv2 0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.5 – – 14 13.58 8.88

25 AlexNet 0.0005 SGD 0.9 0.0005 – – 25 8.82 24.55

(S) correspond to the sensitivity and (P) to the precision

Training: We applied several training sessions, varying the parameters: epochs: 5 to
30; backbone: ResNet50-FPN, ResNet18-FPN, MobileNetv2, AlexNet y VGG11;
learning rate: 0.0005 to 0.002; optimizer: SGD and Adam; momemtum: 0.9 or No;
weight decay: 0 to 0.5; and learning rate decay: Step: 3, 10 or No; and Gamma:
0.1, 0.5 or No. Table3 shows the best results and the best results by backbones,
respectively,with an IoU,NMS, andOutput Score of 0.5. The bestmodel corresponds
to ResNet50-FPN, with a learning rate of 0.0005, SGD optimizer with momentum
0.9, and weight decay of 0.0005. Using ResNet50-FPN, we obtained a performance
of ≈1.5 img/sec.

Finding Analysis: From the radiologist’s perspective, we want to be able to identify
whether a pathological sign, in this case, nodules or ground-glass, is present in the
image and define its respective position. When radiologists make their diagnosis,
they usually locate the patterns based on quadrants: upper, middle, or lower, further
subdivided into the left or right lung. Therefore, regardless of the IoU threshold’s
value, we always ensure that the predicted pattern and the real one are in the same
position, due to the IoU algorithm’s behavior. So in the following tests, we compared
the results of the model with an IoU threshold of 0.5 versus 0.05. On the other hand,
we also compared three models: first training, best model, and last training (state
of the model in its last epoch). Analyzing all data with one model, we obtained a
performance of≈3 img/sec. The best average sensitivity results obtained correspond
to the best model (see Table4) for an IoU threshold of 0.05. Note that sensitivity
percentages higher than 90% are obtained for the groud-glass pattern, while for
nodule it is between 35 and 40% approximately in the test set.
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Table 4 Finding analysis
Ground-Glass Nodule

Dataset Model IoU Threshold Precision Sensitivity Precision Sensitivity

Validation First training 0.05 65.13 70.07 56.78 34.21

0.5 36.42 39.18 39.13 23.57

Best model 0.05 58.49 81.89 64.27 51.08

0.5 32.43 45.41 51.07 40.52

Last training 0.05 64.91 75.66 72.08 48.17

0.5 39.01 45.47 51.95 34.71

Test First training 0.05 76.70 79.22 67.80 33.52

0.5 49.17 50.78 57.63 28.41

Best model 0.05 69.36 92.66 58.92 40.34

0.5 44.33 59.22 52.70 35.86

Last training 0.05 74.83 86.41 65.10 35.31

0.5 55.75 64.38 58.33 31.64

Table 5 Images analysis
Ground-glass Nodule

Dataset Model IoU
Threshold

P S E P S E

Validation First training 0.05 92.86 68.31 95.90 88.75 33.65 96.52

0.5 86.99 35.14 95.90 84.48 23.22 96.52

Best model 0.05 88.05 82.27 90.87 83.38 49.92 91.49

0.5 78.41 40.56 90.87 79.81 39.34 91.49

Las training 0.05 89.57 76.19 92.87 85.47 47.39 93.24

0.5 82.86 42.86 92.87 80.83 33.97 93.24

Test First training 0.05 89.45 69.74 93.64 89.00 28.16 97.10

0.5 80.62 34.21 93.64 86.75 22.78 97.10

Best model 0.05 88.16 88.16 90.32 77.62 35.13 91.30

0.5 78.95 44.41 90.32 75.57 31.33 91.30

Last training 0.05 88.72 77.63 92.19 82.76 30.38 94.65

0.5 82.95 48.03 92.19 80.95 26.90 94.65

(S) correspond to sensitivity, (P) to precision, and (E) to spEcificity

Image Analysis: When we analyze the image labeling, it was necessary to modify
the criteria to calculate the metrics. Therefore, we define the following: true positive
(TP): at least 70% of the patterns present in the imagemust be detected; false positive
(FP): detection in a negative image; false negative (FN): if the model does not detect
any pattern in a positive image, or 70% of the findings present are not detected; and
true negative (TN): no detection in negative images.

As shown in Table5, good results are presented in the sensitivity values for images
with ground-glass detection, reaching again percentages higher than 80%. We got
better results using an IoU threshold of 0.05 for image with ground-glass presence.
While there are no significant variations between the sensitivity of nodules with a
threshold of 0.05 and 0.5.
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Fig. 3 LNDb: from the top to the bottom the best model—last training—first training (output score:
0.25)

Nodules: Detection of the selected image (Fig. 3) was performed correctly with the
best model and the last training, with a TP and FP, while the first training did not
detect anything. However, for an Output Score of 0.25, even the first training can
correctly detect the image that it could not before.

Ground-Glass: On the other hand, it can be seen how the model has the ability to
detect ground-glass with no difficulty. Two images were selected at random from the
test dataset; both have the same detection for all test models, with slight differences
between them. In particular, the image showshow themodel detects patterns correctly
(Fig. 4).

8 Conclusions

Generally, the final result in the specialist’s report does not show the exact location of
the finding, but a more generalized one. According to this, it is possible to make the
evaluation criteria more flexible and support the experts. In this research, the model
performance varies by modifying the analysis criteria: Output Score, NMS Thresh-
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Fig. 4 MosMedData: from the top to the bottom the best model—last training—first training

old, and IoU Threshold. The sensitivity value for ground-glass detection (81.89%
for validation and 92.66% for test in the analysis of findings; and 82.27% for vali-
dation and 82.16% for test in the analysis of the images) was better than for nodule
detection (51.08% for validation and 40.34% for test in the analysis of the findings;
and 49.92% for validation and 35.13% for test in the analysis of the images). Speci-
ficity values do not vary between an IoU Threshold of 0.5 and 0.05, obtaining results
around 90–98% in all cases. This indicates that the network identifies which images
are positive and negative. This aspect is of great relevance since it shows that the low
sensitivity values are due to problems of the patterns localization.

Decreasing the minimum Output Score, the architecture does indeed perform
detection adequately, but it decreases its ability to discriminate with a high degree of
certainty among different patterns. On the other hand, low sensitivity values achieved
for lung nodules were due to the low number of nodules that may be present in the
same image. An image with nodules usually has at most three findings for the dataset
used; therefore, even if the network detects 2 out of 3, it will not be marked as true
positive as it only detected 66.67% of the findings present, since the model require
70%.
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9 Future Work

Further studies are necessary to increase the amount of data used for this type ofwork,
because it adds robustness and security to it, allowing to obtain a more generalized
detection algorithm. An interesting improvement is the use of tomographic studies
of the region. By working in collaboration with the medical staff, it is possible to
increase the number of studies and patterns related to the region’s local populations.
Also, it could compare other models based on mask R-CNN or with segmentation
(U-Net), or even use detection models without segmentation (RetinaNet), adding a
layer for this task.

A deeper analysis of the effects of the evaluation criteria can be carried out.
As could be observed, by decreasing the requirements of these parameters, better
results can be obtained, but it should be validated whether the expectations of the
medical team are met. Considering that the specialist only desires the location of the
pattern according to its quadrant, a suggestion may be to discard the IoU threshold.
Following the medical criteria, the IoU overlapping is not necessary; therefore, a
different evaluation criterion can be designed that only ensures that both the predicted
pattern and the original pattern are in the same area of the image. Also, it is possible
to lower the scoring requirement only for nodules, then try their performance with
this criterion; it is even possible to evaluate the effect of decreasing this parameter
for both patterns.
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Efficient Support Vector Machine
Toward Medical Data Processing

Guang Shi, Zheng Chen, and Renyuan Zhang

Abstract This work explores the efficient and practical scheme of medical data
analysis through machine learning algorithms. The support vector machine (SVM)
mechanism is specifically employed for building an artificial intelligence (AI) assis-
tant diagnosis systems. Considering the practical demands on clinical diagnosis, the
plain SVM algorithm is hardly used since the poor number of classes (typically, two
classes) and explosion of samples. Therefore, a sample domain description tech-
nology is developed to realize a one-class SVM for flexibly expending the number
of classes. Furthermore, a constantly online learning strategy is proposed to imple-
ment high-performance classification/diagnosis with greatly reduced database. For
proof-of-concept, several medical databases are employed for diagnosis test. From
the test results, the diagnosis correct rate is improved with compact database; and
the scale of database is reduced while the similar correct rate is achieved by plain
SVM algorithm. Maintaining the best accuracy, the proposed online learning SVM
reduces the numbers of active samples (support vectors) to 23.4%, 54.6%, 70.9% of
the plain for diagnosing the breast cancer, diabetes, and liver disorders, respectively,
where the best accuracy is superior or similar to state-of-the-arts.

Keywords SVM · Online learning · Data domain description · Medical data

1 Introduction

The artificial intelligence (AI) has been reaching the boom and applied in various
fields in past decades [1, 8]. As one of most important aspects of AI, the machine
learning technology is considered as the powerful tool to analyze big data and assist
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Fig. 1 a The medical cases are presented by the feature vectors with medical index and analyzed
by information technologies; and b an AI diagnosis assistant system is expected through machine
learning such as SVM

human to solve complex problems in real-world. For instance, many remarkable
works have been reported to apply machine learning technologies in the medical
science such as disease diagnosis systems [3, 5, 18]. Sincemost of diagnosis systems
are built through data classification or so-called pattern recognition networks, this
work focuses on an advanced classification algorithm support vector machine (SVM)
[6, 10] in particular. From some laboratory works in medical science, SVM performs
very high correct rate in categorizing medical cases which is described by the high-
dimensional feature vectors [15, 17, 20]. Employing a sufficiently large database
of disease cases with correct labels, SVM classifiers are built by training process.
Then, the well-trained classifier accepts new cases of which the category labels are
unknown (“ill” or “healthy” for instances). The classifier, known as diagnosis system,
gives the predicted labels instead of clinical doctors’ judge for many diseases such
as cancers [19], diabetes [16], and liver disorders [7].

From the machine learning point of view, the accurate classification is not
extremely challenging if the medical data is well offered. However, the reality is
that no any clinical doctor makes critical judgment through AI instead of his/her
expertise knowledge. Namely, what we really need is not a diagnosis system but a
diagnosis assistant system. In this exploration, an SVM diagnosis assistant system
is proposed for disease status categorization as illustrated in Fig. 1. The principle of
proposed SVM assistant system is offering the active samples or key cases (known
as support vectors) to the clinical doctors instead of the straightforward machine
diagnosis results. Namely, the number of support vectors is expected to be reduced
with reasonably high accuracy.

In this paper, two strategies are proposed to achieve high-quality SVM classifi-
cations with reduced samples for two different types of application fields. To realize
the multiclass SVM classification, the data domain description (DDD) algorithm
on the basis of SVM is developed instead of conventional binary tree or “one-v.
s. -others” strategies [2, 11, 14]. A toy example with six classes (see the “glass”
dataset of UCI database [9]) is validated by the proposed SVM-DDD. The number
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Fig. 2 Medical data is classified by SVM along with an example of breast cancer dataset

of support vectors (SVs) is reduced to 8% with even higher accuracy compared to
conventional multiclass SVM powered by LIBSVM [4]. In the medical applications
with dynamical and unpredictable database, a constantly online learning SVM is
also proposed to achieve high accuracy and fewer active samples. The essence of
this online scheme is to evaluate the significance of all the survivals (seen as SVs);
and remove one insignificant SV for recruiting a new one online. Compared to the
conventional incremental online SVM [12, 13], the constantly online scheme helps
to keep the small size of SV pool. The breast cancer, diabetes, and liver disorders
dataset from UCI database [9] are introduced for validation.With the superior or
similar accuracy of state-of-the-art works, the number of SVs are reduced to 23.4%,
54.6%, 70.9% of plain SVM, respectively.

2 SVM for Medical Classification: Principle and Example

Similarly to many reported works, the SVM algorithm [6, 10] can be applied to
classify a highly dimensional vectorXs with the form ofX = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). When
this vector represents the feature of a medical case, the classification label can be
considered as an AI diagnosis result. The process to obtain a suitable math-model
for the classification is called “SVM training process,” which is out of this thesis
summary. The principle of SVM training and classification is shown in Fig. 2 along
with an example of breast cancer database [9]. In this example, the 689 cases of real
breast cancer features are introducedwith ten dimensions, and labeled by “2” as begin
and “4” as malignant. The conventional SVM algorithm with Gaussian kernels is
employed to pursue the prediction model from the database. The prediction function
is given by:

f (X) = sign[
N∑

i=1

αi yi K (X,Xi ) + b], (1)
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Fig. 3 Conventional SVM is applied for breast cancer diagnosis. When number support vectors is
reduced, accuracy is going poor

where the Xi is the support vectors, which are selected from the database through
SVM training:

αi ← 1 − yi (
∑

j (�=i)

α j y j K (Xi ,X j ) + b). (2)

The conventional SVM is applied to diagnose the breast cancer (see Fig. 3). When
the number of support vectors (SVs) is close to entire database, the accuracy is perfect;
however, when the number of SVs is smaller, the accuracy is going very poor. As
mentioned above, the goal of AI diagnosis assistant system is not AI diagnosing but
offering SVs (known as important reference cases) to doctors. A large number of SVs
is impossible for doctors to review on site for any specific patient. Thus, conventional
SVM can not be directly applied in clinic even though many works claimed that very
high accuracy can be achieved by a huge database and complex math-model.

From the previous experiments, two critical issues are found in the medical data
analysis by SVM:

1. Conventional SVMsare typically developed for two-class classification.However,
the clinical diagnosis tasks always require more than two classes (sometimes even
single class);

2. the number of SVs are expected to be greatly reduced. The classification accuracy
is expected to keep in high level on the other hand.

Addressing these two issues, a data domaindescription technology@@@[address-
ing issue (1)] and decremental online learning strategy [(addressing issue (2)] are
proposed as follows.
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Fig. 4 Principle of proposed data domain description through SVM

3 Data Domain Description Through SVM

Many strategies for building multiclass SVM have been developed so far. However,
in medical science (more typically, diagnosis), the number of classes is flexible even
unpredictable. Thus, we are seeking a method to describe the data domain for one
single class of dataset; then, the flexible-class classification will be easily realized
by assembling necessary data domain description (DDD). In this work, we prefer to
apply SVM-based theory for this purpose.

We try to find a sphere with minimum volume R as shown in Fig. 4, containing
all (or most of) the data objects, which is defined by:

F(R, a, ξi ) = R2 + C
∑

i

ξi , (3)

where a is the center of this sphere; ξi is a slack variable for error tolerance; and
parameter C gives the trade-off between simplicity (or volume of the sphere) and
the number of errors (number of target objects rejected). This function has to be
minimized under the constraints:

(Xi − a)T(Xi − a) ≤ R2 + ξi . (4)

The accept/reject condition of objectZ can be given by ( where “accept” indicates
the model correctly approve a specific test sample into its data domain; and “reject”
indicates a specific sample is correctly rejected):

∑

i

αi K (Z,Xi ) ≥
∑

i

αi K (Xs,Xi ), (5)

where K is the Gaussian kernel function. By applying the SVM theory, the task
becomes the following quadratic programming (QP) problem:
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Table 1 A real-world dataset (“glass” from UCI database) with six classes is introduced for testing

DDD LIBSVM [4]

gamma SVs Accept (%) Reject (%) SVs Correct (%)

2 14 82.76 100 175 79.9

1 11 86.21 98.38 174 77.6

0.5 8 82.70 82.76 184 75.23

0.2 7 86.21 78.38 193 67.76

0.05 7 89.66 79.43 206 58.41

min L = 1 −
∑

i

α2
i − αiα j K (Xi ,X j ), (6)

under the constraints:
∑

i αi = 1, and 0 ≤ αi ≤ C . In order to solve this QP problem,
another Lagrangian function is constructed with multiplier λ:

L = L + λ(
∑

i αi − 1)
= 1 − ∑

i α
2
i − ∑

i �= j αiα j K (Xi ,X j ) + λ(
∑

i αi − 1) . (7)

We propose the training process as:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

αi ← max(0,min( 12 (λ − ∑
j �=i

α j Ki j ),C))

λ ← max(0, 1
N (1 + ∑

i

∑
j

α j K (Xi ,X j )))
. (8)

For proof-of-concept, a dataset with six classes (glass dataset from UCI database)
are introduced for testing. In this experiment, we select the class labeled “7” as
domain describe target. The multiclass SVM by LIBSVM [4] is also implemented
for comparison. The results are shown in Table1. In our proposal, the domain feature
is flexible by changing the parameter “gamma.” From this example, it is found the
average correct rate of our proposal could be higher than conventional SVM with
greatly reduced number of SVs.

4 Online Learning SVM for Diagnosis Assistant System

In the real-world application of SVMs, the number of learning samples is usually very
large and unpredictable. As a result, large database or traditional online incremen-
tally learning strategies can be hardly implemented in the clinical diagnosis assistant
systems. Fortunately, in SVM theory, some of the learning samples (non-support vec-
tors) are ineffective, which can be removed from sample space. A “doctor-friendly”
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Fig. 5 Principle of proposed online learning SVM strategy

online learning strategy with constant number of learning samples is proposed in
this work. In order to reduce the loss of accuracy, the effectiveness of each sample is
evaluated, and only the most ineffective sample is replaced by an online pattern. In
this manner, the learning sample space can be expanded within compact SV space
(see Fig. 5). The process of this online learning strategy is shown as follows:

1. Initial SVM learning according to a small set of samples;
2. Classifying the new-received online pattern;
3. Evaluating the effectiveness of previous samples and replacing themost inefficient

one by new-received pattern;
4. SVM learning according to the updated samples;
5. Receiving new online pattern and repeating 2, 3, and 4.
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Fig. 6 Online learning SVM results for three examples: breast cancer, diabetes, and liver disorder
database

After sufficient online learning operations, all the inefficient samples are replaced
by significant online patterns. Then, the small scale of SVs are offered to the doctor
for reviewing and referencing. This SV space is dynamically updated along with the
career of specific doctors.

From the results of Fig. 6, it is obviously found the proposed constantly online
SVM achieves higher correct rate when the same (reduced) scale of database is
applied by conventional SVM. Namely, the minimum necessary number of SVs is
reducedwith the sameconsideration of correct rate.Makingbreast cancer as example:
the proposed online SVM achieves perfect correct rate when the number of SVs is
89; for the same correct rate, the conventional SVM needs at least 382 SVs. Other
experiments reflect similar property of the proposed online learning process. On the
other hand, it is possible to simply reduce the SVs (by tuning the parameter of kernel
functions, for example, but out of the scope here) with plain SVMs. However, this
reduction leads the great loss of accuracy as shown in Fig. 6.

A general comparison among several types of SVM-based diagnosis is seen in
Table2. Three examples of breast cancer, diabetes, and liver disorder are validated.

Table 2 Comparisons among various SVM-based diagnosis for breast cancer, diabetes, and liver
disorder

[19] [16] [7] This work

Breast cancer Algo. Ensemble
SVM

– – Plain SVM Online

# of samples 273 – – 683 683

# of SVs N/A – – 382 / 89 89

Acc. 95.43% – – 100%/93.8% 100%

Diabetes Algo. – Plain SVM – Plain SVM online

# of samples – 400 – 768 768

# of SVs – N/A – 635/347 347

Acc. – 95.36% – 100%/82.6% 99.3%

Liver disorder Algo. – – CSA-SVM Plain SVM Online

# of samples – – 583 145 145

# of SVs – – N/A 110/78 78

Acc. – – 99.49% 97.3%/89.6% 97.3%
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Since tasks are not extremely challenging in the sense of machine learning, our
plain SVMclassifier achieves quite similar accuracy to other SVM-based algorithms.
Using the proposed constantly online learning scheme, the accuracy is maintained
when the number of SVs is reasonably reduced, which is obviously better than the
plain SVM by simply reducing the SVs to the same amount.

5 Conclusion

This paper investigates how to efficiently use the database through machine learning
for medical data analysis. An AI diagnosis assistant system is proposed employing
support vector machine. Several real-world medical databases are introduced by
conventional SVM classification tests. In order to extend the number of classes and
reduce the number of SVs, the data domain description algorithm and a constantly
online learning strategy are developed and verified by the databases of breast cancer,
diabetes, and liver disorder. From the experiments, the proposed methods are helpful
to flexibly increase classes and reduce SVs with high correct rate. This diagnosis
assistant system offers clinic doctor a reasonable number of SVs (known as important
cases for reviewing and referencing) instead of a simple machine diagnosis result.
Therefore, it is practical in clinical exercises.
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Geometric and Physical Building
Representation and Occupant’s
Movement Models for Fire Building
Evacuation Simulation

Joaquim Neto , A. J. Morais , Ramiro Gonçalves ,
and António Leça Coelho

Abstract Building evacuation simulation allows for a better assessment of fire safety
conditions in existing buildings, which is why it is of interest to develop an easy-
to-use Web platform that helps fire safety technicians in this assessment. To achieve
this goal, the geometric and physical representation of the building and installed
fire safety devices are necessary, as well as the modelling of occupant movement.
Although these are widely studied areas, in this paper, we present two new model
approaches, either for the physical and geometric representation of a building or for
the occupant’s movement simulation, during a building evacuation process. To test
both models, we develop a multi-agent Web simulator platform. The tests carried out
show the suitability of the model approaches herein presented.

Keywords Building evacuation · Cellular automata · Modelling occupants
movement · Building representation model · Multi-agent systems

1 Introduction

The research in the fire building evacuation domain has seen significant develop-
ments in the last few decades, particularly concerning the occupants’ movement’s
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modelling and simulation. The researcher’s main objectives are to understand the
occupants’ behaviour to improve buildings’ design and construction, making them
more effective in evacuating their occupants to a safe place. In addition, analysing
fire safety conditions in buildings can help technicians define the design solutions,
considering the various factors impacting fire safety. However, for this analysis to be
sufficiently reliable, it is necessary to model buildings with appreciable rigour from
a geometric and physical perspective and model the occupant’s movement while
leaving the building.

The present research work’s motivation falls within the scope of our ongoing PhD
thesis, which proposes a multi-agent recommender system for real-time guiding the
occupants to a safe place [1]. The research in the area of fire buildings evacua-
tion has seen significant developments in recent decades, particularly concerning
the modelling and simulating of the occupant’s movement. However, the modelling
component related to people’s behaviour under a fire emergency has not kept up with
this development. Modelling the occupant’s behaviour is complex and challenging
due to contextual, personal and cultural factors that vary from country to country and
are difficult to know andmodel. Even some new approaches that have been used, such
as the case of serious games [2], to create sufficiently immersive environments for the
potential “players”, have not had the desired results yet. Thus, it is difficult to model
the occupant’s behaviour accurately in an emergency, becoming even more complex
in later stages of fire development. In our doctoral work, we propose a paradigm
shift. Instead of focusing on the occupant’s behaviour, we focus on conditioning that
behaviour, transmitting real-time information about the most appropriate evacuation
route to the occupants. This approach makes people’s behaviour more predictable,
reducing the uncertainty that their behaviour introduces during the building evacu-
ation and, thus, reducing the evacuation time, increasing the safety of buildings. In
their paper, [3] present a model for analysing fire safety conditions in buildings, that
besides the geometric representation of a building, also considers all the impacting
factors in fire safety by integrating different simulation models, namely: fire spread;
building evacuation; the response of passive and active resources and firefighters
intervention.

This paper aims to present a new model for building’s physical and geometric
representation and a new building evacuation model regarding the occupants’
movement simulation.

Section 2 introduces the problem statement and the related work; Sect. 3 presents
the building representation and the occupant’s movement models; Sect. 4 presents
the experimental scenarios and the results. Then, Sect. 5 discusses the result. Finally,
in Sect. 6, we write the research work conclusions.

2 Related Work

Analysing 22 evacuationmodels, [4] consider three different approachmodels to deal
with the occupant’s problem in evacuating a building. First, optimisationmodels treat
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the occupants as a whole without taking individual behaviour into account. Second,
simulation models intend to represent the behaviour and movement of the occupant
while evacuating. Finally, risk assessment models seek to identify hazards and the
risk of an evacuation resulting from a fire or other incident type.

The literature reviewdeveloped byHamacher andTjandra [5] analysesmodels and
algorithms applicable to the building evacuation problem. The authors distinguish
between microscopic and macroscopic evacuation models. Microscopic models are
based on simulation and can model the occupants’ characteristics and interactions
that influence their movement. Macroscopic models do not consider individual
behaviours during evacuation and use optimisation algorithms.

Besides macroscopic versus microscopic classification, models can also be clas-
sified as discrete, as is the case with the cellular automata model, or continuous as the
model based on fluid-dynamic, or a combination of both [6]. The same authors also
classify the models accordingly to the interaction between people: based on rules,
in which people make decisions according to their situation at the moment, their
neighbourhood and their goals; or force-based models, which treat interactions at
the level of motion equations, similar to classical mechanics. Finally, [6] considers
that the pedestrian dynamics movement can be: stochastic, based on probabilistic
functions that control the behaviour, so that pedestrians can react differently to iden-
tical situations, or deterministic, in which the past determines future behaviour. Also
dividing the models into macroscopic and microscopic, [7] presents a survey on
models, algorithms, applications and implementations in the area of building evacu-
ation.The author highlights the advantages anddisadvantages of the analysedmodels,
referring to the difficulty of establishing consensus in comparing their performances.

In their literature reviews, [8, 9] emphasise the importance of understanding
human behaviour in the design and construction of buildings, considering that the
occupants’ behaviour interactswith the surroundings and, in particular, with the secu-
rity measures implemented. The authors highlight the importance of identifying the
behavioural factors that influence the building’s evacuation process, the knowledge
of the purpose of the building and the occupants’ knowledge of it.

3 Building Representation and Occupant’s Movement
Models

In this section, we describe in detail a new model for the physical and geometric
representation of a building and a new model for simulating the movement of occu-
pants during a building evacuation process. The building representation approach
allows to easily model all the geometric and physical characteristics of the building
and other devices that support and assist occupants in an evacuation process in a fire.
Based on that model, we also developed a new model to simulate the movement of
occupants.
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3.1 Building Representation Model

The building representation model is supported on a matrix where the cells result
from the decomposition of the building floor plans. These cells are in the form of
quadrilaterals of dimensions defined by theWeb platformuser. The right side of Fig. 1
shows the floor plan’s decomposition of the left side figure and considers 14 cells for
the floor’s geometric representation. We follow the notation cij to refer to a specific
cell of line i and column j.

As referred by Leça Coelho andNeto [10], besides the building’s geometric repre-
sentation, the platform allows defining the materials used in the building’s construc-
tion and fire safety devices, such as fire detector sensors and emergency guiding
signage. It is also possible to define other parameters, such as the floor’s height, the
type of activity developed in the building, which influences fire development (slow,
moderate, fast and ultra-fast fire) and ventilation conditions. The model also allows
the identification of windows, doorways with or without doors. Concerning doors
characterisation, besides their size, it is also possible to define their fire resistance
time, which indirectly reflects the type of material they are made.

The characterisation of each side of the elementary cells gives a geometric shape
to the building. For each side of a cell, it is possible to define one of the following
three types: fictitious side, which means that there is no wall and therefore it is
traversable by the occupant; real interior side, to represent the interior walls, and real
exterior side, to represent the exterior walls of the building. In addition, the windows
and doorways are associated with the sides of the cells. Figure 2 exemplifies the
characterisation of a cell using c22 and c23.

After transforming each space into a set of elementary cells, the next step that needs
to be taken tomodel the occupants’movement is to determine the paths they can use to
exit the building. To achieve this,wewill transform the cells’ representation presented
in Fig. 1 into a node network, to which the graph theory can be applied.(Fig. 2)

When transforming the floor plan into a node network, each cell and doorway are
represented by its geometric centre, as shown on the left side of Fig. 3 The graph
nodes correspond to the free cells inside the building. The outer cells of the building,
adjacent to exit doorways, are also transformed into nodes, as they are the safe cells

Fig. 1 Floor plan (left). Floor plan decomposed into elementary cells (right)
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Fig. 2 Elementary cell sides characterisation

Fig. 3 Transforming a floor plan into a node network

that the occupants seek in their process of evacuating the building, as is the case of
cell m21.

The graph’s edges result from the connection between adjacent nodes and repre-
sent the occupants’ paths to exit the building. The distance between the nodes is the
weight of each edge, as shown on the right side of Fig. 3. Finding the shortest path
between any two nodes is possible with that weighted graph, as is the case with the
problem we are addressing in the present work.

3.2 Modelling Occupant’s Movement

As already mentioned, the occupants move along the building’s traversable cells and
doorways, represented by the graph’s nodes and edges. Our occupants’ movement
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Fig. 4 Occupant’s
movement possibilities
(Moore’s neighbour)

model follows the cellular automata (CA) paradigm. In a more traditional CAmodel,
each cell has the appropriate size to accommodate a single occupant, typically 40 cm
× 40 cm, and the adjacent cells are a step away. Thus, an occupant on a node can
pursue their way by moving to an adjacent node, as shown in Fig. 4.

The graph’s nodes represent the elementary cells and the doorways in our building
representation model. However, we do not need to decompose de building in 40 cm
× 40 cm elementary cells, which allows a building to be represented by a signifi-
cantly lower dimension graph, leading to computational advantages. So, instead of
one occupant per node, as on a traditional CA model, the number of occupants is
proportional to the cell area that corresponds to that node. As the graph’s nodes posi-
tions are the coordinates of the cells and doorways’ geometric centres, the occupant’s
distance to travel to the adjacent node is variable. It depends on the area of the cells
and their position within it. Thus, the occupant’s movement cannot be made from
one node of the graph to the adjacent one as if it were a step away, and we have to
model that movement between nodes.

A Two-Level CA Approach Model for Occupant’s Movement Simulation
In order to explore the advantages provided by the model of representation of the
building presented here, we created a newmodel for the occupant’s movement simu-
lation that considers a two-level CA approach consisting of two phases: macroscopic
level phase andmicroscopic level phase. The occupant’s movement between any two
nodes is what we call macroscopic level movement, where the various occupants on
a node may be seen as moving as a whole to the next node. However, we pretend to
simulate each occupant’s movement at a microscopic level, so we must consider that
the occupants move over the graph’s edges. Thus, the occupants’ movement at the
microscopic level refers to the occupants’ movement on the graph nodes and edges
or through the cells and doorways shown in Fig. 3.
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Macroscopic level movement

The occupants move according to a strategy that considers the following two main
aspects: (i) their familiarity with the building; (ii) the existence of emergency signs,
as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 5.

Knowing the space, the occupant continues his way to the exit, following the
shortest path. Therefore, we can use graph theory and adopt one of the algorithms
commonly used to solve the problem of determining the shortest path, such as the
Floyd–Warshall algorithm that we use in our experiments. Not knowing the space,
the occupant adopts one of two strategies: (i) follows the emergency signs installed
in the building; (ii) in the absence of signage, which is usual in residential buildings,

Fig. 5 Occupant’s strategy to exit the building
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Fig. 6 Each cell is virtually divided into a grid to accommodate the occupant’s movement

the occupant continues on his way, moving at each moment to the nearest doorway
in his field of vision.

Based on the chosen strategy, an occupant positioned on a node of the graphmoves
to an adjacent node, according to a CA model. So, at phase one of our model, the
occupant knows the next node to pursue in his strategy, establishing their movement
direction. However, because the distance between nodes is more than a single step,
the occupantsmove to their destination, according to themicroscopic levelmovement
phase model.

Microscopic level movement

Each elementary cell is virtually divided into a grid for modelling the occupant’s
movement at the microscopic level, as shown in Fig. 6. Each grid consists of L * C
squares of 40 * 40 cm2, where: L = lv

0.4 e C = lh
0.4 .

An occupant positioned at a square Pij moves to an adjacent Moore neighbour
square until he reaches a square P ′

i j , leading him to the adjacent cell chosen at the
macroscopic phase. Figure 7 defines which grid positions lead the occupant to move
to the next adjacent cell.

Let G be a grid with lh × lv squares, and let Pij be the notation for each grid
square, where 0 ≤ i < lv and 0 ≤ j < lh, and considering that, each square Pij can
be empty or occupied. At this phase of the movement process, the occupantO knows
the adjacent node Nij to pursue its way to exit the building. In Fig. 8,UL refers to the
movement to the upper-left neighbour node. In Fig. 9, VU refers to the movement to
the upper side neighbour node.
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Fig. 7 Grid limit positions: when an occupant is moving to an adjacent diagonal node (left image);
when an occupant is moving to an adjacent horizontal or vertical node (right image)

Fig. 8 Occupant’s movement to the upper-left adjacent node: graphic representation and pseu-
docode

Fig. 9 Occupant’s movement to the upper vertical node: graphic representation and pseudocode
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Fig. 10 Evacuation route patterns: if the occupants are familiar with the building (left); the
occupants do not follow the guiding signage (middle); the occupants follow guiding signage (right)

4 Evaluating the Models: Simulator, Experiments
and Results

To evaluate the models, we develop a Web simulator platform that allows charac-
terising and representing a building by its floors according to the model previously
described. One of the platform subsystems is a Web application for the building’s
physical and geometric representation, which allows the representation of the floors
and all elements influencing the building’s evacuation.Theother subsystem is amulti-
agent system for simulating the building evacuation, implementing the occupant’s
movement model herein presented. First, we represent the 2000 m2 of the LNEC
Congress Centre using the representation model presented in this paper. Second, we
considered a hypothetical congress with 350 people in the space for the occupant’s
movement model testing. Then, we perform simulations for each of the following
scenarios: (i) All occupants are familiar with the congress area and know how to
exit the building safely; (ii) none of the occupants is familiar with the congress
space, but with no emergency signalling, they will continue their way towards the
exit, choosing at each moment to the nearest doorway; (iii) none of the occupants is
familiar with the congress area, but they follow the emergency signage. Figure 10
shows the occupant’s evacuation route pattern for the three scenarios under study
and evaluation.

5 Discussion

The tests enabled the validation of the building representation and occupant’s move-
ment models. The proposed solution ensures the geometric and physical building
representation, allowing its complete characterisation in terms of what is needed for
analysing the fire conditions in a building, like the installed fire detectors, sensors, and
emergency signs. The representation is done graphically for human visualisation and
perception. It also provides all necessary data to be used by the multi-agent simulator
system, which uses a graph representing the building. Agents represent fire detec-
tion devices, sensors, and emergency signs. Concerning the occupants’ movement
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modelling, the two-level CA model herein proposed performs adequately, allowing
to simulate the occupant’s movement in their way to exit the building.

The experimental scenarios aim to simulate and evaluate our two-level CAmove-
ment model for each occupant’s movement strategies presented in Fig. 5. If the
occupants are familiar with the building, they follow the shortest route to the exit.
On the other side, if they are unfamiliar with the building, two strategies are tested:
the occupants pursue their way towards the nearest visible doorway or follow the
building emergency guiding signage. Figure 10 presents the route evacuation patterns
the occupants take on their way to leave the building. A similar behaviour pattern is
observable between scenarios (ii) (none of the occupants knows the building) and (iii)
(the occupants follow the guiding signage). The difference is that without guiding
signage (Fig. 10), and accordingly with the adopted strategy, the occupants “choose”
to follow his way walking to the visible exit doors (E2, E3 or E4), even if they are
closer to the exit door E1, they do not “see”.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The simulation tests demonstrate the platform’s viability for the geometric and phys-
ical building representation and the occupant’s movement modelling. The main
contributions of this paper refer to the novelty of the approaches regarding building
representation and the new two-levelCAapproachmodels. Themodel building repre-
sentation allows the building’s geometric and physical representation and fire safety
devices. Furthermore, it allows the representation of a building by a much lesser
dimension graph, which directly impacts computing processing time. On the other
hand, the new two-level CA approach model for occupant’s movement simulation
proposed here benefits from the advantages offered by the model building represen-
tation, allowing for more fastest and reliable simulations. We plan to provide tools
to integrate geometric data from CAD applications and fire model propagation in
future work. We also plan to integrate the multi-agent recommender system to guide
the occupants to a safe place [1] to test and evaluate the above-referred paradigm
shift that we are studying on our ongoing Ph.D. thesis.
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Safety State Assessment of Network
Control System Based on Belief Rule
Base

Ying Han, Limin Xiao, Jie Luo, Jie Zeng, and Xin Su

Abstract The current network control system (NCS) cannot assess the system safety
state in a timely, comprehensive, and accuratemanner, which leads to serious security
problems inNCS.Directing at the defects of existing security state assessmentmodels
for the NCS, a method of safety state assessment of the NCS based on the belief rule
base (BRB) expert system is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the expert system of the
BRB is used to combine qualitative knowledge with quantitative monitoring data.
Then, the evidential reasoning (ER) algorithm is used for knowledge reasoning, and
the initial parameters of BRB model are optimized. Finally, taking the data of a gas
NCS as an example, the experimental results illustrate that the assessment accuracy
is higher than that of back propagation (BP) and support vector machines (SVM)
evaluation models.

Keywords Belief rule base · ER reasoning · Safety state assessment · Expert
system

1 Introduction

In recent years, the safety state assessment of the network control system (NCS) has
gradually become a research focus, and the safety state assessment of the NCS is
an important research method to obtain accurate safety status of the NCS. Effective
safety state assessment gives expression to the health situation of the system environ-
ment. It can detect system vulnerabilities and external malicious attacks in advance
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and provide a solid theoretical guarantee for the administrator to make decisions to
reduce business losses and ensure the stable operation of NCS.

1.1 The Safety State Assessment Methods

Safety state assessment is widely applied in safety monitoring of complex systems,
in which observation information is used to evaluate system safety state. At present,
there are two research methods of safety state assessment, one is the statistical
model-based safety state assessment method, and the other is the data-driven health
assessment method.

The statistical model-based safety state assessment methods. The statistical
model-based safety state assessment methods include various statistical models and
filters, such as the Kalman filters, the particle filters, and the key performance indi-
cator methods. These methods can be applied to analyze and evaluate in light of
network noise and characteristics. Whereas, the methods are difficult to establish
accurate and reasonable models for complex control systems.

The data-driven health assessmentmethods. The data-driven health assessment
methods include three sub-methods: the qualitative knowledge-based safety assess-
ment method, the quantitative information-based safety assessment method, and the
semi-quantitative (quantitative information and qualitative knowledge)-based safety
assessment method. The quantitative information-based safety assessment methods
include Petri net model and expert system. Thesemethodsmake predictions based on
knownqualitative knowledge. Considering that the control system is complicated and
contains a great deal of uncertain information, it is difficult to apply to a single qualita-
tive knowledge to construct an accurate evaluationmodel.Although a large number of
indicators used in the evaluation process can improve the accuracy of the evaluation,
it also increases the computational complexity, thereby affecting the computational
efficiency. The quantitative information-based health assessment methods include
support vector machines (SVM) model and artificial neural network model. These
methods train model parameters based on the quantitative data of the system. Due to
prior expert experience and limited training samples, it is inaccurate that the quantita-
tive information models obtain evaluation results only based on small-scale samples.
The semi-quantitative-based safety assessment methods include dynamic Bayesian
network models, hidden Markov models, and fuzzy neural network models. These
methods combine qualitative knowledge and quantitative methods. Firstly, the expert
experience is used to set initial parameters. Next, the initial parameters are optimized
according to the observed data. Finally, the small-scale samples are used to obtain
better evaluation results.

In summary, the evaluation model based on semi-quantitative information has
advantages in assessing the safety state of the NCS. Nevertheless, these methods
also have some disadvantages. Dynamic Bayesian networks and hidden Markov
models show superior performance only when dealing with uncertain information,
and they cannot solve uncertain and fuzzy information. The fuzzy neural network
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can resolve the uncertain and fuzzy information well, but it cannot work out the
probability uncertainty information. To assess the safety state of the control system
more accurately, an expert system based on the BRB is proposed to assess the safety
state of the NCS.

2 Related Work

The BRB is proposed according to D-S evidence reasoning, IF-THEN rule expert
system, and ER algorithm. It has a good modeling ability for nonlinear characteristic
data with fuzzy uncertainty or probabilistic uncertainty. BRB has now performed
outstandingly in fault diagnosis and prediction. Liu et al. [1] propose an alternative
ensemble learning method for BRB classification systems, and they confirm the
accurateness of the proposed approach on systematization problems. Hu et al. [2]
propose a distributed BRB model reasoning method, which improves the algorithm
efficiency by dividing the algorithm model into many BRB sub-models. To make
the prediction of network safety state better utilizing quantitative data and expert
knowledge, a predictive model known as cloud belief rule base (CBRB) model is
introduced [3]. The CBRB model describes the key point of belief rule by utilizing
the cloud model, which is clearer to describe expert knowledge. New optimization
models for training a BRB are proposed in Yang et al. [4]. The new model is for
locally training optimization problems. Zhou et al. [5] developed a BRB prediction
model and put it in using the fault diagnosis technology. Fu et al. [6] utilize the
decision tree classification method to analyze data rules and form related rules, and
then a new rule representation method based on reference interval is introduced,
which can construct rule base in light of the belief degree of related data. To improve
the accuracy of the safety model, a safety evaluation method [7] based on BRB with
attribute accuracy with combining belief rule accuracy is proposed. Therefore, it has
the potential to apply the BRB model to the safety state assessment of the NCS and
to confirm the model regarding a specific control system.

3 The Safety State Assessment Model of NCS

To assess the health status of the control system accurately, the BRB expert system
must be used first to fuse the health status of the important characteristic attributes in
the system. Then, combine the quantitative monitoring data and qualitative knowl-
edge in the control system. Finally, use the FMINCON function in MATLAB to
optimize the parameters of the expert system and evaluate the health status of the
control system accurately. The model intends to solve the problems of difficulty in
establishing the control system safety state assessment model, insufficient effective
data acquisition, and low accuracy of expert system evaluation.
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3.1 BRB-Based Model of Safety State Assessment

In the proposed BRB evaluation model, the regularization process is not simply
composed of a series of belief rules but introduces the premise of attribute weights
and rule weights. Meanwhile, the model has a good ability to deal with random and
fuzzy uncertain information. The description of the kth rule based on the BRBmodel
is calculated by

Rk : If x1 is Ak
1�x2 is Ak

2� . . . �xM is Ak
M

Then {(Q1, β1,k), (Q2, β2,k), . . . , (QN , βN ,k)}
With a rule weightθkand attribute weight δ1,k, δ2,k, . . . , δM,k (1)

Among them, Rk is the kth rule of the BRB assessment model.
Ak
i (i = 1, 2, . . . Mk) represents the reference value of the i th input premise attribute

in the kth rule; Dk represents the result set. The reference value of the safety
state of the control system is set to “high,” “medium,” and “low,” expressed as
Q = (Q1, Q2, Q3) = (G, S, P), where G means good health, S means sub-health,
and P means poor health. β j,k( j = 1, 2, . . . , N ) means the belief of the jth evalua-
tion result Q j in the kth rule relative to the output part, and N represents the sum
of the belief degree. θk(k = 1, 2, . . . , L) denotes the rule weight of the kth rule,
δ1,k(i = 1, 2, . . . , M) represents the weight of the ith premise attribute in the kth
rule, the initial values are assumed to be δ1,k = 1.

3.2 Inference of the Safety State Assessment Model

To obtain the overall safety state of multiple index attributes of the NCS, the ER
algorithm is introduced to integrate the safety factors of the NCS. The assessment
result of the safety state can be expressed as four steps.

(1) Solve and express the premise belief degree of the NCS.

The belief of the lth attribute xl relative to the reference value is calculated by

� l
j =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Cl(k+1)−x∗
l

Cl(k+1)−Clk
, j = k if Clk ≤ x∗

l ≤ Cl(k+1)
x∗
l −Clk

Cl(k+1)−Alk
, j = k + 1

0, j = 1, 2, . . . |xl |, j �= k, k + 1

(2)

where � l
j represents the matching degree of the jth rule at the time l. Clk is the

reference point of the lth network characteristic in the kth rule. x∗
l means the input of

the missing data compensation model. |xl | represents the number of rules composed
of feature data at the time l.
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Next, the matching degree between input network characteristics and the belief
rules is described as following

vi = vi

max
i=1,...,M

{vi } , 0 ≤ vi ≤ 1

�k =
M∏

i=1

(
� i

k

)vi (3, 4)

vi is the relative weight of the historical data at the time i .
�k is the matching degree of input characteristics to rule k.
M represents the number of input features in rule k.

(2) Calculate the activation weight of belief rules for control systems.

When the measured control system characteristic attributes are input as input
attributes, the activation weights of each input attribute to k rules are different, which
are calculated by

ψk = ϑk�k
∑L

l=1 ϑl�l

, k = 1, . . . LH (5)

where ψk means the activation weight of the kth belief rule, and ϑk is the weight of
the kth belief rule.

(3) Calculate the belief degree of output results for the control system.

The belief relative to the evaluation result Q j can be obtained by calculating the
belief ς f of the control system output and combining the LH rules of the control
system. Calculated by ER analytic algorithm, the calculation method is given by

ς f =
μ

[∏LH
k=1

(
ψkζ f,k + 1 − ψk

∑F
j=1 s j,k

)
− ∏LH

k=1 (1 − ψk
∑F

j=1 s j,k)
]

1 − ξ
[∏LH

k=1 (1 − ψk)
]

ξ =
⎡

⎣
F∑

f =1

∏LH

k=1

⎛

⎝ψkς f,k + 1 − ψk

F∑

j=1

ς j,k

⎞

⎠ − (F − 1)

×
LH∏

k=1

(1 − ψk

F∑

j−1

ς j,k)

⎤

⎦

−1

(6)

ς f means the ultimate belief degree for the f th safety state level.
LH is the number of belief rules in the health assessment model.
(4) The ultimate output of the BRB system is to combine all the rules in the BRB,

that is, to combine the safety state of the ith feature of the control system at time t .
The ultimate assessed state of health can then be described by
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y = H(t) =
F∑

f =1

u
(
Hf

)
ς f (7)

Through the above four steps, H(t) can be obtained by the final f th safety state
level Hf expected utility u

(
Hf

)
, which reflects the safety state of the control system.

3.3 Parameter Optimization Model of BRB

The expected utility y of the control system is calculated by (7), which reflects the
safety state of the NCS. To make the BRB output y as close to the observed value
as possible, it is essential to train the parameters of the input premise weight vi , the
output belief degree ς j,k , the rule weight ϑk , and the utility u

(
Hf

)
of the evaluation

result Hf (or Q j ) in the BRB. Since the training parameters are numerical, the
following optimization objectives can be calculated by

min
V

{ξ(V )}
s.t.equation(1) − (7)

where V = [
ϑK , vi , ς j,k, u

(
Hf

)]T
is a column vector consisted of the BRB system

parameters.

ξ(V ) = 1
T

T∑

m=1

(
ym − ym

∧)T
represents the mean square error objective function.

4 Case Analysis

The effectiveness and reliability of the proposed ER-BRB model are verified by
an example of a gas control system. Firstly, the system sensors collect real health
event data in the gas control system, and the system monitoring indicators include
pressure, temperature, and traffic. The traffic of the gas control system is closely
related to urban gas consumption, so the pressure and temperature of the gas control
system are selected as the premise attributes. Due to the complex parameters of each
component of the gas control system, the safety state reference value of the gas
control system is Simplified as high health coefficient, medium health coefficient
and low health coefficient denoted as high, medium, and low.

Expert knowledge plays an important role in small sample classification. In the
BRB model, the setting of the rules is important as well as the setting of temperature
and pressure indicators. The premise attribute weight δi,k and the rule weight θk are
set to 1.When setting the temperature and pressure reference values of the gas control
system, the number of rules depend on the number of safety state reference values.
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Table 1 Semantic reference
values of each index

State Reference point Reference value

Temperature NT,MT,HT 1,2,3

Pressure NP,MP,HP 1,2,3

State of safety G, S, P

The degree of model calculation will also become more complicated as the number
of rules increases.

In light of expert knowledge, there are three reference levels for setting the temper-
ature attributes of the gas system, including normal, high, and high, represented by
NT,MT, andHT. Furthermore, there are three reference levels for setting the pressure
properties of the gas system, including normal, (medium) high, and high, expressed
as NP, MP, and HP. The safety state reference level of the gas control system based
on the BRB model is set as “high,” “medium,” and “low,” expressed as G, S, and P .
The quantitative results of the three indicators are shown in Table 1.

The pressure and temperature reference values of the gas control system include
three levels, a total of nine belief rules. Based on expert knowledge, the health state
assessment model of the gas control system based on the BRB is established. The k
rule can be calculated by

Rk : Iftemperatureis Ak
1�pressureis Ak

2

Thensafetystateis{(1, β1,k), (2, β2,k), . . . , (3, βN ,k)}
(

M∑

i=1

βN ,k ≤ 1

)

k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 9} (8)

Based on expert knowledge, the initial parameters of the BRB model are shown
in Table 2. In Table 2, when the temperature is high and the pressure is high, the
health coefficient of the gas control system is very low. In the first rule NT&&NP, it

Table 2 Gas control system state rule table

No Temperature && pressure Output distribution

1 NT&&NP {(Q1, 0.9), (Q2, 0.1), (Q3, 0)}
2 NT&&MP {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 0.8), (Q3, 0.2)}
3 NT&&HP {(Q1, 0.1), (Q2, 0.1), (Q3, 0.8)}
4 MT&&NP {(Q1, 0.3), (Q2, 0.7), (Q3, 0)}
5 MT&&MP {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 1), (Q3, 0)}
6 MT&&HP {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 0.1), (Q3, 0.9)}
7 HT&&NP {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 0.2), (Q3, 0.8)}
8 HT&&MP {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 0.1), (Q3, 0.9)}
9 HT&&HP {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 0), (Q3, 1)}
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indicates that the pressure and temperature of the gas system are within the normal
range, and the healthy state of the gas control system can be regarded as a state
with high health coefficient. Therefore, the safety state of the gas control system is
assigned as {(Q1, 0.9), (Q2, 0.1), (Q3, 0)}. The fifth rule MT&&MP explains that
the safety state of the gas control system changes from the state of high coefficient to
the state of medium coefficient, and the pressure and temperature of the gas system
are in the medium state. Therefore, the state reflecting the gas control system is
assigned as {(Q1, 0), (Q2, 1), (Q3, 0)}. The results of the health status distribution
of the gas control system generated by the initial BRB model are listed in Table 2.

The results of the gas control system created by the initial BRBmodel is shown in
Fig. 1. It can be known from Fig. 1 that the expert value cannot well reflect the safety
state of the monitored gas control system, so the FMINCON function in MATLAB
is applied to optimize the parameters of the gas control system, as shown in Fig. 2.
The optimized BRB model can evaluate the safety state of the gas control system
more accurately.

Fig. 1 Results of initial BRB assessment

Fig. 2 Results of BRB assessment after optimization
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5 Comparison of Simulation Results

In this section, we provide theoretical calculation and simulation results to prove
the results mentioned above. To prove the accuracy and reliability of the evaluation
method, two prediction and evaluation models, BP neural network model and the
SVM model, are selected for comparison. The BP neural network model is a typical
semi-quantitative model, whose output can reflect the change of the monitoring data
in the gas system and the fitting degree is high under the condition of high health
coefficient. However, as shown in Fig. 3a, the fitting degree is low under the condition
of low neutralization of health coefficient. An SVMmodel is one of the models based
on quantitative information. Compared with other neural network models, it has
higher performance, but as demonstrated in Fig. 3b, the fitting degree of SVM is not
good, resulting in inaccurate safety assessment of the gas control system. Compared
with these two models, the BRB evaluation model is more accurate.

In Table 3, we can see that the optimized the BRB model can accurately evaluate
the state of the gas control system, and its mean square error value is less than that of

Fig. 3 Comparative study assessment results. a Results of BP assessment. b Results of SVM
assessment
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Table 3 MSE comparison
results

Model MSE

Initial BRB 1.857

Optimized BRB 0.151

SVM 0.912

BP neural network 1.336

the SVM and BP neural network model, and the error interval is limited in a narrow
range.

6 Conclusion

The safety state evaluation method of the control system based on the BRB is
proposed. Expert knowledge and quantitative monitoring data were applied to find
the safety state evaluation model of BRB. To enhance the validity of the evalua-
tion model, ER algorithm was introduced for knowledge reasoning, and the initial
parameters of the established BRB model were optimized to enhance the evaluation
accuracy.

The case based on the state assessment of the gas control systemhas shown that the
proposed model can well evaluate the operation state of the gas control system with
high applicability to practical engineering problems.When an accuratemathematical
model cannot be established and a great deal of control system failure data cannot be
obtained, themodel can use expert knowledge to evaluate the safety state of industrial
control systems.

To confirm the effectiveness of themodel, themodel in this paper is comparedwith
the. The comparisons with BP neural network and SVM model show that the model
has obvious advantages when expert knowledge can be obtained and the monitoring
data is limited. This work will provide a reference for future safety state assessments.
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Bringing Explainability to Model
Deployment Pipeline in Deep Learning
Workbench

Alexander Demidovskij, Tatiana Savina, Alexander Suvorov,
Mikhail Fedorov, and Yury Gorbachev

Abstract Widespread use of highly accurate and trustworthy deep learning architec-
tures is becoming a noticeable trend in the industry. Model accuracy and inferencing
performance traditionally remain the two important factors to be considered before
model deployment to any business application. Additionally to these two require-
ments, the problem of model explainability is becoming increasingly acute. In this
paper, we propose a methodology for ensuring that pretrained deep learning models
provide optimal performance, have an acceptable accuracy level, and make trustwor-
thy decisions. The methodology is tested on a classification computer vision model,
taking into account specified business requirements.

Keywords Deep learning · Explainable AI · Inference · OpenVINO

1 Introduction

Recent advances in deep learning have significantly contributed to the rapid devel-
opment of hardware and software capabilities and allowed to achieve superhuman
performance of neural models across a variety of tasks. The exceptional performance
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has resulted in the extensive usage of such models in the industry. To get the model
into production, several critical aspects must be considered, including its accuracy
and inferencing performance, as well as the model’s trustworthiness. Understanding
the deep learning model’s decision-making process is a quite complex task that puts
emphasis on the issue of trust.

A set of techniques called explainable artificial intelligence (xAI) is currently
being created specifically for understanding the rationale behind neural model deci-
sions. To ensure that the deployment of neuralmodels is beneficial to society, different
ethical principles and regulatory frameworks for AI have been developed at the level
of international organizations, governments, and private institutions. The General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [10] issued in the European Union in 2018 is
one of the most important acts in the AI regulation domain. GDPR highlights the
importance of providingmeaningful information about the logic behindAI algorithm
and its anticipated consequences, establishing the right to obtain human interven-
tion to contest the decision. Similar principles of the explainability are expressed in
the following documents: the Principles on Artificial Intelligence [9], the Directive
on Automated Decision Making (Canada) [27], Ethical Norms for New Generation
Artificial Intelligence (China) [28], US National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act
[29], and the Code of Ethics in the field of AI (Russia) [26]. Various decisions in the
field of xAI are introduced by large companies, such as Google [12], Amazon [2],
and Microsoft [15].

The growing attention from the international community demonstrates the crucial
aspect of the usage of explainable AI methods for creating interpretable explanations
from an ethical point of view. Along with interpretability, it is often required to accel-
erate neuralmodels inferencing performance for the deploying hardware capabilities.
These two important factors of model implementation constitute the main topic of
this paper. We consider only a computer vision task, in particular image classifi-
cation, and demonstrate a methodology that can be utilized to accelerate a model,
applying a xAI technique to ensure its trustworthiness.

The structure of this work is as follows. Section2 gives a brief overview of existing
xAI methods. Section3 describes the proposed methodology of preparing the model
for production, which includes the integration of explanation methods as a verifica-
tion step to ensure the quality of neural model predictions. A detailed evaluation of
the methodology is provided in Sect. 4. The final section outlines the study results
and directions for further research.

2 Background Study

There is a variety of explainable AI techniques designed to tackle the problem of
reliability and transparency of neural models. They can be classified into themethods
for analyzing and interpreting decision-making during the training process and post-
training explanation techniques. Although the former is not the subject of this article,
their enumeration and detailed descriptions can be found in [13]. We primarily focus
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on the post-training methods since it is often prohibitively expensive to introduce
changes into the training process or pointless to retrain a model. We give brief
descriptions of xAI methods that utilize a saliency map indicating the relative value
of each pixel to the model prediction.

One of the well-known methods for evaluating trained black boxes models is
Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanation (LIME) [23]. While LIME is rela-
tively easy to comprehend, one of its constraints is the dissimilar behavior in various
regions of the decision boundary due to the random sampling approach used to
produce the explanations [1]. Another widely used technique is Shapley Additive
explanations (SHAP) [14] method based on Shapley values. A significant drawback
of SHAP is the computational time required to assess the model. Additionally, both
LIME and SHAP were also shown to be vulnerable to adversarial attacks, resulting
in the generation of misleading interpretations [25]. Further, we also should con-
sider popular ClassActivationMapping (CAM)methods.White-boxmodel-agnostic
GradCAMmethod [24] utilizes the class-specific gradient information score flowing
into the final convolutional layer to provide visual explanations. The main disadvan-
tage of GradCAM is its inability to identify numerous occurrences of an object in an
image.

The RISE [22] algorithm obscures an image to observe the effect on the model
prediction for a specific class. The image is randomly masked by preserving a subset
of the pixels, reducing pixel intensities to zero, and calculating the masked image
confidence score. The procedure is applied to a set of randomly generated masks
that have values between 0 and 1. The saliency map is calculated as a weighted
sum of the random masks, with the weights representing the confidence score of
the masked images. RISE algorithm is distinguished by its simplicity and model-
agnostic characteristics, but also because it outperforms LIME and GradCAM in
certain tasks [22]. Since RISE appears to be effective for interpreting classification
models, we include it as part of the proposed methodology for analyzing a neural
model.

3 Proposed Model Deployment Methodology

The preparation of a neural model for integration to a business application is a critical
step in the deployment process. It is essential to adhere to a formal methodology that
results in acquiring amodel that fully satisfies business requirements. Following that,
we analyze each step of the proposed methodology in details:

1. Model selection The first step in solving a business task is selecting a suitable
neural model. Usually, during the deployment stage, the model architecture is
already specified, and the model is trained or fine-tuned for a particular task. On
the other hand, it is still quite common to encounter situations when it is necessary
to find and fine-tune a model for specific use case. For example, in the OpenVINO
ecosystem, Open Model Zoo [19] significantly facilitates the process of finding a
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model by providing a selection of high-quality pretrained deep learning models
with necessary information about them.

2. Runtime environment selection The increasing strictness of business requirements
necessitates a highly efficient model runtime on the target accelerator. Addition-
ally, due to the variety of use cases and accelerators, it is essential to provide
a comprehensive and unified application programming interface (API). It is also
important to note that both high-performance computing platforms and low-power
edge devices are utilized in business applications. Several frameworks, such as
OpenVINO [21], TensorRT [17], TVM [4] are designed to facilitate the unifica-
tion of interfaces and assist in meeting the business requirements. The selection
of the framework usually depends on the framework’s compatibility with the spe-
cific target, the size of the runtime environment, the ecosystem’s richness, and
other factors.

3. Evaluation of model performance characteristics Inferencing performance is the
essential criterion for measuring the quality of a neural model. Depending on the
business requirements, there are two methods for assessing the model’s inferenc-
ing performance: either minimizing latency or maximizing throughput (in com-
puter vision, throughput is the number of images processed in a given amount of
time). Typically, accuracy performance is the primary criteria for evaluating the
model’s quality during the training process. However, since the deployment and
training environments are generally different, it can lead to changes in accuracy
performance caused by peculiar properties of the environment. Thus, it is critical
to assess the accuracy performance of a pretrained model in the deployment envi-
ronment. Since this is a complex process involving multiple model executions
on a dataset, it is convenient to use a tool that can assist in evaluating accuracy
performance. In the OpenVINO environment, deep learning accuracy validation
framework (Accuracy Checker) [18] is used to evaluate the accuracy of neural
models, as well as to compare the accuracy of the model before and after the
conversion to the intermediate representation format (IR—internal OpenVINO
model format).

4. Evaluation of model trustworthiness After analyzing inferencing and accuracy
performance, at this step, we recommend evaluating model trustworthiness by
applying the xAI method to comprehend the decision-making process and get an
assessment of the model from different perspectives. If all the requirements are
met, we proceed to Step 8. If the accuracy or trustworthiness requirements are
not satisfied, we need to return to Step 1 and either retrain the model or choose
another one. If only the inferencing performance criterion is not met, we proceed
to Step 5 to improve inferencing performance.

5. Model optimizationAn optimization technique that improves model performance
while reducing model footprint is commonly needed to meet business require-
ments. Optimization methods can be divided into methods that require access
to the model training or re-training process: weight pruning, filter pruning [3],
and methods that do not require model training, such as shape reduction [5] and
8-bit quantization [8]. Quantization is a common way to accelerate neural model
performance and reduce the footprint by lowering the precision of the model, for
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example, from 32-bit floating-point number to 8-bit integer. Quantization should
be selected depending on the accelerator since some edge accelerators do not
support certain formats. For example, 16-bit floating-point quantization is rec-
ommended for Intel� Movidius™Neural Compute Stick 2 since it does not sup-
port 8-bit integer quantization. Section4 demonstrates a significant acceleration
of the model, using 8-bit optimization on a target that supports 8-bit inference.
OpenVINO includes the post-training optimization tool [20] used to optimize
pretrained neural models.

6. Post-optimization performance characteristics assessment While modern opti-
mization techniques allow to obtain an accelerated version of the model, the
majority of them are lossy and require model evaluation after the optimization.
If the optimized model does not meet the business requirements, we recommend
returning to Step 5 and either modifying the optimization method, or applying
other optimization methods and re-evaluating the optimized model inferencing
and accuracy performance. For example, the post-training optimization tool pro-
vides accuracy-aware optimization mode that enables to control the difference
between the optimized and original model accuracy performance within a speci-
fied threshold.

7. Evaluation of model trustworthiness after optimization Even if the optimized
model demonstrates high accuracy in the deployment environment, this does not
guarantee that the model’s decision-making process remains unchanged. As a
result, it is necessary to re-evaluate the model’s trustworthiness. For that, we
recommend applying a xAI method to the optimized model for comparing its
decision-making process to the original model’s results obtained in the Step 4. If
no degradation occurs, we proceed to Step 8. If there is a significant discrepancy,
we need to return to Step 5 and change or adjust the optimization method.

8. Integrating the model into the business logic of an application The integration of
a neural model into the business logic of an application depends on a number of
factors. Firstly, themodelmust be adapted to the target environment, the procedure
of such adaptations was described in detail in the preceding steps. Secondly,
integrating the model into the application’s business logic is a challenging task
itself as simply obtaining an optimized model is not enough to deploy it into an
application. Therefore, it requires certain competencies and qualifications from
application engineers. Lastly, a model cannot be successfully deployed without
a runtime environment in which it can be executed efficiently. Provided with the
application, the runtimemust be able to adapt to the target environment and satisfy
business requirements. Since targets can be low-power platforms with limited
memory, the model runtime environment should be kept as small as possible.
OpenVINO allows to obtain a customized runtime to prepare an application for
production.

The adoption of such a methodology provides a detailed justified assessment and
preparation of the neural model for deployment. It enables the deployment of models
that are not only fast and accurate, but also trustworthy. Following that, we test the
methodology on the image classification model.
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4 Methodology Evaluation

In the previous section, we proposed a methodology for obtaining high-performance
trustworthy neural models. We examined the applicability of current xAI methods to
the image classification task of defining a category for an image by associating it with
a certain label. Tovalidate themethodology in the context close to real-life conditions,
we establish the following business requirements: CPU as the deployment target, 60
frames per second (FPS) as the inferencing performance in the throughput-oriented
mode; additionally, we specify that an optimized model cannot be less accurate than
the original model by more than 1% (acceptable accuracy drop within 1%).

1. Model selection Adhering to the logic of the proposed methodology, we select
the efficientnet-b5-pytorch classification model,1 and the subset of the ImageNet
dataset [7] to test it on 1-node 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6240 CPU @ 2.60GHz
(frequency not fixed), Cascade Lake, microcode 0x1, HT off, Turbo off, Ubuntu
18.04.6 LTS, kernel version: 4.15.0-158-generic. Example results of the selected
model inference are demonstrated in Fig. 1.After ensuring that themodel correctly
defines the classes, we proceed to the next step.

Fig. 1 The model has been tested in the DL Workbench; its highest confidence level prediction
matches the object in the example image: #348 ram

1 https://github.com/rwightman/gen-efficientnet-pytorch.

https://github.com/rwightman/gen-efficientnet-pytorch
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2. Runtime environment selection We need to select the runtime environment con-
sidering the business requirements that determine the usage of a CPU device. The
OpenVINO framework enables to get accelerated performance for CPU devices
and includes a comprehensive graphical interface (DLWorkbench). Other frame-
works propose similar solutions, for example, Tensorboard [11] or DLProf [16];
however, they are less focused on analyzing and preparing the model for deploy-
ment. We select OpenVINO (2021.4.2 version) as the runtime environment and
the DL Workbench [6] as the analytical platform.

3. Evaluation of model performance characteristics After selecting the model and
converting it to IR format, we proceed to assess our model inferencing and accu-
racy performance. Receiving the results (see Table1), we can conclude that the
model has an inferencing performance of 36.6 FPS in throughput-oriented mode,
and 15.08 FPS in latency-oriented mode.With regards to accuracy, model demon-
strates accuracy performance of 91.0 %.

4. Evaluation of model trustworthiness Next, we need to ensure that the model’s
predictions can be trusted. For that, we use a representative image and apply
the xAI method. Example results of the saliency map for the original model are
demonstrated in Fig. 2a. In the image, we can observe that the object’smost signif-
icant characteristic (ram’s head) served as the classification basis. Since themodel

Table 1 Original and optimized efficientnet-b5-pytorch model metrics

Characteristics Original model Optimized model

Precision 32-bit floating point 8-bit integer

Model size (Mb) 121.9 32.8

Latency-oriented performance
(FPS)

15.08 35.54

Throughput-oriented
performance (FPS)

36.66 79.04

Accuracy (%) 91.0 90.5

(a) original FP16 model (b) optimized INT8 model

Fig. 2 xAI method
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makes confident and accurate decisions, we can define it as trustworthy. Never-
theless, the model does not meet the requirements for inferencing performance.
According to the proposed methodology, we proceed to Step 5 to accelerate the
performance.

5. Model optimization The inferencing performance is the only parameter that does
not satisfy the requirements. Since we selected OpenVINO as a runtime and a
CPU target that supports 8-bit integer quantization, we optimize the model using
INT8 calibration with the default method and performance preset configurations
in the post-training optimization tool.

6. Post-optimizationperformance characteristics assessmentAsa result,weobtained
an improved version of the model. To confirm this, we compare the obtained
results to the original model (see Table1). We observe that the optimized model
has become 2.3x faster in terms of latency-oriented performance, and 2.2x faster
in throughput-oriented mode. The size of the optimized model has decreased
by 3.7x times compared to the original model. Analyzing the primary perfor-
mance characteristics of themodel, we conclude that the inferencing performance
(79.04 FPS) has been significantly improved and fully satisfies the requirements.
While accuracy performance has been reduced by 0.5 %, it also meets the busi-
ness requirements. Following the methodology, our next step is to examine the
decision-making process of the optimized model.

7. Evaluation of model trustworthiness after optimization To assess the prediction
trustworthiness of the optimized model, we utilize the xAI technique on the same
representative image. Example results of the saliencymap for the optimizedmodel
are demonstrated in Fig. 2b. We can observe that the model’s focus on certain
pixels has become more dispersed. At this step, application engineers need to
decide whether such a difference in the decision-making process is acceptable. In
case of unacceptable results,we recommend returning to Step 5 and applying other
optimization configurations. If the difference is acceptable, and the optimized
model is trustworthy, we proceed to the next step.

8. Integrating the model into the business logic of an application At the last step, to
integrate the model into the business logic, we wrote a sample application using
OpenVINOPython or C++API, for example, inside the Jupyter notebook running
alongside with the Deep Learning Workbench in the same Docker container. It
is also possible to obtain a snapshot of OpenVINO runtime with a help of DL
Workbench in a form of deployment package. The size of the bundle containing
necessary binaries for efficient execution of models on CPU targets is 14.1 Mb
(in a form of ZIP archive).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced amethodology that pays particular attention to pretrained
model’s trustworthiness during its preparation for deployment. The methodology
helps users comprehend, test, and improve deep learning models while maintaining
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a high level of performance and accuracy.We have evaluated the methodology on the
specified business requirements and obtained a fast and trustworthy model, ready for
deployment into a business application.We tested themethodology on a classification
model, and one of the important potential directions of the research is to evaluate the
applicability of the methodology in other business scenarios, such as object detection
and segmentation use cases.
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A Review of a Research in 2021
on Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)
in Pediatric Patients

Burcu Kir Savaş

Abstract Background Although there were other reviews in 2019 and 2020, this
is the first review of research that summarizes clinical features of the children with
COVID-19 mentioned in literature in 2021. This paper analyses the findings on
COVID-19 infection in children in three countries. Objective The purpose of this
paper is to review publications using chest CT scans and chest X-ray findings for
children with COVID-19 in 2021.Materials and methods Studies on COVID-19 for
articles presenting scan findings in children with COVID-19 have been included in
this review. This review focused on articles including 0 < age and age < 18 years using
descriptive statistics to identify patterns including duration and several symptoms of
the disease, and their relationship with outcomes. Results 12 research articles (n =
6212 children) based on chest CT scans and chest X-ray have been examined. The
main results of this review article are as follows: (i) Approximately 1728 (27.81%)
of pediatric patients with COVID-19 had normal chest CT scans and chest X-ray
images. (ii) The most frequently detected parenchymal lesion was ground glass
opacity (GGO) and also bilateral lesions were the common signs of lung lesions.
(iii) The lung CT scan findings in children with COVID-19 were less severe than in
adult patients.

Keywords COVID-19 on pediatric patients ·Machine learning · CT scan/X-ray ·
Survey

1 Introduction

An epidemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) emerged in China in December
2019, infecting people all around the world except Antarctica, and has changed the
world dramatically. Then many regions and countries have been affected globally
and this disease has been regarded as pandemic [1]. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), as of July 2021, there are 190million cumulative cases globally
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of which 4.9 million were reported by the end of July, and there are more than 4
million cumulative deaths by the middle of July [2]. According to statistics, the fact
is that if infected cases are not isolated/treated, COVID-19 can easily spread and
infect many people. Medical imaging is extremely useful for the treatment of disease
and has been highly preferred during clinical trials during the pandemic process.
Chest CT/X-rays [3], can play a significant supplementary role in the assessment of
COVID-19 complications. Because of high precision and accessibility, chest CT scan
plays a magnificent role in the identification of COVID-19 and has been recognized
as the most sensitive imaging modality to detect complications [4]. The majority of
patients affectedwithCOVID-19disease have chestCTand chestX-rays abnormality
and hence researchers prefer chest CT scans and chest X-rays to be used for early
detection of COVID-19 and monitoring the progression of the disease progression.
AlthoughX-rays can viewonly one thing at limited viewing ranges,CT scans can take
multiple images in a series. Therefore, it seemswhen research has been examined, CT
scans of the patients are more important than X-ray results [5, 6]. At the early stage of
its spread, COVID-19 mostly affected adults and old people; however, children were
less influenced by theCOVID-19 disease. The chest CT scan approach has some risks
like need for sedation, radiation effect, etc. Considering these reasons, this approach
cannot be easily preferred for children. In addition, infection complication factor for
viral lower respiratory tract in children is lower than in adults therefore it is hugely
challenging to determine COVID-19 at the early stage. Only a few studies have
investigated COVID-19 in pediatric field. However, the number of children infected
is increasing. It is accepted that the majority of pediatric cases are quiescent or
asymptomatic but still children get infected by COVID-19 [7] and they have suffered
from this virus. Also, it is still disputed that children become heavy spreaders during
this process [8]. In March, 2020 which is the first COVID-19 case was reported
from Turkey, and, the COVID-19 virus continued to spread in the world. COVID-19
diagnoses of pediatric patients is much like in adults. Despite the worldwide spread,
clinical patterns of COVID-19 in pediatric patients still remain largely unclear [9].

This research review is mainly about CT/X-ray imaging finding in children while
highlighting the value of radiology research of COVID-19 in pediatric patients.
Inspired by this limitation of the research of ML-based [10] pediatric patients of
COVID-19 diagnosis, various research has been conducted between January 2021
andNovember 2021.The contributions of this article are as follows: (1)Acomprehen-
sive review has been done examining research based onML techniques in COVID-19
disease and they were categorized. (2) A comparison of articles has been provided
in terms of their application, author, dataset size, laboratory parameters, and study
results to provide valuable insights for pediatric cases. (3) This review provides a
literature base for future research and fills the gap for understanding contribution
from research in 2021 on COVID-19.
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2 Infection in Children

According to Pediatric Healthcare Providers, on December 30, 2020, globally fewer
reports of COVID-19 have been listed in children between the ages 0–17 as with
adults. 22% of the US population consists of children [11, 12]. For the Pediatric
Healthcare Providers, recent data show that COVID-19 is more prevalent among
children in the United States than people think [13]. In August 2021, the estimated
number of patients in children in the United States appears to have increased [14].
The incidence of COVID-19 disease in children is not truly understood because of the
lack of generalized reports and the prioritization of testing for adults with COVID-19
disease. Latest data indicate that compared to adults, children most probably have a
very much alike viral disease, [15] and can transmit the virus to other people [16,
17]. Preliminary statistics show that children have not been affected seriously by
SARS-CoV-2 and less spread the virus because most of the countries were closed
school early and parents struggle to protect their children therefore researchers still
investigate to not affected children during the pandemic period. On the other hand,
the rapid infectious of the disease by children have a significant role in the rapid
contamination of the disease among human, so early detection of COVID-19 in
children will help reduce the spread in both children and adults. Also, most countries
in theworld entered the new normalization process in the autumn of September 2021.
In this process, when most of the schools and daycares reopened, understanding
transmission potential in children will be important to guide public health measures.
Children’s incubation period of COVID-19 is considered the same as in adults, at
2–14 days with a standard of 6 days [18]. Signs of COVID-19 in children are as
follows: cough, fever, sore throat, myalgia, abdominal pain, loss of taste, loss of
smell, headache, difficulty breathing, diarrhea nausea or vomiting, and poor appetite
[19]. Most children may have all signs or some of these symptoms when they are
infected with COVID-19. Although these symptoms in children similar to adults are
considered, lack of statistics of symptoms or originality of signs for recognition or
classification COVID-19 in children is especially challenging [20].

3 Methods and Included Studies

Twelve studies are analyzed from research articles published on COVID-19 from
January 2021 toNovember 2021 using the keywordsCOVID-19, children, pediatrics,
SARS-CoV-2, Epidemiology, Guidelines, Audio/Speech, CT Scan, X-ray images.
This research focused on clinical journal articles and case reports/series. All journal
articles and case reports written in English were analyzed and criticized. Also, the
preprints have been examined due to the lack of COVID-19 statistics in children.

In this section, the scope of each review such as topics, types, interests, and archi-
tecture of the study are examined. The criteria of the present review are shown in
Table 1 and pediatric COVID-19 cases included in the results and nation Table 2.
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Table 1 Present research criteria

Criteria Focused on / eliminate

Researches Pediatric cases Clinical journal articles, case
reports/series/thesis

Population Children age <18, for both
genders, in Asian, USA, and
Europe

COVID-19 disease and
symptoms/Specific disorders and
diseases

Measurement parameters ML techniques CT and X-ray images

Among 74 children has right-sided (4.3%) or bilateral (4.3%) GGO and also feeding
vessel sign, halo sign, and pleural thickening [21]. In 1156 children did biochem-
ical tests and complete blood count and chest CT/X-ray. Among these children,
263 have (22.7%) asymptomatic, 668 have (57.7%) mild disease, 209 have (18.1%)
moderate disease, and 16 have (1.5%) severe disease [22]. Among 422 children,
23 have (29.5%) asymptomatic, 45 have (56.4%) mild disease, 10 have (12.9%)
moderate, 1 have (1.2%) severe, and 0% critical cases [23]. Among 148 children
CT finding was classified that 52 PCR positive patients and regarding CT finding
23 PCR positive and 12 negative patients, approximately (65%) unilateral, approxi-
mately (51%)multifocal, approximately (88%) peripheral, and approximately (61%)
lower lobe involvement [24]. Among 177 children, 79 have (44.6%) bone lesions, 98
have (55.4%) normal [5]. Among 40 children result for chest CT; good sensitivity,
GGO sub-pleural basal, nodular consolidation not frequent, peribronchial thickening
frequent, pleural effusion possible, for chest X-ray result; low sensitivity, GGO sub-
pleural basal, nodular consolidation not frequent, peribronchial thickening frequent,
pleural effusion possible [25]. Among 3670 children, 1026 (36\%) was normal and
798 (28%) bilateral lesions, 1054 (37%) GG0 and consolidation or pneumonic infil-
trates 22% [26]. Among 24 children, 7 (33%) was normal, 8 (38%) had patchy or
streaky opacity, GGO geographic, 1 (5\%) had dense opacity, 3 (14%) had bronchial
wall thickening, 1 (5%) had hyperinflation, 1 (5%) had wedge-like opacity, 2 (10%)
had pleural effusion [27]. Among 47 children, 37/45 (82%) had pulmonary opac-
ities (most often bilateral and diffuse), 8/45 (18%) were normal [28]. Among 16
children, 11 (69%) demanded ICU, 10 (63%) had hypotension or shock, 7 (44%)
had hypoxia, 1 (6%) had intubation and mechanical ventilation [29]. Among 16
children, 4 (25%) had typical, 8 (50%) had indeterminate, 1 (6%) was atypical, 3
(19%) had negative [30]. Among 422 children, n = 95 patients between ages are
0–19 with PCR test positive for clinical presentation. They subdivided their study
group according to age groups including n= 27 patients 0–2 years of infants, n= 27
patients 3–10 years of children, and n= 41 patients 11–19 years of adolescents. 45%
of pediatric patients were hospitalized, of which 20% needed acceptance to ICU.
The detected abnormalities identified were 35% GGO/consolidations. Also, they
remarked GGO/consolidations were more common in older people than younger
people [31].

Pediatric COVID-19 cases distribution on gender and patient symptoms are given
in Table 3. With 2996 (50.79%) males and 2889 (49.20%) females, the 12 eligible
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Table 2 Pediatric COVID-19 cases included in the results and nation

Authors Data
count/nation/laboratory/parameters

Results

Bayramoglu et al. [21] 74, Turkey, chest CT/X-ray Right-sided (4.3%) or bilateral
(4.3%) GGO. Feeding vessel
sign, halo sign, and pleural
thickening

Karbuz et al. [22] 1156, Turkey
biochemical tests, complete blood
count, chest CT/X-ray

n = 263 (22.7%) asymptomatic,
n = 668 (57.7%) mild disease, n
= 209 (18.1%) moderate disease,
and n = 16 (1.5%) severe disease

Berksoy et al. [23] 422, Turkey, chest CT/X-ray n = 2 (29.5%) asymptomatic, n
= 45 (56.4%) mild, n = 10
(12.9%) moderate, n = 1 (1.2%)
severe, and critical cases n = 0
(0%)

Kalin et al. [24] 148, Turkey, chest CT/X-ray CT finding was classified (23
PCR positive and 12 negative
patients), (61–67%) unilateral,
(50–52%) multifocal, and
(83–91%) peripheral, (58–65%)
lower lobe involvement, the most
frequently detected parenchymal
lesion was GGO followed by
consolidated areas accompanying
ground-grass opacities, (35%)
halo sign and vascular
enlargement signs, using CXR
for control radiological imaging

Bottari et al. [5] 177, Italy, bone CT/ X-ray,
ultrasound

n = 79 (44.6%) bone lesions, n
= 98 (55.4%) normal

Ferrero and Piazza [25] 40, Italy, chest CT/X-ray CT: good sensitivity, GGO
sub-pleural basal, nodular
consolidation not frequent,
peribronchial thickening
frequent, pleural effusion
possible. X-ray: low sensitivity,
GGO sub-pleural basal, nodular
consolidation not frequent,
peribronchial thickening
frequent, pleural effusion
possible

Deville et al. [26] 3670, US, chest CT/X-ray n = 1026 (36%) normal and n =
798 (28%) bilateral lesions, n =
1054 (37%) GG0 and
consolidation or pneumonic
infiltrates 22%

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Authors Data
count/nation/laboratory/parameters

Results

Romberg et al. [27] 24, US, chest CT/X-ray n = 7 (33%) normal, n = 8
(38\%) patchy or streaky opacity,
GGO geographic, n = 1 (5%)
dense opacity, n = 3 (14%)
bronchial wall thickening, n = 1
(5%) hyperinflation, n = 1 (5%)
wedge-like opacity, n = 2 (10%)
pleural effusion

Fenlon et al. [28] 47, US, chest CT/X-ray, MRI n = 37/45 (82%) pulmonary
opacities (most often bilateral
and diffuse), n = 8/45 (18%)
normal

Blumfield et al. [29] 16, US, chest CT/X-ray, ultrasound n = 11 (69%) admission ICU
(PICU), n = 10 (63\%)
hypotension or shock. N = 7
(44%) hypoxia, n = 1 (6%)
intubation and mechanical
ventilation

Rostad et al. [30] 16, US, chest CT/X-ray n = 4 (25%) typical, n = 8
(50\%) indeterminate, n = 1
(6%) atypical, n = 3 (19%)
negative

Nino et al. [31] 422, US, chest X-ray n = 95 PCR positive patient, n =
49 (52%) abnormal findings, n =
33 (35%) GGO/consolidations, n
= 16 (17%) multifocal
GGO/consolidations, n = 0.46
(0.8%) lung zones affected, n =
6 (6%) hyperinflation, n =
32(34) increased peribronchial
markings/cuffing, n = 1(1%) air
bronchogram, n = 4 (4%) pleural
effusion

Note CT Computed tomography, X-Ray electromagnetic radiation, GGO ground glass opacity,
n: patients with COVID-19, typical chest, radiograph findings, indeterminate nonspecific chest
radiograph findings, atypical radiograph findings that are uncommon or not reported, negative no
chest radiographic findings of pediatric pneumonia, US United States

studies were from 3 different countries. 4 (33.33%) were from Turkey [21–24],
including 2 (16.66%) from Italy [5, 25] and 6 (50%) from the US [26–31]. Among
the 12 included studies, one (8.3%) was a case report [25], 10 (83.3%) were original
research articles [5, 21, 22, 24, 26–31], and one (8.3%) was a brief report [5]. Except
for these studies, there are 7 other studies in COVID-19 with different perspectives
for pediatric cases [32–39].
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Table 3 Pediatric COVID-19 cases for gender group and other symptoms

Authors Gender group Other symptoms

Bayramoglu et al. [21] Male:36
female:38

Fever, cough, diarrhea, hypotension, loss of taste,
dyspnea, loss of smell, myalgia

Karbuz et al. [22] Male:582
female:574

Cough (543/1156 46.9%), fever (583/1156 50.4%),
throat (143/1156 12.4%), myalgia (141/1156 12.2%),
dyspnea (118/1156 10.2%), diarrhea (112/1156 9.7%)
stomachache (71/1156 6.1%), and nasal discharge
(63/1156 5.4%)

Berksoy et al. [23] Male:243
female:179

Fever (258/164 51.2%), cough (269/153 43.5%), sore
throat (43/379), rhinorrhea (25/397), diarrhea (32/389),
nausea-vomiting (34/388). Others (headache, malgia,
weakness, etc.) (76/346), Tachypnea (167/251)

Kalin et al. [24] Male:78
female:70

Cough (30/52 57.7%), respiratory distress (22/52
42.3%), fever (11/52 21.2%), sore throat (8/52 15.4%),
GIS symptoms (7/52 13.5%), joint findings (6/52
11.5%), headache (5/52 9.6%), fatigue (3/52 5.8%),
loss of taste and smell (2/52 3.8%), comorbid disease
(8/52 15.4%), hospitalization (33/52 63.5%)

Bottari et al. [5] Male:100
female:77

29 images upper limbs, 22 images lower limbs, 42
images axial bones

Ferrero and Piazza [25] Male and
female:40

Multi-system inflammatory syndrome

Deville et al. [26] Male and
female:3670

Fever (63.3%), cough (33.7%) and multi-system
inflammatory

Romberg et al. [27] Male:11
female:13

n = 2 pulmonary embolism in setting of tachypnea and
tachycardia and fevers/sepsis, n = 2 mild septal
thickening

Fenlon et al. [28] Male:22
female:25

Multi-system inflammatory, fever, hypotensive shock,
chest pain, dyspnea, cough

Blumfield et al. [29] Male:10
female:6

Fever (100%), vomiting (12/16, 75%), abdominal pain
(11/16, 69%), rash (10/16, 63%), conjunctivitis (8/16,
50%), diarrhea (7/16, 44%), headache (6/16, 38%), and
sore throat (5/16, 31%)

Rostad et al. [30] Male:10
female:6

Cough (13/16, 81%), fever (14/16, 88%), vomiting
(8/16, 50%), abdominal pain (1/16, 6%), myalgia
(2/16, 13%), dyspnea (6/16, 38%), chest pain (3/16,
19%), headache (3/16, 19%), diarrhea (4/16, 25%), and
sore throat (3/16, 19%)

Nino et al. [31] Male:49,
female:46

–
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4 Discussion

Many studies have focused on the fact that it is difficult to distinguish the diag-
nosis of COVID-19 from the diagnosis of non-COVID-19 diseases such as influenza
or pneumonia. These studies have determined that various medical data (X-ray/CT
images) are used for the diagnosis of COVID-19. However, since it is very difficult
to understand the difference between the symptoms of COVID-19 disease and the
symptoms of other diseases, it can cause misdiagnosis [39]. As a result of the misdi-
agnosis, many negative situations such as malpractice and wrong drug use can occur
or it can cause permanent damage to patients. Hence, it is very important to have a
mature, robust, and integrated system [40] that automatically detects the COVID-19
disease. It has been observed that the majority of studies in the pediatric field were
conducted by researchers in the USA and Turkey. In addition, it is thought that there
is an urgent need to conduct more studies on this subject.

5 Conclusion

COVID-19 is a contagious disease that has quickly endangered the health of humanity
as a global pandemic.Due to this disease, thisworld is affected as communal, cultural,
and economic. Even though COVID-19 mostly affects adults, children are affected
by COVID-19 disease in many ways. This comprehensive review summarizes the
clinical features of children with COVID-19 in 2021. Currently, most of the result of
evidence results from studies and cases from China. However, the spread of COVID-
19 disease accelerate worldwide, and because of the lack of European andUS data on
pediatric patients need further clinical cases to identify possible preventive scenarios.
Also, it is fact that more research is still a requirement to understand how COVID-19
has affected children and to produce treatments and productive vaccines for chil-
dren. In this research, the effects of COVID-19 on children in 2021 have examined,
published and listed. Many children in pediatric patients have a mild course. There-
fore, a balance between the risk of radiation and the vitalism for CT scan is very
important.
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Transferability of Quantum Adversarial
Machine Learning

Vincent Li, Tyler Wooldridge, and Xiaodi Wang

Abstract Quantum adversarial machine learning lies at the intersection of quantum
computing and adversarial machine learning. As the attainment of quantum
supremacy demonstrates, quantum computers have already outpaced classical
computers in certain domains (Arute et al. in Nature 574:505–510, 2019 [3]). The
study of quantum computation is becoming increasingly relevant in today’s world. A
field in which quantum computing may be applied is adversarial machine learning. A
step toward better understanding quantum computing applied to adversarial machine
learning has been taken recently by Lu et al. (Phys Rev Res 2:1–18, 2020 [13]), who
have shown that gradient-based adversarial attacks can be transferred from clas-
sical to quantum neural networks. Inspired by Lu et al. (Phys Rev Res 2:1–18,
2020 [13]), we investigate the existence of the transferability of adversarial exam-
ples between different neural networks and the implications of that transferability.
We find that, when the fast gradient sign attacks, as described by Goodfellow et al.
(Explaining and harnessing adversarial examples. arXiv preprint arXiv:1412.6572
[9]), is applied to a quantum neural network, the adversarially perturbed images
produced with that method have transferability between quantum neural networks
and from quantum to classical neural networks. In other words, adversarial images
produced to deceive a quantum neural network can also deceive other quantum and
classical neural networks. The results demonstrate that there exists transferability
of adversarial examples in quantum machine learning. This transferability suggests
a similarity in the decision boundaries of the different models, which may be an
important subject of future study in quantum machine learning theory.
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1 Introduction

With the attainment of quantum supremacy [3], researchers and computer scientists
have investigated ways for quantum computers to exponentially speed up classical
computation. Quantum computers can improve machine learning through quantum
machine learning and qubits. Qubit states can go into superposition and be rotated
around the x, y, and z axes [8], which sets them apart from classical bits. Two or
more qubits can be put into an entangled state. The entangled qubits will become
correlated such that when one is measured; the others will collapse to the same state
[16].

There are many different techniques and fields of study under the field of machine
learning, including neural networks. A neural network is a computational model
inspired by biological neurons. Gradient descent is used in machine learning as
an optimization algorithm; its goal is to minimize the cost function [17]. Even
though, according to [18], “Neural networks and decision trees are still waiting
for a convincing quantum version” (p. 2), research in quantum adversarial machine
learning has been growing for when these neural networks are possible.

Adversarial machine learning studies the vulnerabilities of machine learning
models by analyzing how data can be altered to fool the model into misclassifying it
[11]. Models can be made more robust when they are trained with adversarial exam-
ples [9], making them less susceptible to attacks. For that reason, it is imperative that
these samples be identified. Transfer attacks can be used in the case of black box
attacks. Some new developments in quantum adversarial machine learning include
the discovery of the transferability of adversarial examples from classical neural
networks to quantum neural networks [7].

Although the discovery of transferability [7] is quite significant, much is still
unknown, such as whether “No-Free Lunch” theorem [13] (a general-purpose
universal optimization strategy is not possible [2]) applies to quantum machine
learning. In this paper, we will experiment on and describe the transferability of
quantum adversarial examples and determine if an adversarial sample that fools a
quantum neural network may also fool other quantum or classical neural networks.
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2 Preliminaries and Methods

2.1 Preliminaries

In this study, we used Python [15], TensorFlow Keras [1], TensorFlow Quantum [4],
NumPy [10], Scikit-Learn [14], SymPy [19], and Cirq [6]. Matplotlib [5] was used
for plotting the figures. In this research, we used the MNIST dataset [12], which
consists of 70,000 labeled images (28-by-28, or 784 pixels) of handwritten digits
from 0 to 9. The dataset is divided into a training set of 60,000 images and a testing
set of 10,000 images.

Quantum Neural Network Design To perform the adversarial attacks and to
test the transferability of the adversarial examples, two different quantum neural
networks were created. Information about the weights and architecture of the white
box quantum neural network was used to construct adversarial examples, while no
such information from the black box quantumneural networkwas used. Our quantum
neural network design is inspired by TensorFlow Developers [21]. Both quantum
neural networks were parameterized quantum circuits consisting of 17 qubits: 16
data qubits for input data and 1 readout qubit for the output. To prepare the readout
qubit, an X gate and an H gate were applied. Following those gates, there were
three parameterized layers of gates in the middle, which differed for each quantum
neural network. Finally, another H gate was applied, and the readout was measured
in the Z basis. Each of the middle layers consisted of a collection of a single type
of quantum gate. This quantum gate was applied to pairs of qubits such that the pair
contained the readout qubit and a data qubit. Since there were 16 data qubits, and
the gate was applied once for every data qubit, there were 16 such gates. Each of
these gates was raised to an exponent whose value parameterized the circuit and was
learned through training. The architecture of the middle layers was also inspired by
TensorFlow Developers [21].

For the white box quantum neural network, the three middle layers consisted of a
layer of double-qubit X gates, followed by a layer of double-qubit Z gates, followed
by a layer of controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates. In the CNOT layer, each CNOT gate
used a data qubit as the control qubit, while the readout qubit was the target qubit.
In the black box quantum neural network, the middle three layers consisted of a
layer of double-qubit Y gates, followed by a layer of CNOT gates (using a data qubit
as the control qubit, and readout qubit as the target qubit), followed by a layer of
controlled-Z (CZ) gates.

Classical Neural Network Design To test the transferability of the adversarial
examples to classical neural networks, two different classical models were created.

The first of thesewas the large classical neural network, with 22,273 total trainable
parameters. It consisted of five total layers, the first four of which used the rectified
linear unit (ReLU) as its activation function. The first layer took in the 16 inputs
and thus had 16 neurons, while the next three layers had 100 neurons each. The last
layer, consisting of a single neuron, used the sigmoid activation function in order
to restrict the output to the interval (0, 1). The second classical neural network was
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the small classical neural network, with only 363 total trainable parameters. Similar
to the large classical neural network, this model’s first layer had 16 neurons and an
activation function of ReLU, and the final (third) layer had 1 neuron with a sigmoid
activation function. However, the second layer, which is analogous to the previous
model’s middle three layers, only had five neurons, and its activation function was
also ReLU.

2.2 Methods

Preprocessing Data
Reduction of Data Complexity We normalized the images’ pixel intensity values

by dividing them by 255 and then performed principal component analysis (PCA) on
the training images to reduce their dimensionality from 784 (282). To find a suitable
number of principal components to use, we used a classical neural network to classify
the ten classes of images after dimensionality reduction. We ultimately chose to use
the first 16 principal components, which greatly reduced the necessary computing
power while keeping much of the necessary information. Doing so let the classical
neural network have an accuracy of 0.9148 and had an explained variance ratio of
0.5942.

We then projected each 784-dimensional testing image vector onto the 16-
dimensional eigenspace spanned by the 16 principal components found previously.
This was done in order to ensure that the testing process would be rigorous, since this
mimicked real-world conditions in which the testing set is unknown when training
the model.

To further reduce the computing power needed, we filtered the data to keep only
two classes: zero and five from theMNIST database. The labels were then binarized,
as we converted five to 0 and zero to 1.

Normalization. Afterward, we linearly normalized the input data to fit it in the
interval [0, 1]. After PCA, the training data consisted of 16-dimensional vectors, each
of which represented a single image and contained what we call the “coordinates.”
We performed the normalization process once for each of the 16 coordinates.

For the testing data, we also performed the coordinate-wise normalization, except
we applied the same linear transformation as we did for the training data to ensure
the rigor of the testing process.

Quantum Circuit Encoding The method we used for encoding the data onto the
quantum circuit was inspired by TensorFlow Developers [21]. To do so, we created
a circuit of 16 qubits (one per principal component) for each image. By appending
an X gate raised to a power equal to the normalized principal component coefficient
to the corresponding qubit, the information was encoded into the quantum circuit.

Training and Testing To save training time, the data was pseudo-randomly shuf-
fled, and only the first 500 examples were used. The classical and black box quantum
modelswere trainedon30epochs, though thewhite boxquantummodel only required
ten epochs to convergence. The accuracies of themodelswere evaluated on the testing
set.
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FastGradient SignAttackThe fast gradient sign attack [9] adversarially perturbs
an image by adding the signed gradient (scaled by ε)with respect to the original image
x of the loss function J on the model parameters θ , the original image, and the label
of the image y. Mathematically, this can be expressed as

xadv = x + ε · sign(∇x J (θ, x, y)) (1)

where xadv is the adversarial image.
We use the fast gradient sign attack as described in Goodfellow et al. [9] with a

small modification: rather than directly perturbing the original image, we perturbed
the PCA coefficients representing the image. This allowed us to calculate gradients
with respect to the 16-dimensional PCA coefficient vectors, rather than the 784-
dimensional original image vectors. This was done to reduce the computational cost
and increase the effectiveness of the attack, as it directly affected the inputs to the
neural networks. We also only performed this attack on 500 random images in the
testing set, as the gradient calculation was computationally intensive. Our method
for computing the gradients of the white box quantum neural network was guided
by TensorFlow Developers [20, 22].

Transfer Attack As noted by Lu et al. [13], adversarial attacks often have trans-
ferability, meaning that an adversarial example capable of deceiving a classifier can
also fool a different classifier, even if these classifiers have different architectures.
This transferability means that black box attacks on a victimmodel can be conducted
by performing a white box attack on a model with known parameters first, and then
exploit the transferability of the adversarial examples to deceive the victim. In this
study, we performed the fast gradient sign attack on the white box quantum neural
network. In doing so, we created a set of adversarially perturbed images. Then, we
studied the degree to which those adversarially perturbed images fooled the black
box quantum neural network and the classical neural networks. We refer to the use of
those adversarially perturbed images to attack the black box quantum neural network
and the classical neural networks as the “transfer attack.”

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Fast Gradient Sign Attack

Some of the gradients of the loss function on the white box quantum neural network
were 0 vectors.With 0 gradient, the fast gradient sign attackwould not alter the image
and hence would be useless. Therefore, we removed the images with 0 gradient; they
are not considered in the calculation of accuracy. 67 such images were removed out
of the 500 total images in the test set. After the images with 0 gradient were removed,
they left behind a set that we will refer to as the “truncated testing set.” We refer to
the adversarially perturbed truncated testing set as the “adversarial set.”
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To ensure that the fast gradient sign attack was effective, we experimented with
different values of ε. We used the mean cosine similarity as a measure of similarity
between the truncated testing and the adversarial sets. This measure was inspired by
Lu et al. [13], who used mean fidelity for the same purpose.

3.2 Transfer Attack

Below are the results for the transfer attack on all the black box neural networks.
Accuracy
Confusion Matrices In the following confusion matrices, the classes kept were

zero and five.
With ε = 0.9, the large classical neural network’s accuracy has settled at around

0.4758, which is not significantly different from chance. Because the model was
measured to have similar accuracy levels for each ε ≥ 0.3, this confusion matrix
is generally representative of the model’s predictions under that condition, even for
different values of ε. The mean cosine similarity is 0.2627. It is interesting to note
that, on the actual positives, the accuracy was 0.0235, which is significantly (p <
0.05) lower than chance.

In Table 1, the model may appear to have predictions whose accuracies make
the predictions seem approximately random. However, the confusion matrix reveals
that it is not the case: If the predictions were close to random, then there would be
roughly equal numbers of predicted positives and negatives. However, this is not
the case because there are significantly (p < 0.05) more predicted negatives than
predicted positives, implying that the transfer attacks have succeeded in forcing the
model to predict negatives, thus increasing the false negative count. Furthermore, in
that table, the accuracy on the actual positives is also significantly (p < 0.05) lower
than chance.

Transferability We calculate the transferability ratio the same way as [13]: let
αtest, αadv be the accuracy of the model on the truncated testing and adversarial
sets, respectively. The transferability ratio is defined as αtest − αadv, representing the
proportion of images for which the adversarial attack was able to cause misclassi-
fication. Below is a table of the maximum transferability ratios achieved for all the
models (Table 2).

These transferability ratios were evaluated on the classes zero and five. Note that
for the white box quantum neural network, the ratio is not truly a transferability

Table 1 Confusion matrix
for the large classical neural
network for ε = 0.9

N = 433 Predicted positives Predicted negatives

Actual positives 0.0115 (5)a 0.4804 (208)

Actual negatives 0.0439 (19) 0.4642 (201)

aWe list the data as a ratio first, and then the actual number of data
points second (in parentheses)
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Table 2 Maximum transferability ratios of the attack to each model

Victim classifier Testing accuracy Minimum adversarial
accuracy

Maximum
transferability ratio

ε value

White box quantum
neural network

0.9030 0.0577 0.8453 0.4

Black box quantum
neural network

0.9261 0.0577 0.8684 0.9

Large classical
neural network

0.9908 0.4711 0.5197 0.46

Small classical
neural network

0.9861 0.3718 0.6143 1

ratio because the fast gradient sign attack was produced with complete information
about that classifier, and the perturbed images were not transferred to a different
classifier. Both quantum neural networks had the highest maximum transferability
ratios, followed by the small classical neural network, and then the large classical
neural network.

4 Discussion

4.1 Transferability

The hypothesis that adversarially perturbed data designed to deceive the white box
quantum neural network would also succeed in deceiving the other neural networks
was supported. Therefore, there is transferability in adversarial examples. This is
shown through the adversarial accuracies of all neural networks (except for the large
classical one) being significantly lower than chance, and the low adversarial accuracy
of the large classical neural network on the actual positives.

When evaluating the adversarial accuracy, it is important to determine whether
the decrease in accuracy (as compared to the testing accuracy) is due to the success
of the adversarial attack, or simply because the images have been modified and are
thus inherently less recognizable. In the latter case, the modification of the images
causes the classifier to extract less or even no information. Thus, at worst, the clas-
sifier’s prediction is effectively random. If the adversarial accuracy of the classifier
is significantly lower than chance, then the possibility that the decrease in accuracy
is entirely due to the loss of information from the modification of the images can be
ruled out, so it can be concluded that the adversarial attack played a role in decreasing
that accuracy.

The adversarial attacks were effective against both quantum neural networks and
the small classical neural network. Figure 1 shows that the fast gradient sign attack
(on the white box quantum neural network) and the transfer attack (on the others)
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Fig. 1 This figure compares the adversarial accuracies (abbreviated as “accuracy”) of all four
models as ε changes. The accuracies of the white box quantum, black box quantum, large classical,
and small classical neural networks are represented by the blue, red, green, and yellow curves,
respectively. Dots represent actual data points, while the lines between are interpolations. The solid
black line represents chance accuracy (0.50), while the dotted black lines above and below give a
95% confidence interval for a classifier with chance accuracy. All classifiers start with an accuracy
above 0.90, and as ε increases from 0 to 0.4, their accuracies decrease. The white box quantum
neural network reaches its minimum accuracy of 0.0577 when ε = 0.4, and both classical neural
networks’ accuracies start to settle around their final values. As ε increases beyond 0.4, the black
box quantum neural network’s accuracy continues to decrease, while the white box quantum neural
network’s accuracy increases. All models except for the large classical one have ε values for which
their accuracy decreased to be significantly less than chance, demonstrating the effectiveness of the
transfer attack and the fast gradient sign attack

reduced their minimum adversarial accuracy to a level that is significantly below
chance. Therefore, the adversarial attacks succeeded against these models.

Against the large classical neural network, the transfer attack still succeeded, albeit
to a lesser extent. Figure 1 shows that its adversarial accuracy never dips significantly
below chance. However, that does not preclude the possibility that the transfer attack
was still successful on a smaller portion of the images. Indeed, by examining Table
1, one can see that its adversarial accuracy is significantly (p < 0.05) below chance
when predicting on the actual positives, even if the adversarial accuracy on the
actual negatives was substantially higher. Therefore, the transfer attack succeeded in
attacking the actual positive images, implying that the fast gradient sign attack still
partially transferred to the large classical neural network.

4.2 Future Work

There are limitations to the scope to which the results may be applied. Future studies
may use different attack methods, more computational resources, more varied types
of models, and different datasets to assess the generality of the results.
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5 Conclusion

The results support the hypothesis that the fast gradient sign attack, performed on
the white box quantum neural network, can transfer to the other neural networks
because the transfer attack decreased the accuracy to significantly below chance.

The transferability of the attack acrossmodels suggests that these neural networks,
despite their differences (quantumvs classical, size, architecture), share a similarity in
theirweakness to the sameadversarial attack.More generally, this suggests a common
weakness that may exist in neural networks in general. Perhaps this is because the
neural networks, in response to the same classification task, create similar decision
boundaries with similar weaknesses.

As discussed in the section on future work, there are a few possible directions of
future study. There are also a few potential applications of this work in addition to
the ways previously described, such as the use of transferability to perform black box
attacks, or to use it to construct better defenses against black box attacks. Further-
more, by better understanding the ways in which models can fail or be attacked, a
more complete and comprehensive theory of quantum machine learning, especially
quantum adversarial machine learning, can be developed, driving future innovations
in machine learning.
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Conceptual Analysis and Design
of Semantic Interoperability of Smart
City Services

Sergei Kozhevnikov

Abstract Smart city projects now mainly focus on developing data management
platforms. They help to store, process, visualize and provide data access for better
services. The smart city knowledge management platform (KMP) is a more complex
solution. Developing the city IT infrastructure based on KMP helps to achieve
semantic interoperability between city actors and create a digital eco-system of
smart services capable to negotiate, compete and cooperate. In this work, a detailed
approach and step-by-step design and development instruction forKMPand semantic
interoperability are presented.

Keywords Digital ecosystem · Ontology · Semantic interoperability · Smart city

1 Introduction

In developing and implementing smart city solutions, researchers face the problem
of processing the vast amount of data of different origins (from sensors, GPS, video,
mobile devices, IoT and others). The volume and value of the data and the number of
sources of information grow tremendously. This data helps to provide better services
for city residents and city managers and helps to have an accurate and clear view of
the current state in various aspects. To gently it, cities usually create data manage-
ment platforms (DMP) to process, store and give access for services under certain
conditions [1].

The smart city knowledge management platform is a more complex solution.
KMP should effectively use the existing data, transfer it to knowledge and keep the
previously collected information safe. The main advantage of implementing KMP
is a better data processing and the possibility of achieving semantic interoperability
(SI) between various smart city systems and subsystems.
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2 Smart City as Digital Ecosystem

The smart city and Industry 4.0 concepts have much in common and can be
presented as a set of specific applications for planning, control, analysis of all signif-
icant business (or living) processes working in a specific data and infrastructure
environment.

Prominent manufacturers of industrial software systems have created complicated
solutions with sets of functional modules, but usually face the problems of contin-
uous and endless implementation. They are working on intelligent digitalization of
business with no possibility to write all the requirements for the software solutions
in advance. However, the conceptual, technological and architectural framework that
defines significant aspects of the development should be chosen at the very beginning.

By the end of the 2010s, the ERP concept lost flexibility concerning new business
processes [2]. It happened because enterprises (as smart cities now) are constantly
changing and growing in complexity. The second factor is the unavailability to create
one centralized monolithic system based on a single universal data repository. At the
same time, the smart city developers have faced the problemof integration of submod-
ules in conventionallymonolithic systems and integrationwith external systems from
other manufacturers [3].

In this regard, in recent years, a more pragmatic approach called “Postmodern
ERP” has become widespread, within which consumers could choose the most
successful modules from different providers. The primary condition is that all the
systems and subsystems should work together and give a positive synergetic effect
[4]. This task is decisive for Industry 4.0 and smart city concepts, which is not fully
solved yet.

The promising way of creating smart cities is the collaborative development of an
open-source digital platform performed by communities of city actors but based on
the predefined standards of data/knowledge structures and interaction protocols of
elements of the system [5]. It appears as a network structure built on the principles
of self-organization, competition and cooperation, focused on business tasks.

On the general level, the open-source digital platform ensures the automation of
routine business processes by supporting the operation of various business entities
of the smart city. On the local level, services are provided by local companies.
Each business entity on every level can support an event-driven operation scheme
(triggered by foreign events and generated its events), interact with other modules,
support business processes.

This will lead to the smart city performing as a digital ecosystem based on the
postmodern ERP principles (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Digital eco-system architecture

3 State of the Art

Every city is a complex system of social and socio-technical networks, a combination
of technical systems and human organizations. Therefore, SC is considered as a
complex adaptive network-centric system of systems with a tremendous amount of
actors and links between them. To achieve better interaction, it should be developed
based on a common ontology-driven knowledge base [5].

One of the problems of managing ontologies is the high rate of change of under-
lying data. Intelligent ontologies of cities are very dynamic, and data changes must
be timely reflected [6]. The main problem is that ontology-driven knowledge bases
are updated manually when a new element is added to the ecosystem or when a new
agent, not defined by the system, wants to use services or data [7]. Despite that, this
technology is widely investigated and evaluated in practical application in smart city
projects.

VITAL (European project) is working on modelling IoT data streams generated
by different SC devices. The task is to overcome the problem of heterogeneity [8].
VITAL can reuse a highly detailed set of ontologies describing many aspects of
devices with the support of ontology.

The km4City ontology reuses the basic vocabularies of several ontology standards
[9]. The model’s description shows that the small size of the km4City ontology
results in more straightforward possibilities to reuse it in innovative city applications.
However, based on further publications, the industrial implementation of km4City
ontology is not achieved.

SOFIA project presents a platform developed in Spain to collect the data from
various sources SC elements [10]. It shows the possibility to operate among different
urban systems. But also it proves the concept of predefined templates that have been
already implemented into the ontology.
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The general smart city knowledge base can be developed as a set of ontologies
of other domains [11]. Authors try to minimize ontology commitments, avoid devel-
oping largemonolithic ontologies and use small and generic ontology snippets,which
capture key on the one side and reusable on the other side knowledge.

Attempts to achieve semantic interoperability in the smart city concept are made
by Concoli et al. [5]. The research aspects of sharing heterogeneous data between
various e-services on the example of Catania City based on the Linked Open Data
technology are described. But no results of practical implementation are presented.

It is interesting to mention the idea of generally accepted semantics for intelligent
devices and use of reference ontology as an interaction language [12]. Use cases
include several areas, but project more focuses on increasing production process
flexibility.

Trained neural networks can be integrated intomulti-agent systems used by agents
to interpret concepts of a given ontology and provide an exact precise meaning to a
message sent by agents to each other [13]. Deep learningwithmulti-agent technology
can be used as a solution to define new meanings in the ontology.

The knowledge management software is crucial to develop a fundamentally new
open digital smart city platform that supports models and methods of collective,
coordinated decision-making and implemented in an expandable network of inter-
acting intelligent solutions. It helps to solve the storage of dynamically expandable
sets of data, data transfer between services, standards for data exchange, negotiation
protocols between systems for consensual decisions, information security and safety
[14].

Basic principles to design and develop an open-source digital smart city platform
with semantic interoperability of smart services:

1. City can be “smart” only by enforcing cooperation/competition of services.
2. Extracting knowledge from current data is not enough because the current way

of running services is, as a rule, inefficient and usually needs to be changed
entirely.

3. Collecting data from existing services is crucial but not enough to scale and
scoop future solutions. The knowledge base should be expandable.

4. Cooperation of services in the smart city concept 5.0 should bemade concerning
semantic interoperability of services.

5. The SC knowledge base can be designed as combinations of different small
ontologies of various problem domains (the generic ontology, specific ontolo-
gies).

It was shown in [15] that the smart city should be a network-centric system of
systems, based on knowledge bases and ontologies (as the most promising method
of ensuring interoperability of actors).

We have estimated four different approaches in the case of interoperability that
interacting systems use to share and operate on data. In our research, we take into
account only semantic interoperability task and consider all other levels (technical,
organizational, syntax) out of scope.
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4 Conceptual Design of the Semantic Interoperability

4.1 Semantic Interoperability Definition

Most of the city services developed and implemented are functionally and semanti-
cally separated. Collaboration between them is rigid and predefined. However, users
often choose the best services, even from different providers or digital ecosystems.

The complexity of the systems is continually enhanced, elevating risk and main-
tenance costs and delivery times. To force two systems to work together, it is needed
to use common databases, manually create and manage knowledge bases, or use a
service-oriented architecture that is limited in scale. Integration through knowledge
bases and semantic description is very perspective but complicated and primarily
manual work.

Semantic description (SD) technology does not provide semantic interoperability
by design and does not solve all the knowledge-gathering, management and sharing
tasks. The SD of different problem domains should always be processed according
to a specific predefined procedure.

In terms of integration of services, the SC developers usually make a step towards
creating city databases and managing access rights [1]. Less steps towards semantic
interoperability are made. Every service joining the digital smart city ecosystem
must know specific information about it and other services. It is crucially valuable
that systems, devices and components can interact and understand each other to
some extent (within the context of their intended collaboration) [15, 16]. For that,
systems should understand their role in the collaboration: what functions they have
and provide, what services they offer to the user, what kind of limitations they have.

The updated with [17] definition of semantic interoperability:

• is working with the meanings of data;
• helps systems to find the consensus of meaning;
• ensures that the meaning is defined the same way for all actors and mutually

agreed by them;
• enables different stakeholders to access and understand data unambiguously.

4.2 Ontology for Semantic Interoperability

Semantic interoperability is used for managing and exchanging knowledge between
systems and is based on finding related terminology concepts.

Choosing the ontology as an instrument of semantic data description will make
it interoperable for users and services that share one same ontology. Ontologies are
used for semantic interoperability for automated reasoning and advanced services to
smart applications such as conceptual search, semantic search (non-keyword based),
joint work with software agents, decision support, natural language understanding,
knowledge management.
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For most efficient use, different services should have a common agreement on
ontological definitions. Most of the existing ontologies and semantic description
frameworks in the smart city concepts are explained in the context of different
problem domains and are currently at an early stage. A common semantic anno-
tation framework and ontology definitions of basic concepts were the key issues to
achieve global semantic interoperability.

Designing, developing and sharing ontologies and contributing to description
and annotation frameworks supporting legacy applications are reasonable steps in
achieving interoperability on a large interdisciplinary scale. Different solutions, such
as ontology mapping and matching (i.e. manual, semi-automated, or automated),
can help link the resources described using different semantic annotation models.
The ontology designers can also reference common ontologies and provide links to
other upper-level ontologies to support interoperability between different semantic
descriptions.

We use a combination of these principles. It can be used horizontally among smart
city services for better organization or vertically with the basic smart city knowledge
in updating the basic city ontology.

4.3 Main Steps in Design of SI

The main topics to be solved for the semantic interoperability of services can be
distinguished as: ecosystem rules, knowledge base of the ecosystem, functionality
of smart services, mechanism of interaction.

As the basic steps in designing the open-source digital platform for smart city
services it is important to check:

• All the elements and smart services use one language and understand each other.
• New services are presented to each other, explaining their basic functionality.
• Need to update the knowledge base of the platform if new valuable information

arrives with new service.
• Different services should start to negotiate between each other and customers

offering new products.

To solve this task, a conceptual approach for creating an open-source digital
platform is proposed. It is based on multilevel ontology architecture and multi-agent
matchers for mapping ontologies.

In the design of the smart city SI, we should start from the particular steps of
analysis. First of all, we need to analyse the complexity of data used by the smart
city and assess different levels of interoperability:

1. The quantitative data indicators: sources of data, growing rate, number of
diversity and heterogeneous formats.

2. Qualitative data indicators: processing speed, diversity of data in different
problem domains.
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3. Processing instruments: diversity of approaches, methods and instruments,
diversity of data models

As the second step, we need to assess the general requirements for the smart
city knowledge base in case of semantic interoperability. General requirements are:
requirements for data representation, validation data requirements, access rights
requirements, requirements for data taxonomy, privacy and security requirements.

To design, as the next step, the general smart city knowledge base platform it is
important to define several aspects to be considered. Most important among them:

1. In semantic data modelling:

• the semantic representation of data to form one common understanding
across services.

2. Semantic integration and sharing:

• the matching and mapping mechanism to support dynamic integration and
sharing.

3. Semantic description of data:

• a semantic description mechanism to support the annotation of data coming
from heterogeneous sources.

4. Ecosystem rules for knowledge management:

• Instruments to work with the data including access rights, storage options.

5. Semantic Ontology matching and mapping:

• Instruments to collect and understand of heterogeneous semantics from
different systems.

• Matching andmapping service to parse the new knowledge arriving and align
it with existing knowledge to support semantic interoperability.

6. Representation of knowledge:

• Representation of the knowledge in the way that supports reasoning and
validation of the information.

• Possibility to provide the partial view of the whole knowledge base.

This project proposes architecture design of a general ontology model of the city
(as metaontology) and its services (smart service ontologies, onto-models) stored in
the KMP. This will allow various players to create or choose various services for
themselves and further refine their ontology. It is assumed that companies operating
based on the created eco-system of city services will offer and sell their generalized
and typed onto-models to other participants in future. For this, it is necessary to create
basic principles and concepts based on which the city ontology will be created.
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In addition, the SC KMP may include various types of normative and reference
information most commonly used by various companies in the subject area and other
information necessary for building and synchronizing plans.

4.4 Architecture of the Software Solution

The smart city ontology (SCO) as the primary instrument of KMP was created as
a formalized model of domain knowledge, in fact, an “explanatory dictionary” for
intelligent decision-making systems. SCO was created as a semantic network of
classes of concepts and relations of the smart city.

SCO consists of three levels of ontologies:

1. City metaontology. It is a set of basic concepts and rules that are predefined and
cannot be changed.

2. Basic ontology of the city. The second level is created based on themetaontology
concepts and rules, but can be changed in the operation process.

3. Private ontologies of smart services (companies, people and other players). The
dynamic part can be added when the new actors want to join the smart city
ecosystem.

It is essential to mention that private ontology if the problem domain is new, can
add new knowledge and change the basic ontology of the city.

In the case of the new smart service that intends to join the smart city ecosystem,
we use two types of multi-agent matchers to integrate the new ontology into the
existing one. The process runs as follows:

1. The formal matching process. Check if the existing ontology matches the new
one.

• Check the consistency of syntax (we speak the same language).
• Check the correspondence between the base classes of metaontology and

new ontologies (we use a basic set of words).
• Check the conformity of the ontology (check the entire vocabulary).
• Show non-alignment (discrepancies) between ontologies.
• Offer to make changes in the new ontology so it will fit (if needed).

2. The semantic matcher tries to understand the meaning of the new service. On
this level, we need to answer the question: Who are you? What tasks do you
solve? Where do you store the knowledge? How to use you?

• Propose to make changes and add new knowledge to the basic ontology (to
expand the base vocabulary)

The agent-based ontology matchers should coordinate the ontologies on
two levels:

• formal—matching the new ontologies.
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• semantic level—looking at the new ways of cooperative work between
services.

When the new service arrives to the ecosystemwith its own ontologyKMP checks
the new participant in case of the knowledge can be used. The new participant is
interested in providing as much information as possible.

The formal matcher checks the new ontology if it can be used (“talking on the
same language step”). On the next stage, the semantic matcher tries to understand the
meaning of the new service (“howwe can be helpful for you”). The new ontology can
be written from different perspectives: functionality, business process, technological
process, organization structure. The more information is provided the better cases
semantic matcher can later find for the new service.

Experiments performedwith ontologiesmatching process show themain conflicts
that can be identified:

• Name conflicts (“citizen” or “resident”).
• Isomorphism conflicts (different composition of attributes).
• Different details in problem domain.
• Different structures of entities.
• Data presentation.
• Measurement units (metric, non-metric).

Developing the knowledge management platform to achieve semantic interoper-
ability, several issues should be considered:

1. Due to the heterogeneity of existing ontological sources and the variety of
applications in which matchers should be used, it is clear that general ontology
matching algorithms are unable to serve each type of ontology, provide the
desired inference and cope with excessive requirements for the application.

2. We recognized the need for a strategy that seeks to optimize thematchingprocess
while at the same time being aware of the inherent dependencies between current
ontologies.

3. To solve the problems of heterogeneity and plurality of existing ontologies, we
have implemented the metaontology framework and standard as a set of rules
and basic concepts to be used by the new services of the ecosystem.

4. Systems complement each other’s ontologies.
5. The possibility of various technology stacks of smart city services forced to

choose the OWL ontology standard.

Conflicts can be avoided if the basic principles and rules of the metaontology will
be used by each new service in the smart city digital ecosystem. It will not limit the
functionality but open the way for better semantic cooperation.
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5 Conclusion

There are two main trends in developing smart city solutions: the transition from
centralized software products to a modular systems and digital ecosystems. Consid-
ering the principles of postmodern ERP the smart city as an ecosystem of integrated
network of smart service can be developed. Newmodules should be easily integrated
into the software environment on the “plug-and-play” principle and be semantically
connected. This will help to achieve the new commercial advantages and implement
the modern economy approach—distributed work on distributed tasks.

Semantic interoperability can differ—from exchanging simple data package to
cooperative decision-making in decentralized systems, finding different hidden logic
and variants for cooperation. For the smart city concept, we focus on the cases
when the new business process of new smart services can find gentle cooperation
opportunities with other organizations and services through OSDP platform.

The result of the project will lead to the new standards of ontological representa-
tion, services negotiation protocols and standards for smart city metaontology.
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Construction and Analysis of Kepler’s
Cosmographic Mystery, for Learning
the Platonic Solids Using Mathematica
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Carlos E. Arellano-Ramírez , Robert Ipanaqué-Chero ,
and Ricardo Velezmoro-León

Abstract This research work revolves around the need to learn regular polyhedral
constructions and find the relationships that exist with the spheres that inscribe them
in the structure of Kepler’s Cosmographic Mystery. We often do not realize that
polyhedra are present in almost everything around us, and that throughout history,
man has been fascinated by Platonic solids. At present, students live in reverse in the
massive use of electronic equipment in their learning, aswell as software and applica-
tions. Given the high demand for the acquisition of digital skills worldwide, students
can be motivated to strengthen their learning of mathematics and acquire program-
ming skills by observing, analyzing and arguing a programming strategy to design
the Cosmographic Mystery of Kepler, also the existing relationships in the structure
under study. Therefore, through this work, it is intended to provide the teacher with
resources and programming skills for the teaching of regular polyhedra. Mathemat-
ica software has been considered for its high programming and display quality. In
addition, the Wolfram programming language is accessible through the Raspberry
computer. The objective of the researchwork is to provide aworkingmethodology for
the study of regular polyhedra and acquire programming skills. Also, strengthen their
observation and analysis skills from their models for the design of Platonic polyhedra
through the programming language, allowing students to explore 3D spaces.
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1 Introduction

Johannes Kepler was a mathematician fascinated by Euclid’s geometry. He saw
God as the Perfect Geometer, creator of the universe. In his attempt to give an
explanation to the geometry of the universe, he associated the five Platonic solids
with the planetary orbits known in his time. I nest them one inside another, and he
presented it in 1635 his astronomy book titled Mysterium Cosmographicum where
he tells us [1].

“The earth is the circle that is the measure of everything. Circle it a dodecahedron.
The circle that inscribes it will be Mars. It circumscribes Mars with a tetrahedron.
The circle that includes that will be Jupiter. Circle Jupiter with a cube. The circle that
comprises this will be Saturn. Now inscribe an icosahedron in the earth. The circle
inscribed in this will be Venus. Inscribe an octahedron on Venus. The circle inscribed
on it will be Mercury. You are right about the number of planets.” (See Fig. 1).

Now, considering the historical richness from the geometric point of view of
Kepler’s scientific activity, when trying to explain the cosmos through Platonic poly-
hedra, interest arises from the construction of Kepler’s Cosmographic Mystery using
Mathematica software,with the aim that it allows students to interpret, understand and
appreciate the geometric beauty that the scientist described. From thismodel, students
develop spatial thinking and strengthen their logical as well as deductive thinking.
Students will make use of the properties, relationships between three-dimensional
and two-dimensional objects. Through observation, look for interrelationships that
allow the construction of each of the Platonic polyhedra and thus add them to each
other inscribed in concentric spheres.

Fig. 1 Kepler’s
cosmographic mystery
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Fig. 2 Platonic polyhedra: tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron and icosahedron

Whereas, in regular basic education, emphasis is placed on process and activity,
as well as knowledge. Mathematical competence is directed at the ability to use
mathematical modes of thought and representation.

There are various mathematical softwares that favor the integration of visual-
ization processes, favoring the study and properties of three-dimensional objects.
Among the different softwares, the Mathematica Software was chosen for its inter-
face and its high level of programming and 3D visualization; it also has the goodness
of being compatible with the Raspberry computer, making it accessible to students.

From these approaches, the research question arises: Does SoftwareMathematica
management makes it possible to learn Platonic solids by representing Kepler’s uni-
verse and analyzing the metric relationships that exist between planetary spherical
orbits and polyhedra?

The structure of this document is as follows: Sect. 2 gives some definitions and
characteristics of thePlatonic solids. It also explains the structure ofKepler’sCosmos.
Sect. 3 talks about the analysis for the construction of Platonic solids. Sect. 4 describes
the construction ofKepler’s Cosmos. The document closeswith themain conclusions
and some additional observations in Sect. 5.

2 Mathematical Preliminaries

By definition, a Platonic solid is said to be a regular polyhedron. The regularity in
space is understood that the faces of the regular polyhedron are equal to each other
and whose vertices are uniform; in addition, convexity is required [3].

Platonic polyhedra are the tetrahedron, the cube (or hexahedron), the octahedron,
the dodecahedron and the icosahedron, see Fig. 2:
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Fig. 3 Kepler’s mystery of the cosmos building structure

Regarding Kepler’s Cosmographic World, due to his eagerness to find an expla-
nation of the planetary movements through the relationships between the orbits of
the planets, he tried to represent them as the quotient of the size of the spheres in
which he inscribed the perfect polyhedra.

The structure of the Cosmographic Mystery that Kepler considered is the follow-
ing (Fig. 3):

3 Construction of the Platonic Solids

Geometry studies the shapes of figures and geometric bodies; among its objects of
study are polyhedra [4].

Geometry studies the shapes of figures and geometric bodies; among its objects
of study are polyhedra. It is important that students learn polyhedra due to the need
for human beings to define their surroundings, their shapes, dimensions and the place
they occupy.
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Fig. 4 Analysis for the
construction of
dodecahedron using
Mathematica

Geometry studies the shapes of figures and geometric bodies, among its objects of
study are polyhedra. It is important that students learn polyhedra due to the need for
human beings to define their surroundings, their shapes, dimensions and the place
they occupy.

At the world level, the curricular guidelines in basic education coincide in the
importance of geometry as a tool to interpret theworld that surrounds us, it also allows
us to develop spatial, analytical and logical thinking, strengthening the argumentative
processes regarding the characteristics and properties of themathematical objects that
are displayed.

Without a doubt, through the construction of Platonic polyhedra, students will
develop spatial thinking because it encourages reasoning to seek a construction
strategy through observation for later programming in the Mathematica scientific
software.

Next, we will describe the construction reasoning for each of the Platonic poly-
hedra.

For the construction of these polyhedra, we will use analogous procedures
reflected in a previous publication on the construction of the dodecahedron [5].

In the dodecahedron, it is visualized that its vertices also belong to 4 regular
polygons parallel to one of the faces that we assume as a base (Fig. 4).

Using the same reasoning, the other regular polyhedra were built, that is, generat-
ing them from a special characteristic such as the one observed in the dodecahedron.
The commands used to build the Platonic polyhedra are:

OctahedronCER[R], IcosahedronCER[R], DodecahedronCER[R], Tetrahedron
CER[R], CubeCER[R]
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Fig. 5 a Octahedron circumscribed to sphere of radius R. b Icosahedron circumscribed to sphere
of radius R. c Dodecahedron circumscribed to sphere of radius R. d Tetrahedron circumscribed to
sphere of radius R. e Cube circumscribed to sphere of radius R

whose input is the radius “R” of the sphere inscribed in the polyhedron; its output
is the visualization of its respective Platonic polyhedron, which in turn is inscribed
in a sphere of radius “r”. It also shows us the list of the vertices of their respective
regular polyhedron.

3.1 Visualization of the Octahedron, Icosahedron,
Dodecahedron, Tetrahedron and Cube

See Fig. 5

4 Kepler’s Cosmographic Mystery Construction

The command MisteriodelCosmos[r ], whose input is the radius of the sphere
that represents the orbit of Mercury, allows us to visualize Kepler’s Cosmographic
Mystery and the radii of each of the orbits as well as the vertices of each of the
polyhedra Platonists.

In this case, we will generate Kepler’s Mystery of the Cosmos from radius 1 of
the spherical orbit of Mercury (Fig. 6).

5 Conclusions

The reasoning for the construction of each of the polyhedra can be generated fromone
of the regular faces, which is assumed to be the support base in the XY plane. Using
certain characteristics, the student may be able to observe through the models the
presence of polygons parallel to the base andwhose vertices belong to the polyhedron.
Taking advantage of this characteristic and certain properties, the student will be able
to program or understand the programming language of the commands. Through the
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Fig. 6 Kepler’s cosmographic mystery, constructed from the sphere radius of radius R that repre-
sents the orbit of mercury

commands, we will visualize the polyhedra with their vertices in 3D, as well as
Kepler’s Cosmographic Mystery with the list of the radii of the spherical orbits and
the vertices of the polyhedra.

The radius that inscribes and circumscribes each of the polyhedra whose centroid
is (0,0,0) and its vertices was calculated. But it was generalized, for them it was
necessary to find the factor that we had to multiply the set of vertices according to
the position established by Kepler, from the radius of the sphere that represents the
orbit of Mercury. The factors found are: Factor that multiplies the vertices of the
octahedron:

R
1√
3
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Factor that multiplies the vertices of the icosahedron:

R√√
5
6 + 5

12

1
1√
3

Factor that multiplies the vertices of the dodecahedron:

R√
(
1
2 + 1√

5

)2 +
(
3
√

18
√
5+6+4

)2

1600 + 1
4 + 1

2
√
5

√
5

2
√√

5
6 + 5

12

1
1√
3

Factor that multiplies the vertices of the tetrahedron:

R
1

2
√
2

√
1
4

(
1
2

√
3
2

(
3
√
5 + 1

)
+ 1

)2

+ 1

√
(
1
2 + 1√

5

)2 +
(
3
√

18
√
5+6+4

)2

1600 + 1
4 + 1

2
√
5

√
5

2
√√

5
6 + 5

12

1
1√
3

Factor that multiplies the vertices of the cube:

R
1√
2

3
2
√
2

2
√
2

√
1
4

(
1
2

√
3
2

(
3
√
5 + 1

)
+ 1

)2

+ 1

√
(
1
2 + 1√

5

)2 +
(
3
√

18
√
5+6+4

)2

1600 + 1
4 + 1

2
√
5

√
5

2
√√

5
6 + 5

12

1
1√
3

It can be verified that these factors that multiply the vertices coincide as the radius
of the sphere that inscribes each of the polyhedra.

Students will be able to observe, understand, analyze and argue their reasoning
for the construction of regular polyhedra and Kepler’s Cosmographic Mystery using
the Mathematica programming language. In the future, it is suggested to study the
harmonic proportion that the beauty of the geometric structure of Kepler’s Cos-
mographic Mystery exists. The implementation of TICs in the learning of Platonic
solids allows the student to appropriate the new knowledge, by constructing the Pla-
tonic solids using their knowledge of plane geometry. The visualization provided by
the dynamic Mathematica program allows the student to manipulate mathematical
objects and can determine the characteristics and properties of Platonic polyhedra
[6].
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Meaningful Learning of Regular Basic
Education Students in the Construction
of Polyhedra from the Cube in a
Graphical 3D Geometry Environment
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Daniel A. Flores-Córdova , Robert Ipanaqué-Chero ,
and Ricardo Velezmoro-León

Abstract This research paper revolves around the need to learn polyhedral construc-
tions. Students often do not realize that polyhedra are present in almost everything
around them: microorganisms, minerals, architectural constructions and virtual real-
ity objects. Currently, there is an accelerated process in the acquisition of digital
skills worldwide, which can motivate and strengthen the meaningful learning of
mathematics. For this reason, it is important that the teacher manages technological
resources for the teaching of mathematics and thus awaken the student’s interest in
learning. We consider GeoGebra free software as an excellent tool to develop digital
and spatial skills in the student for the understanding and construction of polyhedra
from previous geometric concepts. The objective of the research work is to pro-
pose a work methodology for the construction of new polyhedra from the regular
hexahedron using GeoGebra, allowing students to explore 3D spaces.
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1 Introduction

There is the presence of Mathematics in everything we look at in our environment
and in the activities we carry out in everyday life, but not all of them are evident and
not all people perceive it in the same way [10]. Teachers are the ones who give life
to mathematics in the learning of students; that is why it is important that they are
able to identify situations in nature, in man-made constructions, whether concrete or
abstract, where mathematics intervenes.

Currently, the accumulation of information and technological advances produce
an acceleration in interactions and social dynamics. They have been incorporated in
all areas, such as education, as learning tools. By incorporating TICs in education,
it has generated a new learning environment [7], making it more attractive due to
the way it interacts, generates interest in the student and because it develops digital
skills.

Among the factors that have contributed to the incorporation of technology in
educational institutions [3] are the accessibility provided by TIC, its pedagogical
potential, easy user interaction and pressure from society to acquire digital skills.

An educational need is the teaching of spatial geometry because our environment
is closely related to it. We move in a three-dimensional world, so it is important for
the student to learn to represent and describe solids. Highlighting among them the
polyhedra for their structural aspect, since they are visualized in architectural forms
or in nature. These forms are even made through 3D graphics software. The ability
to make representations of polyhedra allows students to develop creative thinking
through logical thinking when describing, classifying, planning and executing pro-
cedures that allow modeling through concrete material or using graphic software for
better manipulation and symbolization.

Achieving that the student manages to internationalize the characteristics of the
real objects associated with them. The scarce content of spatial geometry in the
regular basic education curriculum puts students who receive little training at a dis-
advantage. There are international studies of the TINSS tests that closely correlate
the knowledge of geometry content with the development of mathematical, visual
and deductive reasoning skills, as well as facilitating the representation of concepts
and relationships in other branches of mathematics [11].

Currently, there is a recognition of the importance of spatial geometry in the
education of students [7] given by the rise of dynamic geometry environments in 3D.
These are allowing students to perform manipulations and constructions to generate
new knowledge, surpassing the limitations of the manipulable materials used in
classes due to their rigidity. Although, the concrete material manipulated by the
students has shown to some extent effectiveness [5] such as a better visualization
when making cuts [2] and very useful for calculating the volume.

Therefore, the teacher must incorporate new technological advances such as dig-
ital devices and applications available in the educational field for the teaching of
polyhedra. Given what has been described, the research question arises: Can stu-
dents generate new polyhedra from a cube using GeoGebra for their construction,
visualization and description of their characteristics?
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The objective of the research is to provide students and teachers with a dynamic
way of interacting with GeoGebra to build new polyhedra from a cube. Through its
manipulation, it allows them to visualize its characteristics.

2 Construction of the Polyhedra with GeoGebra

The learning of mathematics, using technological means, favors learning, that is, in
the search for knowledge about the object of study, connections between its elements;
they also activate and motivate students toward study [1].

In this work, GeoGebra will be used for all its benefits and its easy interaction
with the student and the teacher. It is a free mathematical software for all educa-
tional levels, created by Markus Hohenwarter in 2001 at the University of Salzburg
and later at the University of Atlantis. Its open source (GNU GPL) and uses the
Java platform guaranteeing its portability to Windows, Linux, Solaris or Mac OS
X systems. GeoGebra combines graphic and symbolic representations, dynamically
gathers geometry, algebra, statistics, calculation in graphic registers, analysis and of
spreadsheets organization. It was created in 2001 and is extremely user-friendly.

In this sense, GeoGebra is an excellent tool for the teaching and learning process
of mathematics. In addition, it helps students to stimulate and develop creativity
by discovering, recognizing, identifying, seeking new relationships and building
knowledge.

Using GeoGebra, a cube will be built first in the first octant; previously, they will
activate the 3D view (see Fig. 1 (left)).

We will enter point A(0, 0, 0) (see Fig. 1(right)). In the 2D view, they will activate
a slider in the interval [0, 20] with an increment of 0.5 and an input box associated
with the slider, allowing to manipulate the edge of the cube (see Fig. 2(left)).

Fig. 1 (left) 3D graphics view. (right) Point A(0, 0, 0)
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Fig. 2 (left) Slider a. (right) Point B(a, 0, 0) as a function of the slider

Fig. 3 (left) Cube command, which allows us to build the regular hexahedron. (right) Construction
of the cube knowing the edge

Let’s enter point B(a, 0, 0) the edge of the cube (see Fig. 2(right)). Taking the two
points, we can build the cube the edge of the cube (see Fig. 3(left)). We select points
A and B (see Fig. 3(right)).

We can see that a cube was built, and in the algebraic view, you can verify the
dimension of the cube’s edge and the volume. The following question is formulated:
Can a new polyhedron be built from a cube if we know the midpoints of the edges?
Using the midpoint command, the vertices of the new polyhedron are found (see
Fig. 4(left) and (right)).

The regular hexahedron is a convex and regular polyhedron,whose characteristics:
Number of vertices: 8
Number of faces: 6
Polygon that make up the faces: squares
Number of edges: 12
Total area: 6L2

Volume: L3

It is verified that it satisfies the Euler equation: C + V − A = 2.
Proceeding to join the vertices by means of edges to build the new polyhedron

(see Fig. 5(left)).
We proceed to hide the volume of the regular hexahedron to visualize the new

polyhedron (see Fig. 5(right)).
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Fig. 4 (left) Using command midpoint given two points. (right) The midpoints of the edges of the
regular hexahedron

Fig. 5 (left) Joining the midpoints by edges. (right) New 14 faces convex polyhedron

When we start from a cube with edge L , the new polyhedron has 14 faces of
which 6 of its faces are square with side

√
2
2 L and 8 equilateral triangular faces with√

2
2 L (see Fig. 6). To calculate the volume of the new 14 faces convex polyhedron,
we must calculate the volume of the pyramid shown in Fig. 7; the volume of said
pyramid is L3

48 , and the volume of the new 14 faces non-regular convex polyhedron
is: 5

6 L
3.

The characteristics of the 14-sided polyhedron are:
Number of vertices: 12
Number of faces: 14
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Fig. 6 (left) 14 faces irregular convex polyhedron. (right) New polyhedron with 14 faces built from

the cube with side L , 6 are squares with side
√
2
2 L and 8 equilateral triangles with side

√
2
2 L

Fig. 7 Pyramid to which we will calculate its volume

Number of edges: 24

Total area:
(
3 + √

3
)
L2 Weverify that it satisfiesEuler’s equation:C + V − A = 2.

Building a new polyhedron from the previous polyhedron finding themidpoints of
the edges, we obtain the irregular convex polyhedron with 26 faces (see Fig. 8(left)).
The characteristics of this new convex polyhedron are:

Number of vertices: 24
Number of faces: 26
Number of edges: 48

Total area:
(
6+6

√
2+√

3
4

)
L2

We verify that it satisfies the Euler equation: C + V − A = 2.
Using the cube of edge L , the new polyhedron has 26 faces, of which 6 of its

faces are squares with side L
2 , 12 are rectangles of dimensions L

2 and
√
2
4 L; finally, 8

equilateral triangular faces of side
√
2
4 L (see Fig. 8(center)). To calculate the volume
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Fig. 8 (left) 26 faces irregular convex polyhedron. (center) Identification of the different types of
faces that exist in the 26-face convex polyhedron, calculate the total area. (right) On the right, we
can see the pyramid whose volume we will calculate

Fig. 9 Regular hexahedron,
irregular convex polyhedron
with 14 and 26 faces,
inscribed in spheres with

radii L ,
√
2
2 L2 and

√
6
4 L ,

respectively

of the new 26 faces convex polyhedron, we have to calculate the volume of the
pyramid shown in Fig. 8(right), whose value is: 1

96 L
3. The volume of the new 26

faces non-regular convex polyhedron is: 79
96 L

3.
Analyzing each of the polyhedra, it is found that they are inscribable (see Fig. 9);

doing the respective analysis, it is obtained that: The cube of edge L is inscribed in
a sphere of radius

√
3
2 L . The 14 faces irregular convex polyhedron is inscribed on a

sphere of radius
√
2
2 L . The 26 faces irregular convex polyhedron is inscribed on a

sphere of radius
√
6
4 L .

3 Conclusions

Starting from a cube with edge L , an irregular convex polyhedron with 14 faces
can be constructed taking the midpoints of the cube as vertices. An irregular convex
polyhedron with 14 faces is generated that has the peculiarity of having 6 faces that
are square on each side

√
2
2 L and 8 faces that are equilateral triangles with side

√
2
2 L .

Also, their area is 14 faces is
(
3 + √

3
)
L2, and their volume is 5

6 L
3.

Considering the 14 faces irregular convex polyhedron and finding the midpoints
of each of its edges, we can build an irregular convex polyhedron with 26 faces of
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which 6 of its faces are squares of side 1
2 L , 12 are rectangles of dimensions 1

2 L and√
2
4 L , finally, 8 equilateral triangular faces of side

√
2
4 L . Their total area and volume

are
(
6+6

√
2+√

3
4

)
L2 and

√
6
4 L , respectively.

The ratio between the volumes of the 14 faces irregular convex polyhedron and
the cube is 5

6 , and between the 26 and 14 faces irregular convex polyhedron is 79
80 .

While, the ratio between their radii of the spheres that inscribe the 14 faces irregular
convex polyhedron and the cube is

√
6
3 and between the radii of the spheres that

inscribe the 26 and 14 faces irregular convex polyhedron is
√
3
2 .

In 14 and 26 faces irregular convex polyhedra constructed from a cube, students
can find their characteristics using their knowledge of plane geometry, allowing you
to give a better argument for your results by making generalizations from a cube
with arbitrary side l [4].

Some researchworks indicate that the use of dynamic geometry programsmay not
be positive for students [5]. For the situation to be feasible, the activities that are pro-
grammed must promote the learning process of the students through the understand-
ing of the structures and characteristics of the polyhedra that they themselves gener-
ate. The spatial geometry teaching environment using GeoGebra software requires
the teacher to analyze whether students understand the geometric properties of poly-
gons and geometric solids. Also, students must be verified by the properties using
the [8] software, taking advantage of the different perspectives that GeoGebra offers
when manipulating the object. By allowing them to construct the new polyhedra
and determine their respective characteristics, there would be a positive correlation
between the use of dynamic geometry software and greater visualization capabilities
[9].
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Harmonize: A Comprehensive Patient
and Provider Connectivity Solution
for the Management of Mental Disorders

Dion Wayne Pieterse and Sampson Akwafuo

Abstract Mental illness and associated disorders are deep social problems that
are largely ignored. Individuals with mental illnesses face many obstacles such as
stigma, prejudice, and unemployment, which dissuades them from seeking help.
The emergence of COVID-19 brought light to the importance of mental health.
Current online patient–provider networking services act as the proverbial phone
book, and finding the right provider can be a shot in the dark. There is a lack of
opportunity to converse, connect or interact with providers without paying for a
formal appointment. As a result, patients have a hard time finding a compatible
provider. In this paper, we present details of a comprehensive journal-like patient and
provider connectivity solution for themanagement ofmental disorders. In addition to
providing a platform for individuals with mental disorders to confidentially connect
with medical service and insurance providers, it allows for group forums among
peers. Communication and trust can be enriched with a networking application that
allows patients (under an anonymous alias) and providers to freely monitor, like
mention and interact with one another before initial contact. Building a privacy-
focused networking platform on top of well-known communication mediums like
forums and blogs can enhance communication, visibility, and understanding. Better
communication, trust, and understanding lead to high-quality therapy.

Keywords Mental health · Digital journal · Health management system · Patient
and provider networking tool

1 Introduction

Mental illness is a social problem that is largely ignored. The general cost of mental
illness on an individual and economic level is constantly growing. Themost common
mental health conditions are various types of anxiety and depression. Other preex-
isting health conditions and co-infectionsmay also lead tomental illness overtime [1].
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Popular treatments for mental health ailments include cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) and writing therapy (journaling). Research by Xu et al. [2] reported that as
of 2007, there were 450 million of us living with some form of mental illness. The
study states that by 2020, mental disorders will account for roughly 15% of the total
global cost of diseases. The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) reports [3]
that 1 in 5 Americans experience mental illness annually as of March 2021. Mental
illness can take a toll on society and incur devastating costs in numerous ways. Some
of these costs are more visible and impactful on the everyday person, and others are
less obvious than those who suffer from it. A conservative estimate for the economic
cost of severe mental illness alone is $317 billion, which does not include patients
with more than one underlying condition, the homeless, the imprisoned, or those that
have died early because of it. A large percentage of mental health cases are anxiety,
depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder. According to the National Alliance
of Mental Illness (NAMI) [3], anxiety disorders, major depressive episodes, post-
traumatic stress disorder, obsessive–compulsive disorder account for 19.1%, 7.8%,
3.6%, and 1.2%, respectively, for all cases in America. These conditions account for
31.7% of all mental health cases in America as of March 2021. Cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) is a mental health treatment that therapists employ. CBT is a typical
verbal therapy used by itself, or in combinationwith other therapies, used in a one-on-
one setting with patient and therapist. The patient purposely exposes themselves to
situations that trigger discomfort. Patient and therapist analyze these uncomfortable
situations to teach patient awareness and cope with negative thoughts and emotions.
Cognitive behavioral therapy has risen to become a first choice for treating anxiety.
According to a study by Nielsen et al. [4], CBT is a viral therapy employed globally.
It has been shown to be effective in treating anxiety and associated disorders. It is
also cost-effective.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Provider Awareness Beyond In-Network Scope

Finding affordable health insurance is a growing challenge in the USA today. The
AffordableCareAct (ACA)was enacted to combat rising healthcare costs and expand
cheap health insurance. According to a study byRowan [5], the increased cost proved
to be a significant barrier to many who had private insurance and mental illness. The
price was a significant barrier for those with serious mental illness who sought treat-
ment for all types of insurance. Two-thirds of out-of-pocket patient expenditure went
toward prescription drugs. Simply increasing eligibility and availability of insurance
plans will not reduce these out-of-pocket expenditures. The viability of ACA lies in
the legal fine print, and there is much work to be done. The ACA has made strides
to increase mental health coverage for the uninsured and make their sponsored plans
more financially attractive for employers to adopt. There is still a need to address
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laws that regulate how insured patients end up paying hefty out-of-pocket fees. These
high out-of-pocket costs have historically been a deterrent for the mentally ill and
have resulted in greater dependence on public health insurance, especially for the
poor. Rowan [5] concludes that simply increasing the availability of health insurance
coverage does little to make health insurance more affordable. The lack of afford-
ability is solved by closing legal loopholes that enable insurers and providers to
dump high out-of-pocket costs on patients. According to a recent study, Sun et al. [6]
point out that it is reasonable for a patient to assume all providers and services in the
hospital their insurance company recommended are in-network, but that is not true.
Many providers working in a patient’s in-network facilities are out-of-network, and
notification systems in place to make patients aware of providers’ network status are
questionable. This lack of transparency leads to surprise billing for patients.

2.2 Advantages of a Digital Journal for Mental Health
Therapy

Despite how technological society has become, there is a surprising lack of digital
journals mental health systems online. Many therapists still tell their patients to write
their thoughts or daily activities in a notebook. Once journaling becomes a digital
feature, it can quickly and efficiently be integrated into a more extensive system
incorporating other therapeutic methodologies. CBT can be coupled with journaling
to form a type of therapy called cognitive behavioral writing therapy (CBWT). This
hybrid therapy has proven invaluable for many who suffer from anxiety and depres-
sion. According to research done byVan derOord et al. [7], the use of computer-aided
CBWT for children who had post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression
was very effective and long-lasting. Even after six months since the initial treat-
ment, the children produced positive feedback from the treatment. Interestingly, Van
der Oord et al. [7] describe a contention in the study by those who believed hand-
written CBWT might be more effective than computer-aided CBWT. The analysis
performed in the survey debunked this hypothesis. There was no evidence to show
how the patient’s responses were conveyed (written, typed, or verbal), which made
any difference in the effectiveness of CBWT.

2.3 Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) for Mental
Health Therapy

The amount of data that pertains to individual patients can quickly grow into massive
data sets or countless pages of information that the therapist will constantly have
to maintain and analyze. Scouring over documents and data can be tiring for any
therapist. Worse, they could miss vital signs and information that could aid them
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in developing a meaningful treatment for their patients. According to Le et al. [8],
computer analysis via NLP of patient records proves a practical patient risk assessor.
Le explains that NLP saved time and money to effectively assess patient risk factors
from large volumes of text. Usually, the same volume of text would require analysis
by experts over more extended periods and cost a lot more money. Interestingly,
research by Le et al. [8] is reinforced by a study conducted by Cook et al. [9]. Cook
et al. [9] found NLP’s analysis of patient data to be an effective predictor of patient
suicide. Cook et al. [9] also echo Le’s research by stating that NLP is accurate and
saves money when analyzing massive patient data. Cook et al. [9] highlight the value
of utilizing NLP on data sent from the patient to the provider over secure channels.
NLP could be used to detect suicidal tendencies in the patient’s language.

3 Methodology

Harmonize is a web application that enhances communication, understanding, and
trust between patients and providers. The application increases providers’ visibility
and promotes interaction with patients through two methods of online interaction,
a blog and a forum. Patients have a privacy-focused journal (blog), while a blog
is provided to the providers to market their services. The forum will create an
environment where patients and providers can interact and evaluate each other in
group conversations. The application employs social networking features to enhance
effective and direct communication and visibility, including liking user entries and
mentioning users. The use of NLP further enhances the ability of the therapist to
analyze large volumes of their patient’s monitored data. All patients will be identi-
fied anonymously for privacy. Providers are not anonymous and are identified by their
professional name. The user will be presented with the home page, a general landing
page for site visitors. The user will have the option to register a new account or log
in as an existing user. The registration form will allow users to make their account
a “patient” or “provider” user type. Upon registering as a new user, they are auto-
matically logged into their account and redirected to the home page. Upon creating
a new account, the new user will have to navigate to the “Edit Account” page, which
allows them to enter critical information that will enhance connectivity with other
registered patients and providers. If they are actively seeking a provider, the user
can enter their general information, choose to make their account non-searchable,
choose their current mental health conditions, choose their insurance company, and
write a bio about themselves. Every user has a “Landing Page.” The landing page is
the primary user page for others to visit when looking for another user. It acts as the
launching point for everything concerning that user. Page options include:

• View user’s blog.
• Choose to monitor a user.
• Grant Privacy Access to a user.
• View if a user is actively seeking a provider or accepting new patients.
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• View if the blog is searchable (indicating access status to the entire blog).

The patient or provider has access to their journal and blog, respectively. The
users’ journals and blogs are the same and have different user types (to signify
different usage). Each user can write an entry, which can include an image or not.
Each blog entry can be “liked” or “unliked” by other users. The user has complete
control to set the privacy control of each blog entry to “public” or “private.” The
user can edit or remove any blog entry they create. When providers are granted
private access to a patient’s journal, they will see both private and public entries.
The provider will also have a color-coded sentiment analysis bar visible on each
journal entry for quick visual sentiment interpretation. The provider can click on a
“View Analysis” button for each journal entry, which takes them to a new page that
details the sentiment analysis and name entity recognition for each journal post. This
feature enhances the provider’s ability to interpret quickly and single out concerning
journal entries of potential clients (since they were granted privacy access). Every
registered user has access to the public forum. The public forum consists of “Rooms,”
which hold conversations about a specific subject. The author of a room can edit or
remove any remove they have made. Upon visiting a room, a user can click on a
“Conversation,” which contains a dialogue between patient and provider user types
in response to a conversation starter question. A starter question is always entered
by the author of the conversation upon creation. The splashboard is an interface
that allows users to quickly access valuable data and connections facilitated by the
application’s social networking features and data relationships. The splashboard has
two sections, “General Data Services and Provider Data Services.” Options for the
“General Data Services” with different functionalities.

Every registered user has a search feature in the navigation, which they can use to
search the public forums. The search results will render a paginated list of responses
with a breadcrumb link chain of the room, conversation, and response.

Activities

1. Create wireframe and OO class diagrams for application.
2. Setup the PostgreSQL server and create the project database.
3. Create the project package, and install all dependencies.
4. Build the back-end logic first, on top of a basic front-end skeleton.
5. Once the back-end is complete and functioning, complete the front-end design.
6. Perform testing on the application.
7. Write the final report documentation for the project.
8. Present and demonstrate the project.

The applications were developed using Python. The back-end runs on Flask web
framework. The front-end uses HTML5, Bootstrap 4 CSS Framework. The database
management system is PostgreSQL. The graphic and designswere done usingAdobe
Photoshop and Illustrator. A minimum RAM requirement of 2 GB is suggested to
efficiently run it.
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4 Case Study and Example Usage

Upon visiting the home page of the application, a new user has the option to register
an account by clicking register, or if they already have an account, they can login.
This is shown in Fig. 1.

Once logged into the application, the user can update their account information
and enter details about their condition(s) and insurance information. See Fig. 2.

Users have access to their blog, the forum, and their customized splashboard under
the navigation option “Account/Services” They are also able to view the main public
room and make contributions through this screen. This is shown in Fig. 3.

Every user has their own landing page, which acts as an information hub for that
user, and a staging point to access that user’s blog. Every user landing page has a
button menu which allows visiting users the ability the grant that user privacy access
to view their private blog entries. There is a button to monitor that user, as well as
alerts that indicate if the user’s blog is visible to others, and if that user is seeking
therapy (if a patient user type) or accepting patients (if a provider user type) (Fig. 4).

Each user’s blog entry can be public or private, and only users who the blog owner
has granted privacy access to, can view their private entries or sentiment analysis (if
a provider user type). Every blog entry can be liked or unliked, and users can be
mentioned by their user alias. Each blog entry can be edited or removed by the
author. If the user who was granted Provider Privacy Access, then they can view the
patient’s sentiment analysis data per journal entry. For quick visual interpretation
of sentiment, there is a color bar visible for every journal entry. These activities are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Upon clicking on View Analysis, the user will have access to a more detailed
sentiment analysis breakdown and Named-Entity Recognition (NER) per sentence.
NER is customized to recognize numerous types of entities and visually highlight
them for the reader.

Fig. 1 Navigation links

Fig. 2 Editing an account
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Fig. 3 Account/services
(Navigation)

Fig. 4 Landing page

Fig. 5 Sentiment analysis

Fig. 6 Sentiment analysis details

Every user has access to the application forum where patient and provider user
types can freely converse and interact. The forum containsRooms,which hold related
conversation. Every conversation contains a chain of responses related to that conver-
sation. Each response can be liked or unliked, and users can be mentioned by their
user alias. Every response created by a use can be edited or removed by that same
user. Every user has access to their own splashboard by clicking the “View Patient
Splashboard” or “View Provider Splashboard” (depending on their user type). The
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splashboard is a comprehensive data delivery interface that allows the user quick
access to specific data regarding their social networking connections. The data is
generated based on what information the user has entered for their account, the users
they are monitoring, the users they have granted privacy access to, and which blog
entries or forum responses they have liked. See Fig. 7.

Some data services include: (1) Journal and Blog Feed of All Users under monitor
(2) Journal Feed of Patients I Am Monitoring (3) List of Users with Privacy Access
(4) Manage Users I am Monitoring (5) Manage Private Access Users (6) Who
Mentioned the current user Within The Last Week (7) Forum Conversations of
Interest (8) Recommended Other Patient Associations (Based on Conditions) (9)
Forum Response Feed of All Users I Am Monitoring (10) Forum Response Feed of
Patients I am Monitoring, and other functions described in the user documentation.
The admin has access to the data management system, which is a user interface that
allows full editing capability to the database tables, as well as various customizable
features for searching, exporting data sets as certain file formats, sorting data, and
filtering data (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7 Splashboard

Fig. 8 Administrator
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5 Conclusion

The services for patients to discover, interact with, and learn about providers are
lacking and underdeveloped on many levels. Finding responsive and trusted insur-
ance companies is a challenge to patients. Many patients with health insurance have
access to in-network providers and have limited visibility and affordable access
to an out-of-network provider. There is a high chance that in-network mental health
patientswill haveout-of-network services, so theymust havevisibility of all providers
in their geographic location regardless of network. Many of the online provider
networking services do not promote communication and interaction with patients
without payment. Current applications provide services that cater specifically to
providers and help them market their business. These marketing tools are delivered
on static profile pages and do not involve social interaction with potential patients.
Many of the tools are primitive and limited. There is no dynamic communication
platform between patient and provider. Communication and trust are two of the most
critical factors for a patient to receive quality therapy from a provider. Providers have
access to sentiment analysis tools that enhance and aid their diagnosis and treatment
strategies of potential and current patients. The application provides services free of
charge to promote interaction with its users and increase the likelihood of patients
finding the best match provider to help them with their mental health condition(s). A
system that enhances the efficiency of patients’ and providers’ connectivity increases
the likelihood of effective treatment and healing. Patients who find effective therapy
become productive citizens, enrich the economy, and enhance their lives and society
as a whole.
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A Post-quantum Zero-Knowledge Proof
System Using Quantum Information
Theory
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Abstract In recent decades, the importance of protecting computer systems and net-
works from information disclosure (relevant to information technology and cyberse-
curity fields) has risen to the utmost importance. With wide applications in subjects
such as voting registration, insurance, credit card information, personal identity secu-
rity, and as of recently crypto-based blockchains, the field is becoming increasingly
significant. Due to the perpetual and expanding reliance on computer systems, the
way that we handle and send our data is vital. Improper methods of establishing pri-
vacy for secure data transmission can compromise substantial amounts of user data,
making the development of high-level privacy-preservingmechanisms impervious to
tampering of immense importance. For example, the existence of most cryptographic
systems is threatened by the development of quantum computing, and therefore, the
development of making post-quantum/quantum-resistant cryptographic systems is
in great demand. In this research, unlike most current existing systems, we propose a
classical to quantummapping channel for zero-knowledge that will not be negatively
affected by the existence of quantum technologies.
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1 Introduction

Hash functions which are widely employed by cryptographic security applications
are used to pass information anonymously between users. These hash functions act
as privacy-preserving mechanisms that ensure data being anonymous, storable, and
retrievable [1]. However, a hash algorithm’s effectiveness is mitigated by quantum
algorithms, such as Grovers algorithm, often because hash functions produce a fixed-
size output given any random-sized input [2, 3]. Grover’s algorithm is a quantum
computing algorithm for an unstructured search that finds with high probability the
unique input, given the particular output and black-box function. Grover’s algorithm
uses just O(

√
N ) open parentheses square root of N close parentheses evaluations,

whereas a classical computer requires O(N ) calculations, where N is the size of
the functions domain [3]. Even if Grover’s method does not give an exponential
speedup over conventional computers, when compared to other quantum computing
techniques, it might be utilized to speed up a wide variety of algorithms. In particu-
lar, NP-hard completes problems that contain extensive search [1]. The augmented
speed of Grover’s algorithm can be used to expedite collision attacks, and therefore
compromise the security of most existing zero-knowledge proof systems [4]. Appli-
cations of Grover’s algorithm include provable speedups for black-box problems
in a quantum query, including the collision problem. Consequently, because of the
function inversion ability, the threat of collision and preimage attacks pose a great
threat to cryptographic systems such as asymmetric cryptography and blockchain.

In this research, we developed a new quantum computing-resistant cryptographic
security scheme to defend against the threat of collision and preimage attacks. We
created a classical to quantummappings for zero-knowledge proof of data. This secu-
rity scheme was done in accordance with finding a solution to Grover’s algorithm’s
effect on hashing. We are confident that the post-quantum nature of the qubit repre-
sentations of classical data in our algorithm will defeat quantum attacks. We were
also able to explore methods of data encryption and network storage using quantum
mechanical properties [5, 6]. Finally, we used a pseudo-quantum representation to
illustrate a peer-to-peer network that is able to send, receive, encode, and decode
pseudo-quantum signals of classical data [7].

2 Preliminaries

In quantum information theory, we have a quantum channel that acts as a communi-
cation mechanism that can transmit quantum information and be manipulated using
quantum information processing techniques. Due to the following quantum proper-
ties such as No-Teleportation theorem, No-Cloning theorem, No-Deleting theorem,
No-Broadcast theorem, and No-Hiding theorem, quantum information theory has
broad applications in quantum communications [2, 8].
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In order to create a quantumchannel, wemust first transformour classical data into
a quantum computing input format. We then create a classical to quantum mapping
that outputs a quantum state of entangled qubits which can be expressed as

|b0, b1, b2, · · · , bn〉 = |b0 ⊗ |b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |bn〉. (1)

We can further improve on our quantum channel by packing N classical bits into a
quantum state of size qubits, which is enabled by the compression of the classical
bit count and therefore enable our quantum algorithm for exponential speedup over
classical algorithms [8]. The figure below shows a recursive computation on an 8
classical bit system.

Algebraically, we can represent the loading of four classical bits into a state of 3
entangled quantum bits by

|A〉 = |φαβγ 〉 = |αβγ 〉 = |00〉 ⊗ |b00〉 + |01〉 ⊗ |b01〉 + |10〉 ⊗ |b10〉 + |11〉 ⊗ |b11〉
≡ |00b00〉 + |01b01〉 + |10b10〉 + |11b11〉,

(2)
where A is a matrix containing 4 classical bit values of {b00, b10, b01, b11}.

Wemust also optimize the data transfer from the classical domain into the quantum
domain. To do so, we recall two results [6, 9]: Shannon’s Capacity Theorem and the
Coding Theorem. The first provides an upper bound on the rate at which information
canbe transmitted, and the second states that as long as the information rate is less than
or equal to the channel capacity, then there is a coding technique such that information
can be transmitted over the channel with an arbitrarily small probability of error. If
the information rate exceeds the channel capacity, then error-free transmission is
impossible. Thus, these two results dictate that we must compress the incoming
bitstream in the classical domain, pass it through the channel, and then decompress
the data stream at the output in the quantum domain [10].

3 Quantum Channels

3.1 Compression of Classical Data

We employ the following approach to compress the classical data before sending it
through the quantum channel. Suppose we have a block of classical data of length
N bits. We then compress the N bits by a factor of L , where L = −ES[log(π)] is
the average entropy of a bit in the incoming bit stream. If the length N >> 1, then a
single bit is mapped to L , for 0 < L < 1. Thus, the block of length N is mapped to
M = LN bits such that 0 < M < N . The compression and decompression methods
improve the data transfer by virtue of the number of stages required in the circuit.
This, in turn, reduces the number of loading circuits that are needed [6, 11]. When
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implemented into a quantum algorithm, this circuit exhibits an exponential speedup
compared to its classical counterpart. Furthermore, we must show that the circuit’s
time complexity is O(log(N )).

3.2 Properties of Quantum Channels

We now acknowledge some of the properties of quantum channels. For our purposes,
we assume that all state-spaces are finite-dimensional [11]. There are three ways
we must look at this: the first is from the Schrodinger perspective, which makes
use of density matrices acting on the relevant state-spaces; the second is from the
Heisenberg perspective, which extends density matrices acting on HA to the full
space of operators, and the third from the classical point of view to account for the
cases in which the input data are classical in nature.

In the case of Schrodinger, let HA and HB be Hilbert spaces of dimensions n
and m, respectively. Also, let L(HA) and L(HB) denote the collections of operators
acting on HA and HB . We then define a purely quantum channel to be a mapping
φ : ρ(HA) → ρ(HB) between density matrices acting on HA and HB such that φ is
a positive linear map. Thus, the induced map In ⊗ φ, is a completely positive map.
Furthermore, for all density matrices ρ, tr (ρ) = 1. Hence, φ must preserve traces
[8].

Since density matrices are only one type of operator, when viewing quantum
channels within the context of the Heisenberg picture, they form a (proper) subset of
L(HA). Therefore, in this perspective, we extend density matrices to the entire space
of operators. We can do this once we have established a mapping between density
matrices, making use of the linearity property and assume finite dimensions. Thus,
let us consider L(HA), L(HB) and the mapping φ : ρ(HA) → ρ(HB). Note that
the spaces of operators are Hilbert spaces equipped with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner
product. Thus, we may obtain adjoint map φ∗ determined by the rule 〈A, φ(ρ)〉 =
〈φ∗(A), ρ〉. This map takes observables on HB to observables on HA. Additionally,
we can check that the adjoint map φ∗ is unital; that is, φ∗(I ) = I , provided that it is
trace-preserving.

So far, we have only considered cases for which the input data is quantum. How-
ever, we must also consider the case where the input data is classical. Therefore,
we must generalize this treatment further in order to account for this. Thus, let
φ : L(HB) → L(HA) be a linear map between the spaces of operators such that φ

is unital and is a completely positive map. Viewing the spaces of operators as C∗-
algebras, we can then redefine our linear map to be a unital, completely positive
map between C∗-algebras. Consequently, we can append the classical input to the
operator space under the tensor product via φ : L(HB) ⊗ C(X) → L(HA), where
C(X) is the space of continuous functions defined on the set X .

Some examples of quantum channels include states, observables, and a measure-
and-prepare channelwe now consider. Let us suppose that partyA and partyBwish to
send information between them [9, 11, 12]. PartyAmeasures anobservable and sends
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the result to B classically. B then prepares their quantum system. In the Schrodinger
perspective, the measure-and-prepare channel is given by the composition

φ(ρ) = (φ2 ◦ φ1)(ρ) =
∑

i

ρ(Fi )Ri , (3)

where Fi and Ri are both in the i-th quantum state and φ1 and φ2 denote the mea-
surement and preparation maps, respectively.

4 Zero-Knowledge Proof

In cryptography, the zero-knowledge protocol is a method in which one party con-
veys to another party, some verifier, that they know some value without conveying
any information apart from the fact that they have that value. The essence of zero-
knowledge proof is to prove that one possesses such information without revealing
the information itself or any additional information. These are done by trapdoor func-
tions (like hash algorithms like SHA-256) [10] that can only be inverted by knowing
the solution or searching the entirety of the domain, which is an NP-hard problem.
However, using quantum algorithms, one could search the function’s domain to effec-
tively tamper or find out the original information in O(n). On the other hand, if one
were to attack a user in a blockchain application that transmits classical data into a
quantum channel, they would find it difficult to copy data encoded in a quantum state
[2]. This means that if one tried to observe or eavesdrop on the quantum state, the
qubit state would be changed due to wave function collapse (no-cloning theorem),
meaning that the server will be indicated if a user attempts to tamper with data.

We may prove that two people have the exact quantum representation of the data
(near 0 chance of collisions and near 0 probability of someone finding a collision as
qubits lose their coherence every time they are measured) if

Pr(|ψ〉=1) − Pr(|ψ ′〉 = 1) < ε, (4)

where |ψ〉 and |ψ ′〉 represent two quantum states of two separately entered data sets,
and ε is negligible.

In numerous large-scale blockchains, application servers use the existence hash
trees or Merkle trees in which every leaf node is labeled with the cryptographic hash
of a data block, and every non-leaf node is labeled with the cryptographic hash of the
labels of its child nodes. The implementation is with the objective for storage opti-
mization while also retaining the zero-knowledge proof that some data value exists
[13]. We may similarly use the entanglement of qubit states (in a tree-like structure)
to retain zero-knowledge proof to entangle the quantum representation of numer-
ous data blocks while retaining information such as timestamp and identification
information [5].
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5 Experimental Results

In this research, we lacked access to a quantum computer and had an inability to
transmit data through classical to quantum mapping, but we could simulate a post-
quantum data transmission using pseudo-quantum signals. The steps used in a clas-
sical mapping to pseudo-quantum mapping are as follows.

We separate our raw data input into two raw arrays of qualitative and quantitative
data to turn the associated quantitative data into a quantum/pseudo-quantum state.
Using binary conversion tables, hexadecimal ASCII conversions, and other such
methods we can numerically represent all of our data [7]. We can use a wavelet
transform function on our numerical data to convert our numerical data into a pseudo-
quantum signal using the equations

α =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.0674
0.0942
0.4058
0.5674
0.5674
0.4058
0.0942

−0.0674

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

β1 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.0942
0.0674
0.5674
0.4058

−0.4058
−0.5674
−0.0674
0.0942

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

β2 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.0942
−0.0674
0.5674

−0.4058
−0.4058
0.5674

−0.0674
−0.0942

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

β3 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.0674
−0.0942
0.4058

−0.5674
0.5674

−0.4058
0.0942
0.0674

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)

WD =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

A
d1
d2
d3

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ , θi j = π(Ai j ) + max (Ai j ) − 2min (Ai j )

6(max (Ai j ) − min (Ai j ))
, (6)

where D represents our input data matrix, θ represents the pseudo-quantum signal
of the data, and α, β1,β2, and β3 are filter banks for our wavelet transform matrixW .

Classically, we implemented a simple peer-to-peer network by creating a central-
ized server and used socket programming to communicate from a client peer to all
other peers via a centralized server. In our experiments, we first converted the data
into a pseudo-quantum signal (represented by a NumPy array in python) which is
then converted to a byte array for sending over a socket. Then, the byte array was
converted back to the data’s pseudo-quantum signal representation on the receiving
side [7, 14].

6 Conclusions

In this research, we developed a security scheme to make a quantum computing-
resistant cryptographic application. The security schemewe developedwas the use of
classical to quantummappings for zero-knowledge proof of data. This proposed secu-
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rity scheme was done in accordance with finding a solution to Grover’s algorithm’s
effect on hashing. In this research, we were able to mathematically and quantum
mechanically prove the post-quantum nature of the qubit representations of classical
data. We were also able to explore methods of data encryption and network storage
using quantum mechanical properties. Classically, we used a pseudo-quantum rep-
resentation to illustrate a peer-to-peer network that’s able to send, receive, encode,
and decode pseudo-quantum signals of classical data.
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Balance Model of Ukraine’s Gross
Domestic Product Optimization
on the National Economy Branches
on the Basis of Information
and Communication Technologies

Alina Yakymchuk, Mykola Shershun, Andriy Valyukh, and Taras Mykytyn

Abstract Increasing productivity of the economy branches determines the forma-
tion of the basis for achieving sustainable development for both states and individual
territories. The aim of this investigation is a production processes optimizing of
different economy sectors on the basis of a balance model, to develop international
cooperation in the field of introduction of information–communication technolo-
gies between Ukraine and European Union. The authors examine the processes of
Ukraine’s industrial production activities and, in particular, on the level of some
brunches of national economy. A set of measures for stimulating the provision of
gross domestic product has been offered. Determined income per unit of gross output
gives each of the industries in Ukraine. The next step is to set the required volume
of gross output to obtain a unit of income.
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1 Introduction

Gross domestic product (GDP) has been the market value and total monetary value
of all produced goods and services within a country’s economy during a year. GDP
is a generalized comprehensive indicator of the economic health of each individual
country; it is a dynamic indicator of total domestic production. The economical devel-
opment on the basis of information–communication technologies was highlighted in
the works of [1–5] and others. But to date, a country’s GDP will rising when prices
tend to increase, but this does not always reflect any changes in the quality or quantity
of goods and services, which were produced. That is why, it now can be difficult to
research just an economy’s nominal GDP in annual year, whether the figure has risen
because prices rose or it is a real expansion in production. Economic growth requires
businesses to attract new labor in various industries. That is why a country with a
high GDP usually has a low unemployment rate. Economic development depends
on many factors, one of which are the level of technology, communications, and
management. There are many studies about the information–communication tech-
nologies’ impact on GDP; but in the international context, the influence of ICT on
GDP growth is insufficiently studied. In the world, some economies use technology
transfer and thereby accelerate and revitalize their development, while others do
not. The relationship between international technology transfer in EU and economic
growth has investigated by different scientists [3, 6, 7]. So, the transfer technology has
been complemented by national innovation capabilities based on innovative develop-
ment and research. The digital technologies’ ability has been unlocked by far being
fully utilized. On the Research and Oxford Economics Accenture’s estimation, the
digital economy, which includes digital capital and digital skills, accounts for 22.5%
of world GDP. Until now, nascent digital companies and technology giants have
benefited from digital disruptions. But there is a good opportunity for traditional
businessmen to apply new ICT and models of business more effectively [3, 5].

The article defines the advanced technical development strategies and examines
how do they influence on economic development of the state and GDP; identified
the relationship between ICT introduction and GDP growth on balance method for
Ukraine; and identified external and internal tools for the economical and technology
growth for Ukraine according to the European Union’s directives.

2 Methodology

Methodological and theoretical basis of this investigation has been a fundamental
provisions of economic theory. In this research, some general scientificmethodswere
applied as systematization—to analyze economic condition and level of profitability
of certain sectors of the economy of European countries and Ukraine; cause and
consequences method—to study the influence of the economic crisis and pandemic
COVID-2019. The following special methods were applied as balance modeling
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method—to calculate the matrix of revenues to the budget for each sector of the
economy; benefits and costs analysis—to assess the economic efficiency on the
implementation best foreign practices in optimization of Ukrainian enterprises; and
imitation modeling—for quantitative assessment optimizing scenarios of the process
of enterprise budgeting. To implement the process of optimizing the GDP of Ukraine
in this paper, a balance model is developed, where the initial data are gross output
(X), budget revenues (Y) by type of taxes from each of the industries. The calcula-
tion has been based on the optimization of revenues from each sector of the national
economy and stimulating the production of GDP by these sectors.

3 Results and Discussion

Developed countries in recent years have attracted a significant amount of ICT. USA
have optimized in investments in digital skills, digital technologies, and ICT; this
country increased its GDP by 2,1%, or to US $ 421 billion only during 2020 year.
The ICT now can influence on productivity growth; it has the features of knowledge
capital, both through capital deepening and its spillover effects. Now, smarter use of
digital could boost productivity and generate per year additional economic output
near US $2 trillion. So, ICT can act as a growth multiplier in the future few years.
Understanding where to make those investments to realize the real improvement
in gross domestic product is the subject of last analysis by Strategy and Oxford
EconomicsAccenture [8].Due to IKT technology, policymakers andbusiness leaders
can be more productive, competitive, and bring for people better life quality.

There are real and nominal GDP. If there is a noticeable difference between the
countries’ real and nominal GDP, it can be a clear indication of significant defla-
tion or inflation in the economy of the state. Based on GDP price, deflator can be
calculated real GDP, which has been the difference in prices between the current
and last years. Nominal GDP consists of deflator and yielding real GDP. Real GDP
is mainly lower than nominal one because inflation is typically a positive number.
Real GDP affects changes in market value, and this narrows the difference between
year-on-year outputs.

To implement the optimization process, the authors made a balance model, where
the initial data are gross output (X), budget revenues (Y) by type of taxes from each
of the industries (Table 1). It is a comparative assessment of economic factors impact
on the development of ICT, forecasting amount of funding with the optimal value of
implemented country’s ICT.

Based on the initial data, we calculate the matrix of budget revenues for each
industry. This matrix looks like this:
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Table 1 Initial data of balance model of gross output, budget revenues, and type of taxes from each
of the industries

Branches Tax for
profit,
million
UAH

Land fee,
UAH
million

Profitable
personal
income
tax, UAH
million

Tax on
vehicle
owners,
UAH
million

Local
taxes,
million
UAH

Budget
revenues,
UAH
million
(Y)

GDP,
million
UAN (X)

Electricity 1.59181 0.49401 1.9212 0.2745 0.6038 5.489 45.003

Chemical
Industry

9.40615 2.91915 11.352 1.6218 3.5679 32.435 281.3339

Engineering 1.30239 0.40419 1.5719 0.2246 0.494 4.491 25.59

Light industry 0.72355 0.22455 0.8733 0.1248 0.2745 2.495 6.66

Woodworking
industry

0.28942 0.08982 0.3493 0.0499 0.1098 0.998 2.22

Food industry 1.15768 0.35928 1.3972 0.1996 0.4391 3.992 51.83

Source Calculated based on the [1, 4, 8–11]

A =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0.0354 0.0110 0.0427 0.0061 0.0134
0.0334 0.0104 0.0403 0.0058 0.0127
0.0509 0.0158 0.0614 0.0088 0.0193
0.1086 0.0337 0.1311 0.0187 0.0412
0.1304 0.0405 0.1573 0.0225 0.0495
0.00223 0.0069 0.0270 0.0039 0.0085

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

We form a matrix (1-A):

A =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0.9646 −0.0110 0.0427 −0.0061 −0.0134
−0.0334 0.9896 0.0403 0.0058 0.0127
0.0509 −0.0158 0.9386 −0.0088 −0.0193
−0.1086 −0.0337 −0.1311 0.9813 −0.0412
−0.1304 −0.0405 −0.1573 −0.0225 0.9505
−0.0223 −0.0069 −0.0270 −0.0039 0.9915

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

Wedeterminewhat incomeper unit of gross output produces each of the industries:

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

y1 = 0.8780
y2 = 0.8847
y3 = 0.8245
y4 = 0.6254
y5 = 0.5505
y6 = 0.9230

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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To set the required output of gross output to obtain a unit of income, we use the
formula: Y = (1 – A) * X:

Y =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

1.0433 0.0134 0.0523 0.0075 0.0164
0.0410 0.0127 0.0494 0.0071 0.0155
0.0624 0.0194 1.0753 0.0108 0.0237
0.1331 0.0413 0.1606 0.0229 0.0505
0.1597 0.0496 0.0229 0.0275 0.0606
0.0274 0.0085 0.0330 0.0047 0.0104

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∗

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

1
1
1
1
1
1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

1.1494
1.1412
1.2150
1.4590
1.5508
1.0944

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

Table 2 presents the balance sheet model. To generate revenue in the electricity
sector of UAH 1 million, it is necessary to increase GDP by UAH 1,1494 million,
and income tax revenues will increase by UAH 23,8 thousand, land fees—by 3,5
thousand. UAH, tax on vehicle owners—by 4,5 thousand UAH, water fee—by 5,9
thousand UAH, local taxes will increase by 6,8 thousand UAH, other revenues—by
2,3 thousandUAH; to generate revenue of UAH 1million, in the chemical industry, it
is necessary to increase the volume of production to UAH 1,044 million, in mechan-
ical engineering—to UAH 1,063 million, in light industry—to UAH 1092 million, in
the woodworking industry—up to an approximate output of UAH 1,1 million, and in
the food industry—up to UAH 1,03 million in accordance. To increase the revenue
side of the budget from industry to the level of UAH 225 million, it is necessary to
increase GDP in the electricity sector from 883 to 896.18, in the chemical industry
to UAH 296,5 million, in mechanical engineering—to 78,75. UAH million, in light
industry—up to UAH 47,1 million, in woodworking—up to UAH 101,1 million, and
in the food industry—to the level of UAH 229,3 million. Thus, the additional gross
output will amount to UAH 76,93 million.

Table 2 Estimated balance model

Branches Tax for
profit,
million
UAH

Land
fee,
UAH
million

Profitable
personal
income tax,
UAH
million

Tax on
vehicle
owners,
UAH
million

Local
taxes,
million
UAH

Budget
revenues,
UAH
million (Y)

GDP,
million
UAN
(X)

Electricity 0.0354 0.0334 0.0509 0.1086 0.1527 1 1.1494

Chemical
Industry

0.0110 0.0104 0.0158 0.0337 0.0474 1 1.1412

Engineering 0.0427 0.0403 0.0614 0.1311 0.1573 1 1.2150

Light industry 0.0061 0.0058 0.0088 0.0187 0.0264 1 1.4590

Woodworking
industry

0.0134 0.0127 0.0193 0.0412 0.0580 1 1.5508

Food industry 0.0134 0.0127 0.0193 0.0412 0.0580 1 1.0944

Source Calculated based on the [1, 2, 4, 11]
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GDP is often viewed as an indicator of the population living standards, as in
some cases it is used for this purpose due to the lack of more suitable indicators.
However, the use of GDP as an indicator of the well-being of the population is,
in a sense, a compromise solution associated with the absence in practice of other
internationally comparable indicators of income and well-being. That is why high-
tech economies could benefit more from the optimal combination of investment in
new cutting-edge technologies, digital skills, and ICT. Taking into account that in
the EU not all countries are developing at the same speed, in some member states,
the ICT employment rate is higher while in other countries, it is lower. Another
yardstick to see whether gross domestic product is increasing is wage of the people
compare to last year’s. If the country or economy is in recession, then the GDP will
be decreasing. The demographic situation, economical factors, development index,
education level, and literacy rate are only a few of the factors that contribute to the
employment rate overall, including in the ICT sector [12]. Netherlands, Luxembourg,
Ireland, and Estonia are on the 3–6 positions when it comes to the general share of
ICT specialists compared to their national workforce. At the end of the list, there are
Cyprus (3,1%) Romania (2,5%), and Greece (2%).

Gross domestic product is the most frequently used measure for the estimation
of overall size of an economy of the state or to monitor economic convergence or
divergence within the EU countries. GDP per capita has been widely used indicator
for determination of living standards. TheDevelopment Indicators database ofWorld
Bank, based on data from national statistical institutes and international organiza-
tions, is used as a source of information on the size of the GDP of countries and
territories of the world. In combination with other indicators of GDP, it is used to
characterize various aspects of the economic process aswell as to analyze fluctuations
in the economic environment. The EU has a major role to play in the development of
ICT by creating meeting points between productive industries, applied research, and
varieties of technology. Large companies today are the main consumers of complex
financial products, because they are focused on themain production, and they transfer
responsibility formanaging accounting risks for various insurance and financial insti-
tutions. Business and policy managers must invest heavily in the required areas;
thanks to this, they can help their economy grow.

4 Conclusions

The EuropeanUnion has an important positive experience of ICT implementation for
Ukraine’s economy. In the process of globalization, companies have increased risks;
this is an indisputable fact. Moreover, these risks can be financial, technological,
and industrial, even reputational, and so on. That is why companies increasingly
need to use financial and insurance services to protect their activities. The increasing
complexity of the technologies used for ICT, calling on extremely diverse skills, has
placed ICT at the heart of present industrial dynamism. The ICT employment rate
in the EU reached 4.3% in 2020 from 3.9% in 2019. One of the key players that
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lead to the ICT employment growth in the EU is the pandemic. In the EU, younger
generations have a high interest in the digitalization process too.

To stimulate the development of regional Ukraine’s ICT, it is necessary to intro-
duce the best practices of foreign experts, scientists, cluster professionals, and people
who make managerial and economic decisions. Best international experience shows
us that financing in the early (preliminary and initial) stages of an economic and ICT
project should be in the formof grants or equity financing and not in the formof repay-
ment. The process of assessing the impact of group interventions on methodological
design and finding economic tools for innovation should be realistic and provided for
in advance in territorial development programs and in the relevant budgets. In this
regard, grants from the European Union are extremely important for the development
of information and communication technologies in Ukraine. It is the grant funds and
co-financing in projects that are the donor of financial resources for the development
of ICT in Ukraine.

The authors formed a balance model, which showed that a number of actions it
is necessary to increase the gross national product in Ukraine. In particular, today it
is necessary to generate revenue in the electricity sector to increase GDP by UAH
1,1494 million per capita, and will increase income tax revenues and land fees, tax
on vehicle owners, water fee, local taxes will increase. To generate revenue of UAH 1
million, in the chemical industry, it is necessary to increase the volume of production,
in mechanical engineering, in light industry, in the woodworking industry—up to an
approximate output of UAH 1,1 million, and in the food industry—up to UAH 1,03
million in accordance. To increase the revenue side of the budget from industry to the
level of UAH 225 million, it is necessary to increase GDP in the electricity sector, in
the chemical industry, in mechanical engineering, in light industry, in woodworking,
and in the food industry; thus, the additional gross output will amount to UAH 76.93
million.

The establishment of European ICT centers in the regions of Ukrainewould create
the necessary consultation and economic conditions for cooperation throughout
Europe and Ukraine in the field of key joint programs and the development of
industry and ICT processes in peripheral territories. All these measures will signif-
icantly improve both the economic and environmental situation in Ukraine. Most
importantly, Ukraine need to develop the ICT process not as a ready-made formula,
but as a tool to facilitate adaptation to any favorable or not favorable conditions,
sectors of the economy, and the country in the framework of cooperation, which is
well coordinated and decentralized.
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Identify and Classify CORN Leaf
Diseases Using a Deep Neural Network
Architecture

Naresh Kumar Trivedi, Shikha Maheshwari, Abhineet Anand ,
Ajay Kumar, and Vijay Singh Rathor

Abstract Disease attacks on vegetable plants must be anticipated and treated
promptly to avoid yield loss. The majority of diseases that affect vegetable plants
manifest themselves in their leaves or stems. Disease classification using leaf images
is now possible due to advancements in deep learning algorithms. The primary objec-
tive is to design a system based on deep learning for the prediction and categorization
of vegetable leaf disease. Corn vegetable crops are considered in thiswork.Apublicly
available dataset was used for training and testing. Convolutional neural network
Inception V3 utilized to develop and test the system. As a result, the performance of
the system is projected to be at its most significant level.

Keywords Deep learning · Inception V3 Image classification · Neural network

1 Introduction

Because India is primarily an agricultural country, agriculture plays a significant
role in the Indian economy. As many as 70% of the rural population derive their
principal income from agriculture. However, yields have decreased in the wake of
the most recent disease outbreaks, and enormous economic losses have occurred. As
a result, a prediction system is required to spot disease attacks and define the type
of infection they cause, allowing farmers to take the necessary countermeasures.
Corn, the primary food grain plant, was considered for this effort [1]. Three types of
diseases are frequently found on maize plant varieties: Cercospora Gray leaf spot,
Northern Leaf Blight, and common rust are all examples of these diseases. Although
these attacks are visible on the leaf surface, untrained farmers may have difficulty
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identifying them. Thus, developing an automated technique for detecting this type
of disease assault will benefit farmers greatly [2].

Numerous complex forms of farming technology are designed to operate indef-
initely and require human involvement or constant monitoring to avoid mechan-
ical failures or errors. While the devices are expensive, their application range and
usability are limited; expanding workflow requires further setup or progression.
Smart farming collects data from real-time fields and analyses and forecasts it using
advanced processing technology [3]. Significant effort has been made in the agri-
culture industry to develop revolutionary farming solutions based on deep learning
tools. The advances of deep learning in a previous couple of years have been very
remarkable. These new toolsmake it possible to obtain informative feature depictions
from an almost unlimited amount of input photographs. Deep learning models will
help growers improve their crop predictions and prevent financial losses. A single
input layer, an output layer withmultiple convolutional layers inside, is present in this
neural network. To mimic the human brain, the model will include numerous hidden
layers and neurons. Image-related tasks will see significantly increased accuracy
because the situation is rich with learnable variables. The CNN algorithms Inception
V3, Squeeze Net were employed in this paper [4, 5].

The following sections comprise the paper: Section 2 offers references to prior
work, while Sect. 3 discusses the methods presented. The experimental data are
examined in Sect. 4, and the conclusion is presented in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

To begin identifying and classifying plant diseases, to correctly identify a plant
species, one must know its family and species first. In this paper author used color-
related attributes like mean, median, standard deviation, co-occurrence of Gray
levels, lacunarity, and Shen features. Furthermore, author used a Bayesian classi-
fication model to classify the images [6]. On the other hand, proposed a method
for detecting plant disease that incorporates the HSV feature and a support vector
machine. Additionally, they developed a model for disease detection based on neural
networks and optimized the loss function using a Genetic Algorithm and SVM [7, 8].

Author has compiled a paper on using multiple neural network models for diag-
nosing and classifying illnesses in leaf photographs. They introduced a variety of
hyperspectral models, types, and classifiers using hyperspectral images as input [9].

The author discussed various classification methods for citrus leaf disease,
including image processing techniques and their associated benefits, drawbacks, and
obstacles [9].

A multilayer CNN classifier for identifying Anthracnose-infected mango leaves
was proposed. Thefindings of this study used theCNNmodel to differentiate between
a mangos leaves affected with a fungal illness [10].
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To classify four cucumber diseases: leaf spots, powdery mildew, anthracnose,
and downy mildew. Authors constructed a deep convolutional neural network model
using a design from the literature.

Authors devised a technique for forecasting Powdery mildew and achieved 90
percent classification accuracy for Tomato spotted wilt virus in greenhouse bell
peppers [11].

The authors recommended using pattern recognition to identify and classify three
important diseases that affect cotton plants, specifically Alternaria, Bacterial Blight,
and Myrothecium, The active counter model is used to extract the features, and
Hu’s moment is calculated. We photographed the Institute of Cotton Research in
Nagpur and cotton crops in the Buldana and Wardha regions. This approach makes
predictions with an accuracy of 85% [1, 12].

We found that most of the researcher used small data set and their accuracy level
is significantly low.We will be using larger data set and try to enhance accuracy level
with our proposed method.

Proposed Methodology
Using the Kaggle dataset, the algorithm receives input as photos (Fig. 1).
Kaggle is a publicly available dataset that contains 7316 photos of various illness

types. For this undertaking.

Step 1: Extract pertinent photos from the Kaggle dataset.
Step 2 Classify the photographs depending on the diseases and label the classes
accordingly.
Step 3: Before you begin processing the photographs, make use of an image
embedded. For example, uploading a picture from a remote server to Image
Embedder reads the Image and places it on the server. (Inception V3). Each image
is assigned a feature vector using deep learning algorithms.
Step 4: Train the CNN with multiple architectures on the training dataset.
Step 5: Two different sets of validation data, Kaggle data sets, should be used to
evaluate CNN designs.

Totally 7316 images were used in this work.
Description of the Dataset
See Table 1.

3 Methodology

CNN’s are good for image categorization because of their use in deep learning.
However, to learn correctly, CNN must be taught with a massive amount of data.
Artificial intelligence computing of this form is designed specifically for picture
classification. With machine learning approaches, the user must extract the feature
and give it to the network. On the other hand, the user will only have to remove the
feature with this algorithm. A CNN is a multi-leveled architecture that is built using
many sequentially ordered layers. In this research, two distinct CNN architectures
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are compared. Each model starts with a relu activation function in the convolutional
layer and finishes with a softmax activation function in the dense layer. f(a) = max
(0, a) denotes the relu activation function, whereas f(ai) = k (eai / eak) denotes the
softmax activation function. Every layer has a set number of adjustable parameters,
defined in advance with ((width of the filter * height of the filter * previous layer +
1’s number of filters)* number of filters).

Cross-validation (k fold) is a technique for determining the quality of a machine
learning model using previously unseen data. They first utilized a small sample to
explore its performance on all available data to evaluate the model’s performance.
They took advantage of this new information to utilize it to forecast data that was
not part of the training process.

Cross-validation groups the data into approximately equal-sized groups and uses
the groups to test different hypotheses. When the algorithm is being fitted, the k-1
remaining folds serve as validation sets.

3.1 Inception V3

Inception V3 is primarily concerned with conserving computational power through
modifications to prior Inception architectures. This conceptwas advanced in the 2015
publication rethinking the Inception architecture for Computer Vision, and inventors
collaborated on it.

Though Inception networks (Google’s GoogLeNet and the first version of Incep-
tion) have fewer parameters and a lower computational cost, GoogLeNet and Incep-
tion are more efficient in terms of the number of parameters and cost (memory and
other resources). Therefore, changes should be made to an Inception network care-
fully because its computational advantages must not be sacrificed. As a result, using
an Inception network for different applications becomes difficult because the new
network’s efficiency is unknown.

One way to loosen the limitations of an Inception V3 model is to implement
multiple optimization algorithms. These different techniques are incorporated in
Factorized Convolution, Parallel Processing, Regularization, and Dimensionality
Reduction [13, 14].

Inception V3 architecture is designed progressively, as described below:

1. Factorized Convolution: This significantly minimizes the model parameters
required for computation. Additionally, it measures network efficiency.

2. In particular, replacing more extensive convolutions with smaller ones results in
significant acceleration. For example, by removing the 5 5 filters and replacing
them with two 3 3 filters, only 18 (3 * 3+ 3 * 3) parameters are required (when
comparing the number of parameters needed for 3 3 filters and a 5 5 filter).

3. Thirteen convolution followed by a 31 convolution can be used instead of a 33
convolution. However, using a 33 convolution for a 22 one increases the number
of parameters. In themiddle layer, the three convolutions are connected,whereas
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Fig. 1 Proposed work’s overall architecture

Fig. 2 Filter application in Inception V3 architecture

they are all connected in the bottom layer. They can also minimize the number
of computations because they can share the weights of the 3 × 3 convolutions,
can be seen in Fig. 2.

4. An auxiliary classifier is a little CNN that is inserted between layers of
the neural network during training. This network’s loss is added to the
leading network’s failure. To develop a deeper network, GoogLeNet employed
additional classifiers, which are different. Inception V3 also uses auxiliary
classifiers.

5. Pooling can be used to decrease the size of the grid. A more efficient computing
technique is proposed [15].

4 Result and Analysis

Tables 2, 3 and 4 shows the number of leaves correctly classified by neural network
with 5, 10, and 20 k fold values. Figure 3 show the scatter plot of classification
accuracy with 5, 10, and 20 k fold.Comparison Table 5 clearly shows that the highest
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Table 1 Dataset description

Corn disease type Count of Kaggle dataset images Images from fields and Google

Healthy 1859 548

Common rust 1907 236

Northern leaf blight 1908 37

Leaf spot 1642 434

Total images 7316 5941

Table 2 For k fold = 5

Leaf spot Gray leaf
spot Cercospora

Common rust Leaf Blight
Northern

Healthy
∑

leaf spot Gray leaf
spot Cercospora

1530 1 107 45 1642

Common rust 1 1902 4 0 1907

Leaf Blight
Northern

45 3 1856 4 1908

Healthy 1 0 0 1858 1859
∑

1569 1907 1974 1866 7316

Table 3 For k fold = 10

Leaf spot Gray leaf
spot Cercospora

Common rust Leaf Blight
Northern

Healthy
∑

leaf spot Gray leaf
spot Cercospora

1534 1 105 2 1642

Common rust 1 1903 3 0 1907

Leaf Blight
Northern

41 1 1863 3 1908

Healthy 0 0 0 1859 1859
∑

1569 1907 1974 1866 7316

classification accuracy 97.8% is achieved with k fold 20. All study is conducted
utilizing Repeat Train/Test 10 and a 66% training set.

5 Conclusion

Convolutional neural networks havemade remarkable strides in imageprocessing and
picture applications, thereby rekindling academics’ excitement forANNs.Numerous
improvements are currently beingmade to enhance performance of such applications
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Table 4 For k fold = 20

Leaf spot Gray leaf
spot Cercospora

Common rust Leaf Blight
Northern

Healthy
∑

leaf spot Gray leaf
spot Cercospora

1537 1 101 3 1642

Common rust 3 1902 2 0 1907

Leaf Blight
Northern

43 1 1861 3 1908

Healthy 2 0 0 1857 1859
∑

1569 1907 1974 1866 7316

Fig. 3 Scatter plot a with k fold 5, b with k fold 10 and c with k fold 20

Table 5 Comparison for classification accuracy

Number of folds AUC Classification accuracy F1 Precision Recall

5 0.9983 0.9767 0.9767 0.9769 0.9767

10 0.9985 0.9785 0.9785 0.9787 0.9785

20 0.9985 0.9782 0.9782 0.9784 0.9782

by using CNN’s, and this paper utilizes major Inception V3 CNN network to cate-
gorize leaf diseases. We chose Corn vegetable species with their corresponding leaf
disease for this study. The network used in this paper is predicting with 98 percent
accuracy. The experimental results indicate that increasing the number of layers and
adding original data to incoming layers, such as Inception V3, can enhance predic-
tion accuracy. As a result, the networks perform better with the available data. The
prediction precision of real-time data can be addressed and enhanced in the future
by implementing appropriate preprocessing procedures.
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Consideration for NoSQL Databases
Technical Consolidation

Abhijeet Singh Bais and Navneet Sharma

Abstract In the era of business analytics, enterprises are processing and persisting
data from a variety of sources. Data sources include structured, unstructured, and
semi-structured. Some data sources are schema driven and many are schema-
agnostic. NoSQL databases serve the need of persisting, processing, and managing
unstructured as well as structured data in different ways. It is important to select
the right set of NoSQL for analytics-driven organizations. In the paper, the intention
is to determine guidelines and consideration that can help enterprises to select the
right set of NoSQL and consolidate NoSQL technologies for optimization. The right
combination of NoSQL databases can help homogeneous technology footprint along
with cost benefits & effort benefits for an analytics-driven enterprise. Design prin-
cipals to help select between graph databases, document databases, and in-memory
databases and in memory.

Keywords NoSQL · Key-value stores · Column stores · Document stores · Graph
stores · Unstructured · Structured data storage

1 Introduction

Organizations are facing more and more challenges while handling data which
includes the various process of data management like collecting, searching,
retrieving, persisting, and querying. The main challenge is the data format. NoSQL
databases are entirely different from relational tables and non-tabular; NoSQL
databases are classified based on their data model designs such as key-value,
document, column, and graph [1].

The NoSQL be a contemporary approach for the novel storage methods and with
various benefits [2], like flexibility, scalability, and high loads.
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2 Literature Review

1. Charles C Tappert and Hilda Mackin, Gonzalo Perez (2016)—They identi-
fied possible known risks of choosing NoSQL database and with actual risks
computing quality measurements, which are critical while selecting the right
NoSQL database for a business domain

2. A. Rafique, D. Van Landuyt, B. Lagaisse and W. Joosen (2018)—An in-depth
study conducted by them. They compared various NoSQL platforms for data
access. According to them, diversified and faster adoption of this NoSQL will
become useful for the data industry.

3. Wade L SchulzMD, G. Nelson, Donn K. Felker, Thomas J.S Durant, Richard
Torres (2016)—They compared RDBMS with NoSQL databases on the basis
of storage, indexing, and query efficiency. Their findings strongly supporting
the use of novel database technologies.

4. Aqel M. J, Al-Sakran A, Hunaity M. A (2019)—Their viewpoint is that NoSQL
databases may be a suitable option for many applications, but it is difficult to
fully replace relational database systems (RDBMS). Further, they conducted a
survey to determine better and suitable database for the use case. In their paper,
they discussed and compared the usage of Cassandra, HBase, and CouchDB.

5. Plechawska-Wojcik,Malgorzata&Rykowski, Damian. (2016)—They studied a
set of social media websites and use cases by using different data store for each
use case. Investigation was performed to determine operational performance
parameters as well as data models. This study took place of three different type
of relational, document, and graph databases.

6. Tang, E., & Fan, Y. (2016)—In this paper, base properties were discussed and
evaluated the performance of NoSQL clusters.

7. Kumar,K.B. S., Srividya,&Mohanavalli, S. (2017)—This studywas conducted
on an online system which was streaming dataset on real time. There were
various attributes including execution time of two popular NoSQL databases
which were considered for the study.

8. Morais, Diogo Augusto Pereira & Edison Pignaton de Freitas (2017)—This
paper concluded that Couchbase database has better execution time as well
consistency while using multi-threaded process. The conclusion was drawn
based on comparing three popular NoSQL data stores. Multiple iterations were
performed to compare performance of these databases for the given use cases.

9. Naheman, W. & Jianxin Wei. (2013)—This paper explains shortfalls of rela-
tional databases and various advantages of NoSQL data stores. This paper also
outlines common disadvantages using NoSQL databases. This study includes
architecture for one of the column family databases, i.e., Hbase.
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3 RDBMS or NoSQL

Understanding ACID vs BASE properties shall help to determine the need of NoSQL
or RDBMS or already being used in your organization which will suffice [3].

3.1 Need of NoSQL Databases and Limitation of Relational
Databases

Scaling has been a challenge for relational databases.Major constraint is maintaining
referential integrity for a large dataset [4]. CAP theorem explains key factors needed
for a distributed database system, which are:

• C-Consistency
• A-Availability
• P-Partition tolerance.

Scalability is difficult to achieve in the RDBMS.
Scalability and execution time are reciprocal to each other. There are someNoSQL

databases which are explained based upon query performance for the same set of
data with following:

• Light weight processing or low resource utilization
• Faster performance.

Key-Value Database. A pair of key and value is stored in an array collection of
arrays which is stored and is like map. Each key is paired with only one value in the
collection. This arrangement is known as key-value pair.

• Key-value pair is persisted as string value, which is like Hash. Value retrieval can
be executed based on keys.

• Each key has one associated value which is of blob data type.
• Key-value storage limits way of accessing data. SQLs or other query languages

do not support. All ACID operations can be performed using various commands.
• Key-value datasets support selecting, sorting, and updating, deleting commands.

Query output is stored in the object format in memory [5].

Here are some popular key-value store databases: Riak, Memcached, Cassandra,
Couchbase Server, Aerospike, Redis.

Riak is open-source database which uses multiple nodes to process the distributed
data processing, whereas as Memcached is a distributed in-memory database. In--
memory processingmayhave risk of data loss but itwill be quicker in data processing,
persistent data processing will have less or no risk of data loss, and processing may
have slower performance than in-memory processing. There are multiple scalable
NoSQL key-value stores, and to select suitable key-value store, need to be considered
upon.
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Access pattern—Query on the key.

Data Model—key-value collection data persistence and data storage as blob
containers.

Scalability—Data distribution between servers is depending on keys. Certain range
of data will be stored at node one and next range of keys will be stored at another
node, once node is down range of data keys stored on that will be lost.

Distribution—Key and its value need to store in the same location which involves
data replication a complex process while writing.

Uses of Key-Value Store. There is many common applicability for key-value stores
such as,

• Web application session storing
• Shopping website checkout information.

Example: In a shopping website, information of the product is stored where each
product is given a key generally called as product code. While checking out the
product, then a particular product is accessed based on that key. In physical stores
keys are printed as barcode to retrieve product related specification including price
and discounts etc. Website shopping transaction steps.

• Retrieve product details bases on the key, in this case product code.
• Addition of a new product to the catalogue, allocate a product code as key and

store product details as value before writing as key-value pair.
• While checkout, you can retrieve multiple product details for selected product

codes. Which are Keys in the data store.
• Delete the product for a product key/code.

Document Database. Similar to key-value data stores, document databases are
also collection of documents. And, each document contains key-value pair in the
form of BSON /XML/ JSON.

• Generally, each document is tagged with an identifier so that indexing can be
simplified

• All ACID transactions can be performed.
• Ability to store data in json/xml documents makes a good choice for complex

data storage solutions.
• Document databases do not support relations like foreign key or referential

integrity. Every document in the collection is exclusive.
• Similar to relations, joins are also not supported by document NoSqls.

Here are some popular the document databases: MongoDB, Mark-
Logic,CouchDB, OrientDB, RavenDB.

Access Pattern—Query on the key.

Operations—Only single document transactions are supported by document stores.
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Data Model—Unlike relational model, it is schema free data model, and each docu-
ment in the collection can store different number of key and different number of
columns. It does not need schema.

Scalability—Document is an independent entity which contains complete data
including relations in it. Sharing documents to different nodes is easy [6].

Column family Database. Set of columns call family of columns and row get
stored for the family [7]. Each row can have different number of columns. Mainly,
this is the group of similar or related data that can be accessed together.

• It is like the RDBMS table.
• Data stored as rows and columns can be added to rows any time. Each row may

have different set of columns.

Popular column family data stores are—Hbase,Hypertable,AmazonDynamoDB.
Hbase is the one of the best column family databases with write operations [8].
Highlights of Column Family Data store.

Access Pattern—MapReduce, or distributed computing is popular for better perfor-
mance.

Data Model—Column-based databases stores data by compressing it. Data is
partitioned and distributed.

Scalability—Compression and distribution delivers scalability better than other
NoSqls.

Operations—Write operations are faster to load big size of data, loadingmultimillion
rows in column family store takes few seconds. Distributed computing makes data
analysis quicker and faster too.

Graph Database. Graph NoSqls stores data and its relationships. Data stored
as nodes and edges [9]. Node stores data about the entity and edges are relation
between nodes. This pair of node and edge defines object mode similar to entity
relation model. Nodes can have their attributes. In relational databases, referential
integrity is maintained as foreign key and primary key relationship likewise graph
databases stores relations in edges. Relational databases are fixed schema data stores
and it is difficult to add new referential data in the fixed schema data stores but in
graph stores random addition of relations is an easy operation.

We can add properties to the edges to inherit intelligence to databases relations.
New relations to the graph database are easy operation but modification in edges is
difficult. It means a change in each node. It is critical to select right relationship and
properties first time as most of the query results dependent on edge or relations.

Example of popular graph databases are—Neo4J, Infinite Graph, OrientDB,
FlockDB.

For example. Directions, routes, maps distance related uses case of more popular
applications for graph databases. Anomaly detection, fraud detection, and other use
case of generally applied for graph databases.
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4 Choosing Right NoSQL

4.1 The Data Storage Pattern

Use case data needs to store in the data model supported by the selected NoSQL. A
balance between the NoSQL data structure and the application is critical factor in
deciding right NoSQL for the set of applicable use cases [5].

4.2 Scalability Needs

What is data sizing size need to process? And what are performance parameters
needed to satisfy? These are predominant questions to decide scaling needs for a
NoSQL database. Scaling needs are another important factor to decide right NoSql
for the application.

4.3 CAP Theorem

Concept of CAP theorem is based on three different measurements C-consistency,
A-accessibility, and P-partition tolerance in NoSQL database systems [10]. CAP
theorem also explains that any single NoSQL cannot have all these capabilities of
CA and P at given instance.

4.4 Narrow the NoSQL Choices Through CAP Theorem

TheCAP theorem explains trade-offs betweenACID andBASE and concludes that in
a distributed data store, only two of the CA and P can be guarantee for a distributed
database. Consistency, availability, and partition tolerance, all three ability is not
possible to achieve [10].

• Consistency: Even though data is stored at different node and data can be read
from multiple nodes, bur response to a read query needs to be exactly same based
upon latest data write. The node which is responding the query should not change
the query output; in other words, query output should be consistent on every node
in the cluster.

• Availability: In case of node failure, other node should response to query or
perform write operation and in case of one or few nodes, failure database should
be available and functioning.
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Fig. 1 NoSQL positioning based On CAP theorem

• Partition tolerance: The data distributions and storage partitions need to design
such a way that in case of hardware failure or node failure, data can be recovered,
and queries are responded in certain time.

According to the CAP theorem, only two of the three CA, CP, or AP attributes
can be available of the data store. Selection of NoSQL based on the applicability of
these attributes is one of the least risky way of NoSQL database selection (Fig. 1).

5 Determine NoSQL Database Type

Most of the database selection is done based upon the target application and its use
cases for obvious reasons [11]. Here are listing of some key use cases for eachNoSQL
database type. This is to set up guidelines while classifying application requirements
at early stage of application data store feature definition.

5.1 Select Criteria of Key-Value Database

• No complex data structure
• Large number of simultaneous query/insert with minimum updates
• High scalability and quicker performance
• Simple queries no joins.
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5.2 Select Criteria of Document Stores If

• Unstructured or semi-structured data
• Complex query and schemeless data
• JSON or XML data store or query interface
• Multilevel index support
• Quicker performance and consistency
• No joins or dynamic relations.

5.3 Choose Column-Oriented Database If

• Big data volume
• Faster write performance than read performance
• Row key-based queries
• No ad hoc query patterns, complex indices, or high level of aggregations.

Based on different NoSQL database comparisons, it is considered that for an
enterprise, there will be multiple types of NoSQL databases that will need based on
the application and use case [12]. Some organizations will need a combination of
graph database and document databases, whereas some will need key-value pair and
document databases.

6 Conclusion—AMulti-model Technology Consolidation

The above-mentioned NoSQL database types and their advantages lead to the multi-
model database. A multi-model database which is another popular option combines
the variousNoSQLdatabase types. Itmeansmore versatility for you—the end-user—
in the way you store your data.

A significant portion of large enterprise strategies is dependent on analytics or
prediction which is derived. Customer experience, high agility, and a large volume
of data are making the pressing need for NoSQL databases, a critical component of
the analytics ecosystem [13].

Because each type of NoSQL database serves significantly different uses cases,
an enterprise needs at least one of each type of NoSQL database to obtain the best
coverage and technology utilization. While planning technology considerations, it is
important not to consolidate or sunset different types of NoSQL. Even though there
are many similar functionalities offered by these NoSQL databases, the performance
of additional services or implementation ease of the services creates a lot of barriers
in the long run; for example, graph databases cannot replace document databases for
online scalable web applications.
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Technology consolidation is highly recommended for the same type of NoSQL
databases and not recommended between different types of NoSQLs.
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A Review on Proteomic Function
Prediction in Pathogenic Bacterial
Organism Using Machine Learning

Anushri Vijay, Neha Tiwari, and Amita Sharma

Abstract In the realm of health research and themedical business, machine learning
plays a vital role. In today’s world, protein research is critical in the development of
medicinal drugs. Proteins are responsible for the structure, function, and regulation
of our biological tissues, organ functionality as well as the majority of cell work. A
pathogen is an organism that can infect its host and causes disease, and virulence
refers to the severity of the symptoms. Some infections are only able to live in
specific hosts. Other diseases can infect a broad array of species. It is easy to identify
the characteristics and behavior of known bacterial proteins but the prediction of
unknown proteins is a cumbersome task. The paper discusses the objectivity of
machine learning in predicting the unknown proteins along with their functions,
specifically in harmful bacterial species.

Keywords Machine learning · Pathogen · Bacteria · Proteomic · Bioinformatics ·
Unknown proteins

1 Introduction

In health research and the medical business domain, proteomics has a wide spectrum
of research. In today’s world, protein research is crucial in the development of medic-
inal drugs. Proteins are an indispensable part of every living organism. The study
of unknown bacterial proteins is far more complex as compared to other microor-
ganisms such as yeast, algae, and fungus, as bacteria have a tremendous capacity to
mutate [1]. Hypothetical (unknown) protein function prediction is a time-consuming
as well as a costly affair when it comes to wet-lab testing procedures. Using machine
learning in predicting these unknown protein functions explicitly concerning harmful
bacterial species opens up a promising research area.
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1.1 Background

The study of all proteins made up of long chains of 20 amino acid residues is known
as proteomic research. The proteome is a collection of proteins found in living organ-
isms. Proteomic research currently provides a substantial amount of genetic data to
all genomics studies.When proteomics and genomic research are combined, biomed-
ical research and the development of next-generation diagnostic and therapeutic tools
can be revolutionized [2]. The discovery of therapeutic drugs requires the study of
pathogenic species which are microorganisms that can inflict bacterial infections.
Bacterial organisms are huge and complicated, and they evolve quickly; therefore,
performing a wet-lab experiment for each new bacterium protein function predic-
tion [3] is a tough and time-consuming operation. As a result, a computing machine
should be constructed to produce the result more quickly and at a lower cost.Machine
learning technology is the computational technique that by examining and extracting
inferences fromdata using algorithms and statisticalmodels, theymay learn and adapt
without following explicit instructions.

2 Pathogenic Bacterial Species

A pathogen is a disease-causing organism. A significant number of microorganisms
live in human bodies.When our immune system isweakenedwhile bacteria penetrate
a typically sterile area of our bodies, we have a problem. They only need a host to
develop and live. The infection avoids immune reactions and replicates using the
body’s energies while inside the host’s body before leaving and spreading to a new
target. Understanding disease microorganisms is vital because bacteria are more
complicated and larger than viruses, move through the air, are extremely adaptable,
and can quickly change to resist treatments.

Bacteria evolve at a rapid rate on their own, resulting in a proliferation of bacterial
entities. As a result, determining the function of newly generated bacteria proteins is
difficult. Proteins are used by bacteria for a range of functions, including structure,
enzymes, and transportation. Antibiotics that restrict protein synthesis are used to
treat bacterial infections.Bacteria, in general, have both knownandunknownproteins
(hypothetical proteins (HPs)) [4]. In a variety of animals, HPs can play a critical role
in pathogen survival and the advancement of infectious diseases. As a consequence,
annotating all of these novel bacterium species in wet labs is a time-consuming and
challenging operation.

Multiple infections are caused by pathogenic germs. A substantial number of HPs
are found in all of these pathogenic microorganisms. Urine tract infection (UTI), for
example, is a frequent infectious condition caused by harmful bacteria. Table 1 lists a
few common UTI bacteria along with their HPs status. Bacteria are also responsible
for food and waterborne infections. A few common pathogens are included in Table
2.
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As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, hypothetical UTI pathogenic bacteria proteins
account for 15.85% of the 741,867 known proteins, whereas hypothetical food and
waterborne pathogenic bacteria proteins account for 9.64% of the 2,552,645 known
proteins.

In biochemistry, a hypothetical protein is onewhose existence has been anticipated
but for which no experimental proof of expression in vivo exists. The sequencing of
multiple genomes has resulted in a large number of predicted open reading frames
with unknown functions. Several studies have been conducted in the past to look
at the functions of HPs in various illnesses. The identification and characterization
of hypothetical proteins can help in therapeutic target selection. HPs may serve as
possible new drug targets because of their limited homology and relatedness to other
known proteins [3].

To bridge the gap between the “knowns” and the “unknowns,” efforts to get a
fundamental idea of the roles and possible functions of HPs are vital. This is notably
critical for fitting and completing the genetic information jigsaw of every living thing,
as well as gaining a “full” understanding of these organisms as biological systems.

HP protein function prediction is a difficult endeavor that demands extensive
testing. Machine learning algorithms have evolved in recent years to determine
protein functions utilizing existing experimental result datasets. These methods are
both cost-effective and lower the number of lab tests required. The literature on
ML-based protein function prediction in pathogenic species is described in the next
section.

3 Protein Function Prediction in Pathogenic Species

Understanding the function of proteins in disease pathobiology, metagenome activ-
ities and therapeutic target discovery require a significant amount of bioinformatics
work. Homology-based techniques, methods based on sequence motifs, methods
based on structure, and methods based on the context of the genome are some of the
traditional molecular biology-based methodologies used to predict or determine the
functions of a certain protein. Genome sequencing and sophisticated lab experiments
are commonly used in these approaches, which are time demanding, costly, and take
a considerable amount of resources. To optimize the cost and time, there is a need to
deploy a computational technique that controls these parameters. Machine learning
(ML) is one such technology that can be used to predict protein function based
on known protein characteristics. Similarly, an unknown bacterial species’ protein
function might be discovered from known bacterial species using a protein–protein
interaction tool and machine learning (dry lab experiment) in a matter of minutes.
All it needs is a well-annotated dataset. A brief description of machine learning is
presented in the next section.
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4 Machine Learning

Learning is a crucial component of machine learning. Learning is the process of
obtaining new knowledge, developing new abilities, changing one’s behavior, and
gaining previous experience.

Machine learning consists of three types: (a) supervised learning (b) unsupervised
learning (c) reinforcement learning (see Fig. 1). Supervised learning is the practice of
using labeled datasets to train computers to reliably identify data or predict outcomes.
Unsupervised learning is the process of learning to find patterns in data sets that
contain no classified or labeled data items [6]. Machine learning models are taught
to make a series of judgments via reinforcement learning. The exponential growth of
biomedical data has inspired the application of several machine learning algorithms
to address new challenges in biology and clinical research in recent years.

To comprehend the new challenges posed by sickness produced by hazardous
bacterial organisms, we must research the characteristics and properties of proteins.
Machine learning has been used to develop protein function, prediction models in a
few studies.

To better understand protein function prediction using machine learning, a study
of the literature was conducted (as shown in Table 3).

This literature review concludes that ML is quite suitable for finding protein
function. Hypothetical (unknown) protein can be easily studied using ML, as it
can reduce search space for wet-lab experiments. As a result, we can deduce that
supervised machine learning is the most widely utilized machine learning method.

Fig. 1 Types of machine learning
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5 Conclusion and Future Scope

Finally, we came to a conclusion in Tables 1 and 2 conducted a case study to analyze
the unknown proteins identified in bacterial species. Hypothetical UTI pathogenic
bacteria proteins, for example, account for 15.85% of the 741,867 known proteins,
whereas food and waterborne pathogenic bacterial proteins account for 9.64% of
the 2,552,645 known proteins. The high cost of instrument maintenance, which
includes replacement parts, reagents, consumables, and periodic inspections, could
stifle protein analysis expansion. As a result, computational techniques can be used
with little effort and time.We conducted a literature review and looked at a variety of
machine learning techniques, the most prevalent of which being supervised learning,
in this study. The design of machine learning algorithms, as well as the prediction of
new data mining analytical functions, is all hot subjects in bioinformatics right now.

Simultaneously, the multidisciplinary approach has aided the advancement of
machine learning. As a result, protein function prediction has numerous applications,
including food and non-food packaging, healthcare, drug discovery, and disease
etiology. Research into unknown protein function prediction will greatly improve
the development of new drugs. Machine learning techniques are extremely useful
for forecasting and discovering trends in massive datasets. Data mining architecture,
machine learning algorithm development, and new data mining analysis function
prediction are all hot topics in bioinformatics right now. Exploring unknown protein
function prediction will greatly improve the development of novel drugs.
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